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Dear colleagues, participants and supporters of WC7 and  
other readers of these proceedings

Ten months have passed since we spent five exciting days of science, networking and friendship together 
in beautiful Rome, Italy. It is with great pleasure (and some pride) that we now present the proceedings 
of this conference. This completes the commitment we took on in 2005 on occasion of WC5. We have 
enjoyed the support of many remarkable individuals in the steering groups, as corporate supporters and in 
the AIM group. Together we shaped and executed a programme that has received praise from many sides. 
The interest of both the scientific and lay community was evidenced by reports in Nature and many other 
journals, websites, blogs, etc. Those who participated in WC7 will share positive memories of days of 
scientific exchange, recollection of challenges lying around their work and ahead as well as the infusion 
of enthusiasm to carry on with our common endeavours. We are confident that with these proceedings 
also those who were not able to participate can appreciate the diversity and high standard of presentations 
offered at WC7.
It is the first time that the proceedings are made available electronically instead of in printed form. 
All registered participants will receive them as a DVD. In addition they are available on the websites 
of the journal ALTEX (www.altex.ch ) and the Center for Alternatives to Animal Testing webportal 
AltWeb (http://altweb.jhsph.edu/). These portals make them accessible to a broad community in form of 
open source material, thus further feeding the lively developments in the field of alternatives to animal 
experiments. Selected articles chosen by the Editor of ALTEX will be published in addition as “Highlights 
from WC7” in the printed issues of the journal.
The conference took place exactly 50 years after the publication of Russel & Burch’s “The Principles of 
Humane Experimental Technique”, establishing the 3Rs principle and thus a cornerstone of alternatives 
to animal testing. It was therefore an appropriate time to appoint three prominent individuals who have 
steered the implementation of the 3Rs like no others as “Patrons of laboratory animal welfare in the life 
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sciences”: Michael Balls, Alan Goldberg and Horst Spielmann. Though now retired from the positions that 
allowed them to shape our field, they are still sources of enthusiasm and insight to those who follow them, 
as witnessed again at WC7.
The congress took place at a time when major developments all over the world were driving the field 
of alternatives: The ban of animal testing for cosmetics in Europe, the start of REACH registration, the 
intense discussion on the “Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century” vision of the US National Academy of 
Science, the creation of the Korean Center for the Validation of Alternative Methods and the first chair 
for alternative methods in India are only a few examples of the developments of 2009. WC7 also saw the 
first announcements of the largest call for proposals in history, i.e. € 50 million shall be made available 
by COLIPA and the European Commission for systemic toxicity testing, and the first transatlantic 3Rs 
centre, CAAT-EU. Finally, WC7 also put a finger on another very important animal welfare issue not 
addressed at earlier World Congresses, namely that of corporate social responsibility (CSR), an ethical 
approach aiming, among other aspects, at an ethical or fair treatment of animals, be it food producing 
animals or experimental animals in the production of goods, foods and chemicals such as pharmaceuticals. 
We hope this broader approach will pick up further and take root in World Congresses to come, as it does 
increasingly in our society.   
Most importantly, however, WC7 has shown that the field of alternative methods is embracing science 
and science is embracing alternative approaches. We saw how modern technologies are shaping a second 
generation of alternative methods and how some recent developments in the life sciences were fuelled by 
the wish to overcome animal experimentation. The area presents itself as one of the liveliest in the life 
sciences, at the same time bridging to practical applications. The regulatory use of these new approaches is 
imminent and few fields are resonating as much with political discussions. 
Experimental animal welfare and safety assessments are more than a matter of science; they are key 
societal interests. WC7 has mirrored this energy with stakeholders coming to the congress with different 
views and approaches and leaving with increased understanding, compromise and a vision for the future.
It was a privilege to serve WC7 by preparing for it, moderating it and now harvesting its fruits. We would 
like to wish WC8 and its contributors all success and hope that this series of congresses continues with the 
same level of enthusiasm for our shared goals.

Thomas Hartung,
Director, Center for Alternatives to 
Animal Testing (CAAT), 
Baltimore, USA
thartung@jhsph.edu

Herman B.W.M. Koëter,
Managing Director,
Orange House Partnership npo, 
Brussels, Belgium
herman.koeter@orangeOhouse.eu  
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1  What kind of animal are we?

When I was in school, we didn’t consider the rights or protec-
tion of animals an issue. I went to a convent in the Himalayas 
in Kodaikanal, Southern India, and I gassed animals for dissec-
tion class without much thought. looking out at this room, I see 
some of you are my age or thereabouts and so probably, like 
me, missed out on the animal rights and ethics courses offered 
in universities today. In other words, we are late in wrapping our 
brains around these concepts. the rest of you have no excuse!

Are most human beings inherently kind? Well, I don’t have 
any empirical evidence that many people are unkind, but I do 
have a lot of anecdotal evidence that some are. And it strikes 
me that, on the strength of that – as with criminal law, where a 
collection of circumstantial evidence is allowed to win a convic-
tion – we can pretty much characterize the human race, of which 

I am a living, breathing part, as being, quite often, “a species 
behaving badly” – especially when no one is looking. 

In Amsterdam, for instance, the honor system of putting out 
public bicycles had to be dissolved, because so many bicycles 
have been stolen, repainted, and sold. And then there’s the per-
son who stole my wallet. luckily they left the euros and only 
took the dollars, which are almost worthless. But such is hu-
man nature that even friendly, well-educated people who should 
know better often behave badly, and I’m not just talking about 
hedge fund managers. 

In a study of visitors to Antarctica, it was found that people 
with a university or postgraduate education were significantly 
more inclined to harass seals and trample plants than those with 
less formal education. And then there is “pack behavior”: Abu 
Ghraib isn’t the only place where people have engaged in con-
duct that would be seen as truly depraved under normal circum-

Brueghel’s Two Monkeys:  
Passing the Final Exam in the History of Mankind 
Ingrid E. Newkirk
People for the ethical treatment of Animals, Norfolk, VA, USA

Summary
As society’s ethical values expand over time, we understand that we must have consideration for more 
than just ourselves, our race, our gender, and our species. This talk confronts our biases and provides food 
for thought in moving beyond our current understanding of human-animal relations. History provides a 
lens through which our current norms can be viewed. It allows us to discern how our behavior might be 
perceived by future generations, and this perspective can help us understand how to improve our behavior. 
While it is easy to be appalled by what has been done in the past, it is more challenging to uncover the 
actions taking place today that will be regarded with horror in the future and, most important by far, to be 
a part of the necessary change. By modifying one’s perspective to include a more empathetic view of other 
animals, our obligations and potential become clear. 

Keywords: animal rights, animal experimentation, non-animal testing, alternatives, empathy, fear, ethics, 
ICCVAM, EPA

Plenary Lecture
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stances but which became normal and routine, even amusing, as 
the “group mind” muted out decency. 

So, average people are capable of more cruelty than we’d like 
to believe, sometimes not even seeing their behavior as wrong. 
And sometimes this cruelty becomes institutionalized and is not 
even seen as abnormal any more. that means, of course, that 
animals, elderly people, children, and any others placed in a 
vulnerable position or in an institution, such as an orphanage, a 
nursing home, or a laboratory, are far more likely to be abused. 

let me give some examples of why I say this:
look at those who not only have taken a solemn vow to be 

good but who are expected to set the bar on goodness. the 
church is an institution more respected than any other. Yet the 
Roman Catholic Church, not only in the US but in europe, has 
had to learn that going along with and, indeed, covering up 
abuse may one day catch up with you. We all know now about 
the little boys, and some girls, who were too scared to speak up 
and who had their lives and bodies interfered with. But, if pil-
lars of the community demonstrate no regard for the feelings of 
children in their care, it would be mad to think that animals in 
laboratories, who certainly don’t enjoy anything like the revered 
status of children in our society, are being well treated!

And no one is naïve enough to believe that research is some-
how an exception – that it is the one place on earth where those 
in charge can be trusted to police themselves. that’s like leav-
ing a 5-year old in charge of a chocolate cake. Which, actually, 
researchers have done and the results are not surprising!

let me offer some idea of what our investigators and others 
have found: When they thought no one who cared was look-
ing: UNC researchers put live animals into the freezer bins and 
cut off rodents’ heads with scissors without any effort to lessen 
their suffering; researchers who couldn’t be bothered to walk 
to the gas chamber room chose to violate their protocols and 
kill the animals by breaking their necks against the cage card-
holders. technicians at Huntingdon life Sciences in the U.K. 
were filmed punching beagles in the face and simulating sex 
with each other as they tried to inject a frightened dog at the 
same time. Researchers at the largest contract laboratory in the 
US, Covance, were caught slamming petrified monkeys into 
steel cages or, having tied them down to the table, stuffing bot-
tles in their mouths and mocking them while whooping it up to 
loud music. Covance’s reaction was not to decry the behavior 
and fling the abusers and their supervisors out the door, but to 
sue us – both in the UK and in the US – to get us to stop showing 
those videos. they lost their cases. 

these are dismaying examples of people shamelessly abusing 
their power over others in their care and then trying to cover it 
up. And it’s not just at Covance. every single time we go into 
an institution undercover – including at AAAlAC-accredited 
institutions – we come out with footage of atrocities.

Animals, like institutionalized people, are often simply for-
gotten; they become wallpaper. Once, I was touring the Na-
tional Institute of Health (NIH) model facility in Poolesville, 
Maryland – a “model” facility, mind you – when I found some 
baboons being kept in small metal isolation cages. I found 
them because I was walking along one of the corridors and 

heard a fearful banging noise. that made me look through the 
little window into their room to see a huge male smashing his 
head into the stainless steel back wall of his cage. He was a 
Hamadryus baboon: huge, with a big snout like a dog, and such 
a colorful coat, sticking out all over, that he looked like a man 
who had been plucked off the street on his way to a fancy dress 
ball. I enquired about these baboons, each sitting in a standard, 
small metal isolation cage in this stark, barren room, with noth-
ing to do or see or touch, no contact with each other, unable to 
even walk two steps. And I discovered that the researcher who 
had been using them in a cancer study had accepted another 
job two years earlier and had moved way! He was living his 
life in a new town, driving around, shopping, watching tV, 
talking to his kids, and the baboons were sitting there, day in 
and day out. they had been plucked from their homes, troupes, 
and families in Africa seven years earlier, shipped to Russia 
and then to the US on what could only have been frightening 
journeys for them, and then locked in see-through boxes in a 
room, and left to stare at the walls for seven years. Once a day, 
men in masks entered and hosed down the room and put food 
in their metal bowls. 

except for the absence of water boarding, they might as well 
have been at Guantanamo Bay.

Who was to blame for this casual oversight that caused these 
bright animals so much misery? the grant provider? the re-
searcher who left? the technicians? the IACUC? All of the 
above, surely? Not one of them had thought the baboons im-
portant enough to wonder about, even those who had seen these 
animals every day. this kind of appalling neglect, in which a 
living being is left to experience needless mental strain, goes 
on all the time. So, we must be vigilant, each of us in a position 
to do so, to spot it and stop it. Otherwise, what kind of animal 
are we?

People in institutions often get used to things that disturb 
other people. they are like the lighthouse keeper who was so 
accustomed to hearing a gun go off under his nose, every six 
minutes, every night, to warn ships at sea that he slept through 
it. One night, the mechanism failed and the gun didn’t go off. 
the lighthouse keeper woke with a start, sat up in bed and said, 
“What’s that?”

We need to be vigilant to what’s happening to others around 
us, because those over whom we have control can only depend 
on us to notice their circumstances. We cannot allow animals to 
become the wallpaper we don’t see any more. 

those of you here who are striving to get animals out of re-
search or at least treated with some understanding of who they 
are and what they need, have to deal with those who can’t em-
pathize (neurophysiologists can debate whether that means that 
their “mirror neurons” are underdeveloped or not), and with 
others who think it’s perfectly fine to wait until some unspeci-
fied time in the future to make changes or that change is just 
not a priority. And we all have to deal with people on IACUCs 
who are untrained, don’t appreciate the important responsibility 
vested in them, or who get too busy – personally or profession-
ally – to take a proper look when a protocol is presented that 
could result in animals being put through painful, uncomfort-
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able, and worrisome procedures that should have been modified 
or rejected outright. that is unconscionable.

2  Today’s conduct as future “past” horrific 
behavior

It is said that the only thing we learn from history is that we 
don’t learn from history. let me examine with you how history 
applies to our behavior toward animals today.

One of the most studied cases in research ethics is, as you 
know, the tuskegee experiment, in which poor black men in 
the southern US were purposely not told by their doctors that 
they had syphilis and were simply used as research subjects. 
this is a good example because it involves a marginalized 
group – individuals with no recourse, who didn’t seem to count 
for much, and whom the dominant group did not understand or 
consider important. And because the researchers may indeed 
have had some sort of good intentions but didn’t realize that, 
at some later point they’d be condemned for such a lack of 
empathy. 

But it’s not only the tuskegee men. Human orphans were 
used in tuberculin tests and trials of low levels of radiation; 
poor Irish women immigrants to the US were used in gyne-
cological practice surgeries which, when perfected, were per-
formed on the rich, paying classes. even human neonates were 
operated on without anesthesia until quite recently.

In the US, enlisted men (GIs) were used in lSD experiments 
without their knowledge; some thought they were going mad 
and killed themselves. GIs were used because they are a pool 
of often low-income men considered cheap, disposable, and 
replaceable. Sound familiar? 

It is easy to be appalled by what has been done in the past, 
but callous behavior seen as acceptable just yesterday is now 
seen for what it is: ignorant and wrong.

For truly uncomfortable reading, there is “the Nazi Doc-
tors,” by Robert J. lifton. In his study of what made doctors 
able to live with themselves while doing to prisoners exactly 
the sorts of ghastly things that are done to animals in today’s 
laboratories, including drowning experiments and teratogenic-
ity experiments, he discovers that the comfortable idea that 
they were just “some madmen” ruled by another madman is 
absolutely unsupported. In fact, vast numbers of people some-
how rationalized these extreme cruelties and killings in a vari-
ety of ways and not only accepted it but participated in it. 

lifton’s conclusion is that these experimenters were ordinary 
people like us. One of them, Dr. Siegmund Rascher, even felt 
comfortable enough to put on paper a formal request to Berlin 
to move his experiments on inmates from Dachau to Ausch-
witz because, he wrote: “In Auschwitz, the freezing process is 
faster because it is colder there. Moreover, the camp is bigger, 
so that the subjects’ howling can hardly be heard.” 

the analogies are clear. Nobel laureate Isaac Bashevis 
Singer, whose family fled the Nazis, became a vegetarian be-
cause he looked out of his window above a slaughterhouse in 
Chicago, watched the cattle shackled together, being prodded 

and poked down the ramp to their deaths and wrote, “to ani-
mals, all men are Nazis.” 

lucy Kaplan Rosen, who wrote the introduction to Eternal 
Treblinka, tells the story of her father, who was transported in 
a cattle car to Birkenau-Auschwitz in 1944. this was after he 
had witnessed the murder of his wife and two daughters. He 
survived six camps. Ms. Rosen says that what she loved most 
about her father was that when, in 1945, at only 100 lbs and 
bearing the injuries of years of Nazi abuse, he emerged with his 
previous compassion for animals enhanced precisely because he 
realized that he had been treated like one. 

So, we see that past atrocities weren’t necessarily an aberra-
tion, and ordinary people can do hideous things if they don’t dis-
cipline themselves not to or are not stopped by someone else. 

the trick, however, is not in simply looking backwards but in 
figuring out what is being done today that will be looked back 
upon in the future with disgust. the trick is to be one of the 
people who finds a way to reach those who can’t or won’t relate 
to the being on their hotplate. 

lifton’s study is also instructive in another way. It suggests 
that – if the same observations of human nature apply today – 
of every three people hired as animal caretakers, two will not 
object, even silently, when an animal is abused or neglected, 
and one of the three will be easily capable of joining in flagrant 
abuse. let’s ask ourselves then, of every ten people appointed 
to an IACUC, how many will speak up when an unnecessary or 
unnecessarily cruel experiment is proposed? 

On the encouraging side, we teach our children that “Might 
Does Not Make Right,” and we ask them to obey the Golden 
Rule of “Do Unto Others as You Would Have them Do Unto 
You.” Presumably, we mean those things. But when you think 
about it, only “might” allows someone to pick up a rat, a mammal 
every bit as sentient as any dog or cat or me, and bleed him from 
the eye and then toss him back into a shoebox-sized container, as 
if the rat’s experience, his fears and sensations aren’t real. And 
only a lack of empathy would allow someone to joke that now the 
animal will need a white stick when he goes out on the town. 

We all know that scientists want to be thought of as precise 
and particular. Perhaps you know the joke about two scientists 
driving along in Australia when they pass a flock of sheep. 
“look,” said one, “those sheep have all been sheared.” “Well,” 
says the other scientist, “On one side of their bodies, anyway.” 
like most stereotypes, I’m not sure this business about particu-
larity is true, and I’ll tell you why:

A few years back, we ran a photo in PetA’s Animal Times 
magazine that showed rats stuffed into narrow plastic inhala-
tion tubes like so many socks. You can imagine how frightening 
it must be to have giant aliens, whose intentions are not be-
nign, stuff you into a tube so tightly that your nose and ears are 
squashed against the sides. the picture was from an article pub-
lished in the journal of the National Institute of environmental 
Health Sciences, and the “cute” caption under the original photo 
read: “Nosing Around.” It reminded me of a caption I saw on a 
photograph of a group of black males, unable to find work in a 
South African township, with the caption, “lounging Around.” 
the article in the NIeHS magazine described an experiment in 
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which rats were forced to breathe mercury vapors in an attempt 
to duplicate the reproductive effects already seen for years in 
dental hygienists exposed to mercury in fillings. Incidentally, 
the Principal Investigator concluded: “We weren̓t able to repro-
duce any of those effects in our animal model.” 

When we showed this photo to the head of ICCVAM, he 
shook his head and said, “that’s terrible.” But it turns out he 
didn’t mean that the experiment was terrible or what was done 
to the rats was terrible; he meant that it was terrible that the 
photo had been put in the magazine for everyone to see! 

PetA researchers attend many toxicology conferences. they 
hear the jokes, the references to boondoggles, the acknowl-
edgements that certain experiments have no value whatsoever. 
On a tour of the USUHS, the US Uniformed Health Services 
facility, the chief veterinarian in charge pointed to the desert 
tortoises being used to study tMJ (temporo mandibular joint 
pain). Now, the desert tortoise’s jaw is not like a human jaw 
at all; it is especially arranged for a fibrous, plant-based diet – 
there are no teeth! People chew their food, tortoises do not, and 
there are many other critical differences. Furthermore, the NIH 
says that tMJ treatment should not be surgical, rather it begins 
with simply changing jaw movement and avoiding teeth-grind-
ing. Considering that a desert tortoise cannot be reasonably 
expected to speak our language, and we don’t understand hers, 
it will be difficult to explain this to her and to know when she 
feels better.

PetA did a double take and got the funding on that experi-
ment pulled. If we hadn’t, who knows how many other tortoises 
would have had their jaws damaged and how many more tax 
dollars would have been wasted. 

I was once invited to lecture at the USUHS and made the 
mistake – or clever move – of arriving early enough to sit un-
noticed in the back before the earlier session ended. the labora-
tory chief told his students: “When you fill out the government 
form as to why you chose to use rats or mice, do not write ‘be-
cause they are cheap, easy to handle, and few people care about 
them.’ the form is supposed to show there is a good science-y 
sounding reason for your choice.” But the truth is, there is no 
“science-y” reason. 

At a conference on neurotoxicity, a panelist discussing the 
ePA’s developmental neurotoxicity test (which uses at least 
1,300 animals every time it is conducted) joked that the “FOB” 
– which is the acronym for the “functional observation battery” 
that is used in neurotoxicity testing – really stands for, and I 
quote: “functional observation bullshit.” In that government sci-
entist’s words, “we do it because the ePA tells us to,” regardless 
of relevance. In my words, “They die for our sins.”

The EPA official on the panel acknowledged: “We know the 
rat isn’t the right model. But it’s like being in a bad marriage – 
you know you should get out but you don’t because there’s so 
much history there.” that would be funny, but it isn’t if you are 
the subject of a painful experiment. 

So, the gig is up on pretending that results from one species 
apply across the board to others. I’ve always said that “When 
it comes to feelings, like hunger, pain, and thirst, a rat is a pig 
is a dog is a boy.” that’s just a plain old fact. What isn’t a fact 

is that when it comes to physiology, a rat is a pig is a dog is a 
boy. Meaning that it’s time for the so-called “gold standard” of 
animal testing to be recognized as the lump of coal it is.

One more example of how casually the animals’ suffering is 
viewed: Several years ago, at the National Academy of Sci-
ences’ Institute for laboratory Animal Research workshop on 
federal reporting requirements for pain and distress in animals 
used in laboratories, panelists who included animal researchers 
from the US Department of Agriculture (USDA), the NIH, and 
various universities and professional associations, were often 
seen yukking it up over animal suffering. empathy was in 
short supply, if there at all. One of the panelists spoke about the 
importance of proper training. Reciting a “can-ya-believe-this-
one” story, he gave a litany of botched jobs by under-trained 
or under-skilled lab staff, culminating in a story of someone 
improperly restraining a mouse so that, as the animal’s skull 
was being drilled into, his body spun around with the drill-bit. 
throughout the list of examples, other members of the panel 
chuckled in recognition, and at this last example, several pan-
elists laughed openly. 

I read a story in the newspaper about a group of young people 
who had been caught standing around a BBQ pit, poking a live 
kitten into the burning coals and laughing as the kitten cried. 
Who wouldn’t be upset at the mental health of these individu-
als? But, when you think about it, the place is unimportant. 
Whether suffering is seen as a joke in the lab, at a conference, 
or at the barbeque pit, it must stop.

Cruelty doesn’t have to mean being the person who pokes 
the kitten deeper into the coals, or being the person who wields 
the scalpel or syringe. It also means being the person who ig-
nores the plight of the pain-wracked or lonely animal in the 
cage. Where there is acceptance of the perpetuation of wrong, 
there is complicity. Perhaps the Nazi doctors could not have 
spoken up without being shot, but we are not in that position 
– not any of us.

What allows this kind of jocular, cruel nonsense to go on is 
a lack of empathy (that undeveloped “mirror neuron”) or the 
group acceptance of unacceptable behavior. It will continue 
until every one of us who cares – and we are many – gets a 
moral backbone, gets truly interested in real science, and 
speaks up, complains, refuses to accept this kind of thinking, 
and puts an end to it. 

It’s history again, isn’t it? Someone gave me a book of parlor 
games from the Southern US. One game in it is described this 
way: “A distinguished lady is chosen to address the group. She 
must explain that a baby has been orphaned, and she will sug-
gest that the club rise to the occasion by chipping in to raise the 
child for its first year. Of course, everyone will agree, and one 
member must be asked to volunteer to be the first to take the 
child home. As the volunteer comes forward, everyone claps 
with appreciation. Have the maid bring a swaddled baby into 
the room. When the lucky volunteer is handed the infant, all 
will howl with laughter when the cloth is pulled back and the 
lady finds she is holding a Negro child.” The book continues: 
“If a Negro child is not readily available, you can achieve the 
same effect by using a baby pig.”
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We find that beyond horrific now, but it was all good fun 
down South in that bastion of civil liberties, the United States 
of America, not so long ago. And it is a great illustration of 
why change must keep come right on coming.

3  The capacity for pleasure and fear 

I’m not so much condemning the people who didn’t “get it” then 
and who don’t “get it” now; rather, I’m offering it as a blunt 
reminder to ourselves that we are making history every day 
that we live and breathe. today’s conduct can be seen as future 
“past” horrific behavior, if you know what I mean. It was just 
30 or so years ago, when I was already smoking cigarettes, that 
physicians in white coats appeared on tV, advising us to smoke 
low tar cigarettes to soothe a sore throat. It was just 30 years ago 
that, as Dr. Jane Goodall points out, scientists openly ridiculed 
the idea that chimpanzees were intelligent, had social needs, 
engaged in tool making and use, and had language. Or more 
recently, take the octopuses commonly used in laboratories: 

It is only after years of electro-shock experiments on them 
that experimenters have conceded that these bizarre – to us – an-
imals are so emotionally upset by their loss of control over their 
destiny and their inability to flee the pain meted out to them, that 
they commit suicide by pecking themselves to death. Jacques 
Cousteau first revealed how dolphins in captivity would some-
times take their own lives; now we see that behavior in other 
captive species, including cephalopods. Yet these animals have 
been treated in laboratories as if they were inanimate. Or actu-
ally, that’s not so, because if they were thought to be inanimate, 
no one could design an experiment to hurt them and see what 
they would do, could they? So, people recognize that octopuses 
have feelings but are deliberately ignoring the fact.

Recently, an extensive study of pleasure in the animal king-
dom showed that “from tickling to playing catch, animals en-
gage in certain behaviors just for fun, even enjoying sensations 
that are unknown to humans.” The author of the findings, pub-
lished in Applied Animal Behavior Science, believes scientists, 
conservationists, and others should not overlook animal joy. 
“the capacity for pleasure,” the author writes, “means that an 
animal’s life has intrinsic value, that is, value to the individ-
ual independent of his or her value to anyone else, including 
humans.”1 And what isn’t mentioned here, is that one of the 
most overlooked areas of animal suffering is fear. We talk about 
caging size and other considerations, but the “Fear Factor” isn’t 
just an American tV game show. 

this animal at this podium knows a bit about fear. My father 
was a very daring man, quite an adventurer who went out in 
fierce storms and into war zones and was at Bikini Atoll to help 
set up nuclear testing. He once took my mother in a jeep across 
the little Rani of Kutch in India. this is an area that, at certain 
times of the year, is extremely dangerous, pitted with pockets 
of quicksand that are impossible to see but which can gobble 

you up. My mother only found that out, and found out that no 
one else had had dared accompany my father on this expedition, 
when they were well out in the middle of it. She remembers 
yelling at him and my father saying, “Oh come on, where’s your 
spirit!” to which she replied, “At home in the drinks cabinet, 
but damn you, if I’d known that we might die, I’d have brought 
some with me.” 

I know what she meant, because when I was a tiny tot, he took 
me up a glacier many thousands of feet high. Despite the physical 
pain of the cold, which was intense (we didn’t have polar fleece 
back then), what was far worse was the fear: the fear of tum-
bling thousands of feet down the side of that vast wall of ice, the 
fear that something terrible was about to happen to me. that is 
the experience animals in laboratories live with all the time: the 
mother monkey clutching her baby to her chest in her small metal 
box, wondering if that giant, powerful animal entering the room 
to take her blood is also going to steal her child. And he is, just as 
if he were taking a box off a shelf, ignoring her fear grimace, her 
desperately chattering teeth and her little begging sounds. Yet her 
love for her child is indisputably as strong as any human mother’s 
love for her infant. What must her suffering be like when she can-
not protect her own child? Who will speak up for her?

In a BBC documentary, scientists refer to cuttlefish as “aliens 
from inner space.” It’s a fascinating term, because, of course, 
our species is out there in space, spending a great deal of time, 
money, and effort searching for intelligent life, yet it is all 
around us: from those cuttlefish who communicate in waves 
of color (able to create a magnificent pattern on one side of 
his body that lures a prospective mate while creating another 
pattern on the other side that wards off a competitor); to the 
smallest desert mouse who rolls a stone in front of her burrow 
to collect dew; to the Indigo buntings who navigate by learning 
the constellations, fix their position by the height of the sun and, 
if blown off course, reset their paths by the phases of the moon 
and the rising and setting of the stars; to the rhino who commu-
nicates by altering his breathing.

And should any Cartesians be among us and laugh such things 
off as programming, they must also laugh off their own loves, 
desires, and fears, their own programmed behaviors. the Car-
tesians also would have to ignore studies like the one this very 
month reporting how five crows all were able to figure out how 
to use a short stick to get hold of a medium one and the medium 
one to reach a large one – the only one that could allow them to 
retrieve a food reward. All five figured it out without training, 
and four of the birds did it in the first try. 

4  A slippery slope is just another term for progress

So, what if we do come across intelligent life during our space 
explorations? If it is stronger than we are, we will undoubtedly 
beg for mercy and understanding and insist that “We come in 
Peace.” But if we find intelligent life out there that is not as strong 

1 “Animals just want to have fun, survey finds: From tickling to playing catch, animals do some things simply for enjoyment,” Jenni-
fer Viegas, Discovery Channel.
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as we are, what will happen to those noble protestations? Our 
governments will want to do to them what we’ve done to all the 
intelligent life forms on this planet: Capture them, cage them, dis-
sect them, and deny them any consideration. Perhaps snack on a 
few of them just as we snack on the sea slug who, like a fat opera 
diva, so gracefully dances among the rocks, her cloak floating be-
hind her, her mind on who knows what. But we don’t have to be 
like that computer Pacman, gobbling up everything in our path; 
we can be considerate of those with less power than we have. 

I hear people who want to cling to the status quo say, “Don’t 
concede that primates need social enrichment or that rats and 
mice must be afforded protection, it’s a slippery slope.” And of 
course it is, but isn’t a “slippery slope” that leads us away from 
treating others badly just another term for progress? A society 
can’t evolve if it is afraid of the slippery slope. looking back, it 
was a blink ago in time that a noted Harvard surgeon was deeply 
worried about the “absurd” idea that a woman might be allowed 
into the operating room, let alone be trained as a physician. In 
the time of the Suffragettes it was said that “If you give women 
the right to vote, you might as well give asses the right to vote.” 
Today, we have fine female physicians and scientists and – as for 
women voting – well, we should be entitled to make the same 
mistakes at the polling booth as any man! And frankly, looking 
at who we elect sometimes, one wonders if asses couldn’t do a 
better job than the lot of us.

So, what can we do? You may think that I want all animals out 
of the laboratories now and you’d be right. I do think it is mor-
ally indefensible – given what we know in this day and age – for 
us to inflict pain and suffering and fear on any other living being 
simply because we can. that is the lesson I take from history. 
And if you don’t “get it,” look at the animals, learn about the 
animals, and if you still don’t “get it,” look again.

However, one can still help enormously without having to 
embrace that belief. 

5  Regulatory testing: the obstacles and the 
movement forward

I polled the PetA staff who work on these issues, asking them 
to give me basic starting points. I am only focusing here on 
regulatory and toxicity testing. let me go through the list and I 
hope you will agree:
1. Where there is a non-animal alternative, use it.
2. Don’t automatically default to animal testing: profiling a 

chemical’s biological activity using a suite of non-animal 
methods will allow for thoughtful toxicology by identifying 
the most hazardous chemicals and providing information that 
can guide further testing and, of course, NO experiment us-
ing animals should eVeR be carried out if the information is 
available or can be derived elsewhere. 

3. Where there isn’t an alternative yet, work to find one and keep 
an eye on what’s going to be available soon.
Alternatives for many biological endpoints are in sight, and 
for the more complex endpoints in the areas of toxicokinetics, 
chronic toxicity, and carcinogenicity, there are efforts that ur-

gently need promoting, including PetA’s planned workshop 
focusing on replacing the rodent cancer bioassay.

4. the ePA and NIH are beginning to act on the vision set 
forth in 2007 by the National Academy of Sciences, which 
recognizes that the near-exclusive reliance on animal testing 
that has characterized chemical testing programs to date are 
costly, time-consuming, and not up to the task of accurately 
and adequately assessing the toxicity of tens of thousands of 
chemicals. Both the NAS report and the 2009 ePA strategic 
plan recommend moving away from dependence on animal 
tests to a process that relies more heavily on in vitro assays to 
predict human health effects. 
ePA and NIH have created formal collaborations to develop 
and implement this approach, such as the toxCast and tox 
21 initiatives. 
It is encouraging to note that federal agencies and some in-
dustry consortia are stepping up to the plate to help fund these 
initiatives, in addition to PetA which, up till now has tried to 
step into the void by providing massive donations to in vitro 
laboratories and QSAR experts, even though our budget is 
mere manicure money to federal agencies such as the ePA. 
May I solicit your support to encourage and fund the use of 
these technologies in current and future testing programs? 
there is still so much work to be done as current testing pro-
grams have been slow to incorporate this new approach. 
For example, there is the hideous mess that is the ePA’s en-
docrine Disruptor Screening Program. The first phase could 
kill more than 40,000 animals – and not one of them will die 
quickly or painlessly – to test just 67 chemicals, all of which 
are either pesticides or High Production Volume chemicals 
that have already been heavily tested. the additional test-
ing is highly unlikely to provide any useful information for 
additional regulation of these chemicals, especially when 
the ePA still can’t say how it is going to use the resulting 
information! this program is so out of tune with where we 
are now that it is like designing an iPhone app using carrier 
pigeons. this program needs to be redesigned from the bot-
tom up to take advantage of the latest technology and new 
approaches. Please take a look at our poster, number 539, 
that describes an integrated approach to endocrine testing 
and see how you can use it. 
the US National toxicology Program continues to kill thou-
sands of animals every year to test well characterized chemi-
cals, even natural substances such as ginseng and green tea, 
and it does so if the substance is nominated by anyone, even 
by a single anonymous person. 
And what of ICCVAM? In a decade, ICCVAM has gone from 
beloved baby to Frankenstein monster. Instead of doing the 
job the US Congress intended it to do – namely to facilitate 
the incorporation of non-animal methods into government 
regulatory programs – it has become the chief obstacle in the 
US to the use of non-animal testing methods. 
Recently, ICCVAM rejected the work of a consortium of 
companies that worked together to develop a non-animal 
method for assessing eye irritation. the work was so prom-
ising that the ePA launched its own pilot program, accepting 
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data using this method. So, now the ePA is making more 
progress than the federal entity whose job it is to do so. 
Another shameful example is that nine years ago, an inter-
national workshop concluded that in vitro cytotoxicity could 
be used immediately as a dose setting measure to reduce the 
number of animals poisoned in lethal dose tests. the experts 
also concluded that, with interest and funds, the test could be 
validated as a complete replacement method for lethal dose 
tests within 2-3 years. Yet it took until 2008 for ICCVAM to 
issue formal recommendations to agencies to use the cytotox 
method and then only as a reduction method to set the start-
ing dose for poisoning animals. 
NIeHS has not made appropriate funding of ICCVAM a 
priority, and ICCVAM does not do the sort of independent 
research performed by eCVAM and ZeBet. It appears that 
ICCVAM members, who are drawn from the federal agen-
cies, are being allowed to misuse ICCVAM to perpetuate 
their antiquated biases in favor of animal tests. this is evi-
dent through ICCVAM’s continued presumption that ani-
mal tests are the “gold standard” of toxicology to which all 
non-animal assays must measure up (or down as the case 
may be) and through emails leaked to PetA in which IC-
CVAM representatives discuss circling the wagons against 
evidence-based toxicology. It should therefore come as no 
surprise that the US lags so far behind europe and some 
other countries, not only in real football but in implementing 
non-animal testing methods too. We documented that dis-
grace in an extensive report last year that ended up on the 
front pages of the Washington Post.

5. the current US toxic chemicals legislation, the toxic Sub-
stances Control Act, is about to be revised. While this is sure 
to lead to requirements for information similar to ReACH 
in the eU, it also provides an unprecedented opportunity to 
incorporate these new approaches and new technology into 
toxics legislation – something we at PetA are working hard 
to do and which you will hear about in the next session on 
chemicals and pesticides. 

6. In europe, there is much work to be done as well. In spite of 
the deadlines imposed by the Cosmetics Directive to elimi-
nate animal testing and a number of eU initiatives, there 
are still no accepted alternatives for eye irritation nor any 
completely non-animal methods for acute toxicity, and non-
animal replacements for chronic and developmental toxicity 
will not be in place for the 2013 deadline. ReACH will have 
an enormous impact on the number of animals used in test-
ing. there are some animal reduction provisions in ReACH, 
but with thousands of chemicals requiring base data sets by 
2010, there will be animal suffering on an unprecedented 
scale. 
even without ReACH yet in full swing, the numbers of ani-
mals used in the UK has risen every year since 2000, with 
a dramatic increase of 42% in the past decade. Most of this 
is due to the increasing use of transgenic mice – with thou-
sands of them being used to breed and maintain each line – 
even though these so-called “models” of human disease are 
of questionable relevance. And in spite of public support for 

a ban on primate experiments, the use of primates in the UK 
actually rose 16% in 2008 over 2007. Surely, intelligent and 
dedicated people can find a way to reverse this trend. 
While the continuing revision of Directive 86/609 provides 
an opportunity to address long-standing problems with the 
use of animals in european experiments, there is a worri-
some de-regulatory agenda that threatens to gut the proposal 
of its most progressive measures. europe must not miss the 
opportunity to put in place a rigorous and comprehensive 
system of regulation that reduces animal suffering; fosters 
the development, validation, regulatory acceptance, and up-
take of replacement methods; and, most importantly, pro-
vides the basis on which meaningful progress will be made 
towards the goal of eliminating all animal experiments as 
soon as possible.

that is the end of the list.

6  Passing the final exam in the history of 
mankind

One good thing that came out of the 1960s, and I’m not talk-
ing about tie-dye, was the expression, “If you aren’t part of 
the solution, you are part of the problem.” Society is deeply 
indebted to each of you who are part of the solution. those of 
you who are in government, it is vital to rock the boat; those 
of you who are on committees and in funding agencies who 
opine that animal tests are not only ethically flawed but often 
conducted out of habit, obstinacy, laziness, and because no one 
has spoken up, thank you for living. 

Now, let me return to where I started. If we believe what so-
cial scientists have told us – that ordinary humans are capable 
of extraordinary cruelty – we must recognize that laboratories 
are exactly the place where such things will occur. It is not 
enough to regulate vigorously, although we must do at least 
that. As a group, human beings are far too tolerant of cruelty 
and far too unpredictable to be entrusted with the lives of truly 
vulnerable beings, yet we are in that position and must be vigi-
lant about our conduct. 

And finally, if you are thinking, “What was that bit about 
Brueghel’s two Monkeys?” – it refers to the poem by Wislawa 
Szymborska, who wrote:

This is what I see in my dreams about final exams;
Two monkeys, chained to the floor, sit on the windowsill,
The sky behind them flutters,
the sea is taking a bath.
The Exam is the History of Mankind
I stammer and hedge.
One monkey stares and listens with mocking disdain,
the other seems to be dreaming away – 
But when it’s clear I don’t know what to say
He prompts me with a gentle
Clinking of his chain.

the animals are all around us, intelligence and emotions shin-
ing from their eyes. they are prompting us – with the clinking 
of their chains – to lead a life we will be proud of when the 
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time comes, as it always does to mortal beings, to take that 
final exam. 

No one knows when that will be, but a time will come to all 
of us – those of us who answer to a god and those of us who 
answer to ourselves – when we look back on our careers and 
our lives with pride or with regret. 

Society’s ethical values expand as we come to understand 
that we not only have the capacity but are duty-bound to ex-
tend consideration beyond just ourselves, our families, our 
races, and, without a doubt, our species. to understand, as Dr. 
Albert Schweitzer said, “ethics are complete, profound and 
alive only when addressed to all living beings.”

to put it in practical perspective, I was in england recently 
and, as I was reading the Sunday paper, I came across a column 
written about dogs. the columnist wrote: “Contrary to what 
Buddhists would have you believe, remember, a dog is just a 
dog: he will never write a great book or compose a great sym-
phony." I thought “Hang on a minute!” I’m going to bet that 
this columnist will never write a great book or compose a great 
symphony, and one thing I know is that he will never detect a 
cancerous tumor with his nose, and he certainly wouldn’t be 
able to find his way home over hundreds of miles without the 
benefit of a GPS, a map, a street sign or advice from another 
human being. Perhaps what separates humans from other ani-

mals is the desperate quest that our species has to find some-
thing that distinguishes us from the other animals.

Maybe the question should be “When will we all start seeing 
ourselves as just one of the many musicians in this vast orches-
tra of life, one no more special than the others?”

When we take those final exams, may we all be able write 
that we contributed to the History of Mankind by bravely con-
fronting our biases and by helping our species evolve from 
undisciplined bully to compassionate citizen. May we be able 
to say that each of us had the nerve, the backbone, the princi-
ple, and the vision to say what needs to be said about the use 
of animals, the suffering of animals, and the appropriateness 
of the behavior of those around us. I wish you all the best in 
everything you do to pass that exam.

Correspondence to
Ingrid e. Newkirk, President
People for the ethical treatment of Animals 
501 Front Street
Norfolk, VA 23510
USA
e-mail: jessicas@peta.org
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1  Introduction

On 21 August 2007, in tokyo, Japan, during the Opening Cere-
mony of the 6th World Congress on Alternatives and Animal Use 
in the Life Sciences, we paid tribute to the rich and varied life of 
W. M. S. Russell, who, with R. l. Burch, gave us the three Rs 
concept, in their book, The Principles of Humane Experimental 
Technique (Russell and Burch, 1959; Balls, 2008). Now, two 
years later, in Rome, Italy, toward the end of the 7th Congress, 
we are celebrating the 50th anniversary of the publication of The 
Principles.

I firmly believe that The Principles contains timeless insights 
into how we should think about the use of laboratory animals for 
research and testing, which are as relevant today as they were 
in 1959, and which can guide us as we seek to achieve genu-
ine progress, whilst maintaining the highest standards in terms 
of both scientific methodology and animal welfare. The book 
also contains warnings about how fundamental mistakes can be 
made, which compromise the value of the science and threaten 
the welfare of the animals. 

My concern is that, although a large number of people  
say they are committed to supporting the three Rs concept 

The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique:  
Timeless Insights and Unheeded Warnings 
Michael Balls
FRAMe, Nottingham, UK 

Summary
In the Principles of Humane experimental technique, Russell and Burch said that “the central problem is 
that of determining what is and what is not humane, and how humanity can be promoted without prejudice 
to scientific and medical aims”. They then explained how the Three Rs can be used to diminish or remove 
direct inhumanity (“the infliction of distress as an unavoidable consequence of the procedure employed”) 
and contingent inhumanity (“the infliction of distress as an incidental and inadvertent by-product of the use 
of a procedure”). They concluded that “Replacement is always a satisfactory answer, but Reduction and 
Refinement should, whenever possible, be used in combination”. 
Many of the commonsense insights in the Principles are no less relevant today than they were in 1959. 
However, their warnings about the limited value of models and, in particular, the danger of succumbing 
to the high-fidelity fallacy (whereby it is assumed that the best models for humans are always placental 
mammals, because they are more like humans than other animals), appear to have largely gone unheeded. 
Of particular importance is their discussion on toxicity testing, which they saw as one use of laboratory 
animals “which is an urgent humanitarian problem, for it regularly involves considerable and sometimes 
acute distress”. How, then, can it be that mammalian models are still routinely used in attempts to detect 
chemical carcinogens and reproductive toxins, despite the fact that the relevance to humans of the data  
they provide has not been, and perhaps could never be, satisfactorily established? Nevertheless, there 
are signs that some significant changes in attitude are taking place, particularly in the USA, which could 
be more in line with the main thrust of The Principles, the belief that good science and human technique 
inextricably go hand-in-hand. 

Keywords: animal experimentation, reduction, refinement, replacement, Russell & Burch, Three Rs, toxicity 
testing 
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of Reduction, Refinement and Replacement, as put forward 
by Russell and Burch, most of them are unaware of the de-
tailed implications of these insights and warnings, because 
they have not read the book itself. the result is that I am 
disappointed that the great benefits afforded by a careful  
consideration and dedicated application of The Principles 
have not been achieved. I therefore hope that this Congress 
will mark a new beginning – a much-needed, renaissance of 
the three Rs.

As one of the initiatives to celebrate its own 40th anniversary, 
FRAMe has made an abridged version of The Principles avail-
able, with the cooperation and support of Cleo Paskal, W. M. S. 
Russell’s literary executor. the principal aim of The Three Rs 
and the Humanity Criterion (Balls, 2009) is “to seek to retain 
the remarkable concepts and flavour of the original, whilst clari-
fying some of the english language employed, as well as reduc-
ing some of the lengthy discussions based on uses of animals in 
the 1950s which are no longer practised”.

What I plan to do here, is to list some of the insights, then say 
why the failure to heed some of the warnings severely limits 
the impact of the three Rs, and, as a result, compromises the 
high standards of scientific practice and animal welfare which 
Russell and Burch sought. Quotations from The Principles are 
shown in italics in the sections 2 to 4.

 
2 The insights

the main principle on which Russell and Burch based their 
analysis is that it is widely recognised that the humanest possi-
ble treatment of experimental animals, far from being an obsta-
cle, is actually a prerequisite for successful animal experiments. 
they considered the central problem to be that of determining 
what is and what is not humane, and how humanity can be pro-
moted without prejudice to scientific and medical aims.

they began with the concept of inhumanity and its relation 
to those of pain and distress, then turned to the positive aspect 
– the analysis of methods of diminishing inhumanity in experi-
mentation. 

they said that we must first distinguish direct and contingent 
inhumanity. By the former, we mean the infliction of distress as 
an unavoidable consequence of the procedure employed. By the 
latter, we mean the infliction of distress as an incidental and 
inadvertent by-product of the use of the procedure, which is not 
necessary for its success.

their thesis was that inhumanity can be, and is being, dimin-
ished or removed under the three broad headings of Replace-
ment, Reduction, and Refinement – the Three Rs of humane 
technique:
– Reduction means reduction in the numbers of animals used to 

obtain information of a given amount and precision.
– Refinement means any decrease in the incidence or severity of 

inhumane procedures. 
– Replacement means the substitution for conscious living 

higher animals of insentient material. It is always a satisfac-
tory answer, but reduction and refinement should, wherever 
possible, be used in combination.

3  The warnings

The Principles also contains a number of important warnings, 
but it will only be possible to discuss two of them here.

First, the tendency to misunderstand the nature of models, 
and especially, the use of animals as models for man: A perfect 
model of the human organism would obviously be indistinguish-
able by any test from its original. Any other in vivo model must 
depart in some degree from the original. There are two factors 
governing the way in which the model differs from the original. 
Fidelity means overall proportionate difference, and discrimi-
nation means the extent to which the model reproduces one par-
ticular property of the original.

the point is that, however great the overall similarity be-
tween the original and a model may be, if there are significant 
differences in the specific properties being studied, the model 
will not be useful. Also, however, great the differences between 
the original and a model may be, if there are sufficient similari-
ties in the specific properties being studied, the model may be 
a useful one. Clearly, high fidelity/high discrimination models 
are most useful, but, where this is not possible, a low fidelity/
high discrimination model is preferable to a high fidelity/low 
discrimination one.

Russell and Burch go on to say that Progress in replace-
ment has been restricted by certain plausible, but untenable 
assumptions about models, which have led to the high-fidelity 
fallacy. the major premise is that the highest possible fidelity 
is always desired in medical research and testing, and that, for 
man, a member of another placental mammal species would 
be a model of higher fidelity than a bird or a microbe. this 
assumption can have disastrous consequences in terms of the 
data produced, and can also lead to unnecessary, and therefore 
unacceptable, animal suffering.

Most of the macaques used in the UK are involved in toxicity 
testing for the pharmaceutical industry. When asked about the 
16% increase in 2008, a senior scientist from Global R&D of 
a leading pharmaceutical company said that this was driven by 
a move toward more biological medicines (Gill, 2009): “these 
treatments need to be tested in a human-like model, and old 
world primates are closer relatives of humans than new world 
primates.” But what about the tGN 412 scandal, where the 
“human-like model” did not reveal the acute adverse effects 
of this humanised product, which later occurred in human vol-
unteers? Macaques should not be used merely because of their 
overall similarity to humans, but only when it has been estab-
lished, in advance, that they are appropriate models for use in 
a particular study. 

Russell and Burch were concerned about toxicity testing on 
more-general grounds, since they considered it to be an urgent 
humanitarian problem, for it regularly involves considerable and 
sometimes acute distress, and to be an activity where the high-
fidelity fallacy may be more prevalent and influential at the legal 
level, rather than at the laboratory level. they clearly foresaw 
the problem of persuading regulators to accept the use of scientif-
ically-advanced, replacement alternative methods instead of the 
animal tests with which they are more comfortable. 
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4  Progress of the Three Rs

4.1  Reduction
At the 5th World Congress, in Berlin in 2005, I said that “the 
progressive reduction in the numbers of animal experiments 
which had been foreseen when the new legislation was passed 
in the 1980s seems to have come to an end, especially as more 
and more mice are sacrificed on the altar of genetic exploitation. 
Also, far from working together toward the zero option of the 
use of non-human primates, there is pressure to build more and 
more primate research centres (Balls, 2006).” Sadly, the situa-
tion has worsened since 2005, rather than improved.

In Britain, the number of scientific procedures on living ani-
mals in 2008 was higher than the number in 1987 (Anon, 2009), 
the first year after the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 
came into force (Fig. 1), and the number of procedures applied 
to old world primates (macaques) in 2008 (4230) was much 
higher than in 1987 (2470; Fig. 2). 

the situation in Britain is no doubt mirrored in other coun-
tries, and the production and use of genetically modified mice 
is widely used to excuse the overall situation. the chilling pros-
pect is that there is much worse to come, given a recent report in 
Nature (Abbot, 2009): “european investment could see knock-
out rats catching up with mutant mice in medical research. the 
European Commission has approved the world’s first major sys-
tems-biology programme to study the rat. Known as eURAt-
RANS – for european large-scale functional genomics in the rat 
for translational research – the multimillion-€ project includes 
collaborators in the United States and Japan.” Will this be fol-
lowed by a move to set up programmes for producing large 
numbers of transgenic non-human primates?

One of the main scientific points of emphasis in The Principles, 
the need for high quality experimental design and statistical anal-

ysis, has been largely ignored. Indeed, there is much evidence to 
support the contention that scientists, regulators, universities, in-
dustries, governments and grant-giving bodies are content to tol-
erate bad science. there are some praiseworthy efforts to redress 
this situation, such as the training schools run by the FRAMe 
Reduction Steering Committee, in collaboration with the Univer-
sity of Manchester, and with the support of the european Com-
mission’s COSt programme (Howard et al., 2009).

Virtually no time has been specifically devoted to Reduction 
at this 7th World Congress, so it is impossible to avoid the con-
clusion that it is the forgotten R, even though Russell and Burch 
saw it as of great importance, and of all the modes of progress, it 
is the one most obviously, immediately, and universally advan-
tageous in terms of efficiency.

4.2 Refinement
there has been considerable progress concerning the husbandry 
and use of laboratory animals, not least because of greater rec-
ognition of the importance of laboratory animal technicians and 
laboratory animal veterinarians.

That is to be welcomed, but there is also a danger that refine-
ment can be used as a convenient way of showing commitment 
to the three Rs, whilst ensuring that animal experimentation is 
seen as respectable and can be allowed to continue, while the 
fundamental ethical questions raised by it are avoided.

this is not my area of expertise, so I will not dwell on  
it further. However, I do wonder whether the activities linked 
to ethical review processes and institutional animal care 
and use committees, however positive they may be in terms  
of refinement, have any significant effects in relation to reduction 
and replacement. We should remember that Russell and Burch 
said that, in general, refinement is never enough, and we should 
always seek further for reduction and if possible replacement.

















































































































































































































































Fig. 1: Numbers of scientific procedures on living animals in 
Great Britain, 1987 to 2008*.

Fig. 2: Numbers of scientific procedures on macaques in 
Great Britain, 1987 to 2008*.

* Figures 1 and 2 were kindly provided by Michelle Hudson, and are based on the annual statistics of animal procedures regulated 
under the terms of the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, published each year by The Stationery Office, London. 
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4.3  Replacement
the position adopted by academia and research-funding bodies 
has long been that new techniques emerge during the natural 
development of a science, so deliberately seeking replacement 
alternatives for the vast array of procedures applied to labora-
tory animals in the basic sciences is not necessary. However, it 
could be argued that the legislation which regulates animal ex-
perimentation imposes legal and ethical obligations on all con-
cerned, which should not be so easily avoided. From the scien-
tific point of view, the high-fidelity fallacy deserves far greater 
recognition and resultant action, especially in the case of animal 
models of human disease, where insufficient about the disease 
is known for sound judgements to be made about the relevance, 
or otherwise, of the model.

Nevertheless, it is toxicity testing where, as Russell and Burch 
recognised, the greatest concerns arise. For example: Why is it 
believed that the rodent bioassay can tell us what chemicals are 
likely to be carcinogenic in humans, when dosing is based on 
the maximum tolerated dose, and the mouse is a poor model for 
the rat and vice versa? Why is it believed that the current regu-
latory reproductive toxicity tests can tell us what chemicals are 
likely to be reprotoxic in humans, when so many false positives 
and false negatives occur that it is impossible to judge whether 
the test procedures can even identity reprotoxins in the animal 
models themselves? Why are animal data still widely regarded 
as the “gold standard” to be matched by non-animal tests, when 
the reliability and relevance of the tests concerned cannot be es-
tablished, even for the animals? the Draize rabbit eye irritancy 
test data are so variable that the test cannot reliably be used to 
identify potential eye irritants in rabbits, so why is it believed 
that the data have any relevance to humans? 

5  Moving backward in Europe

Despite much positive talk by politicians and senior officials 
about the importance of the three Rs and their commitment 
to them, it could be argued that, in actual fact, europe is go-
ing backwards. the great promises of the 1990s have not been 
delivered. Three examples will suffice, although this is not the 
place to discuss them in detail.

1. The REACH system: totally unworkable, proposed by ill-in-
formed ambitious civil servants, taken up by ill-informed am-
bitious politicians, and then by ill-informed ambitious govern-
ments. It was clear from the early drafts of the Commission’s 
White Paper that nobody had any coherent or defensible idea 
of the numbers of chemicals that would need to be registered, 
the number of additional animal tests that would be required, 
or how human health and the environment would be afforded 
greater protection. there was no mention of non-animal tests 
or their validation. later on the potential value of replacement 
alternatives was grudgingly accepted, and, as it became clear 
that the numbers and costs of various aspects would be much, 
much higher than had been expected, they came to be seen as a 
way of saving face and reducing embarrassment. We now have 
an expensive agency in Helsinki, which is producing thousand 

upon thousand of “guidance” documents. What is the value of 
accumulating so-called “missing” data, if its value and gen-
uine usefulness have not been established? there is a likeli-
hood that, since the science is being driven by the politics, 
the validation process itself will be corrupted. Instead of wait-
ing until they have been independently shown to be reliable 
and relevant for their stated purposes, replacement alternative 
tests may come to be accepted because they are “suitable” (i.e. 
politically convenient). But aren’t plausibility and suitability, 
based on the high-fidelity fallacy, among the reasons why we 
have so many useless animal tests? What will be the conse-
quences, if “suitable” tests are found, in time, to have been 
“unsuitable” after all, and who will accept the responsibility 
for their failure?

2. The 7th Amendment to the Cosmetics Directive: a ruse of 
no value, seemingly designed to convince politicians and a 
gullible public that something is being done. the situation 
with regard to cosmetic ingredients is no less unsatisfactory. 
Many of the chemicals used in cosmetics are also used for 
other purposes, and the ReACH system will apply to them. 
If the testing of cosmetic ingredients in compliance with the 
Cosmetics Directive comes to be banned, which companies 
will admit to doing any animal testing for that purpose? 
Won’t they say that the testing was done for compliance with 
the ReACH system, and won’t some of them try to stick 
to “not tested in animals for cosmetics purposes” labelling, 
while conveniently and dishonestly omitting the last three 
words? In addition, the definition of a “cosmetic” used in Eu-
rope is increasingly unsatisfactory, as cosmetic products are 
produced which actively alter the biological properties of the 
components of the skin. 

3. Draft proposals for a Directive to replace Directive 86/609/
EEC: one of the worst pieces of draft legislation ever published, 
which even foresees circumstances in which Member States 
could permit experiments on Great Apes. the Commission’s 
proposals were produced after years of discussion with all kinds 
of stakeholders, but what emerged was not a draft directive at 
all. Rather than having its intentions spelled out clearly, in a way 
which could be implemented as a law, the result was a curate’s 
egg mishmash of ideas which were either ill-conceived or in 
need of further discussion and development. As a result, hun-
dreds of amendments have been put forward, and the result is a 
threat to both good science and sound animal welfare. Despite 
this totally unsatisfactory situation, there is great political pres-
sure to get something in the statute book. 

I mention these three points, because I fear that they illustrate 
the fact that europe is going down a slippery slope as far as the 
three Rs and a sensible balance between science and animal 
welfare are concerned. In the long run, fine words and catchy 
slogans count for nothing – it is sustainable actions of high 
quality that matter. As Jesus said, “Ye shall know them by their 
fruits” (Matthew’s Gospel, 1611 translation). the problem is, 
who has the power and the desire to intervene and see that the 
downward trend is reversed?
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6  Moving forward in the USA?

Meanwhile in the USA, a number of very promising develop-
ments are taking place, and in particular, the follow up to the 
publication by the US National Academy of Sciences of Toxic-
ity Testing in the 21st Century – A Vision and a Strategy (Na-
tional Research Council, 2007) and by the US Food and Drug 
Administration of the Critical Path Initiative (FDA, 2004). 
What these two documents have in common is the recognition 
that animal models can no longer be relied on in drug develop-
ment and in toxicity testing in general, and that more effort 
should be put into the development, evaluation, acceptance 
and use of what we would describe as replacement alternative 
methods and strategies, particularly when they are of direct 
relevance to humans.

to be fair, I must recognise that promising developments are 
also taking place in europe in relation to speed and safety in 
drug discovery, as was shown, for example, at a symposium 
held in london in 2008 (Gard and Clotworthy, 2009).

7  Concluding remarks

the published proceedings of the 7th World Congress will re-
veal a wealth of activity, mainly focused, perhaps, on the possi-
bility of replacing animal procedures by more-modern methods, 
based on the remarkable progress being made in cellular and 
molecular biology. In a way, then, the three Rs concept is to the 
fore as we celebrate the 50th anniversary of the publication of 
The Principles. 

Nevertheless, as I have pointed out, there are grave causes for 
concern, especially as the number of animal procedures con-
ducted each year continues to increase, and legislative changes, 
especially in europe, threaten to perpetuate and expand that in-
crease even more. 

I hope that many of the grandiose statements made in apparent 
support of good and ethical science based on the three Rs will 
lead to identifiable and excellent outcomes, which will demon-
strate a genuine renaissance in line with Russell and Burch’s 
outstanding concept.

In particular: significant reduction in animal use should be 
achieved, without further delay, through better experimental 
design and statistical analysis; refinement, however welcome, 
should not be seen as an end in itself; and much greater resourc-
es should be invested in the dedicated search for replacement 
alternatives. Meanwhile, Russell and Burch’s warning about the 
high fidelity fallacy should be taken much more seriously and 
acted upon.

the way in which Russell and Burch put it cannot be repeated 
too often: If we are to use a criterion for choosing experiments, 

that of humanity is the best we could possibly invent. The great-
est scientific experiments have always been the most humane 
and attractive, conveying that sense of beauty and elegance 
which is the essence of science at its most successful. 

 So, let us all take this opportunity to renew our commitment 
to live up to this ideal, with total sincerity, then go home, and 
get on with the job.
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1  Introduction

On this the 50th anniversary of Bill Russell and Rex Burch’s 
book, The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique (The 
Principles), I share the honor, with Michael Balls (FRAMe), of 
presenting my thoughts on the relevance of this landmark publi-
cation to the conduct of science today. In brief, these Principles 
are more important than ever.

I had the pleasure of meeting Bill Russell and his wife Claire 
in their home in Reading, england in 1992. I met Rex Burch 
a few days later in Sheringham, england. With each of them, 
I shared stories, books, news clippings, and other publications 
illustrating the profound impact of their book, The Principles of 
Humane Experimental Technique, over the 30-plus years since 
its publication.

I visited Bill and Rex shortly after I was awarded the Russell 
and Burch Prize by the HSUS in 1991. At this point, Bill and Rex 
had not seen each other since the publication of their book. the 
two scientists went their separate ways, and neither had any idea 
of the impact of their work until Martin Stephens of the HSUS 
called them to get approval to use their names on the award. 

Many of us subsequently had the pleasure of getting to know 
Bill, and those interactions have been amply recorded in two 
sets of publications – both of which are readily accessible in 
ATLA. The first is a series of obituaries of Bill, collected shortly 
after he died (Balls et al., 2006). the second is a collection of 

personal reflections given as part of FRAME’s 40th Anniversary 
celebration (2009, in press). 

Rex Burch, on the other hand, is less well known. Unfortu-
nately, few of us had the opportunity to spend much time with 
him. When I met Rex, he was the sole owner and sole employee 
of a small microbiology testing laboratory in the basement of 
the town Hall of Sheringham, england. Since it was a one-per-
son operation, Rex worked 7 days a week, 52 weeks a year. He 
was an exceedingly gracious host. 

Rex’s contribution to The Principles of Humane Experimen-
tal Technique lay primarily in conducting interviews and col-
lecting data. We have little knowledge of his role in the plan-
ning of the book, organization of material, or actual writing of 
the manuscript. Perhaps, as the Russell archive is evaluated, we 
may learn more.

Michael and I each will share how we see the impact of the 
Principles. I have chosen to address the relevance of Bill and 
Rex’s thinking and why their book is a monumental contribu-
tion that anticipates where we are today.

to answer the question, is The Principles relevant today, I 
will focus on four areas of activity essential to the future of in 
vitro sciences as they apply to toxicology and Risk Assessment. 
these areas are: 1) training of scientists; 2) the NAS report: 
toxicity testing in the 21st Century; 3) the transatlantic think 
tank for toxicology (t4): working together; and 4) humane sci-
ences: the art of the question.

The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique:  
Is It Relevant Today? 
Alan M. Goldberg
CAAt, Bloomberg School of Public Health, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA

Summary
In the section on replacement in their 1959 book, The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique, Bill 
Russell and Rex Burch state: “As new fields of biology open in the future, it may become a matter  
of routine to apply the lessons of the past and turn as soon as possible to the techniques of replacement.” 
They foresaw in vitro techniques, in their infancy at that time, as the science of the future. Today, in the US, 
the National Academy of Sciences publication of Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: A Vision and a  
Strategy proves their point. This pivotal publication recognizes that the future of toxicity testing lies in the 
use of human cells in culture and in methods that Bill Russell and Rex Burch could not have possibly  
conceived of in 1959 but which they identified generically as “the future.”
To truly establish this 21st Century approach will require very specific training in translational toxicology 
(the use of clinical observations to develop in vitro methods to understand pathways and systems biology), 
the development of transnational programs, and ways to evaluate the accuracy, validity and importance  
of new and/or traditional studies. These evaluations are known at evidence-based toxicology (EBT). 
Science is “the art of the question.” The concepts identified above are the tools to answer these questions 
– and to lead us to the next round of questions. The principles that Bill Russell and Rex Burch developed 
during the 1954-59 writing of “The Book” may be more important today than ever before. They argued that 
the newest science, the most humane science is also the very best science. This hypothesis is being proven 
now, as each of us contributes to the world’s body of knowledge.
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2  Training of scientists

the principles of humane experimental technique reside in two 
concepts: humane science is the best science, and to practice 
humane science one must incorporate the 3Rs: reduction, re-
placement, and refinement. I list them alphabetically, rather than 
in the order suggested by The Principles, to emphasize that all 
three Rs are critically important to good science (Goldberg, 
2004). 

Most scientists have not been taught the 3Rs or the principles 
one must follow to practice humane science. For most, humane 
science is the untaught standard that the scientist strives for. 
Bill Russell and Rex Burch provided the tools; now we must 
make sure these tools are made available to all scientists. We 
also must make sure that we teach our students that failure to 
practice the most humane science can and will compromise the 
quality of their results. 

I have the privilege of co-teaching a course titled “Animals 
in Research: Science, Policy and law.” It is offered twice per 
year – once as a classroom course and once as a distance educa-
tion course with electronic communication and live talks. In the 
past two years, about 50 students have taken the course. these 
students get it. their questions, their discussions, and their de-
fense of proper use of animals in research all tell me that animal 
research will only be accepted if humane science is practiced.

3  Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: a Vision and 
a Strategy

the US environmental Protection Agency (ePA) contracted 
with the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) to address the 
question of what toxicology testing will look like in the 21st cen-
tury. The resultant final publication is remarkable (Committee 
on toxicity testing and Assessment of environmental Agents, 
NAS, 2007). It truly looked into the future and suggested a clear 
and uncompromising path to fulfill the vision. The publication 
has been widely recognized prior to this meeting, and at this 
meeting several awards have been presented to the Academy 
and the Authors. 
the report has four basic conclusions:
– Animal research is expensive
– Animal research is not always predictive of human conse-

quences
– the future of toxicology lies in the use of human cell systems 

in culture 
– to understand toxicity we must understand pathways (mecha-

nisms) and systems biology
these are the same concepts that the Johns Hopkins Center 

for Alternatives to Animal testing (CAAt) has focused on since 
our founding in 1981. From the outset, we funded research on 
mechanisms and human cells in culture. I wish I could take 
credit for all of it, but the Advisory Board of CAAt was more 
than a co-equal partner.

two additional aspects of a 21st Century toxicology warrant 
consideration here: translational toxicology and evidenced-
based toxicology (eBt). the NAS report does not directly ad-

dress these topics, but both are important as we complete the 
paradigm shift in toxicology. 

Translational toxicology involves, first, using observations 
in clinical or toxicological events and designing in vitro and/
or mechanistic approaches to understand the observation; then, 
using the newly developed in vitro methods to evaluate differ-
ent chemicals with these methods; and finally, developing ap-
proaches to predict in vivo consequences from in vitro data. 
Clear examples of this approach have been developing over the 
last few years (Sawada et al., 2005).

evidence-based toxicology is an extension of evidenced-
based medicine. It is a structured approach to literature evalua-
tion. evidenced-based approaches serve to eliminate studies that 
do not meet the criteria for inclusion in summary evaluations 
and to strengthen those studies that do meet the criteria. Studies 
or methods that do not have scientific validity or scientific rigor 
are eliminated. In clinical medicine this allows one to identify 
“best” treatment options. In toxicology it will allow better risk 
assessment and management of chemicals. One example of an 
evidenced based approach is the Cochrane Collaboration (the 
Cochrane Collaboration, founded 1993). the Cochrane Collab-
oration provides a wonderful example of the depth of informa-
tion that can be achieved with evidence-based approaches.

The Principles anticipated what has become the toxicology 
of the 21st century. It states, “As new fields of biology open in 
the future, it may become a matter of routine to apply the les-
sons of the past and turn as soon as possible to the techniques 
of replacement” (p.104). Bill and Rex recognized that in vitro 
techniques, in their infancy at that time, would become the sci-
ence of the future.

4 t 4 – Transatlantic Think Tank for Toxicology

In the early 90s, when I was a trustee of the Doerenkamp-
Zbinden Foundation, I pushed the foundation to establish en-
dowed chairs in in vitro toxicology to guarantee the future of 
the field and to enhance the impact of the foundation’s work. 
The first chair was awarded to Marcel Leist at the University of 
Konstanz, Germany. My term as a trustee with the Foundation 
was completed, but the idea was in place and well supported. 
the next chair was established at the University of Utrecht in 
the person of Bas Blaauboer, who was followed most recently 
by thomas Hartung at the Johns Hopkins University. 

Prior to his arrival at Hopkins, thomas had already estab-
lished the transatlantic think tank for toxicology (t4) to serve 
as an incubator for new ideas and to provide a forum where 
concepts can be discussed at an international level. Its agenda 
is to examine ideas and concepts in light of changing science 
and regulation. thomas asked me to be a principal member of 
t4, along with the Doerenkamp-Zbinden Professors. the initial 
activities were defined at the time of the 2009 SOT meeting 
in Baltimore, as Thomas arrived and was installed officially as 
the Doerenkamp-Zbinden Professor and endowed Chair for 
evidence-based toxicology. 

The first publication identified as coming from the t4, “Re-
evaluation of animal numbers and cost for in vivo tests to accom-
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plish ReACH legislation requirements for chemicals – a report 
by the transatlantic think tank for toxicology (t4),” written 
by Constanza Rovida and thomas Hartung, was published in 
the 3/09 issue of ALTEX. A two-page version of the paper ap-
peared in Nature (27 August 2009). this paper cogently argues 
that, since the initial evaluation of cost and numbers of animals 
required to meet the requirements of ReACH, many interven-
ing circumstances have resulted in significantly higher figures 
on both counts. Rovida and Hartung demonstrate that the actual 
costs of meeting the REACH requirements will require some 54 
million animals and $ 9.5 billion. Both figures are unacceptable 
and undoable. this makes it all the more imperative that we 
fulfill the NAS Vision and Strategy.

the t4 also will participate in the implementation of the NAS 
report, Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century. these related but 
separate activities form the basis of the paradigm shift in toxi-
cology. In vitro toxicology has been established on a solid foun-
dation of activities that span the globe. the t4 is a major build-
ing block of this foundation.

 
5  Humane science: the art of the question

As we move from animal studies to in vitro studies, the goal of 
humaneness is generally achieved. As Michael Balls points out 
in his companion piece, The Principles require that refinement 
and reduction be used together.

Science can be defined as the art of the question. The bet-
ter the question, the better the science. Humane science – the 
3Rs in practice – requires a very different set of questions. In 
the US, the responsibility for posing the appropriate questions 
is shared between the investigator and the Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committee (IACUC). the investigator has the re-
sponsibility to ask whether the experiment will answer the ques-
tion asked, whether the species selected is the best choice, and 
whether the experimental design, including the number of ani-
mals, is planned so as to maximize the benefits of the question. 
the IACUC, by law, does not look at the science. Its role is to 
examine whether the above identified parameters are fulfilled. It 
asks such questions as: Are methods available that would make 
these experiments more humane? Are non-invasive methods 
available? Are they being used? Have humane endpoints been 
considered? Is this the best approach to answer the question be-
ing addressed? 

In The Principles, Bill and Rex hypothesize that humane sci-
ence is the best science. Over the last 50 years, the scientific 

community has proven their hypotheses to be true. the title of 
this talk: The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique: Is 
It Relevant today? 

the answer: A resounding yes.
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1  Introduction

this year marks the 50th anniversary of the publication of The 
Principles of Humane Experimental Technique by William Rus-
sell and Rex Burch. their contribution focused attention on the 
3Rs – replacement, reduction, and refinement. In toxicity testing, 
the primary initiative with the 3Rs in the intervening decades 
has arguably focused on reduction of animal usage while holding 
firm the belief that results from animal studies provide a “Gold 
Standard” for making decisions about possible human health 
risks of compounds. The very wording, “alternatives”, has often 
been regarded by many in toxicology as those test methods that 
will reduce animal usage even though the result from the tests 
are not necessarily optimal for risk assessment decision-making. 
A second challenge in reduction of animal use through mecha-
nistically-based testing arises from the idea of validating “alter-

natives”. The process of validation with alternatives, in general, 
focuses on the ability of a test or a series of tests to give results 
consistent with those that would be obtained through testing in 
animals. In this context, all alternatives will fall short of the mark 
of complete concordance with in vivo outcomes. Are all efforts 
to reduce animal use significantly doomed to disaster as they are 
dashed against the “gold standard” barrier? 

the recommendations of a recent report (NRC, 2007) from the 
US National Academy of Sciences, Toxicity Testing in the 21st 
Century: A Vision and A Strategy argues that it is time to redefine 
the toxicity testing paradigm, moving away from high dose stud-
ies in animals to in vitro assays assessing perturbations of toxicity 
pathways by environmental agents. In essence, the report sup-
ports a sweeping redefinition of our “gold standard.” The author 
of this present paper was a member of the NAS toxicity testing 
committee. Since the publication of the NAS report in June 2007, 

Calling on Science:  
Making “Alternatives” the New Gold Standard1 
Melvin E. Andersen
The Hamner Institutes for Health Sciences, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA 

Summary
All of life’s great journeys start with a goal in mind! The 2007 NAS report, Toxicity Testing in the 21st 
Century – A Vision and A Strategy, has proposed a clear goal. This report envisions a not-so-distant future 
where all routine toxicity testing for environmental agents will be conducted in human cells in vitro evaluat-
ing perturbations of cellular responses in a suite of toxicity pathway assays. Dose response modeling would 
utilize computational systems biology models of the circuitry underlying each toxicity pathway; in vitro to 
in vivo extrapolations would use pharmacokinetic models, ideally physiologically based pharmacokinetic 
models, to predict human blood and tissue concentrations under specific exposure conditions. Results from 
these toxicity pathway assays and associated dose response modeling tools rather than those from high 
dose studies in animals would represent the new gold standard for chemical risk assessment. This talk 
focuses on some of the scientific challenges required to make this vision a reality, including characteristics 
of assay design, prospects for mapping and modeling toxicity pathways, assay validation, and biokinetic 
modeling. All of these tools necessary for this transformation of toxicity testing to an in vitro platform are 
either available or in advanced development. Science must lead the transformation. The scientific com-
munity, animal alternatives groups, regulatory agencies, and funding organizations will also have to muster 
the resolve to work together to make this vision a reality.

Keywords: gold standard, toxicity pathways, in vitro biology, computational systems biology, toxicity testing 
transformation
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1 Several of the ideas in the introductory portion of this paper reflect those from two previous contributions (Krewski et al., 2009; 
Andersen and Krewski, 2009). The interested reader should also consult these two papers.
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several of the NAS committee members have presented aspects of 
the report at more than 40 venues in North America and europe. 
These presentations and the lively debate engendered on these oc-
casions have sharpened ideas about the use of results from in vitro 
toxicity pathway assays in risk or safety assessments. the NAS 
report, although published in 2007, was essentially completed in 
fall 2006. Advances in several key technologies in the past three 
years – especially stem cell biology, computational systems biol-
ogy, and pathway mapping and modeling – appear likely to be 
key catalysts for moving the vision forward. Finally, the transfor-
mation from current, traditional approaches to new in vitro meth-
ods based on human biology will not come easily. Who will step 
up to assist in the transformation to a new approach to testing and 
risk assessment? Several initiatives within the United States, both 
in federal government research organizations and in the private 
sector, look likely to accelerate implementation. these topics – 
(1) the recommendations from the NAS report, (2) the manner 
in which the in vitro toxicity pathway data can be organized for 
risk/safety assessments, (3) the call to the alternatives community 
to embrace 21st century computational and bioinformatics meth-
odologies in designing and interpreting in vitro results, and (4) 
the institutional opportunities to accelerate implementation of the 
NAS vision – are discussed in turn in this current paper.

2  Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century:  
a Vision and a Strategy

The US Environmental Protection Agency and the US National 
Institute of environmental Health Sciences asked the US National 
Research Council (NRC) to provide guidance on new directions 
in toxicity testing, incorporating emerging technologies such as 
genomics and computational systems biology into a new vision 
for toxicity testing. In 2004, the NRC convened a 22 person com-
mittee for this purpose (tab. 1). the committee produced two 
reports. the committee’s interim report (NRC, 2006) provided 
an overview of testing methods and approaches that could incre-
mentally improve traditional toxicity testing. This report noted 
that health protection agencies and the public had experienced 
increasing frustration with the failure of current approaches to 
toxicity testing to provide timely, relevant information to sup-
port informed regulation of environmental agents. These toxicity 
testing strategies relied primarily on the observation of adverse 
health responses in laboratory animals treated with high doses 
of these agents. Estimating risks to human populations based 
on high dose animal studies require difficult extrapolations, first 
from high doses to environmental levels that are usually orders-
of-magnitude lower than those used in the animal studies, and 
then from animals to humans. These traditional toxicity testing 
approaches and methods for their interpretation date back some 
30 to 60 years, and were developed at a time when knowledge 
of biology – and of the manner in which chemical exposures 
perturbed biological processes – was primitive. While there 
have been steady, incremental improvements in toxicity testing 
over the years, there has been no comprehensive evaluation of 
the manner in which advances in cellular and molecular biology 
might improve toxicity testing practices. 

The final report of the toxicity testing committee (NRC, 2007) 
outlined design criteria that needed to be considered in any 
revisions of practices for toxicity testing. In choosing among 
various toxicity testing options, four criteria are important: (1) 
achieving broad coverage of chemicals, chemical mixtures, out-
comes, and life stages, (2) reducing the cost and time required 
for toxicity testing, (3) developing a better scientific basis for 
assessing human health effects of environmental chemicals, 
including knowledge of modes of action, and (4) minimizing 
use of animals in testing. The consideration of how these crite-
ria should guide a modern approach to toxicity testing led the 
committee to propose a new framework for toxicity testing that 
would entail a major overhaul of current practice. 

Toxicity testing and targeted in life studies
The NAS committee vision consisted of several key technology 
areas (Fig. 1). While also including in silico methods for assess-
ing structure activity relationships and population assessments, 
the transformative parts of their new toxicity testing paradigm 
was the types of toxicity testing and the manner in which results 
from these tests could be organized to support human health 
risk assessment. This vision centers on defining dose-response 
relationships for toxicity pathway perturbations that would be 

Tab. 1: The Roster of the NRC Toxicity Testing Committee

Daniel Krewski (Chair), University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON
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Melvin Andersen, The Hamner Institutes for Health Sciences, 

Research Triangle Park, NC 
Henry Anderson, Wisconsin Division of Public Health, Madison, WI 
John Bailar III, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 
Kim Boekelheide, Brown University, Providence, RI 
Robert Brent, Thomas Jefferson University, Wilmington, DE 
Gail Charnley, HealthRisk Strategies, Washington, DC 
Vivian Cheung, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 
Sidney Green, Howard University, Washington, DC 
Karl Kelsey, Harvard University, Boston, MA 
Nancy Kerkvliet, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 
Abby Li, Exponent, Inc., San Francisco, CA 
Lawrence McCray, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,  

Cambridge MA 
Otto Meyer, Danish Institute for Food and Veterinary Research, 

Søborg, Denmark 
D. Reid Patterson, Reid Patterson Consulting, Inc., Grayslake, IL 
William Pennie, Pfizer, Inc., Groton, CT 
Robert Scala, Exxon Biomedical Sciences (Ret.), Tucson, AZ 
Gina Solomon, Natural Resources Defense Council,  

San Francisco, CA 
Martin Stephens, The Humane Society of the United States, 

Washington, DC 
James Yager, Jr., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 
Lauren Zeise, California Environmental Protection Agency,  

Oakland, CA
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expected to lead to adverse health outcomes if the perturbations 
were maintained in vivo at a sufficient level of intensity and for a 
sufficient duration of exposure. The key component of the vision 
is assaying perturbations of toxicity pathways, which are simply 
normal biological signalling pathways that may be perturbed by 
chemical exposures. Toxicity pathway testing would require a 
suite of in vitro tests that could identify the range of significant 
perturbations of human pathways that might occur as a result of 
chemical exposure (Fig. 2). Biologic responses are viewed as re-

sults of an intersection of exposure and biologic function. The 
intersection results in perturbation of biologic pathways. The cir-
cuitry affected by the chemical is expected to determine shapes of 
dose response relationships for these perturbations. Ideally, these 
assays would be conducted in human cells, cell lines or in en-
gineered human tissues. The committee believed that the use of 
a comprehensive array of in vitro tests with human cells would 
markedly reduce the need for whole animal testing, and provide 
much stronger, mechanistically-based tools for human health 
safety assessment. It was recognized that the conversion to an in 
vitro basis had challenges and the committee also suggested that 
targeted in vitro testing was also likely to continue for some time 
where such studies could provide information about metabolism, 
possible metabolite toxicity, toxicity pathways, etc. Metabolism 
has been recognized as a particular challenge for developing in 
vitro testing alternatives (Coecke et al., 2006).

Dose-response and extrapolation modeling 
How will results from a comprehensive suite of toxicity path-
ways inform quantitative risk/safety assessments for environ-
mental agents? In this new toxicity testing strategy, in vitro 
concentration response curve would cover multiple orders of 
magnitude (Inglese et al., 2006, 2007) and evaluate responses 
in cells/tissues from humans, the species of primary interest. 
The broad range of concentrations permit the definition of dose 
ranges resulting, or not resulting, in significant alterations of 
normal biological function. While low dose and interspecies ex-
trapolations are not as problematic, new challenges arise in un-
derstanding the mechanistic bases for dose-response behaviors 
of the toxicity pathway assays, in calibrating expected blood/
tissue concentrations in humans against the vitro concentrations 
used in the toxicity pathway assays, and in understanding the 
linkages of early perturbations to adverse responses expected in 
exposed people. The report identified key technologies that will 
assist dose response and in vitro-in vivo extrapolations, includ-








Fig. 1: Components of the vision for Toxicity Testing in the 
21st Century (NRC, 2007). 
The key elements in this proposal are related to Toxicity Testing, 
which includes the types of in vitro tests and short term  
in vivo tests to evaluate perturbations on toxicity pathways, and 
Dose-Response and Extrapolation Modeling, which provides  
the requisite tools for interpreting toxicity testing results for 
assessing human health risk assessment. Reproduced from  
the NRC report (NRC, 2007) with permission.

 




































Fig. 2: The progressive activation of toxicity pathways from perturbation of initial targets, through activation of stress 
controlling pathways, to overtly toxic responses (apical endpoints). 
Adapted from Andersen et al. (2005).
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ing (1) empirical dose-response models based on results from 
the in vitro, mechanistically based toxicity pathway assays, (2) 
mechanistic dose-response models based on knowledge of tox-
icity pathway circuitry and dynamics of pathway function, and 
(3) physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models to 
equate tissue-media concentrations with tissue dose in exposed 
people. two recent perspectives on the NAS report provide 
good overviews of the report and directions for implementation 
(Krewski et al., 2009; Andersen and Krewski, 2009). 

3  The new gold standard in practice

Over the past three years, there has been continuing discussions 
about the NAS report with diverse stakeholder audiences. Dur-
ing these discussions, many questions were directed at the man-
ner in which the pieces of the new test paradigm would integrate 
together to provide quantitative approaches for risk or safety 
assessment. the NAS report did outline two hypothetical cases 
of “assessments” that might arise from a battery of in vitro test 
using examples of a reactive gas and of a compound with estro-
genic activity. These examples were cursorily developed, but 
indicated how various parts of the testing and analysis would 
likely contribute to health assessments. It is possible today to 
provide a more complete picture of how these pieces might be 
integrated (Fig. 3).

The core component of the testing will be the suite of toxicity 
pathway assays (Fig. 3; section i). These assays would be devel-
oped for human cells, human cells in culture, or human three-di-

mensional tissue surrogates. The toxicity test assays themselves 
need to be capable of evaluating the progression from initial 
activation of the pathway on through degrees of perturbation 
that would be considered sufficiently large to be associated with 
likely toxicity if maintained over a period of time in an intact or-
ganism. For most, if not all assays, concentrations are expected 
to range from sub-threshold through those causing initial path-
way activation, on to regions of adaptation, and finally to those 
causing adverse cellular consequences. To cover these various 
degrees of response, each assay would likely provide different 
levels of biological readout as a function of concentration and 
duration of treatment.

Each pathway assay is expected to have specific dose re-
sponse characteristics depending on the organization of the cir-
cuitry that determines the action of compounds on the toxicity 
pathway. the dose response behaviors should arise from the 
underlying biology of the circuitry. These core signaling proc-
esses include the initial signal recognition and then the larger 
scale network through which the initial perturbation progresses 
to generate toxicity in the test system. Computational systems 
biology (Alon, 2006, 2007) provides the tools for describing 
these circuits and the differential behavior of the circuits with 
increasing degrees of perturbation. 

The process of validating toxicity pathway assays would be to 
study its behavior for positive control compounds and to extract 
the network structure and network dynamics that determine 
dose response. The sequential passage from sub-threshold, to 
adaptive, to toxic conditions represents dose-dependent transi-
tions in modes of action in an in vitro system. Dose-dependent 


 
















 







 
 
 












Fig. 3: The progressive activation of toxicity pathways from perturbation of initial targets, through activation of stress 
controlling pathways, to overtly toxic responses (apical endpoints). 
Adapted from Andersen et al. (2005).
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transitions in in vivo toxicology studies are well known (Slikker 
et al., 2004a, 2004b). this type of response cascade has been de-
scribed in vitro by xiao et al. (2003) and by Nel et al. (2006) in 
work on hierarchical oxidative stress. Feedback process control 
and dose response have also been examined more theoretically 
for anti-stress gene regulatory networks (Zhang and Andersen, 
2007). Alon (2007) has provided a good overview of network 
motifs in signaling pathways and in what were termed “devel-
opmental” networks. In practice, toxicity pathway characteri-
zation would optimally include standard operating procedures 
(SOPs) for preparing cells, conducting specific assays, generat-
ing read-outs, and the detailed process by which the pathway 
structure, circuit, and dynamics had been evaluated to support 
dose-response modeling. The detailed pathway characterization 
(essentially the process of validation of the pathway behavior) 
would be the mainstay of dose response analyses. For the safety 
assessment, primary attention would focus on pathways affected 
at the lowest concentration (Fig. 3; sections ii and iii). 

How do we relate concentrations affecting cells in vitro with 
exposures in human populations likely to cause similar respons-
es in an intact individual? Human biomonitoring for chemicals 
in blood and excreta is becoming more widespread. In some 
instances, concentrations of exogenous compounds in humans 
may be available. Comparisons could be made between those 
concentrations seen in exposed populations and those affect-
ing cells in the toxicity pathways assays in order to estimate a 
“margin of safety” or “margin of exposure.” This comparison 
is unlikely to be possible with very many compounds. A more 
general methodology would be development of biokinetic mod-
els (DeJongh et al., 1999) to determine the human exposure sit-
uations expected to give cell and tissue concentrations similar to 
those affecting the human cells in the in vitro pathway assay test 
(Fig. 3; iv). These approaches are extensions of the physiologi-
cally based pharmacokinetic types of models that have been of 
interest both with toxic substances and pharmaceuticals (Reddy 
et al., 2005; Bouvier d’Yvoire et al., 2007). A coordinated effort 
is required to develop a larger suite of PBPK models and to en-
hance efforts in reverse dosimetry, i.e., estimating the exposure 
levels in a human population that produce specific blood/tissue 
concentrations (Clewell et al., 2008). Current efforts to improve 
dosimetry methods are also advancing in vitro-in vivo extrapo-
lation tools (Gulden and Seibert, 2003; Heringa et al., 2004).

The risk assessment process would entail running the suite of 
assays for a compound to see the pattern of activation of path-
ways and the concentrations at which effects were noted in vari-
ous pathway assays. the most sensitive hits from the suite of 
assays would then be organized to support both dose response 
modeling and in vitro-in vivo extrapolation. the pattern of ac-
tivity across the suite of assays could also provide signatures to 
indicate the types of toxic endpoints that might be observed in 
vivo (Dix et al., 2007). For example, specific signatures might 
indicate a high likelihood of reproductive toxicity or of hepatic 
toxicity in a qualitative manner. 

Risk assessments completed based on results from these tox-
icity pathway assays are likely to be quite different from those 
arising from current approaches. Today, we see effects in ani-
mals, usually at fairly high doses, and estimate the likely inci-

dence of response at lower doses in exposed populations. For 
cancer, we might try to estimate the expected concentration 
estimated to give a 1/1,000,000 level of population risk. This 
process has two less than desirable outcomes – first, labeling 
compounds based on high dose hazard studies and (2) provid-
ing a false sense of precision regarding our ability to extrap-
olate across doses and species. For instance, if Compound A 
causes cancer, at a maximally tolerated dose, it becomes labeled 
as carcinogen regardless of considerations of exposure levels. 
Secondly, the public is led to believe that the estimates of the 
low dose extrapolations are scientifically valid without any ap-
preciation of the uncertainties about these estimates. In contrast, 
the assessments based on the in vitro toxicity pathway assays 
would be more directed at safety assessment, estimating regions 
of exposure where no appreciable perturbations are expected in 
human cells or human tissues in culture. 

4  Calling on 21st century science 

The NAS committee discussed a variety of key technology 
areas for toxicity testing in the 21st century. While the broad 
suite of new tools are likely to influence many areas of toxi-
cology research and to greatly improve understanding of cell 
signaling pathways, it is important to ask more narrowly how 
specific technologies and advances will contribute to the four 
components noted in Fig. 3. The three areas most likely to ben-
efit immediately are in assay design, using stem cell technology, 
pathway mapping and modeling, and computational systems bi-
ology for assessing expected dose response behaviors.

Assay design
A frequently voiced concern after publication of the report was 
the difficulty in obtaining and working with primary human cells 
and the caveats associated with use of human cell lines. the past 
few years have provided optimism in the ability to obtain tissue-
specific human and rodent stem cells from which more mature 
cell types can be generated (Alonso and Fuchs, 2003). The stem 
cells can be stored and grown as needed for assays and will 
likely become available for a wider and wider suite of tissues 
(Reya and Clever, 2005; Gaudio et al., 2009). Embryonic and 
fetal amniotic fluid stem cells can be used and differentiated 
through frequently tedious, multi-step processes to multiple cell 
types (DeCoppi et al., 2007). With tissue-specific stem cells, the 
route to mature cells is shorter and requires less manipulation 
(Wang et al., 2009). 

In addition to availability of tissue specific stem cells, other 
advances bringing biomedical and small-scale manufacturing 
processes offer opportunities to utilize human 3-dimensional 
tissue in higher throughput contexts. For instance, Khetani and 
Bhatia (2008) discuss the application of semiconductor manu-
facturing microtechnology for fabrication of microscale tissues. 
A miniaturized, multiwall culture system for human liver cells 
with optimized microscale architecture maintained phenotypic 
functions or several weeks. These organotypic cultures could be 
useful in insuring better correspondence between in vitro tests 
and expected behaviors in vivo. 
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A major emphasis is required to produce appropriate assays 
with the right level of detail and an ability to provide appropri-
ate read-outs across different responses levels. For risk/safety 
assessments with a single compound, rapid, in vitro testing for 
the suite of pathways is essential. High throughput and high da-
ta content methods were emphasized in the NAS report. In this 
usage, high throughput assays allow evaluation of hundreds or 
thousands of compounds across multi-point dose response in a 
period of just a few days. Some assays such as the organotypic 
liver assay above may not be amenable to high throughput. 
For toxicity testing, it is useful to distinguish the need for high 
throughput methods for testing large numbers of compounds 
from efficient in vitro tests that can be done over the course of 
days but may not be easily scalable to the ultra-high through-
put. For evaluating the chemical space active for a particular 
pathway, high throughput permits evaluation pathway pertur-
bations for large compound libraries, leading to better in silico 
modeling of structure activity relationships. 

Mapping and modeling toxicity pathways 
Assay outputs can be diverse as clearly evident from the US 
EPA ToxCast group of assays (Dix et al., 2007). Nonetheless, 
the area where the diverse array of new technologies has the 
greatest possible for contribution is in mapping and modeling 
the underlying signaling networks for specific toxicity path-
ways. the vast majority of perturbations are associated with 
networks that affect transcriptional control. Such a conclusion 
is obvious for so-called receptor-mediated toxicants, such as 
dioxin and the aryl hydrocarbon receptor, but is equally valid 
for stress response pathways. Antioxidant response signaling 
starts with oxidants reacting with cellular sensors – primarily 
Keap1. The modification of Keap1 leads to its dissociation 
from a complex with Nrf2, allowing Nrf2 and other partner-
ing proteins to form a promotional complex altering expres-
sion of genes controlling cellular anti-oxidants (Motohashi and 
Yamamoto, 2004).

As toxicity pathway circuitry becomes better understood over 
time, it will be possible to create computational systems biolo-
gy models for expected dose-response relationships for each of 
the assays used for toxicity testing following similar principles. 
Over the past decade, tools for mapping and modeling have 
blossomed. In a recent paper, Bromberg et al. (2008) described 
the network by which cannabinoid receptor (CB1R) controls 
neurite outgrowth. Activation of several hundred transcription 
factors within the nucleus after cell stimulation was measured 
to understand the logic of the signaling network. Bioinformatic 
methodologies connected CB1R to 23 activated transcription 
factors. Experiments with pharmacological inhibitors of kinas-
es revealed a network organization of partial “OR” gates regu-
lating kinases stacked above AND gates that control transcrip-
tion factors. As in most instances of current research in systems 
pharmacology and network modeling, the goal of these stud-
ies was not dose-response as would be a primary interest for 
toxicity pathway analyses. This example provided a glimpse 
of the structure of the network without attempting a quantita-
tive computational model. The epidermal growth factor (EGF) 
signaling network is particularly well studied. Amit and col-

leagues (2007) used a suite of experimental and bioinformatic 
tools to determine the forward signaling and feedback proc-
esses controlling the EGF network. The network was dissected 
by transcriptional profiling coupled with reverse phase protein 
lysate assays that assessed phosphorylation states of proteins 
within the EGF pathway. The analysis provided the structure of 
the logic of the circuitry for the early, immediate and later stage 
portions of the network. 

Computational systems biology 
It appears likely that a major contribution of 21st century sci-
ence will be the application of an array of technologies to elu-
cidation, mapping and modeling the behavior of the test sys-
tems for assessing toxicity pathway dynamics. The tools would 
include mRNA, transcription factor and phospho-protein time 
course profiling, coupled with bioinformatic technologies to 
extract network structure. the outcome would provide dynam-
ics of the signaling networks and the dose-and time depend-
ence of expected consequences of perturbations by test com-
pounds, including positive controls for each of the pathways. 
Dynamic behavior of signaling networks have been described 
quantitatively using computational systems approaches focus-
ing on models of transcriptional control (Alon, 2007; Aldridge 
et al., 2006). Theoretical descriptions of networks leading to 
better understanding of modular design elements in biologi-
cal circuits have refined our vocabulary – concepts of ultrasen-
sitivity, bistability, network gain, feedback and feed forward 
motifs, noise, stochasticity, and sequential levels of early, 
mid-term and late gene expression – to allow discussion of net-
work behaviors with some commonality of terminology. These 
concepts are more extensively elaborated in a course text on 
“Computational Systems Biology and Dose Response” avail-
able at the Hamner Institutes web-site (http://www.thehamner.
org/education-and-training/drm_workshop.html).

5  Creating the transformational mindset

In a Figure (5-1) in Chapter 5, the NAS report discussed a 
strategy for implementation, including ballpark estimates of 
the time (1 to 2 decades) and costs ($ 1-2 billion) for transition-
ing from current animal intensive toxicity testing to a toxicity 
pathway based approach. the report stressed the need for an 
organization to have the lead responsibility for overseeing the 
technology development to support the transition – a role that 
could eventually be played by an appropriate laboratory within 
the US National Institutes of Health. the overall timeline was 
shown in the report in a linear fashion leading to a transition to 
new approaches after completion of technology development 
for assays and achieving some confidence that the suite of as-
says would provide adequate coverage of possible pathway 
perturbations. In the current global economic climate and with 
a variety of competing interests for biomedical research, is it 
reasonable to expect federal agencies or the private sector to 
support such a long-term, expensive initiative? 

Some aspects of the NAS vision are embedded in other pro-
grams. Three federal US agencies with responsibilities for 
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health-related research – the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), the National Institute of Environmental Health Scienc-
es’ National Toxicology Program (NTP), and the National In-
stitutes of Health Chemical Genomics Center (NCGC) – have a 
memorandum of understanding to conduct research necessary 
to advance the NRC committee vision for the future of tox-
icity testing. Collaboration among these organizations in the 
US will be essential in establishing a national commitment to 
develop the scientific foundation of the vision. This collabora-
tion (Collins et al., 2008) focuses on research (1) to develop 
high throughput test methods, (2) to identify toxicity pathways, 
(3) to pursue targeted testing in short-term in vitro tests, and 
(4) to develop dose-response and extrapolation models. New 
approaches for in vitro toxicity testing and toxicity profiling 
are key parts of several federal programs in the US (Dix et 
al., 2007; National Toxicology Program, 2004). The US EPA 
ToxCast program (Dix et al., 2007) is using a variety of high 
throughput tests and computational methods to enhance priori-
tization of compounds for targeted testing in animals. A pro-
fessed goal of the new interagency collaboration is predicting 
high dose results in animals. Prioritization and predicting high 
dose results are not part of the NAS vision. Nonetheless, the 
tools and approaches being developed in this collaboration will 
be important for achieving the long-term vision for transform-
ing toxicity testing. Other tools will mature from efforts that 
are today primarily focused on animal alternatives (e.g., Spiel-
mann et al., 2000).

In the past year, the Humane Society of the United States 
(HSUS) and its affiliates, the Humane Society Legislative Fund 
(HSLF) and Humane Society International (HIS) have taken 

steps to enlist partners to a stakeholder consortium – the Hu-
man Toxicology Project Consortium. The goal of this group is 
to facilitate the global shift to a cell response pathway para-
digm for chemical safety assessments. This shift, in the words 
of the consortium, holds great promise for more rapid predic-
tions of human health outcomes while superseding traditional 
animal testing for environmental agents and pharmaceuticals. 
The goals of this consortium is to (1) promote dialogue, infor-
mation sharing and establishment of a research and develop-
ment roadmap, (2) lobby for, coordinate and provide resources 
to support transatlantic efforts necessary to fulfill NAS vision, 
(3) engage in collaborative outreach to legislative, regulatory, 
corporate, academic and public interest audiences, and (4) to 
urgently develop a targeted research program to jump-start the 
transformation.

This targeted research plan, focusing on proof of concept ef-
forts, would first focus on prototype compounds and provide 
examples of the application of results from toxicity pathway as-
says for risk/safety assessments sequentially rather than waiting 
10 to 20 years to bring a totally new risk assessment paradigm 
on line. the proposed research over a 5 to 10 year period would 
provide examples with ten to fifteen pathway assays and gener-
ate opportunities for diverse stakeholders to gain experience in 
collecting and using these results for safety assessments. The 
outline of steps for this more targeted research program includes 
several components.
– Select about 10 prototypes compounds/pathway. these com-

pounds would be chosen based on the breadth of information 
about animal toxicity and of the expected toxicity pathway 
targets, serving as a test bed for examining relationships be-










 
 


 































Fig. 4: Commonality of systems approaches to examining perturbations/modulations of normal biology for safety testing 
with environmental agents, pharmaceuticals, consumer products, and foods and for drug development. SETAC: Society for 
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry.
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tween in vitro toxicity test assays and historical information 
regarding in vivo results.

– Design appropriate cell-based toxicity assays. For these pro-
totype compounds, test assay systems would focus on both 
rodent and a human assay, preferentially using stem cells or 
mature cells derived from these stem cells. With one or more 
of the prototypes, 3-dimensional tissue systems could be used 
for the assays.

– Develop the next generation quantitative risk assessment 
tools. These assays would be subjected to mapping and mod-
eling analysis to uncover pathway circuitry, the dynamics of 
pathway responses to positive controls, and the dose response 
behaviors expected from different levels of perturbation.

– examine relationships between perturbations and toxicity 
for prototypes. The assay design would require consideration 
of cascades that contain initial target activation, adaptive re-
sponses, and adverse responses with prolonged levels of per-
turbation.

– Integrate results from studies to provide representative health 
risk/safety assessments. the outcome of each of the proto-
types would be risk/safety assessments that would be com-
pared to more conventional approaches from animal toxicity 
data sets. 

– Within the first 3-5 years expand from the first 10-prototypes 
to a larger suite of pathways/compounds. This transition 
should also allow some mid-course correction in the strat-
egy, stemming from a continuing evaluation of successes and 
challenges in applying the new science in assisting human 
health safety assessment.

– With success in getting the program jump-started through the 
consortium, other partners, including toxicity testing organi-
zations, regulatory agencies, and federal research organiza-
tions, could be enlisted as partners in moving forward with 
the transformation. 

Regardless of which organization seizes leadership for the ef-
forts to create the technology base for shifting to a new “Gold 
Standard,” the central question is whether such an initiative is a 
good public health investment. From the point-of-view of spar-
ing animal use and a more humane infrastructure for testing the 
answer has to be yes. Is it also likely to be a good investment 
in terms of its likely scientific value? The answer here is also 
a resounding yes! Our primary investment in toxicity testing 
today is simply box-checking, becoming a bit more mechanis-
tically oriented for high value chemicals that show responses 
in animal toxicity tests. the in vitro, human biology approach, 
elaborated here and arising from the NAS vision, has a much 
reduced emphasis on rote testing and much increased emphasis 
on generating detailed understanding of the signaling pathways 
affected by chemicals and how perturbations/modulations in 
these pathways affect biological outcome. These tools and ap-
proaches will be just as valuable in drug safety/drug develop-
ment, in evaluation of safety of food and consumer products, 
and in ecotoxicology (Watanabe et al., in press). In addition to 
the broader applicability for human health outcomes for modu-
lation of these pathways (Fig. 4), the organization of informa-
tion on pathway structure and function is a natural post-genome 
program that could provide a better understanding of health, dis-

ease and susceptibility within the human population – a much 
preferred investment compared to today’s approach of in vivo 
testing and the cataloging of testing results.

6  Conclusions

Toxicity testing and much of the discipline of toxicology have 
reached a tipping point. Old practices focusing primarily on high 
dose studies to evaluate end-organ toxicity in animals are giving 
way to modern practices that assess how chemicals are likely to 
affect human biology and the concentrations under which these 
effects might be expected in exposed humans. This change will 
not occur easily. Even though the current toxicity testing is far 
from optimal, it is difficult to move away from entrenched tra-
ditional practices to a new footing. Change of this magnitude 
is discomfiting for most everyone. There are, of course, serious 
challenges to consider in such a transformation. They should 
not be dismissed or diminished. Chemical toxicity may relate 
to metabolism. How will the in vitro tests adequately assess 
metabolites with new compounds undergoing in vitro screen-
ing? Which of the observed perturbations will be considered 
appropriate for the safety assessment – will it be target activa-
tion, adaptive responses, or only some clear definition of overt 
toxicity in the cells? Will it be possible to describe circuitry for 
most toxicity pathways in enough detail to be confident in ex-
pected dose response behaviors? Finally, where will we find the 
scientists and regulators with the training and background to be 
comfortable with new practices? These issues are all important, 
legitimate questions that need to be considered. Yet, they should 
not divert us from the goal – to move toward a redefinition of 
the toxicity testing gold standard that focuses on human biology 
and perturbations of human toxicity pathways in vitro. We must 
bear in mind all the challenges, but push relentlessly toward the 
goal of a modern approach to human safety assessment.
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1  Introduction

the foundation Animalfree Research recently celebrated its 
33rd birthday. During all these years, it has dedicated itself ex-
clusively to the abolishment of animal experimentation via the 
development and implementation of alternative methods that 
replace or at least reduce the numbers of experimental animals, 
informing the public and influencing political opinion. From the 
first moment this approach was regarded as the only viable way 
to achieve sustained success in the abrogation of in vivo experi-
mentation.

2  The founding of Animalfree Research (Fonds für 
versuchstierfreie Forschung, FFVFF)

In the 1970s, when hair-raising stories and pictures of animal 
experiments rattled people all over the world, one of the later 
founders of Animalfree Research, Irène Hagmann, then edi-
tor of the Zurich animal welfare organisation (Tierschutzbund 
Zürich), came upon an insert in an Italian newspaper on ani-
mal experimentation. Horrified by this report, she established 
contact with a journalist, Susi Goll, who had recently writ-
ten an article on dolphins used as living explosive devices 
by the US Military. She too had seen a brochure on animal 

experiments distributed at a booth of the Zurich animal wel-
fare organization (Tierschutzbund Zürich). The two women 
joined forces and, with a sum of CHF 5,000, established the 
independent “Fonds für versuchstierfreie Forschung”, an or-
ganisation dedicated exclusively to the support of research 
methods without the use of animals. To this day, the financing 
relies entirely on private donations and contributions of other 
welfare organisations.

3  Aims and objectives

Animalfree Research was founded to actively replace and re-
duce animal experimentation, to sensitise public and political 
opinion makers to animal welfare issues and to impress on 
people their duties and responsibilities towards experimental 
animals. Inspired by documents of FRAME, the collaboration 
with science, politics and the public was a major focus from 
the very beginning. Likewise, close networking with other ani-
mal welfare organisations and participation in expert groups 
and commissions was the order of the day. 

The range of activities, accordingly, was and still is very 
broad. Partial or complete financing of research projects, meta-
analyses, the organisation of workshops, and the development 
of an argumentary against the use of animals, be it from an ethi-
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cal, scientific or legal point of view, as well as participation in 
political debates, constitutes the work of our foundation. Fur-
thermore, we are currently working on establishing ourselves 
as a counselling centre for the public and the media, and for 
researchers who are interested in implementing in vitro tech-
niques in their projects. 

4  Examples of activities and projects

The very first project was a literature study about the question-
able scientific value of the single dose oral acute LD50 test, 
performed by Prof. Dr. Gerhard Zbinden, at that time Director 
of the Toxicological Institute in Zurich (Zbinden and Flury-
Roversi, 1981). Among other things the study demonstrated 
that the test is without any relevance for substances with a 
very low acute toxicity and yields variable results depending 
on species and strain, age, sex, procedures, etc. the study had 
great impact in the scientific world and marked the beginning 
of the end of a scientific experiment that had until then been 
regarded as indispensable. The OECD Council adopted the de-
cision to delete the respective OECD Guideline TG 401 on 17 
December 2002.

From the beginning, the importance of distributing scientific 
results in the field of the 3Rs was clear. In 1984, a small jour-
nal named “Alternativen zu Tierexperimenten” was published 
for the first time, edited and financed by the FFVFF. One of 
the, if not the, most important project of our foundation, the 
journal later came to be known as ALTEX. In 1999, the annual 
awarding of the ALTEX prize for the best and most relevant 
article in ALTEX was made an institution.

the development and distribution of the Pharmatutor by 
Daniel Keller at the Institute of Pharmacology, University of 
Zurich, proved another milestone success. The Tutor was made 
freely available and turned out to become, in its time, the most 
widely used simulation programme for education worldwide. 

The project “Serumfree”, which was co-financed by FFVFF 
and two other animal welfare organisations, with Prof. René 
Fischer of Zurich aimed at stopping a development which 
had started to impair the successes of the 3Rs with concern to 
animal welfare: the continuing shift to cell and organ culture 
methods instead of in vivo experimentation led to an ever-in-
creasing demand for fetal calf serum. In 1995, the consump-
tion was estimated to be around half a million litres per year 
(Hodgson et al., 1995), corresponding to around 1 million 
unborn calves. A PhD study further elucidated questionable 
practices in obtaining and marketing these materials, shed-
ding light on the varying composition and quality of differ-
ent lots of serum (Jochems, 1997). The development of cell 
culture methods that do not require calf serum for growth and 
maintenance and a procedure for cryopreservation of cells in 
serum-free media could be reported (Gonzalez Hernandez and 
Fischer, 2007).

5  Current projects

In 2009, Animalfree Research began to finance a follow-up 
project, which uses the results of the previous year’s study 
on the impending rise of animal experiments in the field of 
nanotechnology and the possible in vitro alternatives (Sauer, 
2008). throughout europe, governments have established ac-
tion plans and workshops in order to assess risks and health 
concerns of nanoparticles. In this project, the responsible 
project leaders are approached and persuaded to focus on non-
animal methods and animal welfare issues in their safety and 
toxicity assessment.

With its contribution, Animalfree Research helps to develop 
an exposition system for the controlled deposition of substanc-
es on cells at the air-liquid interface, which focuses on lung 
epithelial cells. This project optimises a standardised inhala-
tion chamber for diverse possible applications: e.g. animal-
free development of inhalable drugs, screening for toxicity of 
soluble and non-soluble substances, and biological effects of 
nanoparticles. The final goal is the establishment of a cost-
effective, relevant and easy to use system, which is suitable for 
widespread application, dosimetrically exact and capable of 
imitating the in vivo situation in the lung as closely as possible. 
Once developed, the chamber can be adapted to other research 
fields which involve substance-cell interactions.

In a joint effort, Animalfree Research and the Doerenkamp-
Zbinden Foundation support a project which establishes an 
animal-free method for the safety testing of tetanus vaccines. 
After inactivation, these vaccines have to be tested for residual 
toxoid activity in guinea pigs, which are then examined for 
symptoms of tetanus. At the Paul-ehrlich Institute, an in vitro 
system that can measure active tetanus neurotoxin is being 
developed (Behrensdorf-Nicol et al., 2008).

In October 2009, Animalfree Research hosted a public dis-
cussion forum dedicated to the memory of Prof. G. M. Teut-
sch, focussing on the concept of the animal’s dignity, which 
was introduced into Swiss legislation in September 2008, and 
its practical implications on authorisation procedures and re-
search in Switzerland. It focused on primate use and the pres-
ervation of the animals’ dignity from the viewpoint of research 
and animal welfare. The forum aimed to illuminate obstacles 
and difficulties in maintaining respect for the animal in the 
routines of research and to demonstrate possible improve-
ments and solutions.

6  Outlook

In the next years, Animalfree Research aims to work on a stop 
to severely distressing animal experiments, which we consider 
irreconcilable with the concept of the animal’s dignity intro-
duced into Swiss legislation in 2008. In the same vein, we will 
focus on the abolishment of primate experimentation, since the 
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welfare issues of neither the experiments themselves nor the as-
sociated stress, e.g. with capturing and housing, can outweigh 
the possible uses of the research results. the outcome of the 
Federal Court’s decision on the ban of specific primate experi-
mentation will strongly influence the speed and efficiency with 
which these experiments can be phased out.

In addition, we will continue to broach the issues of transgen-
ic animals, a topic with steadily increasing urgency as animal 
numbers continue to rocket.
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1  Introduction

For nearly 30 years, the Johns Hopkins Center for Alternatives 
to Animal testing (CAAt) has been working to promote the 
creation, development, validation, and use of alternatives to 
animals in research, product safety testing, and education. 

In 1993, CAAT hosted the first World Congress on Alternatives 
and Animal Use in the life Sciences, held in Baltimore, USA. 
Planning for that Congress started in 1990 at CAAt’s 7th an-
nual symposium, where 33 leaders in the field from 13 countries 
shaped the vision that led, 19 years later, to WC7 in Rome, Italy.

2  What is CAAT?

CAAt is an academic, science-based center within the Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. established in 
1981 with a grant from the Cosmetic, toiletry and Fragrance 
Association (now the PCPC), the Center is dedicated to the 
proposition that humane science is the best science.  
CAAt’s mission is to: 
– Promote and support research in the development of in vitro 

and other alternative techniques 
– Serve as a forum to foster discussion among diverse groups 

leading to creative approaches to facilitate acceptance and 
implementation of alternatives 

– Provide reliable information on the science, philosophy, and 
public policy of alternatives to academia, government, indus-
try, and the general public

– educate and train in the application of alternatives

CAAt’s research grants program serves to provide critical 
seed money for scientists interested in developing alternative 
methods. to date, the Center has funded 300-plus grants for a 
total of more than $ 6 million. CAAt grants are available to 
researchers world-wide.

Since its founding, CAAt has held more than 20 major work-
shops and symposia, bringing together diverse stakeholders to 
find common ground and devise ways to make research and test-
ing as effective and humane as possible. the Center currently is 
organizing a workshop for the American Chemistry Council, to 
be held in Baltimore in July 2010.

CAAt faculty members are involved in teaching about alter-
natives, both at Hopkins and elsewhere, and have developed a 
free online course to make this information more broadly avail-
able. In 2007, CAAt launched a new program in public policy, 
education, and outreach. the Center also spearheaded the de-
velopment of a certificate program in Humane Sciences and 
toxicology Policy, offered through the Bloomberg School of 
Public Health. 

CAAT’s information program produces a variety of 3Rs-re-
lated materials, in both print and electronic media. Print pub-

CAAT: A 3Rs Center for the 21st Century 
Carol J. Howard
the Johns Hopkins Center for Alternatives to Animal testing (CAAt), Baltimore, Maryland, USA

Summary
The Johns Hopkins Center for Alternatives to Animal Testing (CAAT), founded in 1981, is one of the oldest 
of the 3Rs Centers. For 28 years, CAAT’s innovative programs have served to promote the creation, devel-
opment, validation, and use of alternatives to animals in research, product safety testing, and education. 
CAAT also is, in many ways, one of the newest of the 3Rs Centers, with a new director – former Head of 
ECVAM Thomas Hartung – and an ever-expanding array of new programs and projects. 
CAAT’s diverse activities and resources range from our long-standing research grants program, workshops 
and symposia, and awards to such new developments as a Transatlantic Think Tank for Toxicology (t4); the 
union of Altweb and the journal ALTEX (now in English), a new 3Rs Centers website, policy and outreach 
programs, implementation of the report, Toxicity Testing and Assessment in the Twenty-first Century: A Vi-
sion and a Strategy, and more.

Keywords: CAAT, alternatives, 3Rs, toxicology, Altweb, ALTEX

MS5: 3R centers 3
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lications include brochures, posters, flyers, reports, editorials, 
and letters to the editor. CAAt also created and maintains two 
websites: the CAAT Website (http://caat.jhsph.edu) and Alt-
web, the Alternatives to Animal Testing Website (http://altweb.
jhsph.edu).  

the CAAt site is devoted to the Center’s programs, activities, 
and publications. Resources available on this site include:
– Information about CAAt grants
– Proceedings and technical reports from CAAt workshops and 

symposia
– Alternatives books and articles by CAAt staff 
– Free online course: Enhancing Humane Science / Improving 

Animal Research
– Information about the Hopkins certificate program in Humane 

Sciences and toxicology

Altweb, the Alternatives to Animal Testing Website, was created 
to serve as a gateway to alternatives resources, information, and 
news – on the Web and beyond. The site came about as result 
of a 1997 eCVAM report (Janusch et al., 1997) that called for 
“a central reference point” for alternatives information. CAAt 
took on that challenge, launching Altweb on October 1, 1997. 
the site is continually updated and expanded, including a rede-
sign and reorganization in 2009. 

CAAt manages Altweb on behalf of an international project 
team, which helps provide guidance, direction, and feedback for 
the site. the Project team has grown from 10 member organi-
zations in 1997 to 26 in 2007, representing academia, industry, 
animal welfare, and government regulatory organizations. the 
site is truly international in scope, drawing visitors from more 
than 130 countries. 
Altweb serves a broad range of audiences, including: 
– Biomedical researchers
– Industry
– the international regulatory community
– IACUCs, ethics Committees, and others who review animal 

protocols
– Veterinarians, lab technicians, and others who work with lab-

oratory animals
– educators
– Students
– the animal welfare community
– the international alternatives community
– the general public

Altweb offers a broad array of resources, including: 
– Alternatives news
– Meetings calendar
– Journal abstracts (Altex, AtlA, In Vitro Animal, labora-

tory Animals, toxicolgy in Vitro, and more)
– Proceedings
– technical reports
– Books
– Fact sheets
– Databases

– Regulations information from around the world
– links to many other relevant resources 

the Altweb homepage provides the latest in alternatives news, 
as well as information on upcoming meetings in the field. The 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) section, available in both 
english and Spanish, is one of the site’s most frequently visited 
pages. It covers basic introductory information and is particu-
larly useful for students and the general public. 

Special Features of Altweb:
– Full text of Russell and Burch’s Principles of Humane Ex-

perimental Technique, the classic book that launched the field 
of alternatives

– Guide to searching for alternatives
– Alternatives in education: an introduction and overview
– Spanish content (FAQs, glossary, links to other resources en 

español)
– Special section on monoclonal antibodies
– Special section on refinement 

the “Search for Alternatives” guide is a particularly valuable 
resource, providing a step-by-step approach to the search proc-
ess, with detailed information on relevant databases, policies 
and regulations in various countries, sample searches, and more. 
the section on databases describes each database and the topics 
covered, as well as indicating whether a database is free, propri-
etary, or government/regulatory, and which may be most useful 
for research, for teaching, or for testing. 

the special section on monoclonal antibodies (MABs) was 
developed with the goal of organizing and synthesizing infor-
mation on this complex subject. It consists of an introductory 
text explaining key topics in non-technical language, accom-
panied by a set of links to relevant databases, websites, books, 
articles, abstracts, etc. the questions and concepts addressed in 
the MABs section include: 
– What are monoclonal antibodies? Definition, description, 

uses, history, issues
– Ascites method versus in vitro methods: cost, effectiveness, 

pain and distress
– MAB production: description of methods
– Policies, regulations, guidelines, recommendations
– Where to get in vitro MABs: academic core centers and com-

mercial facilities
– Reports and proceedings

The special section on refinement is modeled after the Altweb 
section on monoclonal antibodies, providing introductory text 
plus links to key resources on the following concerns: 
– What is pain and distress? Definitions, biology, and physiology
– Recognition and assessment of pain and distress
– Alleviation and prevention of pain in animals
– Humane endpoints
– euthanasia
– enrichment
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New: 3Rs Centers Website
– To be launched at WC7: website designed to serve as infor-

mation hub for 3Rs & alternatives organizations around the 
world

– Searchable using keywords, tags & a global map
– Grew out of discussion at 3Rs centers meeting at WC6 in  

tokyo

New: CAAT Information Days: Working with Industry
– Day-long workshops focusing on a specific issue facing in-

dustry
– Brings together stakeholders, experts, and solution-providers
– First information day held 8th July focused on the 7th Amend-

ment of the eU Cosmetics Directive
– November 2009 information day addressed issues faced by 

US industry members in complying with REACH legisla-
tion. 

New: eU Center of excellence
– CAAt is now part of the American Consortium on euro-

pean Studies (ACeS), an eU Center of excellence based at 
the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies 
(SAIS)

– CAAt established a Humane Sciences and In Vitro Alterna-
tives component

– CAAT held its first ACES-sponsored Congressional briefing 
on Capital Hill in June

New: CAAt europe 
– In December 2009, CAAt announced the formation of the 

Johns Hopkins Center for Alternatives to Animal testing-
europe (CAAt-eU)

– A collaboration between the Johns Hopkins School of Pub-
lic Health (US) & the University of Konstanz Department of  
Biology (Germany)

– to coordinate transatlantic activities to promote humane sci-
ence

– To be housed at the University of Konstanz

5  CAAT online 

For more information, please visit: 
– Altweb + ALTEX http://altweb.jhsph.edu
– CAAT website: http://caat.jhsph.edu
– 3Rs Centers website: http://caat.jhsph.edu/international_al-

ternatives 
– A Boundless Ethic (CAAT blog) http://aboundlessethic.com

Correspondence to
Carol J. Howard
the Johns Hopkins Center for Alternatives to Animal testing 
(CAAt) 
615 N. Wolfe Street, W7032
Baltimore, Maryland, USA
e-mail: choward@jhsph.edu

3  New at CAAT

New CAAt Director
– thomas Hartung, MD, PhD
– Former Director of the european Centre for the Validation of 

Alternative Methods (eCVAM)
– Alan Goldberg, founding director of CAAt, now serves as 

chairman of the CAAt Advisory Board 

New: Doerenkamp-Zbinden Professor & Chair for Evidence-
based toxicology (eBt)
– thomas Hartung installed in May 2009 as inaugural Doer-

enkamp-Zbinden Professor & Chair for EBT
– eBt is modeled on the “Cochrane Collaboration” of evi-

dence-based medicine (eBM)
– EBM works to provide valid & accepted consensus informa-

tion on clinical trials & methodologies
– Will apply a similar approach to toxicology 

New: Implementation of the NAS report: Toxicity Testing in the 
21st Century: A Vision and a Strategy
– In 2007, U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) re-

leased the report: Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: A 
Vision and a Strategy

– Advocates sweeping & transformative changes in regula-
tory toxicity testing

– Shift from current whole-animal methods to testing in vitro 
methods, human cells in culture, and mechanisms of toxic-
ity as understood through systems biology

– Will change the way toxicology is practiced in the future 

New: transatlantic think tank for toxicology (t4)
– think tank aimed at implementing the NAS report 
– Collaborative effort between CAAt and Doerenkamp-Zbind-

en Foundation
– Four leaders in eBt to serve as “ambassadors” of t4

– Marcel Leist (University of Konstanz); Bas Blaauboer 
(Utrecht), Thomas Hartung & Alan Goldberg (Johns Hop-
kins)

– High quality analyses of toxicological problems, workshops, 
reports & scientific papers 

New: Research Lab: Developmental Neurotoxicity (DNT)
– thomas Hartung is establishing a lab at Johns Hopkins to de-

velop alternative methods 
– Initial focus will be on developmental neurotoxicity (DNt)

New: Altweb + Altex Collaboration
– Altweb has joined forces with the journal Altex
– Formerly published in a mixture of German and english,  

Altex is now all in english
– Altex articles will be freely available on Altweb
– Altex includes regular “Food for thought” column by tho-

mas Hartung
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1  Introduction

the Brazilian Government approved law 11.794 in October 
2008. this law, known as “lei Arouca” (Arouca’s law) in hom-
age to the physician that first proposed it, regulates the use of 
animals in research and teaching (Brazil, 2008). Before this law, 
some other legislation touched upon this subject, i.e. laws that 
regulate environmental crime, veterinarian professionals, etc. 
Law 11.794 is specifically focused on the use of animals in ex-
perimentation and teaching, but not for agronomical purposes.

Law 11.794 creates the National Council of Animal Ex-
perimentation (CONCeA) that includes in its responsibilities 
monitoring of and evaluating the introduction of alternative 
techniques that replace the use of animals in teaching and ex-
perimentation (Marques et al., 2009). However, the law does not 
state that whenever an alternative method exists, animals may 
no longer be used (Machado et al., 2009). CONCeA is com-
posed of members of related Ministries and scientific societies, 
including representatives of animal protection societies (Brazil, 
2008). However, CONCeA lacks technical support.

Therefore, the creation of a Brazilian Center comparable to 
eCVAM, ICCVAM and JaCVAM would be an important step 
for such studies, which could then be coordinated in an efficient 
manner. In addition, the Center would be invaluable for con-
tact and interaction with similar organisations in other countries 
throughout the world.

2  State of the art in Brazil

there are many animal rights protection groups in Brazil, some 
of them representatives of groups from other countries. Al-
though this movement is not as intense as it is for example in 
europe, the need to validate and establish alternative methods 
according to the 3Rs has compelled a large number of laborato-
ries to perform studies in this field.

Currently about 15 to 20 groups are working on alternative 
methods. These groups are at official laboratories, universities, 
industry and private laboratories. Most of them are trying to val-
idate alternative methods to replace animals in assays such as 
skin and eye irritation, pyrogen test and vaccine potency, while 
some others are studying alternatives in education, nutrition and 
environmental enrichment.

Brazil does not have an organisation that is responsible for the 
coordination of validation studies. The current research in this 
field is due to particular initiatives of the above mentioned insti-
tutions, which, motivated by precedents in other countries, have 
started working on the development of alternative methods. 

Brazilian Decree Number 4725, dated 9th June 2003, dictates 
that one of the activities of the National Institute of Quality 
Control in Health (INCQS) is to establish the quality control 
rules and procedures for the health laboratory network (Brazil, 
2003a). However, except when methods are already internation-
ally validated, it is impossible to comply with this ruling without 

A Proposal to Establish a Brazilian Center for Validation  
of Alternative Methods (BraCVAM) 
Octavio Presgrave1, Chantra Eskes2, Rosaura Presgrave1, Eloisa Alves1, João Carlos Freitas1,  
Cristiane Caldeira1, Izabela Gimenes1, Ronald Silva1, Saulo Nogueira1, Jadir Nunes3, Ekaterina Rivera4, 
Vanessa Sá-Rocha5, Sandra Coecke6 and Thomas Hartung7

1National Institute of Quality Control in Health (INCQS)/Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (FIOCRUZ), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 
2Independent consultant, Italy; 3Brazilian Association of Cosmetology, São Paulo, Brazil; 4Biological Science Institute, Federal 
University of Goiás, Brazil; 5Natura, São Paulo, Brazil; 6ECVAM, Institute for Health and Consumer Protection, EC DG-JRC, 
Ispra, Italy; 7Center for Alternatives to Animal Testing (CAAT), Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, USA 

Summary
Brazil recently approved law number 11.794/2008, which regulates the use of animals for scientific purposes. 
Many products on the Brazilian market are still required to be controlled by animal testing. In Brazil,  
there is no improved mechanism for funding collaborative studies, and there is no institution responsible for 
managing and coordinating such studies. Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (FIOCRUZ) assembles all the  
conditions to be the headquarter of the Brazilian Center for Validation of Alternative Methods (BraCVAM), 
since it is an internationally recognised scientific institution uniting a large number of scientific fields,  
including basic and applied research, drug and vaccine production, quality control, teaching, hospitals, etc. 
The multidisciplinary scientific infrastructure of FIOCRUZ could be used to establish a network in  
different fields of knowledge. The creation of BraCVAM would facilitate the development and validation of 
tests, not only in Brazil but also in South America and the Caribbean. 

Keywords: BraCVAM, alternative methods, validation, regulatory acceptance 
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conducting a collaborative study to harmonise the procedures 
and to define the parameters for the interpretation of the results 
they provide. even when methods are already validated, some 
may need to be adapted for specific local needs since Brazil con-
trols final products instead of raw material and some products 
are specific to the country and are not the object of international 
validation, etc.

Although Brazilian Resolution No. 899, dated 29th May 2003, 
published the Guideline for the Validation of Analytical and 
Bioanalytical Methods (Brazil, 2003b), the whole process is not 
defined, nor is the role of each entity during the various steps 
established, as was done in the EU initiative which established 
eCVAM (Anonymous, 1991) and subsequently in the OeCD 
guidance on validation (OeCD, 2005).

3  Backgrounds

It took a long time for Brazilian meetings to introduce a special 
session on alternative methods. Although there are no docu-
ments on it, it probably started to occur around 2000. Before 
this time, studies on alternative methods were presented at con-
gresses and similar events as poster presentations in different 
sessions, i.e. only related to the specific subject (e.g. toxicology, 
animal welfare, etc.).

In 2005, INCQS organised the Brazilian Meeting on Alterna-
tive Methods to Animal Use for Regulatory Purposes (EMALT) 
where problems related to financial support for research in the 
alternative area and problems in validating assays were dis-
cussed (Presgrave and Boghal, 2005). That was the first time 
that the need of establishing a Brazilian Center for validating al-
ternative methods was declared during the discussion of mecha-
nisms of the validation process.

In 2007, at the XV Brazilian Congress of Toxicology, Prof. 
Dr. Thomas Hartung and Prof. Octavio Presgrave both present-
ed the need for creating the Brazilian Center for Validation on 
Alternative Methods (BraCVAM) in their speeches. the BraC-
VAM proposal was first published in a recent article (Presgrave, 
2008).

4 Validation centres around the world

Many institutions in the world work on development and valida-
tion of alternative methods and animal welfare based on the 3Rs 
principle. The BraCVAM idea was based upon some of them.

European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods 
(ECVAM)
ECVAM was created in 1991, as part of the European Com-
mission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC), in order to fulfil the re-
quirements outlined in Article 23 of EU Directive 86/609/EEC, 
which aimed to stimulate the development and validation of 
alternative methods which would be able to supply at least the 
same level of information given by existing animal assays, but 
which would use fewer animals, or significantly reduce their 
suffering, or replace their use altogether (Anonymous, 1991). 

eCVAM’s role in achieving these aims is mainly via the coordi-
nation of the validation of these alternative methods.

eCVAM was located in the JRC in Ispra, Italy, since the JRC 
is a multilingual establishment, with a history of acting in the 
promotion of international scientific cooperation. This factor fa-
cilitated the design of the correct technical structure needed for 
ECVAM’s work, besides providing a basis for expanding the 
role of the JRC in research (Anonymous, 1991).

Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of 
Alternative Methods (ICCVAM)
ICCVAM was founded in September 1994 as an ad hoc com-
mittee for presenting a report to support the requirements of the 
1993 NIH Revitalization Act. In this Act, the National Institute 
of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) was required to 
establish criteria for the validation and regulatory acceptance 
of toxicological alternative methods (ICCVAM, 2008). This 
committee became permanent in December 2000 and nowadays 
comprises representatives from 15 US federal regulatory and 
research agencies.

At present, ICCVAM receives scientific support from Nation-
al Toxicology Program (NTP) Interagency Center for the Evalu-
ation of Alternative Toxicological Methods NICEATM), which 
is part of NIEHS, located at Research Triangle Park, NC, USA. 
ICCVAM’s mission is to promote the development, validation 
and regulatory acceptance of alternative methods, emphasising 
the 3Rs principles, while scientific quality and human, animal 
and environmental health are upheld and promoted (ICCVAM, 
2008). 

Japanese Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods 
(JaCVAM)
JaCVAM was established in November 2005 and is affiliated 
to the Japanese National Centre for Biological Safety and Re-
search (NCBSR) of the National Institute of Health Sciences 
(NIHS) (Ohno, 2005a; Kojima, 2007).

The mission of JaCVAM is to propose and improve the vali-
dation of alternatives and to establish international cooperation 
besides developing new alternative methods (Ohno, 2005b; Ko-
jima, 2007).

Centre for Documentation and Evaluation of Alternatives to 
Animal Experiments (ZEBET)
ZEBET was established in 1989 and its aim is to bring about 
the replacement of legally prescribed animal experiments with 
alternative test methods, to reduce the number of test animals to 
the absolutely necessary level and to alleviate the pain and suf-
fering of animals used in experiments. ZEBET is also responsi-
ble for documenting alternatives to animal experiments. By this 
mode of action, ZEBET is the information office for alternatives 
to animal experiments for the federal authorities.

ZEBET also coordinate experimental validation of methods 
not involving animal experiments in order to include them in of-
ficial safety toxicological test directives. ZEBET has the advan-
tage of undertaking its own research and has a separate budget 
to promote specific projects on the development of alternative 
methods (ZEBET, 2008).
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5  The Brazilian Centre for the Validation of 
Alternative Methods (BraCVAM)

Since Brazil does not have an institution that coordinates alter-
native studies and these studies are important for the develop-
ment of research, it is imperative to create BraCVAM (Pres-
grave, 2008).

Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (FIOCRUZ) possesses all of the 
necessary attributes for it to become the headquarters of BraC-
VAM, since it is an internationally-recognised scientific insti-
tution that unites a vast range of scientific and medical fields, 
including basic and applied research, drug and vaccine produc-
tion, quality control and teaching. this is an important aspect, 
since the multidisciplinary scientific infrastructure of FIOCRUZ 
could be used to form a working platform with a wide range of 
available knowledge on many relevant subjects.

Between 2001 and 2007, FIOCRUZ published 6,359 articles 
in Brazilian and international journals. In 2007, the ratio of pub-
lished articles in the biomedical area was about 60% of the total 
articles (Teixeira et al., 2009).

INCQS, and some other groups in FIOCRUZ, have been 
studying alternative methods for a long time. Since INCQS is 
the official laboratory of the Brazilian Ministry of Health, it 
has to perform assays to guarantee that products that are on the 
market are sufficiently safe. For this purpose, INCQS routinely 
performs animal toxicological tests and, since 1989, has tested 
most of these products with alternative methods, for compar-
ing results and evaluating correlations between animal and non-
animal data.

INCQS has frequently participated in several Brazilian and 
international congresses, including the World Congress on Al-
ternatives and Animal Use in the Life Sciences. It comprises a 
group of approximately 20 professionals and students working 
on alternative methods, mainly for the replacement of animals 
in testing for skin, eye and mucous irritation, and in sensitisa-
tion and pyrogen testing, as well as in vaccine control. During 
this period, a range of activities, such as poster presentations, 
lectures, organisation of meetings and round tables, paper pub-
lications, and post-graduate studies, have been undertaken.

BraCVAM action should not be restricted to the experimental 
area but must encompass studies on alternatives in education, 
environmental enrichment, etc. the Center must act in the de-
velopment of alternative research in every area in which it is 
possible to apply the 3Rs concept. Of course these structures 
should be constructed step by step. Integration with similar in-
stitutions is very important in order to start establishing mecha-
nisms of validation studies.

the BraCVAM structure should present a coordination division 
and divisions that reflect areas of action as recently proposed by 
Eskes and coworkers (2009, see Fig. 1). The scope of these areas 
may be as following:
a) Promotion and Networking
 – Creation and maintenance of a centralised website & data-

base on alternative methods
 – Monitoring and creation of a network of interested parties on 

alternative methods in Brazil
 – Organisation of seminars and specialised workshops
 – Publications

Fig. 1: Proposed organogram for BraCVAM and relationship with some external committees and institutions.
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tise
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animal testing
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 – Participation in international validation studies
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Once established, the activities of BraCVAM shall include:
–  the development of new methods;
–  the coordination of studies on the development of alternative 

methods;
–  the coordination of the validation of alternative methods;
–  the proposal and evaluation of test protocols;
–  the analysis and evaluation of results obtained from studies;
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6  Conclusion

The creation of a Brazilian Centre for the Validation of Alter-
native Methods (BraCVAM) would be very important, not only 
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mine the start-up period for its activities.
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1  History

Very few men have done so much good for their fellow crea-
tures, be it human kind or animal kind or enriching philosophy, 
as did Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, who has been called the 
“Mahatma” (meaning the “great soul”) in India. His greatest 
philosophy was that of “Ahimsa” or “non-violence”. He said 
“non-violence is not a cloistered virtue to be practiced by the in-
dividual for his peace and final salvation, but it is a rule of con-
duct for society if it is to live consistently with human dignity 
and make progress towards the attainment of peace for which it 
has been yearning for ages past”. He went on to say, “We should 
not inflict cruelty on even the meanest of creatures. I also will 
have to answer for this in the court of the Almighty.”

Only few single persons have contributed so much wealth to 
the protection of animals as Hildegard Doerenkamp from Ger-
many. Ms. Doerenkamp, together with the late Gerhard Zbind-
en, founded the Doerenkamp-Zbinden Foundation. 

to honour their greatness, the Mahatma Gandhi-Doerenkamp 
Center (MGDC) carries the names of these two towering person-
alities in order to propagate the message “do not kill animals” in 
education, research and testing. the centre has been established 
at the Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli, India, which is 
named after the great revolutionary Indian poet, Bharathidasan, 
who vowed “to create a brave new world”. the university’s af-
fairs are now guided by M. Ponnavaikko, the vice-chancellor, 
according to whom “God is an invisible distributed energy; he 
resides in every human being, plant and animal; the human be-

A National Center for Animal Alternatives in India: The 
Mahatma Gandhi-Doerenkamp Center for Alternatives to 
the Use of Animals in Life Science Education (MGDC) 
Mohammad A. Akbarsha1, Shiranee Pereira2 and Franz P. Gruber3 
1Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli, India, 2People for Animals, Chennai, India, 3Doerenkamp-Zbinden Foundation, 
Kuesnacht ZH, Switzerland

Summary
The Mahatma Gandhi-Doerenkamp Center for Alternatives to the Use of Animals in Life Science 
Education (MGDC) has been established as a national centre for alternatives in India at Bharathidasan 
University, Tiruchirappalli, Tamil Nadu, a renowned university under the University Grants Commission 
of the Government of India. The mandate of the centre is to introduce the Gandhian Philosophy of 
‘Ahimsa’ or ‘non-violence’ into the teaching /research of life sciences. The centre was established with the 
generous financial support of the Doerenkamp-Zbinden Foundation, Switzerland, in conjunction with the 
establishment of the ‘Gandhi-Gruber-Doerenkamp Chair’ for Alternatives in Biomedical Science Education 
and in vitro Toxicology. The centre was established in the knowledge that promoting humane science is  
an imperative scientific, legal, psycho-social, ecological and economic need of the hour. 
The MGDC will strive to create a strong positive presence of alternatives to the use of animals, thereby 
promoting quality and excellence in life science education, research and testing by way of continuous 
training programmes, an alternatives knowledge bank, library and certificate / diploma / post-graduate 
diploma programmes in animal alternatives and in vitro toxicology testing. The MGDC will also bring 
together stakeholders in the 3Rs – academia, scientific community, industry, government and animal 
welfare personnel from national / international levels – to raise the awareness / facilitate the exchange of 
information / ideas on alternatives to translate the vision of 3Rs into policy and curricular changes in India 
as relevant to education and research. The MGDC will help by way of funding research and development 
of environmentally friendly pedagogical tools and in vitro alternative methods for life science teaching 
and research. The approach will be to encourage the use of e-tools, help establish virtual learning centres, 
and to establish an in-house state-of-the-art cell culture laboratory for training in non-animal methods 
of research and product testing. The centre will be essentially a service provider in respect to non-animal 
methods in learning, research and testing. It is a joint venture of the Doerenkamp Zbinden Foundation, 
Bharathidasan University and People for Animals (Chennai), India.
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ings are endowed with the sixth sense, which should be used in 
realising God; you will realise God only when you love, respect 
and care for His creations”. 

It was a red letter day in the history of the University and 
the Doerenkamp-Zbinden Foundation, Switzerland, when these 
two parties entered into a Memorandum of Understanding to 
establish the “Mahatma Gandhi-Doerenkamp Center for Alter-
natives to Use of Animals in life Science education”, on 13th 
July 2009. the centre was launched on 15th July, 2009.

If William Russell and Rex Burch were the ones to revo-
lutionise the approach to animal experiments with their book 
The Principles of Humane Experimental Technique, published 
in 1959, wherein they demanded a humane approach to animal 
experimentation and introduced the 3Rs concept (replacement, 
reduction and refinement), which has come to be known as the 
concept of “alternatives”, it was Jennifer Graham, a brave 15-
year-old girl from California, who in 1987 refused to dissect an 
animal and sued her school district seeking an alternative study 
option, whereupon the state of California, USA, granted that 
right to all high school students, to be followed by other States 
in the US and later other countries as well, who revolutionised 
animal dissection and vivisection. 

While a humane approach to animals in education, research 
and testing has been taken up seriously in the developed coun-
tries, the developing countries are yet to fall in line, although 
they were also signatories of the Three Rs Declaration of Bo-
logna, which was adopted in 1999 by the third World Con-
gress on Alternatives and Animal Use in the life Sciences and 
strongly endorsed and reaffirmed the principles of the 3Rs. The 
situation in India, the country with the second largest population 
in the world, has been dismal. 

In 1996, both the Central Board of Secondary education and 
the Indian Council of Secondary education stopped the use of 
animals in teaching life sciences in secondary schools in India. 
However, with regard to higher education and research there 
was an awakening only after the turn of the century when or-
ganisations like People for Animals, India (PFA), I-CARe and 
the CPCSeA (Committee For the Purpose Of Control And Su-
pervision Of experiments On Animals, Govt. of India), began 
a campaign for non-animal methods of teaching and learning in 
life sciences. 

In February 2003, the CPCSeA sensitised the teaching and 
scientific community by conducting a 3-day national sympo-
sium on alternatives in New Delhi, India. Over 300 participants 
attended the same and renowned scientists from across the 
world were invited to speak. For the first time, the science of al-
ternatives was officially introduced to the Indian scientific com-
munity. International speakers from Johns Hopkins University, 
USA, the Netherlands Center for Alternatives, FRAMe, UK, 
HSUS, USA, InterNICHe and the Doerenkamp-Zbinden Foun-
dation were invited. their efforts came to be rewarded, since 
these organisations also enlisted in the service of academics and 
universities across India, including the first author, M. C. Sathy-
anarayana from AVC College, Mannampandal, Mayiladuthurai, 

a college affiliated to Bharathidasan University, Ramakrishna, 
Professor of Veterinary Science from Chennai, R. Raveendran, 
a pharmacologist from JIPMeR, Pondicherry, Dr. Syed Ziaur 
Rahman, another pharmacologist from Aligarh Muslim Univer-
sity, and others. 

More importantly, they targeted the teachers, those who are 
the key role players in the academic curricular decisions, to 
bring about change. A workshop was conducted on the 25th Sep 
2001 at AVC College, Mannampandal, Mayiladuthurai, tamil 
Nadu, organised by M. C. Sathyanarayana, where the first au-
thor delivered the key note address. the participants, all col-
lege teachers, were introduced to the non-animal methods of 
teaching and learning anatomy in zoology class. From then on, 
many programs were conducted in different places throughout 
the country, but they were all piece meal basis, without a clear-
cut direction. 

In 2004, PFA in collaboration with InterNICHe and WSPA, 
UK organised one-day workshops in alternatives in education in 
9 cities across India. the ‘First Indian Congress On Alternatives 
to the Use Of Animals In Research, education and testing’ 
was a national congress also conducted in Chennai by I-CARe 
in 2007, which attracted over 400 participants and the best in-
ternational platforms of alternatives to India. In 2006, on the 
initiative of I-CARE and supported by the first author and the 
model curriculum of Bharathidasan University and the Univer-
sity Grants Commission, New Delhi, the Regulatory Authority 
of Higher education in India, an epoch-making letter was sent 
to all universities in India, directing them to use alternatives and 
requiring the curtailment of use of animals in zoology teach-
ing and learning. But little was done thereafter, since the efforts 
were made only by unorganised sectors and free-lancers. 

The first author and his team approached the change from a 
different perspective as well. As senior teachers and research-
ers of zoology, they were members of the Curriculum Boards 
of several universities. taking advantage of this position, they 
endeavoured to change the zoology curriculum such that animal 
dissection as an aspect of animal anatomy laboratory exercise 
was greatly reduced and even dropped in some universities / 
programmes. 

the most exciting outcome was from Bharathidasan Univer-
sity, where all major dissections were dropped from the curricu-
lum for undergraduate as well as post-graduate programmes, 
and in their place learning of animal anatomy using CD-Roms 
was introduced for the first time in the country. This came to be 
called the “Bharathidasan University Model” (Akbarsha, 2007). 
In 2003, CPCSeA again worked with the Pharmacy Council 
of India and brought about the decision that where alternative 
methods for pharmacological testing are available, in vivo test-
ing protocols need not be practiced. thus, the roles of I-CARe, 
People for Animals, Peta India, and InterNICHe are commend-
able. Yet, the vastness of the country, the variety in the higher 
education and the heterogeneity of the religious, linguistic and 
cultural heritage of the people made the task enormous and dif-
ficult for these organisations to handle. 
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2  The Mahatma Gandhi-Doerenkamp Center

At this time, there was an initiative from the Chennai chapter 
of PFA to upscale the campaign for non-animal methods in life 
science and biomedical science education in India. Since Bhar-
athidasan University had already made its mark, spearheaded by 
the first author and M. C. Sathyanarayana, it was proposed that a 
National Center for Alternatives be established at this university, 
with the first author at the helm of affairs. Before funding agen-
cies in India could be approached, the Doerenkamp-Zbinden 
Foundation (DZF) heard of the campaign and offered to partici-
pate in the venture, deciding for the first time to expand its ac-
tivities outside europe and the USA. It was proposed that a Na-
tional Center for India be established in a tripartite collaboration 
between the DZF, Bharathidasan University, and PFA, Chennai, 
wherein the DZF bears the entire cost, including an academic 
chair and a building proposed in a budget, PFA renders moral 
and counselling support and Bharathidasan University houses 
and runs the MGDC. this initiative culminated in the signing of 
the Memorandum of Understanding on July 13th, 2009.

the centre is named after Mahatma Gandhi and Ms. Hilde-
gard Doerenkamp. Mahatma Gandhi was the great leader of 
India during the most gruesome period of Indian history. Cen-
tral to Mahatma Gandhi's vision was an impassioned convic-
tion that at the heart of all life there is ‘truth’ which sustains 
all creation; a ‘truth’ which demands a personal response from 
each individual. He saw ‘truth’ as a truth present in every per-
son. In particular, he held non-violence as a basic tenet of this 
‘truth’, a positive force that can bring about fundamental change 
at all levels. For Gandhi ‘non-violence’ was the discovery of a 
new kind of power. It is a well known fact that Gandhi not only 
played a major role in India achieving its independence but also 
taught a philosophy which has universal applicability. the core 
of that philosophy is the search for truth through non-violence – 
“Ahimsa”. Gandhi taught respect for animals as well as humans, 
a non-exploitative relationship with the environment, the elimi-
nation of poverty, the limitation of personal wealth and posses-
sions, and non-violence applied at all levels of relationships, be 
it man to man, man to animal or man to environment. According 
to him, "the greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be 
judged by the way its animals are treated”. He said “I hold that 
the more helpless a creature, the more entitled it is to protection 
by man from the cruelty of man”, and “I abhor vivisection with 
my whole soul. All the scientific discoveries stained with inno-
cent blood I count as of no consequence.” 

Ms. Hildegard Doerenkamp dedicated her entire wealth to-
wards the cause of animal protection, and, together with Ger-
hard Zbinden, founded the DZF. this foundation began by ex-
tending support to the discovery of alternatives and conferring 
awards for outstanding work on alternatives. later, it started to 
establish academic chairs for alternative methods. It has Chairs 
at Johns Hopkins University, USA, University of Geneva, Swit-
zerland, University of Konstanz and University of erlangen, 
Germany, and Utrecht University, the Netherlands. the Foun-
dation is also member and main sponsor of the society Altex 

edition, which publishes the journal on alternatives to animal 
experimentation and testing, Altex.

Mohammad A. Akbarsha, a teacher of zoology and animal 
science for more than three decades and a scientist who uses in 
vitro tools, has been declared Director of the MGDC and also 
holder of the Gandhi-Gruber-Doerenkamp Chair for Alterna-
tives in life Science and In Vitro toxicology. 

the mandates of the MGDC are:

1. the MGDC will endeavour to advance the concept of “hu-
mane science” and implement the concept of the 3Rs in 
education, research and testing in accordance with Indian 
legislation, the international ‘Declaration of Bologna’ and 
international advances in the science of alternatives. 

2. the MGDC will work to create a strong and positive pres-
ence for alternatives to the use of animals in experimentation 
/ testing in India and pro-actively work to blend life science 
education with the Gandhian philosophy of non-violence.

3. the MGDC will evolve a national programme for humane 
education in teaching and research.

the MGDC will work to:

1. Develop a national humane education programme for all uni-
versities/ colleges/ national research institutes as part of their 
life science curriculum/ research, which will seek to blend 
the Gandhian philosophy of non-violence with life science 
education/ research

2. Develop a strategy for the implementation of the 3Rs in aca-
demic and research/testing laboratories

3. Conduct courses on Humane Science and Alternatives in the 
Use of Animals in Education and Research in affiliation with 
other renowned universities like the Oxford University Cen-
tre of Animal ethics, UK and CAAt, Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, USA, etc., for both Indian and international students

4. Support by way of funds and expertise high-quality research 
that advances the 3Rs for development of pedagogic tools, 
computer modelling for teaching, drug development, basic 
bio-medical research, product testing, etc.

5. Provide expertise and guidance on the 3Rs and laboratory 
animal welfare to the teaching/ scientific community by de-
veloping a range of resources, including guidelines and train-
ing material (e.g. CDs), organising working groups, work-
shops, symposia, etc.

6. liaise with national education councils, like MCI, VCI, PCI, 
UGC, AICte, etc., and state education departments for cur-
ricular developments to promote the use and knowledge of 
alternatives

7. liaise with regulatory bodies for the acceptance of alterna-
tive methods in product testing

8. establish a state-of-the-art tissue culture laboratory and li-
brary of alternatives to help train scientists in the use of alter-
natives. the former could also help generate revenue for the 
MGDC by way of product testing on a payment basis
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9. Help create virtual learning centres at universities
10. Organise national level training workshops, seminars, na-

tional congresses, etc., to propagate in vitro/in silico meth-
ods and other alternatives with international expertise / 
collaboration and to train Institutional ethics Committee 
members.

Following are the mission goals:

1. to establish a library of alternatives
2. to provide for lending of alternatives
3. to offer training in use of alternatives
4. thus, to motivate the teachers, not only to introduce alterna-

tives in teaching and research but to work on the Curriculum 
Boards to change the course content so as to replace animals 
in dissection, experiments and testing with appropriate alter-
native modalities 

5. to conduct research to develop new alternatives
6. to work for application of alternatives in life science and 

biomedical science research
7. to conduct teaching programmes in “Ahimsa and Alterna-

tives” and “In Vitro toxicology”

the following facilities are being built:
• A repository of dissection CDs, videos, mannekins, models, 

etc. 
• A state-of-the-art computational lab
• An in vitro testing facility and a cell line bank
• Bio-informatics tools such as predictive toxicology (Q)SAR, 

Read Alone, ebtrack, etc., for in silico analysis 

to reach these goals the MGDC intends to:
• conduct workshops at identified places to train university and 

college teachers to use dissection alternatives;
• lend dissection alternatives to institutions to encourage 

change to the newer pedagogy of teaching animal anatomy;
• train teachers and researchers in in vitro and in silico alterna-

tives;
• organise national and international seminars and conferences 

to popularise the concept of alternatives.

Fig. 1
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the task is enormous. As already said, India is a vast country 
with a huge population. 

Area: 3.3 million sq km
Number of States:  28
Number of Union territories: 7
Population: 1,186.2 million
ethnic Groups:  Indo-Aryan 72 %, 
 Dravidian 25 %
  Mongoloid and others 3 %
Number of languages spoken:  about 40 
Number of Central Universities:  39
Number of State Universities:  131
Number of Deemed Universities:  127
Number of Colleges: 6.289
Number of Science Colleges:  1.868
Number of Medical Colleges:  274

Yet, the MGDC is optimistic. the goal of non-animal methods 
in teaching, research and testing as a national policy and prac-
tice is expected to be reached soon.

With means of the DZF the MGDC will be built in the next 
month. The first step is fully paid by DZF, and for the second 
step additional sponsors are sought (see fig. 1 and fig. 2).

3  The MGDC Board

To better fulfil its obligations to bring modern teaching meth-
ods to Indian bio-medical education a governing council and an 
advisory board have been elected by the chancellor of the Bhar-
athidasan University. the members meet at least once a year 
and give the director strategic impulses for his way forward. 
One of the outstanding board members is David Dewhurst, Pro-
fessor for e-learning methods at the University of edinburgh, 
UK, well known as a specialist in modern biomedical education 
(Dewhurst, 2004; Gruber and Dewhurst, 2004).

Governing council:
1. H’ble Vice-Chancellor, Bharathidasan University, 

tiruchirappalli –Chairman
2. Registrar, Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli 

Fig. 2
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3. Director, Mahatma Gandhi-Doerenkamp Center & Gandhi-
Gruber-Doerenkamp Chair, Bharathidasan University, 
tiruchirappalli – Secretary.

4. Dr. David Dewhurst, Professor of e-learning, Director of 
educational Information Services, College of Medicine & 
Veterinary Medicine, University of edinburgh, UK – (DZF 
Nominee).

5. Dr. (Mrs). Shiranee Pereira, Chennai - Nominee of PFA 
6. Dr. N. tajuddin, Bioscientist Member in Syndicate, 

Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli- 
7. Dr. t. Madhan Mohan, Director, Department of 

Biotechnology, Govt. of India, New Delhi – Member.
8. Dr. R. S. Sharma, Deputy Director General, ICMR, New 

Delhi 
9. Dr. B. Manivannan, Asst General Manager, Regulatory 

Office, A-27/B1 Extn, Mohan Corporative Industrial 
estate, Madhura Road, New Delhi 

10. Dr. Oommen V. Oommen, Professor of Zoology 
& Coordinator, UGC-SAP, University of Kerala, 
thiruvananthapuram 

11. Dr. S. Vincent, Member Secretary, tamil Nadu State 
Council for Science and technology, Chennai 

Advisory Board:
1. H’ble Vice-Chancellor, Bharathidasan University, 

tiruchirappalli – Chairman
2. Registrar, Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli
3. Director, Mahatma Gandhi-Doerenkamp Center & Gandhi-

Gruber-Doerenkamp Chair, Bharathidasan University, 
tiruchirappalli – 620 024 - Secretary.

4. Dr. David Dewhurst, Professor of e-learning, Director of 
educational Information Services. College of Medicine & 
Veterinary Medicine, University of edinburgh, UK – (DZF 
Nominee).

5. Dr. (Mrs). Shiranee Pereira, Chennai, Nominee of PFA,  
6. Dr. Massimo tettamanti, I-CARe, 33, Athivakkam Village, 

Red Hills, Chennai 
7. Dr. R. Raveendran, Professor, Dept. of Pharmacology, 

JIPMeR, Pondicherry 
8. Dr. Zia-ur-Rahuman, Reader in Pharmacology, Aligarh 

Muslim University, Aligarh 
9. Dr. Oommen. V. Oommen, Professor of Zoology 

& Coordinator, UGC-SAP, University of Kerala, 
thiruvananthapuram 

10. Dr. V. R. Muthukarruppan, Aravind eye Hospital, Madurai 

11. Dr. Michael Aruldhas, Professor & Head, Dept of 
endocrinology, AlPGIBMS, Chennai 

12. Dr. K. Dharmalingam, Professor & Head, School of 
Biotechnology, Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai 

13. Dr. Gopinath Ganapathy, Professor & Head, Dept 
of Computer Science, Bharathidasan University, 
tiruchirappalli 

14. Dr. M. Krishnan, Professor & Head, Dept of 
environmental Biotechnology, Bharathidasan University, 
tiruchirappalli 

15. Dr. S. Parthasarathy, Reader & Head, Dept. of 
Bioinformatics, Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli 

16. Dr. P. Ilango, Professor & Head, Dept of Social Work, 
Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli – 620 024 

17. Dr. (Mrs).Radha Chellappan , emeritus Professor, 
Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli 

18. Dr. t. thirunalasundari, Coordinator, sixth year M.tech 
Courses, Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli 

19. Dr. B. Kadalmani, lecturer, Dept. of Animal Science, 
Bharathidasan University, tiruchirappalli
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the Italian Association for in vitro toxicology, CelltOx, was 
founded in 1991 and has its roots in a pre-existing but informal 
and enthusiastic group of scientists.

From the beginning, the Association was considered the na-
tional point of reference for researchers and public and private 
institutions interested and involved in the application of in vitro 
methods in toxicology. It has thus been frequently contacted to 
provide technical support for certain government projects and 
recently has worked actively with IPAM (Italian Platform for 
Alternative Methods) for the implementation of alternative 
methods in Italian legislation.

Moreover, it is closely linked to analogous european socie-
ties and affiliated with the European Society for Toxicology In 
Vitro (eStIV).

Its activities and goals, still valid at present, are well described 
in its statutes. Its main aims are as follows: 
a) to promote the use of in vitro experimental models and alter-

native methodologies in the pharmacological and toxicologi-
cal field;

b) to investigate mechanisms of toxicity at the cellular and mo-
lecular level, with a special interest in cell culture models; 

c) to facilitate the exchange of information and collaboration 
among research groups from different public and private in-
stitutions;

d) to create an information network about the ethical and practi-
cal aspects of the reduction of animal use by propagating the 
3R principles and philosophy in the scientific community.

CelltOx is managed by a board composed of eight members 
(and the former president). Board members, elected every three 
years from the group of general members, are mainly selected 
with the purpose of bringing in the greatest professional experi-
ence in the different fields of application of in vitro methods. 

the current composition of the board, which represents scien-
tists from different institutions and research groups, is reported 
in table 1.

the members of the Association are mainly from the north 
(44%) and central parts of Italy (46%), while the south (10%) is 
still poorly represented. the members are quite homogeneously 
distributed, coming from research institutes (35%), the indus-
trial sector (27%) and universities (15%). Students, including 
undergraduates, PhD students and post-docs with a reduced 
membership fee, represent 23% of the total members. this is 
an important feature of the association, as the training of young 
scientists has always been one of its main objectives.

In this respect, CelltOx contributes to the diffusion of 
3R concepts by helping young researchers remain updated on 
scientific issues by giving them the opportunity to attend in-
ternational conferences and national courses with grants cov-
ering registration fees and/or travel expenses. In recent years, 
CelltOx has sponsored seven grants for the participation 
of young members in several international meetings (AICC-
CelltOx joint meeting, 2008 eStIV meeting) and eleven 
grants for the participation of young members in CelltOx 
courses.

CELLTOX: The Italian Association for In Vitro Toxicology 
Isabella De Angelis1, Simonetta Gemma1 and Francesca Caloni2

1Department of Environmental and Primary Prevention, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Rome, Italy; 2Department of Veterinary 
Sciences and technologies for Food Safety, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy

Summary
The principal aim of CELLTOX, the Italian Association for in vitro Toxicology founded in 1991, is  
the dissemination of alternative methods in toxicology. The activity is focused on the promotion  
of in vitro models and alternative methodologies, collaborations with private and public institutions,  
creation of networks with researchers from different disciplines and organisation of conferences,  
courses, meetings and workshops geared at spreading the 3R principles and philosophy in the scientific 
community. The support  young scientists with fellowships and grants is one of the main goals of  
this association. CELLTOX has worked in collaboration with IPAM, Italian Platform for Alternative  
Methods, and other Italian and European organisations and is an affiliate of the European Society  
of Toxicology In Vitro (ESTIV). 

Keywords: Celltox, Italian Association, in vitro methods, toxicology
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Association activities include regularly organised meetings, 
practical courses and symposia which cover the principal aspects 
of in vitro toxicology research and disseminate the 3R concept.

CelltOx has organised a cycle of workshops to focus on 
state-of-the-art teaching in Italian universities using alternative 
methods and the 3R principle, involving speakers from different 
institutions and associations to underline the importance of pro-
moting alternative methods in education and providing counsel 
on how to integrate them into teaching. Whereas the 3R concept 
in research is very well known and largely applied, the use of 
alternative methods in education is at times limited either due 
to lack of information or knowledge of pedagogical advantages. 
the meeting has been held since 2005, starting at the University 
of Milan and then subsequently moving to the University of Na-
ples, University of Bologna and University of Milan Bicocca, 
with the next to be held at the University of Bari.

International conferences have also been organised by the As-
sociation. three international joint meetings were held with the 
Italian Association of Cell Culture (AICC) on “In Vitro Cytotox-
icity Mechanisms” in which relevant issues on in vitro toxicology 

were presented and discussed by the participants. At the last one 
held in Verona in 2006, about 120 scientists and 96 contributors 
from several european countries attended the whole meeting, pro-
ducing an excellent network for a productive exchange of ideas.

CelltOx has organised symposia on relevant emerging 
topics: the first Italian symposium on nanotoxicology in col-
laboration with Insubria University in 2007, a round table on 
“Alternative methods: new prospects” in the framework of the 
xV National Congress of the Italian Society of toxicology and 
the Satellite Symposium during the 7th World Congress on Al-
ternatives & Animal Use in the life Sciences “From tissue engi-
neering to alternatives: research, discovery and development”, 
in collaboration with eStIV, in 2009.

Several national practical courses to introduce basic informa-
tion on tissue culture and the application of toxicology have also 
been organised by our society recently:
1) Course on episkin: the in vitro alternative model for skin ir-

ritation testing 
2) Course on molecular biology techniques in the pharmaceuti-

cal industry 
3) Course on cell culture in toxicology: basic techniques 

All of these courses, which are included in the national 
training program for health workers, were attended by a large 
number of participants and were very well appreciated. New 
editions will be planned for the future. 

Finally, the CelltOx website (www.celltox.it) has, in re-
cent years, become one of the most important tools in advertis-
ing the activities of the association and informing others about 
what is happening in the world of in vitro toxicology. It has 
been updated recently to make it more efficient, and a continual 
increase in the number of national and international contacts has 
been noticed.

Our hope is to further expand the Association in terms of 
membership and activities in the future and we expect to con-
tinue our efforts in collaboration with additional national and 
international entities involved in the field of alternative methods 
in toxicology.

Correspondence to
Isabella De Angelis MD 
Istituto Superiore di Sanità
environment and Primary Prevention Dept.
Viale Regina elena 299
00161 Rome, Italy
e-mail: isabella.deangelis@iss.it
 

Tab. 1: CELLTOX Board

President 
Isabella De Angelis (ISS1)

Vice –President 
Yula Sambuy (INRAN2)

Treasurer 
Francesca Caloni (University of Milan)

Secretary 
Simonetta Gemma (ISS1)

Councillors 
Lucia Golzio( MerckSerono RBM)
Marisa Meloni (Vitroscreen)
Maria Pilar-Prieto (ECVAM3)
Chiara Urani (University of Milan Bicocca)
Anna Zaghini (University of Bologna) 

Past President 
Annalaura Stammati (ISS1)

1 ISS – Istituto Superiore di Sanità
2 INRAN – Istituto di Ricerca per gli Alimenti e la Nutrizione;
3 ECVAM – European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Me-
thods 

Tab. 2: Visits to CELLTOX website during a three month period (January-March 2009). 

Visits from total visits average visits historically Change percents of visits

North America 478 532 -108 67.14

Europe 192 210 +1 26.97

Asia 41 26 +11 5.76

South America 1 - +1 0.14
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1  Introduction

Unilever’s commitment to eliminating animal testing has been un-
derpinned by our scientific research programme since the 1980’s 
in developing and using alternatives to animal tests. Since 2004, 
we have invested an additional € 3 million a year towards the de-
velopment of novel non-animal approaches to assure consumer 
safety. Unilever’s conceptual framework for safety assurance is 
risk-based rather then hazard-based, meaning all available data on 
a new ingredient (including predicted levels of consumer exposure 

during product use) are analysed using a weight-of-evidence ap-
proach to judge the level of risk prior to generating any new data to 
further characterise the hazard. 

Our research efforts are currently focussed on the develop-
ment and evaluation of new risk assessment approaches for as-
suring consumer safety in the areas of skin allergy (Maxwell 
et al., 2008) and cancer, and consideration of how risk-based 
approaches and the application of new models and technologies 
could be applied in the area of general toxicity (where we have 
used inhaled toxicity as a specific case study).

Assuring Safety without Animal Testing:  
Unilever’s Ongoing Research Programme to Deliver  
Novel Ways to Assure Consumer Safety 
Carl Westmoreland, Paul Carmichael, Matt Dent, Julia Fentem, Cameron MacKay, Gavin Maxwell,  
Camilla Pease and Fiona Reynolds
Safety & environmental Assurance Centre (SeAC), Unilever, Bedford, UK

Summary
Assuring consumer safety without the generation of new animal data is currently a considerable challenge. 
However, through the application of new technologies and the further development of risk-based approaches 
for safety assessment, we remain confident it is ultimately achievable. For many complex, multi-organ  
consumer safety endpoints, the development, evaluation and application of new, non-animal approaches is 
hampered by a lack of biological understanding of the underlying mechanistic processes involved. The  
enormity of this scientific challenge should not be underestimated.
To tackle this challenge a substantial research programme was initiated by Unilever in 2004 to critically 
evaluate the feasibility of a new conceptual approach based upon the following key components:
1. Developing new, exposure-driven risk assessment approaches
2. Developing new biological (in vitro) and computer-based (in silico) predictive models
3. Evaluating the applicability of new technologies for generating data (e.g. “omics”, informatics) and  

for integrating new types of data (e.g. systems approaches) for risk-based safety assessment
Our research efforts are focussed in the priority areas of skin allergy, cancer and general toxicity (including 
inhaled toxicity). In all of these areas, a long-term investment is essential to increase the scientific  
understanding of the underlying biology and molecular mechanisms that we believe will ultimately form  
a sound basis for novel risk assessment approaches.
Our research programme in these priority areas consists of in-house research as well as Unilever-sponsored 
academic research, involvement in EU-funded projects (e.g. Sens-it-iv, Carcinogenomics), participation in 
cross-industry collaborative research (e.g. Colipa, EPAA) and ongoing involvement with other scientific 
initiatives on non-animal approaches to risk assessment (e.g. UK NC3Rs, US “Human Toxicology Project” 
consortium).

Keywords: risk assessment, skin allergy, cancer, Colipa, NC3Rs, European Commission, EPAA
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The scientific and technical challenges associated with  
assuring consumer safety without any animal testing in the ar-
eas outlined above are enormous and it is clear that no single  
research group or company will achieve these goals alone. For 
this reason, in order to develop alternative approaches for con-
sumer safety, Unilever has its own in-house research programme 
and in addition works in partnership with a number of external 
groups. these partnerships include sponsoring research with  
academic institutions, investigating new approaches with con-
tract research organisations, initiating bespoke research with 
biotechnology companies, and consultancies with key experts. 
In addition to our internal research programme we are also in-
volved in eU-funded projects, e.g. Sens-it-iv, Carcinogenom-
ics, we participate in cross-industry collaborative research, e.g. 
the european Cosmetics Association (Colipa) and the euro-
pean Partnership on Alternative Approaches to Animal testing 
(EPAA), and have ongoing involvement with other scientific 
initiatives on non-animal approaches to risk assessment, e.g. UK 
National Centre for the Replacement, Refinement and Reduc-
tion of Animals in Research (NC3Rs), US “Human toxicology 
Project” consortium looking to follow up the 2007 report from 
the US National Research Council (NRC, 2007).

2  Skin allergy

Following the principles of the conceptual framework (Fentem 
et al., 2004), we have been exploring the feasibility of deliver-
ing consumer safety risk assessment decisions for skin allergy 
that do not rely on data generated in animals (Maxwell et al., 
2008). A key element of this work is to improve our current 
estimates of dermal exposure to ingredients for which we have 
detailed information on both formulation effects and consumer 
habits and use patterns. A new experimental approach based 
on ex vivo human skin has been investigated to determine skin 
compartmental concentrations and the delivery kinetics of a 
chemical in vitro (Pendlington et al., 2008). Techniques like this 
aim to establish a relationship between the exposure on the skin 
and the chemical bioavailability at the target site assumed to 
be the epidermis and dermis. However, the true bioavailability  
of free chemical in the skin tissue is also influenced by other 
parameters (e.g. skin metabolism, tissue adsorption and clear-
ance mechanisms) and consequently ongoing research in these 
areas should ultimately provide more valuable information for 
novel risk assessments.

to determine whether a chemical has the potential to induce 
skin sensitisation many groups are currently working on non-
animal predictive models to encompass the events which are 
considered to be key to the induction of skin sensitisation (in-
cluding large programmes of work at Colipa (Aeby et al., 2008) 
and within Sens-it-iv). to test and explore the relative contri-
butions of individual biological pathways thought to be key to 
the induction of skin sensitisation, we developed an in silico 
mathematical model (the “Skin Sensitisation Physiolab®” 
[SSP] platform; Maxwell and MacKay, 2008) in collaboration 
with entelos® Inc. the aim of this project was to determine the 

key biological pathways that drive the sensitisation response by 
mechanistic modelling of the biology that has been reported as 
relevant in the scientific literature. The technique provided a 
systematic approach for the identification of key pathways as 
well as the identification of knowledge gaps. This information 
has been used to focus our in vitro assay development on the 
pathways of importance (e.g. inflammatory signals in the epi-
dermis) and has motivated some of our fundamental research 
studies, in particular, investigation of functional proteomics of 
skin proteins modified by sensitising chemicals. 

Jowsey et al. (2006) hypothesised that no single non-animal 
approach could be envisaged to generate sensitiser potency in-
formation and proposed that multiple forms of non-animal data 
would be required for this purpose. Based on this hypothesis and 
our evaluation of the published skin sensitisation literature (by 
using the SSP platform), our current hypothesis is that the inte-
gration of some or all of the following categories of non-animal 
information, in the context of human exposure, should yield a 
new measure of skin sensitiser potency: Chemical reactivity; epi-
dermal disposition (or bioavailability); epidermal inflammation; 
dendritic cell activation; t-cell proliferation. For example, it is 
generally understood that any chemical (or metabolite derived 
from it) must form a stable (covalent) adduct with protein in the 
skin in order to stimulate an immune response (Divkovic et al., 
2005). Consequently, the covalent modification of a protein by 
a reactive chemical (haptenation) is considered to be a key step 
in the induction of skin sensitisation. Several in chemico assays 
for measuring the extent and nature of chemical reactions with 
model peptides are being developed, underpinned by this hypo-
thesis (e.g. Aeby et al., 2008; Gerberick et al., 2007; Natsch et al., 
2007; Kato et al., 2003). For the purposes of deriving the maxi-
mum qualitative and quantitative information on the reactivity 
of a chemical with peptides for a non-animal skin allergy RA 
framework, we have developed an in chemico peptide reactiv-
ity profiling assay, which uses a panel of six single-nucleophile 
peptides (generic sequence AcFAAXAA, where X = Cys, Lys, 
tyr, His or Arg, with H2N-FAAAAA representing the N-terminal 
nucleophile) with the aim of determining the reactivity profile of 
a chemical with a high level of confidence. We have now stand-
ardised this approach and tested 36 chemicals; varied patterns of 
reactivity reaction mechanisms which are not always theoreti-
cally foreseen have been observed (Aleksic et al., 2009).

Due to the increasing complexity of datasets from this and 
other in vitro approaches, statistical tools (including principle 
component analysis, partial least squares and generalised lin-
ear models) are being used to analyse data and establish the 
predictive capacity of each assay alone and in combination. A 
network approach is also being used to integrate the data in a 
probabilistic and biologically relevant manner by drawing on the 
pathway structure modelled in the SSP. the aim is to determine 
the feasibility of such approaches for providing hazard data for 
risk assessment. Currently animal data such as local lymph node  
assay data is used to evaluate non-animal approaches. However, 
such approaches will need to be evaluated within a risk assess-
ment and consequently more emphasis will need to be placed 
on human clinical experience of skin sensitisation to ensure that 
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any extrapolation of data from non-animal predictive models is  
appropriate. By maintaining the emphasis of new approaches on 
the human relevance we can move beyond animal replacement 
and towards better risk assessment methods in skin allergy.

3  Cancer 

like skin allergy, the prevention of cancer from the use of con-
sumer products represents an extremely important safety end-
point. Past strategies have relied heavily on results from in vitro 
tests (genetic toxicology tests) being confirmed by “definitive” 
animal studies (genetic toxicology and carcinogenicity tests). 
We believe that a new non-animal strategy can be developed 
that is more informative and ensures safety to the consumer.

Since March 2009, as a consequence of the 7th Amendment 
to the eU Cosmetics Directive (eC, 2003) there has been a 
ban on the genetic toxicology-based animal testing of chemical  
ingredients intended for use in cosmetic products in europe. In 
practical terms this has meant the cessation of several genetic 
toxicology tests, including the widely used bone marrow micro-
nucleus assay in rodents. 

In vitro-only genetic toxicology assay strategies have a high 
irrelevant positive rate (i.e. positive results will be obtained for 
chemicals that are not carcinogenic (Kirkland et al., 2005)), and 
many common food-based biochemicals can be erroneously  
rejected (e.g. flavonoids) if in vitro regulatory tests are em-
ployed alone. this is because of the inherent nature of the current  
assays, and much on-going research is focussed on identifying  
approaches to increase the specificity of currently available in vitro 
genetic toxicology tests (e.g. a large research programme at Coli-
pa). Because these tests are used purely in a hazard identification 
mode – the label of “genotoxicity” indicated by the current tests 
necessitates the rejection of that chemical if no follow-up testing 
is conducted. However, greater evidence and wider acceptance of 
the existence of thresholds for genotoxic events, determined in in 
vitro systems, is emerging (Carmichael et al., 2009). We believe 
this may provide a way forward for the risk assessment of new 
chemicals and we are utilising high-throughput methodologies, 
such as automated micronucleus scoring (Diaz et al., 2007), to 
provide the data necessary for low dose determinations of thresh-
olds, in standard and newly engineered cell lines.

the characterisation of a material as “low-dose thresholded” 
will, however, require adequate understanding of the molecu-
lar mechanism of action of carcinogens. “Omics” technologies  
offer real hope in this regard. Successes with transcriptomics and 
metabolomics have shown discrimination between chemicals 
with probable thresholded characteristics, based on mechanis-
tic understandings (e.g. the activation of DNA repair pathways, 
changes in the cell cycle and oxidative/metabolic stress). Major 
programmes of research, in the eU and US (e.g. Carcinogenom-
ics and IlSI-HeSI programme) will continue this trend.

Novel insights are being generated that will be capable of in-
forming a risk-based approach and, through collaborative work, 
we are investigating several other new technologies to increase 
our understanding of the complex interactions that occur in  

biological systems in response to carcinogenic ingredients. For 
example, technology from the field of biophysics (i.e. infra-red 
micro-spectroscopy is proving to be valuable in mapping and 
understanding the transformation of Syrian Hamster embryo 
cells in culture, in response to chemical carcinogen exposure 
(Walsh et al., 2009)). Furthermore, work at MIT, Boston is pro-
viding new ways to interpret the complex pathways and interac-
tions involved in eukaryotic responses to carcinogenic chemi-
cals using specific gene-deleted libraries teamed with systems 
biology tools such as Cytoscape.

the challenge ahead will be to integrate these data to allow 
risk assessment to be performed for new chemicals in consumer 
products under the conditions of use. the application of sys-
tems biology approaches to anchor the in vitro measurements to 
relevant biomarkers and pathology pathways will be key in this 
regard and we are conducting research with partners at Barts 
and the london School of Medicine, UK in order to provide the 
much needed, greater molecular understanding of the processes 
that lead to human skin tumours.

4  General toxicity

the assurance of consumer safety for novel ingredients without 
the generation of new animal data still remains a considerable 
scientific challenge, but in light of the progress described above 
towards new risk assessment frameworks for skin allergy and 
cancer we remain convinced that this is ultimately achievable. 
A major challenge for the future is how risk assessments for 
systemic toxicity may ultimately be performed in the absence of 
animal testing. We are currently working on understanding the 
work necessary in each of the following areas:
– Developing new, exposure-driven risk assessment approaches
– Developing new biological (in vitro) and computer-based (in 

silico) predictive models
– evaluating the applicability of new technologies for generat-

ing data (e.g. “omics”, informatics) and for integrating new 
types of data (e.g. systems approaches) for risk-based safety 
assessment.

Key to progressing the development of new risk assessment 
strategies is the identification of the adverse health effects (and 
underlying mechanistic understanding of these health effects) 
that we are aiming to prevent in our consumers (a fundamental 
reason for the current progress that is being made in the areas of 
skin allergy and cancer). We have used a case study of inhala-
tion toxicology to begin to understand how non-animal based 
approaches may be integrated for risk assessment purposes. 
this research includes (i) the development of a new exposure-
based waiving approach for certain chemical classes (Carthew 
et al., 2009), (ii) exploration of the molecular understanding 
of mechanistic divergence between adverse and non-adverse  
effects (e.g. Carthew et al., 2006) and (iii) development of cel-
lular models that will allow adverse lung effects to be predicted 
(e.g. Grainger et al., 2009)

New technologies are rapidly emerging that could offer the 
potential for ground-breaking opportunities in developing novel 
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ways to assess consumer safety (Fentem and Westmoreland, 
2007). Advances in new technologies, particularly during the 
past decade, have opened up new avenues to the possibility that 
non-animal approaches could be achievable at some point in 
the future for human adverse effects more complex than local 
skin and eye irritation. For example, we have begun to explore 
potentially relevant new technologies in the areas of human tis-
sue engineering (e.g. artificial lymph nodes), relevant cell-based 
approaches, “omics” technologies (transcriptomics, proteomics 
and metabolomics (which we have investigated in the con-
text of skin inflammation), bioinformatics, advanced analyti-
cal methods, computer modelling (including systems biology) 
and new data interpretation/integration algorithms. Combined 
application of these tools and technologies in complementary 
and integrated ways should provide an enhanced scientific 
and increasingly more mechanistic basis for consumer safety 
assessment as well as enabling us to move away from animal 
testing to more human relevant analyses. the management and 
analysis of the vast amounts of data generated from “omics” ex-
periments represents a major logistical and technical informat-
ics challenge. Analysis can be extremely time-consuming and 
requires specialist bioinformatics capabilities. We developed 
a new informatics platform to support the analysis and inter-
pretation of these experimental data in an integrated manner. 
Working with the European Bioinformatics Institute, in-house 
databases have been built and federated to Web-based databases 
for adding further information about the biomolecules identified 
in our experiments. Working with the University of California 
San Diego, the open-source software Cytoscape (Shannon et 
al., 2003) has been applied to integrate the data generated with  
human biological network and pathway data.

A wider vision and a shared strategic view of incorporating 
data from new models and technologies into potential novel 
frameworks for human safety testing has been articulated in a 
2007 report from the US National Research Council (NRC), 
commissioned by the US environmental Protection Agency. In 
its summary, the report states that: “Advances in toxicogenom-
ics, bioinformatics, systems biology, epigenetics, and computa-
tional toxicology could transform toxicity testing from a system 
based on whole-animal testing to one founded primarily on in 
vitro methods that evaluate changes in biologic processes using 
cells, cell lines, or cellular components, preferably of human 
origin” (NRC, 2007). Recently, the US “Human toxicology 
Project” Consortium has been established to facilitate the global 
implementation of this NRC vision on toxicity testing for the 
21st century. 

likewise within europe, the ePAA have considered what  
approaches may be needed to address repeat-dose toxicity with-
out animals, and a recent report in 2008 concluded “The time is 
right to harness more effectively the very substantial achieve-
ments that have been witnessed in biology and chemistry during 
the last 10 years. Many seminal discoveries and technological 
advances have the potential to impact substantially on the de-
velopment of alternative approaches. Funding at the nexus of 
the disciplines of toxicology, biology chemistry and mathemat-
ics was recommended” (Anon, 2008). In 2009, the European 
Commission launched a Call for Proposals including funding 

from Colipa for the development of a strategy towards alterna-
tives to safety tests using animals in the area of repeat dose sys-
temic toxicity. this includes research in the areas of advanced 
organ-simulating devices, novel methods to achieve functional 
differentiation of human-based target cells in vitro, optimisation 
of computational modelling and estimation techniques and inte-
grated data analysis (EC, 2009).

A key area of new technology beginning to be investigated 
in the context of human safety is biological tissue engineered 
models derived from human primary cells, cell lines and stem 
cells (Westmoreland and Holmes, 2009). Organotypic models 
are very much in their infancy of development and, before any 
study of more complex human adverse effects in relation to 
chemical insult can begin, we must understand for what steps 
of human biological adversity we are trying to build the models. 
It may be possible to deconstruct and model some aspects of 
key multi-component pathways of complex adverse effects, e.g. 
using similar principles most commonly found in other areas 
of engineering. the analogy of mechanical engineering, how-
ever, is built upon an existing understanding of the component 
parts of the machine and its mechanism. However, we have a 
conundrum in human safety in that the first complex problem 
is identifying what the key pathways or components are for any 
interpretable adverse effect in order to be able to model it in 
a systems approach. We know the organs of the human body, 
but we do not often know the mechanisms of adversity in re-
sponse to chemical insult. We cannot use randomly selected 
in vitro models to begin generating data as they may not be 
at all relevant to human effect. this aligns well with the NRC  
vision, which calls for a shift to a toxicity pathway-based para-
digm for chemical risk assessment that holds great promise to 
be quicker and more predictive of human outcomes, including 
dose response modelling utilising computational systems biol-
ogy models of the circuitry underlying each toxicity pathway 
(Andersen and Krewski, 2009).

The results from our research programme to date confirm 
our belief that an essential aspect of future success will be to  
involve multidisciplinary teams from all aspects of relevant new 
technology early in defining the strategy for addressing the best 
practical ways forward for exploring novel ways to assure con-
sumer safety for complex safety endpoints.
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Early Morning SESSionS

1  Introduction

In industrialized countries, few topics are more controversial 
than the use of animals in science and industry: on one side, 
militant animal activists threaten the lives of researchers and 
release animals from laboratories; on the other side, industry 
and regulators insist that consumer safety and product quality 
depend on progress made with animal tests. the discussions 
center on the ethical justification, the safety of citizens, the sci-
entific feasibility of alternative approaches, and the efficiency 
of regulation (Fig. 1). An important component is largely absent 
from these discussions, however: economics. the discussion 
immediately takes on a whole new spin when viewed in an eco-
nomic context (Fig. 2).

Most animal testing for regulatory purposes occurs for safety 
assessment, i.e. toxicology and vaccine testing. toxicology is in 
a crisis – especially regulatory toxicology; modern, mechanistic 
toxicology is indistinguishable from other sciences in its meth-

odology and scope. Major limitations in the science of risk as-
sessment have been summarized elsewhere (Hartung and leist, 
2008; Griesinger et al., 2009). 

the economies relying on animal testing can be analyzed on a 
national, european, or global level. the national level is highly 
dependent upon the respective european legislation. For imple-
mentation of european directives, however, it is worth noting 
the particular national attitude toward the subject of interest. For 
example, Italians are very passionate about animals: the number 
of indoor-housed cats and dogs has increased an estimated 
200% over the last decade in Italy. On a scale of 1 to 10, Italians 
rate the importance of animal welfare at 7.8 (eurobarometer, 
2007). Independent of socio-demographic background, 51% of 
Italians consider animal welfare when buying food (eU only 
43%). About 900,000 animals are used in Italian laboratories 
per year. Only 40% of Italians agree to animal experiments to 
advance human health (eU 45%), and 34% disagree; in the age 
range 15-24, only 35% agree while 46% disagree. More than 
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Summary
The area of animal testing and its alternatives attracts considerable attention in the media and public 
opinion, and it involves a spectrum of aspects including the sciences, policy, legislation, health and safety, 
ethics, and philosophy. Yet, in remarkable contrast, analyses of its economic aspects are rare. We investigate 
and critically review animal testing with special focus on the economics. The economic implications of 
animal testing are colossal with sales value of regulated products in Europe alone reaching 1.7 trillion 
€ per year (5.6 t€ worldwide). Within this context alone the reader should be able to grasp the enormity 
and massive effects on manpower, investments, and animal numbers related to animal testing. Indeed, the 
classical toxicology of chemical substances on animals costs 620 m€ in the EU (2-2.5 b€ worldwide), all 
animal experimentation directly employs 15,000 people (worldwide 73,000), and involves about 60,000 
experimenters (300,000 worldwide). In terms of animals, 23.3% of the 12.1 million animals used in the EU 
2005 were for regulatory tests plus 31% for industrial R&D!
For the sake of brevity, and also because of the limited availability of reliable data resources, the analysis 
discussed here focuses on Europe; where possible and necessary, a global perspective is given as well, 
since the effects of globalization cannot be ignored. We also tackle some of the more technical aspects, such 
as the role of animal testing in the product life cycle and the economic drivers that work for or against an 
improvement (radical or incremental) in animal testing. The economic consequences of the shortcomings of 
animal tests are considered, and an attempt is made to realize the true societal consequences of such tests.  
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on animal testing, its alternatives, and related industries.
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half (53%) of Italians feel that animal welfare does not receive 
enough political attention (eurobarometer, 2007; with 29,000 
european citizens). 

As the home of some of the world’s biggest names in fash-
ion, Italy has built a reputation for high-end and luxury cosmet-
ics and fragrances. Clothing designers such as Gucci, Dolce & 
Cabanna, Giorgio Armani, and Benetton all have successfully 
expanded their branding into the international arena. the annual 
turnover in the Italian cosmetic industry is about 8 billion €, 
with current growth rates around 2.5% per year (personal com-
munication). In the last 20 years, the Italian chemical industry 
(130,000 directly employed, 275,000 indirectly employed, 57 
billion € production, 2% annual growth) has changed greatly. 
the larger chemical industries have disappeared, breaking up 
into numerous smaller enterprises with fewer than 100 employ-
ees, according to the Italian trade association; only 40 compa-
nies have more than 200 million € turnover. As part of this shift 
from the large-scale production of chemical products, these 
smaller Italian chemical enterprises have concentrated more on 
the specialization of “niche products”; the latter refer to special-
ized products that target a specific market segment where there 
is very little competition (Kim and Maurborgne, 2002). this 
strategy has enabled the Italian chemical industry to emerge, 
over the years, as one of the world leaders in chemical produc-
tion. Nonetheless, it is precisely this small and medium-sized 
structure that could expose the Italian chemical industry to the 
greatest risks in the process of conforming to the ReACH provi-
sions. Currently, the Italian pharmaceutical industry (324 com-
panies) directly employs 67,000 people and makes 22 billion € 
turnover. export amounts to 12 billion €. 

these few numbers characterize one of the 27 eU countries, 
but it shows that eU politics in this area is deeply anchored in 
the feelings of the citizens and the importance of some indus-
tries regulated by animal testing. 

2  Methodology

this study uses open source research based on the internet, al-
so employing various scientific databases (MedLine/PubMed, 
Knowledgefinder, Google-Scholar), as well as Internet-based 
research and direct contact with peers in the field. For details 
see Bottini and Hartung (2009). the authors attended a series 
of conferences to complete the picture and also drew upon their 
professional experiences and work contacts at the european 
Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods (eCVAM, 
2004-2007 and 2002-2008, respectively).

3  Analysis of the economics of animal testing

3.1  The “regulated communities” relying  
upon animal testing
The first step in understanding the economic mechanisms of 
animal testing is to analyze which industrial sectors use animal 
testing and to what extent. this excludes animal experimen-
tation for basic research, or 33% of all animal use (european 
Commission, 2007). Basic research, however, will follow in-
dustrial needs and priorities to some extent, primarily via re-
search funding. We have discussed elsewhere some opportuni-
ties to improve this (Gruber and Hartung, 2004). thus, we will 
focus mainly on regulatory testing, which accounts for 23.3% 
of all animal use (european Commission, 2007). Of these ani-
mals, 8% are used for toxicology and safety assessments and 
15.3% for veterinary and human medical product safety. this 
represents the requested testing of substances and products to 
comply with legal restrictions promulgated by government au-
thorities, along with animal-based research for innovation of 
industrial products (31% of all animal use; european Commis-
sion, 2007). table 1 summarizes the size of the different indus-



 














 
 




















Fig. 1: The four major current areas of the animal testing 
debate

Fig. 2: The economic perspective on animal testing
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tries in europe, their share of the world market, and estimated 
new substances introduced per year, as well as animal use.

Figure 3 (below) shows the relative markets in europe, while 
Figure 4 shows the situation worldwide. Details and sources can 
be found in Bottini and Hartung (2009).

3.2  Globalization
taylor and coworkers recently completed a very interesting 
analysis of animal use in different countries (taylor et al., 2008). 
GDP, the gross domestic product, is “the market value of all the 
goods and services produced by labor and property located in a 
given region, usually a country.” When plotting their estimates 
per country against gross domestic product, i.e. the most com-
mon measure of national income and output for a given coun-
try’s economy, we see (Bottini and Hartung, 2009) an almost 

perfect correlation (r2 = 0.99), which, however, is strongly in-
fluenced by the extreme values, still above r2 = 0.82 for the raw 
values. the message is simple: economy needs animals – quite 
exactly one animal per million $ GDP – and there are no major 
deviations for the major economies. europe has about 30% of 
world GDP, and we can use this to translate the European data 
to other economies.

What does regulatory safety testing of synthetic substances 
cost? Fleischer (Fleischer, 2007) has carried out a survey on 
costs and capacities of laboratories running safety assessments 
in nine countries. Since this is a competitive market with a sta-
ble situation of demand and offer of test capacities (which might 
change soon in the context of ReACH, see below), the average 
prices also can be used as a solid estimate of test costs for in-
house tests in some companies. Applying these costs and the 

Pharma 31%

Cosmetics 2%

Food 37%

Chemicals 29%

Plant Protection Products 
0.5%

Fig. 4

Fig. 4: World markets of animal testing regulated indutries (Total = 5.6 trillion €)

Pharma 28%

Cosmetics 4%

Food 35%

Chemicals 33%

Plant Protection Products 0.5%

Fig. 3

Fig. 3: Markets of animal testing regulated industries in Europe (Total = 1.7 trillion €)
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animal numbers per test to the eU statistics on animal use in 
2005 allows us to estimate testing costs (Bottini and Hartung, 
2009), shown graphically in Figure 5, i.e. the contribution of 
different types of tests to the costs of toxicity testing in europe. 
this rough estimate would suggest that toxicity and safety as-

sessments in europe cost 620 m€ per year. Interestingly, this 
estimate would suggest that most resources are spent on (sub-)
chronic testing (332 m€), (sub-)acute testing (127 m€), and 
carcinogenicity testing (82 m€). extrapolating these data to a 
global scale, a factor 3-4 based on overall animal numbers and 

Tab. 1: summarizes the size of the different industries in Europe and their share of the world market, estimated  
new substances introduced per year as well as animal use

 EU Pharma Chemicals Cosmetics Food

 Companies > 2,200 29,000 2,000 310,000

 Sales 484 b€ 563 b€ 63 b€ 600 b€
     3.3 b€ food additives
     8.6 b€ pesticides

 % World market 28% 35% 50% 29%

 Animal use 490,000  90,000 5,600 500,000 
	 	 R&D:	3.8	million	 strong	increase	 Banned	11	March	2009	 mainly	shellfish
   due to REACH   toxin testing
   to come

 New substances per year 12  ca. 300  400 Not applicable
   (> 100kg) (5,500 new products) 10 food additives
     8 pesticides 

 Employee 635,000 1.26 million 150,000 4 million
    + 350,000 retail

In vivo skin irritation
In vivo eye irritation
Skin sensitisation
Further mutagenicity
Acute oral tox
Acute inhalation tox
Acute dermal tox
Short-term repeated dose
Sub-chronic tox
Long-term repeated tox
Developm. Tox screening
Developm. Tox study
Two-generation reprotox
Carcinogenicity
Short-term fish
Long-term fish tox
BioAccumulation (fish)

Fig.5

Fig. 5: Contribution of different toxicological hazards to testing costs in Europe
Animal use number for 2005 (European Commission, 2007) were interpreted by applying costs and animal numbers of guideline tests. 
Some tests are grouped in the 2005 animal use statistics; the following rough assumptions were used to split: acute and subacute tests 
(Acute oral tox 55%, Acute inhalation tox 5%, Acute dermal tox 10%, Short-term repeated dose 30%); subchronic and chronic tests (Sub-
chronic tox 50%, Long-term repeated tox 50%), developmental toxicity (Developm. Tox screening 20%, Developm. Tox study 80%) and 
toxicity	to	aquatic	vertebrates	(Short-term	fish	80%,	Long-term	fish	tox	5%	and	BioAccumulation	(fish)	5%).
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share of world market of industries seems realistic, suggesting 
2-2.5 b€ spent for toxicological testing per year.

the number of people working with animals or in the industry 
serving testing is difficult to determine. A UK report (Lantra, 
2006) indicates that 14,000 personal license holders for animal 
experimentation (mainly scientists) carried out experiments on 
2.72 million animals in 2003. there is no reason to assume that 
in other countries significantly fewer or more personnel are re-
quired for the conduct of animal experimentation. thus, more 
than 60,000 people might be involved in animal experimenta-
tion in europe, or about 300,000 worldwide. Similarly, the 3,400 
professionals working in the UK on animals for experimental 
purposes can be extrapolated to 14,600 in the eU and 73,000 
worldwide. Contract research laboratories, which represent an 
industry with 4.1 b€ total sales, form an important part of the 
animal testing market. In conclusion, animal experimentation 
represents a relevant industrial branch on its own.

3.3  The extent of animal-test-based regulation 
differs for different industrial sectors
In 2005, with 25 member states of the eU (eU-25) at that time, 
12.1 million animals were used in experiments (european 
Commission, 2007). In eU-15, the total number of animals 
used increased in 2005 by 339,279 compared to the previous 
report from 2002, an increase of 3.1%. the number of animals 
used for toxicological and other safety evaluation dropped 
from about 9.9% (2002 data) to 8% of all animal use in eu-
rope in 2005. the decrease, however, is minor in total numbers, 
dropping from 1,066,047 to 1,026,286 animals, and this is due 
mainly to some increase in total numbers with the inclusion of 
the 10 new Member States. 

table 1 allows comparisons of the different industries with 
regard to the extent of animal use for regulation of the sec-
tor, also based on the regulatory testing per new substance or 
per billion of turnover of the industrial sector (ranging from 
90 for cosmetics to 10,000 for PPP). In conclusion, the search 
for pharmaceuticals is most animal-intensive (40,000 per new 
substance for safety and 350,000 for R&D), obviously because 
of the many substances tested and abandoned along the way. 
Chemicals require little testing; most receive just the base-set 
of testing (“six-pack”: skin and eye irritation, skin corrosion, 
mutagenicity, sensitization, acute toxicity testing). Food addi-
tives and PPP require considerably more animals, because of 
both higher testing demands and the many substances that nev-
er make it to the market (Hartung and Koëter, 2008). Hartung 
(2008b) explains why little animal testing is carried out for 
cosmetics: this european industry represents 2,000 relatively 
profitable companies with 60 billion € turnover. The sector is 
characterized by quick product exchange (5,000 new products 
in europe and 22,000 world-wide per year, 25% of turnover 
with products released within the last 6 months). Market leader 
l’Oréal, for example, releases 3,000 new products per year 
and, out of 500 patents, about 100 are patents on substances. It 
can be assumed that several hundred new substances are intro-
duced into cosmetics every year. Given a total of about 8,000 
cosmetic ingredients in use, this number represents a reason-

able assumption of turnover. this might be compared with only 
eight, on average, new active substances entering the pharma-
ceutical world-market per year. Although safety must be as-
sured for products we put on our skin, into our eyes, and into 
our mouth, testing cosmetic products on animals is now rare 
to negligible. this is possible because the cosmetic industry is 
not producing its chemical ingredients; ingredients are tested as 
chemicals, and many food ingredients, as well as natural prod-
ucts, are used.

3.4  Different functions of animal testing in the 
product life cycle
Agent discovery refers mainly to the biologically active agents, 
i.e. drugs and PPP. Animal testing has lost a lot of its importance 
for agent discovery. Search strategies with higher through-put 
typically are employed, which makes good sense given the fig-
ures on the number of substances that must be tested to identify 
a lead compound. the overall reduction by probably two-thirds 
in the number of animals used over the last three decades largely 
reflects this change (along with the reduction of duplicate test-
ing). today, molecular understanding of pathophysiology and 
desired mode of action, in general, allow non-animal method 
use – with late stage confirmatory testing in a disease model in 
the case of drug development.

Safety evaluations typically are defined by the regulatory re-
quirements. this is somewhat telling: Shouldn’t every product 
have a certain profile of reasonable test requirements that ad-
dress, e.g. the “excess pharmacology” of the agent and chemi-
cal class-specific concerns? Shouldn’t the company spending a 
billion on the development of a drug know very well to choose 
the right set of tests? As in other areas, however, a tick-box ap-
proach is still followed wher a standard “laundry list” of tests is 
run. This has several advantages for the notifier as well as the 
regulator:
– a standard set of information means fewer difficulties in inter-

pretation (comfort zone of the regulator);
– omitting a certain test might imply responsibility if later ef-

fects are found;
– the production of the dataset can be easily timed because a 

standard battery is run;
– defense against liability claims is easy, since the state of the 

art has been applied.
Animal use might be considerably reduced, however, if infor-

mation requirements must be justified towards the regulator and 
liability stays with the producer. ReACH is heading in exactly 
this direction by requesting a testing plan to be approved by the 
agency for higher tonnage-level chemicals and turning the bur-
den of proof (liability) to the industry. It will be most interesting 
to see whether this new approach works out and can be adapted 
to other sectors.

the success of Body Shop with their aggressive “not tested 
on animals” strategy is the key example for marketing with ani-
mal welfare (Wikipedia website, Bodyshop). Signage posted in 
Body Shop locations reads, “Our products are not tested on ani-
mals, never have been and never will be.” However, the Body 
Shop website expands this to acknowledge, “the fact is that 
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almost all cosmetics ingredients have been animal tested by 
somebody at some time for someone. So no cosmetics com-
pany can claim that its ingredients have never been animal 
tested.” It is not clear what the actual value of this statement 
is (McSpotlight website): According to market leader l’Oréal, 
no cosmetic has been tested on animals in europe since 1989, 
but all (most probably including Body Shop) make use of in-
gredients tested on animals by others, especially the supply in-
dustry. the Body Shop represents a role model for a marketing 
strategy, however, which has put competitors under pressure. 
the Body Shop experienced rapid growth, expanding at a rate 
of 50% per year. the success of the brand (which has been part 
of l’Oréal since 2006) demonstrates the value consumers place 
on animal welfare, a finding in line with results of recent Euro-
pean surveys showing the extremely high importance citizens 
accord to animal welfare issues. A 2005 eUROBAROMeteR 
survey (eurobarometer, 2007) reported that 82% of eU citizens 
believe we have a duty “to protect the rights of animals what-
ever the cost.” the eU Commission survey showed that 93% 
of respondents believe that more should be done to improve the 
welfare/protection of experimental animals. It might be appro-
priate to think about a protected “not tested on animals” label 
with the respective standards.

Different safety testing standards also are barriers to free 
trade. We discussed earlier the important role of OeCD test 
guidelines in harmonizing test requirements (Bottini et al., 
2007). However, we must not forget that there are important 
markets outside OeCD. Brazil, China, Russia, and other such 
countries with an increasing upper class and high-tech industry 
represent not only exporters but also importers of european 
products. thus, reliance on traditional methods there presents 
an obstacle for the introduction of any novel approach – even if 
accepted in the OeCD. the only possible solution is the insist-
ence on the novel method (e.g. by deleting the traditional one 
from the catalogue of test guidelines, which so far has been 
done only for the classical lD50 test, OeCD tG 401), and the 
international collaboration and harmonization with all major 
(emerging) markets. Since we represent for them far more in-
teresting export markets, chances are good to actually export 
our standards (see below).

3.5  Alternatives methods as a market 
We demonstrated earlier that animal testing is a multi-billion 
€ market. Alternatives evidently have a similar potential to be-
come a very profitable market. In fact, some alternative methods, 
such as pregnancy tests or pyrogenicity testing (limulus test), 
have reached three-digit m€ sales. ReACH raises hopes that 
certain novel methodologies will find a market, allowing their 
standardization and commercialization. this, in turn, improves 
their availability and international use. to some extent, the al-
ternatives market is also expanding due to the silent substitution 
of services by contract research laboratories (mutagenicity, skin 
and eye corrosion/irritation, fish egg test etc.). Still, develop-
ment, validation, and regulatory acceptance take too long (more 
than 10 years) to suit the needs of biotech companies for return 
of investment. there is room for improvement.

3.6  The limitations of animal tests have  
economic consequences
Using a technology with limitations carries a price. there are 
mechanisms at work to deny the limitations as well as its price. 
We shall offer here some estimates as to the latter.

the impact of prevalence on toxicity testing has been dis-
cussed earlier (Hoffmann and Hartung, 2005). the concept is 
easy: when looking for a hazard, we need to consider whether it 
is a frequent or a rare one. If it is frequent, even methods with a 
large uncertainty give a fair bet, but if we are looking for some-
thing rare, the error rate becomes relevant even for reasonably 
good methods. this precautionary approach might be accept-
able for new substances without established economic value, 
but when ReACH is now applying the same strategy to the most 
valuable substances, the sacrifice might be more than substan-
tial (Hartung, 2009). the precautionary principle goes back to 
the German concept of a “Vorsorge-Prinzip” (cautionary prin-
ciple). In general, it means, in case of uncertainty, assume the 
worst and make decisions on that basis. In toxicology, the con-
cept is inherent in the creation of over-sensitive test models, 
which minimize false-negatives (missed toxicants) by accept-
ing false-positives (wrong allegations of toxicity). High doses, 
most sensitive species, testing in several species, and sensitive 
endpoints (low thresholds for toxicity categories) are the typical 
tools employed to render a test sensitive. this follows the same 
pre-cautionary logic. 

If taken to an extreme, the precautionary principle may in-
deed inhibit economic development (Gollier and treich, 2003). 
One key problem is the “opportunity cost of precautionary 
measures” (Majone, 2002). the attempt to control poorly un-
derstood, low-level risks necessarily uses up resources that in 
many cases could be directed more effectively to the reduction 
of well-known, large-scale risks. But there is also a further type 
of opportunity cost to consider: abandoning a certain substance 
or restricting a technology impairs opportunities for business 
and for serving societal needs. An evident example is a therapy 
that does not make it to the market/patient because the precau-
tionary tests suggest a toxicity problem. It is difficult to esti-
mate this effect. We have tried elsewhere to estimate the false-
positive rate of prominent toxicity tests (Hartung, 2009). to 
identify estimated 5% carcinogenic chemicals, for example, the 
cancer bioassay is employed, which finds 53% of all substances 
test positive; to identify 2-3% reproductive toxicants, the two-
generation test in two species is employed, which finds about 
60% of substances positive. If these were independent tests, the 
test battery of both tests would let only 19% of substances pass 
without assigning them a carcinogenic or reproductive toxicant 
label, a sure k.o. for further development. But the toxicological 
toolbox is much larger… 

lichtenberg (lichtenberg, 2005a) has calculated the impact 
of the launch of New Chemical entities (NCe), i.e. structur-
ally new drugs, on the steady increase in longevity. He showed 
that launches of NCes have a strong positive impact on the 
probability of survival. Between 1986 and 2000, the overall 
population gained 1.96 years of life expectancy and, accord-
ing to these estimates, NCe launches account for 40% or 0.79 
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years. He calculated that the average annual increase of the 
entire population resulting from one NCe launch is 0.056 years 
(2.93 weeks). It is tempting to speculate now what the impact 
will be of five times more substances moving ahead in clinical 
development, because the false-positive results of the cancer 
bioassay and the two-generation reproductive toxicity study 
could be avoided.

Lichtenberg has confirmed his data with a study of differ-
ences in drug launches in different federal states of the US (li-
chtenberg, 2007), where he found even a 63% contribution to 
increase in life expectancy of new drugs (2.43 years from 1982 
to 2004). In another study (lichtenberg, 2005b), he showed the 
impact of prescription of old (pre-1970) to new drugs on mortal-
ity in 800,000 people of the Medicaid program in the first half 
of 2000. He calculated that the actual mortality rate of 3.5% for 
the following two years would have been 4.4% if all received 
pre-1970 drugs. 

this argument shows that a precautionary test approach 
resulting in an unnecessary reduction of drug candidates or 
pressure to change to lead compounds with a less favorable 
pharmacological profile will directly affect society, not just the 
prosperity of the individual company. Similar calculations for 
other areas of regulation are not available, but the true costs of 
precautionary chemicals regulation have been predicted (Du-
rodie, 2003).

the question we have to address is, can products of the early 
21st century be regulated with methods of the early 20th cen-
tury? Sure, some things never change because they are basic 
and meet the needs, such as measuring length with a meter. 
But even this required negotiation, such as the international 
agreement on a gold standard. the purpose of animal tests, 
however, is complex and changeable, and we are far from inter-
national gold standards. the closest we come are international 
test guidelines, with known and unknown limitations (Hartung, 
2008a).

We commented earlier on the problem of freezing these in-
ternational guidelines (Bottini et al., 2007): it takes a decade 
not only to generate one but also to make significant changes. 
At the same time, regulated products are changing at an ever 
accelerated pace. Recent examples include cellular therapies, 
gene technologies, and nanotechnologies. these force us to 
regularly review the way we are doing things, to allow the 
evolution of toxicology (Hartung and leist, 2008; leist et al., 
2008). However, we lack the mechanism for change. We might 
argue that the validation of alternative approaches represents 
exactly this, a means to introduce innovative methods to re-
place the current ones. the key problem, however, is that as 
long as we consider the status quo as a gold standard without 
limitations, we cannot really move ahead and improve; the best 
will be an approximation with a perceived compromise, be-
cause 100% identical results are usually not achieved. We have 
therefore proposed (Hoffmann and Hartung, 2006) a mecha-
nism to systematically review the status quo on the basis of the 
best evidence available at the time with the most objective and 
transparent processes. Borrowing from the clinical medicine 
field and their evidence-based medicine movement, the sug-

gestion was put forward to create an evidence-based toxicol-
ogy. It is remarkable that, in less than three years, the idea has 
flourished, with the proceedings of the first international forum 
from 2007 now available (Griesinger et al., 2009; evidence-
based toxicology website), a symposium at the last eurotox 
in 2008, and a special issue of Toxicology, in preparation. It is 
worth noting that the first chair for evidence-based toxicology 
was created at the beginning of 2009 (Doerenkamp-Zbinden 
chair for evidence-based toxicology in the Bloomberg School 
of Public Health at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, US). 
Since this university also hosts the Cochrane center for evi-
dence-based medicine for the US, an optimal synergy with the 
far more established eBM (evidence Based Medicine) move-
ment can be hoped for.

3.7  Economic forces to improve the situation
the common european market was the driver for the progres-
sive european animal welfare legislation. A regulation is a leg-
islative act of the european Union, which becomes immediately 
enforceable as law in all member states simultaneously. Regu-
lations can be distinguished from directives, which, at least in 
principle, need to be transposed into national law. Under the 
european Constitution regulations would have become known 
as “european laws,” but this proposal has since been dropped.

eU regulation has a general scope and is obligatory in all its 
elements; it is directly applicable in all Member States of the 
european Union. Any local laws contrary to the regulation are 
overruled, as eU law has supremacy over the laws of Mem-
ber States. New legislation enacted by Member States must 
be consistent with the requirements of eU regulations. thus, 
regulations constitute the most powerful or influential of the EU 
legislative acts.

In principle, the eU had no mandate for animal welfare in 
1986. It is remarkable that the Directive 86/609/EEC on the 
welfare of laboratory animals was only created by considering 
different animal welfare standards unfair conditions to enter 
the common market in different Member States. In principle, 
the legislation does not cover basic research, but most Member 
States, when translating it into national law, have updated this 
in one act. 

But it is not political will and the forces of the common mar-
ket alone that have helped raise awareness of animal welfare. 
We are seeing a more general increase in attention to the ethical 
aspects of business. ethical treatment of employees, sensitivity 
to different cultures, marketing with ethical arguments, and also 
social responsibility as an asset increasingly form an integral 
part of the culture of individual companies.

In an earlier article (Bottini et al., 2007), we discussed the 
probable impact of globalization on the international spread of 
alternative approaches. Here, we would like to reflect only on 
the similarity between our arguments and those made by David 
Vogel with regard to environmental standards (Vogel, 1995). 
Vogel argues that, although trade liberalization has undermined 
national regulatory sovereignty, it also globalizes regulatory 
policy-making by exporting standards as well as goods. the 
primary challenge concerns whether a country should be al-
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lowed to restrict the sale of a product on the basis of how it was 
produced outside its legal jurisdiction. In the case of environ-
mental legislation, the classic dispute concerned the US ban 
on tuna from Mexico because it did not fulfill the US standards 
for dolphin protection. In 1991, the GAtt (General Agreement 
on tariffs and trade from 1947), the predecessor of the World 
trade Association (WtO), created in 1995, ruled against the 
higher protective standards of the US. It will be extremely im-
portant to see whether the animal protection standards of the 
7th amendment will lead to a similar WtO ruling. this could 
have happened already; since September 2004, end-product 
testing of cosmetics should lead to a marketing ban in europe, 
as should the use of ingredients tested on animals after alterna-
tives became available. Products that have conflicting regula-
tions continue to be made available in world markets, however, 
without any known legal challenge. It will be most interesting 
to see whether this changes after the deadline of March 2009. 
this is likely to depend more on animal welfare NGOs chal-
lenging companies (as we have seen in the field of environ-
ment legislation) than on national prosecution.

Independent of any cost/benefit analysis, the attractive exam-
ple of the european cosmetics market has led many countries 
into a discussion of the convergence of legislation. If europe 
can demonstrate the feasibility of its novel approach, others are 
likely to follow. this would follow the argument of Vogel, who 
does not see free trade impairing higher national standards but 
instead favoring their export, for the following reasons:
– producers who operate in many markets have a strong interest 

in making national product standards more similar in order to 
reduce their production costs;

– the compatibility between trade expansion and protective 
regulation has to do with the structure and authority of inter-
national institutions;

– the increase in regulation has not been more disruptive to 
trade (due to the link) with increasing international treaties 
and agreements.

We will see whether this is wishful thinking or, in fact, will lead 
to the globalization of animal protection standards.

the life sciences are one of the fastest growing disciplines: 
knowledge is said to double every five to seven years. The key 
technologies of alternative approaches, i.e. cell culture and com-
puter-based models, have undergone especially dramatic devel-
opments, a trend often referred to as the informatics and biotech 
revolution. Science aims to stay cutting-edge, with such mecha-
nisms as peer-review forcing researchers to stay up to date. the 
backlog of renewal of methods in regulatory toxicology is most 
remarkable, since hardly any scientific field is continuing to use 
experimental set-ups developed 40 to 60 years ago. This reflects 
the absence of scientific control mechanisms such as publica-
tion, peer-review, repeat experiments, and competitive funding.

However, the development of (bio-)informatics and biotech-
nologies also creates momentum due to the commercialization 
of these technologies. Companies trying to develop their mar-
kets challenge established approaches. they aim to take a share 
of the agent discovery area (most open to innovation) and basic 
research, as well as the regulatory testing market (most resist-

ant to change). If our earlier estimates hold true, we are talking 
about markets of several billion € per year in europe. Many 
start-ups have targeted new therapies first but then discovered 
that alternative testing may be quicker or generate additional 
revenue. Prominent examples include artificial skin, originally 
developed for burn patients, stem cell technologies that origi-
nally targeted transplant indications, or novel liver cells often 
developed for liver failure patients. With fresh ideas, profes-
sional solutions, and the punch to bring their methods to suc-
cess, small/medium enterprises have been especially effective 
in changing the field of alternative approaches over the last 
few years.

Animal welfare standards are continuously rising – and not 
because of animal welfare considerations alone. Increasingly, 
researchers recognize that maintaining high standards of ani-
mal welfare also improves the quality of results. this starts 
with a clear definition of the experimental animal (defined in-
bred and outbred strains), exclusion of confounding factors, 
ranging from latent infections (specified pathogen-free, SPF) 
to sufficiently large and enriched cage environments. The 
positive effect on experimental design and outcome has been 
documented on numerous occasions. Various professional 
organizations, funding bodies, and journals now request that 
certain standards be explicitly referred to in publications, 
which has greatly strengthened the effort to implement and 
further develop these standards. last but not least, the ani-
mal welfare legislation 86/609/EEC has been instrumental in 
improving and harmonizing animal welfare standards in the 
eU; expectations are high that the current revision will further 
augment this. 

The animal welfare field, like the environmental field, is 
characterized by large activist groups that are aligned interna-
tionally and are increasingly accepted as stakeholders in legis-
lative and regulatory processes. Such groups play an important 
role in promoting animal welfare standards and legislation, not 
only by creating awareness and shaping public opinion but also 
by lobbying politicians and serving as watch-dogs for the im-
plementation of these standards. It is likely that these organiza-
tions will further influence the interpretation and application of 
legislative standards via court cases, especially the european 
Court of Justice, as was the case in the environmental field. 
this is especially important since the eU has no executive forc-
es for the implementation and monitoring of legal provisions.

the treaty of Amsterdam, which went into effect May 1, 
1999, establishes new ground rules for the actions of the euro-
pean Union (EU) regarding animal welfare in a special “Pro-
tocol on the Protection and Welfare of Animals.” In this sense, 
it recognizes that animals are sentient beings, and it obliges 
european institutions to pay full attention to the welfare re-
quirements of animals when formulating and implementing 
Community legislation. this has been reinforced in the lisbon 
treaty of December 2009.

europe has taken the role of pacemaker for legislative stand-
ards aimed at protecting the environment. Recent initiatives 
give evidence of a similar role in the chemicals, food, and plant 
protection product area. For animal welfare standards, the lead-
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ing role of eU legislation is obvious from the 1986 legislation 
binding all Member States and as a horizontal legislation with 
an impact on various other political frameworks. In contrast, 
the US animal welfare legislation, which dates back to 1967, is 
in desperate need of an update. 

the two key legislations affecting the development of alter-
native methods, i.e. ReACH and the 7th amendment of the cos-
metics directive, have already been discussed here extensively. 
the credibility of such legislation depends strongly on the ac-
companying measures, such as the provision of research fund-
ing and the creation of institutions and agencies to carry out the 
validation and implementation of novel approaches. european 
funding (with about 25 m€ by the eU and 19 m€ by member 
state organizations) is not matched in other economic regions. 
Seeing the market opportunities, as well as the regulatory needs 
summarized earlier, this appears to be a good investment – a 
rather small investment, actually, given turn-over in this field 
and the enormous potential for improved regulation.

Porter (1990), most prominently, has put forward the hy-
pothesis that regulations stimulate innovation (Porter, 1990). 
the concept has been challenged for chemical industry and 
ReACH (Frohwein and Hansjurgens, 2005), but only with 
regard to the substitution of substances. A principal goal of 
ReACH (article 1), however, is the development of new alter-
native methods as well; here, the Porter effect might come into 
action, as we have seen the positive impact of the 7th amend-
ment to the cosmetics directive (Hartung, 2008a). ReACH fo-
cuses its information demands on exactly the complementary 
toxicological endpoints to those of the 7th amendment, or more 
precisely those required only for the later deadline in 2013, 
which are – with the notable exception of repeated dose toxic-
ity – less often required for cosmetic ingredients. together, the 
two legislations thus create a pressure toward innovation over 
the entire spectrum of toxicological endpoints.

3.8  PESTEL model approach
The PEST/PESTEL analysis approach will be used to summa-
rize the findings. PEST stands for “Political, Economic, Social, 
and technological analysis,” describing a framework of mac-
ro-environmental factors used in the environmental scanning 
component of strategic management. PESTEL extends this to 
environmental and legal factors.

Political factors are represented mainly by European legisla-
tions, i.e. the currently revised animal welfare legislation, the 
7th amendment of the cosmetics legislation, the chemical legis-
lation, ReACH, the common food legislation, and the ongoing 
revision of the PPP regulation. Among these, the horizontal ani-
mal welfare legislation, which for 24 years now has established 
the highest welfare standards worldwide, as well as the cosmet-
ics and chemicals legislation, are most remarkable. Implemen-
tation of the latter two will require methods not yet available; 
they also affect global industries, since they ask that these stand-
ards be met by trade partners. these political decisions greatly 
influenced the health, education/science, and infrastructure of 
europe.

Economic factors are represented first of all by the costs of 

the regulation, market access opportunities, which affect the 
costs of exporting goods, and the supply and price of imported 
goods. However, a very complex picture of the animal testing 
industry emerges on its own. 

Social factors play a key role here: both the increasing risk 
avoidance and animal welfare attitudes have an impact on the 
political process and, via marketing, on companies’ strategies 
and images. these trends in social factors affect the demand for 
a company's products and how that company operates. 

technological factors play a major role in a science-based 
area. They have been addressed only briefly, but it is evident 
that the lack of translation of technological progress into current 
regulatory testing procedures is an important characteristic of 
this field. The market opportunities for biotech and informatics 
products in this area also represent key drivers. these techno-
logical shifts affect costs and quality of testing, and they lead to 
innovation. 

environmental factors do not apply here, with the notable ex-
ception that environmental hazards represent an animal testing 
need, creating a sub-market. 

legal factors are represented by the legislations cited above, 
which were the result of highly political discussion processes. 
these factors now determine a company’s operation, its costs, 
and the demand for its products. 

4 Conclusions

Coordination and harmonization of legislation is an important 
step towards reducing the number of regulatory animal tests. 
Companies would benefit from clarity and uniformity of the 
regulatory requirements for the registration and release of sub-
stances and products in the different market segments.

Governments would benefit from uniform regulations that 
would not require business to comply with a different set of 
rules for every market or market.

the concept of the 4Cs (Bottini et al., 2008), developed in 
a workshop on “Optimization of the Post-Validation Process,” 
will be a useful approach to improving communication among 
the various stakeholders.

4Cs of Communication:
Consultation
Collaboration
Coordination
Convergence

enhanced communication at the european level, and even 
at a broader level, including, for example, the other member 
countries of the OeCD, could facilitate the harmonization of 
legislation and regulations as a key requirement for reducing 
regulatory animal testing.

It is necessary to identify the regulatory key players and re-
sponsible persons in each toxicological and substance/product 
area. this will serve as a basis for networking and will improve 
communication among the stakeholders, including industry 
and animal welfare groups. 
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The effort to view animal testing in terms not of scientific or 
ethical concerns but of business considerations demonstrates 
the degree to which many stakeholders with significant com-
mercial interests are affected by the ethical and scientific dis-
cussions. Although it was difficult to produce a precise rep-
resentation, since many figures are not freely available, an 
interesting picture has already emerged on the basis of esti-
mates and extra- and interpolations. this picture shows that 
major industries, trade, and workforces are intimately linked 
to regulation based on animal testing. Clearly, this is more than 
simply production costs or barriers imposed; rather, the prob-
lematical quality of current testing also has an impact on deci-
sion making and the regulation of products. this understand-
ing might help stakeholders to consider more critical current 
procedures, the first step toward opening up to the prospect of 
change. Businesses are bringing animal welfare standards to 
the fore at this point because the delays and costs involved in 
animal testing impair the economy to a sometimes surprising 
extent. the somewhat premature calculation that precaution-
ary testing may slow down medical progress and thereby re-
duce gain in life expectancy suggests that we are talking about 
relevant societal effects, not just impaired business opportuni-
ties for individual companies.

It appears that the field merits a more in-depth analysis of its 
economic drivers. With access to the privileged information of 
regulators and private companies and business intelligence, a 
more detailed picture of the multi-faceted economics of animal 
use could be generated. this promises to inform the political 
decision- making process and might allow real cost/benefit 
analysis of the current use of animals. Some of the larger po-
litical programs (REACH, PPP revision, cosmetics amend-
ment), especially, might require this assessment. the analysis 
is also very much restricted by the european focus (due to the 
availability of animal use data), while the global character of 
the described phenomena is well acknowledged (Bottini et al., 
2007). In some areas, the discussion on animal use currently is 
entirely scientific, ethical, or legal; it might be worthwhile to 
add the economic dimension to broaden perspectives. 

To close, this study represents only a first sketch of an anal-
ysis of the economic aspects of animal testing. Some trends 
perceived might need to be revised, but it is comforting that 
economists also see their approaches, in general, as somewhat 
limited. To cite Laurence J. Peter (1919-1988): “An economist 
is an expert who will know tomorrow why the things he pre-
dicted yesterday didn’t happen today.” 
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1  Introduction

the environmental Protection Agency (ePA) estimates that 
at least 10,000 chemicals are in need of prioritization (Dix et 
al., 2007). Due to the large number of chemicals that require 
toxicity testing, high- and medium-throughput assays are be-
ing developed as one option to prioritize testing for mammalian 
organisms. the National toxicology Program (NtP) along with 
the ePA and the National Institutes of Health Chemical Genom-
ics Center (NCGC) are currently investigating methods to rap-
idly screen the large number of chemicals using cell-based and 
biochemical assays. In addition, in vivo toxicological assays are 
being developed that could reduce the number of higher animals 

used by utilizing simpler organisms (e.g. invertebrates or micro-
organisms) (Collins et al., 2008). the results from these alterna-
tive assays will ultimately be used to inform the prioritization of 
further testing in traditional bioassays. While it is not possible 
to completely eliminate the use of higher organisms, using re-
placement strategies to prioritize chemicals prior to mammalian 
toxicological testing can be used to decrease the number of ani-
mals used, thus reducing the expense and time associated with 
toxicological testing. 

the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is a simple model 
organism that is being assessed for toxicological testing. C. 
elegans are small (1.5 mm) and easily cultured in the labora-
tory; thousands of individuals can be maintained on a single 
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agar-filled petri dish. Under standard culturing conditions, C.  
elegans populations consist mainly of self-fertilizing her-
maphrodites, which allows for the maintenance of genetically- 
identical populations. An adult hermaphrodite is made up of  
959 somatic cells, and the complete cell lineage has been mapped 
from the oocyte to adult. C. elegans develop from fertilized  
embryo to gravid adult through four larval stages, termed l1-l4 
(Byerly et al., 1976). At 20°C, nematodes mature from embry-
os to adults in approximately 3 days, but can be cultured from  
15-25°C to manipulate the length of the life cycle (Wood, 1988). 
C. elegans has been extensively used in biological research; it is 
one of the most thoroughly characterized multi-cellular organ-
isms. For example, its genome has been fully sequenced (the  
C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998) and databases  
describing gene function, cell lineage, and neuronal connectivi-
ties are readily available (Harris et al., 2004). 

Several characteristics of C. elegans biology have shown that 
it can serve as a model organism in studies of human disease and 
toxicology. First, there is a high degree of evolutionary conser-
vation between C. elegans and higher organisms. Homologues 
for many stress response proteins and regulatory pathways have 
been identified in C. elegans (Weston et al., 1989; Heschl and 
Baillie, 1990; Stringham et al., 1992; Freedman et al., 1993; 
Giglio et al., 1994; Wolf et al., 2008). In addition, homologues 
for many of the genes induced in response to toxicant exposure 
in vertebrates have been identified in C. elegans. Because of this 
homology, it is likely that responses elicited in C. elegans will 
be applicable to understanding similar processes in humans. As 
a result of the technical advantages associated with using C. 
elegans as a test organism and its conserved biology, several 
medium-throughput assays have been developed.

2  Assays

the rate-limiting step for most C. elegans toxicological studies 
has been the time required to accurately dispense exact num-
bers of C. elegans at specific developmental stages to exposure 
plates and then to quantitatively measure the responses of those 
nematodes after exposure. Automation of nematode handling 
and analyses provides the opportunity to rapidly screen large 
numbers of chemicals and endpoints. The COPAS Biosort flow 
cytometer system allows users to dispense specific numbers and 
stages of nematodes into individual wells of a 96 well plate while 
collecting data on the size and fluorescence characteristics of in-
dividual nematodes (Pulak, 2006). the Biosort detectors record 
two size characteristics of each animal: time of flight (TOF), 
which is the length of time a nematode takes to pass in front of a 
laser and is related to the length of the nematode; and extinction 
(ext), which is the total amount of light blocked over the tOF 
and is related to the optical density of a nematode. 

Figure 1 presents plots of typical C. elegans data acquired 
using the Biosort. the upper panel presents a scatter-plot of size 
data (tOF versus ext) collected every 24 h for 72 h of an un-
treated population of C. elegans. At the start of the experiment  
(t = 0 h), first larval stage (L1) nematodes (black dots), which 

have relatively low tOF and ext values, were added to me-
dia containing a sufficient supply of food. As the nematodes 
developed, length (tOF) and optical density (ext) increased 
until 72 h, at which time gravid adults (high tOF/ext) and 
offspring (low tOF/ext) were observed (blue dots). An alter-
native method of presenting the same data is with frequency 
histograms (lower panel). In this case, a single measurement 
(i.e., ext) is plotted versus the number of nematodes with spe-
cific EXT values. 

Assays for three Biosort-based, medium-throughput end-
points – growth, reproduction, and feeding – have been devel-
oped. In the medium-throughput assays, each endpoint was de-
signed to measure toxicity at specific developmental stages and 
after various exposure times and was previously shown to be 
affected by toxicants in low-throughput experiments (Anderson 
et al., 2001; Boyd et al., 2003). Using the Biosort, nematodes 
are dispensed into 96-well plates containing food (E. coli) and 
varying concentrations of the chemical of interest. Following 
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Fig. 1: C. elegans growth from L1 to adult 
Untreated L1 nematodes were incubated at 20°C and sampled at 
0 h (black), 24 h (red), 48 h (green), and 72 h (blue). Upper panel, 
scatter-plot of optical density (log(EXT)) versus length (log(TOF)). 
Each point corresponds to an individual nematode. Lower panel, 
frequency distributions of log(EXT) versus numbers of nematodes. 
At 72 h, adult nematodes (high EXT, TOF) and their offspring (low 
EXT, TOF) were observed. 
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the appropriate incubation times, nematodes are aspirated from 
the wells using the Biosort, which simultaneously records tOF, 
EXT, and fluorescence levels of individual nematodes. Brief de-
scriptions of the assays are presented below:

Feeding
C. elegans feed via coordinated contractions of two pharyngeal 
bulbs that push bacterial suspension to the back of the pharynx, 
concentrate the bacteria and pump it into the intestine, and then 
expel excess liquid out through the mouth (Avery and Shtonda, 
2003). these rhythmic contractions are controlled by a self-
contained nervous system that can be affected by environmental 
conditions such as food availability and toxicant exposure (Av-
ery and Horvitz, 1990; Boyd et al., 2003). Although pharyn-
geal pumping rates of nematodes can easily be observed with 
a dissecting microscope, each animal must be monitored indi-
vidually (Avery, 1993). A feeding assay that uses the Biosort to 
quantify food ingestion by thousands of nematodes in minutes 
has been developed (Boyd et al., 2007). Adult nematodes are 
exposed to toxicants for 24 h and then to red fluorescent micro-
spheres for 15 min. Nematode size-corrected red fluorescence 
as measured by the Biosort is used to calculate feeding activity: 
the greater the fluorescence the faster the feeding rate. Figure 2 
illustrates how varying concentrations of cocaine base decrease 
feeding activity.

Reproduction
C. elegans egg-laying rates and embryonic survival are 
commonly observed phenotypes that may be affected by 
environmental conditions including salt concentration and 

chemical exposures (Horvitz et al., 1982; Dhawan et al., 
1999; Kim et al., 2001). Sexual development in C. elegans 
hermaphrodites begins with sperm production in l4 larvae 
followed by oocyte production and fertilization in adults 
(Wood, 1988). egg-laying occurs via the vulva and the sur-
rounding neuromuscular system (trent et al., 1983). In low-
throughput fashion, the number of laid embryos and their 
survival from a few adults can be measured on agar plates 
using a dissecting microscope. this process requires several 
hours of microscope observation to complete a few plates. 
In addition, it can be difficult to control chemical expo-
sures using solid media. the medium-throughput reproduc-
tion assay uses the Biosort to load l4 animals into 96-well 
plates. the nematodes are then exposed to toxicants for 48 
h, which yields a population of adults, embryos, and l1-l2  
larvae. the Biosort aspirates and measures the number of 
adults and their offspring in several minutes; total nematode 
counts are plotted against chemical concentration. the effects 
of methyl mercury on reproduction are presented in Figure 3. 

Growth
C. elegans develop from fertilized embryo through four distinct 
larval stages, growing in burst between stages, before matur-
ing to adult in about 3 days. thus it is possible to test for the 
effects of chemicals on growth and development in a relatively 
short time period. In the medium-throughput assay, l1 larvae 
are loaded into 96-well plates and exposed to varying concen-
trations of chemical for 48 h. At the end of this incubation time, 
untreated animals have reached the l4 stage (Boyd et al., 2009). 
exposure time is limited to 48 h to avoid offspring, which have 
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Fig. 2: Effects of cocaine base on C. elegans feeding 
For each of three replicate experiments (shown as blue, red, and 
green), groups of 25 adult C. elegans were exposed to cocaine 
(0, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300 µM) for 24 h. Medians of log(fluorescence)/
log(TOF) values are plotted and the data fit to the Hill equation. 
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Fig. 3: Effects of methyl mercury on C. elegans reproduction
For each of three replicate experiments (shown as blue, red, 
and green), groups of five L4 nematodes were exposed to 
methyl mercury (0, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30 µM) for 48 h. The numbers of 
observations (larvae and embryos) were fit to the Hill equation. 
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been observed after incubation times of 60 h or longer. After 
exposure, the size distribution of the nematodes in the sample 
is measured using the Biosort. log(ext) or log (tOF) values 
are then used to calculate growth rates of the nematode size 
distributions (Smith et al., 2009). the concentration-dependent 
effect of chlorpyrifos on C. elegans growth and development is 
presented in Figure 4. 

the 48-h growth assay is a promising method for high-
throughput screening of chemical libraries using C. elegans. 
through collaboration with the U. S. ePA’s toxCast program 
(http://www.epa.gov/NCCt/dsstox/sdf_toxcst.html), a library 
of over 300 compounds has been screened using the growth as-
say. Statistical analysis tools have been developed to summarize 
the results of these experiments. Preliminary results indicate 
that a large number of the compounds, which are mainly pes-
ticide active ingredients, significantly affect C. elegans growth 

and development. In the future, the results from this screen will 
be compared to the results from other alternative tests including 
in vitro systems and zebrafish. 

Motion tracking
C. elegans move in sinusoidal waves across solid surfaces, or 
thrash from side-to-side in liquid culture (Bargmann, 1993; Mill-
er et al., 1996). Both phenotypes were shown to be affected by 
exposure to anthelminthic chemicals known to cause decreased 
feeding and paralysis (Bull et al., 2007). Several systems exist 
for tracking individual C. elegans on agar surfaces (Feng et al., 
2004; Cronin et al., 2005; Hoshi and Shingai, 2006) or in liquid 
(Buckingham and Sattelle, 2009). Using lower magnification, 
the centroids of hundreds of nematodes can be tracked real-time 
using a video camera interfaced with a computer tracking sys-
tem (Williams and Dusenbery, 1990). 
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Fig. 4: Effects of chlorpyrifos on C. elegans growth
For each of three replicate experiments (shown as blue, red, 
and green), groups of 50 L1 nematodes were exposed to 
chlorpyrifos (0, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, and 10 µM) for 48 h. Upper panel, 
observations measured and estimated means fit to Hill equation. 
Lower panel, modeled frequency histograms showing the effects 
of different concentrations of chlorpyrifos on nematode size 
distributions (log(EXT)) for one of the replicates. 

Fig. 5: Effects of chlorpyrifos on C. elegans movement
For each of three replicate experiments, groups of 40 L4 
nematodes were tracked after exposure to chlorpyrifos (0.1, 0.3, 
1, 3, 10 µM) for 4 h. Upper panel, average velocity of C. elegans 
motion, mean ± s.e. Lower panel, computer generated tracks for 
control nematodes (top) and those exposed to 3 µM chlorpyrifos 
(bottom). 
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Our motion tracking assay uses a similar computer tracking 
system, which consists of an inverted fluorescence microscope, 
a CCD video camera, and an automated stage. Using a transgen-
ic reporter strain in which the pharynx is fluorescently-labeled 
(Fay et al., 2003), head movements of approximately 40 l4s 
are simultaneously tracked following 4-h chemical exposures. 
the effects of chemicals on C. elegans motion are quantitatively 
assessed using motion tracking software originally developed 
to study sperm motility. Concentration-dependent effects were 
observed on velocity and track shapes after exposure to chlo-
rpyrifos (Fig. 5). 

Reporter gene expression
Currently the ability to visually monitor changes in tran-
scription in C. elegans using transgenic nematodes is being 
explored as a method to rapidly measure toxicant-induced 
changes in gene expression. Microinjection of DNA into the C. 
elegans gonad allows for germline transformation generating 
transgenic lines that carry fluorescent reporter genes fused to 
the promoter region of a gene of interest (Chalfie et al., 1994; 
Mello and Fire, 1995; Boulin et al., 2006). Because C. elegans 
are transparent, spatial and temporal expression of fluorescent 
reporter transgenes can be observed in vivo. The Profiler II, 
a module of the COPAS Biosort, measures three channels of 
fluorescence and EXT in optical slices along the length of indi-
vidual nematodes (Dupuy et al., 2007). Profiles are generated 
that depict the level of fluorescence and EXT across the length 
of nematodes. 

to develop assays that can be used to rapidly and quantita-
tively measure the effects of toxicants on transcription, green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) based transgenic C. elegans strains 

are being generated. the transgenic strains fall into two catego-
ries. The first includes promoter fusions of genes that have been 
shown to be stress responsive in previous studies. By focus-
ing on well-conserved signaling pathways (National Research 
Council, 2000), the responses of nematode genes to chemicals 
can be investigated in vivo. Figure 6 illustrates the effects of 
metal exposure on metallothionein transcription in transgenic 
C. elegans. the second category includes transgenic strains in 
which specific groups of neurons are labeled with GFP. Cur-
rently, two strains that label the dopaminergic (dat-1::GFP) 
(Nass, 2002) and the GABAergic (unc-25::GFP) (eastman et 
al., 1999) neurons are being tested. For both groups of trans-
genic nematodes, green fluorescence profiles generated using 
the Biosort will be used to monitor the effects of chemicals in 
specific tissues and at various developmental stages.

3  Conclusion

Several medium- and high-throughput assays have been devel-
oped using C. elegans as an alternative toxicological test or-
ganism. However, the need to define the relationship between 
the results obtained from any high-throughput screen to human 
health and safety remains. the US ePA’s toxCast program is in-
vestigating this link by screening a defined set of three hundred 
compounds with available whole animal toxicity data, using 
mainly in vitro cell systems and, to a lesser extent, alternative 
whole organism models. Comparison of the C. elegans growth 
assay results with these systems is a critical next step in the 
evaluation of the usefulness of C. elegans in the prioritization 
of further chemical testing.
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1  Introduction

Safety assessment methods are necessary to determine if new 
chemicals and products are safe or if they may adversely affect 
the health of people, animals, and the environment. Advances in 
science and innovative technologies are providing new oppor-
tunities to develop test methods and strategies that may improve 
safety assessments and reduce animal use for safety testing. Re-
search continues to improve our understanding of the molecular 
and cellular alterations by which chemical exposures can cause 
or contribute to injury or disease. High throughput screening, 
toxicogenomics, and other approaches can now be used to rap-
idly measure many of the molecular, genetic, and cellular per-
turbations caused by chemicals. Robot operated laboratories 
can rapidly generate vast amounts of in vitro data for thousands 
of chemicals (Michael et al., 2008). Analysis of this data is ex-

pected to help identify panels of in vitro biomarkers that can be 
used to help assess chemical toxicity. Integrated testing strate-
gies that consider information and data from such assays and 
various test methods are also being developed (Stokes, 2007).

Prior to their use for regulatory decision-making, new meth-
ods and strategies must undergo appropriate validation studies 
to determine if they can provide equivalent or improved protec-
tion compared to existing methods and to determine if reproduc-
ible results can be obtained in different laboratories (ICCVAM, 
1997, 2003; OeCD, 2005). Validation studies must be carefully 
designed to optimize test methods and to ensure that they gener-
ate adequate data for decisions on their regulatory acceptability 
(ICCVAM, 1997; OeCD, 2005; Stokes and Schechtman, 2007). 
Adequate validation will expedite the acceptance and use of 
new test methods and strategies that support improved safety 
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assessments and contribute to reduced animal use for regulatory 
testing. this paper will discuss emerging innovative technolo-
gies, concepts, and approaches applicable to regulatory safety 
assessments, and opportunities and challenges for their scien-
tific validation.

2  Changing the paradigm of toxicity testing

two recent reports have proposed using advances in science and 
technology to change the current paradigm of toxicity testing. 
these include the 2004 National toxicology Program Roadmap, 
and the 2007 National Research Council (NCR) publication, 
Toxicology in the 21st Century, A Vision and a Strategy (NtP, 
2004; NRC, 2007a). the NtP Roadmap envisions moving from 
toxicology studies that depend on observing the actual adverse 
outcome from chemical exposures, such as cancer and birth de-
fects in animal models, to one based on understanding and de-
tecting cellular and molecular perturbations in simpler models 
such as cell cultures and lower organisms that are predictive of 
these eventual adverse outcomes. to implement this vision, the 
NtP plan is to develop and validate improved testing methods 
and to ensure, where feasible, that such methods provide for the 
reduction, refinement, and replacement of animals. 

the NtP report emphasizes that activities and assays devel-
oped under the NtP Roadmap will be done in cooperation and 
consultation with the Interagency Coordinating Committee on 
the Validation of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM) to maximize 
their value to regulatory agencies (NtP, 2004). ICCVAM is a 
U.S. interagency committee composed of 15 research and reg-
ulatory agencies that is charged with evaluating the scientific 
validity of new, revised, and alternative test methods proposed 
for regulatory testing (ICCVAM, 2003; Stokes and Schechtman, 
2007).

the 2007 NRC report similarly envisions future testing based 
on an understanding of key toxicity pathways at the cellular and 
molecular levels and using predictive high throughput assays 
to detect the potential for chemicals to sufficiently alter these 
pathways to cause injuries or disease. the report states that the 
use of a comprehensive array of in vitro tests to identify relevant 
biological perturbations based on human biology could even-
tually eliminate the need for whole-animal testing and provide 
a stronger mechanistically based approach for environmental 
decision-making. However, a 2009 NRC report states that the 
realization of the promise of this vision is at least a decade away 
(NRC, 2009).

3  Emerging science and technology 

New scientific advances and innovative technologies are now 
available to help develop future testing methods and strate-
gies outlined in the NRC and NtP reports. these include high 
throughput screening, toxicogenomics, and computational mod-
eling approaches. 

High throughput screening involves the use of computerized 
robots to conduct the laboratory procedures necessary to study 

hundreds of compounds per day in multiple in vitro assays. the 
National Chemical Genomics Center at the National Human 
Genome Research Institute has a laboratory where such studies 
are conducted (Michael et al., 2008). In collaboration with the 
NtP and ePA, the lab is now conducting quantitative HtS using 
fifteen concentrations of each chemical (Collins et al., 2008). 
the lab uses 1536-well plates, which have a net testing capabil-
ity of 1504 individual chemicals. Over 100,000 concentration 
response profiles can be generated per week. These profiles are 
then evaluated to determine if in vitro biomarker alterations are 
associated with known adverse health effects. Bioinformatics 
techniques will be used to identify complex relationships be-
tween different types of biological responses that may provide 
insights into critical toxic pathways (Schmidt, 2009).

Another NRC report published in 2007 addressed the applica-
tion of toxicogenomic technologies to predictive toxicology and 
risk assessment (NRC, 2007b). Toxicogenomics is defined as 
the application of genomic technologies to study the adverse ef-
fects of environmental and pharmaceutical chemicals on human 
health and the environment. these technologies include genet-
ics, genome sequence analysis, gene expression profiling, pro-
teomics, metabolomics, and other related approaches. these are 
used to measure chemical-specific perturbations on expression 
patterns of genes, proteins, and metabolites in cells, tissues, and 
organisms. Such technologies are being investigated for their 
potential to improve the prediction of safety or potential hazards 
of chemicals to human health. 

Computational modeling is being applied to estimate the ab-
sorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of chemicals 
(ADMe) (NRC, 2007a). these models seek to estimate the re-
lationship between the dose or amount of chemical exposure 
via oral, dermal, or inhalation routes, and the concentration of 
chemical that reaches individual cell types in various critical 
organs and tissues. these estimates will be essential for non-an-
imal estimates of exposure levels that are safe and those that are 
likely to be associated with toxic effects. It is also important that 
data used to construct computational models is of high quality 
and derived from adequately designed studies.

4  Application of new science and technology to 
regulatory decision-making

As emerging scientific advances provide insights into the 
pathways and mechanisms of chemical toxicity, the National 
toxicology Program and other public health agencies seek to 
apply this information so that it can be used to improve pub-
lic health. Several recent and planned activities and initiatives 
have and will continue to investigate potential applications for 
public health decision-making. For example, at the request of 
the National Institute of environmental Health Sciences, the 
National Academies recently formed a Standing Committee on 
the Use of emerging Science for environmental Health Deci-
sions (NAS, 2009). the committee is charged with facilitating 
communication among government, industry, environmental 
groups, and the academic community about scientific advanc-
es that may be used in the identification, quantification, and 
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control of environmental impacts on human health. the top-
ics covered will build on recent NRC reports on toxicity test-
ing and toxicogenomics and will explore new developments 
in toxicology, molecular biology, bioinformatics, and related 
fields (NRC, 2007a, 2007b). Three workshops have been or 
will be held in the near future. (Fig. 1) 

Mechanistic toxicity data from animal studies and humans are 
necessary to link in vitro pathway data to adverse health effects. 
to address this need, the National toxicology Program Intera-
gency Center for the evaluation of Alternative toxicological 
Methods (NICeAtM) and the Interagency Coordinating Com-
mittee on the Validation of Alternative toxicological Methods 
(ICCVAM) recently convened an International Workshop on 
Acute Chemical Safety Testing – Advancing In Vitro Approach-
es and Humane Endpoints for Systemic Toxicity Evaluations 
(NICeAtM, 2008). the primary goals of the workshop were to 
identify approaches for collecting additional mechanistic data 
from current in vivo testing that would support the development 
of predictive mechanism-based in vitro alternative models and 
that could also be used to identify earlier more humane end-
points. 

5  Validation and acceptance of test methods 
based on new science and technology 

In the United States, Federal laws require that new safety assess-
ment methods proposed for regulatory safety assessment deci-
sions must be determined to be sufficiently valid and acceptable 
for their proposed use (USC, 2000). National and internationally 
harmonized principles for validation and regulatory acceptance 
are available (ICCVAM, 1997; OeCD, 2005). Determination of 
validity involves assessing the accuracy and reliability of the 
test method for a specific proposed purpose (ICCVAM, 1997; 
OeCD, 2005; Stokes and Schechtman, 2007). Accuracy assess-
ments typically characterize sensitivity, specificity, and false 
positive and negative rates compared to existing reference data. 
Regulatory acceptance decisions involve reviewing the valida-
tion database to determine if the proposed use of the method 

for decision-making will provide equivalent or improved pro-
tection compared to existing methods (USC, 2000). Reliability 
assessments determine if reproducible results can be obtained in 
different laboratories when using the proposed standardized test 
method protocol. 

National and International authorities have agreed on valida-
tion and regulatory acceptance criteria for new, revised, and al-
ternative test methods (ICCVAM, 1997; OeCD, 2005). these 
are general criteria that should be appropriately addressed when 
considering the validity of test methods. the published criteria 
emphasize that flexibility is essential in interpreting and apply-
ing the criteria and that the extent that they will need to be ad-
dressed will depend on the intended purpose and nature of the 
proposed test (ICCVAM, 1997; OeCD, 2005).

6  Validation of new science and technologies: 
challenges 

New test methods based on scientific advances and technolo-
gies are likely to initially have limitations. Early definition 
of a test method’s limitations can contribute to more efficient 
validation for the initial proposed uses and aid in identifying 
directed research to discover ways to address defined limita-
tions. In some cases, test methods may be limited in terms of 
the physical and chemical properties of substances that can be 
tested. For example, the current NCGC HtS protocol is only 
capable of testing substances soluble in DMSO, so those that 
are not soluble cannot be adequately evaluated in this test sys-
tem. the highest concentration that can be achieved in a test 
system may be limited by solubility in the required vehicle, 
which may not be sufficient for regulatory testing purposes. A 
significant limitation of most current in vitro testing methods 
is their inability to determine if there is metabolic activation of 
the substance to a more toxic or less toxic moiety. Additionally, 
there are still challenges in accurately estimating the toxicoki-
netics associated with specific exposures by various routes and 
the concentrations that will result in various critical target tis-
sues. these limitations present challenges that will need to be 

2009 Workshops: 
National Academies’ Standing Committee on Use of Emerging Science  

for Environmental Health Decisions

•  Use of Emerging Science and Technologies to Explore Epigenetic Mechanisms Underlying the  
Developmental Basis for Disease, July 30-31, 2009.  
http://dels.nas.edu/envirohealth/epigenetic.shtml

•  Computational Toxicology: From Data to Analyses to Applications, September 21-22, 2009.  
http://dels.nas.edu/envirohealth/comptox.shtml

•  The Exposome: A Powerful Approach for Evaluating Environmental Effects on Chronic Diseases,  
February 25-26. 2010. http://dels-old.nas.edu/envirohealth/exposome.shtml

Fig. 1: 2009 Workshops: National academies’ standing committee on use of emerging science for environmental health 
decisions
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addressed in order to fully move away from the use of intact 
living organisms for safety assessments. 

Another significant challenge for evaluating the validity of 
new testing methods and strategies for human health safety as-
sessments is the availability of high quality reference data from 
humans. For ethical reasons, most existing reference data is from 
animal studies. However, for some toxicity endpoints such as 
allergic contact dermatitis (ACD), there is considerable human 
testing data and experience from occupational and consumer 
exposures (ICCVAM, 1999; Basketter et al., 2007). these hu-
man data supported the validity of a new animal model for ACD 
testing that has many scientific and animal welfare advantages 
compared to the traditional animal tests for ACD. Improved 
ways of obtaining data regarding the health effects from human 
exposures and ways to more accurately extrapolate exposures 
and effects from animal models to humans are needed to help 
validate new test methods. 

7  Validation of new science and technologies: 
opportunities

early consideration of the potential application of new technol-
ogies for regulatory testing during research and development 
stages provides an important opportunity to incorporate efforts 
that will support the validation of eventual test methods. early 
standardization and use of harmonized technology platforms for 
approaches such as toxicogenomics and HtS will allow for data 
from different studies to be compared and combined for data 
analyses. this will also help minimize experimental variables, 
aid in achieving more reproducible results across labs, and con-
tribute to achieving a high signal to noise ratio. For example, 
a recent workshop developed recommendations for the stand-
ardization and validation of toxicogenomic-based platforms that 
will be evaluated for their potential use for safety assessments 
(Corvi et al., 2006). 

there is also an opportunity to develop data during research 
and development that may contribute to the validation database 
supporting the validity of proposed test methods and approach-
es. Several critical factors should be considered during research, 
development, translation, and validation stages for new tech-
nologies. these include selection of reference substances, dose/
concentration selection procedures, defining the test method 
purpose and potential regulatory use, and phased validation 
studies to develop an optimized test method protocol. 

Reference Substances: Reference substances selected for evalu-
ation of the new technology should have high quality data 
available from existing reference test methods or the species of 
interest for the toxicity endpoint under evaluation (ICCVAM, 
2003; Stokes and Schechtman, 2007). Selection of reference 
data should generally address established selection criteria for 
reference substances (Stokes and Schechtman, 2007), which in-
clude:
– Represent the dynamic range of responses possible for the 

toxicity endpoint of interest and the range of potential re-
sponses that can be measured in the test system

– Represent the range of physical and chemical properties  
of substances for which the test system is proposed to  
be capable of testing (e.g., physical form, water solubility, 
pH, volatility)

– Represent the range of relevant biologic properties, as appro-
priate (e.g. peptide reactivity, mutagenicity)

– Represent the range of chemistry of substances proposed for 
evaluation in the new test method (i.e., chemical classes)

– Represent the range of known or suspected modes or mecha-
nisms of action for the toxicity measured or predicted by the 
test method

– Supported by existing high quality data from the currently 
accepted test method, and where possible, data and/or experi-
ence in the species of interest (e.g. for humans, ethical test 
data or accidental exposures information)

– Readily available from commercial sources 
– Avoidance of chemicals with excessive occupational or envi-

ronmental hazard, if feasible.

Dose or concentration-setting procedures: the basis and proce-
dures for determining the highest dose or concentration that will 
be tested should be clearly stated. For animal-based tests this is 
normally based on the highest minimally toxic dose (MtD) or a 
defined upper limit dose. For in vitro tests, this is normally the 
highest soluble concentration, the highest non-cytotoxic con-
centration, or a defined upper concentration based on the high-
est potential exposure that might occur (Stokes, 2006). 

Test method purpose and regulatory applicability: The specific 
proposed purpose of the test method and the proposed or po-
tential use for regulatory decision-making in the context of cur-
rent or anticipated regulatory requirements should be clearly 
defined (ICCVAM, 1997; OECD, 2005; Stokes and Schecht-
man, 2007). Proposed uses may range from serving as a com-
plete replacement for a current existing test method to provid-
ing adjunct mechanistic data for weight-of-evidence decisions. 
For test methods proposed for use in chemical screening, the 
specific decisions that can be made with each possible test re-
sult must be clearly defined. For example, a positive result in a 
screening method might be used as the basis for hazard classifi-
cation and labeling, while negative results associated with suf-
ficient uncertainty may require further testing. Screening tests 
may also be proposed for prioritization decisions on whether 
further testing will or should be conducted.  In such casest the 
uncertainty of the prediction of potential hazard or safety for a 
specific toxic endpoint should be characterized and transparent 
for the prioritization decision.

Phased validation studies: optimizing the test method protocol: 
Recent in vitro validation studies managed by NICeAtM have 
shown that a validation study design consisting of several se-
quential progressive phases with coded chemicals was an ef-
ficient means of optimizing the test method protocol and mini-
mizing intra- and inter-laboratory variation (Fig. 2) (ICCVAM, 
1997; OeCD, 2005; Paris et al., 2006; Stokes et al., 2007; Stokes 
and Schechtman, 2007). the initial laboratory evaluation phase 
involves a series of multiple testing with positive and vehicle 
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controls, with cycles of protocol modifications until all labs are 
able to obtain sufficiently reproducible results. Two stages of 
the second phase each test a small number of chemicals repre-
sentative of the potential range of responses and vehicle solu-
bility. After each phase, excessive experimental variation and 
discordance are stage and appropriate modifications made to the 
protocol. Retesting is conducted where substantive modifica-
tions are deemed necessary to confirm the effectiveness of these 
changes for obtaining consistent results. the last phase uses the 
final optimized protocol to generate data to assess accuracy and 
reliability.

8  Validation of integrated testing strategies

Integrated testing strategies involve considering all available 
information and data to determine if decisions can be made 
about the safety or hazard of substances in a stepwise or tiered 
manner. these are usually designed to minimize or avoid the 
use of animals. If there is not sufficient information and data 
for a decision at the initial level or tier, then testing proceeds 

to the next tier where a decision is made as to what is the most 
appropriate additional testing to conduct that might provide 
sufficient information for hazard classification decisions. Gen-
erally the stepwise testing proceeds from existing information 
and data to in vitro tests, followed by limited in vivo testing, 
and then to a full traditional in vivo test as the final tier, if 
necessary.

Normally, validation of testing strategies can be made using 
existing data, provided that there is sufficient data on the same 
substances for all of the test methods proposed for the test strat-
egy. In designing prospective studies for testing strategies, it is 
important to ensure that all test substances are tested in all of 
the proposed test components proposed for the testing strategy. 
each test method is assessed individually to determine which 
results can be useful for a hazard classification decision either 
alone or in combination with the various potential outcomes of 
each of the other test methods in the strategy. this involves de-
termining the sensitivity and specificity for each of these pos-
sible combinations of test outcomes and assessing which ones 
can provide equivalent or improved predictions compared to the 
current existing test method. 

Fig. 2: Validation study approach using sequential progressive phases
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9  Integrated decision strategies

With some test methods, initially proposed single decision 
criteria may not provide sufficient certainty with regard to the 
predicted outcome for some specific results, while the remain-
ing results may have sufficient certainty in terms of sensitiv-
ity and/or specificity. For example, a test method may have a 
false negative rate for a certain range of responses that is not 
considered adequately protective compared to the reference test 

method. Conversely, a test method may have a false positive 
rate for a certain range of responses that is sufficiently high so 
as to not be considered acceptable. In these situations, multiple 
decision criteria may be necessary, where each individual deci-
sion criteria provide sufficient certainty for responses within a 
specified range of test results. There may also be one or more 
decision criteria that identify a range of responses that are as-
sociated with an unacceptable level of uncertainty, and therefore 
should not be used for hazard or safety decisions. In this later 

Fig. 3: Potential sources of data and information for integrated decision strategies

Fig. 4: Integrated decision strategy – LLNA: BrdU-ELISA
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situation, additional information or data could be used to reduce 
the uncertainty associated with these results using an integrated 
decision strategy to reach a hazard or safety decision. Integrated 
decision strategies using multiple sources of data and informa-
tion can increase the certainty of hazard and safety predictions 
beyond the certainty associated with only a single source of data 
or information (Fig. 3).

two examples of the need for integrated decision strategies 
are provided by the results of a recent ICCVAM test method 
peer review evaluation of two non-radioactive versions of the 
llNA, the llNA: DA and llNA: BrdU-elISA (ICCVAM, 
2009a, 2009b, 2009c). For both test methods, a single decision 
criteria for whether a substance was a sensitizer or non-sensitizer 
could not be identified that would provide the same sensitivity 
and specificity as the traditional LLNA for the chemicals evalu-
ated. However, in the llNA: BrdU-elISA, a decision criterion 
using a stimulation index (SI) ≥ 1.9 to classify substances as 
sensitizers was found to produce a false positive rate compared 
to the traditional llNA of 0% [0/9] and a positive predictivity 
of 100% (22/22), which was obviously considered acceptable 
(Fig. 4)1. A second decision criterion of SI ≤ 1.3 to classify sub-
stances as non-sensitizers was found to produce a false nega-
tive rate compared to the traditional llNA of 0% [0/22] and a 
negative predictivity of 100% (9/9) which also was considered 
acceptable (Fig. 4). 

However, there were five sensitizers and four non-sensitizers 
among the reference test substances that produced an SI greater 

than 1.3 and less than 1.9 in the llNA: BrdU-elISA. Accord-
ingly, SI results of greater than 1.3 and less than 1.9 were not 
considered sufficiently predictive to be used for hazard or safety 
decisions. to reduce the uncertainty associated with SI results 
in this range, additional information and data were considered 
necessary for evaluation in an integrated decision strategy to 
determine if this combined data would support a hazard deci-
sion. Additional information that could be considered included 
dose-response information, statistical comparison of treated vs. 
vehicle control groups, peptide reactivity, molecular weight, re-
sults from related substances, presence or absence of structural 
alerts, and in vitro and other testing data (Fig. 5).

The sensitivity and specificity associated with each of these 
other types of data or information must be available. For the 
llNA: BrdU-elISA, when an SI result occurs in the range of 
uncertainty, negative results for peptide reactivity and negative 
results in one or more in vitro assays for ACD were found to 
provide sufficient additional data to support a hazard decision 
as a non-sensitizer without resulting false negatives. this ap-
proach allowed an overall specificity of 100% for the validation 
database. 

NICeAtM and ICCVAM are currently assessing the other 
types of test method data and information that might be used in 
an integrated decision strategy for these two test methods. the 
sensitivity and specificity associate with the outcomes in each of 
these other types of data will need to be carefully assessed and 
incorporated into classification decisions. Successful applica-

Fig. 5: Sources of potentially relevant data and information for an integrated decision strategy for uncertain results in the 
LLNA: BrdU-ELISA

1 These results were obtained using the most prevalent outcome for substances that were tested multiple times.
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tion of the integrated decision strategy approach is expected to 
produce acceptable classification decisions and avoid the need 
for additional testing. 

10  Conclusions

Advances in science and innovative technologies are providing 
new opportunities to develop improved safety testing methods 
and strategies. Consideration of validation principles and po-
tential application to regulatory decision-making during early 
stages of research, development, and validation will help expe-
dite the scientific validation of these new methods and strate-
gies. Validation databases will need to adequately characterize 
the usefulness and limitations of new proposed test methods and 
strategies, and support determinations of whether the new meth-
od or approach can provide equivalent or improved protection 
compared to existing test methods. New methods and integrated 
strategies should be developed and validated in consultation 
with relevant stakeholders and national validation centers in or-
der to ensure adequate and appropriate studies. Comprehensive 
and optimal validation study designs are expected to expedite 
the validation and regulatory acceptance of new test methods 
and strategies that support improved safety assessments and 
contribute to reduced animal use for regulatory testing.
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1  Introduction

Performance standards communicate the basis by which new 
proprietary (i.e., copyrighted, trademarked, registered) and 
nonproprietary test methods are determined to be scientifically 
valid (i.e., have sufficient accuracy and reliability) for specific 
testing purposes. these performance standards, following ac-
ceptance by regulatory agencies, can then be used to evaluate 
the acceptability in terms of reliability and accuracy of other 
test methods that are based on similar scientific principles and 
measure or predict the same biological or toxic effect (Stokes 
et al., 2006). the development and availability of performance 
standards allow regulatory agencies to endorse proprietary test 
methods and include them in test guidelines. Performance stand-
ards also provide the basis for evaluating the acceptability of 
proposed test methods that are mechanistically and functionally 
similar to an adequately validated and accepted reference test 
method (Stokes and Schechtman, 2007). this paper describes 
the concept of performance standards and examples of recently 
developed performance standards for regulatory safety testing 
methods.

2  Elements of performance standards

Performance standards consist of three critical elements: 
• Essential test method components 

these consist of essential structural, functional, and pro-
cedural elements of a validated test method that should be 

included in the protocol of a proposed, mechanistically and 
functionally similar test method. these components include 
unique characteristics of the test method, critical procedural 
details, and quality control measures. Adherence to essential 
test method components will help to assure that a proposed 
test method is based on the same concepts as the correspond-
ing validated test method. 

• Minimum list of reference substances
 these are used to assess the accuracy and reliability of a pro-

posed, mechanistically and functionally similar test method. 
these substances are a representative subset of those used to 
demonstrate the reliability and the accuracy of the validated 
test method, but they should not be used to develop the deci-
sion criteria for the proposed test method. they are the mini-
mum number that should be used to evaluate the performance 
of a proposed, mechanistically and functionally similar test 
method. 

• Accuracy and reliability values 
 these values provide the standards that a proposed alternative 

test method should meet or exceed when evaluated using the 
minimum list of reference substances.

3   Process for developing performance standards

ICCVAM uses a detailed, transparent process for developing 
performance standards for new test methods that emphasizes 
independent peer review and the opportunity for stakehold-
er involvement (ICCVAM, 2003). First, NICeAtM and the 
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to expedite validation of new and revised test methods that are structurally and functionally similar to ac-
cepted test methods. As new innovative technologies become available that can be used to improve existing 
test methods or to develop similar test methods, the availability of performance standards will facilitate 
more rapid evaluation of these methods. Performance standards are based on the validated reference test 
method and consist of essential test method components, a minimum list of reference substances, and stand-
ards for accuracy/reliability. The routine development and availability of scientifically sound performance 
standards is expected to expedite the efficient validation of innovative and improved test methods and test-
ing strategies that provide for improved hazard assessments and the reduction, refinement, and replacement 
of animal use.
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appropriate ICCVAM working group develop proposed per-
formance standards based on available validation study data. 
this initial step includes input from working group liaisons 
designated by eCVAM, JaCVAM, and Health Canada. Alter-
natively, if a proposed test method sponsor proposes perform-
ance standards, these will be considered by ICCVAM at this 
stage.

the next step involves an international independent peer 
review of the proposed performance standards. A peer review 
panel comprised of experts from across the world evaluates 
the performance standards for completeness and appropri-
ateness during its evaluation of the validation status of the 
proposed test method. At this stage, the proposed perform-
ance standards are also made available with the test method 
submission to the public for comment prior to and during the 
peer review panel meeting. this public review process also 
allows for the performance standards to be considered by 
other national and international advisory committees such as 
the Scientific Advisory Committee on Alternative Toxicologi-
cal Methods (SACATM) and the ECVAM Scientific Advisory 
Committee (eSAC). 

the appropriate ICCVAM working group, with the assist-
ance of NICEATM, prepares the final performance standards 
for ICCVAM approval, taking into consideration all of the 
recommendations of the peer review panel, advisory com-
mittees, and public comments. Performance standards recom-
mended by ICCVAM are provided to Federal agencies and 
made available to the public so that they then can be refer-
enced as adopted by regulatory authorities in guidelines is-
sued for new test methods. 

4  Critical step: developing the reference  
substance list

the process for developing a list of performance standards ref-
erences substances should follow a step-wise process and con-
sider several selection criteria during this process. An initial 
list of candidate reference substances can be generated simply 
by identifying those within the validation database that are  
1) commercially available and 2) have high quality reference 
data demonstrating consistent results in the validated reference 
test method and in the in vivo or other reference test method. 
Substances that do not meet these criteria should not normally 
be considered as a reference substance. Once a qualifying list 
has been developed based on these essential criteria, additional 
selection criteria can be applied to prioritize the reference list. 
To the extent possible, the final list of performance standards 
substances should: 
– Represent the full range of responses that the validated test 

method is capable of measuring or predicting, from strong to 
moderate to weak effects, as well as negative effects

– Represent the relevant range of chemistry and chemical classes
– Representative the relevant range of physical properties (e.g., 

solids/liquids, molecular weight, solubility)
– Have data or experience (e.g. accidental exposures) available 

from the species of interest; i.e., human data if proposed for 
predicting human effects 

– Reflect the accuracy of the validated test method 
– Have well-defined chemical structures 
– Not be associated with excessive occupational or environ-

mental hazard or prohibitive disposal costs 
– Be readily available from commercial sources
– Have high quality data available from the validated reference 

test method and the in vivo or other reference test method

5  Development of performance standards for  
in vitro corrosivity test methods

Following the concepts detailed above, ICCVAM developed 
performance standards for three proprietary dermal corrosivity 
test methods previously recommended by ICCVAM: Corrosi-
tex®, ePISKIN™, and epiDerm™ (ICCVAM, 1999, 2002). 
ICCVAM also developed performance standards for the one 
non-proprietary test method (the rat skin transcutaneous elec-
trical resistance [teR] assay) that was also recommended by 
ICCVAM (ICCVAM, 2002). Due to the structural and func-
tional differences of these test methods, three different sets of 
performance standards were developed (ICCVAM, 2004). 

One set of performance standards was based on the recon-
structed human skin model systems (i.e., ePISKIN™, and 
epiDerm™). Because the validation database was larger for 
ePISKIN™ at the time, the standards were based on that 
method. In addition to the essential test method components, a 
minimum list of 24 substances was selected from the 60 sub-
stances used for validation of ePISKIN™; this included 12 
corrosives and 12 noncorrosives. the decision criteria for these 
assays (as well as the rat skin teR) do not allow detection of 
all United Nations corrosivity packing groups and instead dis-
tinguish between Category I, a combined Category II/III, and 
not corrosive. As a result, fewer substances were required for 
a balanced design and the final minimum substances included 
12 corrosive substances and 12 noncorrosive substances. the 
24 substances were selected based on commercial availability, 
representation of the full severity range of dermal corrosivity, 
and representation of relevant chemical classes. 

Another set of performance standards were developed for 
the rat skin teR, in which a minimum list of 24 substances 
was selected from those in the total validation database of 60 
chemicals. Again, commercial availability, representation of 
the full severity range of dermal corrosivity, and representa-
tion of relevant chemical classes were used as criteria for se-
lection. NICeAtM and ICCVAM recently submitted proposals 
to OeCD to update the tGs for these test methods (tG 430 
[rat skin teR] and tG 431 [human skin model systems]) with 
performance standards (OeCD, 2009a, 2009b). 

the third set of performance standards were developed for 
membrane barrier systems like Corrositex®. the candidate list 
used to select the proposed minimum reference substances for 
the membrane barrier was initially generated from the origi-
nal validation database of 163 substances. this was reduced 
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to 40 substances after considering the commercial availability 
of substances, representation of severity range of dermal cor-
rosivity (UN Packing Groups 1, 2, and 3); and representation 
from relevant chemical classes. In order to allow detection of 
all 4 United Nations corrosivity packing group categories (I, 
II, III, and not corrosive), the final list needed sufficient num-
bers of a balanced design. This resulted in the final selection 
of 12 Noncorrosive substances, 9 Packing Group I substances, 
9 Packing Group II substances, and 10 Packing Group III sub-
stances. OeCD test Guideline (tG) 435 (Membrane Barrier 
Systems) is the first OECD TG to include test method perform-
ance standards (OeCD, 2006).

6  Putting concepts into practice:  
performance standards for the murine  
Local Lymph Node Assay (LLNA)

Internationally harmonized performance standards for the ll-
NA were recently developed through collaboration between 
NICeAtM-ICCVAM, eCVAM, and JaCVAM. these perform-
ance standards will allow rapid assessment of the validity of 
modified versions of the traditional LLNA, such as those using 
non-radioisotopic methods. 

the candidate list used to select the proposed minimum ref-
erence substances for the llNA performance standards was 
initially generated from the database submitted to ICCVAM 
for the 1998 evaluation of the llNA. this database of 209 
substances was reduced to 127 candidate substances by identi-
fying those substances for which comparative guinea pig max-
imization (GPMt) or Buehler test (Bt) data were available. 
the availability of such data is important because any accu-
racy comparisons of new or revised methods must include the 
currently accepted regulatory test methods (i.e., in this case, 
the llNA, and the GPMt and/or Bt), as well as comparison 
to available human data and/or experience. limiting the list to 
substances with GPMt and Bt data that were collected using a 
standard protocol (e.g. ePA, 1998) and those with unequivocal 
llNA results reduced the set from 127 to 97. Substances must 
also be readily available from commercial sources. Further 
limiting the list of substances to those that are commercially 
available reduced the list from 97 to 81 candidate substances. 

the candidate list was then reduced to a candidate list of 40 
substances taking into consideration, where feasible, the fol-
lowing criteria:
– Maintaining similar accuracy statistics to those achieved in 

the original llNA validation report
– Availability of human testing data or experience

Fig. 1: Process for developing a minimum list of LLNA performance standards substances.
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– Maintaining approximately the same proportion of solids and 
liquids 

– Representing a relevant range of chemistry and chemical 
classes

– Providing an adequate range of responses in the llNA, from 
strong to weak to negative

– Consideration of substances used in the Japanese Center for the 
Validation of Alternative Methods (JaCVAM) validation stud-
ies and in draft performance standards proposed by eCVAM

A final list of 22 proposed reference substances was then selected 
from the list of 40 candidate substances based on the selection 
criteria (ICCVAM, 2009). Figure 1 provides a breakdown of the 
impact of specific criteria on the list of candidate substances.

7  Development of internationally harmonized 
LLNA performance standards

ICCVAM released draft performance standards to the public 
for comment on September 12, 2007 (NIeHS, 2007b). Con-
currently, two other international validation organizations, 
eCVAM and JaCVAM, were also independently developing 
llNA performance standards. eCVAM was independently 
drafting llNA performance standards that could be used to 
evaluate a non-radioactive llNA test method submitted from 
a european developer (ehling et al., 2005), and JaCVAM was 
drafting performance standards that could be applied to two 
non-radioactive llNA methods for which validation studies 
were underway (takeyoshi et al., 2001; Idehara et al., 2008). 

Harmonized performance standards were viewed as critical 
for the success of efforts to reduce, refine, and replace the use 
of animals in regulatory testing for allergic contact dermatitis 
testing. therefore, NICeAtM and ICCVAM invited eCVAM 
and JaCVAM to designate liaisons to the ICCVAM Immunoto-
xicity Working Group (IWG) in order to work closely together 

to develop internationally harmonized performance standards. 
Input was also obtained from the eCVAM task Force on Skin 
Sensitization (Basketter et al., 2008). 

After consideration of these comments, a revised version 
was made available to an ICCVAM Independent expert Peer 
Review Panel (Panel) for consideration at a public meeting in 
March 2008 (ICCVAM, 2009). the revised draft performance 
standards were also made available to the public for comment 
in advance of the Panel meeting, and all comments received 
were provided to the Panel for their consideration. the Panel’s 
conclusions and recommendations were made available to the 
public and to SACAtM and eSAC for comment. the Panel 
Report and all comments by the public, eSAC, and SACAtM 
were considered by ICCVAM in preparing final LLNA per-
formance standards recommendations for public release and 
submittal to U.S. Federal agencies (ICCVAM, 2009). table 1 
provides a summary of the timeline associated with the devel-
opment of harmonized llNA performance standards, which 
recently culminated with a proposal to update OeCD tG 429 
(OeCD, 2002) with these performance standards. 

8  Conclusions

Performance standards allow for expedited validation of inno-
vative and improved versions of validated and accepted refer-
ence test methods that may provide advantages such as greater 
accuracy and efficiency. An appropriate set of high quality ref-
erence substances that can be readily obtained is critical for 
adequate performance standards. these reference substances 
should be selected from a robust database of commercially 
available candidate substances. therefore, it is essential that 
stakeholders facilitate the collection and public availability of 
high quality reference substance data to support robust per-
formance standards. Performance standards are now routinely 

Tab. 1: Timeline for the Development of ICCVAM Performance Standards for the LLNA

Date Event

Jan 10, 2007 ICCVAM nomination from the CPSC

May 17, 2007 ICCVAM public request for comments, Panel nominations, and data (NIEHS, 2007a) 

Sep 12, 2007 Draft ICCVAM LLNA Performance Standards (PS) released for public comment (NIEHS, 2007b)

Sep 25-27, 2007 ECVAM Workshop on an evaluation of performance standards and alternative endpoints  
 for the LLNA (Basketter et al., 2008). 

Jan 8, 2008 Revised draft PS published for public comment (NIEHS, 2008)

Mar 4-6, 2008 ICCVAM Independent Peer Review Panel Meeting, CPSC Headquarters, Bethesda, MD;  
 public meeting with opportunity for oral public comments. 

Sep 23-24, 2008 ECVAM/JaCVAM/ICCVAM meeting on internationally harmonized LLNA PS

Oct-Nov 2008 ICCVAM (Oct 29) and ESAC (Nov 5) endorse harmonized LLNA PS

Jun 2009 Circulation of revised OECD TG 429 with LLNA PS
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developed and incorporated in national and international guide-
lines and are consistent with international guidance on valida-
tion and regulatory acceptance as outlined in OeCD Guidance 
Document 34 (OeCD, 2005). 
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1  Introduction 

It is now recognised that replacing animals by in vitro systems 
for assessment of medium- to long-term toxicity of drugs or 
general chemicals requires an integration of pharmacokinetics 
(Bouvier d̓Yvoire et al., 2007). Predicting in vivo drug toxicity 
from in vitro testing requires modelling the absorption, distribu-
tion, metabolism and excretion (ADME) processes that are not 
reproduced in vitro. For equal input doses, the concentrations 
to which in vitro systems are exposed may not correspond to 
the target tissue exposure experienced in vivo. INERIS, Simcyp 
Limited, the German Cancer Research Centre, Emergentec Bi-
odevelopment GmbH and eCVAM, which constitute the model-
ling team of the European project PREDICT-IV, will integrate 
prediction models for ADMe processes into global generic 
physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models able to 
simulate concentration-time profiles in human or rat blood and 

tissues. In vivo drug toxicity will be predicted by coupling the 
predicted target tissue concentration profiles to dose-response 
relationships observed in vitro. Human variability will be evalu-
ated for each component of the approach.

While the establishment of predictive dose-response rela-
tionships for neurotoxicity, liver and kidney toxicity is a very  
important part of the project, this article focuses on the progress 
made so far on PBPK modelling by PREDICT-IV.

PBPK models are increasingly used in drug development and 
regulatory toxicology to predict the kinetics and metabolism of 
substances in the body (Barton et al., 2007; Bouvier d’Yvoire et 
al., 2007; Loizou et al., 2008). In these models, the body is rep-
resented by a set compartments corresponding to specific organs 
or tissues, and the transfers or transports of drugs are dictated 
by various physiological flows (blood, bile, pulmonary ventila-
tion, etc.) (Bois and Paxman, 1992). A system of differential 
equations can be written, with parameters representing blood 
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Summary
Predicting in vivo drug toxicity from in vitro testing requires modelling those processes that are not  
reproduced in vitro. The most obvious difference between the two settings is the lack of integrated absorp-
tion, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) that govern target tissue exposure in vivo. For equal 
input doses, the concentrations to which in vitro systems are exposed may not correspond to those found  
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models. Examples of simulations of concentration-time profiles for diazepam and ciclosporin A, in various 
human or rat organs and tissues, are presented here. The in vivo toxicity of drugs will be forecasted by 
coupling the predicted target tissue concentration profiles to dose-response relationships observed in vitro. 
Human variability will be evaluated for each component of the approach.
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flow rates, organ volumes etc., for which information is avail-
able in the published scientific literature or may be obtainable in 
vitro (Woodruff and Bois, 1993; Parrott et al., 2005). Numerical 
integration of that differential system computes the quantity and 
concentration of the drug considered in each compartment as 
a function of time and exposure dose. Indeed, such a descrip-
tion of the body is approximate, if not rough, but a balance has 
to be found between precision (and therefore complexity) and 
simplicity (ease of use).

We will briefly describe the global approach taken by  
PREDICT-IV to integrate experimental evidence for a predic-
tive approach to toxicology. We will then describe Simcyp’s 
generic PBPK model and the specific parameter setting adopted 
for ciclosporin A and diazepam in rats and humans. Modelling 
results for those two substances are presented and discussed.

2  Methods

General modelling framework
Figure 1 presents graphically the integrated prediction and vali-
dation framework of PREDICT-IV. In vitro studies will pro-
vide the necessary data for the development of a set of ADMe 
QSARs and multivariate dose-response models for cellular and 
organ-level effects. Those models will be coupled to a generic 
PBPK model and will provide an in silico pharmacokinetic-
pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) tool predictive of medium- to 
long-term toxicity. In order to validate that tool, its predictions 
for plasma and tissue drug levels will be confronted with phar-
macokinetic data obtained in humans or rats. We do not expect 
to get enough data relating plasma to pathological effects in 
humans. Therefore the pharmacodynamic component will be 

Fig. 1: Graphic representation of the integrated prediction 
and validation framework of PREDICT-IV.
Left panel: Predictive component of project in vitro studies will 
provide the necessary data for the development of a set of ADME 
QSARs and multivariate dose-response models for cellular and 
organ-level effects. Those models will be coupled to a generic 
PBPK model for humans and rats and will provide an in silico 
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) tool predictive of 
medium- to long-term toxicity. Right panel: In order to validate 
that tool, its predictions for plasma and tissue drug levels will be 
confronted to pharmacokinetic data obtained in humans or rats. 
To relate plasma to pathological effects, the pharmacodynamic 
component will be validated on the basis of published animal (rat) 
data.

Fig. 2: Graphic representation of the physiologically based 
pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model of the human or rat body.
The model structure is the same for rats and humans, but 
parameter values and corresponding absorption, distribution, 
metabolism and excretion (ADME) sub-models differ between 
species. Dosing can be by intravenous injection (i.v.) or per os 
(p.o.) (the dermal and inhalation routes are being developed 
for humans). The liver and gut are sites of metabolism. Renal 
excretion takes place in the kidney. Solving numerically the 
corresponding set of differential equations yields the time-course 
of the quantity or concentration of a given drug in any of the 
organs or tissues included in the model.
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validated on the basis of already published rat data. We do not 
expect perfect predictions of pharmacokinetics or toxicity data, 
and meta-analysis models will be developed to analyse and 
correct for the discrepancies.

Simcyp’s generic PBPK models
The structure of the PBPK model developed by Simcyp for rats 
and humans is shown in Figure 2. A set of ADME sub-models, 
able to predict substance-specific parameter values for a large 
range of molecules, is already coupled to this model (Howgate 
et al., 2006; Jamei et al., 2009a,b,c). Obviously, while the model 
structure remains the same, parameter values and correspond-
ing absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) 
sub-models differ between species. Dosing can be by intrave-
nous injection (i.v.) or per os (p.o.) (the dermal and inhalation 
routes are also developed for humans). The liver and gut are 
sites of metabolism. Renal excretion takes place in the kidney. 
Solving numerically the corresponding set of differential equa-
tions yields the time-course of the quantity or concentration 
of a given drug in any of the organs or tissues included in the 
model.

Specific parameters for diazepam in rats
Simcyp also provides default parameter values for diazepam 
with its rat model. A total in vivo clearance of 20.4 ml/min  
is reported (Klotz et al., 1976; Igari et al., 1983). To model  
the extra-hepatic metabolism of diazepam in rats, hepatic clear-
ance was set equal to three-quarters of total clearance (CLiv = 
0.75 × CLtot = 15.3 ml/min; CLr = 0.25 × CLtot = 5.1 ml/min).

The intravenous injection of 1.2 mg/kg used by Igari et al. 
(1983) in their experiments on Wistar rats was simulated.

Specific parameters for diazepam in humans
Diazepam is not part of the default substances provided by 
Simcyp’s human model. We used the physico-chemical char-
acteristics specified by Simcyp’s rat model (molecular weight:  
284.7 g/mol; log octanol to water partition coefficient: 2.9; 
monoprotic base with a pKa of 3.4). Blood binding param-
eters where obtained from the literature (fraction unbound in 
plasma, fup: 0.022; blood to plasma ratio: 0.58) (Klotz et al., 
1975; Klotz, 1985; Jones and Larsson, 2004). Tissue-to-plasma 
concentration ratios (Kp) were automatically estimated by the 
corresponding ADME model. For in vivo clearance, CLiv, the 
published value of 1.596 L/h was used (Klotz et al., 1975).

To simulate Klotz et al. (1975) data, a two-minute intravenous 
infusion of 0.1 mg/kg diazepam was simulated for a representa-
tive healthy volunteer, followed up for 72 h.

Specific parameters for ciclosporin A in rats
Ciclosporin A was not one of the drugs predefined for in  
Simcyp’s rat model. We used the physico-chemical properties 
provided by the Simcyp’s human model (molecular weight: 
1202 g/mol; log octanol to water partition coefficient: 4.3; 
neutral compound). Blood binding parameters where obtained 
from the literature (fraction unbound in plasma, fup: 0.062; 
fraction unbound in blood, fub: 0.05 for intravenous doses up 
to 6 mg/kg and 0.094 for doses above) (Kawai et al., 1998; 
Tanaka et al., 2000). The tissue-to-plasma concentration ratios 

Tab. 1: Tissue-to-blood partition coefficients used for  
ciclosporin A in rats.

Tissue  Dose (mg/kg)
 1.2 6 30
Adipose 8.36 7.77 4.94
Bone 2.81 3.76 1.08
Brain 0.01a 0.30 0.53
Gut 6.39 6.49 2.55
Heart 7.29 5.74 2.52
Kidneys 9.54 12.90 4.42
Liver 14.63 13.64 5.67
Lungs 8.85 6.32 5.79
Muscle 1.22 1.46 0.71
Skin 5.17 3.04 1.12
Spleen 9.15 8.64 3.61
aThe brain concentration was below the limit of detection in Tanaka 
et al., (2000).

Fig. 3: Model predictions and published data on diazepam 
pharmacokinetics in the rat.
The rat PBPK model was run to simulate the intravenous 
administration of 1.25 mg/kg diazepam to Wistar rats (Igari et al., 
1983). The solid lines represent the predicted time courses. The 
dots represent the corresponding data (average concentrations 
measured in 3 to 5 rats).
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(or partition coefficients, Kp) (Tab. 1) were derived by multi-
plying published tissue-to-blood ratios (Tanaka et al., 2000) by  
fup / fub. 

In vivo plasma clearance values were derived from tanaka 
et al. (2000) by multiplying the blood clearance by fup / fub:  
(CLiv: 0.82 ml/min for an intravenous dose of 1.2 mg/kg;  
0.94 ml/min for 6 mg/kg; 0.35 ml/min for 30 mg/kg). Three 
experiments on Sprague-Dawley rats with 2-min intravenous 
infusions of 1.2 mg/kg, 6 mg/kg and 30 mg/kg ciclosporin A, 
respectively, were simulated (Tanaka et al., 2000).

Specific parameters for ciclosporin A in humans
Simcyp provides default parameter values for ciclosporin A 
pharmacokinetics in humans. We used the predefined “healthy 
volunteers” population. To match the characteristics of the 
population studied by Gupta et al. (1990), the reference body 
mass of the subjects was set to an average of 64 kg, with age 
ranging from 24 to 34 years, with 50% males. The duration of 
the simulated study was 24 h after an oral administration of 
10 mg/kg of ciclosporin A. A first-order oral absorption model 
was used, with rate constant 0.91 h -1 (Kawai, et al., 1998).

For extrapolation to a larger population the age range was 
set from 20 to 70 years. To study variability, Monte Carlo 
simulations (Bois et al., 1990, 1991; Bois and Paxman, 1992; 
Rostami-Hodjegan and Tucker, 2007) of 100 subjects were 
performed.

3  Results

Diazepam in rats and humans
A set of simulations was performed to compare the model pre-
dictions to actual data published on rat and human diazepam 
pharmacokinetics. Only minimal adjustments to the param-
eter values, as described in the Methods section, were made.  
Figure 3 shows the results obtained for the rat. Only plasma, 
brain, liver and kidney data (Igari, et al., 1983) and model  
simulations are shown, because these are the compartments of 
primary interest in PREDICT-IV. Similar results are obtained in 
the other tissues.

Figure 4 presents similar results in human plasma. The ex-
perimental data of Klotz et al. (1975) for two healthy volunteers 
are slightly overestimated, but we have not attempted here to 
account for the heterogeneity of the human population. 

Ciclosporin A in rats and humans
Figure 5 shows the data obtained by Tanaka et al. (2000) in 
Sprague-Dawley rats after intravenous administrations of  
1.2, 6 or 30 mg/kg of ciclosporin. The model-predicted time 
courses are shown in the same Figure. Here again, no specific 
adjustment was made to “fit” the data beyond the obvious adap-
tations mentioned in the Methods section.

For humans, Figure 6 shows the data of Gupta et al. (1990), 
obtained after oral administration of 10 mg/kg of ciclosporin 
A to a healthy volunteer, in low fat or high fat diet conditions. 

Fig. 4: Model predictions and published data on diazepam 
time course in human plasma.
The human PBPK model (solid line) was run to simulate the 
intravenous administration of 0.1 mg/kg diazepam to human 
healthy volunteers. The data correspond to those obtained in two 
subjects (circles and squares, respectively) by (Klotz et al., 1975).

Fig. 5: Model predictions and published data on ciclosporin A 
pharmacokinetics in the rat.
The rat PBPK model was run to simulate the intravenous 
administration of 1.2, 6 or 30 mg/kg ciclosporin to Sprague-Dawley 
rats (Tanaka et al., 2000). The solid lines represent the predicted 
time courses. The dots (circles: 30 mg/kg dose; squares: 6 mg/
kg dose; diamonds: 1.2 mg/kg dose) represent the corresponding 
data (average concentrations measured in 3 rats).
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Monte Carlo simulation of 100 similar subjects (diet not consid-
ered) was performed, and the average, 5th and 95th percentiles  
of the simulated values are plotted.

Figure 7 illustrates the very purpose of all this modelling ex-
ercise: predicting the concentration time-course of a substance 
(here ciclosporin A) in the brain, liver and kidney for a varied hu-
man population. We simulated 100 healthy subjects, aged from 
20 to 70 years, taking a daily dose of 10 mg/kg of ciclosporin A 
for 60 days. Note that during the first week of treatment, liver 
exposure is the highest of the three, but brain exposure after  
60 days is higher than liver or kidney exposure. 

4  Discussion

Predicting organ toxicity beyond acute effects is a significant 
scientific challenge. The team of PREDICT-IV is taking an in-
clusive approach to the problem, coupling in vitro testing, in 
silico ADME, PBPK and dose-response models in an integrated 
predictive tool. An important aspect of the work will be the 
validation, or benchmarking, of the model predictions with a 
set of about 30 reference drugs, known for their neurotoxicity, 
hepatotoxicity or kidney toxicity. To that effect, Simcyp Ltd has 
already extended its human pharmacokinetic model and devel-
oped a rat model. The results presented here are indeed limited 
to only two compounds, diazepam and ciclosporin, but give an 
idea of the quality of the predictions obtained with the current 

model. We will test the approach with a whole set of reference 
drugs, and we even expect improvements when additional, more 
precise, ADME properties prediction models are included.

We have performed Monte Carlo simulation here to describe 
inter-individual variability only to a limited extent, and only for 
ciclosporin A. This type of simulation will be performed for 
more diverse populations, potentially more susceptible to organ 
toxicity. Accessing this type of results is difficult for in vitro 
testing alone, hence the synergy with mathematical modelling, 
which is one of the goals of PREDICT-IV.

the results presented here go only as far as the prediction 
of organ exposures after medium-term repeated administration 
of a drug. We could have extended our simulations to longer 
times or different doses, but stable values were obtained for 
ciclosporin A after 60 days of dosing, and we would have gained 
no more insight with additional follow-up. Obviously this may 
not be true for other compounds and will have to be assessed on 
a case by case basis. In any case, long-term target organ expo-
sure is the relevant measure of dose for the prediction of organ 
toxicity after sustained exposure. We have still to couple our 
PBPK model to dose-response models for a complete PK/PD 
approach. The dose-response component will also add a time 
dimension of its own, but the work on correlated multi-dimen-
sional dose-response models in PREDICT-IV has just begun.

We are focusing on local organ toxicity, for which the target 
tissue concentration can be considered as the relevant measure 
of dose. Systemic toxicity would be much more of a challenge, 

Fig. 6: Modelled and observed ciclosporin A 
pharmacokinetics in human blood.
The data of Gupta et al. (1990), obtained after oral administration 
of 10 mg/kg of ciclosporin A to a healthy volunteer, are represented 
by either circles (low fat diet conditions) or squares (high fat diet). 
The thick solid line represents the corresponding average model 
predictions for 100 similar subjects (diet not considered). The thin 
lines indicate the 5th and 95th percentiles of the 100 simulated 
values.

Fig. 7: Predictions of long-term ciclosporin A 
pharmacokinetics in humans.
Time course of ciclosporin A concentrations predicted in the brain, 
liver and kidney of healthy subjects, aged from 20 to 70 years, 
and taking a daily dose of 10 mg/kg of ciclosporin A. The lines 
represent the average concentrations at any time for 100 simulated 
subjects. The bars at the right indicate the range (from 5th to 95th 
percentiles) of concentrations found in the organs after 60 days 
of treatment. These are relevant values for the prediction of organ 
toxicity after sustained exposure.
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combining effects of the dysfunction of several organs. Howev-
er, we are only a step away from being able to describe the toxic 
effects of co-administered substances, since our models are able 
to account for at least pharmacokinetic and metabolic interac-
tions (Rostami-Hodjegan and Tucker, 2004; Bois, submitted). 
We are therefore confident in our ability to make significant 
contributions to the 3Rs agenda and to predictive clinical and 
environmental toxicology in the near future.
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1  Introduction

ReACH (Registration, evaluation, Authorisation and Restric-
tion of Chemical substances) is the new european legislation on 
chemicals and their safe use. the aim of ReACH is to protect 
human health and the environment. to do this, it requires in-
dustry (manufacturers and importers) to provide detailed physi-
cochemical, toxicological and ecotoxicological information (in 
function of the tonnage) on the chemicals they produce/import 
in order to ensure a safe use of these chemicals. the current data 
is insufficient, and REACH foresees the fulfilling of this data 
gap. Obviously, the production of the required data with classi-
cal toxicological tests implies the use of an increased number of 
animals for regulatory testing. One of the innovations introduced 
by ReACH legislation is the emphasis on avoiding unnecessary 
testing and waste of animal lives, so data sharing, extrapolation 
from similar compounds and alternative testing methods – like 
in vitro or in silico ones – are encouraged to limit the amount of 
newly required tests (Regulation (eC) No 1907/2006).

the so-called “non-testing methods” include Quantitative 
Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR). QSAR takes advan-
tage of already existing toxicological data to analyse in silico if 
a relationship can be established between the intrinsic chemical 
properties of the compounds already investigated with animal 
tests and their activity observed in vivo, for instance a specific 
toxicological behaviour. QSAR methods are already widely ap-
plied, for instance in the USA or Canada, for regulatory pur-
poses (Jaworska et al., 2003). 

Furthermore, many free and commercial tools are available. 
For instance, the OeCD QSAR toolbox (http://www.oecd.org/
document/54/0,3343,en_2649_34379_42923638_1_1_1_1,00.
html) provides data, similarity analysis, read-across and QSAR 
models and the Joint Research Centre in Ispra (Pavan and Worth, 
2008) made available a series of tools to facilitate and promote 
the computational toxicology. 

In the last years, thanks to new techniques, advanced algo-
rithms and to new molecular descriptors, many new in silico 
models have been developed, which can in principle be used 
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to satisfy the requirements of ReACH. However, models for 
regulatory purposes require special attention and validation. Al-
though the ReACH legislation promotes the use of alternative 
tests, there are still problems regarding the acceptability of the 
in silico models. 

One of these is the data quality; good experimental data are 
necessary to build a good model, but databases with reliable 
data exist only for some endpoints. A second problem is the ap-
plicability domain of the models: each model had to establish 
for which chemicals it can give good predictions.

the CAeSAR project aims to cover the lack of data using in 
silico models for five REACH-relevant endpoints chosen among 
those with the highest animal consumption. In this project in 
silico models were developed to predict the biological activity 
of chemicals for five REACH-relevant endpoints chosen among 
those with the highest animal consumption. 

they were chosen using two criteria:
– to address those endpoints estimated to require the highest 

number of animals for testing overall
– to check the availability of experimental data for chemical 

compounds to be used as examples for building the predictive 
models

For this purpose the list of endpoints globally requiring the larg-
est number of in vivo experiments within ReACH was extrapo-
lated from the publication compiled by van der Jagt et al. (2004) 
(tab. 1). Some of the endpoints requiring the largest number of 
animals to satisfy ReACH requirements could not be addressed 
with QSAR due to the paucity of experimental data. For this 
reason, on the basis of the criteria indicated above, i.e. the end-
points listed in Table 1 and data availability, the five endpoints 
chosen for the development of the quantitative structure-activity 
relationship (QSAR) models were:
– Bioconcentration factor,
– Skin sensitisation,
– Mutagenicity,
– Carcinogenicity,
– Developmental toxicity (teratogenicity).
Using non-testing methods it is possible to reduce the number of 
animal tests and the costs of the tests. Moreover, with QSAR it 
is possible to proceed in batch, testing many compounds at the 
same time, providing a rapid way of screening a large number 
of compounds to prioritise test need.

2  Materials and methods

Dataset preparation
Once the five endpoints were selected, although this choice was 
also driven by a preliminary analysis of available toxicological 
data, a dataset was prepared for each of the investigated activi-
ties. Starting from the data reported in the original references 
(tab. 2), a time-consuming process of data checking was estab-
lished to ensure data quality and to develop the QSAR models 
on a sound basis.

the quality of the data, which is important for all QSAR mod-
els, is even more fundamental in the case of models for regula-
tory purposes. For this reason, toxicity data from the original 
sources were checked and compared with other sources wher-
ever possible.

Tab. 1: List of endpoints ordered according to the total  
number of animals estimated to be used to satisfy REACH 
requirements as indicated by van der Jagt et al. (2004).

Endpoints

1. Two-generation reprotoxicity
2. Developmental toxicity studies
3. Further mutagenicity studies
4. Skin sensitisation
5. Long-term fish toxicity
6. Developmental toxicity screening
7. Accumulation
8. Short-term repeated dose
9. Carcinogenicity
10. Sub-chronic toxicity
11. Long-term repeated toxicity
12. Short-term fish toxicity
13. Acute inhalation toxicity
14. Acute dermal toxicity
15. Acute oral toxicity
16. In vivo eye irritation
17. In vivo skin irritation
18. Long-term bird toxicity

Tab. 2: Characteristics of the five datasets used to develop QSAR models, their splitting into training and test sets and reference 
to the original experimental values.

Datasets Total number of Number of compounds Number of compounds Original source of
 compounds for each in the training set in the test set experimental data
 dataset
BCF 473 387 95 Dimitrov et al., 2005
Skin sensitisation 209 167 42 Gerberick et al., 2005
Mutagenicity 4204 3367 837 Kazius et al., 2005
Carcinogenicity 805 644 161 Gold et al., 2008 
Developmental toxicity 292 234 58 Arena et al., 2004
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Furthermore, besides the quality of the experimental data 
of the compounds, all chemical structures of these substances 
were processed in order to increase the quality of the data used 
as input. In this way we verified that quite a large number of 
compounds present in these data collections were not suitable 
for QSAR modelling, because the information on the chemical 
structure was incomplete or misleading. Within CAeSAR much 
time was spent on checking all the chemical structures of the 
thousands of compounds listed in table 2. 

At least two independent persons verified the structures in-
dividually with the help of web browsers specific for chemical 
structure searching and verifying the matching with the IUPAC 
names. Some compounds were omitted if insufficient data were 
available to establish an accurate structure, or if they presented 
some characteristics not suitable for QSAR (e.g. mixtures, com-
plexes).

Chemical descriptors and fragments were used to encode the 
chemical structure of each compound. Only 2-dimensional de-
scriptors were used, because they are simpler and because no 
improvement in model results was found when using 3D-de-
scriptors alone or combined with 2D-descriptors. 2D-descrip-
tors are numerical values insensitive to a change in the molecu-
lar conformation, which occurs when the spatial arrangement of 
atoms in the molecule is modified through the free rotation of 
the atoms about single chemical bonds. 

there are two main advantages of using 2D-descriptors in this 
kind of application (QSAR models for regulatory purposes):
1. they do not require optimisation of the conformation, which 

requires users with some computational chemistry skills and is 
most typically done manually or using stochastic approaches. 
thus 2D-descriptors produce more reproducible results than 
3D-descriptors. Reproducibility is a highly desirable feature 
in case of models for regulatory purposes.

2. they are calculated more rapidly.
Several main classes of 2D-descriptors were used for this 
project:
– Constitutional descriptors can be defined as descriptors re-

flecting the molecular composition of a compound without 
connectivity and geometry information. 

– Topological descriptors are descriptors reflecting the molecu-
lar connectivity without geometry information.

– Fragments represent the counting of specific functional groups 
or atom types in a molecule.

– Physico-chemical descriptors refer to physico-chemical mo-
lecular properties, such as boiling point, melting point, water 
solubility, lipophilicity, free energy of solvation, etc. Among 
them, the octanol-water partition coefficient, LogP, when 
given as logarithm, has been the attribute used by most inves-
tigators to correlate structure and toxic effects. the octanol-
water partition coefficient is a measure of the hydrophobicity 
of a substance and of its ability to pass cell membranes. It 
is important to mention that logP cannot describe chemical 
features such as the compound reactivity, meaning the pos-
sibility for a substance to dissociate or react, giving a number 
of by-products.

these classes, together with the software package used for com-
puting them in CAeSAR, are summarised in table 3. 

Finally, each dataset was divided into a training set and a 
test set. the training set consisted of the chemicals provided 
as learning examples to the algorithms to search for the best 
relationship between descriptors and toxicity, while the test set 
represented a group of chemicals used to assess the predictivity 
of the QSAR models.

20% of the compounds were assigned to the test set according 
to the chemical composition of each dataset. table 2 shows the 
number of compounds used for the five QSAR models and how 
they were split into training and test sets.

Modelling approaches
Within CAeSAR we used methods to produce continuous val-
ues (regression methods) or categories (classifiers), depending 
on the endpoints, the kind of information available on the toxi-
cological endpoint and REACH specifications. A wide range of 
algorithms was used, such as multiple linear regression (MlR), 
support vector machines (SVM), adaptive fuzzy partition (AFP), 
artificial neural networks (ANN), etc.. Genetic algorithm (GA) 
was in some cases used to select the most useful descriptors.

In some cases hybrid models were obtained, combining more 
than one mode or different modelling philosophies. this im-
proved the overall performances. 

Implementation of models
the models (which means the algorithms which calculate the 
property based on chemical descriptors) developed within CAe-
SAR are freely available and were implemented using Java. In 
most cases we had to re-write the models in order to avoid the 
use of commercial software for the calculation of chemical de-
scriptors. We made a special agreement with the developers of 
Dragon, and we also used descriptors developed by the US ePA 
within a collaboration agreement.

Tab. 3: Classes of 2D-descriptors used for modelling purposes 
and software package used for computing them.

2D-descriptor classes Software tools
 Codessaa

Constitutional Dragonb

 MDL QSARc

 Codessaa

Topological Dragonb

 MDL QSARc

Fragments Dragonb

 ACDd

Physico-chemical Pallase

 Dragonb

a Codessa, v.2.21, Gainesville, FL: University of Florida, 1995.
b Dragon, v.5.4, Talete Srl, Milan, Italy, 2005.
c MDL QSAR v.2.2, MDL Information Systems Inc.,  
   San Leandro, CA, 2003.
d ACD/Lab v.10.0, LogD Suite. Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc.,  
   Toronto, ON, Canada, 2006.
e Pallas v.3.0, PrologD module. CompuDrug Chemistry Ltd.,  
   Budapest, Hungary, 1995.
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In this way, it has been possible to develop a special web site, 
which can be used to calculate the property of interest starting 
from the simple chemical structure. The file formats supported 
are SMILES string and sdf files explicitly including all hydro-
gen atoms.

the application developed is a Java based platform that in-
cludes one model for each endpoint. It has been developed like 
a container in which all the integrated models are handled as 
separate blocks, like plug-ins, that can be updated separately 
from the rest of the software. this kind of structure allows inte-
grating more models into the application in the future.

the application has been developed as a Client-Server appli-
cation. this means that the user interacts directly with a graphic 
interface (the client-side application), where it is possible to 
select the molecules for which toxicity is to be predicted, visu-
alise the results and export results/reports. the client interacts 
via internet connection with the server on which the server-side 
application is installed. this application integrates the predic-
tive models as modules. the server-side application takes the 
molecules as inputs from the client, submits them to the correct 
module (where all calculations are made) and then sends the 
results to the client application.

Tool for similarity and applicability domain
the safe use of QSAR models for regulatory purposes should 
take advantage of the availability of tools to assess if a QSAR 
model can be used for the particular chemical of interest. In-
deed, a QSAR model for regulatory purposes has to be a good 
model from a technical point of view (general condition for 
the quality of the model) and for the specific application for 
ReACH (and thus has to be optimised for that purpose). But 
this is not enough, because this refers to a general assessment 

of the model. A hypothetical user might be interested in a 
single compound or in a series of chemicals. thus, the gen-
eral assessment should be focussed on the specific interests 
of the user.

For this purpose, we developed an additional tool capable of 
showing the chemicals present in the training set of the model 
that are most similar to the compound of interest, along with 
their predicted and experimental values, and the value of a 
similarity index. In this way, the user can see and evaluate in a 
very transparent way whether the queried compound is reason-
ably similar to any used to optimise the model, and whether 
predictions for similar compounds were good or not. the sim-
ilarity index is calculated automatically by Dragon software 
on the basis of the chemical structure described by a pool of 
chemical descriptors and fragments.

3  Results 

The applet
Many models have been developed based on commercial 
software for computing the chemical descriptors. So far, one 
model for each endpoint was implemented: one model provid-
ing continuous values for BCF and four models classifying the 
compound as toxic or non-toxic for the remaining endpoints. 
The classification models are skewed in the direction of being 
conservative (avoiding as much as possible the situation of as-
suming the compound to be non-toxic while it is toxic). Any-
way, for the models developed for the most complex endpoints 
(particularly carcinogenicity and developmental toxicity) the 
role of QSAR models is as support for a general assessment, 
which is based on a series of data and information also in view 

Fig. 1: A screenshot of the panel for 
using the CAESAR model.
Example of the first step (importing 
molecules) applied to the BCF model.
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of the quite limited number of the compounds available to 
build up the model.

In the future, other complementary models might be imple-
mented to offer a more balanced view or to enlarge the chemical 
space covered by these models.

In Figure 1 is shown the graphical interface for the use of 
the CAeSAR models using the BCF as example. Compounds 
might be inserted manually or copied from other sources and 
then uploaded. Alternatively they can be imported from other 
files in one of the two supported file formats (.smi or .sdf files). 
the list of compounds and their SMIleS codes (independent 
of the uploaded file format) are displayed in the table with the 
chemical formula of the selected compound (highlighted with a 
coloured background) on the right hand side. 

Moving to the second step (Fig. 2), results are displayed both 
in terms of the intrinsic units used in the model (logarithmic 
ones) and the predicted final BCF value. Some remarks might 
also be displayed highlighting those predictions that might be 
unreliable because they are out of the applicability domain of 
the model.

For each compound, in addition to the prediction of the end-
point properties, the six most similar molecules found in the 
whole dataset used for building and testing the model can be 
displayed. From the analysis of these chemicals it is possible 
to verify how well the model was behaving in that specific 
chemical space and to speculate about the consistency of the 
prediction.

Finally, results can be exported in a tabulated format (very 
useful if many compounds have been calculated) or in a more 
detailed .pdf format that maintains all the details about each sin-
gle prediction (remarks and similar compounds). An example of 
the .pdf report is shown in Figure 3.

The quality protocol
the main aims of quality protocol adopted were:
– Conformity: the models conform to requirements.
– Reliability: the models produce a reliable prediction, accord-

ing to specified criteria.
– Reproducibility: the models have to give the same results 

when tested by a second user.
– transparency: the deliverables and all model components 

must be well documented; all steps, processes, algorithms and 
a theoretical description of the system are accessible to the 
interested potential user.

– testability: Rigorous tests for validation have been per-
formed.

– Efficiency: The models must use resources in the best and 
most effective manner. 

– Portability: the software can be easily ported on different en-
vironments and computers.

All these conditions were verified. As already described, all 
structures were checked individually, and data were evaluated 
in order to use values of high quality only. 

As described, these models have been implemented using 
Java. As a result, all CAeSAR models have been rebuilt in this 
language, and this required a complete check of all the equa-
tions and results. thus, this activity also addressed the repro-
ducibility of the results, repeating the model-building in another 
situation. 

The quality control of the final model involved also the com-
mon information technology testing, with debugging activities, 
and checks done with up to 900 compounds tested simultane-
ously.

the models were tested on different browsers and operative 
systems.

Fig. 2: A screenshot of the panel for 
using the CAESAR model.
Example of the second step (display of 
the predicted toxicities) applied to the 
BCF model.
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CAESAR QSAR model for bioconcentration factor (BCF) in fish

Prediction for the compound no. 2:  O=C(OCCCC)C1=CC=CC=C1(C(=O)OCCCC)

The following chemicals similar to the query compound have been identified in the CAESAR database:

BCF value: 70 (L/Kg) whole body weight

Log BCF value: 1.85

Remarks for the prediction:

Dataset id: 300
SMILES: O=C(c1c(cccc1)C(=O)OCC(CCCC)CC)OCC(CCCC)CC
Similarity: 0.88

Experimental Log BCF: 1.19
Predicted Log BCF: 1.51

Dataset id: 301
SMILES: O=C(c1c(cccc1)C(=O)OCCCCCCC)OCCCCCCC
Similarity: 0.874

Experimental Log BCF: 1.06
Predicted Log BCF: 1.43

Dataset id: 302
SMILES: O=C(c1c(cccc1)C(=O)OCCCCCCCC(C)C)OCCCCCCCC(C)C
Similarity: 0.798

Experimental Log BCF: 1.16
Predicted Log BCF: 0.77

Dataset id: 303
SMILES: O=C(c1c(ccc(c1)C(=O)OCC(CCCC)CC)C(=O)OCC(CCCC)CC)OCC(CCCC)CC
Similarity: 0.719

Experimental Log BCF: 0.27
Predicted Log BCF: 0.74

Dataset id: 111
SMILES: CC(c1ccc(cc1)C(=O)O)(C)C
Similarity: 0.698

Experimental Log BCF: 0.21
Predicted Log BCF: 1.54

Dataset id: 93
SMILES: CCC(c1ccc(cc1)OCC(CO)O)C
Similarity: 0.693

Experimental Log BCF: 0.63
Predicted Log BCF: 0.71

Fig. 3: Example of the format containing the report of the results for one molecule.
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4  Discussion

CAESAR developed new QSAR models specific for REACH 
for the following endpoints: bioconcentration in fish, skin sen-
sitisation, mutagenicity, carcinogenicity, developmental toxic-
ity.

these models have been planned to allow easy access and 
use: industry and regulators can freely use the models via 
the Internet. three simple steps allow the user to introduce 
the chemical(s), get the prediction, and save or print it. this 
simplicity does not mean that the models are weak. Instead it 
shows that the effective use of the models has been one of our 
main concerns.

The CAESAR models are sound and scientifically based. 
Global data on about 7,000 compounds have been used to 
build up the models. the chemical structures were double-
checked individually, even though their sources were of high 
quality. We took into consideration the regulatory purpose of 
the models, not only in the quality check of the input data but 
also in assessing the intended use of the models, for instance 
verifying that the number of false negatives was low, and a 
similar approach was used for the continuous values. 

Many tens of different models were developed, and we 
chose the best of them. Validation of the models was done 
according to sound statistical criteria, evaluating internal and 
external validation (external test set).

the models provide guidance on their applicability. For 
this, different approaches have been used. We defined a series 
of chemical groups/classes for which the model does not offer 
optimal performance. Furthermore, the models automatically 
highlight if any reason for concern for the ideal use of the 
model appears, e.g. boundaries of the descriptor space. Final-
ly, the model shows the predicted value/category, the experi-
mental one and the error of the six most similar compounds 
in relation to the target compound for prediction. thus, the 
user has a clear, immediate appreciation whether similar com-
pounds were included when developing the models and how 
accurate the predictions were for them. A similarity score 
between compounds is also provided to guide the user. the 
models can run hundreds of compounds in batch within a few 
seconds, starting from very simple and easily available chemi-
cal formats such as SMIleS and .sdf.

thousands of predictive models have been published in re-
cent years, but typically they are not suitable for regulatory 
purposes, because they have not taken into account one or 
more factors that are essential for validation or quality assur-
ance or for the specific application, which is a very delicate 
matter. the typical approach is to develop a model and then 
propose its use. However, it is clear that this is a generic ap-
proach, not addressing the specific application it should be 
dedicated to.

the particular application of ReACH needs to consider the 
different stakeholders. this means that the issues to be evalu-
ated are not only theoretical but also practical. Furthermore, 
other aspects, such as cultural barriers and ease of use should 
be investigated.

CAeSAR addressed all these critical factors. We dedicated 
special attention to the users and to the access to the models. 
For this reason we preferred to develop models that are simple 
to use and which give reproducible results. 

We underline that other approaches have preferred to de-
velop flexible models, which can give different results for the 
same compound depending on the user. this approach, in our 
opinion, has some drawbacks in the specific case of models for 
regulatory purposes, because different results can be obtained, 
for instance, by the industrial or regulatory user, or in different 
countries. this complicates the assessment of the results and 
requires a successive, separate, evaluation of the results.

We preferred to follow an approach like that used by the US 
ePA. the same model is available to all actors: industry and 
regulators. thus, the same rules apply and the model is trans-
parent and reproducible. this provides the maximum possibil-
ity of exploitation, because the model is directly suitable for 
the regulatory application. the models can be used to process 
a large number of chemicals in batch. this fact also increases 
the possible use and thus the impact of the models.

Industry can use the models to provide data for ReACH. 
the same model is available to regulators, who can verify the 
correctness of the values. the models have been optimised to 
reduce false negatives, and this also increases the acceptability 
for the regulatory bodies. Furthermore, models can have an 
impact on industry, because they can use the model to plan new 
compounds, and assess in advance if a certain structure may 
present critical aspects. thus, the impact for industry is high. 

the models are freely available, and this makes their use 
highly competitive. Indeed, some of the addressed endpoints 
are expensive when done experimentally. It has been criticised 
that ReACH will impose a high cost on industry, but the use 
of CAeSAR’s model will solve this issue. Furthermore, as ex-
plained, the use of the models can anticipate future potential 
problems related to certain chemical structures. As a result, 
industry will have a powerful tool to produce safer chemicals, 
which is the ultimate target of ReACH.

Regulators will also benefit from CAESAR’s models. In-
deed, the models are easy to use, can be adopted for checks 
of all chemical structures (with restrictions as defined), and, 
in addition, they can be used to screen large numbers of com-
pounds.

Recently, it was found that the number of chemicals poten-
tially requiring evaluation, on the basis of the pre-registration 
of the compounds, is much higher than was expected. Origi-
nally, the number of dossiers which were to be evaluated by 
regulators was quite low, a percentage of the dossiers submit-
ted by industry. the higher number of pre-registered chemi-
cals may further reduce the actual percentage of checked dos-
siers. From this perspective, the availability of tools, such as 
those developed by CAESAR, is highly beneficial for regula-
tors, as they allow easy and rapid processing of a high number 
of compounds, even all of those pre-registered.

thus, the potential impact of CAeSAR’s models, if adopted 
by regulators for screening purposes, is that regulators could 
easily process all compounds to identify critical issues with 
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some of them. this can improve the evaluation of the chemi-
cals for the european market, and so minimise the possibility 
of having toxic compounds on the market.

the models developed within the CAeSAR project can be 
used to fulfil the requests of REACH, because they include 
all those high quality factors that are needed to make the use 
of (Q)SARs acceptable for regulatory purposes, and all com-
ponents of the models were carefully assessed and described. 
Moreover, the CAeSAR models cover the most important 
endpoints for ReACH for which no suitable models exist.

the models use an innovative approach: the automatic cal-
culation of a wide range of physicochemical properties for 
each chemical from a 2D structure. the procedure is repro-
ducible and fast and avoids any error associated with manual 
operations. 

Besides the specific models, the impact of CAESAR lies 
also in the development of a platform for the QSAR models. 
the use of this platform is very simple, because calculation 
is done in the background. Results are clearly presented, in-
dicating similar compounds and assessing the applicability 
domain. this platform is now available to integrate further 
models in the future.

the CAeSAR project has had the positive impact of merg-
ing different scientific communities to work with regulators 
and stakeholders. the gathering of scientists and other stake-
holders under CAeSAR and the increased use of a common 
forum has further established networks and defined common 
targets between communities with diverse interests.
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1  Introduction and questions

Mutagenic toxicity is the capacity of a substance to cause 
genetic mutations. this property is of high public concern, 
because it has a close relationship with carcinogenicity and 
reproductive toxicity (Benigni et al., 2008): most mutagenic 
substances are suspected carcinogenic substances in case a ge-
notoxic mechanism is considered.

In experiments, mutagenic toxicity can be assessed by vari-
ous test systems. One crucial point was the creation of cheap 
and short-term alternatives to the rodent bioassay, the main 
tool of the research on chemical carcinogens. With this intent 
Bruce Ames created a series of genetically engineered Salmo-
nella typhimurium bacterial strains, each strain being sensitive 
to a specific class of chemical carcinogens (Ames, 1984). The 
Ames test is an in vitro model of chemical mutagenicity and 
carcinogenicity and consists of a range of bacterial strains that 
together are sensitive to a large array of DNA-damaging agents 
(Ashby, 1985).

An interesting point is the reliability of such experimental 
tests: as discussed in other papers (Piegorsch and Zeiger, 1991) 
the estimated inter-laboratory reproducibility rate of Salmo-
nella test data is 85%. This observation will be taken into ac-
count in our model that will make use of the available data 
without using new in vitro testing.

today regulators request the availability of mutagenic po-
tency to correctly label and restrict mutagens/carcinogens and 
the exposure to them. Another important use of mutagenicity 
testing is in drug discovery, where mutagens should be stopped 

in the development of drugs. In environmental protection regu-
lators need to understand the mutagenic potential of chemicals 
in order to control or limit their use.

Our aim is to develop a QSAR (Quantitative Structure Ac-
tivity Relationship) model based on available data and to de-
velop it for regulatory purposes; i.e. to reduce the number of 
false negatives. there is an argument that, if the main aim of 
QSAR modelling is simply prediction, the attention should be 
focused on model quality and not on its interpretation. Another 
argument is that it is dangerous to attempt to interpret mod-
els, since correlation does not imply causality, as discussed in 
(livingstone, 2000).

On this basis, we can differentiate predictive QSARs, 
where the focus is best prediction quality, from descriptive 
QSARs, where the focus is descriptor interpretability. Our 
first aim is predictive QSAR; however our model is also quite 
interpretable.

The first step in making a QSAR model is the calculation of 
molecular descriptors. We limited our models to descriptors 
computed using the MDl software, including general descrip-
tors and fingerprints. Fingerprints are used to encode structural 
characteristics of a chemical compound into a fixed bit vector 
(Durant et al., 2002).

QSARs have already been developed for mutagenicity. the 
availability of large data sets of non congeneric compounds, 
the most notable provided and analysed by Kazius et al. (2005), 
makes it possible to construct more robust models. A few other 
papers have been already published on this core data set (liao 
et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2006).

The In Silico Model for Mutagenicity 
Giuseppina Gini1, Thomas Ferrari1 and Alessandra Roncaglioni2 
1DeI, Politecnico di Milano, Italy; 2Istituto di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri, Milano, Italy

Summary
Mutagenic toxicity is the capacity of a substance to cause genetic mutations. This property is of high public 
concern, because it has a close relationship with carcinogenicity and reproductive toxicity. 
In experiments, mutagenicity is assessed by the Ames test on Salmonella. The estimated inter-laboratory 
reproducibility rate of Salmonella test data is only 85%. This shows the intrinsic limitation of the in vitro 
test and opens the road to other assessments like an in silico model.
So far a widely used method is to check for the presence of structural alerts (SAs). However the presence of 
SAs alone is not a definitive method to prove the mutagenicity of the compound; the substituents can change 
the classification. 
So statistically based methods are developed with the final target of obtaining a cascade of systems with 
tailored properties. 
The integrated system has been developed on a set of a few thousand molecules.
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2  Materials and Methods

two methods for predictions are used. 
The first one consists in detecting in the molecule the particu-
lar structural fragments already known to be responsible for the 
toxic property under investigation. In the mutagenicity/carcino-
genicity domain, the key contribution in the definition of such 
toxicophores comes from Ashby (Ashby, 1985) and is grounded 
on the electrophilicity theory of chemical carcinogenesis de-
veloped by Miller and Miller (1981). Every subsequent effort 
starts from knowledge collected by Ashby to derive more spe-
cific rules. It is important to mention that so far the mutagenicity 
structural alerts (SAs) are sound hypotheses that derive from 
chemical properties and have a sort of mechanistic interpreta-
tion; however their presence alone is not a definitive method to 
prove the mutagenicity of the compound towards Salmonella; 
the substituents present in some cases are able to change the 
classification. SAs are in practice rules that state the condition 
of mutagenicity given the presence and the absence of peculiar 
chemical substructures.

the second method we propose uses statistics, in particular 
an effective method to build non-linear models, as developed 
under the name Support Vector Machines (Vapnik, 1995). 

The integration of both methods will give the final result, 
making the QSAR both predictive and interpretable.

2.1  Data
Following quality checks (IRFMN and CSL) the Kazius data-
base was pruned and modified to 4225 compounds: 2358 clas-
sified as mutagens and 1867 classified as non-mutagens by the 
Ames test. For developing and evaluating the model we split 
them into a training set (80%) and a test set (20%). For each 
compound molecular descriptors were calculated with MDl-
QSAR software, including both substructures and global de-
scriptors. 

A subset of 27 descriptors has been automatically selected 
with the BestFirst search method, using as subset evaluator the 
5-fold cross-validation score on the training set. In short, Best-
First algorithm searches the space of attribute subsets by greedy 
hill climbing (considering all possible single attribute additions 
and/or deletions at a given point), with a backtracking facility 
to explore also non-improving nodes. the same subset of 27 
descriptors has been obtained either searching forward, start-
ing from the empty set, or with a bi-directional search starting 
from the 10 top rated attributes by a single attribute evaluator 
(Relief), both with 3 steps of backtracking.

the resulting dataset has been normalised by dividing each de-
scriptor column by its maximum absolute value. table 1 shows 
the selected substructural descriptors, while table 2 shows the 
global descriptors. It is interesting to explain their meaning.
– Gmin = the minimum atom_level e-state value in a molecule. 

the e-State descriptor Gmin is a measure of the most elec-
trophilic atom in the molecule and the polarity of the molecule. 
Mechanistically, an electrophilic centre is important for cova-
lent bond formation with nucleophilic DNA, and so it is not 
surprising that Gmin is found to be important in modelling.

– idwbar = Bonchev-trinajstic mean information content based 
on the distribution of distances in the graph

– LogP = partition coefficient between octanol and water
– nrings = Number of rings in a molecular graph: cyclomatic 

number (i.e. the smallest number of bonds which must be re-
moved such that no ring remains)

Atom types are classifications based on element and bonding 
environment. Atom type assignments are used in functional 
group identification, hydrogen addition, and hydrogen bond 
identification, and to determine VDW radii.

Except for the first capital “S”, each lower case letter repre- 
sents a bond:

– each “s” within an atom type designation represents a single 
bond to that atom 

– each “d” within an atom type designation represents a double 
bond to that atom 

– each “t” within an atom type designation represents a triple 
bond to that atom 

– each “a” within an atom type designation represents an aro-
matic bond to that atom 

Tab. 1: The 23 local descriptors.
Modelling method for a statistical QSAR: Support Vector Machines

Symbol	 Definition

SsCH3_acnt Count of all ( – CH3 ) groups in molecule
SdCH2_acnt Count of all ( = CH2 ) groups in molecule
SssCH2_acnt Count of all ( – CH2 – ) groups in molecule
SdsCH_acnt Count of all ( = CH – ) groups in molecule
SaaCH_acnt Count of all (    CH   ) groups in molecule
SsssCH_acnt Count of all ( > CH – ) groups in molecule
SdssC_acnt Count of all ( = C < ) groups in molecule

SaasC_acnt  Count of all ( = CH = ) groups in molecule

SaaaC_acnt   Count of all ( = CH =  ) groups in molecule
SssssC_acnt Count of all ( > C < ) groups in molecule
SsNH2_acnt Count of all ( – NH2 ) groups in molecule
StN_acnt Count of all ( = N ) groups in molecule
SdsN_acnt Count of all ( = N – ) groups in molecule
SaaN_acnt Count of all ( = N = ) groups in molecule
SsssN_acnt Count of all ( > N – ) groups in molecule

SdaaN_acnt Count of all ( = N = ) groups in molecule
SsOH_acnt Count of all ( – OH ) groups in molecule
SdO_acnt Count of all ( = O ) groups in molecule
SssO_acnt Count of all ( – O – ) groups in molecule
SaaO_acnt  Count of all ( = O = ) groups in molecule
SHsOH_Acnt Count of all [ – OH ] groups in molecule
SHother_Acnt Count of all [ other ] groups in molecule
SHCHnX_Acnt Count of all Halogen on C with 1 or 2 H atoms
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We can observe that a few of them match known SAs. 
the SdsN descriptor (for the nitrogen atom type \-N\=) is as-

sociated with the azo group, a structural alert. Molecules with 
larger SdsN descriptor values tend to have larger calculated out-
put values.

SsssN is the atom count of all tertiary nitrogens in molecules. 
tertiary nitrogen group alerts occur when the nitrogen is at-
tached to either an aromatic or partially unsaturated ring. SaasC 
counts aromatic carbons with an attached substituent atom. It is 
not an alert per se; however, it reflects the nature of structural 
alerts attached to the ring system.

2.2.  The statistical model
We created the statistical model using Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM). SVM can use linear models to implement 
non-linear class boundaries. the input space is mapped into 
a higher (maybe infinite) dimensional space by a function φ, 
and a linear model constructed in the new space can repre-
sent a non-linear decision boundary in the original space. In 
the transformed space, the algorithm calculates the maximum 
margin hyperplane, i.e. the linear model that gives the greatest 
separation between the classes. the instances that are closest 
to it are called support vectors.

In our model we chose the Radial Basis Function as the ker-
nel. A complete environment to develop SVM models is the 
open source libSVM library1, containing C++ and Java imple-
mentation of SVM algorithms with high-level interfaces (Py-
thon, Weka and more). 

the optimal parameterisation of the model can be fully auto-
mated by one of the scripts included in libSVM. With this tool 
it is possible to perform an almost exhaustive grid-search in the 
2-dimensional parameter space of the objective function, using 
as evaluation criterion a cross-validation on the training set: the 
best assignment found was (C, γ) = (8, 8).

With this parameterisation a model was trained on the train-
ing set, and its prediction ability was evaluated on the test set, 
normalised with the same scale factors used for the training 

set. Moreover, its robustness was assessed by a stratified 10-
fold cross-validation. Table 3 reports the accuracy of the ob-
tained model. 

the accuracy of the model is very high. However, for the 
scope of CAESAR, we may try to reduce the FN rate. To this 
end we can apply another check and see if some widely known 
SAs can be used to detect other mutagens.

2.3.  A model using SAs
As stated above, the available knowledge on mutagenicity is 
expressed in terms of SAs. A recent compilation of those alerts 
has been chosen as the knowledge base of our approach. To 
this end we considered the set of 30 SAs for mutagenicity de-
rived by Benigni and Bossa from several literature sources. 
this rulebase is implemented as a module of toxtree. (Devel-
oped by Ideaconsult Ltd. under the terms of a JRC contract. 
Software available at http://ecb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/qsar/: a java 
open source wrapper for structure-based predictions inclu-
sive of a few other plugins on some toxicological endpoints.) 
In this realisation, the SAs are coded into SMARtS (SMiles 
ARbitrary Target Specification) strings, and the compounds in 
SMIleS strings. therefore the SAs detection is accomplished 
basically as a SMARtS2 matching task. SMARTS strings are 
a text representation of substructures. to be matched, both the 
SMIleS and the SMARtS strings are translated into graphs 
and the two graphs are compared.

the Benigni/Bossa rulebase was evaluated on the same set of 
4225 chemical structures of CAESAR. The prediction ability 
on the entire data set, compared with the respective Ames test 
results, is summarised in Table 4.

With respect to the SVM model, the SA model shows an 
increase of 48% of FP and an increase of 5% of FN. However, 
even if good sensitivity is exhibited by a low False Negative 
(FN) rate, the toxicity is often overestimated (low specificity), 
compromising the overall performance. this highlights the 
apparent drawback of the SAs: their compilation is engineered 
to individuate candidate mutagens by detecting the presence 

Tab. 2: The 4 global descriptors

MDL code	 Definition

MDL187 Smallest atom E-State value in molecule
MDL198 Bonchev-Trinajstic mean information content
MDL226 Calculated value of LogP
MDL230 Number of rings (cyclomatic number) in a 
 molecular graph

Tab. 3: Accuracy of the SVM model

TRAINING SET Predicted Predicted
3380 chemicals mutagen non-mutagen
mutagen 1766   122
non-mutagen   137 1355

Correct classification rate: 92.3%

TRAINING SET Predicted Predicted
845 chemicals mutagen non-mutagen
mutagen 407   63
non-mutagen   79 296

Correct classification rate: 83.2%

1 available at http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/\textasciitilde{}cjlin/libsv 2 Daylight Theory Manual available at http://www.daylight.com/
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of (presumed) toxicophores; just the remainder is labelled as 
non-mutagen.

3  Final results 

So far we have seen how it is possible to achieve good predic-
tion ability through a statistical approach, and also quite good 
results in predicting Salmonella mutagenicity through toxtree 
software. 

How can be these models be made more suitable for regulatory 
purposes? An answer is to address with special care the reduc-
tion of FNs, the hazardous compounds predicted as safe. There 
are various tricks to implement such enhancement in learning 
algorithms simply by throwing the model off centre, but all at-
tempts in this direction will unavoidably raise several new FPs 
for each FN removed, since a just trained model is already in its 
best equilibrium. From here arose the idea of a trained classi-
fier supervised by an expert layer: the aim is to refine the good 
statistical separation between classes supplied by SVM, not by 
introducing a perturbation in the optimality of the model, but by 
applying a complementary knowledge-based filter in order to al-
low an accurate identification of misclassified mutagens (FNs), 
even if isolated. In other words, instead of making the model 
more (or too much) sensible to mutagens, our intent is to equip it 
with an additional device to be applied to non-mutagenic predic-
tions, skilled in what it has had difficulty to learn.

In practice, although every SA should be trusted if evaluated 
on a random set of molecules, here we are considering only 
that portion of compounds already presumed non-mutagenic by 
SVM, i.e. cleaned for the most part of mutagens. this means 
that while the FP rate spawned by each rule is unchanged (since 
all the non-mutagens should still be present), the rate of caught 
true positives (tPs) will decrease, because just a few mutagens 
are left. Hence a selection is needed to extract just a subset of 
the rulebase skilled in finding the mutagens potentially subject 
to misclassification by the SVM model. Having such a large da-

ta set, the above selection can be carried out in a straightforward 
way. the predictions obtained by cross-validating the model on 
the training set (3380 compounds) shall be representative of its 
general prediction ability, so a filter fixing the inaccuracies of 
such a meta-model will probably provide even for defects of 
the original one.

An integrated model was arranged cascading the two tech-
niques: a trained SVM classifier with an additional expert facil-
ity for FNs removal based on SAs. The SVM classifier is the 
one described previously, while the rulebase for the expert filter 
was extracted from the Benigni/Bossa SAs set after an analysis 
of their individual effect, evaluated on those structures of the 
training set labelled non-mutagenic by 10-fold cross-validating 
the model. 

this spotlights two different subsets of SAs (see Appendix). 
The former (10 SAs) is the set of “good” rules: each of them 
showed a balance of more FNs caught than FPs spawned once 
evaluated on the cross-validated predictions. their supposed ca-
pacity to refine the SVM model prediction ability is confirmed 
by the proof on the test set. The latter (5 SAs) is the set of “sus-
picious” rules, i.e. those ones with a still remarkable FNs re-
moval power but a higher misclassification rate. As can be seen 
in Table 5, the FNs removal carried out by the first set of rules 
improved both sensitivity and accuracy similarly, either in the 
calibration on the training set or the validation on the test set. 
13% of FNs are cleaned from the “safe” prediction on the test 
set and this benefits even the correctly classified prediction rate 
with a slight increment.

By applying the second set of rules (tab. 6), the perform-
ances in classification accuracy are not noticeably downgraded 
if compared with those of the basic SVM model, but about a 
third of FNs (32%) are removed from the overall predictions, 
boosting the sensitivity over 90%.

The statistics on the final model are described in Table 7.
A global overview of the performances of the combined mod-

el is illustrated in Figure 1, where an interpretation of the set 
of “suspicious” rules is given: it can extract the more suspect 

Tab.	4:	Results	of	the	SA	model	on	the	test	set

TEST SET Predicted Predicted
845 chemicals mutagen non-mutagen
mutagen 404   66
non-mutagen 117 258

Correct classification rate: 78.3%

Tab.	6:	Confusion	matrix	after	applying	both	sets	of	rules

TEST SET Predicted Predicted
845 chemicals mutagen non-mutagen
mutagen 415   55
non-mutagen   86 289

Correct classification rate: 83.3%

5:	Confusion	matrix	on	the	test	set	after	using	the	first	set	of	
10 rules

TEST SET Predicted Predicted
845 chemicals mutagen non-mutagen
mutagen 427   43
non-mutagen 109 267

Correct classification rate: 82.1%

Tab. 7: Statistics about the cascade model 

CAESAR	 Suspicious	taken Suspicious	taken
test set as	non-mutagenic as	mutagenic
accuracy: 83.3% 82.1%
sensitivity: 88.3% 90.9%
specificity:	 77.1%	 71.2%
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compounds from “safe” prediction with good accuracy, if re-
lated to the very low number of real mutagens still present. the 
so obtained global model for mutagenicity prediction has been 
released through the portal of the CAESAR project.

Our final cascade model is described in Figure 2. Its logic 
flow is very clear, and its statistical analysis defined.

4  Discussion

Our hypothesis that a QSAR approach was a good method to 
build models of non-congeneric compounds has been proven. 
The two-step method proposed in our CAESAR model for mu-
tagenicity demonstrated that the QSAR method is more apt to 
screen the data set than the SAs approach.

In our implementation, besides improving accuracy, we are 
also biased toward reducing the number of false negatives, as 
required by regulators. As we have seen, the first screening is 
based on statistical correlation between small fragments and 
the mutagenicity property, and we only check the presence of 
SAs upon a negative outcome. Since regulators use this method 
manually, we are so able to provide them with a similar check.

However, there are important differences between our method 
and the traditional SAs. As we already pointed out, the known 

SAs are biased toward pollutants and carcinogenic molecules; 
in our approach we can use only the first screening to deal with 
drugs and other families of compounds. SAs are a fixed list of 
substructures, while the MDL keys used in the QSAR phase are 
in a number automatically selected to give better performance to 
the correlation with the endpoint. So the keys are automatically 
derived from the reduction algorithm, not extrapolated from hu-
man experts. They can cover or not the known SAs. In this sense 
we are really performing data mining and deriving a set of keys 
that can become, in principle, new SAs in case the chemical 
classes considered are new and an interpretation about reactiv-
ity is available.

In terms of accuracy our model, which uses powerful algo-
rithms, can reach accuracy very near to the rate of the reproduc-
ibility of the experimental data in different laboratories.

In terms of interpretability of our model, the first step can be 
understood in terms of the few global descriptors used and the 
MDL keys. However we should remember that the interpret-
ability of non-linear models does not depend on simple relations 
between input and output, and the mix of the descriptors cannot 
be translated into rules. The second step is obviously defined in 
terms of rules, stating that the presence of any of the SAs and 
the absence of external conditions would put the compound in 
the mutagenicity class.







Fig.	1:	Reduction	of	false	negatives	 Fig. 2: The cascade model
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1  Introduction

the toxicity and fate of a chemical can be predicted by a 
number of in silico methods. these include the use of models, 
such as quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) 
built on a large number of compounds to smaller, more dis-
creet models developed on a rational basis, such as a grouping 
of similar chemicals (van leeuwen et al., 2009). there are no 
strict definitions or cut-offs, and this range of models can be 
thought of as a spectrum from global to local. In this sense (and 
in the context of this paper) global models can be thought of 
as being developed from data for large numbers of compounds 
(i.e. hundreds rather than tens), crossing broad structural class-
es and often mechanisms and modes of action. local models 
are more likely to be built on smaller numbers of compounds, 
often with some element of structural and/or mechanistic simi-
larity to them.

there are different reasons, advantages and disadvantages for 
developing and using global and local models. Global QSARs 
are, by their nature, generalist in that they cover broad chemi-
cal space. they may include a number of descriptors, some of 
them with no direct physico-chemical significance. In addition, 
they may be formed with non-linear techniques such as neural 
networks. local models are developed to restrict the domain of 
the model through careful selection of compounds (see below). 
they will include fewer data and may simply involve read-
across or a simple linear technique such as regression analysis.

the distinction between local and global models should not 
be thought of as a recommendation that one or the other be 
used. there may be strong arguments in favour of using either 
or both types of model, depending on the chemical in ques-
tion, endpoint and context. Global models have the advantage 

that they are applicable for large numbers of compounds across 
mechanisms of action and structure. there are many global 
models for toxicity that can be accessed “off the shelf” either 
commercially (e.g. expert systems such as tOPKAt and M-
CASe) or that are freely available (e.g. the CAeSAR models 
available from www.caesar-project.eu). local models have the 
advantage of often being more accurate as they are restricted in 
domain. they may be more transparent and simpler, providing 
the user with greater confidence in their application. They do, 
however, normally require manual construction. A discussion 
of global versus local QSAR models is given in more detail by 
enoch et al. (2008a). 

Much has been written about the use of global QSARs to 
predict toxicity (Bassan and Worth, 2008), and much guidance 
is available from the european Chemicals Agency. the aim of 
this study, therefore, was to assess methods to form local QSAR 
models by the grouping of compounds into categories and to 
provide illustrations of their strengths and weaknesses. 

2  Methods to form local models through the 
development of chemical categories

A rational method to group compounds together can result in 
a “category” being formed. If a category is formed and can be 
populated with data, then read-across may be attempted (in a 
quantitative or semi-qualitative) sense. Quantitative models 
may be built within a category using either quantitative read-
across (enoch et al., 2008b) or through the development of local 
QSARs. these various types of read-across and QSARs built on 
chemical groupings or category can be thought of as a signifi-
cant source of local models. they have become more important 

Formation of Mechanistic Categories and Local Models  
to Facilitate the Prediction of Toxicity
Mark T. D. Cronin, Steven J. Enoch, Mark Hewitt and Judith C. Madden 
School of Pharmacy and Chemistry, liverpool John Moores University, liverpool, UK

Summary
There is a range of in silico techniques that can be applied to predict the toxicity of chemicals. This paper 
discusses the use of methods to create “local” models, particularly based around category formation and 
read-across, to predict toxicity. Specifically, this is illustrated with regard to categories for predicting skin 
sensitisation and teratogenicity. These were formed using mechanistic and structural similarity techniques 
to group chemicals. Local QSAR models based on grouping chemicals have the advantage that they are 
transparent, simple and mechanistically derived. In addition, there are a number of freely available software 
tools to assist in their derivation. The disadvantages include that they are labour-intensive to develop and 
restricted to local areas of chemistry. 
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as predictive toxicology takes on the challenges of issues such 
as ReACH, especially where data may be sparse, and for the 
more complex toxicological endpoints such as chronic human 
health effects (Sakuratani et al., 2008; Johannsen et al., 2008). 
In addition, as the freely available tools described in this pa-
per (i.e. mechanistic SMARtS strings (enoch et al., 2008c)); 
OeCD QSAR Application toolbox; toxMatch etc.) become 
more frequently applied, there will be greater emphasis on un-
derstanding and predicting these complex effects. 

the theory of grouping compounds together is simple, namely 
that similar compounds will have similar properties and activi-
ties (enoch, 2009). the group of similar compounds is termed a 
“category” and may also be referred to as a group of analogues. 
Once formed, if a category can be populated with activity val-
ues, e.g. toxicity data, knowledge of activity within a category 
provides a method for interpolating effects – which is often 
termed “read-across”. the utility and increased acceptance of 
these methods to group chemicals together is becoming more 
widespread (Schaafsma et al., 2009; van leeuwen et al., 2009).

there are a number of methods to group “similar” compounds 
together to form categories (enoch, 2009), and guidance is pro-
vided into these areas by the OeCD and european Chemicals 
Agency. the main areas on which to form categories are:
• On the basis of structural analogues and/or congeneric series: 

It is assumed that compounds sharing the same functional 
group(s) and varying only in chemical sub-groups, such 
as alkyl chain length, will have similar mechanisms of ac-
tion and hence read-across can be performed. there are an 
increasing number of examples of this approach including 
Fabjan et al., (2006); Sanderson et al., (2009); Veenstra et al., 
(2009); Walker and Printup (2008). 

• Compounds may be grouped together on the basis of being 
“structurally similar”, i.e. chemical similarity, as defined by 
algorithms to identify them (Pavan and Worth, 2008). 

• Mechanisms of action may be used to group compounds to-
gether. Grouping can be performed on the basis of structural 
alerts relating to a mechanism of action. For instance, the 
electrophilic chemistry underpinning respiratory sensitisa-
tion has been defined and allows for the basis of category 
formation (enoch et al., 2009b).

• Compounds can be grouped together with similar receptor me-
diated modes of toxic action. this is the most complex group-
ing methodology, as it may require capturing 3-D structural 
information of molecules. An interesting recent example of 
how this may be achieved is given by Aladjov et al. (2009).

Details of two of these approaches to form categories, as per-
formed in the CAeSAR european Union FP6 Project, are de-
scribed below. 

3  Formation of categories on the basis of 
mechanisms of action for skin sensitisation

Skin sensitisation (or allergic contact dermatitis) is the clinical 
disease caused by the exposure of the skin to substances that are 
able to promote an immunological response (such substances 

are also known as contact allergens). Skin sensitisation is a 
complex immunotoxicological response, which is often simpli-
fied into a number of fundamental steps. The initial exposure to 
the substance, i.e. induction of contact allergy or sensitisation, 
is required to induce the immunological procedure. Subsequent 
challenge of the sensitised individual may result in the elicita-
tion of a response (allergic contact dermatitis or positive test 
reaction). The dose sufficient for induction is generally larger 
than the dose sufficient for elicitation (Basketter, 2008).

With regard to making predictions of whether a compound is 
a sensitiser from a mechanistic standpoint, one must attempt to 
rationalise the processes that underpin the sensitisation process. 
Jowsey et al. (2006) rationalised the skin sensitisation process 
in terms of a number of important processes, namely bioavail-
ability (i.e. skin permeation), protein reactivity, dendritic cell 
maturation and t-cell proliferation. In terms of making predic-
tions of skin sensitisation, one must hypothesise what is the rate 
limiting process, without which skin sensitisation will not oc-
cur. Of the processes skin permeation, the ability to bind to a 
relevant protein, the ability to generate a danger signal and the 
ability of its antigen to be recognised, it can be considered that 
binding to the relevant protein is a key process (Roberts and 
Aptula, 2008). Whilst this hypothesis is amenable to descrip-
tion by chemistry and hence convenient for computational ap-
proaches, it is as yet unproven, hence the development of a suite 
of complementary in vitro approaches (Natsch and emter, 2008; 
Natsch et al., 2009).

the binding of a skin sensitiser to the relevant immunoprotein 
forms a covalent bond between the molecule and protein. the 
formation of these bonds is usually through nucleophile-elec-
trophile interactions. Cysteine (-SH) and lysine (-NH2) groups 
on proteins act as nucleophilic centres, amenable to electrophilic 
attack by the skin sensitisers (Roberts et al., 2008). the chemis-
try associated with skin sensitisation can therefore be rational-
ised, i.e. skin sensitisation is known to be related to a number of 
organic chemistry mechanisms of action (Schultz et al., 2006). 
Aptula et al., (2005) describe the possibility of six mechanisms 
of action (SN1, SN2, SNAr, Michael addition, Schiff base forma-
tion, acylation) being associated with sensitisation. this infor-
mation can be rationalised further to provide an organic chemis-
try mechanistic basis separating different immunological effects 
(e.g. skin and respiratory information, enoch et al., (2009b)). 

Since the chemistry underlying toxicological responses such 
as skin sensitisation can be rationalised, the types of molecules 
and structural features associated with the chemistry can be 
defined. As an example, the structural features associated with 
the Michael acceptor domain have been defined (Schultz et al., 
2007, 2009). this information can be supplemented by tests in-
volving chemical reactivity (in chemico) measurements to assist 
in the definition of the exact domains (Natsch et al., 2009). If 
such testing is performed within an “intelligent testing strategy” 
then the types of structures and effect of substituents, patterns of 
substitution and steric hindrance on reactivity can be assessed. 
All such chemical information can be captured computationally 
through the use of very simple and freely available techniques 
for describing chemical information. For example, enoch et al. 
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(2008c) have described the chemical fragments associated with 
protein binding using Smiles ARbitary Target Specification 
(SMARtS) patterns formed into strings.

We therefore have the mechanistic basis and computational 
techniques to describe and define compounds that may be associ-
ated with protein binding. these have been developed into tools 
to assist the user to form categories (or groupings) of molecules. 
the SMARtS strings from enoch et al (2008c) are available 
on request from the author. toxtree (Pavan and Worth, 2008) 
contains rules to identify compounds as Michael-type acceptors 
(as defined by Schultz et al., 2007). In addition, and more sig-
nificantly, as a usable tool since it is linked to databases, the 
OECD (Q)SAR Application Toolbox contains a profiler for pro-
tein binding. All these and other technologies, which are freely 
available, as well as others, provide the means for the user firstly 
to profile a chemical to assess whether or not it belongs to one 
of these mechanisms and secondly to group chemicals together, 
so that activity may be rationally interpolated within the group – 
the so-called process of read-across (Koleva et al., 2008). 

Once a category has been formed on a mechanistic basis, it 
can be populated. From this, local models or QSARs may be 
produced. this can either be in the form of a QSAR model or 
can apply quantitative read-across. For example, Patlewicz et 
al. (2003, 2004) brought together a group of compounds that 
are likely to act as Schiff’s bases (e.g., aliphatic and aryl al-
dehydes). In this case, a two-parameter QSAR was developed 
incorporating hydrophobicity and electrophilicity descriptors 
(log P and Taft σ* substituent constant respectively) to predict 
potency in the local lymph node assay.

In addition, enoch et al. (2008b) have demonstrated the appli-
cability of quantitative read-across to predict the potency of skin 
sensitisers. this is a process whereby once a category has been 
formed, the activity can be related to an appropriate descriptor, 
in the case of enoch et al. (2008b) a descriptor of electrophilic-
ity. If compounds are ordered according to that descriptor, then 
an interpolation can be made by considering the compound with 
the immediate higher and lower descriptor value. this very sim-
ple approach to forming local models was shown to be very 
powerful. 

4  Formation of categories on the basis of chemical 
similarity for teratogenicity

The use of a mechanistic profiler or rules assumes the user 
has some knowledge of chemical structure. A number of other 
methods can be applied to form chemical groupings or catego-
ries. the use of structural similarity may provide insights into 
groupings or categories without recourse to mechanisms of ac-
tion. At first sight this may appear to be at odds with the concept 
of mechanistic transparency to form groupings. However, the 
assumption is that compounds with a “similar” structure will 
have similar mechanistic properties, even if those properties are 
not known (Fabjan et al., 2006; van leeuwen et al., 2009).

A number of algorithms are available to determine the rela-
tive similarity of one chemical to another. these “similarity 

indices” can be calculated by a number of methods and tech-
niques. Generally they provide a number (usually on a scale of 
0 to 1 – where 1 indicates identical molecules) relating relative 
similarity. thus, for a query molecule, a category can be formed 
around it by selecting the most similar molecules from a data-
base. For an excellent review of this area, the reader is referred 
to Nikolova and Jaworska (2003).

An example of category formation using structural similarity 
is provided by enoch et al. (2009a). they analysed results from 
the FDA/teRIS teratogenicity database (Arena et al., 2004) for 
290 chemicals (mainly pharmaceuticals). the dataset had been 
split into a “training set” (from which categories were sought) 
and a test set for which read-across predictions were made. 
Teratogenic classifications, made according to FDA guidelines 
(Briggs et al., 2002), were available for the “training set”. 

the study indicated that structural similarity can be used to 
develop categories on which to base read-across predictions. 
these categories were transparent and usually associated with a 
mechanistic basis. However, it should be noted that categories 
could not be developed for all molecules. Whilst this may at first 
sight seem like a limitation of this method, it should actually 
be thought of as a strength, as predictions cannot be made (er-
roneously) for compounds which are not representative of the 
data set. 

5  Strengths and limitations of chemical categories 
and local QSAR and/or read-across approaches

there is no doubt that chemical categories will be formed with 
increasing regularity to make assessments of toxicity. From that 
chemical category either qualitative or quantitative read-across 
may be applied. In certain circumstances, it may also be possi-
ble to develop local QSARs. there are a number of advantages 
to the use of local models and QSARs.
• As noted in this paper, there is an increasing availability of 

tools to develop local QSARs and form categories. Many of 
these tools are free, e.g. OeCD (Q)SAR Application tool-
box; Toxmatch; Toxtree; Analog Identification Method (from 
the US ePA) etc. the freely available tools can be supported 
and supplemented by commercial products. 

• there is increasing acceptance across industry and regula-
tory agencies that in silico methods play an important role in 
providing toxicological information. 

• Category approaches and local QSARs are by their nature 
transparent, i.e. the “algorithm” or grouping strategy is clear 
and obvious. local QSARs are usually developed from a 
small number of chemicals with a small number of descrip-
tors (three or fewer) using regression analysis.

• Such methods are mechanistically interpretable, i.e. the 
mechanism and/or mode of action (if known) can be attrib-
uted to the model or grouping and will increase confidence in 
the prediction. 

• these grouping methods are easy to develop and describe, 
although they are not automated. 

• Many of these factors make categories and local QSARs 
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easy to characterise and evaluate under the OeCD Principles 
for the Validation of (Q)SARs. 

there are also a number of disadvantages: 
• local QSARs and categories will need to be created on a 

case-by-case basis. Whilst tools and software are available to 
develop them, they will require expert input for their devel-
opment. 

• they are limited by the availability of toxicity data to popu-
late the category or chemical grouping. 

• Categories may be limited by the tools available to develop 
them. The profilers within the OECD (Q)SAR Application 
toolbox are, in many cases, at an initial stage of develop-
ment. 

• For many endpoints and chemicals, the mechanisms of ac-
tion may not be known, thus restricting confidence in the cat-
egory formed. 

• there is an assumption that a positive prediction from an in 
silico approach will carry more weight and be more “accept-
able” than a negative prediction. It will take a long time for 
the scientific community to have confidence that a chemical 
is not associated with a hazard. 

• there is a lack of guidance and case studies to assist the 
(novice) user (although the educational material associated 
with the OeCD (Q)SAR Application toolbox is to be com-
mended).

• At the time of preparation of this paper, it is not yet known 
if and how the predictions from categories and/or groupings 
and local QSAR will be accepted by regulatory agencies.

6  Conclusions

there are a number of approaches to form categories of com-
pounds to allow for the creation of local models and/or QSARs 
for the prediction of toxicity. this study illustrates the use of 
mechanistic information based on protein reactivity and chemi-
cal similarity indices to develop usable categories for read-
across. It is shown that local models are transparent and may 
provide more accurate results than global models. In addition 
they have the advantage of being rationalised on a mechanistic 
basis. there are disadvantages to their use, not least that they 
are labour-intensive to create and are restricted to specific areas 
of chemistry. 
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InnovatIve technologIes, concepts and approaches

1  Introduction

the amount of accessible information grows rapidly in a largely 
uncontrolled manner. Buried within this ever-growing “thicket” 
are innovative ideas and seminal research that may become 
obscured over time. Scientific meta-databases like PubMed 
provide the possibility to search almost 20 million documents 
simultaneously via simple and usually general keywords. Af-
ter retrieving the hit list, great efforts are thus necessary to sort 
out irrelevant literature, to elaborate an effective combination 
of search terms (search strategy) for subsequent queries and, 
at the same time take care of not losing track. As a result, the 
approach of targeted searching for information is becoming 
commonly unpopular among scientists. Most never attended 
a special course on retrieval techniques during their education 

and are unfamiliar with straightforward concepts (and computer 
aided tools) for deducing powerful keywords.

Regardless of the issues mentioned, scientists in Germany 
are obliged to undertake a valid indispensability search prior 
to applying for authorisation of an animal experiment. the aim 
of an indispensability search is to exclude all possibility of 
the presence of (i) a suitable alternative method that can be 
applied instead of the animal experiment, (ii) usable results 
from comparable previous animal experiments, and (iii) re-
sults from other research suited to anticipate the outcome of 
the planned experiment. this obligatory search has to consider 
the current state of scientific knowledge exhaustively. Only 
when the availability of suitable alternatives or usable sci-
entific results has been excluded in a valid search procedure 
based upon the current state of knowledge, an animal experi-

The AnimALT-ZEBET Database: A Unique Resource  
for Comprehensive and Value-Added Information on  
3R Alternatives
Daniel Butzke, Antje Doerendahl, Susanne Skolik, Andreas Luch and Barbara Grune
Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR), National German Centre for Documentation and evaluation of Alternatives to 
Animal experiments (ZeBet), Berlin, Germany

Summary
Evaluation of value-added databases represents the most reasonable starting point for any structured 
search for information on suitable alternative methods. This source provides clear, comprehensive and reli-
able reviews on the most advanced procedures with relevance to the 3R concept.
At the forefront of these essential resources is the AnimAlt-ZEBET database offered by the German Federal 
Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR) and accessible online free of charge. The documents of this database 
compiled by scientific experts provide selected and condensed high-quality information in compliance with 
specific requirements of scientists, competent authorities and others who are obliged to consider the ap-
plicability of specific alternative methods. Thus, the focus of AnimAlt-ZEBET is on (1) essential technical 
key points, (2) application domains, (3) advances/limitations of the most elaborate protocols, (4) prediction 
models, (5) opinion(s) of expert panels (e.g. ESAC; ICCVAM), (6) status of validation and acceptance and, 
most notably, (7) contribution of the respective methods to 3R.
Because the documents of the database are written in a structured manner, they can be used as the feed-
stock for any up-to-date text mining application, like “semantic landscape”-producing tools. The database 
currently holds some 140 documents focusing on safety testing of chemicals and drugs, but soon will be 
expanded to basic sciences as well.
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ment may be approved as indispensable to reach a vindicatory 
scientific objective.

to assist scientists and authorising bodies, ZEBET at BfR – 
i.e. the German Centre for Documentation and evaluation of 
Alternatives to Animal experiments – provides free online ac-
cess to its value-added database AnimAlt-ZEBET. this source 
currently contains some 140 method summaries that are written 
in a structured and standardised manner and concentrate on the 
most essential facts of the portrayed alternative methods. the 
added value of these documents is constituted through expert 
selection of incorporated literature committed to most substan-
tial and reliable information only. Furthermore, the summaries 
aim to enable users to consider the suitability of the method at 
hand for their own purposes without needing to collect addi-
tional information. therefore, AnimAlt-ZEBET serves as a con-
venient starting point, especially for scientists and authorising 
bodies, to perform a structured search for information on suit-
able alternatives to a particular animal experiment.

2  Effective searching with a structured approach

the basic consideration of a structured search approach is an a 
priori identification of those resources or resource-subsections 
that most likely contain the required information. Speaking meta-
phorically: When you return after a sunny day to your car and re-
alise that you have lost the keys, then, of course, before returning 
to the beach and starting to dig, you may first try to consider those 
sites most promising. Only a person with too much time and a 
high frustration threshold would search the whole beach, grain for 
grain. But exactly this is what scientists attempt when they explore 
accessible meta-databases by means of simple keyword searches. 
elaborating a search strategy (combination of search terms) is es-

sentially the same as adjusting the mesh size of a sieve: If it is set 
too small you will retrieve the keys but also coins, shells, bottle 
caps, etc. If it is set too large you will select the bigger flotsam but 
might miss your keys. Even with a highly adjusted sieve, however, 
searching the entire beach will prove tedious. (It is a perfect way 
to find all lost car keys present at that site, though.)

With regard to the employment of search terms, the above 
certainly seems true for a structured search as well. Due to the 
restricted amount of information, however, the list of relevant 
documents retrieved is essentially less voluminous, more reli-
able and may be evaluated much faster. Thus the fine adjustment 
of the “mesh size” (search strategy) is easily achievable and, 
in a topic-restricted environment, a much easier search strategy 
can be composed due to the redundancy of certain keywords 
(i.e. topic-defining terms like “3R”).

The structured search for scientific literature on a certain can-
didate alternative method should be inititated from sources that 
are likely to deliver the most relevant results while requiring the 
lowest efforts, that is value-added databases such as Anim-Alt-
ZEBET and ECVAM DB-ALM. If no relevant literature can be 
detected here, the search may then proceed in adequate topic-re-
strictable databases like PubMed or AGRICOLA, where the pool 
of explorable literature can be preselected via subject headings 
like “animal use alternatives” (currently roughly 2000 docu-
ments in PubMed and 1100 in AGRICOLA, respectively). The 
searcher can find further assistance at the convenient ALTBIB-
Portal to PubMed.

3  AnimAlt-ZEBET at a glance

the fundamental concept behind the documents in the database 
is to provide selected high-quality information in compliance 

Fig. 1: The workflow of method-summary production for AnimAlt-ZEBET. The process is triggered by the indicated stimuli.
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with specific requirements of scientists, competent authorities 
(authorising bodies) and others who are obliged to consider the 
applicability/suitability of a certain candidate alternative meth-
od. the information provided is therefore focused on, (1) the 
essential technical key points and required equipment, (2) the 
application domain, (3) advances/limitations of the most elabo-
rate protocol and its variations, (4) the prediction model, (5) the 
opinion(s) of expert panels (e.g. ESAC; ICCVAM), (6) the status 
of validation and acceptance and, most notably, (7) the contribu-
tion of the respective method to the 3R concept.

The workflow of method-summary production integrates sev-
eral quality ensuring feedback loops (Fig. 1). Firstly, from the 
pool of potentially relevant documents collected at ZEBET, only 
the most adequate literature is selected for integration based up-
on defined criteria. Secondly, the draft summaries are subjected 
to a stringent internal review process performed by highly rec-
ognised experts in the field.

the decision on which method-summaries should be pro-
vided next is triggered by (i) the urgency of the addressed issue 
(e.g. dramatic increase in the number of transgenic animals), (ii) 
whether there are ongoing requests for a review on animal use 
applications by national authorising bodies, and (iii) the gen-
eral desire for “white space mapping” within an inventory of 
required animal experiments that visualises areas of as yet ab-
sent established alternatives. to keep up-to-date with the latest 
activities and developments in the field of 3R, the authors also 
consider relevant forums like AltTox.org and 3R specific portals 
like AltWeb. Nevertheless, care is taken to extract only informa-
tion relevant for the particular audience.

Structure and phrasing of the method-summaries are standard-
ised to enable immediate orientation and easy comprehension 
and to provide the possible feedstock for up-to-date text mining 
applications. to get a general idea of the method at hand, the 
reader may simply consult the meta-data fields “Title”, “Evalu-
ation”, “Status” and “Regulation”, in combination with the ab-
stract section “3R relevance”. Here, users will find highlighted 
facts to consider the specific objective, the state of development, 
the acceptance in the scientific/regulatory community, the appli-
cation domain, and the contribution to the 3R concept.

Starting with method-summaries that were generated in 2009, 
there will be a revised structure of the main text (Fig. 2). As 
explained above, this main text aims to cover all aspects that 
are necessary to consider the suitability/applicability of a par-
ticular method in a given context. thus, there is a focus on 
practical considerations, e.g. endpoints, operating schedule, re-
quired equipment, limitations, etc. the section “expert Panel 
Opinions” provides a detailed picture of the acceptance status of 
the particular approach and possible objections that might have 
been raised by official bodies.

Currently, the AnimAlt-ZEBET database holds documents that 
focus on safety testing of chemicals and drugs, but soon it will be 
expanded to also cover all relevant areas in basic sciences.

4  New online presence in october 2009

AnimAlt-ZEBET is hosted by DIMDI, the German Institute of 
Medical Documentation and Information. At this resource one 
can search the database exclusively or – in a “superbase mode” 
– blended with other databases like PubMed. It is planned to run 
a stand-alone online presence of AnimAlt-ZEBET that will be 
launched at the BfR website in the future.
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3R Relevance: the essential facts 

Background
• Scope: in what context is the experiment required 

 • Animal experiment: description of the  
substituted animal experiment 

 • Alternative approaches: comparison of existing  
alternatives

Method 
 • Principle: how does it work 

 • Procedure: the essentials of the most  
elaborate (recommended) protocol and information on  

the required equipment 
 • Prediction Model: method output 

Expert Panel Opinions 
wording of ESAC statements, ICCVAM evaluation  

reports, etc. in extracts

Note
application domain, limitations, performance standards,  

variations of the basic protocol, etc.
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1  Introduction

AltTox.org is a website devoted exclusively to non-animal meth-
ods of toxicity testing and is designed to provide a common plat-
form for diverse stakeholders to access and/or exchange informa-
tion and perspectives on relevant science and policy issues. the 
target audience includes professionals in industry, government, 
academia, and nongovernmental organizations. 

Recent signs indicate that toxicity testing is in the early stag-
es of a paradigm shift away from its current reliance on in vivo 
methods and toward the use of non-animal methods. Some of 
these signs include the National Research Council’s new vision 
and strategy for the future of toxicity testing (National Research 
Council, 2007) and the subsequent endorsement of this approach 
by the US environmental Protection Agency (ePA, 2009); the 
“tox21” collaboration among various US federal agencies (Kav-
lock et al., 2009); the european Union’s ban on animal testing of 
cosmetics and their ingredients (european Commission, 2009); 
and the work of the european Partnership for Alternative Ap-
proaches to Animal testing (ePAA) (ePAA, 2008). 

the shift away from animal-based methods in toxicology is be-
ing driven by a combination of factors related to science, public 
health, and animal welfare, as well as by sheer practicalities. It 

represents the beginning of a new synergism between safety test-
ing and reduced reliance on animal testing. 

For these reasons, the Humane Society of the United States 
(HSUS) and the Procter & Gamble Company (P&G) believed 
that the time was right for a communication initiative that would 
accelerate the exchange of information and ideas among stake-
holders interested in advancing non-animal methods for toxic-
ity testing. We proposed to accomplish this communication goal 
through the development of AltTox.org, an interactive website 
launched in December 2007 that encourages stakeholder exchange 
of technical and policy information on non-animal approaches (in 
vitro methods, in silico methods, and integrated testing strategies 
that incorporate these methods) for toxicity testing.

2  Methods

early activity in developing the website included naming it (Alt-
Tox reflects the intersection of alternative methods and toxicol-
ogy) and developing a logo, a site map (describing the website 
content and features), page designs, and article content. Interac-
tive forums (message boards) were developed using available 
(off-the-shelf) software from Simple Machines. 

AltTox.org: Connecting Stakeholders on Issues  
Concerning Non-Animal Methods of Toxicity Testing
Martin L. Stephens1 and Sherry L. Ward2

1Humane Society of the United States, Washington, USA; 2Biotred Solutions, New Market, USA

Summary
AltTox.org is an interactive website devoted exclusively to non-animal methods of toxicity testing. The 
emerging paradigm shift in toxicity testing away from adverse outcomes in animals and towards a 
mechanism-based approach, largely in vitro and in silico, was recently endorsed by the US Environmental 
Protection Agency and appears to have broad support among many stakeholders. This shift will necessitate 
communication and coordinated efforts by stakeholders in government, industry, academia, and NGOs. 
AltTox is designed to provide a common platform for these diverse stakeholders to exchange information 
and perspectives on relevant science and policy issues. The website consists of two interconnected 
components: a series of message boards, or forums, and an informational resource center. The forums serve 
as a communication tool for stakeholders to rapidly exchange information and perspectives. The resource 
center features concisely summarized and comprehensive information on toxicity testing and alternative test 
methods. There are numerous ways that stakeholders can communicate with other stakeholders via AltTox 
and/or contribute content that will then be available to all users. AltTox stakeholders are encouraged to 
contribute forum postings, meeting reviews, informational resource suggestions (meetings, in vitro testing 
labs and products, funding sources, etc.), and more. Users can nominate experts who will be invited to 
submit opinion articles on The Way Forward. A survey is available for providing feedback on the website 
itself. We welcome comments on stakeholder interest in possible new interactive tools for the website such 
as a webinar portal for stakeholder use or social media links. 

Keywords: in vitro, toxicity testing, forum,  3Rs, alternatives website, AltTox, dissemination
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the AltTox Management team consists of Dr. Martin Stephens 
of the HSUS and Dr. George Daston of P&G. the Webmaster is 
Ms. loree talley, and the Contributing editor and content writer is 
Dr. Sherry Ward. european content is contributed by Mr. troy Sei-
dle. We sought to limit bias and errors by recruiting subject matter 
experts to oversee the website content (through service on the edi-
torial board) and forum postings (through service as moderators). 

2.1  Structure and features of the website
AltTox.org consists of two major components: the AltTox Web-
site, a conventional website format that provides various types of 
informational content on non-animal methods of toxicity testing, 
and the AltTox Forums, which provide an interactive communica-
tion platform for stakeholders. While each of these two compo-
nents can be individually accessed, the Website and the Forums 
are cross-linked to each other in many places.

AltTox Website (http://www.alttox.org): the Toxicity Testing 
Resource Center (ttRC) is the primary component of the web-
site’s informational content and is accessed from the homepage. 
the ttRC is described in greater detail below. the homepage 
also features the following sections: 
– About AltTox: provides a short overview of the website. 
– Get Involved: describes the many ways that users can access 

content, submit content, and participate or provide feedback. 
Organizations are invited to become supporters of AltTox. 

– In the Spotlight: consists of one or more new articles per month 
that highlight news, events, scientific advancements, and in-
formation about the website. the In the Spotlight archive now 
contains 30 articles. 

– Homepage e-mail sign up box: allows readers to subscribe to 
the monthly e-newsletter, AltTox Digest, which highlights new 
content and forum postings added during the previous month. 

– Meetings & Events: provides a comprehensive list of relevant 
events and grant deadlines; submit information to be listed 
free-of-charge to info@alttox.org.

The TTRC is a concise source of scientific, technical, and policy 
information on non-animal testing methods - information not eas-
ily found elsewhere on the Web. All topics in the ttRC are cross-
linked to the relevant forums and to invited expert commentaries. 
the types of content located in the ttRC include:
– Science-based informational articles on toxicity test methods 

(Toxicity Endpoints & Tests) and relevant technologies (Emerg-
ing Technologies & Approaches)

– A readily accessible list of validated non-animal toxicity test 
methods organized according to testing endpoints (Existing Al-
ternatives)

– Overviews of policy and procedural issues, such as test method 
validation and international harmonization 

– Overviews of relevant US and eU organizations 
– An extensive and unique source of links to relevant organiza-

tions, journals, websites, training, in vitro testing supplies and 
services, databases, funding sources, and 3Rs awards (Informa-
tional Resources) 

– Invited commentaries written by scientific and policy experts, 
providing the latest perspectives on strategies and approach-
es for moving toward the ultimate goal of a completely non- 
animal approach to toxicity testing (The Way Forward)

AltTox Forums (http://forums.alttox.org): the Forums are in-
teractive communication platforms used to post news, informa-
tion, and perspectives, as well as to encourage user feedback and 
commentary. they provide a unique opportunity for stakeholders 
in the field of toxicity testing to share knowledge and exchange 
ideas on the development and use of non-animal methods. Inter-
ested professionals are invited to register in the forums and either 
initiate a new topic or reply to an existing message. Registration 
is not required for reading the forum postings. A brief tutorial 
is provided to explain the processes of registration and posting 
messages, although it is not generally needed. Another useful 
feature is the “alert” function, which allows forum participants to 
sign up to receive e-mail alerts of new topics or replies to specific 
topics within a forum. 

there are four categories of forums: Toxicity Endpoints & 
Tests, Emerging Technologies, Programs & Policies, and Over-
arching Challenges & Opportunities. the content scope of each 
forum is described in greater detail on the website at: http://www.
alttox.org/forums. to date, the forums serve primarily as bulle-
tin/message boards for alerting readers to conferences, publica-
tions, program documents, and the like, but they are also being 
used for their primary intended purpose as platforms for science 
and policy discussions and information exchange. each forum is 
moderated by at least one expert in the field.

A new communication tool, the Community of Practice (COP) 
forums, is a recent addition. the COP forums are intended to op-
erate as centers for discussion and information exchange among 
working groups, consortia, committees, panels, etc. tasked with 
working through a specific challenge that will advance non-an-
imal testing methods. Because the new forums are open to the 
larger AltTox readership, they give visibility and transparency to 
a project, engaging stakeholders that may not otherwise be aware 
of ongoing work. to date, AltTox features two COP forums: 
DNt (Developmental Neurotoxicity), and Chemical Reactivity-
ChemReactTox. 

2.2  Maintaining the website
events and other Informational Resources sections are updated 
continuously as new information is identified or submitted to 
AltTox. New In the Spotlight feature stories are posted to the 
Homepage once or twice monthly. the goal of uploading at least 
one new The Way Forward essay per month has been met thus 
far. Website content is reviewed by the editorial Board before be-
ing uploaded and at least annually thereafter to identify outdated 
or missing content. Forum postings are made ad hoc by regis-
tered forum users. Members of the AltTox team also regularly 
post messages. One of the roles of the Forum Moderators is to 
maintain active forums. 

2.3  Avenues for stakeholder participation
there are various ways stakeholders can participate actively in 
the AltTox community (http://www.alttox.org/get-involved), in-
cluding the following:
– Announce – request a free listing for your product, service, 

meeting, grant program, etc. in the Informational Resources 
section

– Browse – browse the content, including feature articles, fo-
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rum postings, and events, and sign up for the e-newsletter to 
receive monthly updates on new content

– Feedback – fill out a brief survey to assist us in meeting the 
needs of AltTox users

– Nominate – nominate experts as potential commentary au-
thors (The Way Forward) or editorial Board members

– Promote – tell your colleagues and students about AltTox
– Sponsor – financially support AltTox or one of its activities
– Write – contribute to the website content and forum postings

3  Results 

AltTox will reach its second anniversary in December 2009. 
the website currently receives over 4,000 visits per month, and 
nearly 1,500 users receive the monthly e-newsletter. Forty-eight 
The Way Forward commentaries have been published to date, the 
most popular having been accessed more than 1,000 times. As 
of August 2009, there were 219 registered forum users and 377 
forum postings. We consider these numbers to be appropriate for 
a young website directed toward a niche audience of stakeholders 
interested in non-animal methods of toxicity testing.

We sought to limit bias and errors by recruiting subject matter 
experts to oversee the website content (through service on the edi-
torial board) and forum postings (through service as moderators). 
these experts span the range of topics covered by the website 
content, and provide geographic coverage of the US, the eU, and 
Japan (tab. 1). 

the forums provide an opportunity for stakeholders to establish 
an online community to discuss challenges and opportunities to 
advance various aspects of non-animal methods for toxicity test-
ing. Some interesting discussions and exchanges of scientific in-
formation have taken place in the forums. However, the majority 
of postings are still of the “message board” variety to alert users to 
new events, policy articles, and so on. the Community of Practice 
forums got off to a slow start, but participants continue to claim 
interest in using this discussion platform. the AltTox Management 
team welcomes proposals to establish new COP forums.

AltTox just recently began seeking website sponsors, and at this 
time the site has three sponsors in addition to the two founding 
organizations. the support from sponsors is intended to enable 
us to provide additional website features and content for AltTox 
users. It also provides an opportunity for organizations to reach a 
targeted audience with a link to their products or services and to 
show their support for reducing animal use in toxicity testing.

4  Discussion

AltTox is the only website dedicated solely to non-animal meth-
ods of toxicity testing. We believe that its concise and compre-
hensive information on such methods is an unparalleled resource 
on the Internet today. 

We are particularly excited by two AltTox features, the AltTox 
Forums and The Way Forward commentaries. the Forums offer a 
platform for interactive discussion of scientific and policy issues 

Tab. 1: The AltTox Forum moderators and editorial board members as of August 2009, their affiliations  
(for identification purposes only), and their geographic locations.

Forum moderators

Sandra Coecke European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods Italy
Claudius Griesinger European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods Italy
Ian Kimber University of Manchester United Kingdom
Hajime Kojima Japanese Center for the Validation of Alternative Methods Japan
William Mundy Environmental Protection Agency United States
Grace Patlewicz Dupont United States
Horst Spielmann ZEBET – Centre for Documentation and Evaluation of Alternatives to Animal Experiments Germany
Martin Stephens The Humane Society of the United States United States

Editorial board

Marilyn Aardema Procter & Gamble United States
Ed Carney Dow Chemical United States
Rodger Curren Institute for In Vitro Sciences United States
George Daston Procter & Gamble United States
William Dressler Consultant United States
Ian Kimber University of Manchester United Kingdom
Albert Li In Vitro ADME United States
John Lipscomb Environmental Protection Agency United States
William Mundy Environmental Protection Agency United States
Grace Patlewicz Dupont United States
Horst Spielmann ZEBET – Centre for Documentation and Evaluation of Alternatives to Animal Experiments Germany
Martin Stephens The Humane Society of the United States United States
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across geography, stakeholder sectors, and disciplines. this mode 
of interactive communication seeks to break down artificial bar-
riers among interested parties in government, industry, academia, 
and animal protection. We believe the Forums provide a platform 
that will help the toxicity testing community identify challenges 
and opportunities and will inspire others to take action. this inter-
disciplinary sharing of knowledge should also encourage innova-
tion, progress, and collaboration. We know of no similar resource 
serving this purpose.

The Way Forward commentaries from invited experts are in-
tended to stir debate, clarify issues, and suggest approaches for 
making progress. the diversity of stakeholder interactions driven 
by the AltTox Forums and illustrated by The Way Forward com-
mentaries should encourage stakeholders to move beyond their 
specialties and to sample developments in related fields of non-
animal methods and, potentially, to facilitate new collaborative 
efforts and information sharing.

Developing new policy and research initiatives to support the 
new vision for toxicity testing in the 21st century will require 
communication and collaboration among diverse stakeholders. 
An ePAA workshop concluded that “dissemination of informa-
tion on the three Rs has a direct impact on moving the three Rs 
methods from R&D to validation, acceptance, and implementa-
tion” (Robinson et al., 2008). 

the Web 2.0 offers new tools and ways for approaching tra-
ditional communication barriers and information overload. the 
AltTox Forums, which may serve as an example, are designed 
to encourage information exchange, knowledge sharing, and 
networking. Analogous to other online discussion platforms, 
especially those directed toward scientists, a large number of 
stakeholders have been hesitant to participate. One way we have 
addressed this hesitation was by adding a disclaimer to identify 
posted comments as independent of the author’s affiliation. 

The advantage of any online community dedicated to specific 
goals is that individual members can pool their knowledge and 
communicate rapidly with one another. AltTox is seeking to lever-
age our participants’ knowledge to advance non-animal methods 
of toxicity testing. that depends critically upon stakeholder par-
ticipation. In a discussion of online communities for scientists, 
Sharpton and Jhaveri (2006) noted that “the most fundamental 
limitation is that the utility of these sites is a direct function of the 
level of community participation.”

We contend that AltTox’s value to its stakeholders will increase 
as more professionals contribute to and participate in the website. 
the interactions between users in an online community have been 
described as a way to leverage knowledge and “harness the col-
lective wisdom” of its participants (Sharpton and Jhaveri, 2006). 
the more participants, the broader the expertise and points of 
view that are covered, and the greater the information and value 
created for all. We urge interested parties to tell their colleagues 
and students about AltTox, as appropriate, and encourage them to 
participate.

AltTox’s vision is to create an online community that will, 
through stakeholder interactions and communications, stimulate 
progress internationally on the development, validation, accept-
ance, and implementation of non-animal methods for toxicity 

testing. the founders and developers of AltTox believe that re-
placement methods will have an important role in the field of tox-
icity testing in the 21st century and that AltTox can facilitate and 
support progress in this direction. 
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InnovatIve technologIes, concepts and approaches

1  Background 

the cultivation of eukaryotic cells has become a powerful tech-
nique in basic cell and molecular biological research, applied 
biotechnology, and in vitro alternatives (lindl and Gstraunthal-
er, 2008). Cultured cells form the biological basis of most alter-
native methods (Hartung, 2007). 

the use of in vitro systems is likely to increase significantly in 
the future (Balls et al., 2006), not merely in basic research, but 
also in more formal applications, including: 
• toxicity, safety and quality control testing 
• diagnosis, tissue banking 
• biomaterial production 
• therapeutic applications (e.g. autologous cell transplantation, 

stem cell therapies)
There will also be significant developments in relation to: 
• genetic manipulation 
• “omics” technologies (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics) 
• biomarkers of susceptibility, exposure and effect 
• high throughput screening in pharmacology and toxicology 

Despite the wide-spread use and broad applications of cell 
and tissue cultures a significant number of basic questions and 
methodological protocols are still unsolved and are handled 
quite differently in different tissue culture laboratories. Before 
cell culture could be carried out successfully, two problems had 
to be overcome: 
1.  Populations of cells had to be grown from single cells. 
2.  these populations had to be maintained, alive, for many gen-

erations. 

In a successful propagation of cells in vitro, cells from 
various tissues should grow and proliferate under appropri-
ate culture conditions, while preserving highly differentiated 
functions, which closely resemble their ancestor cells in vivo 
(Barnes et al., 1987; McKeehan et al., 1990). thus, cell pro-
liferation and cell differentiation are two major, albeit oppos-
ing, end points in tissue culture. Which of these contrasting 
goals should be achieved depends on the aim of a selected cell 
culture study and thus on the culture conditions applied: (i) 
the supplementation of the culture media with growth factors 

The Bologna Statement on Good Cell Culture Practice (GCCP) 
– 10 Years Later
Gerhard Gstraunthaler
Division of Physiology, Innsbruck Medical University, Austria, and zet – Centre for Alternative and Complementary Methods to 
Animal testing, linz, Austria

Summary
In the 3Rs, replacement of animal testing by in vitro methods is one of the most ambitious goals. In this 
respect, cell and tissue culture techniques serve as important tools. However, cultured cells in vitro often 
represent ambiguous models of living organisms. The uncertainty results from the biology of mammalian or 
human cells in culture and from their variability depending on the in vitro protocols applied and the culture 
systems used, respectively. Therefore, all efforts should be undertaken to best mimic the in vivo situation for 
cultured cells and to standardise the high number of variables that are inherent to cell and tissue culture. To 
this end, in analogy to Good Laboratory Practice (GLP), guidelines for Good Cell Culture Practice (GCCP) 
were proposed at the 3rd World Congress on Alternatives & Animal Use in the Life Sciences in Bologna, 
1999. Since then, GCCP guidelines for cell and tissue culture work were elaborated and were published in 
two consecutive ECVAM Task Force Reports. 

Keywords: cell culture, in vitro systems, quality control, cross-contamination, cell line authentication 

SL2: Good Cell Culture Practice
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or differentiation factors, (ii) the use of specific extracellular 
matrix components, (iii) the subcultivation intervals and seed-
ing densities, (iv) the feeding cycles, and (v) the choice of 
stationary cultures versus dynamic media supply in perfusion 
reactors. In sum, a number of tissue culture parameters have 
to be defined and coordinated. Therefore, in Good Laboratory 
Practice in the cell culture laboratory, well defined and pre-
cisely described culture protocols are mandatory for optimal 
and reproducible culture conditions and for making possible 
any interlaboratory comparability of data and scientific results 
obtained with cultured cells (Gstraunthaler, 2006). 

2  Need for GCCP guidelines 

the maintenance of high standards is fundamental to all good 
scientific practice and is essential to securing the reproduc-
ibility, credibility, acceptance, and proper application of any 
results produced. Thus, well-defined and precisely described 
culture protocols are mandatory to ensure optimal and repro-
ducible culture conditions, and to enable the interlaboratory 
comparability and exchange of experimental data obtained 
with in vitro culture systems, e.g. in pre-validation and valida-
tion studies of in vitro alternatives (Balls et al., 1995). to this 
end, in analogy to Good laboratory Practice (GlP) (Cooper-
Hannan et al., 1999), guidelines for Good Cell Culture Practice 
(GCCP) were proposed at the 3rd World Congress on Alterna-
tives & Animal Use in the life Sciences in Bologna, 1999. 
Since then, GCCP guidelines for cell and tissue culture work 
were elaborated and were published in two consecutive eC-
VAM task Force Reports (Balls et al., 2006; Coecke et al., 
2005; Hartung et al., 2002). 

the basic principles of good cell culture practice and quality 
management in cell and tissue culture, that have been identi-
fied, are: 
• Know what you are working with and what impacts your in 

vitro system. 
• Control the quality of what you are working with to achieve 

validity and maintain reproducibility. 
• Record the information required to trace materials and proce-

dures used and to reproduce your experiments. 
• Report the information required for your target audience to 

understand and evaluate your experiments. 
• Conduct risk assessments and establish procedures to protect 

individuals and the environment. 
• educate the people involved to enable high quality and safe 

research. 
• Work in an ethical, responsible and accountable manner, and 

in compliance with relevant laws and regulations. 

The Bologna Statement on Good Cell Culture Practice 
(GCCP) (Hartung and Gstraunthaler, 2000; Hartung et al., 
2000, 2001) 
It is the scientist’s mission to produce reproducible, reliable 
and relevant data. In the life sciences, cell culture techniques 
represent versatile but often ambiguous models of living or-

ganisms. the uncertainty resulting from many factors that can 
cause inherent artefacts, demands the highest level of stand-
ardisation, definition and control for the achievement of mean-
ingful results. As far as in vitro systems are used to model the in 
vivo situation, all efforts should be undertaken to approximate 
cell behaviour relevant for the in vivo situation. Results should 
be original, i.e. derived directly from own independent labora-
tory experiments, or sources/originators of these or analogous 
data must be cited. Important results should be submitted for 
publication; obvious conflicting or fraudulent results should be 
communicated to the same journal. 

The Statement 
the participants in the 3rd World Congress on Alternatives and 
Animal Use in the life Sciences (Bologna, August 29-Sep-
tember 2, 1999) call on the scientific community to develop 
guidelines defining minimum quality standards in cell and tis-
sue culture, to be called Good Cell Culture Practice (GCCP) in 
analogy to the OeCD Principles of Good laboratory Practice 
(GlP) (Cooper-Hannan et al., 1999), which cannot normally be 
fully implemented in basic research on the grounds of cost and 
lack of flexibility. Such guidelines should facilitate the interlab-
oratory comparability of in vitro results. One of the intentions 
of the proponents of this statement is to encourage journals in 
the life sciences to adopt these guidelines as a condition for the 
publication of work involving cell and tissue culture. 

this Statement should be reviewed and updated at future World 
Congresses on Alternatives and Animal Use in the Life Sciences. 

3  Principles 

1. Reports on cell culture experiments should include a basic 
description of the cultured cells (Fedoroff, 1967; Hayflick, 
1990; lindl und Gstraunthaler, 2008; Masters et al., 2000; 
Schaeffer, 1984, 1989, 1990). 
• Nomenclature of cell type or cell line in use (code, e.g. AtCC 

No.). 
• Origin and Mode of Culture Initiation (species, organ, tis-

sue, lineage, mode of transformation, sublines/hybrid cells; in 
case of humans: donor, disease, biopsy, tumour) (Anderson et 
al., 1998). 

• Source: e.g. cell bank (AtCC, eCACC, DMSZ, Riken Gene 
Bank, etc.), laboratory of origin, original publication/patent 
(Hay, 1988; Hay et al., 1996). 

• Basic Morphological Description of cultured cells, including 
stability of the phenotype. 

• Differentiation State of cells must be controlled (e.g. by mor-
phology, histochemistry, enzyme/gene expression, growth 
rates, viability, sensitivity to toxins, scope to stimulate cell 
functions, surface markers, adherence to matrices). the ap-
propriate measure of differentiation should be independent of 
the cellular function under study; it should be assessed at least 
at the beginning and at the end of each series of experiments. 
Wherever available and feasible, organotypic culture systems 
should be employed (e.g. sandwich cultures, air/liquid inter-
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phase cultures, perfusion cultures, cultures on microporous 
supports). 

• Measures undertaken for cell line Identification and Authen-
ticity, e.g. karyotyping, DNA analysis, fingerprinting, tests 
for cross-contamination (Chatterjee, 2007; Dirks et al., 2005; 
Markovic and Markovic, 1998; Masters, 2002b; Masters et 
al., 2001; Nardone, 2007, 2008). 

• Risk Assessment (risk group and biosafety level, e.g. genetic 
modification, special care for human and primate cultures, ex-
clusion of infections such as HBV, HCV and HIV, parasites). 

2. Culture methods should be precisely defined in  
standard operating procedures (Freshney, 2005; lindl und 
Gstraunthaler, 2008). 
• Composition of Culture Media for routine cultures (mainte-

nance media) and/or experimental cultures and supplements/
additives (e.g. serum, growth factors hormones, antibiotics) 
should be defined, including name of the supplier; medium 
volumes used and feeding cycles should be defined; changes 
of batches of material should be controlled with regard to 
their influence on the principal endpoints of the study (Butler 
and Jenkins, 1989; Ham and McKeehan, 1979; Gstraunthaler, 
2003; Gstraunthaler et al., 1999). 

• Culture Vessels (flasks, Petri dishes, bottles, roller cultures, 
etc.) should be defined, with the name of the manufacturer/
supplier. 

• Culture Substratum (coating material, e.g. collagen, fibronec-
tin or laminin, coating procedure) should be defined, with the 
name of the manufacturer/supplier. 

• Subcultivation intervals (cell density, confluent/subconfluent 
cultures, split ratio, initial passage number, number of pas-
sages in culture) should be defined. 

3. Animals and materials employed must be of the  
highest quality. 
• the quality of equipment, donor animals/animal facilities, cells 

and cell culture materials should be such as to guarantee re-
producible and reliable results. the impact of variation in these 
materials should be controlled and documented. equipment and 
instruments should be maintained and calibrated properly (e.g. 
control of temperature and CO2 levels of incubators). All mate-
rials employed should be stored under appropriate conditions to 
protect them from damage, infestations or contaminations.

• Donor animals from an outside source should be kept in quar-
antine for an appropriate period. Similarly, measures should 
be taken when a cell line is introduced into the laboratory 
to assure that no infection/contamination of cell lines already 
present can occur (certificate from supplier, test for most com-
mon contaminations, e.g. mycoplasms, growth in antibiotic-
free medium for a specified period). 

• tests for frequent contaminations, e.g. mycoplasms, must be 
performed on a regular basis. Results must be discarded in the 
event of any evidence of contamination of materials. 

• All waste must be treated properly, i.e. minimising the threat 
to humans (e.g. toxicity, mutagenicity, teratogenicity), as well 
as to other cells and animals under study. 

4. Data must be analysed and documented properly. 
• Data should be subjected to adequate statistical analysis 

without subselection or neglection of data sets. A distinction 
should be made between variation among replicates within a 
single experiment and variation among replicate independent 
experiments. 

• A complete documentation of raw data, analysis procedures, 
lists of materials and equipment employed, as well as all pro-
cedures including derivations from the protocol should be 
maintained and stored for at least ten years by the primary 
investigator. 

After publication of the first ECVAM Task Force Report on 
GCCP (Hartung et al., 2002), a second task Force was con-
vened at eCVAM in 2003 with a broader range of expertise 
in cell and tissue culture in order to produce a more-detailed 
GCCP guidance document which could be of practical use in the 
in vitro laboratory. the report of the second eCVAM task Force 
on Good Cell Culture Practice was published in 2005 (Coecke 
et al., 2005) and was presented at the 5th World Congress on 
Alternatives & Animal Use in the life Sciences in Berlin, Ger-
many (Balls et al., 2006; Gstraunthaler, 2006). 

the aim of this GCCP guidance is to foster consensus among 
all concerned with the use of cell and tissue culture systems in 
order to: 
• establish and maintain best cell and tissue culture practice 
• promote effective quality control systems 
• facilitate education and training 
• assist journal editors and editorial boards 
• assist research funding bodies and 
• facilitate the interpretation and application of conclusions 

based on in vitro work 
GCCP complements Good laboratory Practice, but cannot re-
place it. 

the GCCP guidance is based on six operational  
principles: 

1. Establishment and maintenance of a sufficient under-
standing of the in vitro system and of the relevant factors 
which could affect it. 

2. Assurance of the quality of all materials and methods, 
maintenance of the integrity, validity and reproducibility 
of any work conducted. 

3. Documentation of the information necessary to track the 
materials and methods used, to permit the repetition of 
the work and to enable the target audience to understand 
and evaluate the work. 

4. establishment and maintenance of adequate measures to 
protect individuals and the environment from any poten-
tial hazards. 

5. Compliance with relevant laws and regulations, and with 
ethical principles. 

6. Provision of relevant and adequate education and train-
ing for all personnel to promote high quality work and 
safety. 
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For the future, the task Force (Coecke et al., 2005) expressed 
the hope that the guidance will be used widely to establish and 
maintain best practice in all aspects of cell and tissue culture 
work, not only by those who are responsible for such work, but 
also by those who publish its outcomes or who make important 
policy decisions based on the information it provides (Macleod 
and Drexler, 2001). 

4  New threats: Cross-contamination and 
misidentification of cell lines 

Cross-contamination is the erroneous contamination of a giv-
en culture with cells of another cell line. Most laboratories 
culturing cells use multiple cell lines simultaneously. thus, 
mix ups of two individual cell lines can occur at any point 
of day-to-day cell culture due to poor tissue culture practice 
and/or inadequate quality control (quality management, QM) 
(Hughes et al., 2007; lindgren, 2008). In earlier times, due to 
the widespread use of animal cell lines, interspecies contami-
nations, i. e. contamination of cells from different species, 
were most common. With the advent of “omics” technologies 
in biomedical research there was a strong tendency towards 
the use of human cell cultures, either normal or tumour cell 
lines as well as embryonic and adult stem cells. thus, in-
traspecies contaminations between human cell cultures have 
become a new threat (O’Brien, 2001). It takes only a few cells 
of a rapidly proliferating tumour cell line, such as Hela (see 
below), to completely overgrow a culture, so that within a few 
passages, the slower growing cells of the original culture are 
wiped out. 

Instances of cross-contamination of cell lines, especially 
human cancer cell lines, are more widespread than generally 
appreciated (Buehring et al., 2004; Masters, 2002b; Markovic 
and Markovic, 1998). Since the identification of early cases of 
cross-contaminated cultures (mainly with Hela cells) (Mas-
ters, 2000, 2002a; Nelson-Rees et al., 1981), a number of cases 
have continued to be identified. In a study of 252 human cell 
lines, 18% were found to be cross-contaminants (Macleod 
et al., 1999). A recent study of more than 500 human leukae-
mia-lymphoma cell lines found that 15% were misidentified 
(Drexler et al., 2002, 2003). Despite periodic reminders from 
concerned cell culturists (Bubenik, 2000; Chatterjee, 2007; 
lacroix, 2008; Nardone, 2007; Stacey et al., 2000) the prob-
lem appears to continue and even seems to be neglected by the 
scientific community (Arlett, 2001; Freshney, 2008; MacLeod 
and Drexler, 2001; Macleod et al., 2008; Nardone, 2008). 

Misidentification by mislabelling of cultures and cell lines, 
respectively, can also occur. Inadequate labelling of cryovials 
and/or poor records of frozen stocks in long-term liquid nitro-
gen storage are the main pitfalls leading to erroneous tracking 
of the origin of a frozen cell sample (Freshney, 2005; lindl 
und Gstraunthaler, 2008). thus, complete records of cell cul-
tures and their location in storage freezers on the day of freez-
ing as well as periodic updates of the records and of the inven-

tory are essential to unequivocally track the provenance of a 
given cell line even after years in liquid nitrogen (Freshney, 
2002, 2005). 

False Cell Lines: How can they be identified and how  
can cross-contamination be avoided? (Masters, 2002b; 
Nardone, 2007) 
Today, human cells (cell lines) can be easily identified by 
means of DNA profiling using highly polymorphic short 
tandem repeats (StRs) as in forensic applications (Dirks et 
al., 2005; Masters et al., 2001). StR loci are short, repeti-
tive DNA sequences, 3-7 base pairs in length. The STR profil-
ing technique uses fluorescence-based PCR and multiple dye 
technology to enable the detection of loci with overlapping 
size ranges. Using this method, various polymorphic StR loci 
can be amplified by PCR using commercially available sets 
of primers. the results are genetic signatures for individual 
identifications (O’Brien, 2001). 

DNA fingerprinting proved to be a powerful tool to identify 
and to unequivocally distinguish individual cell lines, respec-
tively. STR profiling establishes a DNA fingerprint for every 
human cell line and can be used as an identification record 
of a particular cell line (Masters et al., 2001; Yoshino et al., 
2006). the method is cheap, commercially available, repro-
ducible and comparable between laboratories. 

It can be expected that very soon DNA profiling will be the 
new standard in the authentication of human cell lines. Cell 
banks (ATCC, ECACC, DSMZ) offer cell line verification 
services and set up STR profile databases. It is has already 
been recommended by several authors that every cell culture 
laboratory should obtain a DNA profile of every human cell 
line in use in order to authenticate its identity. 
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Choosing the proper experimental model for neuroscience stud-
ies is difficult at best. Balancing scientific needs with appropri-
ate animal welfare when employing the chosen model must be 
done with care and planning. What follows is a discussion of 
unique and common aspects of experimental models in neuro-

science: how the 3Rs (Russell and Burch, 1959) together with 
guidance found in the Council for International Organizations 
of Medical Sciences (CIOMS) principles and the U.S. Govern-
ment principles, shape model choices; examples of some model 
choices that refine and thus reduce animal usage; a brief men-

Viable Alternatives: Choosing the Proper Experimental 
Model for Neuroscience Studies 
Randall J. Nelson
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Summary
Choosing proper experimental models for neuroscience studies is difficult. Cell cultures, other in vitro 
preparations or non-animal models may be chosen. However, many neuroscience studies need an intact 
nervous system to control stages of experimentally induced responses.
The choice of neuroscience model systems involves many things. CIOMS Guidelines and U.S. Government 
Principles provide important tenets when models are selected for studies. When choosing models, consid-
eration should be given to model appropriateness, relevance, minimization of animal use, data quality, and 
validity of results. Studies designed with proper experimental controls reduce variance. Good design can 
modify bad initial hypotheses.
Examples will be given that illustrate refinements to best practices that have lead to reductions in the 
number of animals used as well as reduction in animal pain and distress while under study. Ultimately these 
refinements, leading to reductions, may lead to replacements as investigators appreciate that valid results 
can be obtained with fewer animals and less sentient species.
Coenraad Hendriksen suggests that the 3Rs be implemented with common sense, commitment, and com-
munication. Doing so requires an understanding of experimental basics, blending these into the choice of 
models, and balancing animal welfare and scientific needs when designing and conducting neuroscience 
studies.
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tion the “3Cs” (Hendriksen, 2000) and how they might apply 
to models in neuroscience; and finally, “3Bs” that might guide 
model choices.
– Mogenson (2003) reminds us of the three basic types of ani-

mal models. They are:
– Homologous – Symptoms displayed and causes of conditions 

in the animal model are identical to those in human conditions 
or diseases.

– Isomorphic – Symptoms displayed by the animal model and 
humans are similar but those in the animal model need not be 
provoked by the same cause as in humans.

Partial – Most neuroscience models actually make no attempt 
to model the entire disease but rather “focus on more limited 
aspects of the human condition.”
As with other dynamic models, it is not always clear whether 

what is observed is caused by the experiment or reflects the 
animal model’s ability to compensate for the experimental in-
tervention. Thus, experimenters may infer cause and effect but 
never can be completely sure of their connection.

Choosing models to be used in neuroscience studies involves 
coming to terms with certain realities. Experimental models 
used in neuroscience studies often involve studying the work-
ing nervous system while the nervous system is working. As 
with any biological experiment, more data is not always bet-
ter data. Ideally, good experimental design can overcome bad 
hypotheses. However, the choice of an inappropriate model can 
overwhelm even the best experimental design, rendering data 
collected useless and perhaps resulting in the experiments hav-
ing to be repeated and additional animals used.

The “3Rs” of Russell and Burch (1959) have served not on-
ly as ethical guidance for a half a century thus far, they have 
resulted in scientists becoming more appreciative of the inter-
dependence of these three aspects of planning, initiating, and 
executing studies with animals in a responsible manner. Refine-
ment of experimental design, undertaken for scientific reasons 
(and perhaps efficiency) may result in a reduction of the number 
of animals used. All too often, however, it is difficult to replace 
intact animal models with non-animal model systems.

Although non-animal models may be desirable for many 
reasons, animal models often are the most appropriate. Many 
agree that animal experimentation has contributed in important 
ways to generalizable knowledge that ultimately has improved 
the health and welfare of countless humans and animals. The 
first of the International Guiding Principles for Biomedical Re-
search Involving Animals (CIOMS, 1985) acknowledges that 
animal experimentation is at times necessary. It states “The 
advancement of biological knowledge and the development of 
improved means for the protection of the health and well-being 
both of man and of animals require recourse to experimenta-
tion on intact live animals of a wide variety of species.” These 
principles may be thought of as giving guidance on the ap-
plication of the 3Rs, for they were undoubtedly derived with 
them in mind.

Principles III, V, and VII, when taken together, guide the 
mindset that should accompany experimental refinement. 
They embody consideration, compassion, and concern by stating: 

– III. Animal experiments should be undertaken only after due 
consideration of their relevance for human or animal health 
and the advancement of biological knowledge.

– V. Investigators and other personnel should never fail to treat 
animals as sentient, and should regard their proper care and 
use and the avoidance or minimization of discomfort, distress, 
or pain as ethical imperatives.

– VI. Investigators should assume that procedures that would 
cause pain in human beings cause pain in other vertebrate 
species, although more needs to be known about the percep-
tion of pain in animals.

Principle IV cautions that being cognizant of model species ap-
propriateness and calculations of the number of animals needed 
to achieve the right group size should be part of the experimen-
tal design and should precede the onset of experimentation. It 
states:
– IV. The animals selected for an experiment should be of an 

appropriate species and quality, and the minimum number re-
quired to obtain scientifically valid results.

Principle II provides the ethical framework for Russell and 
Burch’s remaining “R,” that being replacement. In this princi-
ple, non-animal alternatives are mentioned in general terms, but 
the intent is clear.
– II. Methods such as mathematical models, computer simula-

tion, and in vitro biological systems should be used wherever 
appropriate.

If given the opportunity, some would add a fourth “R” and use 
parts of five principles to shape thinking regarding an experi-
menter’s “responsibilities.” Portions of pertinent principles are:
– V. Investigators and other personnel should never fail to treat 

animals as sentient…
– VII. [Painful procedures] …should be performed with appro-

priate sedation, analgesia, or anesthesia …
– IX. … animals that would otherwise suffer severe or chronic 

pain, distress, discomfort, or disablement that cannot be re-
lieved should be painlessly killed.

– X. The best possible living conditions should be maintained 
for animals kept for biomedical purposes…

– XI. It is the responsibility of the director of an institute or 
department using animals to ensure that investigators and per-
sonnel have appropriate qualifications.

The common denominator in each of these is “respect.” That 
respect extends to the animals, their sentience and ability to feel 
pain, their living conditions, and qualifications of the personnel 
that conduct experimentation involving them.

In considering the 3Rs and how they relate to neuroscience 
experiments, there may be a “scientific imbalance.” Refine-
ments often lead directly to reductions in the number of animals 
devoted to neuroscience studies. Replacement, however, still 
most likely takes the form of substituting a less sentient animal 
model for one traditionally used, rather than replacing animal 
with non-animal models.

Any time animal models are chosen, those choosing them 
should proceed with caution. In the book, The Scalpel and the 
Butterfly (Rudacille, 2000), the author provides clarity to some 
concerns about the use of animal models to investigate human 
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conditions. She states, “Yet by using animals to construct a bio-
medically accessible (and definable) human subject, science has 
focused precisely on those aspects of human physiology and be-
havior that are most animal-like, ignoring that which does not 
conform to the model.” She goes on to note, “Initially…work fo-
cused purely on the physiological, but increasingly…the psycho-
logical has been an equally intense focus of study.” Despite these 
concerns, vast strides in the understanding of disease processes 
and the dynamic workings of the nervous system have been made 
by the ethical use of animals in neuroscience experimentation.

There have been numerous examples, past and present, where 
the appropriate choice of an experimental model for neuro-
science studies has been crucial. One such example was suc-
cinctly presented in “Translational Neuroscience Accomplish-
ments”, available from the Society for Neuroscience (2003). It 
states the following: “…it was demonstrated that polio was an 
infectious disease caused by a virus. It could be transmitted to 
monkeys (but not rabbits, guinea pigs, and mice) by the injec-
tion of filtered homogenates of human spinal cord from a patient 
that died from polio.”

Vaccines developed from animal models virtually eliminated 
polio from the childhood landscape. Ineffective models may 
have cost more animal and human lives, as well as time and 
money. Through this example we begin to see the need for bal-
ancing animal welfare and scientific concerns.

Another example involves refining experimental designs by 
selectively tagging animals that have desired genetic character-
istics so that they can be identified with ease. Animals that have 
been genetically manipulated may have green fluorescent pro-
tein (GFP) as their transgene or linked to another protein (see, 
e.g., Capogna, 2008). When illuminated properly, rodent pups 
having the GFP construct glow, whereas those without it do not. 
The identification of those animals possessing desired traits can 
be accomplished without the use of biopsies and without the 
need for stress-inducing handling. Moreover, non-invasive se-
lection increases experimental efficiency.

Parkinson’s disease is a debilitating neurological disorder 
involving abnormal dopamine levels in the basal ganglia. The 
basal ganglia control goal-directed movements via a complex 
circuit that consists of “go” and “stop” neurons. The stop neu-
rons are normally inhibited. When dopamine levels are low, 
stop neurons are no longer inhibited and movements grind to a 
halt. Chemical intervention can relieve symptoms, but this stops 
being effective after time. Organotypic co-cultures that include 
parts of the basal ganglia and the neocortex can be kept viable 
for extended periods of time, form and maintain appropriate 
functional interconnections, and thus be used to study many 
parts of the normal physiology of the system that is devastated 
by Parkinson’s disease (see, e.g., Plenz and Kitai, 1998).

Deep brain stimulation in the right part of the brain can re-
lieve the paucity of movement when chemical treatment can’t. 
Finding the right part of the brain to stimulate in humans re-
quires experimentation with animal models that have subtha-
lamic nuclei and an internal segment of the globus pallidus with 
the right degree of “humanness” to be a predictive model of this 
disease’s symptoms. Recent advances in rodent models allow 

optical stimulation of target neurons with blue light. This results 
in neuronal activation and ultimately in improvement of the dis-
eases symptoms (Gradinaru et al., 2009).

Other neurological diseases that have been investigated with 
carefully chosen animal models include: strabismus (with cats), 
memory deficits (with rodents and nonhuman primates), retini-
tis pigmentosa (with genetically defective dogs), stroke (with 
rodents) and bipolar disease (with guinea pigs). Each of these 
models was selected because of some unique trait that set the 
particular model apart as the best partial, isomorphic or ideally, 
homologous model system.

Sometimes, human subjects become the replacement model 
used to predict animal behavior. Humans can perform complex 
behavioral tasks. They give accurate feedback about design flaws 
and expectations in goal-oriented tasks. Thus they are the ideal 
species for doing initial, non-invasive experiments that refine 
experimental designs. Recent work on reward preferences and 
behavioral strategies has been done using Old World monkeys. 
This work is patterned after human psychological experiments 
that were conducted first. One is then left to wonder if this is 
experimental refinement as a result of human replacement.

In a similar manner, Dehaene and Changeux (1993) used neu-
ral network modeling to predict human brain centers that should 
control the storage and processing of numbers, coining the term 
“numerosity detectors” for the elements that would do so. This 
lead Nieder and Miller (2002, 2004) to discover the numeros-
ity regions in the brains of macaque monkeys. Their work lead 
Dehaene and co-workers (Piazza et al., 2004) to determine the 
location of these regions in humans, using non-invasive imag-
ing techniques.

Hendriksen (2000), although not in the context of choosing 
animal models for neuroscience experiments, suggests that the 
3Rs should be implemented with “3Cs”: common sense, com-
mitment, and communication. Common sense in choosing ani-
mal models certainly involves selecting the right model to an-
swer the scientific questions while not losing sight of animal 
welfare in the process. This is done through commitment to 
the 3Rs and to the scientific goals. Communication is key, both 
within the research group and with others as well so that meth-
ods are continually refined, the number of animals involved is 
reduced, and animals are replaced when possible with other 
model systems.

Continuing to refine how three letters, which stand for three 
words, might be used to focus discussions about science and 
animal welfare in model selection, Nelson’s “3Bs” (2008) may 
be applied here. Originally proposed to guide animal ethics 
committees in evaluating novel behavioral proposals for animal 
experimentation, “Basics, Balance and Blend” can easily be ap-
plied to animal model selection for neuroscience experiments. 
Committed and responsible researchers continually have the op-
portunity to evaluate the basics of the models available and use 
established ones when possible, thus avoiding the need for mod-
el re-validation. They may reduce animal numbers as a result. 
They can determine what the chosen model can “model” and 
what it cannot, achieving a balance between ideals and practical 
scientific goals. They can then refine their experimental goals 
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accordingly. Prudent scientists should blend the need to use ho-
mologous models with doing “initial studies” with partial mod-
els, as defined above, and replace whole animal studies with in 
vitro experiments whenever possible.

Choosing the proper experimental model for neuroscience 
studies is an inexact science. With common sense, commitment, 
and communication, those making choices can achieve a bal-
ance between good science and good animal welfare by blend-
ing these basic goals responsibly. In doing so, those choosing 
can select from among the viable alternatives.
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AreAs of AnimAl use 

1  Introduction

the liver is the principal site of xenobiotic biotransformation 
in the body. Inherent to its detoxifying function, this organ, and 
more specifically the hepatocyte, is also a primary target for 
chemical-induced cell injury (Jaeschke et al., 2002; Vanhaecke 
and Rogiers, 2006; Vinken et al., 2006). For many years it was 
thought that cell death, elicited by toxicants, mainly occurred 
through necrosis. It has now become clear that an alternative 
cell death mode, namely apoptosis, predominates in toxicant-
induced cell death (Gill and Dive, 2000; Gomez-lechon et al., 
2002; Jaeschke et al., 2002; Raffray and Cohen, 1997). the most 
prominent signalling pathway that drives apoptotic cell death in 
the liver is initiated by binding of specific ligands, including the 
Fas (CD95/Apo-1) ligand (Fasl), to their receptors at the cell 
plasma membrane surface. Hepatocytes abundantly produce the 
Fas receptor and ligand binding leads to induction of caspase 
8. Activated caspase 8 triggers caspase 3, which subsequently 
cleaves a plethora of cellular components (Mahli et al., 2006; 
Mahli and Gores, 2008). In fact, several proteins relevant to 

cytoskeletal architecture are present among the caspase 3 sub-
strates, including keratins (Caulin et al., 1997; Ku et al., 1997), 
lamins (Orth et al., 1996; takahashi et al., 1996), gelsolin (Ko-
thakota et al., 1997), vimentin (Caulin et al., 1997) and catenins 
(Brancolini et al., 1997; Schmeiser et al., 1998). the latter are a 
family of cytoplasmic proteins that interact with transmembrane 
cadherins (Wheelock and Johnson, 2003). In the liver, hepato-
cytes mainly express E-cadherin, β-catenin and γ-catenin (pla-
koglobin) (Vinken et al., 2006). Cadherin-catenin complexes 
are the essential building stones of adherens junctions, which 
connect cells one to another (Wheelock and Johnson, 2003). 
the caspase 3-mediated breakdown of catenins, and thus the 
disruption of cell-cell contacts, is believed to underlie the typi-
cal morphological changes that are associated with apoptosis, 
including membrane blebbing and cytoplasmic condensation 
(Brancolini et al., 1998; Schmeiser and Grand, 1999).

A number of protocols have been described to study hepa-
tocellular apoptosis in vivo, such as the direct administration 
of cell death-evoking toxicants to animals (Furukawa et al., 
2000). Such experiments not only raise serious ethical ques-
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Summary
We previously introduced an in vitro model of hepatocellular apoptotic cell death consisting of monolayers  
of freshly isolated rat hepatocytes that are exposed to a combination of Fas ligand and cycloheximide  
for a limited time span. The current study was set up to demonstrate the actual applicability of this system  
for investigating molecular events that typify apoptosis. We specifically focussed on adherens junctions, 
 a group of cell contacts composed of cadherin-catenin complexes that play essential roles in the control of 
liver homeostasis. It was found that E-cadherin expression gradually declined during the cell death process, 
whereas both β-catenin and γ-catenin were progressively degraded, yielding a number of proteolytic  
fragments. These results support the notion that dismantling of adherens junctions during apoptosis depends 
on proteolytic processing of its components. This outcome, in turn, illustrates the usefulness of the in  
vitro model as an experimental tool to study apoptosis, whilst reducing animal experimentation.

Keywords: in vitro model, primary hepatocyte, cadherin, catenin, apoptosis

Abbreviations: Ac-DEVD-AFC, acetyl-Asp-Glu-Val-Asp-7-amino-4-trifluoromethylcoumarin;  
CHx, cycloheximide; Fasl, Fas ligand; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase;  
lDH, lactate dehydrogenase; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline solution; PBSD+, divalent ion-supplemented 
PBS; lH, liver homogenate; tBS, tris-buffered saline solution.
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tions but are also of limited scientific value. Indeed, apoptotic 
cells are barely detectable in vivo, as they are rapidly engulfed 
by neighbouring phagocytes. During in vitro experimentation, 
where phagocytosis does not take place, the full course of ap-
optosis can be monitored (Bai et al., 2003; Gill and Dive, 2000; 
Gomez-lechon et al., 2002; Raffray and Cohen, 1997). In this 
respect, we have recently introduced a primary hepatocyte cul-
ture system to investigate Fas-mediated apoptotic cell death. In 
the established model freshly isolated hepatocytes are cultivated 
in a monolayer configuration and are exposed to a combination 
of Fasl and cycloheximide (CHx) for a limited time span. A 
battery of well-established cell death markers was used for the 
biochemical characterisation of this system, and we could dem-
onstrate termination of the apoptotic process and simultaneous 
transition to a necrotic phenotype in this experimental setting 
(Vinken et al., 2009). the current study was set up to demon-
strate the actual applicability of this in vitro model for studying 
the molecular mechanisms that typify apoptosis. We hereby spe-
cifically focussed on adherens junctions, as their orchestrated 
degradation is a well-known event occurring during apoptotic 
cell death.

2  Animals, materials and methods

Chemicals and reagents
Fasl and CHx came from Alexis (Switzerland) and Sigma 
(Belgium), respectively. Acetyl-Asp-Glu-Val-Asp-7-amino-4- 
trifluoromethylcoumarin (Ac-DEVD-AFC) was purchased 
from Merck (Belgium). Propidium iodide and Hoechst 33342 
were from Invitrogen (Belgium), whereas annexin-V-Fluos 
was obtained from Roche (Germany). All other chemicals were 
commercially available products of analytical grade and were 
supplied by Sigma (Belgium), unless specified otherwise. 

Hepatocyte cultivation and cell death induction
Procedures for the housing of rats and isolation and cultivation 
of hepatocytes were approved by the local ethics committee of 
the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Belgium). Male outbred Sprague-
Dawley rats (200-250g; Charles River laboratories, Belgium) 
were kept under controlled environmental conditions (12 h light/
dark cycles) with free access to food and water. Hepatocytes were 
isolated by use of a two-step collagenase method, and cell viabil-
ity was assessed by trypan blue exclusion (Papeleu et al., 2006). 
Viable (>85%) hepatocytes were plated at a density of 0.56 x 105 
cells/cm2 in William’s medium e (Invitrogen, Belgium) contain-
ing 7 ng/ml glucagon, 292 mg/ml l-glutamine, antibiotics (7.33 
I.e./ml sodium benzyl penicillin, 50 µg/ml kanamycin mono-
sulphate, 10 µg/ml sodium ampicillin, 50 µg/ml streptomycin 
sulphate) and 10% fetal bovine serum. After 4 h and 24 h, the 
culture medium was removed and replaced by serum-free me-
dium supplemented with 25 µg/ml hydrocortisone sodium hemi-
succinate and 0.5 µg/ml insulin (“hepatocyte culture medium”). 
Cell death was induced 44 h post-plating by adding hepatocyte 
culture medium containing 200 ng/ml Fasl and 2 µg/ml CHx. 
Sampling was performed at the start of cell death induction (0 h) 
and 2 h, 4 h and 6 h thereafter (Vinken et al., 2009).

Determination of the apoptotic and necrotic indices
Hepatocytes, seeded on 35 mm culture dishes, were washed 
twice with phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) contain-
ing 1.2 mM CaCl2 and 340 µM MgCl2·6H2O (PBSD+). Sub-
sequently, cells were stained with 2% annexin-V-Fluos, 3 µg/
ml Hoechst 33342 and 1 µg/ml propidium iodide in annexin-V 
buffer (140 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 10 mM Hepes) for 15 min 
at room temperature. Culture dishes were thereafter rinsed four 
times with PBSD+ and subjected to fluorescence microscopy 
(Nikon, Japan). At least five images per culture dish were taken 
(original magnification x100). The number of cells positive for 
the concerned marker was counted in each image and expressed 
relative to the total number of cells present. Analyses were car-
ried out in a blinded fashion. 

Measurement of caspase 3-like activity
Hepatocytes, seeded on 60 mm culture plates, were washed twice 
with cold PBS, resuspended in lysis buffer (10 mM Hepes, 2 mM 
ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid, 1 mM phenylmethylsulpho-
nylfluoride, 14.6 µM pepstatin A, 21.6 µM aprotinin, 3.1 µM 
leupeptin, 2 mM 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-
propanesulphonate, 5 mM dithiothreitol), and subjected to three 
freeze-thawing cycles. Cell lysates were centrifuged at 1559 x g 
for 30 min at 4°C, and protein concentrations were determined 
according to the Bradford procedure (Bradford, 1976) using 
a Bio-Rad protein assay kit (Bio-Rad, Germany) with bovine  
serum albumin as a standard. Subsequently, 30 µg protein  
was added to reaction buffer (10 mM Pipes, 2 mM ethylenedi-
amine tetra-acetic acid, 5 mM dithiothreitol, 1.6 mM 3-[(3-chola-
midopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulphonate). then,  
1.375 mM of Ac-DeVD-AFC substrate was added, and after 1 h 
incubation at 37°C, fluorescence was measured at an excitation 
wavelength of 400 nm and an emission wavelength of 505 nm in 
a Victor plate reader (Perkinelmer, Belgium). the background 
readings from the buffer were subtracted from the readings from 
the samples and the enzyme activity was expressed as nmol 
AFC/min x µg protein.

Measurement of lactate dehydrogenase leakage
Hepatocyte membrane damage was evaluated by determination 
of the lactate dehydrogenase (lDH) index (Bergmeyer, 1974) 
using a commercially available kit (Merck, Germany). the lDH 
index was calculated by the following equation: [100 x lDH  
activity in supernatant]/[lDH activity in (supernatant+cells)].

Immunoblot analysis
For the preparation of total protein lysates, hepatocytes were 
harvested from 60 mm culture plates by scraping and washed 
twice with ice-cold PBS. Cells were homogenised in lysis 
buffer (50 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM ethylenediamine 
tetra-acetic acid, 2.5 mM ethyleneglycol tetra-acetic acid, 0.1% 
tween 20, 10% glycerol) supplemented with  0.1 mM phenyl-
methylsulphonylfluoride, 5 mM dithiothreitol and 1x protease 
inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Germany).  Following sonication for 
10 s, samples were left on ice for 1 h. Cell lysates were spun 
at 13791 x g for 5 min, and protein concentrations were deter-
mined in the supernatants according to the Bradford procedure 
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(Bradford, 1976) using a Bio-Rad protein assay kit (Bio-Rad, 
Germany) with bovine serum albumin as a standard. Proteins 
(25 µg) were fractionated on 7.5% sodium dodecyl sulphate 
polyacrylamide and blotted afterwards onto nitrocellulose 
membranes (Amersham, United Kingdom). The efficiency of 
transfer was controlled by reversible Ponceau S staining. Subse-
quent blocking of the membranes was performed with 5% non-
fatty milk in tris-buffered saline solution (tBS; 20 mM tris, 

135 mM NaCl) containing 0.1% tween 20. Membranes were 
incubated for 2 h at room temperature with primary antibody 
(tab. 1), followed by incubation for 1 h at room temperature 
with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody 
directed against mouse (Amersham, United Kingdom). exces-
sive antibody was removed by washing the membrane several 
times in tween-supplemented tBS. Detection of the proteins 
was carried out by means of an enhanced chemiluminescence 

Tab. 1: Primary antibodies used for immunoblot analysis. (GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase). 

Antigen Supplier Cat. No. Species Type Dilution

E-cadherin BD Biosciences 610181 mouse monoclonal 1/5000
β-catenin	 BD	Biosciences	 610153	 mouse	 monoclonal	 1/1000
γ-catenin	 BD	Biosciences	 610253	 mouse	 monoclonal	 1/2000
GAPDH	 Abcam	 ab8245	 mouse	 monoclonal	 1/20000

Fig. 1: Characterisation of the cell death response induced by FasL/CHX in primary cultures of rat hepatocytes.
Freshly	isolated	rat	hepatocytes	were	cultivated	in	a	monolayer	configuration	and	were	exposed	to	200	ng/ml	FasL	and	2	µg/ml	CHX,	
starting	44	h	post-plating.	(A)	Samples	were	taken	at	the	start	of	the	exposure	(0	h),	and	after	2	h,	4	h	and	6	h	and	were	stained	with	
annexin-V-Fluos,	Hoechst	33342	and	propidium	iodide,	as	described	in	“Animal,	materials	and	methods”	(original	magnification	x100).	
(B)	The	number	of	cells	positive	for	the	concerned	marker	was	counted	in	each	image	and	was	expressed	relative	to	the	total	number	of	
cells	present.	Data	are	expressed	as	means	±	standard	deviation	of	three	independent	experiments.	Results	were	evaluated	by	one-way	
ANOVA	(repeated	measures),	followed	by	post hoc	Bonferroni	tests.	(•=control;	Δ=FasL/CHX).	(**p<0.01;	***p<0.001).
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Western blotting system (Amersham, United Kingdom). In or-
der to confirm equal loading of proteins, membranes were fur-
ther incubated with a monoclonal anti-mouse glyceraldehyde-3
-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) antibody (Abcam, United 
Kingdom). 

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as means ± standard deviation of three inde-
pendent experiments (n=3). Results were evaluated by one-way 
ANOVA (repeated measures) followed by post hoc Bonferroni 
tests. 

3  Results

Characterisation of the cell death response induced by  
FasL/CHX in primary hepatocyte cultures
Fasl is known to trigger the extrinsic apoptotic pathway upon 
binding to its receptor at the cell plasma membrane surface, 
and CHx, a potent inhibitor of protein synthesis, was repeat-
edly reported to amplify this process (Ni et al., 1994; Rouquet 
et al., 1996). to chart the time course of the cell death response, 
we carried out combined in situ stainings with annexin-V-Flu-
os, Hoechst 33342 and propidium iodide at the start (0 h) of 
exposure of primary hepatocytes to Fasl/CHx, and 2 h, 4 h 
and 6 h thereafter (Fig. 1A,B). Measurements of caspase 3-like 
activity and extracellular lDH release were performed in par-
allel (Fig. 2).

An early event during the commitment of cells to apop-
tosis includes the externalisation of phosphatidyl serine, a 
negatively charged phospholipid normally restricted to the in-
ner surface of the cell plasma membrane bilayer. this proc-
ess can be monitored using the phospholipid binding protein 
annexin-V (Foster, 2000). Indeed, the number of annexin-V-
positive cells already increased, though not significantly, after 
2 h of cell death induction (Fig. 1B). A key feature of apop-
tosis includes the cleavage of cellular proteins by caspase 3. 
the latter can be measured by using the prototypical though 
not exclusive caspase 3 substrate Ac-DeVD-AFC (Bai et al., 
2003). Caspase 3-like activity significantly increased after 2 h 
and peaked after 4 h of exposure of the primary hepatocytes to 
Fasl/CHx (Fig. 2A). Chromatin fragmentation and conden-
sation, a deleterious result of caspase 3 action occurring in a 
late phase of the apoptotic process, can be revealed with the 
dye Hoechst 33342, which intercalates with DNA (Bai et al., 
2003; Foster, 2000). Accordingly, Hoechst 33342 fluorescence 
became more intense towards the final stage of the provoked 
cell death phenomenon (Fig. 1B). In vivo, late apoptotic cells 
are rapidly engulfed by neighbouring phagocytes. During in 
vitro experimentation, however, in the absence of phagocytes, 
late apoptotic cells switch to a rather necrotic mode (Bai et 
al., 2003; Gill and Dive, 2000; Gomez-lechon et al., 2008). A 
typical hallmark of necrotic cell death, unlike apoptosis, is the 
loss of cell plasma membrane integrity. Propidium iodide only 
permeates cells displaying a disrupted cell plasma membrane 
and can thus be used to discriminate between necrotic and ap-
optotic cells (Foster, 2000). Propidium iodide-positive counts 

indeed culminated 6 h after addition of Fasl/CHx to the cell 
culture medium of primary hepatocytes, indicating a massive 
apoptotic-to-necrotic transition (Fig. 1B). the acquisition of a 
necrotic phenotype at this time point was further demonstrated 
by a drastically increased lDH index, a cytosolic enzyme that 
leaks to the extracellular environment upon cell plasma mem-
brane damage (Bergmeyer, 1974) (Fig. 2B).

Fig. 2: Modifications in apoptotic and necrotic activities 
induced by FasL/CHX in primary cultures of rat hepatocytes. 
Freshly isolated rat hepatocytes were cultivated in a monolayer 
configuration	and	were	exposed	to	200	ng/ml	FasL	and	2	µg/ml	
CHX,	starting	44	h	post-plating.	Samples	were	taken	at	the	start	of	
the	exposure	(0	h)	and	after	2	h,	4	h	and	6	h.	 
(A)	Caspase	3-like	activity	was	determined	as	described	in	
“Animals,	materials	and	methods”.	Results	are	expressed	as	nmol	
AFC/min	x	µg	protein	and	represent	means	±	standard	deviation	
of	three	independent	experiments.	Results	were	evaluated	by	one-
way	ANOVA	(repeated	measures)	followed	by	post hoc	Bonferroni	
tests.  
(B)	The	LDH	index	was	determined	as	described	in	“Animals,	
materials	and	methods”	and	was	calculated	by	the	following	
equation:	[100	x	LDH	activity	in	supernatant]/[LDH	activity	in	
(supernatant+cells)].	Data	are	expressed	as	means	±	standard	
deviation	of	three	independent	experiments.	Results	were	
evaluated	by	one-way	ANOVA	(repeated	measures),	followed	by	
post	hoc	Bonferroni	tests.	(•=control;	Δ=FasL/CHX).	(*p<0.05;	
***p<0.001).	(AFC,	7-amino-4-trifluoromethylcoumarin;	LDH,	
lactate	dehydrogenase).	
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Effect of FasL/CHX on adherens junctions proteins in primary 
hepatocyte cultures
Following the establishment of the in vitro model of hepatocel-
lular cell death, we investigated adherens junctions in this exper-
imental setting. More specifically, protein levels of E-cadherin, 
β-catenin and γ-catenin were studied by immunoblot analysis, 
thereby using a set of monoclonal antibodies. We included a rat 
liver homogenate in order to have reference data of adherens 
junction expression in the rat liver in vivo (Fig. 3).

Despite the drastic abolishment of cellular interactions that 
hepatocytes undergo during their isolation from the liver, cell-
cell contacts are restored, at least in part, upon subsequent culti-
vation of the cells (Vinken et al., 2006). In fact, adherens junction 
components are known to be abundantly and stably expressed 
in primary hepatocyte cultures, thus reflecting the need of the 
cells to re-establish their connectivity (Vinken et al., 2007). In 
line with this information, E-cadherin, β-catenin and γ-catenin 
proteins were expressed at similar levels in primary hepatocyte 
cultures and in the rat liver homogenate (Fig. 3). For e-cadher-
in, one single signal was observed around 120 kDa in all experi-
mental conditions tested. the e-cadherin steady-state protein 
levels gradually declined when Fasl/CHx was added to the cell 
culture medium of the primary hepatocytes. the monoclonal 
antibody used to detect β-catenin also recognised one fragment, 
in casu at 92 kDa, corresponding with the native β-catenin pro-
tein. Immunoreactivity for this fragment diminished after 4 h of 
exposure of the hepatocytes to Fasl/CHx. At this time point, a 
second β-catenin fragment (75 kDa), representing a proteolytic 
cleavage product, became manifested. Plakoglobin appeared as 
a dual signal of which the upper band (82 kDa) was clearly pre-
dominant in primary hepatocyte cultures. During the triggered 

cell death process, its importance progressively decreased in 
favour of the 75 kDa fragment. Moreover, two additional trun-
cated γ-catenin fragments, with approximate molecular weights 
of 65 kDa and 55 kDa, became detectable after 4 h, but particu-
larly after 6 h of cell death induction (Fig. 3).

3  Discussion

Our research group is addressing the development and optimisa-
tion of liver-based in vitro systems, particularly primary hepato-
cyte culture models, for pharmaco-toxicological purposes. We 
previously described cultivation conditions to specifically study 
hepatocellular proliferation (Papeleu et al., 2004) and differen-
tiation (Henkens et al., 2007), two critical aspects of the hepato-
cyte life cycle. liver homeostasis also relies on the appropriate 
removal of hepatocytes through apoptosis. In normal liver, the 
incidence of apoptosis is very low, affecting 0.05% of all liver 
cells in rats (Qiao and Farrell, 1999). Upon exposure to hepato-
toxicants, however, apoptotic activity may drastically increase 
(Gill and Dive, 2000; Gomez-lechon et al., 2002; Jaeschke et 
al., 2002; Raffray and Cohen, 1997). the importance of apopto-
sis in toxicology has been underestimated for a long time, mainly 
because of the difficulty of identifying apoptotic cells in the in-
tact organism owing to their rapid phagocytosis. Such constraints 
can be overcome by the use of in vitro experimental settings (Bai 
et al., 2003; Gill and Dive, 2000; Gomez-lechon et al., 2002; 
Raffray and Cohen, 1997). We have recently established and 
fully characterised an in vitro model of Fas-mediated hepatocyte 
cell death (Vinken et al., 2009). the aim of the present study 
was to further test the suitability of this system for studying the 

Fig. 3: Alterations in the expression of adherens junction components induced by FasL/CHX in primary cultures of rat 
hepatocytes. 
Freshly	isolated	rat	hepatocytes	were	cultivated	in	a	monolayer	configuration	and	were	exposed	to	200	ng/ml	FasL	and	2	µg/ml	CHX,	
starting	44	h	post-plating.	This	condition	is	indicated	as	“+”,	whereas	untreated	controls	are	represented	as	“-”.	Samples	were	taken	at	
the	start	of	the	exposure	(0	h),	and	after	2	h,	4	h	and	6	h	and	were	subjected	to	immunoblot	analyses	as	described	in	“Animals,	materials	
and	methods”,	using	primary	antibodies	(see	Tab.	1)	raised	against	E-cadherin,	β-catenin	and	γ-catenin.	The	different	protein	fragments	
and	their	corresponding	molecular	weights	are	indicated	by	arrows.	Blots	shown	are	representative	of	three	independent	experiments.	
(GAPDH,	glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate	dehydrogenase;	LH,	liver	homogenate).
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molecular determinants of apoptosis. We paid specific attention 
to adherens junctions, a group of specialised cell contacts com-
posed of cadherin-catenin complexes that play essential roles in 
the control of liver homeostasis (Vinken et al., 2006).

We found that progression through the Fas-triggered cell 
death process is associated with the active degradation of the 
native β-catenin and γ-catenin proteins, yielding a number of 
lower mass proteolytic fragments which started to appear at the 
time whereby maximal caspase 3-like activity was measured. 
This finding is consistent with previous reports, showing cas-
pase 3-mediated proteolysis of both β-catenin and plakoglobin 
during chemical-induced or physical-induced apoptosis in a 
plethora of cell types (Bannerman et al., 1998; Brancolini et 
al., 1998; Fuchs et al., 2008; Fukuda, 1999; Herren et al., 1998; 
Kessler and Muller, 2009; Schmeiser and Grand, 1999; Stein-
husen et al., 2000; Su et al., 2005). Although this scenario usu-
ally also holds for e-cadherin (Brancolini et al., 1998; Fuchs et 
al., 2008; Keller and Nigam, 2003; Kessler and Muller, 2009; 
Schmeiser and Grand, 1999; Steinhusen et al., 2001), we could 
only detect one signal that gradually decreased upon cell death 
induction without the appearance of additional bands. this fail-
ure to detect a clear-cut proteolytic e-cadherin pattern, unlike in 
most other studies, is probably due to the use of distinct antibod-
ies that recognise different epitopes that are not present on the 
truncated e-cadherin fragments.

In conclusion, the results of the present study further support 
the notion that dismantling of adherens junctions during apopto-
sis, which gives rise to the typical apoptotic phenotype, depends 
on the concerted proteolytic processing of its building blocks. 
this outcome, in turn, further illustrates the usefulness of the in 
vitro model of Fas-mediated cell death as an experimental tool 
to study apoptosis whilst reducing animal experimentation.
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1  Introduction

In 2003 members of IlSI – HeSI started a project called ACSA 
(agrochemical safety assessment). the purpose of this project 
was to evaluate how toxicity testing for agrochemicals could 
be done if the testing requirements were to be designed from 
scratch. the background of this question was the notion that our 
society continues to add testing requirements to an already sub-
stantial package without really looking at the overall picture, i.e. 
what value does each study have relative to the risk assessment 
and risk management process. the ACSA group was made up of 
distinguished academics, people from regulatory authorities and 
toxicologists from industry.

the results of this work were published in 2006 in a special 
issue of Critical Reviews in Toxicology. the main conclusions 
can be summarised as follows: 
1) With the current study requirements we are focusing too 

much on long-term, very low exposure issues (which require 
substantial resources in toxicity testing) rather than on short-
term or intermittent exposure scenarios.

2) Improved and early recognition of relevant toxicological ef-
fects will help to address the particular profile that a chemical 
may have in a more focused way.

3) Several studies are either of limited or no use (for risk assess-
ment) or can be redesigned in such a way that the same amount 
of information can be obtained with far fewer resources.

An example of a redesigned study is the extended 1-generation 
study as an alternative to a full 2-generation study. the feasibil-
ity and sensitivity of such a study design has been positively 
evaluated for one compound by BASF and is under evaluation 
for several other compounds by other companies. With this 
study animal resources can be significantly reduced. However, 
an even more effective alternative to redesigning a study is to 
evaluate whether a study is useful at all, relative to risk assess-
ment requirements. this is the true alternative to alternatives. 
Before a data requirement can be abandoned, however, careful 
examination needs to be done to assess the significance of the 
study for risk assessment purposes. 

2  Results

there are at least two well-documented examples of studies that 
can be eliminated from the data requirement list without ap-
parent impact on the quality of risk assessment. One of these 

Initiatives to Decrease Redundancy in Animal Testing of 
Pesticides 
Bennard van Ravenzwaay 
experimental toxicology and ecology, BASF Se, ludwigshafen, Germany

Summary
Two well-documented examples of studies that can be eliminated from the data requirement list without ap-
parent impact on the quality of risk assessment are presented. Database evaluations demonstrated no clear 
difference in sensitivity between 3-month and 12-month dog studies. From a regulatory perspective, only 
two compounds were identified in which the NOAEL for the 12-month dog study was more than 2-fold lower 
than in any other study. Evaluation of the contribution of the mouse cancer study demonstrated that in 5% 
of all cases the mouse cancer study was used for reference dose setting and in 1.5% it was used for selective 
cancer classification. It is suggested that regulatory agencies periodically review their study requirements 
for redundant studies. 

Keywords: 12 month dog, carcinogenicity mice, obsolete studies
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studies is the 12-month dog study. the question whether dog 
studies are necessary at all for risk assessment has been evalu-
ated by several authors and their conclusion was that the dog as 
a non-rodent species is important in risk assessment. For about 
30-50% of all investigated agrochemicals (depending on the 
data base), the dog was the species which provided a lower no 
observed adverse effect level in 90 day studies relative to the 
rat. thus, the 90 day dog study provides essential information 
and needs to be performed.

In the past three decades it has also been necessary to per-
form a 12-month toxicity study in dogs for global regulatory 
acceptance. the large number of studies performed during this 
period has provided an extensive database that has been used 
to address the value of studies of different duration. Spielmann 
and Gerbracht (2001) found no clear difference in sensitivity 
between 3-month and 12-month studies. the distribution of the 
ratios between the lowest observed effect levels (lOel) of the 
subchronic and chronic studies (insecticides, herbicides, fungi-
cides) did also not show a different distribution pattern. 

Doe et al. (2006) evaluated sensitivity based on NOAel 
while looking at the impact on the regulatory outcome, if the 
12-month dog study had not been performed. In this endeavour 
they looked at the lowest NOAel of the standard set of 4 sys-
temic toxicity studies (90-day rat, 2-year rat, 90-day dog, 1-year 
dog) and compared the result with and without consideration 
of the 12-month dog study. By the ratio of these values they 
found that for only two compounds the lowest NOAel from the 
other three studies would be more than twice the NOAel for 
the 12-month dog study. For one of these there are confounding 
factors with the 1-year studies. Both groups thus concluded that 
the 12 month dog study does not provide essential data for risk 
assessment.

the reason for the lack of increased sensitivity with longer 
duration of exposure in dogs is probably related to the total 
life expectancy. In rat studies the extension of exposure from 
3-months to 1 year (chronic) or 2 years (cancer) takes the time 
of exposure relative to life expectancy from 12% to 50% or 
100%. In dogs the 3-month study is about 2% of life expectancy, 
the 12-month study not more than 8%. In the eU the 12-month 
dog study is not an absolute data requirement anymore, and the 
US-ePA has also indicated that this study does not necessarily 
need to be performed. However, the world is much larger than 
the eU and US and we need global acceptance before a data 
requirement can be completely eliminated. the 12-month dog 
study is not necessary for risk assessment purposes. to speed up 
the process of acceptance of this fact, an interim solution may 
be suggested which should be easier to accept for those who still 
have doubts. In those cases in which the NOAel/lOel val-
ues of a 3-month rat study are lower than those obtained in the 
3-month dog study – thus demonstrating the higher sensitivity 
of the rat in a study of similar duration – it should not be neces-
sary to do any further dog studies.

The second study that does not contribute significantly to risk 
assessment is the carcinogenicity study in mice. In this study a 
total of 400 mice are treated for at least 18 months with a com-
pound and are evaluated for the induction of cancer. Billington 

et al. (2010) evaluated a total of 195 agrochemicals with ad-
equate cancer studies in mice for the contribution of this study 
type to risk assessment. With respect to the setting of a reference 
dose for 10 chemicals (i.e. 5% of all cases) the mouse cancer 
study was used. For all of these cases the NOAel in the mouse 
study was close to the NOAel obtained from other species and 
in 9 cases this value was between the NOAel and lOel of the 
mouse study.

the relative insensitivity of mice was also recently demon-
strated in an evaluation performed by the Fraunhofer Gesells-
chaft within the context of an eCetOx task Force in which the 
NOAels and lOels for chemicals were compared. One of the 
results of this exercise, which involved a very large database, 
was that on average the NOAel/lOel values in rats are about 
2-fold lower than in mice.

the contribution of the mouse cancer study to its actual pur-
pose, i.e. the identification of carcinogens, is even more dis-
appointing upon detailed examination (Billington et al., 2010). 
Approximately 10% of the 200 agrochemicals showed mouse-
specific tumours. However, most of the tumours (70%) were 
liver tumours. these tumours are very often associated with a 
very high spontaneous background incidence of certain mice 
strains (e.g. the B6C3F1 strain) and are not considered to be rel-
evant for humans (if the chemical has no genotoxic properties).

Other tumour types not necessarily relevant for human risk 
assessment are those related to an irritating mechanism. In the 
end, only in 1.5% of the investigated cases the mouse carcino-
genicity study resulted in a classification as “limited evidence of 
a carcinogenic effect”.

these examples show that it is worthwhile to look at the 
usefulness of existing data requirements. It is not unlikely that 
we may find other studies that also serve very little purpose. A 
possible candidate for the list of redundant studies is the acute 
dermal lD50. this study has received very little attention, and 
there are no extended review papers available concerning its 
use in risk assessment. A small analysis performed using the 
former ECB “classlab” database indicated that a total of 4133 
chemicals are classified. A total of 66 substances were classified 
as “harmful” following dermal administration. Out of these 16 
were not classified based on oral or inhalation toxicity, but 3 of 
these were corrosive, leaving 13. A total of 42 substances were 
classified as “toxic” following dermal administration. Out of 
these 17 had a lower oral or inhalation classification, but 7 were 
corrosive, leaving 10. Three substances were classified as “very 
toxic” based on the dermal lD50 study. thus, the total number of 
selective (relevant) classifications based on LD50 dermal studies 
is = 13+10+3 = 26. In other words, less than 1% of the relevant 
classifications are based on the dermal LD50 study. 

3  Conclusion

A general continuation of the three study types presented here 
in a “check the box” fashion is not sensible, because the data 
obtained with these studies are not used in risk assessment. In 
special cases, in which, for example, kinetic information would 
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indicate that the dog is more appropriate than the rat, these stud-
ies could still be performed (guidelines are available), but we 
should all think carefully before we perform studies that serve 
little purpose. this can be achieved by a regular review of the 
usefulness of all studies requested in standard packages, be it 
for agrochemical registration or for studies performed under 
REACH which follow a similar standard package profile. To 
achieve this objective, dialogue between authorities (those de-
manding data) and registrants (those responsible for the devel-
opment of data) is essential. It is time we start this dialogue.
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1  Introduction 
Allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) is a delayed-type hypersen-
sitivity reaction induced by small reactive chemicals (haptens) 
that can result from the induction of skin sensitisation (Smith 
and Hotchkiss, 2001). Guinea pig models have historically been 
used to identify whether a chemical has the potential to induce 
skin sensitisation in humans. More recently, a refined and re-
duced method, i.e. the murine local lymph node assay (llNA), 
has been employed (Basketter et al., 2002). Sensitiser potency 

information generated using the llNA can be used to predict 
a safe level of human exposure (using a Quantitative Risk As-
sessment (QRA) approach (Felter et al., 2002, 2003)). there 
are, however, increasing public and political concerns regard-
ing the use of animal testing for the hazard characterisation of 
new chemicals, and consequently the development of in vitro, in 
chemico or in silico models for the replacement of animal test-
ing is a high priority (eC, 2003; US National Research Council, 
2007). 

Skin Sensitisation: The Colipa Strategy for Developing and 
Evaluating Non-Animal Test Methods for Risk Assessment 

Gavin Maxwell1, Pierre Aeby2, Takao Ashikaga3, Sandrine Bessou-Touya4, Walter Diembeck5,  
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Summary
Allergic contact dermatitis is a delayed-type hypersensitivity reaction induced by small reactive chemicals 
(haptens). Currently, the sensitising potential and potency of new chemicals is usually characterised using 
data generated via animal studies, such as the local lymph node assay (LLNA). There are, however, increasing 
public and political concerns regarding the use of animals for the testing of new chemicals. Consequently,  
the development of in vitro, in chemico or in silico models for predicting the sensitising potential and/or 
potency of new chemicals is receiving widespread interest.
The Colipa Skin Tolerance task force currently collaborates with and/or funds several academic research 
groups to expand our understanding of the molecular and cellular events occurring during the acquisition  
of skin sensitisation. Knowledge gained from this research is being used to support the development  
and evaluation of novel alternative approaches for the identification and characterisation of skin sensitising 
chemicals. At present three non-animal test methods (Direct Peptide Reactivity Assay (DPRA), Myeloid  
U937 Skin Sensitisation Test (MUSST) and human Cell Line Activation Test (hCLAT)) have been evaluated  
in Colipa interlaboratory ring trials for their potential to predict skin sensitisation potential and were  
recently submitted to ECVAM for formal pre-validation. Data from all three test methods will now be used to 
support the study and development of testing strategy approaches for skin sensitiser potency prediction.  
This publication represents the current viewpoint of the cosmetics industry on the feasibility of replacing the 
need for animal test data for informing skin sensitisation risk assessment decisions.
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the current replacement rationale for skin sensitisation is 
that data from several non-animal test methods will need to be 
combined as part of a testing strategy to produce useful skin 
sensitiser potency information (Jowsey et al., 2006; Maxwell 
et al., 2008; Natsch et al., 2009). each non-animal test method 
aims to model a key pathway involved in the induction of skin 
sensitisation, for example: skin exposure to the chemical and 
its subsequent skin bioavailability; initiation of the skin’s in-
nate immune response; chemical reactivity with skin protein; 
activation of epidermal (termed langerhans cells (lC)) or 
dermal dendritic cells (DC); and finally, the sensitiser-specific 
t cell response (Basketter and Maxwell, 2007). Colipa (the 
european Cosmetics Association) currently collaborates with 
academic and industrial research groups in each of these key 
areas to increase and apply our fundamental knowledge of skin 
sensitisation to non-animal method development (Aeby et al., 
2005, 2008; COlIPA, 2007). this publication aims to provide a 
progress report on all Colipa-funded research, method develop-
ment and method evaluation activities, as well as providing a 
cosmetic industry viewpoint on the feasibility of replacement of 
animal testing for skin sensitisation.

2  Skin exposure and bioavailability

the extent and frequency of skin exposure to a sensitising 
chemical has long been known to play a key role in determining 
the potential for and severity of ACD (Basketter et al., 2006; 
Upadhye and Maibach, 1992). exposure information for various 
product types has been generated and is routinely used to inform 
consumer safety risk assessments (e.g. loretz et al., 2006, 2005, 
2008). However as non-animal test methods are adopted there 
is an increasing need to understand skin exposure at the cellular 
and molecular level to enable appropriate interpretation and ex-
trapolation of in vitro or in chemico data. Consequently, Colipa 
has invested in exploring the application of new technologies 
for the prediction of skin bioavailability and for evaluating the 
role of metabolism in skin sensitisation.

Toxicokinetic model for prediction of epidermal bioavailability
In order to better understand the penetration and skin disposition 
of new test chemicals, Prof. Jerry Kasting at the University of 
Cincinnati, USA has developed a toxicokinetic model to allow 
a more accurate prediction of the epidermal bioavailability of 
potential skin sensitisers. this computer model of skin absorp-
tion is based on skin physico/chemical data and aims to predict 
key skin parameters such as; Cmax (the peak mid epidermal con-
centration of freely diffusing permeant); AUC120 (the area under 
the concentration-time profile of freely diffusing permeant 120 
hours after dosing) and percentage of dose absorbed. 

Skin metabolism
Understanding the metabolic competency of in vivo human skin 
and its role in the activation and clearance of sensitising chemi-
cals is relevant for both the development and evaluation of in vit-
ro test methods. Consequently Colipa is currently working with 
Prof. ellen Fritsch at University of Düsseldorf, Germany and Dr 

Rob edwards at Imperial College london, UK to evaluate the 
metabolic competency of human skin relative to in vitro human 
epidermal equivalents and immortalised keratinocyte models. 
The Imperial College project aims to profile the ecpression of 
metabolic enzymes in human skin means of immunochemistry 
and proteomics, while the University of Düsseldorf project fo-
cuses on the characterisation of basal and inducible metabolic 
enzyme activity. Initial results from the Imperial College group 
have already demonstrated that human skin may express far few-
er cytochrome P450 enzymes than previously documented.

3  Modification of skin proteins by chemical  
sensitisers 

Chemical sensitiser-specific T cells do not recognise the chemi-
cal itself but instead recognise a conjugate of the chemical (hap-
ten) in the context of a protein fragment (a peptide), which is 
presented to t cells by antigen-presenting cells, such as lC or 
DC. In addition, chemical sensitisers can act either as a hapten 
(i.e. chemical is inherently reactive and will covalently bind to 
amino acid side chains), pro-hapten (chemical requires meta-
bolic conversion to a protein-reactive species) or as pre-hapten 
(chemical conversion to a protein-reactive species). Colipa is 
supporting the development of next generation peptide binding 
test methods in addition to funding research to explore the cor-
relation between sensitisation potential and chemical reactivity. 

Direct Peptide Reactivity Assay (DPRA)
the DPRA protocol was developed by Dr. F. Gerberick at 
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, USA in collaboration with Prof. 
J. P. lepoittevin at the University of Strasbourg, France (Gerb-
erick et al., 2007). the test method aims to model protein hap-
tenation in chemico by measuring the depletion of two synthetic 
peptides (containing either a single cysteine or lysine side-chain 
as a reaction target) using High Performance liquid Chroma-
tography (HPlC). the prediction model for the DPRA uses a 
classification tree approach to assign different reactivity catego-
ries to the depletion data from the cysteine and lysine synthetic 
peptides (Gerberick et al., 2007). Using this approach the DPRA 
achieved 89% concordance with llNA potency categories (i.e. 
weak, moderate, etc.), and following two rounds of ring trials 
interlaboratory reproducibility was also found to be robust. 
Consequently, the current protocol has been transferred to the 
european Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods (eC-
VAM) for phase 3 pre-validation (Hartung et al., 2004). 

Next generation peptide binding assay
Colipa continues to support the ongoing collaboration between 
Procter & Gamble and the University of Strasbourg, which is 
currently focussed on increasing the applicability domain of the 
current test method to include poorly soluble chemicals and pro-
haptens that require oxidation to become active. 

4  Skin innate immune response 

Keratinocytes are the predominant epidermal cell type and are 
known to play a key role in the activation of lC in response to a 
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pathogenic stimulus or physical/chemical stress (Cumberbatch 
et al., 1992; Griffiths et al., 2005). Although keratinocyte acti-
vation in isolation is unlikely to be directly predictive of skin 
sensitisation hazard, Colipa remains interested in the role that 
epidermal keratinocytes and/or dermal fibroblasts could play in 
the activation of lC and dermal DC. Consequently a collabora-
tion was recently, initiated with Dr A. Ghaem Maghami at Uni-
versity of Nottingham, UK and Dr. J. Haycock at University of 
Sheffield, UK, to aims to establish an immunocompetent skin 
equivalent model using keratinocytes, fibroblasts and DC. 

5  Sensitiser-induced dendritic cell activation

the next key step in the induction of the skin sensitisation proc-
ess is the uptake and processing of the haptenated skin proteins 
by immature DCs in response to the inflammatory signals re-
leased by activated epidermal keratinocytes and dermal fibrob-
lasts (Cumberbatch et al.,1992; Griffiths et al., 2005). During this 
process DCs mature to an activated state, which can be measured 
experimentally by assessing changes in cell surface receptor ex-
pression (e.g. co-stimulatory molecules such as CD83, CD86 
or adhesion molecules such as CD54) and cytokine secretion 
(e.g. IL-1β, IL-8) (Basketter and Maxwell, 2007). Advances in 
the generation of immature DCs in vitro from human peripheral 
blood monocytes and the availability of cell lines with DC-like 
phenotypes have led to the development of several non-animal 
test methods based upon the measurement of DC activation bi-
omarkers following exposure to the test chemical.  

Myeloid U937 Skin Sensitisation Test (MUSST)
Drawbacks of peripheral blood derived DCs are their com-
plex preparation procedures, sourcing issues and their inherent 
donor-to-donor variability. As a possible alternative, human 

myeloid leukaemia cell lines represent good candidates as DC 
surrogates. Protocols based on the U937 cell line were devel-
oped by l'Oréal (Ade et al., 2006) and Cosmital SA, Procter 
& Gamble (Python et al., 2007). the MUSSt protocol is based 
upon the following steps (Fig. 1): U937 cells are exposed for 
48 h in 96 well plates to a range of chemical concentrations. 
CD86 expression (FItC coupled monoclonal antibody) and 
cell viability (propidium iodide exclusion) are then measured 
by flow cytometry. A chemical is predicted as a sensitiser if it 
induces a dose-dependent increase of CD86 expression at non-
toxic doses (viability >70%) within 2 independent experiments. 
Historically, the MUSSt’s concordance with yes/no predictions 
of sensitisation potential derived from human clinical data has 
been determined by l’Oréal to be 85% (based on 99 chemicals), 
and following two rounds of Colipa ring trials the inter-labo-
ratory reproducibility of the MUSSt was found to be robust. 
Consequently the current MUSSt protocol has been transferred 
to eCVAM for phase 3 pre-validation. 

Human Cell Line Activation Test (h-CLAT)
the h-ClAt was developed in a collaboration between Kao 
(Sakaguchi et al., 2006) and Shiseido (Ashikaga et al., 2006). 
the outline of the h-ClAt protocol (Fig. 2) is as follows: tHP-1 
cells (an acute monocytic leukaemia cell line (tsuchiya et al., 
1980)) are pre-cultured for 48 h or 72 h and are treated with the 
test chemical for 24 h. After removing the test chemical, the ex-
pression of two cell surface antigens, CD86 and CD54, is meas-
ured by specific antibody staining and subsequent detection by 
flow cytometry. Two of three independent measurements at any 
dose should exceed the positive criteria (CD86 >150% or CD54 
>200%) in order to be judged as positive. the concordance 
with yes/no predictions of sensitisation potential derived from 








Fig. 1: Overview of MUSST protocol
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llNA data was found to be approximately 85% (Sakaguchi et 
al., 2006, 2009), and following two parallel sets of ring trials 
involving Colipa members and Japanese cosmetic companies 
the h-ClAt inter-laboratory reproducibility was found to be ac-
ceptable. Consequently the current h-ClAt protocol has been 
transferred to eCVAM for phase 3 pre-validation, in parallel 
with the MUSSt and DPRA.

6  New biomarkers for DC activation

Intracellular signalling pathways
the early intracellular signalling pathways involved in sensitis-
er-induced DC activation and maturation are currently not well 
understood. to address this knowledge gap, Colipa recently col-
laborated with Prof. M. Serres at University of Claude Bernard 
in lyon, France where DCs derived from human peripheral 
blood monocytes (MoDC), U937 and h-ClAt were treated with 
a large panel of sensitisers and non-sensitisers prior to eRK 1/2 
and p38 MAP kinase (MAPK) activity being measured by the 
FacetM method (trompezinski et al., 2008). the results of this 
study demonstrated that all sensitisers markedly activated p38 
MAPK and inhibited erk1/2 in MoDC, many of them via a pre-
dominant role of oxidative stress as previously reported. Simi-
lar data were also obtained in the U937 cell line, however the 
tHP-1 cell line was found to respond differently, with erk1/2 
pathways becoming activated (rather than inhibited) following 
treatment with sensitiser. In all studies non-sensitisers had no 
significant impact on either p38 MAPK or Erk 1/2 kinase activ-
ity. Discussions are ongoing with respect to how best to apply 
these pathways as predictive biomarkers in existing or new DC 
activation test methods. 

Gene expression changes
In order to exploit new predictive biomarkers for sensitiser-
induced DC activation, Colipa has sponsored work at Procter 
& Gamble (Cincinnati, USA) to develop a high throughput 
method for the measurement of DC gene expression changes 
previously identified by Affymetrix GeneChip® analysis of 
sensitiser-treated MoDC. this analysis revealed 173 genes that 
were significantly modulated (Ryan et al., 2004), and 29 of 
these genes were selected for further evaluation of predictive 
potential using Rt PCR (Gildea et al., 2006). In order to devel-
op a high throughput method the luminex® xMAP® technolo-
gy was employed for concurrent measurement of gene expres-
sion changes, and MUtZ-3, tHP-1 and U937 cell lines were 
all evaluated as potential surrogates for the MoDC model. All 
models were assessed for expression changes in all 29 genes 
in response to 5 sensitisers and 3 non-sensitisers, however the 
conclusion of the work was that, due to a lack of sensitivity, 
none of the cell lines was an appropriate replacement for the 
MoDC model.

In addition, Colipa has recently identified two projects for 
funding that aim to develop recombinant DC models capable of 
fluorescing in response to sensitiser treatment; the first project 
is a collaboration with Prof. A. takashima in University of to-
ledo, USA that aims to develop a multi-parameter DC biosen-
sor system for detection of skin sensitisers through transfection 
with a fluorescent protein or luciferase reporter construct using 
promoters of literature- or experimentally-identified gene bi-
omarkers. the second project focuses on the development of a 
DC migration reporter model based upon coupling a luciferase 
construct to gene promoters known to control DC migration 
from the skin to the lymph nodes with Dr J. Pease at Imperial 
College london, UK. 

 




 






 








Fig. 2: Overview of h-CLAT protocol
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7  Sensitiser-specific T cell responses

Despite sensitiser-specific T cell proliferation representing the 
hypothesised key pathway in the induction of skin sensitisation 
(Jowsey et al., 2006; Maxwell and MacKay, 2008), in vitro t 
cell test methods have proven difficult to apply to chemical-
induced skin sensitisation due to their low sensitivity for chemi-
cal allergens, the difficulty of ex vivo DC: t cell co-culture, 
the complexity of the t cell repertoire and the inherent genetic 
variability within human populations (Guironnet et al., 2000; 
Hauser, 1990; Rougier et al., 2000). Consequently a test method 
capable of generating predictive information on sensitiser-in-
duced t cell responses remains a key gap at present, and Colipa 
is keen to identify new ways of resolving these issues. 

T cell priming assay (TCPA)
For the past two years Colipa has collaborated with Prof. J. F. 
Nicolas at INSeRM in lyon, France to develop a human DC: t 
cell co-culture approach based on a protocol that was originally 
developed using murine tissues (Vocanson et al., 2006). the 
tCPA protocol is based around co-culturing of sensitiser-hap-
tenated, irradiated MoDC with t cells that have been depleted 
for the CD25+ regulatory t cell subset. the rationale, which 
proved successful in the mouse system, is that removal of the 
regulatory t cell fraction will lower the threshold at which a t 
cell proliferative response can occur. In so doing, the sensitivity 
of the test method for weak and moderate sensitisers increases 
relative to standard DC: t cell co-culture protocols. However 
initial results, although demonstrating that the basic protocol 
can be adapted to utilise human tissues, suggest that reproduc-
ibility may still be an issue.

8  Discussion 

to conclude, it is worth sharing the conclusions of the recent 
Colipa Skin tolerance conference and Colipa “testing Strate-
gies for Skin Sensitisation” workshop (held on 23rd-24th June 
09 and 25th March 09, respectively), as these discussions offer 
perspective on the remaining challenges. For test method devel-
opment, the continuing lack of a robust, reproducible in vitro 
method for predicting the sensitiser-specific T cell responses is 
seen as a key gap. For testing strategy development, it is felt 
that the lack of connectivity between different skin sensitisation 
biomarkers and the absence of an obvious gold standard dataset 
for human sensitiser potency will make establishing the clinical 
relevance of in vitro or in chemico biomarkers particularly chal-
lenging. In addition, the need for flexibility in testing strategy 
development, to accommodate new test methods and bespoke 
solutions for particular ingredients or exposure scenarios, repre-
sents another criterion to be accommodated. Despite these gaps, 
the replacement of the need for animal testing for skin sensitisa-
tion risk assessment is viewed as ultimately achievable, and the 
next couple of years should set the timeline for this achieve-
ment.
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AreAs of AnimAl use 

1  Introduction

When the use of animals in research is inevitable, it is of utmost 
importance that no more animals are used than strictly needed 
and that every possible measure to reduce suffering (refinement) 
is applied. Ideally, all persons involved in the use and care of 
laboratory animals must be specifically educated and trained. 
the quality of research and the welfare of the laboratory animal 
greatly depend on their competence. Implementation of the 3Rs 
not only depends on knowledge and skills but also on an attitude 
that is based on respect for animals. 

In countries with legislation on the protection of animals 
used for scientific purposes the law often includes a section on 
competence of the institutes and persons dealing with experi-
mental animals. But also in countries without such legislative 
requirements, initiatives have been taken to promote the educa-

tion of these persons. However, at present there are still major 
differences between countries (and within countries between 
institutes) with regard to the programmes that must be taken in 
order to comply with the requirements. this is mainly due to 
the fact that only few of the existing regulations and guidelines 
are specific on length and/or depth of the courses for each of the 
categories of persons involved in animal experiments and care. 

Here we will report on the results of a workshop, held dur-
ing the 7th World Congress on Alternatives & Animals in the 
life Sciences, on the topic of education and training of the cat-
egory of persons who are responsible for the design of animal 
experiments (the scientist). The report presents an overview of 
the presentations of invited speakers, mainly dealing with ini-
tiatives that have been taken in several parts of the world (first 
part) and a summary of the discussion between the panel mem-
bers and with the audience (second part). 

Education and Training in the 3Rs 
Jan van der Valk1, Marilyn Brown2, Clément Gauthier3, Brian Howard4, Tsutomu Miki Kurosawa5, 
Margaret Rose6 and Bert van Zutphen7

1Netherlands Centre for Alternatives to animal experiments, Utrecht University, the Netherlands; 2Animal Welfare and training 
Charles River, east thetford, USA; 3Canadian Council on Animal Care, Ottawa, Canada; 4Director of Animal Welfare, the 
University of Sheffield, UK; 5the Institute of experimental Animal Sciences, Osaka University Medical School, Yamadaoka, 
Suita-shi, Osaka, Japan; 6University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia; 7Utrecht University, the Netherlands

Summary
To discuss education and training of persons involved in the design of animal experiments, a workshop  
was organised during the 7th World Congress on Alternatives & Animal Use. Speakers from Canada,  
Australia, Japan, United States and Europe gave an overview of education and training requirements and 
courses in their parts of the world. 
During the subsequent discussion with the audience it was concluded that for every study involving animals 
there should be at least one person who is finally responsible. This person should have been educated  
in one of the biomedical areas and have completed a laboratory animal science course (LAS). Attitude  
training was regarded as the most important part of such a course. Furthermore, the content, length, skills 
training and harmonisation of LAS courses were discussed. 
The final conclusion was that education on LAS and the 3Rs not only contributes to reducing animal numbers 
and animal suffering, but also to better science.

Keywords: education, 3Rs, laboratory animal science, training, guidelines
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2  Canada (Clément Gauthier)

The Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC) is the peer-
based organisation overseeing the ethical care and use of ani-
mals in research, teaching and testing throughout Canada since 
1968. Institutional Animal Care Committees (ACCs) pioneered 
by the CCAC are the keystone of the Canadian oversight sys-
tem. ACCs act as local quality control structures responsible for 
informed decision-making based on science and societal values, 
while the CCAC provides quality assurance at the national level 
as quasi-regulatory body.

Adequate training for all personnel is an essential component 
of any institutional animal care and use program to ensure that 
animals are used in the most humane and ethical manner. the 
CCAC guidelines on: institutional animal user training was 
published in 1999 to present theoretical and practical training 
requirements for animal users including investigators, study di-
rectors, post-doctoral fellows, research team members (includ-
ing veterinarians if involved in research) and graduate students. 
An accompanying Recommended Syllabus indicates the core 
topics to be covered. twelve web-based modules on the Core 
topics of the Recommended Syllabus were posted on the CCAC 
website (www.ccac.ca) with other resources prior to the manda-
tory implementation of the CCAC guidelines on: institutional 
animal user training through the CCAC Assessment Program, 
beginning in 2003. the requirements covered in the Recom-
mended Syllabus and the related training modules are similar to 
those included in FelASA Categories C and B. the theoretical 
part covered in the twelve CCAC training modules can be taken 
in about 20 hours. However, the hands-on part is as extensive 
as the specialised research mandate of the institution and the 
content of the protocol itself require.

through its overarching CCAC policy statement on: ethics of 
animal investigation (1989), the CCAC has incorporated adher-
ence to the Three Rs principles of Russell and Burch (1959) as 
the fundamental basis for the ethical oversight of animal care 
and use in Canada. this ethical tenet is the third core topic re-
quired to be covered in any institutional animal care and use 
program. In addition to the current CCAC training module on 
the three Rs, further training material has been developed un-
der the new three Rs Program initiated by the CCAC in 2008, 
namely a microsite on the three Rs which includes informa-
tion on Replacement, Reduction, Refinement alternatives and a 
three Rs search strategy for investigators.

While the CCAC guidelines on: institutional animal user 
training (1999) covered primarily conventional laboratory ani-
mals, additional training material on wildlife and fish has been 
subsequently posted on the CCAC website, and training mate-
rial on the use of farm animals is in preparation for posting in 
2010. 

the CCAC assesses institutional training programs as part 
of its certification of complete institutional animal care and use 
programs. However, the training and examination of individu-
als’ competencies is the responsibility of the institution and its 
ACC as per the CCAC guidelines on: institutional animal user 
training (1999). Accordingly, while there can be agreement on 
general training principles and course contents through initia-

tives such as the one undertaken recently by the International 
Council for Laboratory Animal Science (ICLAS), reciprocal 
agreements regarding specialised competencies of individuals 
have to be achieved at the level of institutions.

3  Australia (Margaret Rose)

the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Ani-
mals for Scientific Purposes (NHMRC, 2004) governs any use 
of animals for research, teaching or product testing in the fields 
of medicine, biology, agriculture, veterinary, environmental or 
animal sciences. the Code details an ethical framework for de-
ciding if and how animals can be used in these circumstances 
and provides principles to guide such decisions notably with re-
gard to justification and the critical application of the 3Rs. 

A fundamental principle of the Code is that scientists (re-
searchers and teachers) have direct and ultimate responsibility 
for all aspects of the welfare of those animals they use, em-
phasising that this responsibility is embedded in the notion of 
a duty of care. the framework for ethical review and the ar-
rangements for responsible use of animals are intricately linked 
such that ethical practice is integral to day to day decisions and 
activities. 

An education program that promotes awareness of the issues 
informs the critical application of principles of the Code and 
provides the skills and knowledge to support the engagement 
of scientists that is essential to achieve its goals. thus, through 
various educational activities, the Code requires institutions to 
ensure that scientists are aware of their responsibilities and have 
the knowledge and skills to undertake specific projects. In the 
case of students undertaking research training, there is a specific 
requirement that they receive instruction in their ethical and le-
gal responsibilities as well as in the appropriate methods for 
animal care and use.

In most institutions it is mandatory that staff attend a course 
prior to working with animals but, given the diversity of scien-
tific activities, institutions have developed programs customised 
to their particular needs. Courses range from intensive 2-3 day 
programs as a general introduction to the ethical and scientific 
issues to specific programs for wildlife researchers. Course con-
tent covers the scope of responsibilities of scientists, the role of 
the animal ethics committee (AEC) and the relationship between 
the scientist and the AeC, planning experiments emphasising 
the 3Rs, monitoring animal wellbeing, the management of pain 
and distress, animal models, research procedures and record 
keeping. The relationship between animal welfare and scientific 
outcomes is a core element of the Code and is highlighted in 
the course content. Key learning outcomes sought include an 
awareness of the range of ethical views and an understanding of 
the responsibilities of a scientist, the process for ethical review, 
the importance of animal welfare, the scientific basis for the ap-
plication of the 3Rs and strategies to identify and manage pain 
and distress. Practical sessions to enable staff to develop confi-
dence in handling animals as well as undertaking specific proce-
dures are offered regularly. these sessions may involve the use 
of electronic materials that demonstrate appropriate handling 
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techniques, research methods and species-specific behaviours, 
including pain-related behaviours, as well as manikins to de-
velop manual skills such as venipuncture or suturing methods.

to date we have not developed a national curriculum for the 
education of scientists, although this is currently under discus-
sion and would draw on the experiences of extant courses. One 
consideration is the method of delivery for such courses, noting 
the need to consider teaching strategies to support adult learn-
ing (Dobrovolny et al., 2007). The availability of online course 
material is seen as being of potential value not only to enhance 
access to information but also as a way of sharing resources and 
expertise. But face-to-face discussion also is seen to be impor-
tant to promote reflective practice and thus underpin the goals of 
the Code. Further, the publication of evidence-based guidelines, 
such as those recently published to promote the wellbeing of 
animals (NHMRC, 2008), provide important resources to sup-
port the delivery of courses emphasising the link between ani-
mal welfare and scientific outcomes.

In these educational activities, the Replacement of animals 
is emphasised and informed in a number of ways. Foremost, a 
heightened awareness of his or her responsibilities on the part of 
the scientist will support reflective practice and so inform con-
sideration of opportunities to implement the 3Rs (Lloyd, 2009). 
Another important strategy is to highlight Replacement as the 
default position when planning a project, critically evaluating 
the need to use animals to achieve all or part of the scientific 
aims. evidence of this approach is seen in the wellbeing guide-
lines mentioned above, in guidelines concerning specific pro-
cedures, such as the production of monoclonal antibodies and 
in the development of case studies such as those published as 
part of an on-line course. Further, the use of “local” examples 
of how animals have been replaced in certain studies provides a 
tangible context within which to discuss potential opportunities; 
this being reinforced by the recent establishment of a national 
prize for alternatives. Knowledge of and access to resources 
such as websites that provide information about alternatives are 
also important. Such information is highlighted on the website 
Animal Ethics Infolink (www.animalethics.org.au) that has been 
developed as an information resource for scientists and AeC 
members in Australia. 

4  Japan (Tsutomu Miki Kurosawa)

All investigators involved in animal experiments, including 
undergraduate and postgraduate students, are required to have 
completed education and training as regulated by the notice of 
Ministry of education and the Standards Relating to the Care 
and Management of laboratory Animals and Relief of Pain in 
Japan. the training course is established by the IACUC (In-
stitutional Animal Care and Use Committee), and in most in-
stitutions a two hour course is presented. In Osaka University 
Medical School 1,600 participants take part in this course every 
year. During the course the 3Rs are specifically emphasised, as 
stated in the law for the Humane treatment and Management 
of Animals (Scientific use of animals). Apart from the formal 
course, practical training is provided in many institutions. In the 

practical training of the Graduate School of Medicine at Osaka 
University, supporting video programmes are used. Anaesthesia 
is considered most important for refinement and a 30 minute 
video on this subject is screened. training includes proper ani-
mal handling and minor and major surgery with aseptic tech-
niques. Also, post-surgical care and analgesia are emphasised. 
So far, the mouse is shown as a model.

Accreditation systems for laboratory animal research institu-
tions are established by three different national organisations, 
namely Center for Accreditation of laboratory Animal Care 
(HS foundation) for the institutions governed by the Ministry 
of Health, the Japanese Association of laboratory Animal Fa-
cilities of National University Corporations for universities and 
animal breeding facilities and AAAlAC International (Asso-
ciation for Assessment and Accreditation of laboratory Animal 
Care). Six institutions are now accredited by AAALAC Inter-
national.

The personal qualification system for junior and senior labo-
ratory animal technicians and educators is established by the 
Japanese Society for laboratory Animal Resources. the Japa-
nese College of laboratory Animal Medicine, which is a mem-
ber of the International Association of Colleges of laboratory 
Animal Medicine (IACLAM), has certified more than 70 diplo-
mats. IAClAM is planning the international harmonisation of 
diplomats and their certification system. In practice, these pro-
fessionals are already mutually recognised. Also in other Asian 
countries, accreditation by AAAlAC International is becoming 
popular. through the accreditation process of AAAlAC Inter-
national, the importance of education and training is receiving 
more attention, and the quality and harmonisation of the con-
tents of education will be more realistic in the future. Also the 
OIE (World Organisation of Animal Health) Animal Welfare 
Code will soon be introduced, and this international standard 
will prove to be effective in improving laboratory animal wel-
fare in Asian countries.

In Japan, international harmonisation of education and train-
ing is still rarely discussed.

the Working Group for laboratory animal welfare in OIe is 
currently discussing the training of veterinarians in laboratory 
animal medicine as one of the three priority areas. Other topics 
are laboratory animal transport, regulatory testing and the adop-
tion of alternatives.

 
5  Europe (Bryan Howard) 

European Directive 86/609 (European Council, 1986) recog-
nises that the skills required of a competent researcher extend 
beyond the core scientific needs of the relevant academic disci-
pline. there is a perceived increasing concern for wider imple-
mentation of the 3Rs within the european community, and the 
current proposal for revision of the Directive (european Parlia-
ment, 2009) urges an extension of the definition of competence 
to include better matching of scientific need with the impact 
of science on animals. For example, Article 7 of the Directive 
86/609 stipulates that “Experiments shall be performed solely 
by competent authorised persons, or under the direct responsi-
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bility of such a person”. Competence involves a combination 
of knowledge, skills, understanding and attitudes. Knowledge 
is the easiest of these to acquire – attending lectures, reading 
books, internet sources, etc. the development of understand-
ing usually involves interaction with situations or other people 
and is best achieved in simulated or real practical situations. 
Skills and attitudes are something else, and are often acquired 
by working alongside a suitable role model, although a basic re-
spect for animals and awareness of the theoretical basis of prac-
tical skills should be acquired beforehand. Although delivery 
of rounded competence within structured training programmes 
may be problematic, key elements can be developed alongside a 
commitment to lifelong learning.

european Member States have traditionally adopted national 
approaches to delivering training, but the Federation of labora-
tory Animal Science Associations (FELASA) set out to recom-
mend a formal structure for developing such competencies and 
established a series of working groups, one of which (FelASA, 
1995) proposed a uniform educational approach to providing 
a foundation for the responsible use of animals. FelASA cat-
egory C training is intended for those designing and directing 
animal experiments. Prior experience in laboratory animal sci-
ence can provide a springboard for learning, and hence FelA-
SA’s stipulation of a Bachelor or MSc degree in an appropriate 
biological discipline as a prerequisite. the proposal comprised 
a course lasting approximately 80 h, involving both theoretical 
and practical instruction, with provision for alternative modes 
of study. It included the following topics:
–  Biology and husbandry of laboratory animals
–  Microbiology and disease
–  Health hazards and safe practices in the animal house
–  Design and conduct of animal experiments
–  Anaesthesia, analgesia and experimental procedures
–  Alternatives to animal use
–  ethical aspects and legislation
–  Analysis of scientific literature
the Category C syllabus emphasises the importance of the 3Rs 
in the planning, design and conduct of scientific experiments 
– courses usually include practical guidance on searching for 
alternatives, reducing the numbers of animals used by appropri-
ate experimental design and refinement by advising on how to 
conduct experimental procedures including anaesthesia so as to 
have minimal impact on the animals’ well-being.

FelASA subsequently introduced an accreditation scheme 
which assures the quality of education and training, promotes 
responsible and high quality science, facilitates free movement 
of personnel between countries and assists with further harmo-
nisation (FELASA 2002). This scheme further promotes refine-
ment by insistence on low ratios of students to tutor in practical 
classes, scrutiny of the content and effectiveness of training and 
assessment, and reduction by promoting the use of replacement 
strategies in training and avoiding unnecessary use of animals 
because of a need to repeat training. Category C training has 
proven to be very popular, and many establishments in europe 
have adopted it as the standard for training laboratory animal 
scientists.

6  United States (Marilyn Brown)

laboratory animal use in the United States is primarily governed 
by two regulations, the Animal Welfare Regulations (AWRs, 
enforced by the US Department of Agriculture – USDA, CRR, 
1985) and the Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and 
Use of Laboratory Animals (PHS) Policy (PHS, 1996), which is 
overseen by the Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare (OLAW) 
of the PHS. In addition, most major users of laboratory animals 
are involved in the voluntary accreditation program of the As-
sociation for the Assessment and Accreditation of laboratory 
Animal Care, International (AAALAC, Intl.). Both AAALAC 
and the PHS require compliance with the Guide for the Care and 
Use of the Laboratory Animals – the Guide (ILAR, 1996). 

the AWRs address the training of individuals involved in 
animal research. the AWRs require that “Personnel conducting 
procedures on the species being maintained or studied will be 
appropriately qualified and trained in those procedures.” Sec-
tion 2.32 of the AWRs specifically addresses personnel quali-
fications. It is the institution’s responsibility to ensure training, 
and this responsibility is “fulfilled in part through the provision 
of training and instruction…” the AWRs go further and de-
scribe the general areas that must be included: humane methods 
of animal maintenance and experimentation including: basic 
needs of each species; proper handling and care; proper pre and 
post procedural care; aseptic surgical methods; the concept of 
the 3Rs; proper use of anaesthetics and analgesics; methods to 
report deficiencies in animal care and use; and how to provide 
information on alternatives. training is one of the areas that are 
evaluated as part of unannounced USDA inspections which oc-
cur at least annually. 

As previously mentioned, both the PHS and AAAlAC ex-
pectations are based on the Guide, which also has a section on 
personnel qualifications and training. However, details of re-
searcher training are not provided, except to indicate that they 
must comply with regulations. Several areas in the Program 
Description, which is the self assessment document serving as 
the basis for the AAAlAC site visit, ask for details of train-
ing at the accredited institution. When conducting site visits, 
AAAlAC site visitors will often review training records and, 
through observation of activities and questioning research per-
sonnel, make an assessment of the adequacy of training at the 
institution. AAALAC categories site visit findings as either a 
mandatory item (one that must be corrected to obtain or main-
tain accreditation) or a suggestion for improvement (some-
thing that the Council on Accreditation believes would further 
improve a satisfactory program). Of approximately 1000 site 
visits reviewed, 2.8% of sites had mandatory findings related 
to training. A majority of these (1.9%) were related to occupa-
tional health and safety. Suggestions for improvement of train-
ing occurred at 4.9% of the institutions with, again, the majority 
(3.9%) related to occupational health and safety. A review of 
these data indicates that 97.5% of accredited institutions had 
NO deficiencies in their training programs which would impact 
on animal welfare in their training programs. All of the top 100 
funded academic institutions and virtually all of the major phar-
maceutical and contract research organisations in the U.S. are 
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AAAlAC accredited. these institutions would represent a siz-
able majority of all vertebrate animals used in research. 

Further directions are given in “education and training in the 
Care and Use of laboratory Animals: A Guide for Developing 
Institutional Programs” (ILAR, 1991), which is a manual on 
training that provides additional specific guidance on develop-
ment of training programs. It is published by the Institute of 
Laboratory Animal Resources (ILAR) of the National Academy 
of Science and provides additional specific guidance on devel-
opment of training programs. the basis for such programs in-
cludes a list of subjects that should be included in core material 
and additional modules that are generally provided on an “as 
needed” basis. In addition, a full issue of the IlAR Journal was 
devoted to training and Adult learning Strategies for the Care 
and Use of Laboratory Animals (ILAR, 2007).

In the US, researcher training is not formalised at a national 
level as it is in some other regions. Using more of a perform-
ance based approach, researcher training is individualised at 
both the institutional level and the individual researcher level, 
based upon what species and procedures are involved. While 
this may seem to be a weakness by those who use other sys-
tems, the success of training (competency) is regularly assessed 
externally by regulators and site visitors and internally through 
biannual thorough review of institutional programs by the In-
stitutional Animal Care and Use Committees. Reports of these 
reviews must be sent to the Institutional Official, who has legal 
responsibility to assure compliance and be available for review 
by external regulators and site visitors. the success of this sys-
tem can be seen by looking at results of AAAlAC accreditation 
site visit findings. 

An additional measure of the status of researcher training was 
determined by a survey of US Board Certified Laboratory Ani-
mal Veterinarians. It was found that 87% of the respondents felt 
that, at their institution, research training was good to excellent. 
The most commonly identified strengths of programs included: 
comprehensive; standardised; tailored to meet needs of scien-
tist; ease of access; training tied to research privileges; and face 
to face building of trustful relationships. However, areas for im-
provement were also noted and included such items as: the need 
for more hands on practical training; the need for more refresher 
courses and continuing education, and post training assessment 
and monitoring.

7  Summary of the Panel Discussion

During the workshop, the short presentations of the invited 
speakers were followed by a general discussion with the speak-
ers and other participants on some key elements of the educa-
tion and training of the scientist. 

The first part of the discussion focused on identification of the 
persons that are actually responsible for the animal experiments 
and need education in laboratory animal science (LAS) and the 
3Rs. Generally it is the principal investigator (PI) who designed 
the study, received the grant and who is often also legally re-
sponsible. this person generally does not perform the experi-
mental procedures him- or herself, but, nevertheless, needs to be 

educated in animal use and care (laboratory animal science) in 
order to have insight into all aspects of animal experimentation. 
It was concluded that the PI should at least have an academic 
background in one of the biomedical disciplines and have com-
pleted a course in lAS. In some countries, animal ethics com-
mittees (AECs, IACUCs, ACCs, etc.) assess the required skills 
of the persons involved in the animal experimentation and may 
conclude that the complete team, rather than one individual, has 
the necessary knowledge and experience for a particular study 
involving animals. It was, however, generally agreed that also 
in this situation there should be one person who is finally re-
sponsible for the experiments, and this person should have been 
educated in one of the biomedical areas and, in addition, must 
have taken some form of lAS education. 

It was acknowledged that there are great differences between 
countries and even between institutions within countries with 
respect to the length (from 2 hours up to 120 hours) and depth 
of courses. In Europe, scientists are considered qualified (but 
not yet competent) to design animal experiments after having 
graduated in one of the biomedical disciplines and having com-
pleted the 80-hour FelASA C course on laboratory animal sci-
ence. In the USA, IACUC’s usually decide on what aspects the 
scientist should be trained in. this effectively means that there 
is a great variation in the requirements between institutes. Of-
ten, several modules must be taken in order to be approved to do 
animal research. Which modules must be completed depends on 
the nature of the research. A minimum duration of the course is 
regarded acceptable as long as the students are aware of the fact 
that education and training never stops and is a continuous proc-
ess. It is very important that through continuing education sci-
entists are kept up-to-date with new developments, even when 
they become more distantly involved in the practical aspects of 
animal experiments.

Attitude training was identified as the most important aspect 
of the course, which, at the same time, is the most difficult aspect 
to assess. Persons need to be trained in reflective practice. Ide-
ally, attitude training should not be restricted to the lAS course 
but be part of the basic training of MSc students. As part of the 
attitude formation towards animals it should become natural that 
the default starting point is research without animals. the ques-
tion that scientists should ask themselves is whether an experi-
mental animal is really needed to obtain the necessary results of 
a study. Attitude training should include discussions on the eth-
ics of animal experiments, which can be stimulated by inviting 
representatives from animal welfare organisations. Although 
ethics is seen as a recurring thread throughout the course, it was 
mentioned that it is also advisable to have an ethicist discussing 
bio-ethics during the course who could present the students with 
case-studies and ethical questions for group discussions. educa-
tion on all aspects of the 3Rs is seen as an essential and intrinsic 
part of the basic course. the scientists should be aware of the 
3Rs principles and should not only be able to perform effective 
literature searches for alternatives, but should also understand 
why they are performing those searches.

Furthermore, the need for hands-on training of experimental 
procedures was discussed. It was generally acknowledged that 
some practical training in handling and basic procedures should 
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be an essential part of the course. this training could also con-
tribute to the attitude of the scientist, making him/her aware of 
the impact of procedures on the welfare of the animals and the 
results of the experiments. As some courses focus on the most 
commonly used laboratory animals, rats and mice, the question 
was raised whether it is ethical to use mice to train scientists that 
work only with fish, for example. On the other hand, not every 
technique with every animal can be covered during the course. 
For example, when persons perform wildlife studies, some of 
the courses will have no opportunities or knowledge available 
for such specific training. It was suggested that in these situa-
tions the scientists should be allowed to train “on the job” and 
have the team leader sign off and be responsible for the com-
petence of the team members. therefore it was concluded that 
specific skills for the performance of procedures should not be 
part of the general course but should be taught on an individual 
basis, depending on the requirements of the research. For that 
reason it was suggested that the ideal course should contain a 
basic theoretical component for every scientist involved in ani-
mal experiments. the practical training should then be given 
in separate modules or on the job, specifically focused on the 
animals and procedures the scientist is going to work with and 
apply. 

to facilitate access to lAS courses, some modules could be 
supplied through the Internet (Web-based learning). On the 
other hand, it was also generally agreed that group discussions, 
student to student and student to teacher contact and discus-
sions have a great impact on the students and their attitude de-
velopment and are often appreciated by them. But the modern 
opportunity of group discussions through the Internet allows 
flexibility and may also stimulate interactions among students 
and between students and teachers. As was stated during the 
discussion, young students are used to the new media and to 
communicate by these modern means. What education method 
is preferred also depends on resources and teacher’s availability. 
this is particularly crucial in Asian countries, where training in 
laboratory animal science is not yet common. Furthermore, it is 
not only the cost of the course that should be taken into account, 
but also the cost of the scientist who is not available for work 
when attending such a course. On the other hand, it was stated 
that it should be realised that education on laboratory animal 
science and the 3Rs not only helps to reduce animal numbers 
and their suffering, but will also contribute to better research.

to harmonise course content and length and facilitate ex-
change of scientists several organisations (FelASA, IlAR, 
CCAC and ICLAS) have developed guidelines documents and 
guiding principles. Future activities could possibly lead to har-
monisation of the different guidelines documents.

8  Conclusion

the need for the education and training of scientists in the prin-
ciples of laboratory animal science and the 3Rs is generally ac-
knowledged. It was agreed that a major objective of education 
and training is the development of a proper attitude, based on 
respect for animals and consideration of 3Rs alternatives. In ad-

dition, some form of hands-on training is essential. live contact 
between the scientist and laboratory animals in the form of ani-
mal handling and observations was mentioned as the minimum 
that courses should provide. 

there are, however, major differences between countries on 
how competence can be achieved. Harmonisation of course con-
tent and the goals to achieve is important for the international 
exchange of scientists. the workshop revealed a fundamental 
difference between countries that require a general course for all 
types of experiments (with emphasis on attitude) and countries 
that tend to follow a system with modules designed to meet the 
specified needs of the scientist (with some emphasis on tech-
nical aspects). This discrepancy needs to be further discussed 
before recommendations on international harmonisation of re-
quirements can be made. this workshop may provide a basis 
for further discussions on this process. Guidelines as proposed 
by IClAS, IlAR, CCAC and FelASA can be used to develop 
generally accepted criteria for such courses. 

The final goal will be to minimise the use and suffering of 
laboratory animals by raising awareness of the opportunities 
that 3Rs methods offer. This will not only benefit the animals 
but also improve the quality of science.
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The European Regulatory Framework

During the process of revising the european Directive 86/609/
eeC (european Council, 1986), stakeholders within the euro-
pean Community have been consulted about their attitudes con-
cerning the use of animals for experimental purposes (european 
Commission, 2006). there was an extremely high response 
rate (42,655 replies from all 25 Member States, as well as third 
countries). the survey was carried out in the summer of 2006. 
The scientific rigour of the survey can be questioned, because it 
involved open solicitation of comments rather than direct ques-
tioning of citizens and therefore tends to represent dispropor-
tionately the views of people who hold strong opinions. How-
ever the results of this survey showed that almost three-quarters 
of the population felt that the level of welfare and protection 
of experimental animals within the european Union was either 
poor or very poor. Citizens also felt that the ethical acceptability 
of research depended on a number of factors, including its ob-
jectives (approximately half), the amount of pain, suffering and 
distress caused (three-quarters), whether or not there were alter-
native methods (70%), and the care taken with husbandry and 
welfare of the animals (approximately half). these issues relate 
directly to the 3Rs of Russell and Burch (1959) and the need 
for cost-benefit assessment in deciding whether the research is 
ethically justified. The European Directive has been seen as a 
framework for addressing these various issues and incorporates 
recommendations intended to help address them.

At the same time as the Directive is being developed, calls are 
being made for the introduction of new diagnostic approaches, 
therapies and prophylactic measures for both human and vet-
erinary use, such as vaccination against and treatment of H5N1 
influenza infection and addressing enzootic diseases in Third 
World countries, including scientific endeavours conducted un-
der the widely acclaimed “Grand Challenges in Global Health” 
initiative through the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Also, 
there is increased concern about environmental issues and calls 
for more rigorous safety testing of chemicals used within the 

environment, for example the ReACH initiative (european 
Council, 2006).

Scientific research is thus faced with two opposing forces: 
public concern about the way in which science is conducted and 
animals are cared for and demands by society that testing should 
continue but that compliance with the 3Rs of Russell and Burch 
should have a high priority. A great deal of the responsibility for 
bridging this dilemma lies with those responsible for design-
ing and overseeing the conduct of animal experiments. these 
persons identify programmes of work which address specific 
scientific questions, break these down into discrete hypotheses, 
design experiments necessary to test those hypotheses, and are 
also responsible for the way in which animals are used during 
the course of experiments. They can also have a major influ-
ence on the way in which animals are kept, by their relation-
ships with those directly responsible for animal care routines. It 
is for this reason that Article 7 of the european Directive 86/609 
stipulated that “experiments shall be performed solely by com-
petent authorised persons, or under the direct responsibility of 
such a person, or if the experimental or other scientific project 
concerned is authorised in accordance with the provisions of 
national legislation”. the text currently under consideration for 
the new European Directive retains the requirement that those 
involved in the care and use of animals for scientific purposes 
must be competent (european Parliament, 2009). For example 
in the current draft, Article 20 requires that authorities should 
“have evidence of the requisite competence” and that all au-
thorisations of persons should “be granted for a limited period, 
not exceeding five years…only granted on the basis of…the 
requisite competence”.

Categories of competence

In recognising these requirements, FELASA identified four cat-
egories of individuals, the activities of which impact directly on 
the conditions under which animals are kept and used:

FELASA Category C Courses 
Bryan Howard1 and Patri Vergara2

1FelASA, Staffs, UK; 2Facultat Veterinaria, Universitat Barcelona, Spain

Summary
Category C training is an agreed approach to the training of laboratory animal scientists who design  
and oversee animal experiments. Attendance of such training has become mandatory in many European  
countries as a means of assuring competence, thereby meeting the requirements of Directive 86/609.  
The recommended course content is discussed in relation to the role of raising awareness about the 3Rs, 
and reference is made to the impact of the FELASA Accreditation Scheme in promoting uniform high  
standards and harmonisation across Europe.
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– Category A:  Persons taking care of animals;
– Category B: Persons carrying out experimental procedures 

(FelASA, 2000);
– Category C: Persons responsible for directing or designing 

experiments (FelASA, 1995);
– Category D: Laboratory animal science specialists (FE-

lASA, 1999).
Recommendations concerning basic competencies in animal 
care and husbandry for Category A were seen as having broad 
applicability in satisfying the requirement of the 1986 Direc-
tive that “persons carrying out or supervising the conduct of ex-
periments” (Categories B and C) “shall be capable of handling 
and taking care of laboratory animals” (Article 14 of european 
Council, 1986). Recommendations for practical, theoretical 
and ethical training were applicable for all Categories and in-
cluded strategies for utilising replacement techniques wherever 
possible, minimising the number of animals used and refining 
techniques.

The requirement for competence was originally met by a mis-
cellany of national initiatives, such as compulsory courses in-
troduced in the Netherlands in 1985, in the UK (1994 and 1995) 
and in Switzerland (1999). Many other countries now recognise 
the importance of conducting scientific programmes to stand-
ards acceptable to the principal global markets within europe, 
the US and other advanced economies. In europe this process is 
being accelerated by the accession of new countries to the eU, 
and imminent changes to the european Directive.

Oversight of research: FELASA Category C

It has long been recognised that the skills required of a com-
petent researcher extend beyond the core scientific needs of 
the relevant academic discipline. Increasing concern for wider 
implementation of the 3Rs has extended the definition of com-
petence to include better matching of scientific need with the 
impact of science on animals. Competence, then, contains ele-
ments of knowledge, understanding, skill and attitudes and in-
volves a commitment to lifelong learning. Of these elements, 
knowledge is the easiest to acquire – formal taught courses, 
reading books, seminars, e-learning, etc. Understanding is more 
difficult to attain, but may involve interaction with situations or 
other people – perhaps partly achievable by involvement in dis-
cussion groups or tutorials and being mentored by experienced 
colleagues. the basis of practical skills – including underpin-
ning theoretical aspects – can be taught, but the development 
of sufficient skill to fulfil the needs of competence requires 
considerable time working alongside and under the supervision 
of experienced colleagues. Appropriate attitudes can be learned 
and acquired, but possibly not formally taught – they involve 
the reception and processing of information and understanding 
its in-depth meaning rather than recall of memory; it requires 
a developed appreciation of the attitudes of self and others. In 
view of the foregoing, it is unlikely that rounded competence 
can be developed within a formal training course although many 
of the underlying principles and elements can be developed and 

a basis provided for the individual to become a successful and 
ethically conscious researcher.
– It can reasonably be argued that Category C persons require 

three principal characteristics:
– Possession of the right attitude toward the ethical complexi-

ties which their work entails.
– A willingness to work as part of the team, which continually 

strives to improve the quality of animal care, displays com-
passion towards the experimental subjects by application of 
the 3Rs and conducts high quality science which is relevant 
to the needs of the biomedical community.

– Possession of an appropriate level of competence to ensure 
that responsibilities are carried out effectively and effi-
ciently.

Of these, the first two are possibly the most important for the su-
pervisor of experiments, who can employ others more manually 
dextrous to conduct the research; however, these are the least 
amenable to training, because they depend not so much on the 
possession of factual knowledge or on practical skills but on the 
recognition, acceptance and display of appropriate attitude. this 
attitude is one which would be demonstrated by a person who 
strives to minimise animal suffering, not only in the design but 
also in the conduct of studies, who is sufficiently open-minded 
to seek and accept information and advice from others and who 
fully appreciates that scientific procedures impose costs on ani-
mals. Such a person would continually re-assess those charac-
teristics and strive to maximise them. this same individual must 
recognise how his/her research relates to current perceptions of 
the scientific and broader societal community and remain mind-
ful of the responsibilities which using animals entails.

In summary, training appropriate for Category C persons 
should perform three functions: 
– Impart knowledge;
– Raise awareness;
– Influence practice.
It is the matter of practice, or possessing the right degree of 
competence, which forms the core of category C training. the 
remaining two requirements are expected to be delivered during 
the course of this training, but, as seen earlier, are difficult to 
assess and quantify, so they are not specifically identified here. 
Despite this, a full appreciation of the topics recommended by 
FelASA will provide the tools for someone with the appropri-
ate attitude to become an effective and responsible category C 
person. Eight principal topics have been identified for inclusion 
within the teaching syllabus for Category C. These are:

Biology and husbandry of laboratory animals. 
A broad consideration of the uses of animals, their behaviour 
and biology, issues relating to handling, transportation, nutri-
tion, health status, the importance of genotype and the selection 
of appropriate genetically defined models, the ability to recog-
nise, assess and control pain, suffering or distress.

Microbiology and disease. 
In particular, this includes health monitoring and the preven-
tion of disease by appropriate biosecurity and biocontainment 
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methods, an appreciation of the nature of diseases of laboratory 
animals and impact which these may have on animal welfare 
and scientific findings, and the importance of taking appropriate 
precautions when working with animals with infectious or other 
diseases.

Health hazards and safe practices in the animal houses. 
this includes an awareness of issues relating to allergies, zoon-
oses, pathogens and chemical and physical hazards, including 
those posed by technical equipment and test substances, includ-
ing radioactive materials.

Alternatives to animals.
Not only appreciating the importance of using alternatives to 
living animals when they exist and sources of information about 
them, but an understanding of the range of alternative methods 
available, their possibilities, limitations and implementation.

Skill in the design and conduct of animal experiments. 
This a broad field that includes an appreciation of issues relat-
ing to experimental design, including strategies for minimising 
the number of animals required whilst ensuring that the groups 
selected and numbers in each are appropriate for the purpose 
of the experiment in hand; preparation of a protocol for experi-
ments, including review of literature to identify the best ani-
mal model; specification of the source of animals, the technical 
procedures to be conducted, requirements for their care and the 
conduct of experiments in ways which represent best practice 
and are scientifically rigorous.

Anaesthesia, analgesia and experimental procedures. 
these topics relate to the conduct of experiments and include 
an appreciation of the importance of minimising pain by select-
ing the most appropriate way of conducting procedures, includ-
ing use of anaesthetic and analgesic agents in such a way that 
animals will experience the minimum of harm. the syllabus in-
cludes instruction about the choice of anaesthetic and analgesic 
agents in relation to the animal species and the nature of the 
experiment, an understanding of how to manage an anaesthetic 
protocol, including dealing with emergencies and possible com-
plications, monitoring and effective recovery post-anaesthesia. 
It also includes the conduct of non-surgical experimental proce-
dures (including euthanasia) and the principles of surgical inter-
ventions, including the need for aseptic technique.

Ethical aspects and legislation. 
In this section, delegates are taught about the importance of pos-
sessing appropriate attitudes and come to appreciate the intrin-
sic value of animals including an understanding of the nature of 
societal concerns about the use of animals in science and a full 
understanding of the ethical implications which arise from this. 
It is also important that Category C persons have a clear under-
standing of the law which regulates their activities and of their 
legal responsibilities under that.

Analysis of scientific literature. 
this includes advice on search strategies for implementing the 
3Rs, how to rigorously scrutinise scientific publications with a 
view of avoiding pitfalls when designing studies and how to 
search for and understand the significance of cognate findings to 
one’s own scientific field, so that more appropriate experimental 
objectives identified with higher scientific value and less impact 
on the animals are used.

Going forwards

It is clear from this that the Category C syllabus emphasises the 
importance of the 3Rs in the planning, design and conduct of 
scientific experiments. Courses usually include practical guid-
ance on searching for alternatives, selection of models and se-
lecting an experimental design that minimises the number of 
animals required and refinement by reviewing strategies for 
conducting experimental procedures so as to minimise their im-
pact on animals’ well-being. However, no programme of study 
can be guaranteed to create a researcher who is fully compe-
tent to design and oversee scientific experiments; rather it can 
provide sufficient of the fundamentals to enable somebody to 
perform in this way. It is anticipated that those who have com-
pleted a Category C course will develop their skills in conjunc-
tion with colleagues and within a supportive local regulatory 
climate, including the ethical review process. this will enable 
further understanding as the individual progresses in his or her 
career. It is also anticipated that learning will continue beyond 
the end of the course and throughout one’s career. 

FelASA’s recommendations recognise that additional spe-
cialised training may be necessary before an individual is com-
petent to carry out advanced techniques such as surgery, the use 
of specialised equipment or working with genetically abnormal 
animals. Such skills can be obtained by working in collaboration 
with other experienced investigators and animal technicians, or 
by attending specialist courses. FelASA recommended that at 
the end of the Category C course there will be an examination 
which tests the knowledge, skills and, so far as possible, the 
attitude of those who have completed training. It also recog-
nises the need for collaboration between teaches and instruc-
tors who deliver training to ensure the availability of suitable 
teaching materials and the dissemination of expertise between 
those concerned with the development and delivery of training 
programmes in different establishments.

the Category C syllabus has formed the basis of training de-
livered to senior scientists in many european and some other 
countries. However, recently it has become apparent that the 
recommendations are being seen to have wider relevance and, 
in some cases, courses are presented to animal research techni-
cians and others whose duties do not include the formulation of 
research programmes but rather their implementation. Courses 
based on the same syllabus have also been presented to under-
graduate students as a way of raising their awareness of the key 
ethical and legal issues and providing them with basic knowl-
edge relating to the scientific use of animals.
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the original FelASA Category C recommendations ad-
dressed neither the depth of study nor the process and quality 
of training, and courses established by different training provid-
ers varied considerably in content, emphasis and length. Con-
sequently, FELASA later introduced an accreditation scheme 
designed to assure the quality of education and training, pro-
mote responsible and high quality science, facilitate free move-
ment of personnel between countries, and to assist with further 
harmonisation (FelASA, 2002). this scheme further promotes 
refinement by insistence on low ratios of student to tutor in prac-
tical classes, and reduction by promoting the use of replacement 
strategies in training and focuses on the content and effective-
ness of training and assessment so as to avoid unnecessary use 
of animals or the need to repeat training. Category C training 
has proven to be very popular, and many establishments in eu-
rope have adopted it as the standard for training laboratory ani-
mal scientists.
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AreAs of AnimAl use 

1  Introduction

Since 1986, animal experiments in Germany may only be ap-
proved by the authorities if they are indispensable for a per-
missible purpose (unerlässlich) and the inflicted suffering is 
not classified as disproportionate to the benefits thereof (ethisch 
vertretbar, Article 8, paragraph 3 German Animal Protection 
Act, tierSchG). In order to verify these conditions, each com-
petent authority is required to convene one or more committees 
consisting of scientists experienced in the assessment of animal 
experiments and of selected members of proposed lists of ani-
mal welfare organisations (Article 15 TierSchG). These Animal 
Experimentation Committees have been gaining experience in 
the ethical review of applications for animal experiments since 
1986. Because rejected applications of animal experiments are 
often resolved judicially, an ethical evaluation procedure has 
been developed, which – based on the Principle of Proportion-
ality – fulfils not only bioethical but also legal requirements. 

2  The Principle of Proportionality

The Proportionality Principle is an ethical tool mostly used to 
regulate ethical dilemmas by law. In ethical dilemmas, every 
feasible option leads to an outcome which must be judged as 

ethically problematic or even immoral. ethical dilemmas have 
therefore only ethically problematic solutions. In such situa-
tions, the Proportionality Principle helps to find the least prob-
lematic way out. The Principle of Proportionality is a political 
maxim accepted worldwide and used for the solution of a great 
variety of social problems (including animal welfare), and it is a 
fundamental principle of EU law in the allocation of legislative 
competencies within the Union. In animal protection legislation 
the Proportionality Principle works worldwide as the key prin-
ciple. 

Although often reduced to one or two steps, the Proportional-
ity Principle consists, for logical reasons, of not less than four 
steps. When using it to find the least problematic solution in an 
ethical dilemma one must test every alternative action (includ-
ing omission, i.e. doing nothing) by four test steps. The Pro-
portionality Principle is designed in such a way that only one 
alternative is able to fulfil the requirements of all four test steps: 
this will be the ethically least problematic and therefore the an 
ethically justifiable option. The four test steps are:
1. Check whether the stated purpose of the intended action (or 

omission) is permissible!
2. Check whether the action (or omission) is in fact fit to pro-

mote the stated purpose! In addition, the action (or omis-
sion) should, compared to alternatives, be the most likely to 
achieve the benefits of the stated purpose.

Animal Experiments – the Principle of Proportionality  
as Key Principle of Ethical Evaluation 
Joerg Luy
Veterinary Faculty, Free University, Berlin, Germany

Summary
Since 1986 animal experiments in Germany may only be approved by the authorities if they are indispensable
for a permissible purpose and the inflicted suffering is not classified as disproportionate to the benefits
thereof. In order to verify these conditions, an ethical evaluation procedure has been developed, which –
based on the Principle of Proportionality – fulfils not only bioethical but also legal requirements. The ethical
evaluation procedure is performed first by the scientist applying for the authorisation, second by the animal
experimentation committee of each competent authority, and third by the competent authority itself. Based
on the outcome of the ethical evaluation procedure every year several applications are rejected in Germany.

Keywords: animal experiments, animal protection, ethical evaluation, ethics, Principle of Proportionality
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3. Check all adverse effects of the action (or omission) on hu-
mans, animals and the environment to see if each is indispen-
sable (i.e. necessary, essential) to achieve the stated purpose! 
This includes checking for and considering all possibilities 
of compensating adverse effects.

4. Check whether the action (or omission) is proportionate com-
pared with the hoped-for benefits of the action (or omission) 
in regard to every adverse effect! To be proportionate, the 
action (or omission) must fulfil the following conditions:
a. the action (or omission) must lead to a less adverse result 

than the omission (or any action).
b. every action (or omission) must be in itself permissible, 

i.e. may not harm absolute (deontological) moral rights 
which have been proposed, to be protected against weigh-
ing, e.g. human rights; in animal ethics at least the right 
not to undergo severe suffering, i.e. suffering that would 
be judged “unbearable” by a human proband (test per-
son).

c. the action (or omission) must, in spite of its moral short-
comings, be judged adequate, proper and fair in its context 
by the majority of citizens of the corresponding territory 
who have developed a sound moral attitude.

In Germany, animal experiments have been restricted by the 
Proportionality Principle for several decades. Today, its four 
test steps are incorporated into the Animal Welfare Act (Arti-
cle 7 and the following). While any person wishing to conduct 
experiments on vertebrates must obtain authorisation of the 
planned experiment from the competent authority, authorisa-
tion is to be granted only if and when scientific evidence is 
produced by the scientist a) that the experiment is indispen-
sable for and fit to promote a permissible purpose (Article 
7 paragraphs 2, 4 and 5 define “permissible purposes”) and  
b) that the pain, suffering or harm that can be expected is “ethi-
cally justifiable” (proportionate) compared with the hoped-for 
benefits of the experiment. Thus, a precondition of the authori-
sation is the fulfilment of the requirements of all four test steps. 
The test is performed first by the scientist applying for the au-
thorisation (these results are set out in the application), second 
by the animal experimentation committee of each competent 
authority (their results are to assist the authority in deciding 
whether to authorise the experiment), and third by the com-
petent authority itself (those results ultimately decide whether 
the authorisation is granted or not). 

Step 1: Check whether the stated purpose of the 
intended procedure is permissible!
The following are regarded as “permissible purpose” (in  
Germany):
1.  the prevention, diagnosis or treatment of diseases, suffering, 

bodily defects or other abnormalities or the detection or exer-
tion of influence of physiological conditions or functions in 
human beings or animals;

2.  the detection of environmental hazards;
3.  the testing of substances or products to ensure that they are 

safe in terms of human or animal health or that they are ef-
fective against animal pests;

4.  basic research.
experiments on animals to develop or test weapons, ammuni-
tion and related equipment are prohibited, as are, subject to an 
exemption clause, experiments on animals to develop tobacco 
products, detergents and cosmetics. 

A problematic shortcoming with regard to the first test step 
is, however, that in practice only experiments subject to au-
thorisation must be checked. Since in Germany no “authorisa-
tion from”, but only a “notification to” the authority is required 
for planned experiments expressly required by a statute, an or-
dinance or the Pharmacopoeia, or another binding provision, 
these experiments continue to be performed for many years 
even if their ethical justification is more than dubious (e.g. 
the mouse bioassay as gold standard for detecting biotoxins 
in shellfish for human consumption, or the LD50 test for every 
batch of Botox produced even when applied for cosmetic rea-
sons). Animal testing of luxury goods like shellfish or those 
Botox batches that are used for cosmetic purposes cannot com-
ply with the Principle of Proportionality and is, therefore, “eth-
ically unjustifiable”. For testing shellfish there an alternative 
method already exists, and an alternative is under development 
for Botox testing. Consequently the use of Botox for cosmetic 
reasons should be provisionally banned (since it would also be 
unjustifiable to use untested batches).

Step 2: Check whether the intended procedure is in 
fact fit to promote the stated purpose!
Only protocols that are fit to promote the stated purpose may 
be authorised. Therefore it is necessary to check, among other 
things:
1.  whether the number of animals to be used is the minimum 

necessary to ensure a meaningful interpretation of the find-
ings and the statistical validity of the findings;

2.  whether species, sex and age of the experimental animals are 
fit to promote the stated purpose;

3.  whether there are doubts that the results might not be trans-
ferable to the species of the stated purpose;

4.  whether protocols and endpoints are the most likely to pro-
duce satisfactory scientific results.

Step 3: Check deterioration of the quality of life 
at all stages of the animal’s life to see if each is 
indispensable to achieve the stated purpose! – The 
Three Rs principle.
Only experiments with animals that have a good life quality 
during their whole life span except for those cutbacks that are 
each indispensable to achieve the stated purpose can fulfil the 
requirement of this test step. This includes checking for and 
considering not only all the possibilities to avoid adverse ef-
fects, but also those to compensate them. thus, within the third 
test step one has to check compliance with the the Three Rs 
principle (Replacement, Reduction and Refinement). 
1. Replacement: means the attempt to replace animals by non-
living or at least non-sentient alternatives. – Therefore, a check 
must be made to see:
-  whether the purpose of the specified programme of work 
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could be achieved satisfactorily, in whole or in part, by any 
other reasonable and practicable method that does not require 
the conduct of procedures on animals (in particular, whether 
in advance performed in vitro screening would influence the 
ethical test results of the protocols);

-  whether there are chances to replace animals by non-sentient 
(e.g. early stages of development) or nonliving alternatives, 
or by a protocol in which the animals are gently made uncon-
scious prior to the experiment and are then killed before they 
regain consciousness.

2. Reduction: means the attempt to reduce the number of ani-
mals to the minimum necessary without compromising the qual-
ity of scientific results. The UK Home Office rightly advises:  
“It is recognised, however, that the number of animals that 
need to be used can sometimes be reduced if additional suf-
fering is allowed to be caused to fewer animals. the method 
licensed will be the one judged to cause the least suffering or 
distress.” (Guidance on the Operation of the Animals (Scien-
tific Procedures) Act 1986, Chapter 5, No. 5.15) – Therefore, a 
check must be made to see:
-  whether the number of animals is reduced to the minimum 

(e.g. check group size, indispensability of each group, in 
particular, of identical but not contemporaneous groups, se-
quence of protocols, and used means of statistical analysis), 
subject to the exemption that a higher number of animals 
allows for less suffering or distress of individual animals.

3. Refinement: means the employment of methods to ensure 
that any possible pain, suffering, distress and harm is reduced 
to the minimum, as well as to improve the care, treatment and 
living conditions of the animals to enhance their well-being. – 
Therefore, a check must be made to see:
-  whether protocols and endpoints, compared with feasible 

alternatives, cause the least pain, suffering, distress or harm 
(only unavoidable pain, suffering, distress or harm may be 
authorised; in Germany pain, suffering, distress or harm may 
not be inflicted “to save work, time or costs” (Article 9 (2) 
No.3); to be considered are, in particular, inspection sched-
ules, opportunities for general or local anaesthesia, analge-
sics and today’s most humane way of killing);

-  whether there are sufficient measures proposed to prevent or 
minimise the extent, duration and incidence of the adverse 
effects (measures should include reasonably designed con-
trol measures, because it is indispensable for the laboratory 
animal to be monitored closely, and as an individual ani-
mal);

-  whether there are chances to refine techniques, management 
or housing in a way that the harm caused to the animals is 
minimised (to be considered are “environmental enrich-
ment” and sheltered positions for the animals to retreat to);

-  whether protocols incorporate best practice and will be ap-
plied competently (only by skilled personnel); 

-  whether all sick or injured animals get treatments that allevi-
ate pain or suffering (in Germany the applicant must produce 
scientific evidence of incompatibility with the objective of 
the experiment for each untreated but suffering animal);

-  whether all reasonable steps are taken to ensure that the 

physical, health and behavioural needs of the animals are 
met in accordance with both good practice and scientific 
knowledge (the Commission Recommendations 2007/526/
EC on guidelines for the accommodation and care of animals 
used for experimental and other scientific purposes define 
minimum standards);

-  whether choice of species and stage of development is made 
in order to use animals that have the lowest degree of neuro-
physiological sensitivity (i.e. have the least capacity to expe-
rience pain, suffering or distress).

Step 4: Check whether the deterioration of the 
quality of life is proportionate compared with the 
hoped-for benefits of the experiment!
Scientists are often not familiar with the requirement of the 
fourth step of the Proportionality Principle to let the major-
ity of the (morally developed) citizens (of the corresponding 
territory) decide whether a scientific procedure on animals 
is “proportionate” (adequate, proper and fair) in its context. 
Since in Germany the whole Animal Welfare Act refers to the 
Proportionality Principle, even its central idea of justifiability, 
the “good reason” (vernünftiger Grund), is bound to what the 
majority of the (morally developed) German citizens believe 
to be a “good reason”.

Step 4a: Check for protocols that are absolutely prohibited, 
for they are likely to conflict with absolute (deontological) 
moral rights, such as, in particular, the animal’s moral right 
not to undergo severe suffering (i.e. suffering that would be 
judged “unbearable” by a human proband). Absolute (deon-
tological) moral rights (e.g. human rights, the bans on slav-
ery, torture etc.) have been proposed to be protected against 
weighing. Exemptions are not intended; it is, therefore, not 
possible to argue e.g. on the basis of the eminent importance 
of the experiment. While “severe suffering” is expressly pro-
hibited by UK law (experiments must include the specification 
of “humane endpoints”, i.e. animals are to be humanely killed 
before the procedure has finished, and some of the expected 
gain in knowledge is waived), in Germany procedures will 
not be authorised if pain, suffering, distress or harm are con-
sidered “ethically unjustifiable” by the authorities. The local 
authorities decide without federal guidelines (but often after 
consultation with each other or with external experts), what 
(parts of) protocols must be considered as “ethically unjus-
tifiable”. Experiments on non-human hominids (great apes) 
are regarded as “ethically unjustifiable” too. According to the 
results of a questionnaire of the EU Commission for the gen-
eral public on the revision of Directive 86/609/EC, 80% of the 
(European) participants consider all primate experiments “not 
acceptable”. In Germany, every year several applications are 
rejected because the authorities have good reasons to assume 
that the public judge some protocols to be “ethically unjusti-
fiable” (e.g. just recently the case of the neurophysiological 
procedures on primates in the city of Bremen, which has, as 
in many cases, been linked to considerable and balanced news 
coverage by the media).
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Ethical Principles and Guidelines for  
Experiments on Animals (Switzerland)

“Certain experimental set-ups can be expected to cause 
such severe suffering for animals that the weighing up of 
ethical concerns will always fall in favour of the animals. 
If it is not possible to find less harmful and more ethically 
acceptable test arrangements by changing the research 
hypothesis, it will be necessary to refrain from carrying 
out the experiment and to forgo the expected gain in 
knowledge.” 

Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences (SAMS) & Swiss 
Academy of Sciences (SCNAT): Ethical Principles and 
Guidelines for Experiments on Animals, 3rd edition 
2005, Paragraph 3.5: http://www.samw.ch/en/Ethics/
Guidelines/Currently-valid-guidelines.html

Step 4b: Cost/Benefit Assessment: Check whether the hoped-
for benefits really outweigh the likely harm to the animals (per-
forming the procedure must globally, in the medium term, result 
in less pain, suffering, distress or harm than its omission). In 
ethics the pain, suffering, distress or harm of the experimental 
animals (“cost”) can only be balanced against the contribution 
to future reduction of pain, suffering, distress and harm, which 
counts as a “benefit” (identical units are required on both sides 
of the equation). 

In order to weigh the potential benefit against the likely 
adverse effects, one must find the “value” and the “severity 
level” of each procedure. The value of a procedure is defined 
by the contribution of the specific outcomes of the programme 
of work to future reduction of pain, suffering, distress and 
harm, rather than by the importance of the general area of ac-
tivity. the severity level of a procedure, on the other hand, 
is mostly defined as the upper limit of the expected adverse 

effects that may be encountered by an animal, taking into ac-
count the measures for avoiding and controlling adverse ef-
fects. the severity level of a procedure represents the worst 
potential outcome for any animal, even if it may only be expe-
rienced by a small number of the animals to be used. If several 
procedures are combined, the stress level for the animal will 
most likely increase, and the cumulative effect must be taken 
into account (e.g. water deprivation + fixation); therefore, in 
some cases, the severity level of combined protocols must be 
set higher than the level of the protocols alone. Furthermore, 
the cumulative effect of the repetition of identical protocols 
within a procedure can, in some cases, justify setting the se-
verity level higher than the level of a single protocol. What 
are useful are official lists with examples for severity levels 
(e.g. the Swiss “Classification of Animal Experiments accord-
ing to Grades of Severity prior to the Experiment”: http://
www.bvet.admin.ch/themen/tierschutz/00777/00778/index.
html?lang=de, or the German “Guidelines to help evaluate the 
stress factor for laboratory animals during authorised animal 
experiments”, released by the Berlin Work Group of Animal 
Welfare Officers: http://www.charite.de/tierschutz/download/
Orientierungshilfe-englisch.pdf). Anyhow, much experience 
is needed to draw the line between “moderate” and “severe” 
suffering. And it is particularly difficult to assign severity cat-
egories when adverse effects are uncertain or unpredictable, 
for example in the production of genetically modified animals 
or in toxicity testing.
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AreAs of AnimAl use 

1  Introduction

the use of non-human primates in experiments is currently a 
hot topic of debate – something that could have been said at 
every World Congress since these began in 1993. However, it is 
particularly pertinent in europe now, because Directive 86/609, 
which regulates animal experiments (european Community, 
1986), is under revision and there is a good opportunity to incor-
porate provisions that would make a real difference to whether 
and how primates are used. Indeed, the notes in the introductory 
“Context Section” of the Commission’s draft proposal (euro-
pean Commission, 2008a) state that: “specific provisions have 
been incorporated to reduce the use of primates to a minimum” 
and that “there are ambitious requirements on the origins of 
animals and specific monitoring mechanisms to ensure the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed measures ultimately facilitating the 
move toward abolishing the use of non-human primates in sci-
entific procedures.”

this follows on from statements, reports and recommenda-
tions from authoritative national and international bodies, which 
highlight the need for further application of all 3Rs to primate 
use. The issue is firmly on the agenda, but the key question is 
whether anything is actually happening as a result. 

There is progress in some scientific establishments in some 
countries, although mainly with the “R” of Refinement, but any 
progress in legislation seems extraordinarily slow and propos-
als for change encounter a high level of resistance. this paper 
therefore:
• reiterates why primates need special protection and what ex-

perimental use means for them – there is so much political 
wrangling this is sometimes forgotten;

• considers primate use in recent years and whether the trend in 
numbers is up or down;

• looks at some of the statements and recommendations made 
by european and national bodies that have an input into leg-
islation to see whether these are taken into account in the pro-
posed Directive; and

• makes a plea for more action on such recommendations now, 
not in the next one hundred years.

2  Why primates deserve special protection 

Primates are highly intelligent, social animals. they occupy and 
interact with a large and diverse home range and have a com-
plex range of behaviours and physical and emotional needs that 
are very difficult to satisfy in a laboratory environment. There 
is no question that they have the capacity to experience pain, 
and it should be assumed that procedures likely to cause pain 
and distress in humans are likely to have similar effects in oth-
er primates (e.g. Organisation of economic Co-operation and 
Development, 2001; National Institutes of Health, 2002). It is 
also generally accepted that they can experience both negative 
emotions (fear, anxiety, boredom, frustration and, in some spe-
cies, grief) and positive emotions (interest, pleasure, happiness, 
excitement) (see Jennings and Prescott, 2009). 

The impact of a laboratory environment
It seems something of an anomaly that researchers who study 
primates in the wild emphasise their amazing capabilities, which 
are brought to television screens around the world for people to 
marvel at, and admire. Yet in the laboratory, these animals are 
confined in small cages, subjected to invasive procedures and 
treated in a reductionist way as research “tools”. 

Compare and contrast the natural and laboratory environ-
ments for macaques and marmosets, for example. The natural 

Special Protection for Primates – the Need  
for Faster Progress 
Maggy Jennings
RSPCA, Research Animals Department, Horsham, UK

Summary
The use of non-human primates in scientific research raises serious ethical and welfare concerns, which 
has resulted in legislation in some countries requiring special justification for the use of primate species. 
Furthermore, in the last ten years, there have been a number of authoritative reports urging tighter controls 
on primate use, higher standards of husbandry and care, and an end to the capture and use of wild ani-
mals. However, there appears to be great resistance to changing the status quo, and this paper will review 
whether progress has been made on any of these issues in the light of proposals for the revision of the EU 
Directive regulating the use of animals in experiments.
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habitat of long-tailed (cynomolgous) macaques is forest, com-
monly near water, a complex three dimensional environment. 
their home range is around 2 km2, reaching from ground level 
to tree-top height. they live in social groups of 10 to 50 ani-
mals, with sometimes as many as 100, and are very active – 
walking, leaping, climbing, foraging and swimming. they have 
extensive sensory and communication abilities with a percep-
tual world similar to humans. 

Contrast this with a laboratory environment. the Guidelines 
for Accommodation and Care of experimental animals in the re-
cently revised Annex II of EU Directive 86/609 require a mini-
mum cage area of 2 m2 with a height of 1.8 m. the standards are 
intended to encourage pair housing but some places still keep 
animals singly. In any case, this only allows animals to take a 
few steps in each direction and can never offer much complex-
ity; it is barren and boring. In effect, animals that have evolved 
to live in a forest are consigned to a small metal box.

Marmosets also live in family groups of 2 to15 animals in 
complex forest habitats with a range of .006 to 0.06 km2. they, 
too, are very active animals with a diverse sensory world. In the 
laboratory they may fare slightly better, being kept in pairs or 
family groups, but they are still very confined with the standards 
for cage size being a mere 0.5 m2 in area and 1.5 m in height. 

Cumulative harms
Given the nature of primates and the difficulty of providing for 
their needs, it is generally considered that the cumulative harms 
for these animals are greater than for other animals. As well as 
restricted housing and the effects of experimental procedures, 
there are significant welfare issues with respect to capture and 
use of wild animals, early weaning, transport, pre-transport 
“conditioning” in tiny cages for long periods in some supplying 
centres, and handling and restraint. In fact the animals’ whole 
lifetime experience is seriously compromised.

Public and political concern
there is a high level of public and political concern about the 
use of primates – people have a special affinity with these ani-
mals as fellow primates. this was illustrated in the european 
Commission survey of public opinion in 2008 when over 93% 
of respondents believed it was important to improve the current 
level of welfare/protection for primates in research and testing 
(european Commission, 2006). 

3  Trends in primate use

Given the level of concern about primate use it might be expect-
ed that this would have had an effect on the numbers used, but 
this is not so. Figures for primate use over the last ten years do 
not show a decrease. For example, in the UK, numbers fluctuate 
around 3500 per year. Figures for europe show an increase in 

primate use from 7284 in 1999 to 10,443 in 20071, as do figures 
in the USA where numbers have risen from around 55,000 in 
1999 to nearly 70,000 in 20072. Furthermore, some scientists 
are talking about a likely increase in the need for primate use for 
“biological” pharmaceutical products and research into diseases 
of ageing. even the use of chimpanzees has not been ruled out, 
and countries in Asia are known to be increasing their primate 
research capacity.

4  Legislation and relevant reports and statements

Legislation is a major driver of change as are, or should be, 
recommendations in reports commissioned or developed by leg-
islative or regulatory bodies. there are many of these covering 
issues such as: the capture and use of wild primates; their ac-
commodation and care; and the necessity and justification for 
using them. Some of the key recommendations made over the 
last fifteen years or so by formal European and national bod-
ies are summarised below with a consideration of whether and 
how these are being taken forward in the revision of Directive 
86/609.

Capture and use of wild primates for breeding or experiments
It is accepted that capture of animals from the wild and their use 
in experiments is a major stressor for primates (e.g. Johnson et 
al., 1973; laudenslager et al., 1999; Suleman et al., 2004). the 
issue was mentioned in the report of the 1993 Berlin Workshop 
on the accommodation of laboratory animals. the workshop was 
organised by the German Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture 
and Forestry, in conjunction with the Federal Health Office sup-
ported by Directorate-General xI of the european Commission 
(O’Donoghue, 1994). the aim was “to review critically” the 
standards of accommodation in the european Convention and 
Directive “in the light of knowledge gained since they were for-
mulated”. the report recommended that the use of wild-caught 
primates should be phased out completely within five years. 

then, in 1997, the Council of europe issued a Declaration 
of Intent: “to require precise information on the origin and 
the provenance of the animals (primates) with the objective of 
limiting the use of animals to those which are purpose-bred”; 
and “to encourage initiatives and measures to end the use of 
wild-caught primates” (Council of europe, 1997). the Declara-
tion was signed by sixteen Member States and twelve stake-
holder organisations, including eurogroup for Animal Welfare, 
Federation of european laboratory Animals Science Associa-
tions (FelASA), Federation of european laboratory Animal 
Breeders Associations (FelABA), european Federation of 
Pharmaceutical Industries Associations (eFPIA) and european 
Biomedical Research Association (eBRA). the following year 
the issue of capture of wild primates was mentioned in the recit-
als to the Council of the european Union’s decision to approve 

1 Figures for the EU are available from the tri-annually produced official reports: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/
lab_animals/reports_en.htm
2 Figures for the US are available from the Annual Reports of Enforcement (Animal Welfare Act) produced by the USDA (see 
Appendix 5 of 2007 report): http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_welfare/publications_and_reports.shtml
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the european Convention on animal experiments. there then 
followed a number of authoritative national and international 
reports, which re-emphasised concerns over the capture of wild 
animals and argued the need to use only purpose-bred primates 
and move to the use of F23 animals (e.g. Animal Procedures 
Committee, 2002; Scientific Committee on Animal Health and 
Welfare, 2002).

How does this translate to the revision of the Directive? the 
draft proposal to revise 86/609 stated in its Article 10.1 that 
there should be a “move to exclusive use of F2 macaques, seven 
years after transposition of the Directive”. Seven years is a long 
time, but this at least threw down a definite marker. However, 
despite the level of concern over primate capture, the european 
Parliament’s report on the draft modified the text and introduced 
the need for a feasibility study for moving to exclusive use of 
F2 animals. Subsequent discussions allowed up to five years for 
such a study to be carried out. If this procedure is agreed, and 
assuming the Directive is accepted in 2010 with an immediate 
start to the feasibility study, then in 2015, eighteen years after 
the 1997 Declaration of Intent, there may be a decision about 
whether a move to F2 can be achieved – at some stage! this is 
surely an inexcusable amount of time to deal with an issue that 
all stakeholders have agreed is a serious problem.

Accommodation and care
turning to husbandry standards, again there is a long history of 
reports and comments on the inadequacy of housing and care for 
primates in the laboratory environment. the Berlin Workshop 
report clearly stated that the “existing [1986] recommendations 
for primate housing in the Council of Europe Convention are 
inadequate”. It went on to state that: “the sizes of cages are too 
small to meet the behavioural needs of the animals; they provide 
neither adequate space for exercise nor room for environmental 
enrichment”. the report made recommendations to the Council 
of europe and the european Commission for improvement.

Five years later, in 1998, the Council of europe began the 
process of revising Appendix A to the Council of europe Con-
vention (Council of europe, 2005 on the use of animals for sci-
entific purposes in which standards of accommodation and care 
for laboratory animals are set out. (the minimum cage size for 
one or two 15-25 kg macaque at the time was 1.5 m2 x 1.25 m). 
the process was an extended one with revised standards devel-
oped through working groups of experts from the stakeholder 
groups of animal welfare, academia, industry and regulation. It 
was finally concluded in 2006. The revised standards for cage 
sizes have since been translated into the Annex to Directive 
86/609, but with a date of 2017 allowed for their adoption. thus, 
twenty-four years after it was agreed that existing standards 
were inadequate, primates may have 0.5 m2 extra space! How-
ever, at the time of writing, the european Parliament’s report on 
the draft Directive allows exemptions and reduces the status of 
the standards to guidelines instead of mandatory requirements. 

Fortunately, some establishments already use the new standards 
and improve on them further, but this is by no means universal, 
and many macaques are still kept in small inadequate housing.

Necessity and justification for primate use
In some countries, such as the UK, concern over primate use is 
reflected in legislation with “additional justification” required 
before such animals can be used, together with exclusions on 
the use of wild-caught animals and Great Apes. A number of 
national and european reports have urged more critical scru-
tiny of the necessity and justification for primate use including 
the Scientific Committee on Animal Health and Welfare Re-
port (SCAHAW, 2002), the UK Animal Procedures Committee 
(APC) report on primate use in regulatory toxicology (Animal 
Procedures Committee, 2006) and most recently the Scientific 
Committee on Health and environmental Risks report on pri-
mate use (SCHeR, 2009).

Particularly relevant in the context of the proposed eU Direc-
tive is a 2007 european Parliamentary Declaration, which called 
for a timetable for replacing all use of primates (european Par-
liament, 2007). the european Commission responded to this 
with reference to the Directive, which it said could “incorporate 
strong incentives together with a specific review clause which 
would provide a mechanism to move towards the ultimate goal 
of phasing out primate use” (european Commission, 2008b). 
the Commission went on to say that it was convinced this goal 
could only be achieved with a “vision, close co-operation and 
combined effort of all concerned”. Animal protection organisa-
tions had said something very similar in a “Resolution” on pri-
mate use passed four years earlier at the World Congress in Ber-
lin. the Resolution urged “governments, regulators, industry, 
scientists and research funders worldwide to accept the need to 
end primate use as a legitimate goal; to make achieving this a 
high priority; and to work together to facilitate this”. 

Has any of this been carried through into the revision of the 
Directive? As quoted earlier in this paper, there are strong state-
ments in the introductory “Context” section of the Commission 
Proposal, but these are not carried through into the articles. this 
makes no progress at all for primates and does not reflect the 
spirit of the “Background” and “Recitals” text. However, it is 
positive to see a ban on the use of Great Apes, although ex-
tremely disappointing that it was deemed necessary to insert a 
“safeguard clause” to allow their use in an “emergency”. Quite 
what emergency would warrant subjecting chimpanzees to con-
finement in a metal box is beyond imagining, even if the prac-
tical difficulties of acquiring, housing and using such animals 
within a rapid response scenario could be overcome. 

there were restrictions on the use of other species of primate; 
use had to be undertaken “with a view to the avoidance, preven-
tion, diagnosis or treatment of life-threatening or debilitating 
clinical conditions”. Despite the fact that spokespersons in the 
research community argue in public that all primate research 

3 F2: Second generation animals whose parents were captive-bred.
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is undertaken for serious medical purposes – and would there-
fore be allowed to continue even with the proposed restriction 
– there was a great deal of lobbying against this requirement. 
As a result, the parliamentary report removed the restriction on 
use but added in a “two year review” of primate use to exam-
ine the impact of developments in technological, scientific and 
animal welfare knowledge and set targets for implementation 
of validated replacement methods. What form this should take 
was not specified.

5  What is now needed

looking at the timelines on the way these issues have been 
dealt with, the idea of progress is a misnomer. What is needed 
is fewer words and more action. It is true that some people, at 
some establishments, in some countries, have put a lot of ef-
fort into refinement and improving housing and care. However, 
much more immediate action is necessary if this is to be more 
universal and if the many good recommendations that have been 
published in reports and the scientific literature are to be trans-
lated into real achievements in Reduction and Replacement (or 
avoidance) of primate use as well. In europe, the Directive can 
help if the requirements for an authorisation process and ethical 
review remain, but specific restrictions on primate use are also 
necessary. 

legislation, of course, will not work alone, and there are some 
useful recommendations that need translating into practice. the 
SCHeR Report, for example, provides a useful starting point 
with its recommendations for:
– regular meetings to stimulate scientific discussions and ex-

change of information;
– development of databases and collaborative user networks 

covering data sharing, tissue sharing, exchange of knowledge 
and information;

– global networks to exchange information on the 3Rs, includ-
ing providing clear and consistent guidance on the criteria for 
use of primates; and

– further negotiations between the eU, USA and Japan on har-
monisation of regulatory test requirements

A UK committee comprising the major research funders in 2006 
also made useful recommendations including: to undertake a 
systematic review of research funded in the last ten years; and 
to regularly collate and disseminate information about evolving 
research technology (Anon, 2006). two years later there is no 
information in the public domain as to whether this is being 
taken forward, but it could be done through:
– focussed reviews of the validity and need for primate use in 

individual research and testing fields carried out by teams of 
open-minded multidisciplinary experts

– a co-ordinated, well-funded international effort to support 
a transition from animal-based toxicology to a mechanism-
based paradigm; and

– a fundamental shift in attitude away from the defensive “why 
primates are essential” to a constructive exploration of “how 
the research goals could be achieved without them”.

Finally, the essential point missing from most reports is a prop-
erly structured implementation plan for the recommendations 
they contain, with clearly defined responsibilities and some 
challenging timelines. this is what is desperately needed to 
achieve progress for these animals sooner rather than later, i.e. 
now, not in 100 years time.
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AreAs of AnimAl use 

1  Introduction to Canadian Categories of 
Invasiveness (CIs) 

Animal impact categorization systems are classifications – typi-
cally going from least invasive, or harmful, to most invasive 
– that are used to describe and sort the various adverse impacts 
that animals are exposed to when they are used for scientific 
purposes. Such systems provide a way of categorizing the scien-
tific use of live animals according to the experiences of the ani-
mals. This information can be beneficial to researchers, policy 
makers, and the public.

Canada is one of 11 countries with a mandated, national ani-
mal impact categorization system in place. the other countries 
are Australia, Finland, Germany, Ireland, The Netherlands, New 

Zealand, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United King-
dom (UK). Beginning approximately 20 years ago, countries 
have sought to find ways of identifying the level of pain and 
distress experienced by animals used in research, teaching, and 
testing. The implementation of systems to categorize adverse 
animal impact was influenced to a large extent by the 1978 pub-
lication “Alternatives to Animal Experiments” in which David 
H. Smyth, then president of the Research Defence Society in the 
UK, sought to categorize experimental procedures as a means to 
prioritize efforts for replacing the use of animals (arguing that 
attention should be placed first and foremost on those proce-
dures that cause the most pain and distress).

In North America in the early 1980s, F. Barbara Orlans began 
writing and speaking about the potential utility of categorizing 

Applying Information Gained from Animal Impact 
Categorization Systems – Case Study of Canada’s Categories 
of Invasiveness 
Gilly Griffin, Nicole Fenwick, Elisabeth Ormandy and Clément Gauthier
Canadian Council on Animal Care, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Summary
The Canadian animal impact categorization system1 known as Categories of Invasiveness (CI) serves four 
main purposes: 1) it educates animal users about concepts for humane animal experimentation; 2) it alerts 
investigators and animal care committees (ACCs) to the degree of pain and distress that experimental 
procedures may cause animals and thereby serves as a tool for ethical review of animal based studies; 3) it 
informs the public about the numbers of animals that potentially experience the adverse impact associated 
with each category; and 4) it provides data that inform national policies on animal use in science. The 
Canadian system provides important input to the cost-benefit analysis of animal use because it assists ACCs 
in assessing the potential costs and provides some national consistency in ethical review. ACCs may view 
classification in a high CI as a cue to more closely scrutinize the justification and benefits of a protocol. 
CI data are published annually online and can be accessed by the media and humane organizations, although 
the extent of wider public access is not known. To identify trends in animal use and to inform national  
policy, CI statistics are reviewed annually. This information has been used to evaluate the effect of guidelines 
in establishing humane endpoints and to identify problems in the categorization of genetically-engineered 
animals (GEAs). Emerging challenges to the current Canadian system include: categorizing impacts on 
animals in breeding colonies, especially animals bred specifically to have a disease condition; categorizing 
GEAs at different stages of new animal line generation; and ensuring that publicly reported information  
more accurately reflects the actual adverse impacts experienced by animals. Future policy goals include using 
CI data to drive Replacement2 efforts in Canada.

Keywords: Categories of Invasiveness, animal impact categorization, Canadian Council on Animal Care, 
ethical review, animal use data

1 Categorization systems have been variously referred to as pain scales, harm scales, categories of invasiveness, severity scales, 
impact scales, and degrees of animal welfare compromise. Here we are using the term “animal impact categorization system” to 
more accurately represent the different types of classifications and to avoid the impression that pain is the sole impact on animals 
used in science. Adverse impacts include (but are not limited to) discomfort, pain, distress, fear, nutritional deprivation, and beha-
vioural deprivation.     
2 Replacement, Reduction and Refinement of animal use, commonly known as the Three Rs, and first described by Russell & 
Burch (1959) provide the basis for the ethic of animal experimentation that underpins the Canadian system of oversight of animals 
used in science.
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the adverse effects of procedures on animals to regulate the use 
of animals for teaching purposes. She described a “classifica-
tion of biological studies based on the degree of invasiveness 
of the procedure to an animal” with the goal of illustrating the 
progression of “ethical costs” (i.e. increasing adverse impacts 
on animals) (Orlans, 1979, 1980). Her nine-level scale began 
with no use of living organisms (with least ethical costs) to use 
involving severe and/or protracted vertebrate animal pain (high-
est ethical cost). 

During this period, both the United States and Canada began 
to establish ethical review and animal use oversight procedures. 
In 1982, a Swedish Professor, Karl Obrink, visited the United 
States to present an overview of Swedish law on laboratory ani-
mals to the Scientists’ Center for Animal Welfare (SCAW), an 
association that aims to improve animal welfare outcomes for 
animals used in science (Orlans, 1993). Inspired by the Swedish 
example, SCAW created its own categorization system with the 
view that the newly legislated US institutional animal care and 
use committees could use it (voluntarily) as a tool when review-
ing protocols. Published in the mid-eighties, the “Categories of 
Biomedical Experiments Based on Increasing Ethical Concerns 
for Nonhuman Species” sought to provide a “conceptual basis 
for assessing the degree of animal harm, and, therefore, for as-
sessing ethical costs of an experiment” (Orlans, 1987, p256).

The development in 1987 of Canada’s Categories of Invasive-
ness flowed directly from the SCAW system. Harry Rowsell (the 
Canadian Council on Animal Care’s (CCAC’s) first Executive 
Director and emeritus professor at the University of Ottawa) 
was a member of SCAW and a contributor to the development 
of the SCAW categorization system. The University of Ottawa 
adopted use of the SCAW scale early on, and then, under Dr. 
Rowsell’s guidance, the CCAC developed a slightly modified 
version of the SCAW scale as national policy. 

the CCAC policy statement on: the categories of invasive-
ness in animal experiments (CCAC, 1991) underwent consid-
erable discussion and peer-review prior to its implementation. 
The Canadian system differed from the original SCAW system 
in two main ways. First, it included a wider category for experi-
ments on vertebrate animals that involve moderate to severe dis-
tress or discomfort (referred to as CI-D; see below). This was a 
result of criticism from Canadian scientists that the SCAW cat-
egories jumped too quickly from minor stress to significant but 
unavoidable stress (CCAC, personaly communication 2009) 

Second, while all animal impact categorization systems pro-
vide examples of procedures for each category, the Canadian 
system also included (and still includes) examples of outcomes 
to animals that should not occur. For example, animals undergo-
ing CI-C procedures (see below) “must not show self-mutila-
tion, anorexia, dehydration, hyperactivity, increased recumben-
cy or dormancy, increased vocalization, aggressive-defensive 
behavior or demonstrate social withdrawal and self-isolation.” 
When implemented in 1987, this was a fundamental difference 
between the Canadian Categories of Invasiveness and other 
categorization systems. It marked the beginning of inclusion of 
specific animal outcomes, in addition to types of procedures, 
and it introduced the use of the generic animal outcome of “pain 
and distress”

The “Categories of Invasiveness” were subsequently revised 
in 1989, and the severity of some procedures was upgraded, 
further differentiating it from the SCAW system. For example, 
“procedures that produce pain in which anesthetics are not used, 
such as toxicity testing with death as an endpoint,” was moved 
from CI-D to CI-E (see below). A third revision to the “Catego-
ries of Invasiveness” was undertaken in 1991, adding more de-
tailed examples to adapt the categories to non-biomedical use of 
animals, such as agricultural research and regulatory toxicology 
studies (CCAC, 1991). The need to provide specific direction 
on how to assign a CI to newly created genetically-engineered 
animals (GEAs) was identified, and guidelines requiring that 
GEAS to be assigned to CI-D were published in 1997 (CCAC, 
1997 and Griffin et al., 2007). The need for specific direction 
continued as further interpretation of CIs was again added in 
2003 to address wildlife research (CCAC, 2003).

In 1996 Canada began publishing annual data on the number 
of animals per CI (http://www.ccac.ca/en/Publications/New_
Facts_Figures/trends/figure6.htm).

Today the Canadian Categories of Invasiveness range from A 
to E as follows:
– CI-A: Experiments on most invertebrates, or on live isolates
– CI-B: Experiments which may cause little or no discomfort 

or stress
– CI-C: Experiments which may cause minor stress or pain of 

short duration
– CI-D: Experiments which may cause moderate to severe 

distress or discomfort
– CI-E: Procedures which cause severe pain near, at, or above 

the pain threshold of unanesthetized conscious animals 
As discussed, categorization is based both on procedures and 
animal outcomes. The list includes categories for procedures 
that do not use vertebrate animals (or cephalopods) and, as such, 
are intended to cause no adverse impacts (CI-A) and for those 
that cause severe unrelieved pain and are highly questionable 
(CI-E). Canadian investigators are required to assign proposed 
experiments to a CI prior to submitting the experimental proto-
col to an ACC for ethical review (including a verification of the 
assigned CI).

Investigators also are required to determine prospectively 
the number of animals to be used for each protocol. Then, on a 
yearly basis, ACCs report institutional animal use to the CCAC, 
including both the number of animals authorized by the ACC 
and the number of animals actually used. Therefore, the CCAC 
yearly statistics on animal use in Canada are based on the actual 
number of animals used; however, each animal’s assignment to 
CI is reported from prospective data. 

2  Applying information gained from the 
Categories of Invasiveness

It has been proposed that the use of mandated, national animal 
impact categorization systems serve four main purposes (e.g. 
Orlans, 2000; Griffin et al., 2007). These are: 1) education of an-
imal users on concepts for humane animal experimentation (i.e. 
Three Rs); 2) provision of a practical tool to assist animal care 
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committees (ACCs) in cost-benefit review of animal use proto-
cols; 3) provision of a system for collecting data to inform the 
public about the numbers of animals that potentially experience 
the adverse impact associated with each category to improve 
public accountability; and 4) provision of a system to collect 
data that will inform the development of national policies on 
the use of animals in science. However, to determine whether 
mandated national categorization systems are successfully ful-
filling the four “main” purposes (or others), and whether the 
systems are meeting emerging animal welfare challenges, re-
quires a comprehensive multi-nation review. As a first step we 
conducted a case-study of the Canadian system. The following 
sections examine the effectiveness of the Categories of Inva-
siveness in meeting each purpose and identify future challenges 
to animal impact categorization. 

2.1  Are CIs educating animal users about concepts 
for humane animal experimentation? 
In Canada, the required process of assessing protocols and as-
signing them to a CI is perceived by the CCAC to help educate, 
sensitize, and alert investigators and (CC) to the degree of pain 
and distress that experimental procedures cause animals. In ad-
dition, the existence of a category for procedures that do not use 
vertebrate animals (or cephalopods) and, as such, are intended 
to cause no adverse impacts (CI-A) is thought to convey the 
concept of Replacement (Orlans, 1993). Similarly, CI-E (pro-
cedures that cause severe unrelieved pain and are highly ques-
tionable) can be used to convey the concept of procedures that 
are unacceptable, regardless of scientific merit (Orlans, 1993). 
Although it is intuitive that education about humane animal 
experimentation is occurring, it is difficult to obtain empirical 
evidence because of the difficulty in separating the educational 
effect from the entire ethical review process. However, there is 
some information available that may help assess, in a general 
way, whether the categorization process educates animal users 
about humane experimentation.

A few published studies have touched upon the role of CIs 
in educating animal users in Canada. Bowd (1997) studied the 
effectiveness of one Canadian ACC in educating investigators 
and identified several inconsistencies between the beliefs of the 
investigators and CCAC-endorsed ethical positions and policies 
(which presumably include CIs). Although not specifically ana-
lyzing the role that categorization of animal impacts plays in 
the education of animal users, Bowd wrote that study results 
suggested there was a need for greater education of investiga-
tors on the ethical principles behind guidelines and policies. 
The CCAC guidelines on: institutional animal user training 
(CCAC, 1999) mandated training for all investigators wanting 
to use animals in their studies. The Recommended Syllabus for 
an Institutional Animal User Training Program (CCAC, 1999), 
published alongside the guidelines document, includes a sec-
tion on the Three Rs with the expressed emphasis placed on 
achieving expertise in identification of pain and distress, limit-
ing pain and distress, and preventing the wastage of animals. 
Furthermore, the CCAC online training modules for the core 
topics of the recommended syllabus, developed to support the 
implementation of the guidelines, include an entire module on 

pain and distress. A similar analysis to Bowd (1997) would be 
useful in indicating to what extent the guidelines, and above all 
the mandatory theoretical and practical training received by all 
users since 2003, have improved investigator awareness of the 
impact of procedures on study animals.

2.2  Are CIs providing practical tools for the ethical 
evaluation of protocols? 
When preparing an animal use protocol, investigators must as-
sign a CI to their study. This assignment is based on a precau-
tionary approach that reflects the maximum level of pain and 
distress animals might experience. Protocols that involve the 
use of vertebrates (or cephalopods) in Categories B through E 
must be submitted to an ACC for approval to proceed. In some 
institutions ACCs also review CI-A protocols, usually because 
of an institutional policy to foster a respect for all life forms 
and to ensure that adequate facilities and care are available for 
organisms that would otherwise not be covered under CCAC 
guidelines.

Animal impact categorization systems, in general, appear to 
have originated from the desire to contribute practical tools to 
assist in cost-benefit based review. In Canada, use of the CI sys-
tem is believed to provide ACCs with a tool to use when evalu-
ating adverse effects caused by scientific procedures and to help 
achieve some national consistency in local institution-based 
ethical review (Griffin et al., 2007). Research shows that during 
cost-benefit analysis, ACC members use CIs to assess whether 
protocol justification needs additional scrutiny or whether pro-
tocol benefits sufficiently outweigh the costs to the animals. In 
one study of Canadian ACCs, Schuppli (2004) found that in ad-
dition to using CIs in the expected way, ACC members also use 
them to 1) indicate not only whether the justification needs to be 
scrutinized more but also whether the benefits need to be higher 
and 2) to “test” the accuracy of the protocols (e.g. do the pro-
cedures outlined match the CI indicated). Schuppli (2004, p90) 
wrote that “some members viewed inconsistencies in the way 
that the application form was filled out as reason for a negative 
recommendation because investigators were not portraying in-
formation accurately. Inconsistencies included whether the list-
ed drugs matched the drugs described in procedures or whether 
the Category of Invasiveness matched what was expected from 
procedures.”

Based on analysis of protocols and their subsequent related 
publications, Bowd (1997) observed that a large proportion of 
the more invasive studies were not published and suggested that 
“within the present Canadian system it is possible for an in-
vestigator to continue to receive ACC endorsement for invasive 
research despite having failed to publish the results of similar 
studies over a lengthy period”. Although publication is not nec-
essarily a reliable indicator of the value of animal-based work, 
the ability to track outcomes of protocols through post-approval 
monitoring, annual renewal and re-evaluation (including reas-
signment of CIs) affords the opportunity for ACCs to place ad-
ditional scrutiny on those protocols where there is likely to be 
higher levels of pain and distress. In addition, there continues to 
be discussion by CCAC constituents relating to the acceptance 
of CI-E protocols. Some academic institutions prohibit any ani-
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mal protocols that would be placed in CI-E from being carried 
out by their principal investigators. At least for the foreseeable 
future, however, there are highly invasive tests that have to be 
carried out as a requirement for animal-based data for human 
or environmental health risk assessment purposes. the contin-
ued use of CI-E in these instances acknowledges the potential 
for animals to experience severe adverse effects and signals the 
need for extra vigilance on behalf of study directors/investiga-
tors, animal health professionals, and ACCs. It also is an indica-
tion of where the most efforts should be placed to implement the 
Three Rs (Smyth, 1978). 

2.3  Are CIs contributing to public accountability?
In Canada animal use statistics are reported annually by the 
CCAC. These statistics are collated from the animal use data 
from all institutions participating in the CCAC Program. Ani-
mal data are reported by species, by purpose of animal use, 
and by permitting a considerable level of detail to be made 
available to the public. Each year, upon publication of the ani-
mal use data, there are questions from media representatives 
and from members of the public relating to various aspects of 
animal use. typically these focus on animal use in the highest 
category of invasiveness and the use of some large animal spe-
cies, especially non-human primates and dogs. These requests 
for information permit the CCAC to further interpret the data 
and are also used as an indication of areas of public concern. 
However, ensuring that the public understands that CCAC 
data only reflect the number of animals that have potentially 
experienced a particular level of pain and distress remains an 

on-going challenge to ensuring accountability to the Canadian 
public and will be discussed in greater detail below.

To our knowledge, only six countries publicly report animal 
impact categorization data broken down into number of animals 
per category (Australia, Canada, Finland, The Netherlands, 
New Zealand and Switzerland). Comparisons can be made be-
tween countries through accessing their animal use statistics. 
Comparisons are difficult, however, due to the variety of ways 
in which different countries categorize and report the various 
levels of impact (e.g. countries vary in the number of categories 
of animal impact they use). In the future, more uniform inter-
national data are expected to become publicly available if the 
European Union continues with plans to establish classification 
based on four categories of severity and to require submission 
of this data by member countries (EU, 2009). 

Here we report animal use data for Canada (see Fig. 1). 

2.4  Are CIs informing Canada’s national policies 
on animal use?
Analysis of the trends of categories of invasiveness has proved 
useful to establish whether the number of animals in the most 
severe categories is changing (i.e. increasing or decreasing). 
It follows that such analysis can give us valuable information 
about how the Three Rs are being implemented, and indeed, 
where to target future Three Rs efforts. Investigators follow the 
Three Rs as ethical guidelines for humane animal research, thus 
it is expected that the number of animals in the categories de-
scribing the most severe experimental harms should go down 
as the number of animals used in research is reduced and tech-

Fig. 1: Canadian animal use by categories of invasiveness from 2002-2007 
Between the years 2002-2007 an average of 2.3 million animals were used each year. The numbers of animals in the most severe 
category (E) fluctuate between 55,121 at the lowest point (in 2003) and 179,781 at the highest point (in 2006). However, category E 
remains the category with the lowest number of animals. There has also been an increase in the numbers of animals in  
Category D since 2002. This may be attributed to the fact that in Canada all newly created genetically engineered animals are put  
into Category D until a stable phenotype has been established.
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niques are refined to minimize harmful impacts on animals.
Even before publication of animal use numbers by CI, begin-

ning in 1996 in Canada, there was a growing concern for the 
large number of animals that faced the potential for significant 
pain and distress. This has been addressed through a variety of 
mechanisms, for example the development of score sheets to as-
sist in the early identification of clinical signs of pain and disease 
as a means of encouraging intervention before animals experi-
enced extreme pain and or distress (Morton and Griffiths, 1985), 
encouragement to use anesthetics and analgesics to relieve pain 
and distress (Flecknell, 1994), as well as efforts to refine proce-
dures known to cause considerable pain (see for example Hem 
et al., 1998 – alternatives to retro-orbital bleeding). In Canada 
the considerable number of animals reported in CI-D & CI-E 
prompted the development of CCAC guidelines on: choosing an 
appropriate endpoint in experiments using animals in research, 
teaching and testing (1998). The years following the publication 
of this guidelines document did see a reduction in the number of 
animals reported in CI-E, reflecting the increased level of moni-
toring of animals and ACCs confidence that, due to this closer 
monitoring and use of clinical signs, animals would no longer 
experience extreme pain and distress before the experiment was 
terminated (Gauthier, 2004)

It is important to note that the Canadian system of requiring 
investigators and ACCs to take a precautionary approach in as-
signing CIs prospectively gives enhanced protection to the ani-
mals but has the unfortunate corollary of skewing animal use data 
to suggest that the worst case scenario has actually been experi-
enced. A case in point is the assignment of CIs for genetically en-
gineered animals. The CCAC guidelines on: transgenic animals 
(CCAC, 1997) require investigators to assign protocols where 
GEAs are to be created to CI-D. Although the guidelines offer 
the opportunity for ACCs to reassign the CI after a year, based on 
an animal welfare assessment of the new animal line, in reality 
ACCs have continued to count and report the number of animals 
on GEA protocols as CI-D. This has had the effect of overin-
flating numbers of animals in CI-D (Fig. 1), creating the false 
impression that there is a substantial increase in the number of 
animals experiencing considerable levels of pain and distress in 
Canada. Efforts are currently underway with the development of 
new CCAC guidelines on: genetically engineered animals used 
in science (in preparation) to address this inaccuracy.

Although the CCAC guidelines on: choosing an appropriate 
endpoint in experiments using animals for research, teaching 
and testing (CCAC, 1998) had an immediate impact on the 
number of animals in CI-E, this decline did not continue and, 
furthermore, there was an actual increase in numbers of animals 
in CI-E in the years 2004-2006. Closer examination revealed 
that most of the animals used in this category were for the pur-
pose of regulatory testing, prompting the CCAC to focus on the 
implementation of the Three Rs in regulatory testing as one area 
for study by the CCAC research fellows in animal policy devel-
opment. Guy and Griffin (2009) examined the opportunities and 
obstacles for implementation of the Three Rs in shellfish toxin 
testing, identifying several areas where federal government 
policy (including the implementation of validated non-animal 
methods) could have a significant impact on the numbers of ani-

mals potentially experiencing the highest levels of pain and dis-
tress. This study follows the intention first expressed by Smyth 
(1978) that categorization of animal experiments into various 
impact categories could be used as a driver for Replacement.

3  Emerging challenges to the current  
Canadian animal impact lower case for 
categorization system 

3.1  The need to accurately reflect the number of 
animals that have actually experienced the various 
levels of pain and/or distress
There is no doubt that retrospective reporting of CI would in-
crease public accountability and ensure that publicly reported 
information more accurately reflects the pain and distress ex-
perienced by animals (i.e. actual impacts vs. expected impacts); 
however, this needs to be weighed against the administrative 
burden placed on institutions, investigators, and ACCs. This bur-
den may prove to be acceptable, however, as a recent study by 
the Laboratory Animal Science Association in the UK proposed 
that administrative burden could be acceptably minimized if all 
statistics on animal use were reported retrospectively and if ap-
propriate training initiatives were in place to aid investigators in 
transitioning to the new system (Animal Procedures Committee 
2008). It is important to note that in Canada some ACCs do now 
report CI data based on actual observation of the animals as a 
result of enhanced post-approval monitoring and subsequent re-
evaluation of assigned CIs.

3.2   Categorizing based on animal-outcomes 
rather than solely procedure-based 
Currently, the Canadian categorization system is focused mainly 
on procedures, with indications of animal outcomes; for example:
“CI-C Experiments which cause minor stress or pain of short 
duration. Possible examples: cannulation or catheterization of 
blood vessels or body cavities under anesthesia; minor surgi-
cal procedures under anesthesia, such as biopsies, laparoscopy; 
short periods of restraint beyond that for simple observation or 
examination… Such procedures should not cause significant 
changes in the animal's appearance, in physiological parameters 
such as respiratory or cardiac rate, or fecal or urinary output, or 
in social responses.” (CCAC, 1991)

Retrospective reporting of CIs might also assist in further un-
derstanding the animal outcomes for particular procedures. For 
procedures where the outcome is unknown, the inability to as-
sign a CI accurately could be used as an indication that a pilot 
study is needed in order for an ACC to be able to ascertain the 
likely impact on the animal.

3.3  Categorizing harms to animals in breeding 
colonies, especially animals bred specifically to 
have a disease condition 
Revising the CCAC guidelines on: transgenic animals (as 
CCAC guidelines on: genetically engineered animals used in 
science; CCAC, in preparation) has triggered consideration of 
how to categorize animals that are bred to have a particular con-
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dition that affects their welfare. Once a GEA has been created, 
the impact of the modification of its genome on its phenotype 
potentially affects the manner in which it is able to interact with 
its environment. For many GEA lines, there may be no obvi-
ous difference from the wild-type. However, for others there 
may be outcomes (either intended, because they are designed to 
mimic a disease, or unintended as a result interaction with other 
genes), that interfere with welfare. For the animal it does not 
matter whether the negative welfare state is a result of genetic 
engineering or of in-breeding; what is important is the level of 
impairment. There is currently discussion about how this might 
be reflected in the Canadian categorization system, with the ul-
timate goal to ensure that these adverse impacts are recognized, 
minimized, and mitigated. 

3.4  Categorizing impacts to animals that occur 
at different times in animals’ life cycle, especially 
categorizing GEAs at different stages of new 
animal line generation
Attempts to accurately identify the pain and distress experienced 
by an animal have led to discussions about whether impact cat-
egorization should more appropriately reflect the life-time ex-
perience, or at least the protocol-life experience of the animal. 
Nowhere is this of greater relevance than for GEAs. In the UK, 
being born a GEA is considered to be a procedure, and assigned 
to a particular severity band, recognizing that the animal may 
experience negative welfare due to having a harmful mutation. 
If the animal is then used in a protocol – for example to eluci-
date the impact of the genetic modification on its phenotype, 
these procedures may impose an added burden on the welfare 
of the animal, over and above what might be experienced by a 
“conventional” animal of the species. In addition, there could 
be instances, particularly for larger animals where the need to 
maintain a defined health status dictates housing the animal in 
an impoverished environment, where a certain level of distress 
is experienced by the animal due to the inability to carry out 
important behaviors. A more accurate reflection of these life-
time experiences within the current Canadian system is emerg-
ing as a particular challenge, where guidance for ACC members 
is badly needed. 

Finally, with respect to GEAs, it remains to be seen how the 
Canadian CI system can address animal experiences where 
there has been a change to the animal’s telos (i.e. the manner in 
which it expresses its interactions with its environment (Rollin, 
1998). 

4  Conclusions and animal welfare implications

The Canadian system of animal impact categorization has been 
in place for twenty years. During that period it has undergone a 
number of changes in an attempt to better reflect the outcomes 
of procedures for the animals. But has it achieved any success? 
Based on our case study, we believe that it has. We believe that, 
assigning CIs to animal use protocols has, over this 20-year pe-
riod, sensitized Canadian scientists to the likely pain and dis-

tress experienced by the animals involved in their work. 
CIs also have provided an important tool for ACCs in evaluat-

ing the ethical acceptability of animal use protocols. It is gener-
ally recognized that protocols with a higher CI require addition-
al levels of scrutiny, both during the approval itself and during 
the conduct of the protocol. A combination of assigned CIs, post 
approval monitoring, and annual reviews of protocols are tools 
that ACCs can use to improve animal welfare outcomes.

In providing good governance for the ethical use of animals 
in science, the CCAC is accountable to the Canadian public 
(Schuppli and McDonald, 2005). This requires attention to pro-
viding accurate, meaningful animal use statistics, including in-
formation about CIs. In addition, the opportunity to reflect on 
animal use policy as a result of analysis of animal use data relat-
ing to the various CIs has led to guideline documents and other 
initiatives that are focused on improving animal welfare.

The ongoing evolution of science continues to present new 
challenges to old policies. The Canadian CI system is under-
going evaluation to better reflect the impact of animal-based 
procedures that were not envisioned when the CI scale was im-
plemented. Part of this evaluation will include an examination 
of how best to reflect animal outcomes, as well as consideration 
of how the Canadian system can harmonize with other animal 
impact categorization systems worldwide.
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1  Introduction

During the recent past the extent to which mammalian fetuses 
may experience sensations, including pain, has been re-evaluat-
ed. the conclusion, based on integrating previously uncollated 
high quality scientific evidence widely distributed in the litera-
ture and on our own more recent research, is that conscious ex-
perience of sensations does not normally occur until after birth 
in any mammalian young observed to date (Mellor and Gregory, 
2003; lee et al., 2005; Mellor et al., 2005, 2009; Mellor and Di-
esch, 2006; Diesch et al., 2008). A rather similar, but qualified, 
conclusion has been drawn regarding the possibility that con-
sciousness may not occur until after hatching in domestic chick-
ens (Mellor and Diesch, 2007), but this will not be addressed 
here. Such conclusions have relevance to the definition of “ani-
mal” in those animal welfare laws that focus on the possibility 
of an organism suffering as a result of the conscious perception 
of noxious stimuli (e.g. feeling pain). That is because those defi-
nitions usually exclude developmental stages when, at the time 
the legislation was framed, the young were presumed to lack the 
capacity for conscious perception. For instance, mammalian fe-
tuses are protected under the New Zealand Animal Welfare Act 
1999 after the first half of pregnancy has elapsed, and marsupial 
pouch young are protected from immediately after birth.

The purposes of the present paper are, first, to very briefly 
summarise the main conclusions about the onset of conscious-
ness during development of mammalian young and the timing 
of that in relation to birth. the second is to evaluate the possi-
bility that invasive stimuli applied before the onset of conscious 
perception could subsequently increase an animal’s sensitivity 
to pain and suffering after the capacity for consciousness has 

developed. the third is to consider evidence for a greater drive 
or desire among both women and men to care for and protect 
vulnerable young, and to highlight the proposition that this 
may influence their attitude to regulatory protection of fetuses 
independently of scientific evidence suggesting that such pro-
tections may not be necessary. Finally, consideration will be 
given to the potential impact of these insights on the utility 
and appropriateness of some facets of the current definition of 
“animal” in welfare legislation, using the specific details of the 
New Zealand Animal Welfare Act 1999 (Anonymous, 1999) as 
an example. 

As most of the scientific background to the notion that the 
onset of consciousness occurs only after birth in mammalian 
young has been published in the comprehensive reviews not-
ed above and in other publications referred to by Mellor et al. 
(present proceedings) in the present proceedings, the reader is 
referred to these articles for more details.

2  Neurological development and the onset  
of consciousness – a summary

the general pattern of neurological development appears to be 
rather similar in most mammals, irrespective of when the ca-
pacities for sentience and conscious perception first appear in 
relation to the timing of birth (see Mellor et al., present pro-
ceedings). Major features are as follows. Anatomically, initially 
rudimentary neural tissue develops progressively in its size, 
differentiation and interconnectivity into the complex, sophis-
ticated and multi-structured nervous system of the adult. Paral-
leling this are changes in behaviour such that initial “startles” or 
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jerky whole-body movements progress through poorly coordi-
nated individual limb, neck or head movements to increasingly 
well-coordinated and controlled movements or changes in body 
position or activity. 

Accompanying these anatomical and behavioural changes is a 
progression of electrical states in the brain, those in the cerebral 
cortex (measured as the electroencephalogram or eeG) being 
of particular note because functional maturation of the cortex is 
considered to be an essential prerequisite of conscious percep-
tion. Pre-cortical and cortical structures are electrically “silent” 
initially – i.e. there is no activity in the eeG. the eeG then 
exhibits sporadic very short epochs of activity, which evolve 
into progressively longer periods of sustained activity against 
correspondingly shorter intervening periods of electrical “si-
lence”. Continuous mixed sleep-like eeG activity then appears 
and this subsequently matures into differentiated and alternating 
rapid-eye-movement (ReM) and non-ReM sleep-like patterns. 
Around the time of ReM-non-ReM differentiation, neural con-
nections, which are considered to be essential for conscious-
ness, become well established between sub-cortical brain struc-
tures and the cerebral cortex. Finally, eeG patterns indicating 
repetitive sleep-wake cycles are the last to appear, and, as noted 
below, these usually appear only after birth.

Mammals may be assigned to three groups on the basis of 
their stage of neurological maturity at birth; namely those 
that are exceptionally immature, moderately immature or ma-
ture. Newborn marsupial joeys are neurologically exception-
ally immature at birth, as they have rudimentary precortical 
structures that are electrically silent. Changes in their eeG 
and behaviour support the view that they have no capacity to 
consciously experience any sensations before or during birth 
and for several months after birth. Newborn rat and mouse 
pups, rabbit kits, kittens and puppies are neurologically mod-
erately immature at birth. Immediately after birth they exhibit 
“silent”, intermittent or continuous but undifferentiated EEGs, 
and thereafter it takes several days for ReM-non-ReM dif-
ferentiation to occur and sleep-wake cycles to become estab-
lished. Using as a basis the first appearance of differentiated 
ReM-non-ReM eeG patterns, it is conservatively concluded 
that the earliest onset of conscious perception in these species 
would occur at 4-14 days after birth. Neurologically mature 
newborns include calves, fawns, kids, lambs, foals, piglets and 
guinea-pig pups, and indeed human infants. they evidently 
develop the capacity for sentience by about 75-80% of the way 
through pregnancy, but do not exhibit conscious perception 
before or during birth because of initial neurological imma-
turity and subsequently because of the operation of a set of in 
utero neuroinhibitors that are unique to fetal life. After birth, 
withdrawal or reduction of this neuroinhibition and an onset of 
potent neuroactivation together lead to the gradual appearance 
of consciousness, which, as judged behaviourally, occurs over 
several minutes or hours.

thus, neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and behavioural 
evidence suggests that all mammalian young examined to date 
remain in unconscious states before and during birth, and that 

the onset of conscious perceptions only occurs postnatally, tak-
ing months, days, or minutes to hours to appear, depending on 
the species (see Mellor et al., present proceedings).

3  Potential for pre-conscious induction of greater 
post-conscious pain sensitivity

Although the pre-conscious organism is not able to experience 
pain, invasive procedures will stimulate nociceptors (pain re-
ceptors) and thereby will cause impulse barrages in those no-
ciceptive nerve tracts that have developed at the time the pro-
cedure is conducted. these impulse barrages cause withdrawal 
reflexes and other behavioural responses, stress hormone re-
lease and changes in the rates of blood flow to the brain and 
other organs during and shortly after the invasive procedures 
are conducted (lee et al., 2005; Mellor et al., 2005). However, 
none of these responses requires an intact cerebral cortex as 
they are elicited by neural mechanisms below the level of the 
cerebral cortex (lee et al., 2005; Mellor et al., 2005; Mellor 
and Diesch, 2006, 2007). Nevertheless, they raise the possibil-
ity that early noxious stimulation might initiate responses in 
the developing nervous system resulting in long-term changes 
that persist until after the onset of consciousness. there is an 
increasing body of evidence in the human literature that chil-
dren subjected to noxious stimulation as pre-term infants, or 
during the early postnatal period in full-term infants, may dem-
onstrate increased perception of pain lasting for many months 
or years (taddio et al., 1997; Grunau, 2000, 2006; Buskila et 
al., 2003). A recent study in our laboratory has suggested that 
such lasting hyperalgesia might also occur in sheep exposed 
to the noxious stimulus of castration within 12 hours of birth 
(McCracken et al., 2006). Whilst as yet unproven, the possibil-
ity of such long-term hyperalgesia warrants further study.

4  Emotional responses to fetuses and newborns

Notwithstanding the above scientific considerations suggesting 
that fetuses remain unconscious and therefore cannot suffer by 
experiencing noxious sensory inputs such as pain, another factor 
may give impetus to a desire to provide regulatory protection to 
mammalian fetuses used for scientific purposes. It relates to the 
emotional impact that vulnerable young have on human beings.

Darwin (1872) recognised that something about human in-
fants causes adults to respond to and care for them in order to 
increase survivorship of their own offspring. this innate drive 
or desire to care for and protect the newborn is likely based on 
our ability to recognise certain physical and behavioural fea-
tures of infants that are considered to trigger “innate releasing 
mechanisms” for affection and nurturing responses in adult hu-
mans (lorenz, 1943; Fullard and Reiling, 1976; Gould, 1980; 
Morreall, 1991; Morris et al., 1995). these features include a 
large rounded forehead, large, low-lying and wide-set eyes, 
shortened nose or muzzle, short and thick limbs, clumsy move-
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ments and playfulness (lorenz, 1943, 1971). Infant helpless-
ness can therefore be instinctively recognised ensuring care for 
offspring (Bowlby, 1957, 1969) and ultimately survival of the 
species. Recently, a neurophysiological basis for this has been 
recognised in adult humans (both female and male) who evi-
dently exhibit highly specific and salient brain activity within a 
seventh of a second in response to infant faces but not to adult 
faces (Kringelbach et al., 2008). It is apparent, however, that 
our emotional responses to such neonatal features are not re-
stricted to human offspring, as the young of some other ani-
mal species also elicit them. Hence, kittens, puppies and other 
newborn animals evoke in us an urge to care and nurture, as do 
our own children. Furthermore, we have selectively bred many 
cat and dog breeds to retain juvenile characteristics into adult-
hood (neoteny), making them apparently more attractive as a 
result (lawrence, 1989; Archer, 1997; Stafford, 2006). In like 
manner, anecdotally, some animals appear to be more tolerant 
of interference from very young human infants than from older 
children, although, if true, it is not clear whether this would be 
due to an impact on the animal of the infants’ juvenile features, 
or to pheromones or other factors.

5  Implications for legal definitions of “animal”

the New Zealand Animal Welfare Act 1999 has as one of its 
major purposes the protection of animals from human actions 
that cause unreasonable or unnecessary pain, distress or other 
harm (Anonymous, 1999). The definition of “animal” in the 
Act is framed around this purpose and includes, among other 
animals, any mammal, bird or reptile at any age apart from the 
earliest developmental stages. Thus, the definition excludes the 
first half of gestation or development in mammalian fetuses or 
avian or reptilian pre-hatched young, respectively, and excludes 
the developmental stage up to and including birth, before the 
marsupial joey enters the maternal pouch. this was because of 
the presumption, at the time the Act was framed, that young 
beyond these stages have the potential to be conscious and ex-
perience pain and distress. the observations outlined here cast 
serious doubt on this presumption with regard to mammalian 
young. the situation is clearly more complex than was previ-
ously envisaged.

this raises the question of whether or not the regulations 
should be changed to reflect this new understanding. The answer, 
as recommended elsewhere (Mellor et al., 2009, and present 
proceedings), is that more time should probably be allowed to 
see if the conclusion that unconsciousness persists throughout 
fetal life in all mammals, and for months or days after birth in 
some of them, will survive direct experimental challenge, espe-
cially as this conclusion is based on newly configured evidence. 
Moreover, the current restrictions have merit, in a precautionary 
sense, in ensuring that mammalian young are protected before 
there is any likelihood that they have reached a developmen-
tal stage when suffering could occur, or where treatment dur-

ing pre-conscious stages might eventually be shown to result 
in greater sensitivity to painful stimuli subsequently, once the 
capacity for consciousness has developed. they also harmonise 
with the apparent greater human desire to care for and protect 
vulnerable young, an emotional response, which may have im-
pact quite independently of any scientific knowledge suggesting 
that such regulatory protections may not be required.
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1  Introduction

In New Zealand, the use of animals in research, testing and 
teaching (Rtt) is governed by a self-contained set of provi-
sions contained within Part 6 of the Animal Welfare Act 1999 
(the Act). While the central focus of the Act imposes obliga-
tions on owners or those in charge of animals to ensure that 
the physical, health and behavioural needs of the animal are 
met and, where practicable, ensure that when the animal is ill 
or injured it receives treatment that alleviates any unreasonable 
or unnecessary pain or distress, Part 6 stands separate from the 
rest of the Act, because it provides a process that, in some cir-
cumstances, sanctions manipulations that have the potential to 
cause suffering, distress, or compromised care. this recognises 
that the manipulation of a small number of animals may result 
in significant benefits to a wider group of people or animals, to 
society generally or to the environment. 

However, society has required that the legislation include ad-
equate safeguards governing such animal use. Any individual or 
organisation wanting to manipulate animals is subject to a com-
prehensive set of requirements. Firstly, they must hold a code 
of ethical conduct (CeC) approved by the Director-General of 
Agriculture (D-G) or be employed by a person or organisation 
that holds an approved CeC, or be employed by a person or 
organisation that has an approved arrangement to use another 
organisation’s animal ethics committee (AeC); and secondly, 
each individual project must first be approved by an AEC ap-
pointed by the code holder.

Currently, there are 30 code holders in New Zealand, two of 
which each have three AeCs, giving a total of 34 such com-
mittees. An additional 78 organisations do not have their own 
code or AeC but are “parented” by one of the 17 code-holding 
organisations that have chosen to take on this responsibility. the 
types of organisations holding CeCs are given in the following 
table:

The review process
As a further layer of scrutiny of the animal ethics system in New 
Zealand, code holders and their AeCs must undergo periodic 
reviews by independently accredited reviewers, with the aim of 
assessing the extent to which the code holder and the AeC are 
both complying with the Act and the CeC as well as implement-
ing the policies, procedures, and requirements set out in the Act 
and the CeC. A satisfactory review report is a prerequisite to ob-
taining approval of a CeC for a second or subsequent period. 

Where a code holder holds an approved CEC for the first time, 
or where a person did not carry out Rtt in the 2 years prior to 
obtaining their current CEC approval, the first independent re-
view must take place within 2 years. Subsequent reviews must 
be completed before the term of approval of the current CeC 
has expired. For example, where the CeC was approved for the 
maximum term of 5 years, an independent review must be car-
ried out within the first 2 years and again 3 years later. After 
that, expiry reviews take place at an interval determined as part 
of the approval – usually every 5 years. 

Reviewers are accredited by the D-G, with due regard to their 
competency, their character or reputation, and their ability to 
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maintain an appropriate degree of impartiality and independ-
ence when conducting reviews. There are currently five review-
ers, although there have been up to eight. All are veterinarians 
except one, who is a research scientist and Chair of an AeC. 

the reviewer’s draft report is initially sent to the code holder 
for comment, with the final report, along with any code holder 
comments, going back to the code holder, to the D-G and to 
the National Animal ethics Advisory Committee (NAeAC), an 
advisory committee to the Minister of Agriculture on matters 
relating to the use of animals in Rtt.

the report may notify a critical situation, key issues, key 
topics and/or recommendations. A critical situation is any situ-
ation which, in the judgement of the reviewer, places the code 
holder’s, the AeC’s or the Director-General’s credibility at risk. 
If a critical situation is identified during a review, this must be 
immediately notified to the Director General, and could poten-
tially lead to the suspension or revocation of the approval of a 
code of ethical conduct.

A key issue is defined as a non-compliance that, in the opinion 
of the reviewer, demonstrates a major non-compliance of the 
institution’s procedures and policies with the Act, its regulations 
or the CEC. It may be a specific non-compliance or a system 
with multiple non-compliances having a cumulative effect. Key 
issues may be created by escalation of outstanding issues from 
previous reviews. Any key issues found will be discussed dur-
ing the review and will appear in the review report. the Director 
General will require these to be resolved within an agreed time 
frame. the effectiveness of corrective actions will be measured 
in subsequent reviews.

A key topic is defined as a point of interest, which is discussed 
in the report. It may include positive and negative findings and 
may give rise to key issues or recommendations.

A recommendation is a suggestion aimed at improving the 
procedures and policies. Recommendations are non-binding.

The D-G, having received the final report, must then inform 
the code holder in writing whether the review indicates that a 
satisfactory level of compliance has been achieved. If compli-

ance is unsatisfactory, the D-G must inform the code holder of 
the actions that must be taken in order to achieve a satisfactory 
level of compliance. If the code holder does not subsequently 
comply, or if the response is unsatisfactory, the D-G can decline 
approval of a new CeC or can revoke the existing CeC. 

2  Method

this study analysed all reviews carried out since the introduc-
tion of the Act at the beginning of 2000 until the end of 2008, 
with emphasis on the results of such reviews, on the resultant 
actions required where non-compliance was identified and on 
the main areas of non-compliance.

3  Results

Sixty reviews of 34 AeCs were undertaken during the assess-
ment period. Of these, 45 were expiry reviews, including 16 
second term expiry reviews. Six reviews were undertaken of 
institutions with new CeCs and AeCs, and nine follow-up re-
views were required as the result of unsatisfactory levels of 
compliance. the results are given in table 2.

the compliance of twenty-one out of 29 institutions (72%) 
was judged satisfactory at their first expiry review, and of 13 
out of 16 (81%) at their second expiry review. Five out of six 
institutions (83%) with new codes of ethical conduct and CeCs 
had satisfactory reviews, while all reviews that were required 
following identification of areas of non-compliance were sat-
isfactory. 

During the period surveyed, there were 10 institutions whose 
level of compliance was found to be unsatisfactory, one of these 
on two occasions. Of these, three institutions were not required 
to undergo re-review, one because it was amalgamating with 
another institution, one because it chose not to renew its CeC 
but to be parented by another organisation, and the third because 
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the key issue, although serious enough to warrant mention, had 
already been resolved by the time of the review. One institution 
was required to be reviewed annually for three years.

Of the institutions with an unsatisfactory level of compliance, 
two were universities (one twice), four were Institutes of technol-
ogy, three were commercial organisations and one was a CRI. 

Two institutions that were found satisfactory on their first expiry 
review were found unsatisfactory on their second expiry review.

Critical situations identified
There were no critical situations identified during the survey 
period.

Key issues identified 
Key issues were identified in 12 of the 60 reviews and fell into 
three main groups – AeC procedures, monitoring and animal 
facilities.
1. AeC procedures

a. AeC not appointed in accordance with the code
b. lack of documented AeC procedures and approvals
c. lack of adherence to maximum approval periods
d. Projects proceeding without AeC approval 
e. lack of compliance with CeC and AWA in criteria for 

approval
f. lack of compliance for stated standards for meeting 

frequency, quorum, minute taking
2. Monitoring of compliance

a. Failure to monitor compliance with approved protocols
3. Facilities

a. Inadequate ventilation
b. temperature controls inadequate resulting in higher than 

acceptable temperatures.

Key topics identified
Forty six of the 60 reviews identified key topics. In 28 reviews, 
positive key topics were identified. For nine of these, only posi-
tive topics were raised, with five of the nine being assessments 
at follow-up reviews. examples of positive key topics include:
–  Commendation of animal care and enrichment;
–  Commendation of the focus on animal welfare;
–  Commendation of excellent recording and quality control 

systems;
–  Commendation for inclusion of a biometrician on the AeC.

Negative key topics fell into seven categories:
1. AeC processes complying with some but not all CeC re-

quirements (noted in 26 reviews). examples:
a. Procedures for dealing with complaints not included;
b. Endpoints not well defined.

2.lack of documentation of AeC processes (noted in 14 re-
views). examples:
a. No formal detailing of AeC processes;
b. No clear process for managing records.

3. Inadequacy of the monitoring process (noted in 15 reviews). 
examples:
a. lack of a formal monitoring process;
b. lack of visits to view procedures by external members.

4. Inadequate documentation of monitoring by the AeC (noted 
in three reviews). examples:
a. Applicants not required to report back at the end of their 

study;
b. Monitoring reports not written or filed. 

5. Inadequate facilities (noted in five reviews). Examples:
a. Rodent cages inappropriate;
b. lack of hygiene on panels round ventilation vents;
c. Inadequate cage washer resulting in an unacceptable 

hygiene risk.
6. A lack of facility and animal care documentation in the form 

of standard operating procedures (noted in four reviews). 
7. 11 Miscellaneous issues (noted in 11 reviews). examples:

a. A lack of staff familiarity with the CeC; 
b. Inadequate attendance at AeC meetings of some mem-

bers.

Recommendations 
As recommendations are non-binding, they tend to be sugges-
tions from the reviewer for increasing quality and efficiency in 
the AeC process. examples include:
1. the animal programme manager should be a member of the 

AeC;
2. Acclimatisation of indoor sheep is recommended;
3. A review of meeting frequency is recommended;
4. An internal audit process is suggested;
5. the formalisation of monitoring procedures as an SOP is 

suggested;
6. An improvement in the clarity of the application form is 

suggested.

Rereviews
the terms of reference for follow-up reviews are set by the 
MAF Director of Animal Welfare and vary depending on the 
initial review result. Outstanding issues are required to be 
remedied within a given timeframe, with time limits set for 
follow-up reviews. Follow-up reviews are required to be per-
formed by the same reviewer who did the initial non-compliant 
review. In all bar one case, a single follow-up review was re-
quired within at most a year of the unsatisfactory review, with 
the focus being on those areas of non-compliance. In one case, 
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three follow-up reviews were required at yearly intervals. the 
first and third of these were focused only on identified non-
compliant areas, while the second was a full review. 

Reviewers
Reviews were carried out by seven reviewers during the sample 
period, with one review being conducted jointly by two of the 
seven.

the majority of reviews were performed by three reviewers 
– 23 (38% of total), 11 (18%) and 10 (17%) respectively. two 
of the seven reviewers had no unsatisfactory reviews – one had 
done only one review; the other had done 10.

4  Discussion

With the first round of expiry reviews being considered an edu-
cative as well as an auditing process, given the relatively re-
cent introduction of the Act, it would be expected that a higher 
proportion of second expiry reviews would show satisfactory 
compliance. this was the case: 13 from 16 (81%) compared 
to the 21 from 29 (72%) at the first expiry review. However, 
three reviews are singled out for comment: in two cases (A & 
B) organisations were found satisfactory at the first review but 
not the second, and in another case (C), neither the first nor the 
second was deemed satisfactory. 
A. A small organisation covering a limited number of animal-

based activities, mainly in the training area. this organisa-
tion was reviewed by the same reviewer at first and second 
expiry reviews, with the cumulative effect of key topics from 
both reviews leading to the unsatisfactory result. As a result 
of the unsatisfactory review, this organisation has given up 
its CeC and is now parented by another institution.

B. An Institute of technology training veterinary nurses, where 
once again the care of animals was commended. However, 
due to changing personnel combined with an inadequate 
transfer of knowledge of the animal ethics system, the cur-
rent approval for use of animals had expired. this was recti-
fied when identified and no further action was required.

C. In this case once again, attention to the welfare of the animals 
and to AeC processes was commended, but the non-compli-
ances on both occasions related to structural problems with 
older buildings, with a relatively long timeframe allowed for 
rectifying the problems because of the considerable financial 
outlay required.

A point arising from B above is the relatively high proportion of 
Institutes of technology where compliance has been unsatisfac-
tory. Four from six (67%) have had unsatisfactory reviews com-
pared to universities (27%), commercial organisations (33%) 

and CRIs (25%). there are several reasons that might account 
for the higher rate of unsatisfactory reviews:
1. the animal manipulations covered by these institutions are 

mainly concerned with the handling of animals by students 
in animal care or veterinary nursing. Such manipulations are 
regarded as having a relatively low impact on the welfare of 
animals, and for this reason, may be seen as less important 
to tutors who, from the very nature of their jobs, would see 
themselves as having a focus on animal welfare.

2. there is often a high turnover of staff in such institutions, 
with inadequate transfer of information, resulting in a poor 
understanding of the system.

MAF is currently reviewing the situation in relation to Institutes 
of Technology to find ways of circumventing these problems.

With a small number of reviewers, some of whom have per-
formed very few reviews, an emphasis is placed on ensuring 
consistency of the review process. Procedures to improve con-
sistency include:
–  Provision of performance standards for reviews;
–  Provision of a template for a checklist based on information 

provided to code holders in two documents: the Guide to 
the Preparation of Codes of Ethical Conduct and the Good 
Practice Guide for the Use of Animals in Research, Testing 
and Teaching;

–  An annual teleconference where reviewers “meet” with MAF 
staff and members of the National Animal ethics Advisory 
Committee to discuss the previous year’s reviews including 
any new issues raised as a result of those reviews;

–  Regular update of reviewer documents as a result of the an-
nual meetings as well as any other issues that have arisen;

–  three-yearly audit of the performance of the reviewers them-
selves. 

In conclusion, the analysis of reviews between 2002 and 2008 
shows that in the majority of cases (24 from 34 organisations) 
a satisfactory level of compliance with the Act and CeC was 
achieved. For those where compliance was adjudged unsatisfac-
tory, subsequent follow-up reviews showed that a satisfactory 
level of compliance had been achieved. Given these results, the 
review system would appear to be working well and should add 
confidence to the overall regulatory system for the use of ani-
mals in Rtt in New Zealand.
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1  Introduction

On April 27, 2009, representatives from four international 
agencies signed a Memorandum of Cooperation (MOC) es-
tablishing the International Cooperation on Alternative test 
Methods (ICAtM). the agreement promotes enhanced inter-
national cooperation and coordination on the scientific valida-
tion of non- and reduced-animal toxicity testing methods. the 
test methods evaluated under this agreement are expected to 
be more readily accepted by regulatory agencies by assuring 
international agreement on the scientific information demon-
strating that the methods are reproducible and able to accu-
rately identify product related health hazards. this paper de-
scribes the development of the MOC and the three major areas 
of cooperation covered by the agreement. 

2  ICATM validation organizations

ICAtM is a voluntary international cooperation of four valida-
tion organizations from the United States, Japan, the european 
Union, and Canada. the four initial ICAtM Validation Organi-
zations are:
– Japanese Center for the Validation of Alternative Methods 

(JaCVAM)
– european Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods 

(eCVAM)
– U.S. Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation 

of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM) and the National toxi-
cology Program Interagency Center for the evaluation of 
Alternative toxicological Methods (NICeAtM)

– environmental Health Science and Research Bureau, Cana-
da

The International Cooperation on Alternative Test  
Methods (ICATM) 
Marilyn Wind1, David Blakey2, Hajime Kojima3, Joachim Kreysa4 and William Stokes5 
1US Consumer Product Safety Commission, Bethesda, Maryland, USA; 2environmental Health-, Science- and Research Bureau, 
Healthy environments and Consumer Safety Branch, Health Canada, Ottawa, Canada; 3JaCVAM, National Institute of Health 
Sciences, tokyo, Japan; 4eCVAM, IHCP, Joint Research Center, european Commission, Ispra, Italy; 5National toxicology 
Program Interagency Center for the evaluation of Alternative toxicological Methods, National Institute of environmental Health 
Sciences, National Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human Services, Research triangle Park, North Carolina, USA

Summary
On April 27, 2009, Canada, the European Union, Japan, and the United States signed a Memorandum of 
Cooperation (MOC) on International Cooperation on Alternative Test Methods (ICATM). The agreement 
provides for enhanced cooperation and collaboration between four national validation organizations: the 
U.S. National Toxicology Program Interagency Center for the Evaluation of Alternative Methods and its 
Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods, the Japanese Centre for 
Validation of Alternative Methods, the European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods, and the 
Environmental Health Science and Research Bureau within Health Canada. The validation organizations 
developed a framework to promote harmonization of scientific recommendations on alternative toxicity 
testing methods in response to a 2007 charge from the International Cooperation on Cosmetics Regulation 
(ICCR). The MOC, which implements the framework adopted by ICCR in 2008, provides for enhanced 
cooperation in three critical areas: validation studies, independent scientific peer review, and development 
of harmonized test method recommendations for regulatory consideration. By communicating and working 
together, the ICATM validation organizations will identify and embrace scientifically sound and robust test 
methods that will protect human and animal health and the environment and that will also reduce, refine, 
and replace the use of animals in testing.

Keywords: ICATM, validation, regulation, international harmonization, alternative test methods
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the inclusion of other participants and their appropriate status 
will be decided by consensus by the participating validation or-
ganizations.

3  ICATM development

the impetus for the development of ICAtM occurred during 
the first meeting of the ICCR in September 2007. The ICCR 
recognized the importance of reducing, refining, and replacing 
animal use in toxicity testing and recommended the strength-
ening of international collaboration and communication. In 
response to the ICCR recommendation, ICCVAM, eCVAM, 
JaCVAM, and Health Canada developed a framework to en-
sure a collaborative approach to this issue. ICCR noted that 
such efforts should be supported by scientific experts from the 
regulatory bodies. Figure 1 shows a timeline of the develop-
ment and adoption of the ICAtM framework leading to the 
signing of the MOC in April of 2009. the ICAtM Memoran-
dum of Cooperation was signed at the National Institutes of 
Health on April 27, 2009. Signers included Masahiro Nishi-
jima, Ph.D., Director General, National Institute of Health 
Sciences, Ministry of Health, labour, and Welfare of Japan; 
linda S. Birnbaum, Ph.D., D.A.B.t., A.t.S., Director, Nation-
al toxicology Program and the National Institute of environ-
mental Health Sciences, National Institutes of Health, Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services of the United States; elke 
Anklam, Ph.D., Director, Institute for Health and Consumer 
Protection, Joint Research Centre, european Commission of 
the european Union; and David H. Blakey, D.Phil., Director, 
environmental Health Science and Research Bureau, Safe en-
vironments Programme, Healthy environments and Consumer 
Safety Branch, Health Canada.

4  Coordination of alternative test method 
validation and evaluation activities

Collaborations between ICCVAM, eCVAM, and JaCVAM have 
existed and have steadily increased during the past ten years. 
However, coordination of interactions had been on an ad hoc 
informal basis. the lack of consistent coordination and the dif-

ferent processes used by the different validation organizations 
sometimes resulted in validation studies, peer reviews, and 
development of formal recommendations by one organization 
without adequate consultation and input from the others. this 
often led to test method recommendations by one organization 
that could not be considered by another organization without 
extensive additional review efforts, and wide variations in trans-
parency and outcomes of peer review processes. 

5  ICATM Memorandum of Cooperation

the purpose of the MOC is to promote consistent and enhanced 
voluntary international cooperation, collaboration, and commu-
nication among national validation organizations in order to:
– Further the optimal design and conduct of validation studies 

to support national and international regulatory decisions on 
the usefulness and limitations of alternative methods 

– Further high quality independent scientific peer reviews of 
alternative test methods that incorporate transparency and 
opportunity for stakeholder involvement

– enhance the likelihood of harmonized recommendations by 
validation organizations on the usefulness and limitations of 
alternative test methods for regulatory testing purposes

– Achieve greater efficiency and effectiveness by avoiding du-
plication of effort and leveraging limited resources

– Support the timely international adoption of alternative 
methods

the Memorandum of Cooperation (MOC) was signed at the 
National Institutes of Health on April 27, 2009 (ICAtM, 2009; 
U.S. NIH, 2009). the goals of the MOC are to:
– establish international cooperation in the critical areas of 

validation studies, independent peer review, and develop-
ment of harmonized recommendations to ensure that alter-
native methods/strategies are more readily accepted world-
wide; and

– establish international cooperation necessary to ensure that 
new alternative test methods/strategies adopted for regula-
tory use will provide equivalent or improved protection for 
people, animals, and the environment, while replacing, re-
ducing or refining (causing less pain and distress) animal use 
whenever scientifically feasible.

Development of ICATM Framework and Memorandum of Cooperation

Sep 2007 • ICCR Initial Meeting – Brussels

Feb/Mar 2008 • Validation Organizations Develop Draft Framework

Apr 2008 • Validation Organizations Present Draft Framework to ICCR Working Group

Jul 2008 • Revised Draft Discussed at Second ICCR Meeting – Rockville, Maryland, U.S.A.

Oct 2008 • ICATM Framework Adopted by ICCR

Apr 2009 • ICATM Memorandum of Cooperation Signed by Canada, European Union, Japan, and the United States.

Fig. 1: The development of the ICATM Framework was an interactive process involving consensus development among all four 
validation organizations.
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the MOC addresses three critical areas of cooperation: valida-
tion studies, independent peer review of the validation status 
of test methods, and the development of formal test method 
recommendations on alternative testing methods. By coordi-
nating the validation, peer review, and development of rec-
ommendations, ICAtM will reduce differences between the 
organizations in recommendations on the usefulness of alter-
native methods for regulatory purposes. this should acceler-
ate international adoption of scientifically valid alternative test 
methods.

Critical area #1 – Test method validation studies
the objective of ICAtM cooperation on test method valida-
tion studies is to share information and develop consensus on 
critical scientific aspects of validation studies prior to their 
initiation. Participants will collaborate and seek consensus on 
the proposed validation study design, study protocol, and se-
lection of reference substances to be tested. Data developed 
in such studies are more likely to be usable by all members 
and meet the needs of their regulatory authorities, reducing the 
cost and time wasted in duplication of efforts. (Fig. 2)

Critical area #2 – Independent Scientific Peer Review Meetings 
and Reports
The organization and conduct of Independent Scientific Peer 
Review Meetings is a critical, but timely and costly compo-
nent of evaluating alternative test methods. ICAtM members 
have agreed to consider the needs of all ICAtM Validation 
Organizations when organizing and conducting such meet-
ings. 

Specifically, member organizations have agreed to share 
and seek input from each other during the preparation of back-
ground review documents and draft recommendations and to 
make these publically available when provided to peer review 
panel(s). Peer review panels will have international represen-
tation including solicitation of nominations from other ICAtM 
Validation Organizations. 

ICAtM is also committed to making the review process as 
open and transparent as possible by holding public peer review 
meetings or providing other opportunities for stakeholder and 

public comment and by making peer review panel reports 
available to the public and to ICAtM Validation Organizations 
to consider in developing final recommendations.

Critical area #3 – Development of harmonized test method rec-
ommendations
the last critical area of ICAtM cooperation is the development 
of harmonized test method recommendations to forward to regu-
latory authorities for acceptance decisions. Ultimately, the most 
expeditious international adoption of new alternative test meth-
ods can be accomplished when there is agreement on test method 
recommendations by all of the national validation organizations. 
In order to achieve such harmonization, the ICAtM framework 
provides for the cooperation between ICAtM Validation Organi-
zations in the preparation of both draft and final recommenda-
tions. Draft final recommendations will be shared within ICATM 
and will be considered along with the peer review panel report(s) 
and other supporting documents. Members will notify each other 
of their respective draft position. In cases where all of the ICAtM 
Validation Organizations mutually agree, each organization will 
finalize and forward their recommendations to their respective 
regulatory authorities as authorized by applicable law. If there 
are unresolved disagreements among the ICAtM Validation Or-
ganizations, the scientific rationale for these disagreements will 
be documented and provided by each validation organization 
with recommendations.

Harmonization of recommendations prior to regulatory consid-
eration is expected to reduce differences in test methods adopted 
by various countries. this in turn will reduce issues created by 
differing regulatory guidelines, thereby facilitating more rapid 
adoption of new alternative test methods internationally.

6  Conclusions

the development of the ICAtM framework and signing of 
the MOC has set the stage for a high level of transparency 
and the opportunity for broad stakeholder involvement during 
validation, peer review meetings, and preparation of final rec-
ommendations. ICAtM participants are committed to consist-

Critical Consensus Areas for Validation Studies

• Study objectives

• Specific regulatory testing purpose

• Proposed validation study design

• Detailed study protocols

• Substances to be tested

• The basis for the selection of test substances

• Participating laboratories

Fig. 2: Critical areas for ICATM Validation Organizations to reach consensus prior to initiation of validation studies.
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ent coordination, cooperation, and communication to achieve 
success in the adoption of scientifically valid alternative test 
methods. Success will be indicated by consensus on the use-
fulness and limitations of new alternative methods, followed 
by rapid national and international acceptance.

We are encouraged that the new level of cooperation and co-
ordination outlined in the ICAtM agreement will ensure that 
new test methods provide for equivalent or better protection 
of people, animals, and the environment, and the reduction, 
refinement, and replacement of animals where scientifically 
feasible.
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1  Introduction

the Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of 
Alternative Methods (ICCVAM) is an interagency committee 
consisting of 15 U.S. Federal regulatory and research agencies 
that use, generate, require, or disseminate safety-testing infor-
mation (Fig. 1). 

the committee was established in 1997 to coordinate the in-
teragency evaluation of the scientific validity of new, revised, 
and alternative methods proposed for regulatory safety test-

ing. the ICCVAM Authorization Act of 2000 (USC, 2000) 
established ICCVAM as a permanent interagency committee 
of the NIEHS under NICEATM with specific purposes and du-
ties (Fig. 2). NICeAtM and ICCVAM work collaboratively 
to evaluate new and improved test methods applicable to the 
needs of U.S. Federal agencies (Stokes and Schechtman, 2007). 
Based on comprehensive scientific evaluations, ICCVAM and 
NICeAtM forward formal recommendations to Federal agen-
cies on test method usefulness and limitations for regulatory 
testing (Stokes and Hill, 2000, 2002). ICCVAM and NICeAtM 

NICEATM and ICCVAM Participation in the International 
Cooperation on Alternative Test Methods 
William S. Stokes1 and Marilyn Wind2

1National toxicology Program Interagency Center for the evaluation of Alternative toxicological Methods, National Institute of 
environmental Health Sciences, National Institutes of Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Research triangle 
Park, North Carolina, USA; 2U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, Bethesda, Maryland, USA

Summary
The National Toxicology Program Interagency Center for the Evaluation of Alternative Toxicological Meth-
ods (NICEATM) and the Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods (ICC-
VAM) work to promote the validation and regulatory acceptance of new, revised, and alternative test methods 
that will provide continued or improved protection of people, animals and the environment while reducing, 
refining, and replacing the use of animals. On April 27, 2009, the United States, Canada, European Union, 
and Japan signed a Memorandum of Cooperation on International Cooperation on Alternative Test Methods 
(ICATM). The agreement provides for regular collaborations of NICEATM and ICCVAM with the Japanese 
Center for the Validation of Alternative Methods (JaCVAM), the European Centre for the Validation of Alter-
native Methods (ECVAM), and Health Canada’s Environmental Health Science and Research Bureau during 
validation studies, scientific peer reviews, and development of harmonized recommendations for new test 
methods. NICEATM and ICCVAM have implemented processes to support efficient international collabora-
tions in order to achieve more rapid international acceptance of harmonized scientifically valid test methods. 

Keywords: NICEATM-ICCVAM, ICATM, international harmonization, alternative test methods

Fig. 1: ICCVAM Member Agencies 

ICCVAM Member Agencies

Regulatory/Research Non-Regulatory/Research

• Consumer Product Safety Commission • Department of Defense

• Department of Agriculture • Department of Energy

• Department of Interior • National Cancer Institute

• Department of Transportation • National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

• Environmental Protection Agency • National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

• Food and Drug Administration • National Library of Medicine

• Occupational Safety and Health Administration • National Institutes of Health, Office of the Director

• Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
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work collaboratively to promote the validation and regulatory 
acceptance of new, revised, and alternative test methods that are 
based on sound science and that will provide continued or im-
proved protection of people, animals and the environment while 
reducing, refining, and replacing the use of animals where sci-
entifically feasible. 

NICEATM administers ICCVAM and provides scientific and 
technical support for ICCVAM activities. NICeAtM organizes 
test method peer reviews and workshops in conjunction with 
ICCVAM and carries out independent validation studies on high 
priority test methods (Stokes, 2003). 

Since its establishment, ICCVAM has contributed to the 
evaluation of 27 alternative test methods that have been ac-
cepted or endorsed by national and international authorities. 
These methods provide alternatives that reduce, refine, or re-
place the use of animals for the hazard assessment of acute 
systemic toxicity (ICCVAM, 2001, 2006b), dermal corrosiv-
ity and irritation (ICCVAM, 2002), dermal phototoxicity, al-
lergic contact dermatitis (ICCVAM, 2009a), ocular corrosivity 
and irritation (ICCVAM, 2006a), vaccine potency and safety 
testing, and pyrogenicity testing (ICCVAM, 2008a). ICCVAM 
completed additional evaluations for new alternatives for aller-
gic contact dermatitis and ocular irritation in 2009 (ICCVAM, 
2009b, 2009c). All of the materials associated with the ICC-
VAM evaluations, including background review documents, 

peer review panel reports, and ICCVAM test methods recom-
mendations can be found on the NICeAtM-ICCVAM website 
(http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov).

2  International cooperation on alternative  
test methods

ICCVAM has long history of international collaborations with 
the european Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods 
(eCVAM) and the Japanese Center for the Validation of Alter-
native Methods (JaCVAM) (Fig. 3), and these collaborations 
have been steadily increasing (Schechtman and Stokes, 2002; 
Stokes et al., 2002).

On April 27, 2009, the United States, Japan, european Un-
ion, and Canada signed a Memorandum of Cooperation (MoC) 
establishing the International Cooperation on Alternative test 
Methods (ICAtM). the MoC provides for cooperation and col-
laboration in three critical areas: 1) the design and conduct of 
validation studies, 2) independent scientific peer review meet-
ings and reports, and 3) development of harmonized test meth-
od recommendations for regulatory acceptance consideration 
(ICAtM, 2009). Figure 4 summarizes the ICAtM framework, 
progressing from validation studies through national and inter-
national regulatory acceptance of new alternative test methods. 

Fig. 2: The ICCVAM Authorization Act of 2000 defines 
ICCVAM's purpose and duties. 
(Adapted from USC, 2000)

Fig. 3: Selected Highlights: NICEATM and ICCVAM 
international cooperation.

ICCVAM’s Purpose

• Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of U.S. Federal  
agency test method review

• Eliminate unnecessary duplicative efforts and share  
experience between U.S. Federal regulatory agencies

• Optimize utilization of scientific expertise outside the  
U.S. Federal government

• Ensure that new and revised test methods are validated to 
meet the needs of U.S. Federal agencies

• Replace, reduce, or refine the use of animals in testing,  
where feasible

ICCVAM’s Duties

• Review and evaluate new, revised, or alternative test  
methods

• Facilitate interagency and international harmonization of  
test methods

• Facilitate and provide guidance on test method development, 
validation criteria, and validation processes

• Facilitate acceptance of scientifically valid test methods

• Submit test recommendations to U.S. Federal agencies

• Consider petitions from the public for review and evaluation of 
validated test methods

1993 • NIEHS Director serves as keynote speaker at  
  First World Congress on Alternatives and Animal  
  Use in the Life Sciences

1995 • Ad Hoc ICCVAM International Workshop on  
  Validation and Regulatory Acceptance Criteria

1998 • ICCVAM holds its first international independent  
  scientific peer review panel on the Murine Local  
  Lymph Node Assay

2001 • First joint NICEATM – ECVAM International 
  Validation Study (Cytotoxicity Assays estimate
  acute systemic toxicity

2002 • ECVAM liaison invited to participate in  
  SACATM meetings

2003 • NICEATM and ICCVAM liaisons designated  
  for ESAC

2007 • JaCVAM liaisons invited to participate in 
   SACATM meetings

 • First NICEATM-ECVAM-JaCVAM International  
  Validation Study (ER STTA Assay)

2009 • ICATM Memorandum of Cooperation signed
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Fig. 4: ICATM framework for cooperation and collaboration between participating organizations.

Fig. 5: The NICEATM-ICCVAM model for cooperative international validation studies includes active involvement and 
consultation with ICATM participants and stakeholders. 
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Fig. 6: NICEATM and ICCVAM Working Group Test Method Evaluation Process: Independent Scientific Peer Review. 

Prior to the development of the ICAtM framework, collabo-
rations among the national validation organizations were on an 
ad hoc informal basis. the lack of consistent coordination and 
the different processes used by each of the validation organiza-
tions often contributed to validation studies, peer reviews, and 
development of formal recommendations by one organization 
without adequate consultation and input from the others. this 
sometimes led to test method recommendations by one organi-
zation that could not be considered by another organization 
without extensive additional review efforts, and wide variations 
in transparency and outcomes of peer review processes. 

the new cooperation agreement provides for communication 
and cooperation throughout the test method validation and eval-
uation processes. the ICAtM agreement seeks to develop har-
monized recommendations for scientifically sound test methods 
that will maintain or enhance protection of human and animal 
health and the environment, while reducing, refining, and re-
placing the use of animals where scientifically feasible. 

3  International validation study cooperation

NICeAtM and ICCVAM have developed a model for manag-
ing validation studies based on experience gained in manag-
ing two international validation studies and participating on 
the validation management teams for validation studies led 
by eCVAM and JaCVAM (ICCVAM, 2006b, 2006c; Stokes 
et al., 2008; tice et al., 2009). In order to ensure early and 
consistent contributions from other ICAtM participants, the 
Study Management team (SMt) for NICeAtM-led validation 
studies includes liaisons from eCVAM, JaCVAM, and Health 
Canada. (Fig. 5)

the SMt is charged with the development and approval of 
the validation study design, test method protocol, and selection 
of appropriate reference substances. the SMt consults with the 
appropriate ICCVAM test Method Working Group to obtain 
regulatory and scientific input on these critical aspects. SMT 
liaison members from eCVAM, JaCVAM, and Health Canada 
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are responsible for obtaining input from their appropriate regu-
latory and scientific stakeholders.

The NICEATM SMT is responsible for overall scientific co-
ordination and management of the study in conjunction with 
the participating labs. the SMt evaluates the performance and 
results of the study at key points and determines any protocol 
optimization or modifications needed between study phases, 
and approves progression to the next phase of the study. ICAtM 
liaisons on the SMt serve as a key conduit for information ex-
change throughout the study. After completion of the study, the 
SMt is responsible for data evaluation and interpretation, in-
cluding review and approval of all reports resulting from the 
study. 

NICeAtM is currently using this model to manage an in-
ternational validation study evaluating the lUMI-Cell® eR 
stably transfected transcriptional activation assay (ICCVAM, 
2008b). ICCVAM and NICeAtM liaisons also actively par-
ticipated in the design and conduct of a recently completed 

eCVAM-led validation study on in vitro reconstructed human 
epidermis test methods and are participating in a similar role on 
three additional eCVAM-led validation studies: an in vitro test-
ing strategy for skin sensitization (h-ClAt; DPRA; MUSSt), 
an in vitro hepatic biotransformation enzyme induction assay, 
and human reconstituted tissue models for ocular irritation (i.e., 
epiOcular™ and Skinethic HCe™). ICCVAM and NICeAtM 
also have liaisons contributing to two JaCVAM-led validation 
studies: the in vivo/in vitro comet assay and the BHAS cell 
transformation assay.

4  Independent scientific peer review of the 
validation status of test methods

NICEATM-ICCVAM evaluations of test method scientific va-
lidity are coordinated by a specific ICCVAM Working Group 
(WG) assisting NICeAtM. the evaluation includes independ-

Fig. 7: The 2008 and 2009 International LLNA Peer Review Panels included members from eight countries. 
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ent scientific peer by an international panel of experts convened 
as an NIH Special emphasis Panel in accordance with provi-
sions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (General Serv-
ices Administration, 2001). Working groups are established 
for each toxicity area and consist of scientists from ICCVAM 
Federal Agencies and liaisons from the other ICAtM partici-
pating organizations. the peer review panel consists of outside 
subject matter experts from industry, academia, other stake-
holder groups, and the international scientific community. An 
important role of the ICCVAM Working Group is to recommend 
appropriate experts for the panel. ICAtM liaisons are asked to 
identify appropriate international experts. 

Figure 6 outlines the role of NICeAtM and the ICCVAM 
Working Group in coordinating test method evaluations and in-
dependent scientific peer reviews. Key aspects of the process in-
clude public availability of all materials (i.e., draft background 
review documents and draft test method recommendations) 
made available to the peer review panel for review, public meet-

Fig. 8: ICCVAM’s process for development of ICATM harmonized test method recommendations. 

ings of the peer review panel, the opportunity for public com-
ments at the peer review panel meeting, and public availability 
of the panel’s independent peer review report.

two recent NICeAtM-ICCVAM coordinated international 
peer reviews exemplify the commitment to international col-
laboration and transparency. On April 28-29, 2009, NICeAtM-
ICCVAM convened a Peer Review Panel Meeting on Updated 
Validation Status of New Versions and Applications of the Murine 
Local Lymph Node Assay: A Test Method for Assessing the Al-
lergic Contact Dermatitis Potential of Chemicals and Products 
(ICCVAM, 2009c). the ICCVAM Immunotoxicity Working 
Group included liaison members from both eCVAM and JaC-
VAM. In addition to other collaborations, the liaisons provided 
recommendations for panel membership. the combined panel 
membership from the 2009 peer review meeting and a similar 
peer review meeting held in 2008 included 19 members from 
eight countries: U.S., Canada, europe (Czech Republic, France, 
Germany, The Netherlands, and U.K.), and Japan (Fig. 7).
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Similarly, on May 19-21, 2009, NICeAtM-ICCVAM con-
vened an international Peer Review Panel Meeting on Alterna-
tive Ocular Safety Testing Methods and Approaches (ICCVAM, 
2009b). the ICCVAM Ocular toxicity Working Group also 
included liaisons from eCVAM and JaCVAM. this panel was 
composed of 22 members, including members from six coun-
tries: Belgium, Canada, Japan, the Netherlands, Spain and the 
United States. 

5  Development of harmonized test method 
recommendations

the third critical area of ICAtM cooperation is the devel-
opment of harmonized test method recommendations to for-
ward to regulatory authorities for their acceptance considera-
tion. Figure 8 summarizes the process for developing final 
test method recommendations. the ICCVAM WG, which 
includes the liaisons from the other ICAtM participants, de-
velops draft final test method recommendations after consid-
ering the peer review panel report and all comments received 
during the evaluation process from the public and from the 
NICEATM-ICCVAM Scientific Advisory Committee on Al-
ternative toxicological Methods (SACAtM). the ICAtM 
participants then consider and respond to the WG recommen-
dations. the WG considers the ICAtM participants’ respons-
es and works to develop a consensus on the final recommen-
dations. If a consensus cannot be reached, then the scientific 
rationale for any areas where the validation organizations dif-
fer on their recommendations are documented in writing and 
included as part of the final test method evaluation report. 
The ICATM participants then forward the final test method 
recommendations and reports to their respective national 
regulatory authorities for acceptance decisions. each ICAtM 
participant then communicates to the other ICAtM partici-
pants the regulatory authority acceptance decisions. the 
lead ICAtM organization coordinating the evaluation then 
forwards recommendations, on behalf of all of the ICAtM 
organizations, to appropriate international test guideline or-
ganizations, such as the Organization for economic Coordi-
nation and Development (OeCD), International Standards 
Organization (ISO), and the International Conference on the 
Harmonization of technical Requirements for Registration 
of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH).

examples of recent harmonized test method recommen-
dations include performance standards for the murine local 
lymph node assays (llNA) and two in vitro ocular safety-
testing methods (ICCVAM, 2006a; OeCD, 2009a, 2009b). 
ICCVAM’s recommendations on non-radioactive llNA 
methods (llNA: DA and llNA: BrdU-elISA) both re-
sulted in new draft OeCD test Guidelines (OeCD, 2009c, 
2009d). the harmonized recommendations on llNA per-
formance standards and the reduced llNA were incorporat-
ed into a draft update to OeCD test Guideline 429 submitted 
in June of 2009 (ICCVAM 2009a, 2009d; OeCD, 2009e). 
Recommendations on the bovine corneal opacity and perme-
ability and isolated chicken eye tests resulted in new OeCD 

test Guidelines 437 and 438, respectively, that were adopted 
by the OeCD Council more rapidly than any previous test 
guideline (OeCD, 2009a, 2009b).

6  Conclusions

the establishment of ICAtM promotes enhanced international 
cooperation and collaborations on the scientific validation and 
evaluation of alternative test methods that are expected to fur-
ther reduce, refine, and replace the use of animals in regulatory 
safety testing. As a result of this international cooperation, test 
methods determined to be sufficiently accurate and reproducible 
for identifying health hazards or safety of chemicals and prod-
ucts are expected to be more readily and rapidly accepted for 
regulatory testing by national and international organizations.

this international cooperation will serve an important role in 
translating research advances into more effective public health 
prevention tools. It will speed the validation and adoption of 
new test methods based on advances in science and technology 
that will provide more accurate predictions of safety or hazard. 
Animal welfare will also be improved by the national and in-
ternational acceptance of alternative test methods that reduce, 
refine, and replace the use of animals.
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1  Introduction

In the United States, the Interagency Coordinating Committee 
on the Validation of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM) coordi-
nates interagency issues on alternative toxicological test meth-
od development, validation, regulatory acceptance, and national 
and international harmonization. the committee is responsible 
both for coordinating Federal interagency technical evalua-
tions of new, revised, and alternative safety testing methods and 
for forwarding test method recommendations to U.S. Federal 
agencies (USC, 2000). the National Institute of environmen-
tal Health Sciences originally established ICCVAM in 1997 
(NIeHS, 1997). In 2000, ICCVAM was established by law as 
a permanent interagency committee of the National Institute of 
environmental Health Sciences under the National toxicology 
Program Interagency Center for the evaluation of Alternative 

toxicological Methods (NICeAtM) (USC, 2000). ICCVAM is 
composed of representatives from the 15 U.S. Federal regula-
tory and research agencies that require, use, or generate toxico-
logical testing data and information (tab. 1). 

NICEATM administers ICCVAM and provides scientific and 
operational support for ICCVAM activities. NICeAtM also 
conducts and coordinates international validation studies to 
evaluate the usefulness and limitations of potential new alterna-
tive test methods. NICeAtM and ICCVAM work together to 
evaluate and promote the validation and regulatory acceptance 
of scientifically valid toxicological test methods based on sound 
science that will protect human and animal health and the envi-
ronment while reducing, refining (decreasing pain and distress), 
and replacing animal use where scientifically feasible (Stokes 
and Schechtman, 2007). NICeAtM and ICCVAM provide an 
essential framework for translating advances in science and 
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Summary
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ods (NICEATM) and the Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods 
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technology into standardized and adequately validated safety 
testing methods that can be used to protect and advance public 
health. this paper summarizes recent progress and future plans 
of NICeAtM and ICCVAM in advancing new, revised, and al-
ternative safety testing methods.

2  Progress in the regulatory acceptance of 
alternative methods

Since its establishment in 1997, ICCVAM has coordinated or 
contributed to the evaluation of 27 alternative test methods that 
have been accepted or endorsed by national and international 
authorities. the types of safety testing and available alternatives 
are listed in table 2.

the alternative methods accepted by Federal agencies include 
17 non-animal methods and 10 methods that use fewer animals 
and/or provide for refinement by reducing or avoiding potential 
discomfort. Most of the in vitro methods do not require the use 
of animals when positive results are obtained. Recommenda-
tions for additional alternatives for allergic contact dermatitis 
(ICCVAM, 2009a, 2009b, 2009d) and ocular irritation are in 
development (ICCVAM, 2009c, 2009e).

3  The NICEATM-ICCVAM Five-Year Plan

In response to requests from the Appropriations Committees of 
the U.S. House of Representatives and U.S. Senate, ICCVAM 
and NICEATM prepared a five-year plan to describe goals and 
objectives for the years 2008 through 2012 (ICCVAM, 2008b). 
this plan was developed in conjunction with Federal agency 
program offices and describes how NICEATM and ICCVAM 
will promote the research, development, translation, valida-
tion, and regulatory acceptance of alternative test methods that 
reduce, refine, and replace the use of animals in testing while 
maintaining scientific quality and protecting human health, ani-
mal health, and the environment. 

The plan identified four key challenges that NICEATM and 
ICCVAM will address in conjunction with agency programs. 
The first challenge is to identify priority toxicity testing areas 

for the next five years and to conduct and facilitate activities in 
those areas. Currently, the four highest priority areas are ocular 
toxicity, dermal toxicity, acute systemic toxicity, and biologics 
potency and safety testing. their priority is based on the poten-
tial for the tests to cause significant animal pain and distress and 
the fact that these are among the most commonly conducted 
safety tests. Other priority areas include immunotoxicity, endo-
crine disruptors, pyrogenicity, reproductive and developmental 
toxicity, and chronic toxicity/carcinogenicity testing. 

the second challenge is to identify and promote research 
initiatives that are expected to support future development of 
innovative alternative test methods. these new methods might 
incorporate techniques such as high throughput screening, com-
puter modeling, informatics, and biomarkers. 

the third challenge is for NICeAtM and ICCVAM to foster 
the acceptance and appropriate use of alternative test methods 
through outreach and communication. this will be accomplished 
by sponsoring and participating in workshops, NICeAtM-ICC-
VAM website communications, and the development and publi-
cation of standardized test method protocols. 

lastly, ICCVAM and NICeAtM will develop partnerships 
and strengthen interactions with stakeholders to facilitate mean-
ingful progress. these efforts are expected to facilitate research, 
development, translation, validation, and regulatory acceptance 
of alternative methods that will reduce, refine, and replace ani-
mal use while maintaining scientific quality and the protection 
of human health, animal health, and the environment.

In June 2009, ICCVAM and NICeAtM released an Imple-
mentation Plan for the NICeAtM-ICCVAM Five-Year Plan 
(ICCVAM, 2008b). this working document describes how IC-
CVAM and NICeAtM are implementing the strategies outlined 
in the Five-Year Plan and includes goals, specific objectives, 
and planned activities for implementation. the Implementation 
Plan also describes NICeAtM and ICCVAM accomplishments 
since February 2008 that relate to the goals and objectives out-
lined in the Implementation Plan.

NICeAtM and ICCVAM recently created an alternative test 
methods milestones page on the NICeAtM-ICCVAM website 
to provide a comprehensive overview of available alternative 
methods and a quick summary of current validation and evalu-
ation activities (http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov/methods/mile-

Tab. 1: ICCVAM Member Agencies

ICCVAM Member Agencies 

Regulatory/Research Non-Regulatory/Research

• Consumer Product Safety Commission • Department of Defense
• Department of Agriculture • Department of Energy
• Department of Interior • National Cancer Institute
• Department of Transportation • National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
• EnvironICCVAM Member Agenciesmental Protection Agency • National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
• Food and Drug Administration • National Library of Medicine
• Occupational Safety and Health Administration • National Institutes of Health, Office of the Director
• Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
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Tab. 2: U,S. and international acceptance of alternative methods 1998-2009

Approved/Endorsed Alternative Safety Testing Method Test Guidelines,  Other References
 Regulations, 
 and Guidances 

Acute Systemic Toxicity OECD TG 420 (ICCVAM, 2001a)
• Up and Down Procedure (UDP) (OECD, 2001a) (ICCVAM, 2001b)
• Fixed Dose Procedure (FDP)  (ICCVAM, 2001c)
• Acute Toxic Class Method (ATC) OECD TG 423 (ICCVAM, 2006a)
• Acute Toxicity In Vitro Starting Dose Procedure, 3T3 cells (OECD, 2001b) (Stokes et al., 2008)
• Acute Toxicity In Vitro Starting Dose Procedure, NHK cells OECD TG 425 
 (OECD, 2008a) 
 EPA OPPTS 870.1100
 (EPA, 2002)

Dermal Absorption OECD TG 428 
• In vitro dermal absorption methods (OECD, 2004a)

Dermal Corrosivity and Irritation OECD TG 430 (ICCVAM, 1999a)
• CORROSITEX® Skin Corrosivity Test (OECD, 2004b) (ICCVAM, 2002)
• EpiSkinTM Skin Corrosivity Test  (ICCVAM, 2004)
• EpiDermTM Skin Corrosivity Test OECD TG 431 
• SkinEthicTM Skin Corrosivity Test (OECD, 2004c) 
• Rat TER Skin Corrosivity Test  
 OECD TG 435 
 (OECD, 2006) 

 67/548 EEC

Dermal Phototoxicity OECD TG 432 (Spielmann et al. 1998)
3T3 NRU Phototoxicity Test (OECD, 2004d) 
3T3 NRU Phototoxicity Test:  Application to UV Filter Chemicals 67/548 EEC 

Allergic Contact Dermatitis OECD TG 429 (Dean et al., 2001)
• Local Lymph Node Assay (OECD, 2002) (Haneke et al., 2001)
  (ICCVAM, 1999b)
 EPA OPPTS 870.2600 (ISO, 2002)
 (EPA, 2003) (Sailstad et al., 2001)

Ocular Corrosivity and Irritation OECD TG 437 (ICCVAM, 2006b)
• Bovine Corneal Opacity and Permeability (BCOP) Test Method (OECD, 2009d) (ICCVAM, 2006c)
• Isolated Chicken Eye (ICE) Test Method OECD TG 438 (ICCVAM, 2006d)
 (OECD, 2009e) (ICCVAM, 2006e)
 
Pyrogenicity  U.S. FDA (ICCVAM, 2008a)
• Human Whole Blood/Interleukin-1Β In Vitro Pyrogen Test (FDA, 2009) 
• Human Whole Blood (Cryopreserved) Interleukin-1Β In Vitro Pyrogen Test European Pharmacopoeia 
• Human Whole Blood/Interleukin-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test (EDQM, 2009a) 
• Human Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cell/Interleukin-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test  
• Monocytoid Cell Line Mono Mac 6/Interleukin-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test  
 
Vaccine Potency and Safety Testing 9 CFR 117.4e (Hendriksen et al., 1994)
• Use of Humane Endpoints in Animal Testing of Biological Products 27 CFR 610.10 (Hendriksen, 2009)
• Rabies Vaccine, Humane Endpoints  (Johannes et al., 2003)
• ELISA Test for Batch Potency Testing of Erysipelas Vaccines (refinement)  9 CFR 113.4 (Rosskopf-Streicher
• Relevance of the Target Animal Safety Test for Batch Safety Testing of  CVB Notice Number 04-09 et al., 2001) 
   Vaccines for Veterinary Use (Hill, 2004) 
• ELISA Test for Batch Potency Testing of Human Tetanus Vaccines refinement  European Pharmacopoeia 
• ToBI Test for Batch Potency Testing of Human Tetanus Vaccines refinement (EDQM, 2009b) 
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stones.htm). the page provides a comprehensive summary of 
the status of ongoing and completed NICeAtM-ICCVAM al-
ternative test method evaluation projects and projects to which 
NICeAtM, ICCVAM, and agency scientists are contributing 
(ICCVAM, 2009f). the page also provides timelines for each 
project with links to more detailed information and relevant 
documents. Additional information about NICeAtM and IC-
CVAM test method evaluation activities can be found at http://
iccvam.niehs.nih.gov.

4 The International Cooperation on Alternative Test 
Methods 

On April 27, 2009, a Memorandum of Cooperation for Interna-
tional Cooperation on Alternative test Methods (ICAtM) was 
signed by representatives of the United States, european Un-
ion, Canada, and Japan (ICAtM, 2009). Signing the agreement 
were:
–  Dr. linda Birnbaum, Director, NIeHS and NtP, USA
–  Dr. Masahiro Nishijima, Director, National Institute of 

Health Sciences, Japan
–  Dr. elke Anklam, Director, Institute of Consumer Protection 

and Health, JRC, european Commission
–  Dr. David Blakey, Director, Health and Safety Bureau, 

Health Canada.
the agreement provides a framework for enhanced interna-
tional cooperation, collaboration, and communication in three 
critical areas:
–  test method validation studies
–  Independent peer review of the validation status of test 

methods
–  Development of harmonized formal test method recommen-

dations for regulatory authorities
the initial participating validation organizations are the 
NICeAtM and ICCVAM, the Japanese Center for the Valida-
tion of Alternative Methods (JaCVAM), the european Centre 
for the Validation of Alternative Methods (eCVAM), and the 
environmental Health Science and Safety Bureau within Health 
Canada. the cooperation among these organizations facilitated 
by this agreement is expected to accelerate international adop-
tion of scientifically valid alternative test methods (Blakey, 
2009; Kojima, 2009; Kreysa, 2009; NIeHS, 2009; Stokes and 
Wind, 2009; Wind et al., 2009).

5  Alternative methods for allergic contact 
dermatitis: new versions and applications of the 
murine Local Lymph Node Assay

NICeAtM and ICCVAM convened an international independ-
ent scientific peer review panel in 2008 and 2009 to review sev-
eral new versions and applications of the murine local lymph 
Node Assay (llNA), an alternative test method for assessing 
the allergic contact dermatitis potential of chemicals and prod-
ucts. ICCVAM originally evaluated the scientific validity of the 
llNA in 1998 (ICCVAM, 1999b; Dean et al., 2001; Haneke et 

al., 2001; Sailstad et al., 2001). U.S. Federal agencies accepted 
the ICCVAM recommendations that the llNA was a valid sub-
stitute for the current guinea pig test methods used to assess 
allergic contact dermatitis and that it could be used to evaluate 
most but not all types of substances. ICCVAM also concluded 
that the llNA has many advantages over the traditional test 
methods, including using fewer animals, eliminating the poten-
tial discomfort that can occur from substances that are sensitiz-
ers, and providing dose-response information. the llNA was 
subsequently incorporated into national and international test 
guidelines for the assessment of skin sensitization (ISO, 2002; 
OeCD, 2002; ePA, 2003).

Based on a nomination in 2007 from the U.S. Consumer 
Product Safety Commission, NICeAtM and ICCVAM devel-
oped llNA performance standards and evaluated the valida-
tion status of the following new versions and applications of 
the llNA: 
–  Three modified non-radioactive versions of the traditional 

llNA: 
• llNA: BrdU-elISA (takeyoshi et al. 2001; OeCD 
2009b)
• llNA: BrdU-Flow Cytometry (MB Research laborato-
ries)
• llNA: DA (Idehara et al. 2008; OeCD 2009a)

–  the reduced llNA (rllNA; also referred to as the llNA 
limit dose procedure)

–  Use of the traditional llNA to test mixtures, metals, and 
aqueous solutions

–  Use of the llNA for potency categorization 
NICeAtM and ICCVAM evaluated the new versions and appli-
cations in conjunction with eCVAM and JaCVAM. this includ-
ed the development of internationally harmonized performance 
standards for the llNA that can be used to more rapidly and 
efficiently determine the validity of nonradioactive and other 
modified versions of the LLNA (ICCVAM, 2008a, 2008b). The 
evaluations included two meetings of an international independ-
ent scientific peer review panel (Panel) in 2008 and 2009 (IC-
CVAM, 2009c).

the Panel agreed with ICCVAM’s recommendations that the 
available data and test method performance support the use of 
two of the non-radioactive modified versions of the LLNA to 
identify substances as potential skin sensitizers and nonsensitiz-
ers, with certain limitations. the Panel concluded that the llNA 
could be used to test any chemical or product for allergic contact 
dermatitis potential, including pesticides and substances such 
as fragrances and dyes, unless there are unique physiochemi-
cal properties associated with these materials that might affect 
their ability to interact with immune processes. the Panel also 
endorsed ICCVAM’s revised protocol for the llNA and draft 
llNA performance standards and a reduced llNA procedure.

ICCVAM submitted a revised test Guideline (tG) 429 to 
the Organization for economic Cooperation and Development 
(OeCD) in June 2009 that includes the ICCVAM updated ll-
NA protocol, the reduced llNA procedure, and harmonized 
performance standards (OeCD, 2009c). the updated protocol 
provides for a 20% reduction in animal use, and the reduced 
protocol can decrease animal use by an additional 40%. IC-
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CVAM, in collaboration with JaCVAM, also submitted draft 
OeCD test Guidelines for the llNA:DA and the llNA:BrdU-
elISA, the two non-radioactive methods endorsed by the Panel 
(OeCD, 2009a, 2009b).

NICeAtM and ICCVAM are also evaluating the application 
of in vitro methods and integrated decision strategies to the reg-
ulatory safety assessment of allergic contact dermatitis hazards. 
this includes validation of two in vitro cell culture-based meth-
ods, the human cell line activation test (h-ClAt) (Sakaguchi 
et al., 2006), and the Myeloid U937 Skin Sensitization test 
(MUSSt) assay (Ovigne et al., 2008), and a chemistry-based 
assay, the direct peptide reactivity assay (DPRA) (Gerberick 
et al., 2007). An eCVAM/JACVAM Study Management team 
that includes ICCVAM and NICeAtM liaisons is coordinating 
the validation studies. NICeAtM is also evaluating the inte-
gration of various types of physical-chemical properties and in 
vitro data to determine decision algorithms that can be used for 
regulatory safety decisions. NICeAtM and ICCVAM will also 
recommend in vitro assays that may help increase the accuracy 
of in vitro predictions of allergic contact dermatitis for inclu-
sion in high throughput screening (HtS). NICeAtM will then 
evaluate the HtS results to identify useful assays. 

6  Ocular toxicity test method evaluation activities

Ocular safety testing is one of ICCVAM’s top four priorities 
because it is one of the four most common safety tests required 
and therefore involves a significant number of animals. Such 
testing also has the potential to cause significant unrelieved pain 
and distress when chemicals and products cause eye damage 
(ICCVAM, 2008b). In 2008, two ICCVAM-recommended in 
vitro safety testing methods, the bovine corneal opacity and per-
meability (BCOP) and isolated chicken eye (ICe) test methods, 
were accepted by U.S. Federal agencies for identifying sub-
stances with the potential to cause severe or permanent damage 
to eyes without using live animals. the OeCD Council formally 
adopted tGs for these test methods in 2009, with the BCOP 
described in tG 437 and the ICe in tG 438 (OeCD, 2009a, 
2009b). these methods can now be used worldwide to identify 
substances that may cause severe or irreversible eye damage. 
Positive results can be used for hazard classification without the 
need to use live animals, thereby avoiding the pain and distress 
that may have resulted if animals had been required.

NICeAtM and ICCVAM organized an international inde-
pendent scientific peer review panel that met in May 2009 to 
evaluate nine alternative methods and strategies for ocular safe-
ty testing. these included: 
– the routine use of topical anesthetics, systemic analgesics, 

and humane endpoints to avoid and minimize pain and distress 
during in vivo ocular irritation testing (ICCVAM, 2009g).

– the use of the BCOP, the Cytosensor® Microphysiometer 
(CM), the ICe, the isolated rabbit eye, and the hen’s egg test – 
chorioallantoic membrane test methods for identifying mod-
erate and mild ocular irritants and for identifying substances 
that do not cause sufficient eye injury to require ocular haz-
ard labeling (non-labeled category) (IIVS, 2008; ICCVAM, 

2009h, 2009i, 2009j). 
– the in vivo low volume eye test (ICCVAM, 2009k).
– Non-animal testing strategies using the BCOP, CM, and/or 

epiOcular™ test methods to assess the eye irritation potential 
of antimicrobial cleaning products and to determine their ap-
propriate U.S. environmental Protection Agency ocular haz-
ard classification (ICCVAM, 2009l).

Highlights of the Panel’s conclusions and recommendations in-
clude:
– topical anesthetics and systemic analgesics should routinely 

be used prior to all in vivo ocular irritancy testing. the Panel 
recommended an enhanced protocol of specific pain-relieving 
drugs and schedule of administration to effectively avoid or 
minimize discomfort.

– the BCOP and CM test methods could be used as screening 
tests to identify some products and substances that would not 
require hazard labeling for eye irritation. these methods will 
be considered for potential use in a “bottom-up testing ap-
proach” to identify substances that are not expected to cause 
sufficient injury to require classification as an ocular irritation 
hazard. 

– Proposed non-animal testing strategies using three in vitro 
test methods to assess the eye irritation potential of antimi-
crobial cleaning products for EPA ocular hazard classification 
and labeling purposes appear promising. the Panel recom-
mended that studies should be conducted to further character-
ize the in vitro test methods and that testing strategies should 
be designed in coordination with ICCVAM.

ICCVAM also provided recommendations to an eCVAM Sci-
entific Advisory Committee peer review of four cell function-
based assays proposed for the identification of substances that 
can cause mild to moderate ocular irritation and to identify sub-
stances that do not require ocular hazard labeling (Cytosensor® 
Microphysiometer, Flourescein leakage, Neutral Red Release, 
Red Blood Cell Hemolysis).

Information on the NICeAtM and ICCVAM ocular toxic-
ity test method evaluations can be found on the NICeAtM- 
ICCVAM website at http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov/methods/ocu-
tox/ocutox.htm. the report from the peer panel meeting is cur-
rently available with ICCVAM test method evaluation reports, 
including final ICCVAM test method recommendations, to be 
available in 2010.

In conjunction with eCVAM, ICCVAM is currently evaluating 
two other in vitro test methods for ocular irritation testing that 
are proposed for identifying substances that do not cause clas-
sifiable ocular irritation. An ECVAM-led SMT with NICEATM 
and ICCVAM liaison members is currently planning validation 
studies for these two methods, epiocular™ and Skinethic™. 

7  Acute systemic toxicity test method evaluation 
activities

Acute systemic toxicity testing is one of the top four NICeAtM-
ICCVAM priorities because it is the most common safety test 
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performed worldwide and because of the potential for sig-
nificant pain and distress to animals when substances produce 
toxic effects (ICCVAM, 2008b). In 2008, ICCVAM forwarded 
recommendations on the use of two in vitro test methods for 
estimating starting doses for acute oral systemic toxicity stud-
ies (ICCVAM, 2006a; Stokes et al., 2008). ICCVAM recom-
mended that these test methods should always be considered 
before using animals for acute oral toxicity testing and that the 
methods should be used where determined appropriate. these 
recommendations were accepted by U.S. Federal agencies, and 
data from the test methods should now be used in a weight-
of-evidence approach for determining starting doses for in vivo 
studies. Using these in vitro methods where appropriate is ex-
pected to reduce the number of animals required for each acute 
toxicity study.

A draft guidance document describing use of these two in vit-
ro test methods for estimating starting doses for acute oral sys-
temic toxicity tests has been prepared and forwarded to OeCD 
for consideration (OeCD, 2009f). In addition, the ICCVAM 
Acute Toxicity Working Group provided comments on five new 
and revised OeCD test Guidelines and Guidance Documents 
for assessment of acute toxicity hazards (OeCD, 2008b, 2008c, 
2008d, 2009g, 2009h). these additional methods are expected 
to further reduce animal use for acute systemic toxicity testing. 

In February 2008, NICeAtM and ICCVAM, in collabora-
tion with eCVAM and JaCVAM, organized an International 
Workshop on Acute Chemical Safety testing: Advancing In 
Vitro Approaches and Humane endpoints for Systemic toxic-
ity evaluation. the workshop was based on prior ICCVAM 
and expert panel recommendations that standardized proce-
dures to collect information pertinent to an understanding of 
toxicity mechanisms should be included in future in vivo rat 
acute oral toxicity studies. the workshop participants recom-
mended ways to collect data to identify key toxicity pathways 
for acute systemic toxicity so this mechanistic information can 
be used to target the development of predictive in vitro alterna-
tive test methods. the workshop also recommended that sys-
tematic collection of mechanistic data from required in vivo 
studies would help identify predictive biomarkers of systemic 
toxicity that could be used as earlier, more humane endpoints 
during in vivo tests to further reduce or avoid pain and distress 
(ICCVAM, 2009e).

More than one hundred people from seven countries attended 
the workshop, representing U.S. Federal agencies, academia, 
industry, international organizations, and the animal welfare 
community. Attendees participated in breakout group discus-
sions to address questions for the following topics:
– Identifying key pathways leading to acute systemic toxicity
– Improving current acute systemic toxicity injury and toxicity 

assessments
– Identifying earlier humane endpoints for acute systemic 

toxicity testing
– Applying in vivo mode of action and mechanistic informa-

tion to the development and validation of in vitro methods 
for assessing acute systemic toxicity

– Increasing industry involvement in test method develop-
ment, validation, and use

NICeAtM and ICCVAM are participating in the Validation 
Management Group of an eCVAM metabolism validation study. 
the goal of the study, the ECVAM Validation Study in the Field 
of Toxicokinetics and Metabolism: Provision of a Standard for 
Human Hepatic Metabolism and Toxicity by Assessing as an 
Indicator Biotransformation Enzyme Induction using HepaRG 
Cells and Cryopreserved Human Hepatocytes, is to develop a 
standard in vitro test system for human hepatic metabolism and 
metabolism-mediated toxicity and assess the potential for cyto-
chrome P450 induction at clinically relevant doses. Issues being 
evaluated include 1) reliability of the test systems, 2) pheno-
typic stability of the cells, 3) within/between laboratory repro-
ducibility, 4) transferability, and 5) predictivity for assessing in 
vivo human induction.

A high-throughput screening program at the NIH NCGC re-
cently evaluated 13 other cytotoxicity test methods for predict-
ing acute oral toxicity in humans (xia et al., 2008). the gen-
eration of high-quality cytotoxicity data on a library of 1408 
known compounds using HtS demonstrates the potential of this 
methodology to profile a much broader array of assays and com-
pounds, which, in aggregate, may be valuable for prioritizing 
compounds for further toxicologic evaluation, identifying com-
pounds with particular mechanisms of action, and potentially 
predicting in vivo biological response. NICeAtM and ICCVAM 
will continue to identify candidate test methods for inclusion in 
the HtS that may help increase the accuracy of in vitro methods 
for predicting in vivo acute systemic toxicity. 

8  Evaluations of endocrine disruptor screening 
methods

In 2002, an ICCVAM independent expert panel review con-
cluded that there were no adequately validated in vitro estrogen 
receptor (eR) or androgen receptor based in vitro test meth-
ods available for screening of chemicals with potential endo-
crine disruptor activity. Based on the Panel’s conclusions and 
recommendations, ICCVAM developed recommendations for 
minimum procedural standards and a list of 78 reference sub-
stances that should be used to standardize and validate such test 
methods. ICCVAM then invited the nomination of in vitro test 
methods that met the published recommendations for validation 
studies. xenobiotic Detection Systems (xDS), Inc. subsequent-
ly nominated their lUMI-Cell® eR assay for the detection of 
eR agonists and antagonists to ICCVAM for validation. lUMI-
Cell® is a stably transfected transcriptional activation assay 
(SttA) that uses a human cell line with human eRs. A joint 
NICeAtM-eCVAM-JaCVAM international validation study of 
the lUMI-Cell® assay using the 78 recommended reference 
substances is currently being conducted in laboratories in Italy, 
the U.S., and Japan. An independent scientific peer review panel 
will evaluate the results of the study in 2011. CertiChem, Inc. 
also nominated its MCF-7 cell proliferation assay for validation 
studies. like the lUMI-Cell® assay, it uses a human cell line 
that identifies human estrogen receptor agonist and antagonist 
activity. An interlaboratory validation study of the CertiChem 
assay is planned. Data from these validation studies will be used 
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to develop OeCD test guidelines and test method performance 
standards for inclusion in the test guidelines. 

9  Dermal safety assessment test method activities

In 2004, ICCVAM established performance standards for in 
vitro test methods for skin corrosion (ICCVAM, 2004). the per-
formance standards were based on four in vitro test methods 
evaluated by ICCVAM for the identification of substances with 
the potential to cause skin corrosion. the standards can be used 
to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of other test methods that 
are based on similar scientific principles and that measure or 
predict the same biological or toxic effect. NICeAtM and ICC-
VAM have submitted revisions to OeCD tG 430 (rat skin tran-
scutaneous electrical resistance assay) and tG 431 (human skin 
model systems) that incorporate the ICCVAM-recommended 
performance standards (ICCVAM, 2004; OeCD, 2009i, 2009j). 
ICCVAM scientists are also participating in OeCD expert Con-
sultation meetings to evaluate several in vitro skin irritation as-
says for their inclusion in a draft tG.

NICeAtM is currently conducting a study to determine 
how in vitro dermal irritation test methods (i.e., epiDerm™, 
ePISKIN™, and Skinethic™) will classify corrosive substanc-
es incorrectly identified as non-corrosives by in vitro corrosivity 
test methods. Current false negative rates for in vitro corrosivity 
assays range from 12% to 21% (ICCVAM, 1999a). this study 
will also confirm the extent to which a new procedure to identify 
substances that directly reduce Mtt (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-
yl)-2,5 diphenyltetrazolium bromide) will reduce the false neg-
ative rate in corrosivity assays. A completely non-animal testing 
strategy for dermal irritation and corrosion must be able to accu-
rately identify corrosive substances since these substances can 
cause permanent injuries and even death from severe chemical 
burns. 

10  Genetic toxicity test method evaluation 
activities

the ICCVAM Genetic toxicity Working Group (GtWG) recent-
ly provided comments on cytotoxicity evaluation procedures for 
a draft OeCD test Guideline 487 for the in vitro micronucleus 
test (OeCD, 2007). the GtWG also provided comments on the 
proposed study plan, protocol, and reference substances for a 
JaCVAM-led international validation study of the in vivo rodent 
comet assay and nominated experts for an eSAC Peer Review 
Panel on a cell transformation assay. Similarly, the GtWG has 
provided technical comments on a planned JaCVAM study of a 
cell transformation assay.

11  Pyrogen test method evaluation activities

ICCVAM forwarded recommendations on five in vitro test 
methods proposed for assessing potential pyrogenicity of phar-
maceuticals and other products to Federal agencies in Novem-

ber 2008 (ICCVAM, 2008a). All applicable Federal agencies, 
including the U.S. FDA, accepted or endorsed the ICCVAM 
recommendations (ICCVAM, 2009m). these test methods were 
also recently adopted by the european Pharmacopoeia Com-
mission during its 133rd session in March 2009 for inclusion 
in the european Pharmacopeia in 2010 (eDQM, 2009a). these 
methods should now be considered prior to conducting in vivo 
pyrogenicity testing and should be used where determined ap-
propriate for specific testing situations. The availability of these 
test methods may reduce the number of animals required for 
pyrogenicity testing.

12  Biologics test method evaluation activities

Biologics potency and safety testing is one of the four highest 
ICCVAM-NICeAtM priorities because it is required by mul-
tiple agencies and can require large numbers of animals that 
may experience significant pain and distress during testing (IC-
CVAM, 2008b). NICeAtM and ICCVAM, in conjunction with 
eCVAM and JaCVAM, are organizing an international work-
shop on alternative methods to reduce, refine, and replace the 
use of animals in vaccine potency and safety testing. the work-
shop is scheduled for September 14-16, 2010, at the William 
H. Natcher Conference Center on the main campus of the NIH 
in Bethesda, MD. More information about the workshop will 
be posted at http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov/methods/biologics/
biologics.htm as it is available. NICeAtM and ICCVAM are 
also planning an evaluation of U.S. Department of Agriculture/
Michigan State University study of in vitro potency tests for 
leptospirosis vaccines.

13  Conclusions

Since its establishment, ICCVAM has led or contributed to the 
evaluation of 27 alternative test methods that have now been 
accepted or endorsed by national and international authorities. 
Numerous other test methods are expected to be adopted for 
regulatory use over the next few years as NICeAtM and IC-
CVAM implement their Five-Year Plan. In addition, many new 
test methods are expected to emerge from NICeAtM-ICCVAM 
collaborations with member agencies to conduct research, de-
velopment, translation, and validation efforts relevant to alter-
native methods. These efforts will integrate scientific advances 
and new technologies into new test methods and strategies. 
Implementation of the International Cooperation on Alternative 
test Methods is also expected to result in collaborations that 
will expedite the adoption of alternative methods that will sup-
port improved safety assessments while reducing, refining, and 
replacing animal use.
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1  Introduction

the cosmetic legislation in europe has put a ban on animal test-
ing for the prediction of the skin sensitization risk of cosmetic 
ingredients after 2013. Yet, the risk of contact sensitization is a 
critical issue in the development of novel ingredients for cosmet-
ic products. to guarantee safe products after 2013, predictive in 
vitro tests are thus urgently needed. the risk for contact sensiti-
zation is currently estimated with the local lymph node assay in 

mice (llNA), in which the cellular proliferation in the draining 
lymph nodes is measured after repeated topical application of 
the test compound onto the ears. Results are expressed as eC3 
values, indicating the concentration which induces a threefold 
enhanced cellular proliferation (Basketter et al., 2002).

Animal tests by their very nature give a holistic outcome at the 
end of a reaction cascade, thus a compound is topically applied 
in the LLNA and finally the cellular proliferation in the lymph 
node induced by a chain of chemical and biological events is 
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measured.  Animal tests give a holistic outcome, but they may 
be viewed as a “black box” at the same time with no information 
on the single steps in the process being recorded. Since the mul-
ti-step immunological process leading to skin sensitization can-
not be brought into the laboratory in the form of a single in vitro 
assay, all in vitro testing must dissect the pathways into single 
elements, and the critical, mechanistically most relevant and/or 
experimentally most accessible elements need to be modelled 
with individual in vitro assays. A major challenge then is to in-
tegrate the information generated in these single assays.

2  The key steps in the skin sensitization reaction

In Figure 1, the different cell types and the key steps involved 
in the skin sensitisation reaction are summarized. the key cell 
types involved are (i) the specific T-cells (the effector cells), (ii) 
the dendritic, or more specifically the Langerhans cells (present-
ing the antigens to the t-cells) and (iii) the keratinocytes (the 
primary cells in contact with the sensitizers and thought to con-
tribute important “danger signals” in the sensitization phase).

In a first step, the molecule applied topically must reach the 
viable epidermis (step 1), and skin penetration or more specifi-
cally “bioavailability in the skin” therefore is thought to be a pre-
requisite for the skin sensitization reaction. Certain molecules 
are considered pro-haptens, indicating that they themselves are 
non-sensitizers and need to be metabolically converted by skin 
enzymes to become the causative agents of a sensitization reac-
tion (step 2; in brackets as only needed for certain molecules). 
A key step (step 3) in the process is the formation of a cova-

lent adduct between the skin sensitizer and endogenous proteins 
and/or peptides in the skin. The modified peptides then must be 
presented by the langerhans cells (i.e. the dendritic cells in the 
skin) on their MHC molecules (step 4). It is thought, that the 
mere binding of modified peptides on the dendritic cells is not 
sufficient to initiate the immune reaction, but that additional sig-
nals, often referred to as “danger signals”, are needed to stimu-
late the dendritic cells (step 5). these danger signals appear to 
be part of the innate immune reaction and are formed in absence 
of specificity conveyed by specific T-cells. The complete chain 
of events in the formation of these danger signals is unknown, 
but these innate reactions may be the most valuable targets to 
look at when developing highly standardized in vitro tests as 
discussed further below. 

Stimulated by the triggers/danger signals coming from the 
innate reactions, the dendritic cells mature and emigrate from 
the skin into the local lymph node (step 6), where they finally 
present the modified peptides to the T-cells and stimulate the 
proliferation of specific T-cell clones (step 7). This complete 
process summarized above and depicted in Figure 1 is referred 
to as the “sensitization phase” of the skin sensitization reaction. 
It is only this phase which is modelled by the current gold-
standard, the llNA assay, and virtually all in vitro tests try to 
model elements of this phase. Nevertheless it should not be left 
unmentioned that only the “elicitation phase”, when the specific 
T-cell clones trigger skin inflammation upon secondary contact 
with the causative agents, is the real disease state (known as 
contact allergy) causing problems for the sensitized individuals. 
this elicitation phase had been part of the older animal tests 
(e.g. Guinea pig maximisation test and Buehler test), and it is 

Fig. 1: A summary of seven key steps thought to be involved in the sensitization phase of skin sensitization.
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also the endpoint looked at when performing human tests, be 
it the diagnostic patch tests conducted by dermatologists on 
sensitized individuals or the predictive human repeated insult 
patch test (HRIPt) occasionally used to assess the sensitization 
potential of individual chemicals. In table 1, the different steps 
of the process are summarized, along with some key ongoing 
assay developments to model the different steps. these assays 
are described in more detail below. 

2.1  Modelling skin penetration
In principle, when looking at the physicochemical parameters of 
skin sensitizers, there seems to be no clear limitation for either 
hydrophobic or hydrophilic chemicals to gain access to the via-
ble epidermis and cause a sensitization reaction, and the impor-
tance of the skin penetration was therefore questioned by some 
authors (Roberts and Aptula, 2008). On the other hand, there are 
case reports of similarly reactive chemicals with very different 
bioavailability, for which a clear effect of skin penetration on 
sensitization has been reported (Aeby et al., 2004). 

there is much literature on models to predict skin penetra-
tion, and there are several in vitro test systems available using 
pig skin, reconstituted human epidermis or primary human skin 
tissue samples to assess skin penetration. Predictive computer 
models have also been developed from the data generated with 
these tests. this literature is not reviewed here, and reviews can 
be found elsewhere (Basketter et al., 2007). there is a critical 
limitation in the majority of the classical skin penetration data 
and models: they assess partition from an aqueous solution into 
the more hydrophobic epidermis, whereas in the case of skin 

sensitisation testing, the chemicals are mostly applied in hydro-
phobic olive oil, a donor solution which yields a very different 
partition as compared to an aqueous vehicle. One detailed ap-
proach to model skin penetration from the actual vehicles used 
in the llNA is thus being developed by G. Kasting (Basketter 
et al., 2007; Kasting et al., 2008) and may become very useful 
as part of a skin sensitization prediction model.

2.2  Modelling pro-hapten activation
Very little is known about the actual metabolic capacity of 
the skin towards xenobiotics. Several studies have shown that 
mRNA for a variety of P450 enzymes is expressed in the skin, 
and one research group (Bergström et al., 2007) has developed 
a skin-like P450 cocktail based on recombinant human P450 
enzymes. They have shown that a specific skin sensitizing puta-
tive pro-hapten can be activated by this cocktail. this enzyme 
cocktail was reconstituted based on data from Rt-PCR studies 
on mRNA and not based on enzyme activities really detected 
in the skin samples nor on proteomic data, and the evidence for 
these enzymes being active in the skin therefore is indirect. the 
only P450 enzyme activities really detected in keratinocytes are 
AhR-ligand-inducible activities such as 7-ethoxycoumarin-O-
deethylase and ethoxyresorufin-de-ethylase activity (Cotovio 
et al., 1996). liver microsomes may also be used to activate a 
variety of putative pro-haptens (Bergström et al., 2006, 2007), 
but this approach may be overpredictive for the real situation, 
as the metabolic capacity of the skin is certainly much lower as 
compared to the liver. thus also non-sensitizing terpenes were 
activated to epoxides and conjugated to glutathione in incuba-

Tab. 1: The different steps in the sensitization phase of skin sensitization and selected approaches in development to model these 
steps in vitro, in chemico and in silico 

Mechanistic step Selected assay / model system
1) Penetration Classical skin penetration assays (Basketter et al., 2007)
 Bioavailability model (Kasting et al., 2008)
2) Pro-hapten activation Activation by liver microsomes (Bergström et al., 2006)
 Activation by skin-like P450 cocktail (Bergström et al., 2007)
3) Modelling the reaction with skin proteins DPRA peptide depletion assay (Gerberick et al., 2004; Gerberick et al., 2007)
 LC-MS based assays (Aleksic et al., 2009; Natsch and Gfeller, 2008)
	 Kinetic	profiling	assay	(Roberts	and	Natsch,	2009)
4)	Modelling	the	binding	of	modified	peptides	 No	separate	assay,	but	part	of	T-cell	assay
				to	MHC	molecules
5)	Modelling	the	activation	of	innate	reactions	/		 h-CLAT	assay	(CD54	and	CD86	expression	on	THP-1	cells)	(Sakaguchi	et	al.,	2006)
				danger	signal	formation	 MUSST	assay	(CD86	expression	on	U-937)	
 IL-18 formation in keratinocytes (Corsini et al., 2009; Van Och et al., 2005)
	 Induction	of	antioxidant	dependent	genes	(Ade	et	al.,	2009;	Natsch	and	Emter,	2008)
6) Modelling dendritic cell emigration Dendritic cell migration assay developed within the Sens-it-iv project 
	 http://www.sens-it-iv.eu/files/newsletter/Sens-it-iv_Newsletter_22.html
7)	Modelling	T-cell	activation	 T-cell	proliferation	assay	developed	within	the	Sens-it-iv	project	
	 http://www.sens-it-iv.eu/files/newsletter/Sens-it-iv_Newsletter_26.pdf
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tions with liver microsomes (Bergström et al., 2006). Finding a 
physiologically relevant model for enzymatic activation of pro-
haptens thus remains a major challenge.

2.3 Modelling the reaction with skin proteins
the reaction of the skin sensitizer with skin proteins is a key step 
in the sensitization reaction, and it might turn out to be the rate-
limiting step (Roberts and Aptula, 2008). In principle, one can 
therefore try to predict the skin sensitization reaction based on the 
reactivity of a test compound towards peptides and proteins in a 
purely chemical assay (reviewed in (Gerberick et al., 2008)). Cur-
rently, the nature of the major modified proteins in the skin is un-
known. We do not know whether these are few specific proteins, 
extra- or intracellular proteins, or whether the sensitizers even 
directly modify endogenous MHC-bound peptide ligands. thus 
all reactivity assays are based on reactions between a “protein 
model” and the test chemical. the most often used protein models 
are (i) native proteins such as BSA (Aleksic et al., 2007, 2008), 
(ii) model peptides, (iii) simple amino acid derivatives such as 
acetyl-cysteine and acetyl-lysine or even (iv) small nucleophiles 
such as aniline or butylamine. Most studies published in recent 
years focused on the reactivity of test chemicals with a model 
peptide. these usually contain one or several nucleophilic resi-
dues (mainly cysteine and lysine) and are 3-10 amino acid resi-
dues long. the peptides are incubated with the test chemical in a 
solvent/co-solvent system and analyzed either after a fixed time 
or in a kinetic time-course experiment. Analysis can be performed 
either on the disappearance of the peptide (peptide depletion) or it 
can focus on the formation of covalent adducts by using lC-MS 
analysis or NMR. Gerberick et al. (Gerberick et al., 2004) devel-
oped a peptide depletion assay, in which the peptide is incubated 
with an excess of a test chemical, and peptide depletion by the 
test chemical is recorded as endpoint. this assay is called DPRA 
(direct peptide reactivity assay). It underwent ring-studies and 
has been submitted to eCVAM for prevalidation. Gerberick et al. 
(2007) reported an overall accuracy of 89% on a set of 81 chemi-
cals. We have further developed this approach by integrating lC-
MS detection in order to simultaneously record peptide depletion 
and peptide-adduct formation (Natsch and Gfeller, 2008; Natsch 
et al., 2007). this approach allowed us to discriminate whether 
peptide depletion is (i) due to simple peptide oxidation or (ii) due 
to real adduct formation. A similar approach was also taken by 
Aleksic et al. (2009). In addition we had shown that reactivity 
can further be quantified by measuring kinetic rate constants in 
addition to the 24 h endpoint value proposed in the DPRA assay 
(Roberts and Natsch, 2009).

In general these assays are technically straightforward, ac-
curacy for predicting standard sets of skin sensitizers is good, 
and this approach addresses a very key step in the sensitization 
reaction. the most critical issue now is the fact that these as-
says do not incorporate a metabolic component which might be 
crucial to detect pro-haptens, and they fail to detect reactivity 
of some chemicals with very low reactivity. the latter however 
may be overcome with very sensitive analysis of adduct forma-
tion by lC-MS.

2.4  Modelling binding to MHC molecules
Processing of modified proteins by the dendritic cells and bind-
ing of modified peptides to the MHC molecules is a process 
which in general is not considered rate-limiting or chemical-
dependent and thus not important in the profiling of different 
chemicals. Specific assays mimicking/modelling this process 
are therefore currently not developed. However, the more holis-
tic and more complex t-cell assays described below do include 
this step, as allergen-modified immature dendritic cells are used 
in the assays to stimulate t-cell proliferation (see below). 

2.5  Modelling the activation of innate reactions / 
danger signal formation
the challenge in developing a predictive biological assay for 
skin sensitizers amenable to full validation is significant. The 
probably most interesting step to be modelled by such an as-
say is the innate reaction / danger signal formation, since these 
reactions occur in the dendritic cells and/or the keratinocytes, 
and stable cell lines related to these cell types are available. As 
a key requirement, a relevant marker/signalling pathway needs 
to be identified which is:
– induced in an immortal cell line 
– induced by sensitizers but not irritants
What are the best strategies to find the optimal markers? Three 
approaches have been taken:
– In the “classical approach” researchers looked at typical im-
munological markers asking: “What is the expected reactions of 
cells to sensitizer challenge?”
– In the gene chip/omics approach several research groups have 
challenged cells with sensitizers and looked for all possible re-
actions (all genes/proteins).
– In a more mechanistic or functional approach we asked for 
the likely signalling pathways which could be selective for sen-
sitizers. Or in other words: How can cells sense the sensitizing 
potential? 

The classical approach mostly focused on known surface 
markers expressed by activated dendritic cells, namely CD86, 
CD54 and HlA-proteins. this approach has been developed 
into two standardized assays: the h-ClAt test developed by 
the cosmetic companies Shishiedo and Kao measures induction 
of CD86 and CD54 in tHP-1 cells (Sakaguchi et al., 2006), 
whereas the MUSST assay developed by L’Oréal quantifies in-
duction of CD86 in U-937 cells. Both the h-ClAt and MUSSt 
assay have gone through ring trials to assure lab-to-lab trans-
ferability, and both assays were submitted for pre-validation to 
eCVAM. Other markers looked at in the “classical approach” 
are cytokines known to be expressed in vivo in allergen-treated 
skin. Some more recent studies focused specifically on the inter-
leukin Il-18 (Corsini et al., 2009; Van Och et al., 2005), which 
is interesting as IL-18 has been established as a key and specific 
factor induced by sensitizers but not irritants in the skin (Anto-
nopoulos et al., 2008; Cumberbatch et al., 2001).

With the omics approach a number of new sensitizer-spe-
cific markers were identified in primary dendritic cells derived 
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from blood samples. thus studies by Ryan et al. (Ryan et al., 
2004) found a series of markers which were further validated in 
detail by Rt-PCR (Gildea et al., 2006). Similarly, the research 
group at the VItO institute found a range of markers in primary 
dendritic cells and developed these findings into an assay called 
“VitoSens™” (Hooyberghs et al., 2008). Unfortunately, this 
assay needs to be performed with primary cells, and it proved 
difficult to transfer the approach to a stable cell line (Lambre-
chts et al., 2009): the response in the stable cell line was found 
to be significantly different from the response in primary cells. 
This difficulty in transferring the results from primary cells to a 
standardized protocol with a cell line certainly remains a hurdle 
for validation. the strength of the most recent study (Python et 
al., 2009) was therefore to look for reactions in primary cells 
and in a stable cell line (MUtZ-3) in parallel. Interestingly, also 
this group found an extremely low overlap between the reac-
tions in primary cells and in stable cell lines, but still four stable 
overlapping markers were identified (see below). Nevertheless, 
no new assay based on a stable cell line has resulted from the 
“omics approach” yet. 

In a functional or mechanistic approach we asked the 
question from a different angle, as we found it difficult to under-
stand how an innate reaction should a priori be able to discriminate 

sensitizers from irritants. So we had to ask what distinguishes al-
lergens from irritants. the answer is, as pointed out above, that the 
key feature is the intrinsic reactivity of sensitizers. We then turned 
the question around, “Can cells sense reactivity of molecules?” 
And indeed this is the case: there is much literature on anti-ox-
idant response element (ARe) regulated genes. these genes are 
induced by the KeapI-Nrf2-ARe signalling pathway, which spe-
cifically reacts to electrophiles and forms a “cellular sensor” for 
reactive molecules (Dinkova-Kostova et al., 2005). the general 
scheme of this pathway and how it is presumed to be activated by 
skin sensitizers is summarized in Figure 2. We thus investigated 
to what extent skin sensitizers are able to induce this pathway and 
found, in a screening of >100 molecules, that the majority of skin 
sensitizers do induce ARe-dependent luciferase activity, whereas 
typical irritants such as SDS, which are false-positive in many as-
says, do not activate this pathway (Natsch and emter, 2008; Nat-
sch et al., 2009). this original work was performed in the cell line 
ARec32 derived from a breast cancer cell line (xiu et al., 2006). 
We have recently further developed this approach by developing 
the stable cell line KeratinoSens, which contains a stable insertion 
of a luciferase reporter gene linked to the anti-oxidant response 
element from the gene AKR1C2, which had been found to be a 
sensitizer-induced gene in gene-chip and Rt-PCR studies (Gil-

Fig. 2: A general view of the Keap1-ARE-Nrf2 pathway and how it is conceived to be induced by skin sensitizers along with the 
list of Nrf2-dependent genes specifically reported to be activated by skin sensitizers.
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dea et al., 2006; Ryan et al., 2004). this assay yields very stable 
results and is amenable to high-throughput screening. A standard 
operating procedure was developed: It involves testing of a full 
dose-response curve at 12 concentrations for each chemical, si-
multaneously evaluating ARe-dependent luciferase induction and 
cell viability. typical dose-response curves from this detailed and 
standardized analysis are shown in Figure 3 for the skin sensi-
tizer benzyl-salicylate in comparison to the structurally related 
skin irritant salicylic acid. A clear dose-dependent gene induction 
at sub-cytotoxic concentrations of benzyl-salicylate can be seen. 
the gene induction for most compounds is not linked to cytotox-
icity and starts at clearly subcytotoxic concentrations. this is in 
contrast to some assays which perform tests always at slightly 
cytotoxic concentrations. Most importantly, the system reacts in 
the presence of many weak and moderate sensitizers, which often 
remain undetected in a number of in vitro tests. this assay thus 
yielded an accuracy of 93.8% in the list of chemicals proposed 
by eCVAM for the development of alternative tests (Casati et al., 
2009), and it gives an accuracy of 90.9% for the list of chemicals 
published by ICCVAM (http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov/docs/immu-
notox_docs/llna-ps/Appxe.pdf) to validate alternative endpoints 
in the LLNA (Emter et al.). Whereas our screening results at first 
hand only proved a good correlation between ARe-dependent 
gene induction and sensitization potential, a number of recent 
studies have proven the in vivo relevance of this signalling path-
way in the skin sensitization reaction (Kim et al., 2008) and the 
induction of this pathway in dendritic cells (Ade et al., 2009; Py-
thon et al., 2009). A review of these studies and a detailed hypoth-
esis on the biological relevance are presented elsewhere (Natsch, 
toxicological Sciences, 2010). 

2.6 Modelling dendritic cell emigration
As the emigration of dendritic cells from the skin may be a de-
cisive step in the sensitization phase, several research groups 
have developed dendritic cell migration assays (see e.g. http://
www.sens-it-iv.eu/files/newsletter/Sens-it-iv_Newsletter_22.
html). these tests, very elegant in their design and relevant in 
the mechanistic step they do reflect, are technically demand-
ing and still at early development stages, and they are thus not 
reviewed further here. 

2.7  Modelling T-cell activation
the real hallmark of the induction phase of skin sensitization 
is the proliferation of specific T-cell clones. Thus the “ideal in 
vitro assay” would directly model this process. Indeed, sev-
eral research groups were able (see e.g. http://www.sens-it-
iv.eu/files/newsletter/Sens-it-iv_Newsletter_26.pdf) to bring 
a sensitizer specific T-cell proliferation reaction into the test 
tube. In principle, a donor (tests were run both with mice and 
men) must donate both dendritic cell progenitors and a mix-
ture of naïve t-cells. the dendritic cells are derived from the 
progenitor cells by in vitro differentiation with a specific cy-
tokine cocktail. they are then treated with the test compound 
and presented to the mixed t-cell population. Proliferation of 
t-cells is then monitored after 3-10 days by thymidine incor-
poration assays or by measuring IFN-γ positive cells. As long 
as mice are used, this is still an ex vivo animal test. However, 
with human volunteers donating the progenitors for the den-
dritic cells and the t-cells, it can be run entirely without ani-
mal tissue. From a conceptual point of view this certainly is 

Fig. 3: Example of a full dose response in the KeratinoSens assay. The skin sensitizer benzyl-salicylate induces a significant 
activity of the ARE-regulated luciferase activity at subtoxic concentrations. The skin irritant salicylic acid does not induce any 
gene activity.
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the “ideal assay”, bringing some key steps of the sensitization 
phase into a single in vitro test. Yet most published data with 
this approach only showed proliferation induced by extreme 
sensitizers such as DNCB and DNFB. the technical complex-
ity of this assay with the prolonged cultivation and in vitro 
differentiation of different primary cells types should also not 
be underestimated. In addition, since this assay requires a full 
array of t-cells, it relies on human donors and cannot be done 
with stable cell lines, which brings with it an intrinsic donor-
to-donor variability and which will make validation of this 
“ideal assay” a major challenge. 

3  Integrating the information

As outlined and reviewed above, there are many steps in the skin 
sensitisation reaction, all being modelled with different assays. 
Whereas some authors proposed, that only the key and rate limit-
ing step needs to be modelled for the prediction of skin sensitiza-
tion (Roberts and Aptula, 2008), the general paradigm still widely 
held states that a “battery” of tests will be needed to replace the 
holistic animal tests, and that data from these different tests need 
somehow to be integrated. this concept had been formalized for 
the first time by Jowsey et al. (Jowsey et al., 2006), and this paper 
was frequently cited. We had recently tried, based on the simpli-
fied array of tests available in our laboratory, to fill this concept 
with data. We integrated data from the peptide reactivity test, the 
ARec32 test, modelling based on tIMeS SS and bioavailabil-
ity (simply expressed as clogP) (Natsch et al., 2009). Statistical 
analysis indicated that both peptide reactivity and ARe-dependent 
gene induction equally contributed to the prediction of the sensiti-
zation potential and that the combination of these two assays may 
offer a first simplified battery of experimentally straightforward 
assays. A mathematically more elaborate approach to integrate 
data from various tests is now being developed in the european 
OSIRIS project (http://www.osiris.ufz.de/), in which data integra-
tion to model skin sensitization forms a case study.

4  Conclusion

An array of assays is being developed to predict skin sensitiza-
tion, and it is generally assumed that integrating these assays 
will yield best predictions. While the first assays are already 
in the pre-validation phase, there are key questions to be ad-
dressed:
1) Which assays are most specific, discriminating irritants and 

non-sensitizers from sensitizers?
2) Which assays yield additive information if used in a battery 

and which ones give redundant information, just addressing 
the same question with different methods?

3) How can data best be integrated from a weight-of-evidence 
point of view?

4) How can the specificity of a battery of assays be assured? If in 
a battery of assays any positive indication from a single assay 
is used to rate a chemical positive, and each single assay has a 
somewhat limited specificity generating some false-positives, 

too many chemicals may turn out as false-positives, as is cur-
rently probably the case by combining the evidence from all 
different genotoxicity tests for single chemicals. 
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Introduction: The European legislative context of 
3R-alternatives for cosmetic safety evaluation

Cosmetic safety evaluation is a complex process, which in eu-
rope requires knowledge of the extensive web of Directives, 
Regulations and Recommendations intended to ensure the free 
movement and safe use of cosmetic products (Pauwels and 
Rogiers, 2007).

Of most relevance is the Cosmetic Products Directive 
(eU, 1976), laying down the principal rules for marketing and 
labelling of cosmetic products in the eU. One of its major pro-
visions is that every cosmetic product on the eU market must 
be safe for use. In order to substantiate this, a specific set of 
technical data must be assembled and made readily available 
to the competent authorities of the eU Member States. this so-
called “dossier” needs to take into consideration the toxicologi-
cal profile of the ingredients, their chemical structure and their 
level of exposure. A second and most debated feature of the eU 
cosmetic legislation is that the safety of the finished products 
and their ingredients must be guaranteed without the perform-
ance of animal experiments (eU, 2003). this is substantiated in 
a european animal testing ban on cosmetic ingredients from 11 
March 2009 on, accompanied by a gradual marketing ban for 
cosmetic ingredients tested on animals, becoming final on 11 

March 2013. As such, cosmetics are still considered to be inher-
ently safe, but the tools that have enabled the scientific exercise 
of hazard and risk assessment of cosmetic ingredients to date 
will be significantly restricted in the near future and are already 
now limited to a certain extent.

Alternative methods are usually situated in one of the 3R-
fields, being refinement, reduction and replacement as intro-
duced by Russell and Burch (Russell et al., 1959), and can be 
applied to answer a variety of questions for different types of 
substances and products during their development. When used, 
however, in a regulatory context of safety assessment in eu-
rope, alternative methods need to fulfil certain criteria. Within 
the current chemical eU Regulation N° 1907/2006, commonly 
referred to as “ReACH” (Registration, evaluation, Authoriza-
tion, Restriction of Chemicals) (eU, 2006), “suitable” alterna-
tive methods are defined as “being sufficiently well developed 
methods according to internationally agreed test development 
criteria”. For cosmetics, however, only “validated” alternative 
methods (eU, 2003) are allowed and these are further restricted 
to only replacement methods, shortening the list of currently 
available validated alternatives.

For long-term toxicity testing (repeated dose toxicity, chronic 
toxicity, carcinogenicity and reproductive toxicity) and toxi-
cokinetics no validated replacement alternatives currently exist. 

In Vitro Dermal Toxicity Testing of Cosmetic Ingredients: 
An Iterative Approach to Complete Regulatory Acceptance 
Marleen Pauwels and Vera Rogiers
Department of toxicology, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium

Summary
The safety evaluation of cosmetic ingredients belonging to the Annexes of the EU Cosmetic Directive 76/768/
EEC, namely colorants, preservatives, UV-filters and substances for which some concern exists with respect to 
human health (e.g. hair dyes), is carried out at the Commission level by the so-called Scientific Committee on 
Consumer Safety (SCCS, formerly SCCP and SCCNFP). The reports of these scientific exercises are publicly 
available “opinions” that can be freely downloaded from the European Commission web pages. They contain 
valuable information and data with respect to the implementation and use of animal experiments and/or 
validated alternative methods in the safety evaluation process of cosmetic ingredients in the EU.
This multitude of knowledge has been translated into a carefully tailored searchable database. This  
VUB-database is used here to gain post-validation information on dermal toxicity tests carried out on cosmetic 
ingredients, with particular emphasis on the implementation and use of validated 3R-alternative methods.  
It became clear that post-validation studies are very useful (e.g. Local Lymph Node Assay, LLNA; 3T3 Neutral 
Red Uptake Phototoxicity Test, 3T3 NRU PT) to continuously double-check and update the applicability 
domain and to follow up the implementation and use of alternative methods in other sectors. Furthermore, 
pro-active cooperation with “regulators” speeds up the regulatory acceptance process in the long run (e.g. eye 
irritation tests).
When all parties involved work together in this iterative approach, this can help to establish a more efficient 
regulatory acceptance of 3R-alternatives.
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this becomes problematic for quantitative risk assessment and 
toxic potency determination, in particular after March 2013, if 
no real scientific breakthrough occurs.

With respect to acute and local toxicity, the situation is more 
favourable (see table 1).

For the safety evaluation of cosmetic ingredients in the eU, 
two distinct channels are operative, namely one at the Commis-
sion level, being carried out by the SCCS (Scientific Committee 
on Consumer Safety, previously called SCCP1 and SCCNFP2), 
and one at the cosmetic industry level, done by independ-

ent safety assessors (see Fig. 1). the latter group evaluates all 
ingredients present in a cosmetic product, whereas the SCCS 
(and former SCC(NF)P) focuses on the safety of the ingredients 
present on the Annexes of Directive 76/768/eeC (eU, 1976). 
These are colorants, preservatives, UV-filters and substances for 
which some health concerns exist, such as hair dyes.

Over time, the former SCC(NF)P and SCCS today, have 
studied an important number of cosmetic ingredients’ human 
health safety dossiers and more than 270 opinions have been 
issued. In particular during the last years, some results ob-

Tab. 1: Validated 3R-alternative methods available today.

Validated replacement alternatives available No validated replacement alternatives available

→  endpoints not affected by  →  endpoints affected by →  endpoints affected by
EU testing or marketing ban       EU testing ban (2009) &       EU testing ban (2009) &

       EU marketing ban (2009)       EU marketing ban (2013)

- skin corrosivity / irritation - acute toxicity - skin sensitization
- dermal absorption - eye irritation - repeated dose toxicity
- mutagenicity / genotoxicity  - carcinogenicity
- phototoxicity  - reproductive toxicity
  - toxicokinetics

Fig. 1: Two pathways for the safety evaluation of cosmetic ingredients in the EU (SSCP, 2006).
SCCS = Scientific Committee on Consumer Safety
DG = Directorate General
TIF = Technical Information File
PIR = Product Information Requirement

1 Scientific Committee on Consumer Products
2 Scientific Committee on Cosmetic and Non-Food Products intended for consumers
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tained through alternative methods have been introduced into 
these dossiers.

As the detailed opinions issued by the SCCS and former 
SCC(NF)P can be freely downloaded from the european Com-
mission’s web pages3, the idea emerged to translate this multi-
tude of knowledge into a carefully tailored searchable database 
(Rogiers and Pauwels, 2008).

With the help of this tool relevant information can be gathered, 
e.g. the typical content of an eU cosmetic ingredient dossier; 
most commonly encountered problems in the safety assessment 
process of cosmetics and their ingredients; in-depth information 
on the implementation of 3R-alternatives in the risk assessment 
process, etc. (Pauwels and Rogiers, 2009).

Here the updated database has been used to gain in particular 
post-validation information and to check the implementation 
and use of validated 3R-alternative methods in the safety evalu-
ation of cosmetic ingredients present on the Annexes. In this 
work, the focus lies on local toxicity testing.

Materials and Methods

Use was made of the Microsoft Access Database present at the 
Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB), Department of toxicology, as 
described previously (Rogiers and Pauwels, 2008).

It contains information extracted from 109 SCCNFP and 145 
SCCP documents, dated from February 2000 to February 2009. 
They reflect more than 270 individual SCC(NF)P opinions on 
221 substances in total. 

As only one SCCS opinion has become publicly available at 
the time of this publication, the results presented here cover the 
work of the SCC(NF)P only.

Results

(i) Skin corrosion
Although the number of validated alternative tests in the field 
of skin corrosion is high and the tests are so-called replacement 
tests, they were not encountered in the SCCS and SCC(NF)P 
dossiers between 2000 and 2009.

(ii) Skin irritation
Very recently, validated skin irritation replacement tests be-
came available, namely the episkin™ method (eSAC, 2007a; 
ESAC, 2009), the modified EpiDerm™ SIT4 (eSAC, 2008; 
eSAC, 2009) and the Skin ethic™ RHe5 assay (eSAC, 2008; 
eSAC, 2009). For obvious reasons, none of these was yet en-
countered in the SCCS and SCC(NF)P submissions made be-
tween 2000 and 2009.

Of the 129 cosmetic compounds for which in vivo skin irrita-
tion data were available in the dossiers submitted, 86 were non-
irritating, 23 were slightly/mildly irritating and 17 were clear 
skin irritants. One was even severely irritating and one was cor-
rosive. One compound was giving indecisive results. 31 of the 
129 compounds provoked in vivo discoloration of the skin. the 
indecisive result mentioned above, was due to discoloration of 
the skin.

these in vivo data were shared with eCVAM (european Cen-
tre for the Validation of Alternative Methods) and the cosmetic 
industry, since it is believed that these cosmetic ingredients 
could be of further interest as reliable in vivo data are available 
for these compounds. they could therefore represent interesting 
reference molecules for further validation studies.

(iii) eye irritation
Validated eye irritation tests that can be used in quantitative 
risk assessment are not yet available. eye irritation screening 
tests do exist. these are the BCOP (Bovine Cornea Opacity 
Permeability) test, Het-CAM (Hen's egg test-Chorio Allantoic 
Membrane) test, NRU (Neutral Red Uptake) test and RBC (Red 
Blood Cell) test (eSAC, 2007b).

In the SCC(NF)P dossiers (2000-2009), in vivo tests were 
present for 135 substances, and in vitro screenings for 14 sub-
stances. Only in three cases were in vitro methods used as a 
stand-alone. One compound turned out to be a severe skin ir-
ritant. Of the latter a previous rabbit skin test showed severe 
irritancy, wherefore instillation into the eye was excluded for 
ethical reasons. For the others, combinations of in vitro tests 
were accepted based on expert judgment. Out of the in vivo eye 
irritation data it appeared that 30% were non-irritating, 20% 
slightly to mildly irritating, 28% (moderately) irritating and 
17% severely irritating.

(iv) Skin sensitization
the murine llNA (local lymph Node Assay) is a validated 
test (eU, 2008d; OeCD, 2002b), considered to be a stand-alone 
assay for testing of skin sensitization. the data presented in ta-
ble 2 were retrieved from the SCC(NF)P dossiers. they show 
that after 2002, representing the official incorporation date of 
the test into OeCD Guideline 429, the llNA was well incor-

Table 2: Occurrence of LLNA data for SCC(NF)P dossiers  
(2000-2009)

Test(s) performed < 2002 ≥ 2002

Non-LLNA    71      1
Both non-LLNA and LLNA    26 
Only LLNA     41

3 http://ec.europa.eu/health/ph_risk/committees/sccp/sccp_opinions_en.htm (consulted 08/2009)
http://ec.europa.eu/health/ph_risk/committees/04_sccp/sccp_opinions_en.htm (consulted 08/2009)
http://ec.europa.eu/health/ph_risk/committees/04_sccs/sccs_opinions_en.htm (consulted 08/2009)
4 Skin Irritation Test
5 Reconstructed Human Epidermis
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porated in the cosmetic dossiers studied. the results of “old” 
guinea pig studies, carried out before 2002, were still present 
in the dossiers together with the “new” llNA results. this was 
found in nearly 20% of all cases, but in 30% llNA results were 
shown as stand-alone tests. there was also one illegal case for 
which non-llNA data were produced after the 2002 deadline.

Where both llNA data and guinea pig assay data are avail-
able, it is possible to check how well the results correlate. the 
26 cases present in our database (see Fig. 2) showed that there 
is a relatively good correlation. When coloration was a potential 
problem in the guinea pig test, the llNA data could eliminate 
this in 4/5 of the cases available to us.

(v) Phototoxicity testing
the 3t3 NRU Pt (3t3 Neutral Red Uptake Phototoxicity test) 
is a validated replacement test that became available in europe 
in 2000 as eC method B.41 and as an OeCD Guideline 432 in 
2004 (eU, 2000; OeCD, 2004c).

The test is of particular interest for UV-filters used in sun-
screens and other cosmetic products such as day creams and 
anti-aging preparations. the test is also used for chemicals and 
pharmaceuticals absorbing UV.

the database contains 27 substances with phototoxicity assays. 
For 14 of these a 3t3 NRU Pt assay is provided but only in 4 
instances the test was used as a stand-alone test. In vivo phototox-
icity data were found for 23 substances in total and were mainly 
performed on guinea pigs, mice and human volunteers.

A surprising finding was that four animal phototoxicity assays 
were reported with testing dates after 2000, i.e. when these tests 
were no longer legal.

Discussion

(i) Skin corrosion
Although in europe three validated replacement tests, namely the 
teR (transcutaneous electrical resistance) assay (eU, 2008b; 
OeCD, 2004a) and two human skin models episkin™ and epi-

Derm™ (eU, 2008c; OeCD, 2004b), are available to measure 
the skin corrosive properties of chemical substances, it is not 
surprising that no replacement alternatives were encountered in 
the cosmetic ingredient dossiers examined between 2000 and 
2009 by the SCCS and former SCC(NF)P.

Indeed, cosmetic ingredients are usually selected for their mild 
character and when strong acids or bases are present in cosmet-
ics, it is often for their neutralising properties and to adjust the pH 
of a cosmetic formula. Only in the case of production mistakes or 
serious misuse of cosmetics may corrosivity occur.

(ii) Skin irritation
that no alternative tests for skin irritation were found in the sub-
missions examined between 2000 and 2009 is probably not only 
due to their quite recent introduction but also to the problems 
encountered with colorants and reductive substances.

Although episkin™ and other reconstructed human skin 
equivalents are promising replacement alternatives, some con-
cern was expressed by the SCCP with regard to the applicabil-
ity domain (SCCP, 2007b). More specifically, the endpoint of 
the test consists of a so-called Mtt6 reduction, in which col-
our formation is essential. Objective observations may thus be 
affected in the cases where hair dyes, colorants and reductive 
substances are present. the Mtt colorimetric method for dyes 
was already described as problematic before in another setting, 
namely the use of the episkin™ model for the assessment of in 
vitro phototoxicity (lelièvre et al., 2007). this limit in applica-
bility domain has been taken up in the recent OeCD draft on in 
vitro testing of skin irritation (OeCD, 2009).

As the deadline of 11 March 2009 has passed, all cosmetic 
ingredients that need testing for their irritative and non-irritative 
properties must be analysed, both in and outside europe, using 
a validated replacement method. Otherwise they cannot be mar-
keted within the eU. the need for legislative approval is thus 
very urgent, since quite a number of cosmetic ingredients seem 
to be potential skin irritants, as seen from the data analysed via 
our database.

(iii) eye irritation
eye irritation is an important safety test for cosmetic ingredients 
and finished products, in particular when they are intended to 
be applied to the face and around the eyes. As the deadline for 
in vivo eye irritation testing has passed, both in and outside the 
Member States (11 March 2009), the validation of the in vitro 
methods that are presently in the pipeline becomes very urgent. 
It is interesting to mention that high quality in vivo data could 
be retrieved from the SCC(NF)P and SCCS dossiers and could 
potentially be used as a basis for ingredient selection for coming 
validation studies that are necessary in the immediate future for 
cosmetic ingredients.

(iv) Skin sensitization
For more than 35 years two guinea pig assays have been rou-
tinely performed for the evaluation of the sensitizing potential 

Fig. 2: Availability of both LLNA and guinea pig data in testing 
of skin sensitization by cosmetic substances in SCC(NF)P 
dossiers (2000-2009).

6 3-(4,5)-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl-2,5-dimethyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide
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of test substances, the Magnusson-Kligman GPMt and the 
Buehler test (eU, 2008a; OeCD, 2002a).

An alternative method, the murine llNA, was endorsed 
by ESAC (ECVAM Scientific Advisory Committee) in 2000 
(eSAC 2000) and translated into OeCD Guideline 429 in 2002 
(OECD, 2002b). It is a reduction and refinement animal test us-
ing mice instead of guinea pigs and it requires that the animal 
is only subjected to the induction phase and not the elicitation 
phase. As more than one substance application is inherent to the 
test to demonstrate contact allergic reactions, the test is seen as 
a kind of “repeated dose” test and therefore may be used in a 
legal setting until 11 March 2013 for testing outside the Mem-
ber States for cosmetic ingredients destined for the european 
market (SCCP, 2007a).

From the results described (table 2 and Fig. 2) it can be 
learned that the llNA is used as a stand-alone assay more and 
more frequently. It has some clear advantages over the “old” 
guinea pig assay, in particular when coloration occurs after ex-
posure to the compound under investigation.

Indeed we could analyse 26 cases. In 14 of these, a positive 
reaction was obtained using the guinea pig assay whereas 12 
were positive in the llNA.

Of the 12 negative ones in the guinea pig assay, 5 were posi-
tive and 7 negative in the llNA. 4 of these 5 cases showed skin 
coloration in the guinea pig assay, pointing towards the useful-
ness of the llNA to avoid some false negative results due to 
coloration problems.

(v) Phototoxicity testing
Some problems are still encountered with the validated 
3t3 NRU Pt. It has been reported that false positives occur 
(De Smedt, 2007), leading to extra testing. the latter can be 
done using the 3-dimensional human skin equivalents that are 
commercially available (liebsch et al., 1995), but that strategy 
has not yet been validated as a whole concept.

Problems are often related to the solubility and concentra-
tion of the compounds, their pH, the type of UV source used, 
the occurrence of complex mixtures, the use of different non-
standardised protocols, the bioavailability of the compound, 
etc. False positives may lead to loss of valuable compounds and 
should therefore be avoided as much as possible.

Some general considerations are important:
• the applicability domain of alternative methods needs to in-

clude those substances that are subject to the most stringent 
legislative requirements. As in europe this happens to be the 
case for cosmetic ingredients, it is important that in the vali-
dation process of alternative methods enough cosmetic sub-
stances, belonging to the Annexes of Directive 76/768/eeC, 
are included. In our data analysis, the example of episkin™ 
became quite prominent.

• From the results present in the database with respect to eye 
irritation, it also became clear that identification of and pro-
active cooperation with regulators (e.g. SCCS) can speed up 
the regulatory acceptance process in the long run.

• From the data present in the VUB-database, with respect to 
the llNA and the 3t3 NRU Pt alternatives, it can be learned 

that post-validation studies are indispensable to continuously 
double-check and update the applicability domain, to opti-
mise alternative methods over time and to follow up the im-
plementation and use of alternatives in other sectors.
In conclusion, if all parties involved work together in this it-

erative approach, a more efficient regulatory acceptance of 3R-
alternatives can probably be achieved.
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Progress in life science domains.

1  Introduction

Success in developing and validating alternative tests to fully 
replace the Draize rabbit eye irritation test has remained elu-
sive in the past, despite major efforts by the european Cen-
tre for the Validation of Alternatives (eCVAM), governmental 
institutions, industry trade associations, individual companies 
and academia. this was due to many reasons; one of these be-
ing that no in vitro test taken individually could fully replace 
the Draize eye test. 

In 2004, a thorough review was carried out on the status of the 
most promising alternatives for eye irritation testing (eskes et 
al., 2005). Several recommendations to progress validation ef-
forts in view of replacing the Draize rabbit eye test were made. 
Among those an important one was to make use of testing strat-
egies that utilise the strengths of individual in vitro test methods 
to address required ranges of irritation potential and/or chemical 
classes.

to follow up on this, eCVAM organised an expert meeting, 
where the conceptual framework of promising testing strategies 

ECVAM Bottom-Up/Top-Down Testing Approach:  
Testing Strategy to Reduce/Replace the Draize Eye Test and 
Validation/Regulatory Acceptance of In Vitro Assays:  
Current Status 
Valérie Zuang, João Barroso, Thomas Cole, Mara Ceridono and Chantra Eskes
eCVAM, In Vitro Methods Unit, Institute for Health and Consumer Protection, Joint Research Centre, european Commission, 
Ispra, Italy

Summary
To reduce and/or replace the Draize test, testing schemes combining strengths of particular in vitro assays 
were proposed during a 2005 ECVAM expert meeting. The testing scheme proposes, based on expected 
irritancy of the test substance, a Bottom-Up approach, beginning with test methods that accurately identify 
non-irritants, or a Top-Down approach, beginning with test methods that accurately identify severe  
irritants before progression of further in vitro testing. Furthermore, as its core activity, ECVAM 
participated in the retrospective validation of and has peer reviewed scientific validity of four organotypic 
assays and undertook retrospective validation of four cell function/cytotoxicity assays. The BCOP and  
ICE organotypic assays were ICCVAM and ESAC endorsed as scientifically valid for identifying severe 
irritants, and OECD Test Guidelines are under adoption. NRR, FL and CM cell function/cytotoxicity 
assays were recommended by an ECVAM Validation Management Group for identification of non-irritants 
or severe eye irritants in the Bottom-Up/Top-Down approaches. These assays were peer reviewed by 
ESAC during 2009. Finally, a joint ECVAM-COLIPA prospective validation study was initiated in 2008 to 
evaluate two Reconstructed human Tissue assays to discriminate non-classified materials from eye irritants, 
based on the proposed test strategies. The ultimate goal is to combine validated in vitro assays, based 
on their performances and applicability domains, to define the most suitable testing strategy to classify 
substances for eye irritation potential and ultimately replace the Draize test. This manuscript presents the 
proposed testing scheme and provides details on the validation/regulatory status of in vitro assays for  
use in this scheme.

Keywords: in vitro test, testing strategy, Bottom-Up testing approach, Top-Down testing approach, eye 
irritation 
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for eye irritation was defined in collaboration with more than 
30 representatives from industries, contract research organisa-
tions, regulators, academia and animal welfare organisations in 
2005. Two testing schemes were identified proposing the use of 
a Bottom-Up (begin with using test methods that can accurately 
identify non-irritants) or top-Down (begin with using test meth-
ods that can accurately identify severe irritants) progression of 
in vitro tests, based on expected irritancy of substances (Scott 
et al., 2009). 

the performances and applicability domains of individual 
alternative methods, which are considered sufficiently prom-
ising to populate the proposed testing strategies, were or are 
currently being, determined through validation studies, as de-
scribed below.

2  Conceptual framework of testing strategies

eCVAM convened an expert meeting to allow developers/us-
ers to nominate methods to be considered as a basis for an 
overall testing strategy. Assays were evaluated and categorised 
on the basis of their applicability domains (e.g. categories 
of severity of irritation, modes of action, chemical class and 
physico-chemical compatibility). the analyses were based on 
the data developed from current practice and published stud-
ies, expert opinion, the ability to predict depth of injury (within 
the applicable range of severity), modes of action that could be 
addressed and compatibility with different physico-chemical 
forms. The difficulty in predicting the middle category of ir-
ritancy (e.g. R36, GHS Categories 2A and 2B) was recognized. 
the testing scheme proposes using a Bottom-Up (begin with 
using test methods that can accurately identify non-irritants) or 
top-Down (begin with using test methods that can accurately 
identify severe irritants) progression of in vitro tests, based on 
expected irritancy of substances as primarily identified by their 
physico-chemical properties. Irrespective of the starting point, 
the approach would identify non-irritants and severe irritants, 
leaving all others to the (mild/moderate) irritant GHS 2/R36 
categories. 

Fifteen assays were nominated, which can be divided in four 
major groups: cytotoxicity- and cell function-based assays, re-
constructed human tissue models, organotypic assays and other 
assays. the progress in the validation and regulatory acceptance 
of the most promising assays for use in these strategies is de-
scribed hereafter.

3  Cytotoxicity and cell-function based assays

the retrospective validation of four cytotoxicy- and cell func-
tion-based assays, i.e. the Neutral Red Release (NRR), the Red 
Blood Cell test (RBC), the Fluorescein leakage assay (Fl) and 
the Cytosensor Microphysiometer (CM) took place between 
May 2006 and October 2008. the study was based on the ret-
rospective collection of existing data compiled according to the 
eCVAM Modular Approach to Validation and weight-of-evi-

dence principles (Hartung et al., 2004; Balls et al., 2006). Based 
on the final results, recommendations were made by the Valida-
tion Management Group on the validity of the NRR and Fl to 
be used in a Bottom-Up approach, discriminating non-irritants 
(GHS and EU non-classified) from all other classes, and the CM 
and Fl in a top-Down approach, discriminating severe irritants 
(GHS Cat 1, EU R41) from all irritant classes, for defined ap-
plicability domains.

In July 2009, eSAC endorsed the CM (Invittox protocol 102 
modified) and the FL (Invittox protocol 71) as scientifically val-
id for being considered for regulatory purposes as an initial step 
within a top-Down approach to identify ocular corrosives and 
severe irritants (GHS Cat 1, eU R41, ePA Cat I) from all other 
classes for water-soluble chemicals (substances and mixtures). 
Furthermore, the CM was considered to have been scientifically 
validated and to be ready for consideration for regulatory use 
as an initial step within a Bottom-Up approach to identify non-
irritants (GHS NC, eU NC, ePA Cat IV) from all other classes, 
only for water-soluble surfactants and water-soluble surfactant-
containing mixtures.

For the FL, additional testing and further refinement, in par-
ticular with respect to variability and definition of the applica-
bility domain, by expanding the dataset of tested chemicals and 
direct comparison with in vivo data was recommended. With 
regard to the remaining tests, eSAC considered that the avail-
able evidence was insufficient to support a recommendation that 
they are ready for consideration for regulatory use.

Different VMG and eSAC recommendations were en-
dorsed for the assays considered useful to initiate a Bottom-
Up approach. Possible reasons for such differences could have 
been:
1) The acceptance criteria applied for the identification of sub-

stances not classified as irritants. While the VMG accepted 
up to 5-10% false negatives in the non severe irritancy range 
according to the GHS (Cat. 2) and eU (R36) C&l systems 
and a not too high percent of false positives, the eSAC ac-
cepted only 0% false negatives according to the GHS, eU 
and EPA classification systems, being more flexible towards 
false positives.

 Regarding the rate of false negatives accepted by the VMG, 
it should be noted that an eCVAM internal analysis on a total 
of 2039 new and existing chemicals showed that, by only 
considering the within-test variability of in vivo responses, 
the Draize test may underpredict up to 10% Cat. 2 (GHS) or 
22% R36 (EU) substances as non-classified. If the in vivo 
between laboratory variability (BlV) was to be added to the 
within-test variability, similar to what was considered in the 
validation study of cell-based assays, the overall in vivo vari-
ability might even increase.

2) Differences in the subjective weighing of the evaluated evi-
dence.

In any case, despite their limited applicability domains, these 
validated assays might contribute to further decreasing animal 
testing for eye irritation. Indeed, 79% of newly registered sub-
stances (out of 2497) were shown to be non-irritants, and 16% 
severe irritants (Scott et al., 2009). Furthermore, the fact that 
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for the first time an assay is validated to identify substances not 
classified as irritants to the eye based on a retrospective weight-
of-evidence approach is an important step forward.

4  Reconstructed human Tissue model assays

Following corporate prevalidation and multi-industrial optimi-
sation studies, the optimised protocol for two Reconstructed 
human tissue (Rht) models, the SkinethictM Human Corneal 
epithelium (HCe) and the epiOculartM OCl-200 models were 
submitted by COlIPA to eCVAM in 2008. Further to the re-
quest and review of additional data from COlIPA ring trials, 
eCVAM agreed to launch a validation study on the two Rht 
model assays. 

the primary goal of the validation study is an evaluation of 
the ability of the in vitro tests to reliably discriminate ocular 
non-irritant (NI) chemicals from irritant ones (i.e. as first step 
in a Bottom-Up approach), as defined according to the OECD 
and United Nations proposal for a Globally Harmonised System 
(GHS) for the classification and labelling of ocular irritation (cat-
egory 1/category 2, no category; UN, 2003) and as implemented 
in the european Commission Regulation (eC) No 1272/2008 
on classification, labelling and packaging of substances and 
mixtures, amending and repealing Directives 67/548/eeC and 
1999/45/eC, and amending Regulation (eC) No 1907/2006.

 the validation study foresees the testing of 104 coded chemi-
cals in 3 runs and in 3 laboratories. three VMG meetings took 
already place since December 2008, where strategic decisions 
were taken including the definition of study design and the type 
and number of chemicals to be tested, in view of starting the ex-
perimental phase of the study at the earliest possible date (Free-
man et al., present proceedings).

5  Organotypic assays

Further to an eCVAM survey with regulatory authorities, in 
July 2004, the european Commission stated in its Manual of 
Decisions for Implementation of the 6th and 7th Amendments to 
Directive 67/548/eeC on Dangerous Substances, that positive 
outcomes of four organotypic assays (Bovine Corneal Opacity 
& Permeability test (BCOP), Isolated Chicken eye test (ICe), 
Isolated Rabbit eye test (IRe) and Hen’s egg test on the Chor-
io-Allantoic Membrane (Het-CAM)) are accepted for the clas-
sification and labelling of severe eye irritants, but that a negative 
result requires confirmation by an in vivo test (EC, 2004). Sub-
sequently, between 2003 and 2006, ICCVAM-NICeAtM con-
ducted, with eCVAM collaboration, a retrospective validation 
study on these four assays, in which the ability of these assays to 
detect severe eye irritants and ocular corrosives was evaluated. 
After peer review, two assays, the BCOP and ICe tests, were 
endorsed as scientifically valid to identify ocular corrosives and 
severe irritants in the US and in the eU (ICCVAM, 2006; eS-
AC, 2007). OeCD test Guidelines on the two test methods were 
prepared by ICCVAM with eCVAM collaboration and were 

adopted in 2009 as tG 437 for the BCOP and tG 438 for the 
ICe. For the two other organotypic assays evaluated, the Hen’s 
egg test on the Chorio-Allantoic Membrane (Het-CAM) assay 
and the Isolated Rabbit eye (IRe) test, eSAC recommended 
that further work was performed before a statement on their sci-
entific validity to identify ocular corrosives and severe irritants 
could be made. 

With regard to the evaluation of the four organotypic assays 
for identifying mild or non irritants, a retrospective analysis of 
the collected data was carried out by ICCVAM. In May 2009, 
the ICCVAM Ocular Peer Review Panel recommended BCOP 
for the identification of non-classified materials, which is, as for 
the CM, an important step forward. None of the test methods 
was recommended for full replacement, because none of the 
methods are able to identify the mild/moderate ranges of ocular 
irritancy.

At eCVAM, follow-up work on further improvements of the 
prediction models and analyses for prediction of all ranges of 
irritancy, using data mining techniques, is currently ongoing.

6  Other assays

Finally, two other assays, i.e. the low Volume eye test (lVet), 
a refinement method, and the Ocular Irritection® assay, under-
went both external validation and were submitted to eCVAM 
for evaluation. eSAC recommended in July 2009, the use of ex-
isting lVet data for the use domain of household detergent and 
cleaning products and their main ingredients (e.g. surfactants) 
for making eye irritation classification and labelling decisions 
in a weight of evidence approach, and as reference data for the 
validation of in vitro test methods.

the Ocular Irritection® assay, an in vitro method that mim-
ics the biochemical phenomena of corneal protein denaturation 
and disruption caused by irritant substances acting on the cor-
nea, was submitted to eCVAM in January 2009. Further to the 
evaluation of the submission, eCVAM requested in May 2009 
to provide additional information in a revised submission. 

7  Conclusion and future prospects

the evaluation of the individual tests by retrospective and pro-
spective validation studies will allow the determination of the 
most suitable strategies that utilise the strengths of specific in 
vitro assays for the classification of test substances according to 
their irritation potential.

While the main role of eCVAM is to coordinate and streamline 
the validation process of the individual in vitro assays available 
to populate the testing strategies, it is furthermore also closely 
working, in collaboration with COlIPA, on the construction of 
testing strategies combining in the most optimal way the dif-
ferent validated methods by using data mining techniques and 
statistical tools. the purpose of this work is to identify the most 
promising testing strategies based on the top-Down and Bot-
tom-Up concept which have amongst others the higher impact 
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in reducing animal testing, and the higher benefits and lower po-
tential costs linked to testing and (in)correct predictions. Once 
available, it is foreseen that such strategies will be challenged 
with a new set of test chemicals prior to being forwarded for 
regulatory acceptance. 
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1  Introduction

Prediction of eye irritation potential is a requirement for the Reg-
istration, labelling and Authorization of Chemicals (ReACH) 
legislation, preparation of Material and Safety Data Sheets, la-
belling of cosmetic ingredients under the Cosmetics Directive, 
and labelling of mixtures and formulations where required by 
specific legislation (Eskes et al., 2005). 

Damage to the corneal epithelium resulting from chemical or 
other environmental challenges may compromise tissue func-

tion, resulting in effects ranging from mild irritation to loss of 
ocular transparency and/or blindness. For the past twenty years, 
extensive research has been conducted to develop approaches 
for evaluating the eye irritation potential of cosmetic, household, 
and personal care products. This research involved developing a 
detailed understanding of the mechanism by which these prod-
ucts interact with eye tissue. Topical application of chemicals can 
cause cytotoxicity in several ways, including lysis of membranes 
(e.g. by surfactants, organic solvents), denaturation of proteins 
(e.g. by surfactants, organic solvents, alkalis and acids), saponifi-

ECVAM Drives Expanded EpiOcular Applicability Domain for 
EU Legislation: Successful International Pre-Validation 
Yulia Kaluzhny, Helena Kandarova, Patrick Hayden, Joseph Kubilus, Laurence d’Argembeau-Thornton  
and Mitchell Klausner
MatTek Corporation, Ashland, MA

Summary
The recently implemented EU Cosmetics directive and REACH legislation has heightened the need for 
in vitro ocular test methods. In response, the European Centre for Validation of Alternative Methods 
(ECVAM) eye irritation task force requested that submitters, model developers, and companies involved in 
EpiOcular™ pre-validation studies work toward expanding the test chemical applicability domain (AD) of 
the model. The EpiOcular model producer (MatTek Corp.) therefore undertook development of an expanded 
EpiOcular AD protocol. Based on results for 59 test materials, a prediction model (PM) was developed 
that uses a single exposure period and a single cut-off in tissue viability (determined by the MTT assay) 
for classification: ≤60% = irritant (I) (R36 and R41); >60% = non-classified (NC). Currently, we report 
results for an additional 35 materials (94 materials tested in total), including alcohols, hydrocarbons, 
amines, esters, and ketones, that were evaluated. For the 94 test materials, the PM for discriminating 
between ocular irritants and non-irritants resulted in 100.0% sensitivity and 68.0% specificity. This 
PM was subsequently evaluated in 2007/2008 by the European Cosmetics Association (COLIPA) in a 
multi-laboratory study. Twenty coded chemicals were tested in 7 laboratories (4 EU and 3 US). Overall, 
298 independent trials were performed, demonstrating 99.7% agreement in prediction (NC/I) across the 
laboratories. Coefficients of variation for the % survival of tissues across laboratories were generally 
modest (<16%) except where tissue survival values were low. Using these data, a formal submission was 
sent to ECVAM in 2008 in support of the protocol’s entry into a formal validation study. The expanded AD 
together with its long history of reproducibility and proven utility of EpiOcular for ultra-mildness testing 
make EpiOcular an extremely useful model for addressing current legislation related to animal use in the 
testing of potential ocular irritants.

Keywords: in vitro ocular tissue model, ocular irritation, validation, REACH
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cation of lipids (e.g. by alkalis), and alkylation or other covalent 
interactions with macromolecules (e.g. by bleaches, peroxides, 
alkylators) (Watt et al., 2004; Jester et al., 2001).

The Draize test performed on rabbits (Draize, 1944) has 
been the predominant test used for the assessment of ocular 
irritation/toxicity and for registering chemicals and cosmetics 
ingredients. The classification system takes into consideration 
the ocular effects produced, as well as the reversibility and the 
severity of the effects. A Draize modified maximum assessment 
score (MMAS) can range from 0 (non-irritants) to 110 (ex-
treme irritants). In recent years, the Draize rabbit eye test has 
been increasingly criticised due to its lack of reproducibility, 
overestimation of human responses, cruelty to animals/animal 
rights issues (Balls et al., 1995; Curren and Harbell, 2002). The 
anatomy and biochemistry of the rabbit eye are not equivalent 
to that of the human eye (existence of the third eyelid, or nic-
titating membrane) and numerous physiological reasons (low 
tear production, blink frequency, ocular surface area, etc.) are 
also reasons why the rabbit eye often does not adequately pre-
dict human effects (Curren et al., 1997). These concerns have 
prompted many requests for refinement, reduction, and replace-
ment of Draize ocular testing (Curren et al., 1997; Curren and 
Harbell, 1998). 

the 7th amendment of the Cosmetics Directive (7th amend-
ment, 2003) and ReACH legislation (Regulation eC 1907/2006) 
prohibits or severely restricts the use of animals for safety as-
sessment of chemical substances used in cosmetic products and 
in general use. For ocular irritation caused by surfactant and sur-
factant based materials, a prediction model has been developed 
(Blazka et al., 2003), and validation data are currently under 
review by ECVAM. The EpiOcular tissue model is also widely 
used to evaluate ultra-mild formulations that are designed for use 
in, or in the vicinity of, the eyes (McCain et al. 2002; Yin et al., 
2009). The purpose of the present study was to further test a Pre-

diction Model (PM) that expands the applicability domain of epi-
Ocular to a wider range of chemicals. The PM will allow industry 
to comply with the Cosmetics Directive and ReACH legislation 
and address multiple concerns including: (a) consumer safety, (b) 
societal concern for animal welfare, and (c) testing cost.

Regulatory agencies and other users need to be reassured that 
the models will provide consistent, good quality data over time, 
not just during the validation process (Gupta et al., 2005). Rec-
ommended guidelines include “full characterization of cells or 
tissues, sampling of each lot … for performance, and regular 
use of controls and benchmark chemicals to provide assurance 
of consistency of assay performance” (Rispin et al., 2006). 
However, Draize testing has been criticised due to the lack of 
reproducibility in testing results both within and between labo-
ratories. In order to ensure reproducible results, each batch of 
EpiOcular is tested against benchmark chemical treatment. 
Quality control of weekly batches of EpiOcular was performed 
using the MTT assay. The exposure time needed to reduce the 
viability to 50% (ET-50) for 0.3% Triton X-100 is determined. 
In order for the batch to be accepted, the et-50 and negative 
control values must fall within ranges originally set in 1996.

this paper presents results: 1) Quality control testing results 
for EpiOcular showing long term stability and reproducibility of 
the tissue model, and 2) additional results expanded to 94 test ar-
ticles for the new ocular irritation PM that broadens the applica-
bility domain of the EpiOcular irritant/non-irritant test method.

2  Materials and methods

EpiOcular (OCL-200) reconstructed human ocular model
EpiOcular cultures (OCL-200) (Fig. 1A) are produced accord-
ing to standardised procedures in the MatTek Corporation GMP 
tissue production facility. OCL-200 tissues are cultured using 
normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEK) obtained from 












Fig. 1: H&E stained histological cross-sections of:  
A) EpiOcular™ (OCL-200) tissue model and B) rabbit cornea
Both tissues show highly organized basal cells, which 
progressively flatten out at the apical surface of the tissue.

Fig. 2: A schematic representation of growth of the EpiOcular 
tissue at the air-liquid interface 
The tissue is fed from the baso-lateral side, only allowing topical 
dosing onto the apical EpiOcular™ tissue surface, which otherwise 
is exposed to the atmosphere.
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individual donors, and the cells from different donors are not 
pooled. All cell strains used for production are screened for 
HIV, Hepatitis-B, Hepatitis-C, mycoplasma, bacteria, yeast and 
fungi. The NHEK are seeded onto porous membrane inserts and 
cultured under submerged conditions until a confluent monol-
ayer is formed. The inserts are then raised to the air/liquid inter-
face (Fig. 2) and cultured in proprietary serum-free culture me-
dia to induce corneal differentiation and form the organotypic 
EpiOcular tissue model.

The EpiOcular tissue model exhibits in vivo-like morphologi-
cal and growth characteristics, which are uniform and highly re-
producible. EpiOcular consists of highly organised basal cells, 
which progressively flatten out as the apical surface of the tissue 
is approached, analogous to the normal in vivo corneal epithe-
lium (Fig. 1) (Kubilus et al., 1997). 

MTT tissue viability assay 
the Mtt assay is an inexpensive, robust, easy to use viability 
assay based upon the reduction of (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazole-2-
yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide) (Mtt) by viable cells 
(Mosmann, 1983). The MTT assay measures metabolic func-
tion of mitochondria and its application to cytotoxicity assays 
has been well-established (Barile, 1998; Evans et al., 2001). 
The assay is routinely utilised with a variety of MatTek tissue 
models for both QC purposes as well as determination of tissue 
viability following experimental treatment. The MTT assay has 
been successfully utilised as the primary endpoint in validation 
and/or pre-validation programmes for ocular irritation (Blazka 
et al., 2003; McCain et al., 2002) as well as skin corrosivity, 
phototoxicity, and irritation (Fentem et al., 2001; Zuang et al., 
2002; Kándárova et al., 2005). 

Tissue viability is determined with the MatTek MTT viability 
assay kit (part# MTT-100) as follows. Approximately 1 hour 
prior to use, the Mtt concentrate (5 mg/ml) is thawed and di-
luted (1:4), and 300 μl per well of the MTT solution is pipetted 
into a 24-well plate. EpiOcular tissue inserts are gently rinsed in 
PBS and placed in the MTT plate, making sure that no air bub-
bles are trapped underneath the cell culture insert. The tissues 
are then incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 3 hours. After incuba-
tion, each EpiOcular insert is removed from the plate and trans-
ferred into a 24-well plate containing 2.0 ml of the extractant 
solution. The plate is covered and sealed (to reduce evaporation) 
and extraction proceeds overnight at room temperature (Rt) in 
the dark. After the extraction period is complete, the inserts are 
discarded, the extractant solution is mixed by pipetting up and 
down. 200 µl of the solution are pipetted into a 96-well micro-
titer plate in duplicate and the optical density of the samples is 
measured at 550 nm on a plate reader (Molecular Devices, Palo 
Alto, CA). % tissue viability is determined for each tissue using 
the following formula:
% Viability = [OD(treated tissues)/OD(negative control)] x 100%

Assessment of Direct Reduction of MTT by Test Article
Since the Mtt assay is based on the reduction of the Mtt for-
mazan dye, it is known that materials which are strong reducers 
can interfere with the assay if they bind to the tissue (Fentem et 
al., 1998). This can result in false negative results (i.e. the tis-

sue is actually non-viable but appears viable because Mtt has 
been directly reduced by the residual test chemical that is not 
removed during rinsing). 

to avoid false negative results, it is necessary to assess the 
ability of each test article to reduce MTT directly. 50 µl (liquid 
test articles) or one levelled spoonful (approximately 50 mg of 
solid test articles) are added to 0.5 ml of the MTT solution (1.0 
mg/ml) and the mixture is incubated at standard culture condi-
tions (37ºC, 5% CO2) for two hours. A negative control (50 µl of 
deionised water) is run concurrently. If the MTT solution colour 
turns blue/purple, the test article has reduced the MTT. 

In cases where the test article is shown to reduce Mtt, a func-
tional check using freeze-killed tissue controls is performed. 
Freeze-killed tissues are dosed, rinsed, and exposed to MTT ac-
cording to the standard testing procedure. If the test material 
binds to the tissue, does not rinse off, and Mtt reduction oc-
curs, corrective measures must be used. In the current study, no 
materials caused Mtt reduction and hence the concern related 
to false negatives was removed.

OCL-200 Quality Control
EpiOcular is produced under Good Manufacturing Procedures 
(GMP) to ensure tissue quality and reproducibility, both dur-
ing the validation process and afterwards. Each OCL-200 tissue 
lot is evaluated by MatTek Corporation using established and 
certified QC procedures. Only tissue lots that meet the QC cri-
teria are utilised. Random tissues from each weekly production 
batch are exposed to 100 μl of 0.3% Triton X-100 for exposure 
times of 5, 20, and 60 minutes (n=2 tissues/exposure time). In 
addition, tissues are exposed to 100 μl of ultrapure water for 

 
 



































Fig. 3: ET-50 determination – graphical representation
N=2 tissues are exposed to 100 µl of 0.3% Triton X-100 for 5, 
20, and 60 minutes to determine the ET-50 (negative control = 
ultrapure H2O). Tissue viability is determined using the MTT 
assay. The exposure time at which the tissue viability is reduced 
to 50% (ET-50) is mathematically interpolated. Tissue to tissue 
variability within a lot can also be assessed by calculating the 
average for the coefficients of variation (AVG CV) for all points on 
the dose response curve.
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60 minutes to serve as the negative control. Tissue viability is 
determined from the equation given above, and a dose response 
curve is constructed (Fig. 3). The exposure time that reduces the 
tissue viability to 50% (et-50) was determined mathematically 
from: V = a + b * log(t), where V = % viability, t = time in h, and 
“a” and “b” are constants. The constants are determined using 
the viability data from 2 exposure times which bracket 50% vi-
ability, and then the equation is solved for t by setting V = 50%.  
A graphical representation of et-50 determination is shown 
(Fig. 3). The ET-50 is an indirect measure of the tissue barrier 
properties, since the Mtt monitors the viability of the basal cell 
layers of the tissue (Hines et al., 2003). Thus, a reproducible  
et-50 indicates that the tissue barrier is constant, which is impor-
tant since materials applied to the apical surface must penetrate 
to affect/interact with the viable cells within the tissue. Accept-
ance criteria for the EpiOcular tissue are given in Table 1.

Light microscopy evaluation: histological screening
Similar to in vivo changes observed clinically due to eye irrita-
tion, ocular irritants induce changes in tissue structure. In ad-
dition, materials which are strong reducers of Mtt may lead 
to false negative results, and therefore another confirmatory as-
say is desirable. Histology can be used as a confirmatory assay, 
since it has proven to be an effective means of avoiding false 
negative results (Blazka et al., 2005; Kándárova et al., 2007).

For histological evaluation of control tissues, cultures were 
fixed with 10% formalin and embedded in paraffin; 5 µm cross-
sections were cut, H&e stained, observed, and photographed 
using a Nikon Diaphot microscope. Histological sections are an 
accurate, facile, inexpensive screen for the general viability and 
architecture of the EpiOcular cultures. 

Expanded Applicability Domain Protocol – Liquid Test Articles
Each test article and control was tested using duplicate tissues. 
After an overnight incubation at standard culture conditions 
(SCC, 37°C, 5% CO2), the tissues were pre-treated with 20 µl 
of Calcium (Ca++) and Magnesium (Mg++) Free-DPBS (PBS). 
If the PBS did not spread across the tissues, the plate was tapped 
to insure that the entire tissue surface was wetted. Next, 50 µl of 
test article was applied topically onto each tissue (Fig. 2), and the 

tissues were incubated for 30 minutes under SCC. To prepare for 
rinsing the tissues, three 100 ml beakers were prepared with 100 
ml each of PBS for each treatment group. After the incubation, 
each pair of tissues was successively rinsed by dipping, swirling, 
and decanting through its set of three beakers. After the final rinse 
and decanting, the tissues were immersed in 5 ml of EpiOcular 
Assay Medium (eAM) in a 12-well plate for 12 minutes (post-
soak) at RT. The EAM was then decanted, and the tissues were 
transferred to a 6-well plate containing 1 ml of warm EAM. Tis-
sues were incubated for 2 h at SCC (post-treatment incubation), 
and tissue viability was assessed using the MTT assay.

Expanded Applicability Domain Protocol – Solid Test Articles
Each test article and control was tested in duplicate tissues. After 
the overnight incubation, the tissues were pre-treated with 20 µl 
PBS, as above. Next, 50 mg of powder were applied topically 
onto the EpiOcular tissues using a calibrated scoop (~50 mg). 
The positive control was applied as above. The treated tissues 
were incubated for 2 hours at SCC. The rinsing and post-soak 
conditions were the same as described for the liquid articles; 
however, the solids-treated tissues were incubated for 18 hours 
in the post-treatment incubation. After the 18 hour post incu-
bation period, tissue viability was determined using the Mtt 
assay.

Protocol Transfer Training
transferability of the expanded AD protocol was assessed in a 
multi-laboratory, COLIPA-sponsored study involving three US 
and four European laboratories (Harbell et al., 2009). Liquid 
test materials were chosen for which in vivo Draize scores were 
available in the literature (van Goethem et al., 2006); in addi-
tion, in vivo data for solid test articles were obtained from eC-
ETOC and TSCA databases, as well as GHS BCOP Substances 
Chart Classes. Three laboratories tested a set of twenty liquid 
test articles; the four other laboratories tested 15 liquids and 5 
solid test articles. All chemicals were coded by an independent 
laboratory and distributed by MatTek Corporation.

the laboratories received formal hands-on training from Mat-
Tek staff using the common protocol and laboratory documen-
tation. Both experienced and naïve laboratories were included. 

Tab. 1: Quality control (QC) acceptance criteria for EpiOcular (OCL-200) tissue.

ET-50 (minutes) 12.2 > ET-50 < 37.5
Negative control (OD) > 1.00
Histological evaluation Stratified non-keratinising squamous epithelium, 4-6 cell layers thick
Sterility No signs of contamination following storage for 14 days

Notes: 
All tests are performed on randomly selected tissues from weekly production batches.
ET-50: Exposure time in which 0.3% Triton X-100 decreases tissue viability to 50% as determined by MTT assay.
Negative control (NC): NC tissues are exposed to ultrapure H2O. Optical density (OD) of the extract from the MTT assay is 
determined at 550 nm.
Histological evaluation: H&E stained tissue cross-sections are evaluated by EpiOcular product manager (Ph.D. scientist) 
if ET-50 and/or NC data are suspect.
Sterility: Tissues are cultured for 2 weeks after production for signs of bacteria or fungal contamination. 
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Each laboratory tested five chemicals, and the data were submit-
ted to MatTek for review. Upon successful completion of this 
review step, testing on the coded chemicals was begun. Mat-
Tek was not involved in the study after this initial training was 
completed.

3  Results

Quality Control Results
The yearly average ET-50s for batches of EpiOcular produced 
during calendar years 1996-2008 are presented in Table 2. As 

shown, the yearly average ET-50s have ranged from 22.0 (1999) 
to 27.3 minutes (2006) but have remained clustered around the 
QC acceptance value of 24.9 minutes established in 1996. Thus, 
tissue properties have remained constant over the past 13 years. 
In addition, the variability between tissues has been low as evi-
denced by the yearly average coefficients of variation (AVG 
CV) which have not exceeded 7%. 

Expanded applicability domain protocol
A total of 94 test materials (74 liquids/20 solids) including alco-
hols, hydrocarbons, amines, esters, and ketones were evaluated 
using the EpiOcular assay (Tab. 3). The selection of chemicals 

Conclusion: Since 1996, the tissue properties (ET-50) have 
remained constant and the tissue to tissue reproducibility has 
been high (low AVG CV). 

Tab. 2A: Summary of yearly average for quality control (QC) 
testing of OCL-200 tissue. 
N=2 tissues were exposed to 100 µl of 0.3% Triton X-100 for 5, 
20, and 60 minutes to determine the ET-50 (negative control = 
ultrapure H2O). Average ET-50 for calendar year and the average 
coefficient of variation for the dose response curves is shown.

Tab. 2B: Original Quality Control (QC).
QC parameters were established in 1996 based on 184 lots of 
EpiOcular tissue. 

   calendar year ET-50 (min) Avg CV (%)
1997 22.9 5.5
1998 25.2 5.5
1999 22.0 5.6
2000 22.9 5.5
2001 23.3 4.7
2002 22.4 5.0
2003 24.6 5.9
2004 22.2 6.7
2005 24.8 5.8
2006 27.3 6.4
2007 24.4 5.7
2008 25.0 4.9

1996 Avg. ET-50 (min) 24.9 (N=184)

Std. Dev. (min) 6.3

QC upper limit (min) 37.5

QC lower limit (min) 12.2







































  





Fig. 4: Graphical representation of the in vitro and in vivo results for liquid test articles using the EpiOcular irritation  
protocol (data from Tab. 3A)
In vitro EpiOcular tissue viability is plotted versus the in vivo GHS ocular irritation category. Each liquid compound is represented by a 
single bar. Irritant/non-irritant prediction model cut-off value of 60% of water viability is represented by the dashed red line.  
Conclusion: All GHS 2 and GHS 1 irritants were corrected predicted (tissue viability < 60%) as irritants. 
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Tab. 3: List of coded chemicals tested in expanded applicability EpiOcular irritation assay
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was based on the availability of publicly available in vivo (rab-
bit) eye irritation data and the desire to have a broad range of 
chemical classes tested. 

Negative control tissues were dosed with 50 µl of ultrapure 
water, and tissue viability was evaluated using the Mtt assay 
as previously described. When the viability was ³60%, the test 
chemical was considered non-classified (NC); if tissue viability 
was <60%, the test chemical was predicted to be and irritant (I). 

All in vivo and in vitro data are presented in Table 3. Data for 
liquid test materials are summarised in Figure 4; data for solid 
test materials are given in Figure 5. For liquid test materials, on-
ly 1 GHS 1 category irritant and 1 GHS 2 category irritant were 
under-predicted by the EpiOcular assay. For solid test materials, 
there were no under-predictions. As summarised in Table 4, the 
overall sensitivity of the prediction model was 95.7%; specifi-
city for the prediction model was 68.0% 

Protocol Transferability
the reproducibility within each of the 7 laboratories involved 
in the COLIPA-sponsored pre-validation study was assessed 
by calculating the tissue viability and coefficient of variation. 
Coefficients of variation for the % survival of tissues across 
laboratories was generally modest (<16%) except where tis-
sue survival values were low (Harbell et al., 2009). In addi-
tion, there was good agreement between experiments within 
all laboratories.

For evaluation of reproducibility between laboratories, the 
average tissue viability for the 25 test chemicals for all labs 
was calculated. Fifteen of the liquid test materials were tested 
in all seven laboratories; an additional 5 liquids were tested in 
three laboratories and five solids were tested in four labora-
tories. As shown in Figure 6, the variability between labora-
tories, as shown by the error bars, is minimal. Remarkably, a 
total of 298 independent trials across seven laboratories were 
performed during the study. Of the 298 trials, 297 of the tri-

als (99.7%) were in agreement for prediction of irritant/non-
irritant status (Harbell et al., 2009). 

4  Discussion

An important characteristic of any toxicology system is its long 
term stability and reproducibility. Clearly, if EpiOcular tissue 
properties changed over time, the utility of the model would be 
dramatically reduced and, at some point, the prediction model 
would become invalid. The long term reproducibility of the tis-
sue model properties, as evidenced by a stable ET-50 (Tab. 2), 
means that the prediction model will perform in a constant man-
ner both during the validation process and in subsequent years 
following validation. The high level of reproducibility of the 
EpiOcular model is undoubtedly due to the strict good manu-
facturing practice (GMP) techniques utilised for the production 
of EpiOcular tissues. 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate a new EpiOcular 
prediction model to expand the applicability domain for ocular 
irritation testing. The new prediction model is meant to address 
legislation now in place due to the 7th amendment of the Cos-










 

 

 

 

  

  

                       



Fig. 5: Graphical representation of in vitro and in vivo results for solid test articles using the EpiOcular irritation  
protocol (data from Table 3B)
In vitro EpiOcular tissue viability is plotted versus the in vivo GHS ocular irritation category. Each solid compound is represented by a 
single bar. Irritant/non-irritant prediction model cut-off value of 60% of water viability is represented by the dashed red line.  
Conclusion: All GHS 2 and GHS 1 irritants were corrected predicted (tissue viability < 60%) as irritants. 

Tab. 4: Results for the expanded applicability domain  
EpiOcular irritation prediction model.

 Liquids Solids Total
Sensitivity 100.0 100.0 100.0
Specificity 67.5 70.0 68.0
Accuracy 82.4 85.0 83.0
Positive predictivity 72.3 76.9 73.3
Negative predictivity 100.0 100.0 100.0
False positives 32.5 30.0 32.0
False negatives 0.0 0.0 0.0
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metic Directive, which banned the marketing in the EU (as of 
March 11, 2009) of any cosmetic product that had been tested 
using animals. Likewise, the new prediction model will address 
REACH legislation now in place. Of note is that the new pre-
diction utilises the Mtt assay, which has been used previously 
in validated skin corrosion and skin irritation assays. Also, the 
new prediction model relies on a single assay time point, which 
simplifies testing and reduces cost. Due to the high level of tis-
sue to tissue reproducibility, with a single OCL-200 kit of 24 
tissues, the irritancy of 10 test materials (along with the positive 
and negative assay controls) can be evaluated. 

the cut-off of 60% tissue viability was chosen in order to 
maximise the sensitivity of the assay without significantly com-
promising the specificity of the assay (sensitivity = 100.0%, spe-
cificity = 68.0%, see Tab. 4). In this way, the prediction model 
favours predictions that may err on the side of safety. However, 
if the viability cut-off were set at 50%, the specificity would 
rise to 72% while the sensitivity would still be 95.5%; or if the 
cut-off were set at 40%, the sensitivity would be 90.7% and 
specificity 76.0%. Therefore, it is possible to alter the prediction 
model to obtain a more balanced prediction while still maintain-
ing high sensitivity and specificity. 

Results for this assay previously reported included two false 
negatives. However, upon examination of the data, these chemi-
cals were identified as decanol and dibenzoyl-l-tartaric acid 
(20%). Decanol is known to be an in vivo skin irritant (rabbits) 
and an in vitro (EpiDerm) skin irritant. When this material was 
originally tested, it was assumed that this chemical would be an 
ocular irritant as well. However, in fact not all skin irritants are 
ocular irritants (Kennedy and Banerjee, 2006). Regarding diben-
zoyl-l-tartaric acid (20%), in vivo MMAS data are only available 
for the neat material. In fact, it is possible that at 20% the chemi-
cal is non-irritating. Therefore, in both cases, data for these two 
test materials were eliminated from the current manuscript. 
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Fig. 6: Average viability for the 25 test articles and the positive control tested in the 7 laboratories, COLIPA-sponsored 
EpiOcular irritation pre-validation study (Harbell et al., 2009)
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1  Introduction

In the field of eye irritation testing, numerous non-animal test 
methods have been developed over the years. Many of these 
have been subject to validation and/or evaluation studies (re-
viewed in Eskes et al., 2005), with the result that two such tests, 
the Bovine Corneal Opacity and Permeability (BCOP) test and 
the Isolated Chicken Eye (ICE) test, have been recommended 
for OECD approval as alternatives to the Draize rabbit eye test 
for the detection of chemicals that are corrosive or severely ir-
ritant to the eye (OECD, 2008a,b). Recently, two additional as-
says, Cytosensor Microphysiometer and Fluorescein Leakage 
have also been validated to identify corrosives and severe ir-
ritants to the eye. Furthermore, for the first time, two in vitro 
test methods, the Cytosensor Microphysiometer and the BCOP, 
have been validated to distinguish non-irritant (NC) from irri-
tant (GHS Cat. 1 or 2) test substances (ESAC, 2009; ICCVAM, 
2009a,b). However, due to their limited applicability domain, 
the assays do not cover the full range of physico-chemical prop-
erties for which regulatory testing is required. There are still no 
validated in vitro tests adopted in law to distinguish non-irritant 
(NC) from irritant (GHS Cat. 1 and 2) substances.

The replacement of animal tests to determine the toxicity of 
chemicals has long been a goal of toxicological research. Within 
the European Union, the Seventh Amendment to the Cosmetics 

Directive expressly forbids the use of animals in the safety eval-
uation of cosmetic products and ingredients. There is, therefore, 
an urgent need to continue to develop and to validate non-ani-
mal alternatives to established animal tests, including those for 
eye irritancy. Additional impetus has been given to the search 
for validated non-animal alternatives with the introduction of 
the REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Re-
striction of Chemicals) legislation, which requires the undertak-
ing of significant safety testing to support the use of new and 
existing substances.

The mechanisms of eye irritation studied in vitro can be mod-
elled by the depth of injury theory described by Maurer and 
Jester (Jester et al., 2001; Maurer et al., 2002; Jester, 2006). 
Using confocal microscopy and traditional histology, these sci-
entists observed that initial depth of injury to the cornea was 
highly predictive of the overall degree and duration of eye irrita-
tion. Depth of injury could be broken down by the tissue layers 
involved. Slight to mild irritation involved largely the corneal 
epithelium. Moderate irritants produced damage through the 
corneal epithelium and into the upper stroma. Damage into the 
deeper stroma (including damage to the endothelial cells) was 
predictive of severe irritation. 

This paper describes the progress made to date in the valida-
tion of two test methods based on RhT models, MatTek Epi-
Ocular™ and SkinEthic™ HCE to distinguish chemicals that 

Prospective Validation Study of Reconstructed Human  
Tissue Models for Eye Irritation Testing 
Stuart J. Freeman1, Nathalie Alépée2, João Barroso3, Thomas Cole3, Anna Compagnoni3,  
Carina Rubingh4, Chantra Eskes5, Jan Lammers4, Pauline McNamee6, Uwe Pfannenbecker7 and  
Valérie Zuang3
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Summary
A prospective validation study of two in vitro test methods using Reconstructed human Tissue (RhT) models 
(MatTek EpiOcular™ and SkinEthic™ Human Reconstructed Corneal Epithelium (HCE)) for the  
detection of eye irritation effects by chemicals is currently being conducted by Colipa and ECVAM.  
Pre-validation studies with both test methods have served to optimise protocols and refine prediction mod-
els and have been shown to predict eye irritant properties of test substances with a high degree of  
accuracy, approximately 80% overall. The current validation study, managed by ECVAM and co-sponsored 
by Colipa and ECVAM, will evaluate the eye irritant properties of 104 test substances, identifying them as 
either not classified for eye irritancy (NC) or irritant (Cat. 1 and Cat. 2) within the United Nations Globally 
Harmonised System (UN GHS). The test methods will not differentiate between moderate (GHS Cat. 2)  
and severe (GHS Cat. 1) irritants but will seek to establish the relevance and reliability of the two test  
methods in an integrated testing strategy that will allow appropriate labelling of novel chemicals without 
the need for animal testing.

Keywords: in vitro alternatives, eye irritation, validation, EpiOcular, SkinEthic HCE
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are irritant (GHS Cat. 1 and Cat. 2) to the eye from those that 
are non-irritant (NC). Irritants and non-irritants are defined ac-
cording to the OECD and United Nations proposal for a Glo-
bally Harmonised System (GHS) for the classification and la-
belling of ocular irritants (category 1/category 2/no category; 
Anon, 2003) and as implemented in the European Commission 
Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008 on classification, labelling and 
packaging of substances and mixtures, amending and repealing 
Directives 67/548/EEC and 1999/45/EC, and amending Regu-
lation (EC) No. 1907/2006 (EC, 2008). Neither test method is 
designed to distinguish between chemicals that are moderate 
(GHS Cat. 2) and severe (GHS Cat. 1) irritants. It is anticipated 
that successfully validated methods will be incorporated into a 
testing strategy (Scott et al., 2009) that will facilitate appropri-
ate labelling of novel chemicals, ideally without the need for 
animal testing.

The European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Meth-
ods (ECVAM) has published the principles of a so-called modu-
lar approach to the validation and acceptance of test methods 
(Hartung et al., 2004). The current study is being conducted in 
accordance with these principles and with the guidelines pub-
lished by OECD (2005). Thus, in a pre-validation study test 
definition, within laboratory variability (WLV) and transferabil-
ity of the test method have been demonstrated for these meth-
ods and preliminary information obtained for between labora-
tory variability (BLV) and predictive capacity. This has led to 
some refinement of the protocol and prediction model for the 
SkinEthic™ HCE test method. Further information on the rele-
vance and reliability of the optimised protocols, including BLV, 
Predictive Capacity and Applicability Domain will be obtained 
in the current full-scale validation study with the defined set of 
104 chemicals. 

2  Test Methods

2.1  EpiOcular™
The EpiOcular™ model uses normal human epidermal ke-
ratinocytes cultured to form a stratified squamous epithelium 
(Sheasgreen et al., 1996).

Use of the EpiOcular™ RhT model in the study of eye irritan-
cy has been established for some years. The utility of the model 
in determining the degree of eye irritant potential of surfactants 
has been demonstrated (Blazka et al., 2000, 2003, 2005). These 
studies used a time-to-toxicity protocol (Ghassemi et al., 1997) 
that measured the time at which 50% of cultured cells (ET50) re-
mained viable, relative to negative controls. In this way, the de-
gree of irritant effect, in the mild to moderate range, was deter-
mined. The protocol adopted for pre-validation and the present 
validation study differs in that it uses a single exposure time for 
each chemical tested. An irritant effect is inferred if cell viability 
falls below a pre-determined level (≤60%), relative to negative 
controls, as measured by succinate dehydrogenase reduction 
of MTT (3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium 
bromide). The test protocol and prediction model were de-
veloped by MatTek Corporation using a total of 76 chemicals 
from across a range of chemical classes (Kaluzhny et al., 2007). 

Separate protocols are employed for liquids and solids. Tissues 
are exposed to liquids for 30 minutes followed by a 120-minute 
post-treatment incubation and to solids for 90 minutes followed 
by an 18-hour post treatment incubation (Fig. 1). 

The EpiOcular test method showed very good reproducibility 
(100%) in the prediction of irritant and non-irritant substances 
within and between laboratories. Furthermore, the predictive 
capacity of the test method for liquids and solids combined has 
been shown to give an overall accuracy of 81.3% under the EU 
classification system (NC versus R36/R41; Kaluzhny et al., 
2007). Under GHS the overall accuracy of the test method im-
proved to 83%, with a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 
68%. 

2.2  SkinEthic™ HCE 
The SkinEthic™ HCE model uses immortalised human cor-
neal cells which, when cultured in defined conditions, develop 
into a multi-layered tissue which resembles the human corneal 
epithelium morphologically and physiologically (Nguyen et 
al., 2003). The protocol for testing chemicals for their eye ir-
ritant potential was originally developed with 20 test substances 
from that published by van Goethem et al. (2006) and, like the 
EpiOcular™ method, uses cell viability measurement based 
on MTT reduction as its endpoint. Cell viability ≤50% would 
result in a chemical being classified as irritant; cell viability 
>50% would result in a classification of non-irritant. Evaluation 
of the protocol using a second set of about 100 test substances 
demonstrated that an increase in specificity was achieved by se-
vere loss in sensitivity prediction (unpublished data), leading 
to development of an optimized SkinEthicTM HCE protocol 
including two exposure times. The short exposure time consists 
of a 10-minute exposure of tissue to the test substance with no 
post-treatment incubation, while the long exposure treatment 
exposes the tissue to the test substance for 1 hour with a further 
post-treatment incubation of 16 hours. In a pre-validation study 
involving at least 3 different laboratories, the SkinEthic™ HCE 











 















 





Fig. 1: Testing strategy for MatTek EpiOcular™ 
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test method consistently predicted (>95%) irritant and non-ir-
ritant test substances within (WLV) and between (BLV) labo-
ratories. By combining the two exposure times in a paradigm 
that uses suitable selection criteria to allocate test chemicals to 
one or other treatment time, the overall accuracy was shown 
to increase to nearly 80%, with a sensitivity of 86.7% and a 
specificity of 68.9% (under GHS, reviewed by ECVAM). The 
criterion for allocation of test substances to either short or long 
exposure times is based on their intrinsic chemical reactivity, as 
defined by their electrophilic potential to react with cysteine- or 
lysine-containing peptides and measured through a direct pep-
tide reactivity assay (DPRA; Gerberick et al., 2007). Chemical 
reactivity with the test substance is reported as percent deple-
tion of the nucleophile, which is determined as the reduction of 
the peptide concentration in the samples relative to the average 
concentration of the controls. If the percent peptide depletion 
relative to the control is >5.95%, the test substance is catego-
rized as reactive. If the percent peptide depletion is ≤5.95%, 
the substance is categorized as non-reactive. Thus substances 
which demonstrate an ability to bind in significant amounts to a 
cysteine- or lysine-containing peptide are deemed to be reactive 
(Gerberick et al., 2007), and are allocated to the short exposure 
(10 min) time treatment, while those substances which do not 
show significant binding to cysteine and lysine peptides and are 
considered non-reactive are allocated to the long exposure (1 h 
+ 16 h post-treatment incubation) time treatment (Fig. 2). The 
validity of the dual protocol testing strategy will be determined 
in the post-study analysis of data.

3  Study Design

3.1  Bio-analytical Assays
Chemical reactivity (peptide binding) is defined in this valida-
tion study as the electrophilic potential to react with cysteine- or 
lysine-containing peptides. In a first stage, test substances will 
have their chemical reactivity determined by the cysteine and 
lysine DPRA test method in a blind study in a single labora-
tory. Chemical reactivity for a subset of test substances will be 
conducted in two further laboratories following viability assess-
ments to confirm reproducibility of the assay.

3.2  Biological Assays
Viability assessments for both the EpiOcular™ (liquids and sol-
ids exposure times) and SkinEthic™ HCE (short and long expo-
sure times) protocols will be carried out in 3 different laborato-
ries for each protocol. For the purposes of this validation study, 
all test substances will be evaluated in both exposure times of 
the SkinEthic™HCE test method by all participating laborato-
ries. Test substances will be coded, packaged and distributed by 
an independent co-ordinating organisation to each of the partici-
pating laboratories. Coding will be provided by an independent 
statistician at the co-ordinating organisation. It is anticipated 
that all test substances will be assessed in two (EpiOcular™) 
or three (SkinEthic HCE™) replicates in three separate runs in 
all laboratories.

Statistical analysis on data obtained during prevalidation of 
the EpiOcularTM test method showed that the use of only two 
tissue replicates will be sufficient for the validation study, since 
>90% of concurrently treated tissue replicates during prevalida-
tion had a difference of viability below 5%.

4  Chemical Selection

Chemical selection for the study is the responsibility of the 
Chemical Selection Group (CSG) (see Fig. 3). The sample size 
of 104 substances has been statistically determined for the study. 

































 

 



Fig. 2: Testing strategy for SkinEthic™ HCE




  

  

  

 

 

 



 

 

  
  
 
 
  









  

  

  

 

 

 



 

 

  
  
 
 
  












Fig. 3: VMG Membership
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The substances will be derived from existing and new chemicals 
databases but will exclude substances used to define the pre-
diction model of each test method and used for pre-validation. 
Criteria for chemical selection will be based on 1) availability 
of high quality in vivo data; 2) irritant (GHS Cat. 1 or Cat. 2) 
versus non-irritant (NC); 3) physical form (solids versus liq-
uids); 4) chemically reactive versus non-reactive. Accordingly, 
a target of 45/55 split for irritant versus non-irritant substances, 
a 40/60 split for solids versus liquids and 50 ±15% for chemical 
reactivity has been set to achieve an appropriate balance among 
the test substances. Within the group of irritant substances, a 
50/50 split of GHS Cat. 1 and Cat. 2 categories will also be at-
tempted. Finally, if possible, a good representation of Cat. 2B 
substances will be sought.

5  Study Management

The management structure of the study is shown in Figure 4. The 
Validation Management Group (VMG), which is responsible for 
overseeing the conduct of all aspects of the study, comprises a 
chair, co-chair, sponsor representatives (Colipa, ECVAM), co-

ordinating organisation’s (TNO) representative, an independent 
biostatistician, an ECVAM biostatistician, an external scientist, 
the chair of the CSG and representatives of the lead laboratories 
for each test method (L’Oréal, Beiersdorf). In addition, in the 
framework of the International Cooperation on Alternative Test 
Methods, liaisons from the USA, Japan and Canada are repre-
sented on the VMG. Members of the VMG are shown in Figure 
3. Discussions regarding chemical selection do not involve the 
lead laboratories’ representatives.

6  Participating Laboratories

Three laboratories for each test method will participate in the 
study. For the EpiOcular™ test method, the three laboratories 
are Beiersdorf (Germany; lead laboratory), Harlan Laboratories 
(UK) and the Institute for In Vitro Sciences (IIVS; USA). The 
three participating laboratories for the SkinEthic™ HCE test 
method are L’Oréal (France; lead laboratory), CARDAM (Bel-
gium) and CeeTox Inc. (USA). These laboratories have been 
selected on the basis of proven expertise in the conduct of in 
vitro toxicity testing.
















 
 
 
 
 
 
  





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




 
 
 
 






 
 
 
 
 


 
 






 


 
 







 
 











Fig. 4: Management Structure
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DPRA tests on all test substances will be conducted by TNO 
(Netherlands). When the viability assays have been completed, 
a subset of test substances will undergo DPRA testing in two ad-
ditional laboratories, L’Oréal and CARDAM. The final number 
of test substances in this subset will be determined by the study 
statisticians. When selecting the chemical subset for evaluation 
of DPRA reproducibility, weight will be given to chemicals that 
classify differently in the two time exposure regimens of the 
SkinEthicTM HCE protocol (10 min and 1 h + 16 h).

7  Data Collection, Handling and Analysis

Data collection, handling and analysis are the responsibility of 
the independent biostatistician. Results of the analysis will be 
provided in a final report which, together with statistical meth-
odologies used, will be subject to quality control by the EC-
VAM biostatistician.

8  Quality Assurance 

All participating laboratories and tissue suppliers will conduct 
work in the spirit of OECD GLP and will be subject to inde-
pendent audit to ensure quality of work.

9  Timelines

Training of participating laboratories and transfer of methods 
is scheduled to take place by April 2010. Chemical selection 
and testing of chemicals in the DPRA shall be completed by the 
end of April 2010. Chemical coding and distribution will also 
have been completed by the end of May 2010 with the aim of 
enabling a start to the experimental phase as soon as possible 
thereafter.
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Overview of the prevalidation study 

Development and ultimate utilisation of new chemical com-
pounds requires, among other prerequisites, the assessment of 
human safety. One of the main endpoints in this assessment 
process is the determination of potential carcinogenicity. His-
torically, such an evaluation has necessitated the conduct of life-
time carcinogenicity bioassays in rats and/or mice. these stud-
ies take around 4 years (experimental phase and analysis of the 
results), cost around 1 million euro per chemical and use sig-
nificant numbers of animals. The European 7th Amendment to 
the Cosmetic Directive (eU, 2003), the new european chemical 
legislation ReACH (Regulation eC, 2006) and the revised reg-
ulation on pesticides and biocides (Regulation eC, in press), all 

limit the use of animal tests, triggering the need for alternative 
methods. In fact, the 7th Amendment to the Cosmetic Directive 
completely bans animal testing for cosmetic ingredients and fin-
ished products since March 2009. ReACH, on the other hand, 
requires data on carcinogenicity for chemicals manufactured in 
volumes greater than 1000 tons per year which are classified 
as somatic mutagens and are widespread in the environment or 
for which there is evidence for long term human exposure. As 
a result, it is expected that in the coming years, a high number 
of carcinogenicity studies will have to be carried out to fulfil 
the ReACH requirements. therefore there is a fundamental and 
critical need for the availability and implementation of validat-
ed alternative test models for carcinogenicity testing of chemi-
cals, which can be used to reduce animal usage, refine current 

short communication

ECVAM Prevalidation of Three Cell Transformation Assays
Philippe Vanparys1,7, Raffaella Corvi2,7, Marilyn Aardema3,7, Laura Gribaldo2,7, Makoto Hayashi4,7, 
Sebastian Hoffmann5,7 and Leonard Schechtman6,7
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european Commission, Ispra (Va), Italy; 3the Procter & Gamble Co, Cincinnati Ohio, now Marilyn Aardema Consulting llC, 
Fairfield, Ohio, USA; 4Biosafety Research Center, Foods, Drugs and Pesticides, Shizuoka, Japan; 5seh consulting + services, 
Cologne, Germany; 6Innovative toxicology Consulting, llC, lake Worth, Florida, USA; 7Member of eCVAM Validation 
Management team for Cell transformation Assays

Summary
A prevalidation study on the cell transformation assays in SHE cells at pH 6.7, SHE cells at pH 7.0 and 
Balb/c 3T3 cell line was coordinated by ECVAM focussing on issues of standardisation of protocols, 
within-laboratory reproducibility, test method transferability and between-laboratory reproducibility. The 
Validation Management Team concluded that standardised protocols are now available that should be the 
basis for future use. The SHE pH 6.7, and the SHE pH 7.0 protocols and the assays system themselves are 
transferable between laboratories, and are reproducible within- and between-laboratories. For the Balb/c 
3T3 method, some clarifications and modifications to the protocol were needed to obtain reproducible 
results. Overall, three methods have shown to be valuable to detect rodent carcinogens.

Keywords: validation, carcinogenicity, cell transformation assay, bioassay, regulatory toxicology
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in vivo test systems and replace animals that would otherwise 
be employed for such assays. Among the in vitro alternatives 
developed, the cell transformation assays (CtAs) are the most 
widely used. Despite their broad usage over decades of time, 
neither the identification of the ideal test method nor method 
standardisation of any of the available test methods have been 
fully resolved (Maurici et al., 2005). Nevertheless, the appeal 
offered by these assays is that they have been shown to in- 
volve a multistage process that closely models some stages of 
in vivo carcinogenesis (leBoeuf et al., 1999), and therefore they 
are presumed to be worthy potential surrogates for  rodent car-
cinogenicity systems.

Regulatory agencies have been reluctant to adopt these assays 
in their safety testing schemes, one of the reasons being the lack 
of formal validation. 

On the basis of a conclusion made in a detailed review paper 
(DRP) of the OeCD on cell transformation assays for the detec-
tion of chemical carcinogens (OeCD, 2007) which concluded 
that the performance of the Syrian hamster embryo (SHe) and 
Balb/c 3T3 CTAs were sufficiently adequate and should be de-
veloped into formal OeCD test guidelines. Further, the same 
OeCD DRP recommended that although considerable and suf-
ficient data on the performance of the assays were available, 
there was a need to develop standardised protocols and to assess 
the reproducibility of CtA results. On the basis of these conclu-
sions and on recommendations of two expert meetings on cell 
transformation held at the european Centre for the Validation of 
Alternative Methods (eCVAM) (Combes et al., 1999), a formal 
prevalidation study on the Syrian hamster embryo (SHe) and 
Balb/c 3t3 CtAs was set up to address issues of standardisa-
tion of protocols, within-laboratory reproducibility, test method 
transferability, and between-laboratory reproducibility. three 
variants of the CtAs were assessed: the CtA using SHe cells 
at pH 6.7, SHe cells at pH 7.0, and the Balb/c 3t3. In order 
to evaluate whether the tests would meet the criteria requested 
by the eCVAM principles on test validity (Balls et al., 1995), 
the modular approach to validation (Hartung et al., 2004) was 
followed. the reported study focused on the following four 

modules: test definition (e.g. definition of the test’s scientific 
purpose, definite test protocol compliant with Good Laboratory 
Practice, prediction model, etc.), within laboratory reproduc-
ibility, transferability, between laboratory reproducibility. In ad-
dition, the fifth module, i.e. predictive capacity of the assay to 
predict the reference standard (i.e. in vivo test results), was pre-
liminarily addressed in a limited way since only six chemicals 
were tested to serve that purpose. 

In order to ensure that all study participants were adequately 
trained and that the respective test procedures were appropriate-
ly optimised, a preliminary study was conducted to specifically 
address those issues. Furthermore, the initial phase I of the study 
looked at the test definition and assessed both the within-labora-
tory reproducibility and transferability of the assay protocols by 
testing a non-coded and a coded compound. Subsequently, the 
between-laboratory reproducibility was determined by testing 
five additional coded compounds.

each in vitro assay was conducted following the same agreed-
upon protocol in four different laboratories for the SHe assay 
at pH 7.0 and in three different laboratories for the SHe assay 
at pH 6.7 and the Balb/c 3t3 assay. the laboratories involved 
encompassed industry, academia, contract research laboratories 
(CROs) and government establishments located in the USA, Ja-
pan and europe. the chemicals were selected (tab. 1) using 
data from the OeCD DRP31 document (version August 2004) 
and a publication of Kirkland et al. (2005). the same chemicals 
were used for the SHe pH 6.7 assay and SHe pH 7.0 assay. 
Where possible the same chemicals were selected for the Balb/c 
3t3 assay.

the following criteria were used to select the chemicals: (1) 
positive both in Balb/c 3t3 and in SHe, (2) negative both in 
Balb/c 3t3 and in SHe, (3) at least two references for each test 
chemical (for both Balb/c 3t3 and SHe), (4) if possible, data 
available using the SHe pH 7.0 and pH 6.7 protocol, (5) clear 
classification as in vivo carcinogen or non-carcinogen. All of 
these criteria could not be met in all cases.

As part of this validation exercise, photo catalogues for each 
variant of the respective CtAs were produced by the partici-

Tab. 1: Chemicals selected

Compound In vivo carcinogenesis SHE pH 6.7 SHE pH 7 Balb/c 3T3 

Benzo[a]pyrenea positive X X X

2,4-Diaminotoluene positive X X 

3-Methylcholanthreneb positive X X X

o-Toluidine HCl positive X X X

Anthracene negative X X X

Phthalic anhydride negative X X 

2-Acetylaminofluorene	 positive	 	 	 X

Phenanthrene negative   X

a: Positive control for the SHE pH 6.7 and pH 7.0 assay
b: Positive control for the Balb/c 3T3 assay
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pating laboratories with the aim of establishing consistency in 
assessing colony/focus morphology and for the scoring experi-
ments (see Fig. 1 and 2). the morphological criteria used to 
identify transformed colonies and transformed foci were adopt-
ed from Berwald and Sachs (1963, 1965), Kakunaga (1973), 
Reznikoff et al. (1973) and Schechtman (1985a,b). 

Details on the test procedures followed, assay acceptance cri-
teria, assessment criteria and photo catalogues and the results of 
the study will be published in a special issue on CtAs in Muta-
tion Research (in preparation).

the three CtA assays are now in the reporting phase. In the 
present validation study three optimised and standardised pro-
tocols for the CtA in SHe cells at pH 6.7, in SHe cells at 
pH 7.0 and in Balb/c 3t3 cells have been established and as-
sessed for their reproducibility and reliability. each variant of 
the assay showed good within-laboratory reproducibility in all 
laboratories. the transferability of the assays was shown to be 

successful. Furthermore, some of the laboratories had no pre-
vious experience in working with such assays. this suggests 
that CtA test methods can be easily transferred to any labora-
tory that has experience in cell culture techniques. However, 
since scoring of transformed colonies is at the moment still 
done manually under the microscope, training is necessary to 
ensure a scoring which is as objective and consistent as pos-
sible. It also should be noted that the dose-level selection is a 
crucial step for the success of CtAs, since the right doses need 
to be hit in order to detect a significant number of transformed 
colonies when the cells are treated with transforming agents. 
the between-laboratory reproducibility was shown to be sat-
isfactory for the three assays. the concordance between the 
CTAs and the carcinogenicity classification of the chemicals 
assessed was satisfactory. Unexpected results were produced 
with phthalic anhydride in SHe cells at pH 6.7 and with phen-
anthrene in Balb/c 3t3 cells.










 

Fig. 1: A non transformed colony (a) and a transformed colony (b) produced upon treatment with benzo(a)pyrene in the SHE cell 
transformation assay.

Fig. 2: Non transformed cells (a) and a transformed type III focus (b) in Balb/c 3T3 cells upon treatment with 
3-methylcholanthrene.
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the Validation Management team concluded that standard-
ised protocols are now available that should be the basis for 
future use of CtAs. the SHe pH 6.7, and the SHe pH 7.0 proto-
cols and the assays system themselves are transferable between 
laboratories, and are reproducible within- and between-labora-
tories. For the Balb/c 3t3 method, an improved protocol has 
been developed, which allowed to obtain reproducible results. 
Further testing of this improved protocol is recommended in 
order to confirm its robustness. Overall, these results in com-
bination with the extensive database summarised in the OeCD 
DRP31 (OeCD, 2007) support the utility of in vitro CtAs for 
the assessment of carcinogenicity potential.
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1  Introduction

Refinement of clinical or supportive care in animal disease mod-
els involves the use of therapeutic measures to provide basic 
physiological support to animals used for biomedical research. 
The aspects of basic physiological support include maintenance 
of body temperature, hydration status, acid-base and electrolyte 
balance, cardiovascular support, and respiratory support. Devel-
opment and implementation of clinical care to research animals 
represents a significant refinement of animal disease models.

2  Background

Supportive care is the basis of all medical treatment for humans 
and animals. It is a major component of all disease therapies 
and provides the foundation for patient stabilization from which 
specific disease therapies may be applied. Restoration and main-
tenance of homeostasis with supportive care measures allows 
the physiology of the patient to function normally as the disease 
process is addressed by more specific treatments.

The intent of an animal model of disease is to mimic the 
human or animal disease for which it is a model and to ex-
hibit similar, if not identical, pathophysiological processes of 
the disease. For models in which therapies are evaluated, these 
pathophysiological processes are interrupted and, hopefully, 
corrected to restore the health of the research animal. For these 
animal models to be truly representative of human or animal 
clinical disease, the experimental treatments must be applied 
in a similar clinical care context. If a specific therapy is ad-
ministered to an animal disease model and the animal’s basic 
physiological needs are not met, then the therapy is not likely 
to succeed even if it is an effective therapy. Of course, this 
depends on many things including the original health of the 
animal, the state and course of the disease, and the timing of 
treatment administration. However, supportive care is routinely 
provided in clinical situations yet it is uncommon in many ani-
mal disease models. This discrepancy is a matter of concern as 
we search for new therapies for human and animal diseases and 
discard therapies that may have failed preclinical studies due to 
the lack of supportive care of the research animals. It may also 
be the reason that, in many cases, preclinical study results can-

Refining Clinical Care in Animal Disease Models 
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not be replicated in clinical studies (Dyson and Singer, 2009; 
Hofstra et al., 2008).

A review of the literature indicates that, in human and veteri-
nary medicine, supportive care is routinely provided as part of 
any clinical study and treatment evaluation. In contrast, review 
of the preclinical research study literature shows that few stud-
ies describe supportive care measures for their research animals 
(Dyson and Singer, 2009). Since these same papers do describe 
their experimental therapies in detail, it seems clear that support-
ive care measures were not used in these studies; it is not simply 
that they were excluded from the publication. Of course, there 
may be instances when specific treatments need to be evaluated 
individually without supportive care measures. Treatments may 
be administered prior to the onset of clinical disease or early 
in the course of disease before physiological functions are sig-
nificantly disturbed. However, once physiological functions are 
altered, can one be certain that a treatment would have the same 
effect if administered to an animal with normal physiology? 

Some may argue that providing supportive care to research 
animals adds a variable to the study design and may confound 
the interpretation of study results. However, supportive care 
measures can be controlled similarly to other experimental vari-
ables. In addition, the variation in abnormal physiological states 
in different research animals is usually neither measured nor 
controlled and may represent an even more significant research 
variable than supportive care measures (Hofstra et al., 2008). 
Supportive care is certainly not withheld in human and animal 
clinical studies in which physiologic homeostasis would seem 
to outweigh the concern that supportive care represents a sig-
nificant experimental variable.

3  Supportive care measures

The range of supportive care measures to consider extends from 
the very basics of thermal and fluid support to more complicated 
measures such as cardiovascular and respiratory support. Due to 
the small size and relatively large surface area of rodents, body 
temperature regulation represents a critical variable in these re-
search animals. Even in larger laboratory animals, maintenance 
of body temperature is critically important in any disease proc-
ess. Assistance with the maintenance of body temperature is not 
difficult to provide, and many creative and effective methods 
have been developed.

Another relatively simple supportive care measure is fluid 
therapy. Many disease processes result in fluid shifts within the 
body and clinical dehydration from reduced consumption or in-
creased loss of fluids. Provision of fluid therapy is not difficult if 
other aspects of the research animal’s physiology allow the use 
of subcutaneous fluids. Even minor acid-base and electrolyte 
imbalances can be addressed with subcutaneous fluids. More 
significant imbalances may need to be addressed with intravas-
cular administration of fluid therapy, which is relatively uncom-
plicated in large animals but somewhat more complex, yet still 
possible, in rodents. Another route of administration for fluids 
in rodents is the intraperitoneal route, which can accommodate 

significant volumes of fluid. In my experience, hydration status 
is often overlooked as a component of morbidity and a cause of 
mortality in rodent disease models. Again, due to their size and 
metabolic rate, rodents are very susceptible to dehydration, and 
hydration status should be evaluated in any ill rodent. Clinical 
assessments of skin turgor and mucous membranes will usually 
provide a good estimate of hydration status, and measuring he-
matocrit and total protein should not be dismissed even though 
blood collection must be limited in rodents.

Provision of cardiovascular and respiratory support can also 
range from basic to complex. Normalization of hydration status 
may itself enhance cardiac output and perfusion of organs and 
peripheral tissues. Specific cardiovascular disturbances may re-
quire the use of specific cardiovascular therapies. While drug 
interactions need to be identified and understood, use of spe-
cific cardiovascular therapies may still represent the best clini-
cal disease model as current disease treatments often involve a 
combination of drugs. Respiratory support in the form of sup-
plemental oxygen is not difficult to provide with some ingenuity 
with laboratory animal caging and can have a significant effect 
on physiological processes.

Two recent papers, one using mice (Schuler et al., 2009) and 
one using swine (Murison et al., 2009), illustrate these points. 
Schuler and colleagues attempted to optimize surgical tech-
niques and postoperative care to improve survival rates and 
permit accurate telemetric recording in exercising mice. They 
established a regimen of pain treatment and fluid therapy ad-
ministered for 7 days. In addition, supplemental warmth and 
free access to a high energy food source for 14 days was pro-
vided. This regimen led to a substantial decrease in overall 
morbidity and mortality. Murison and colleagues attempted to 
develop effective perioperative care for pigs undergoing laryn-
geal transplantation. They used intensive monitoring and novel 
circulatory and airway management methods to provide optimal 
perioperative care and improve survival. These two examples 
demonstrate that the development and implementation of basic 
supportive care measures in animal disease models is attainable 
and has the potential not only to improve animal welfare but to 
reduce the numbers of animals used and provide more reliable 
scientific results.

4  Case studies

Several areas of study have demonstrated that improved sup-
portive care measures do contribute to the refinement of animal 
disease models. Minneci and colleagues have developed a ca-
nine model of septic shock which they believe balances animal 
welfare with scientific relevance (Minneci et al., 2007). Their 
prospectively determined criteria of a relevant and successful 
model were to closely simulate the clinical syndrome as encoun-
tered in humans and to be applicable to, and consistent with, the 
best practices of both human and veterinary medicine.

The group used purpose bred beagle dogs, which received in-
creasing doses of Staphylococcus aureus directly into the lung. 
The dogs were anesthetized and instrumented with a tracheos-
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tomy, femoral arterial and jugular vein vascular catheters, and 
a urinary bladder catheter. Mechanical ventilation was initiated 
and maintained while the dogs received fluids, antibiotics, and 
vasopressors for 96 hours. Intravascular hemodynamics and 
cardiac function were measured. Treatment of sepsis was indi-
vidualized to the hemodynamics, oxygenation, and ventilation 
needs of each dog, similar to human care. The level of vasopres-
sor and ventilator support was dictated by algorithms and ad-
justed according to continuously measured oxygen saturation, 
mean arterial pressure, intermittent pulmonary capillary wedge 
pressure, and arterial blood gases. They also provided thermal 
support to maintain core temperature.

This canine model of sepsis incorporated treatments based on 
algorithms very similar to the titrated care routinely provided to 
critically ill patients. Supportive care was adjusted to the ani-
mal’s physiological needs. The authors caution that because it 
may be more difficult to differentiate the effects of new treat-
ments themselves from those related to differences in the level 
of support animal receive, greater numbers of animals may need 
to be studied. However, provision of supportive care may ac-
tually reduce the number of animals needed by decreasing the 
variation between animals. Also, titration of supportive thera-
pies based on the individual needs of the animals is similar to 
clinical care, making the model potentially more relevant.

Neuromuscular disease is another area of study that has in-
corporated many supportive care refinements in animal mod-
els. These models often affect the animal’s ability to ambulate 
and perform normal bodily functions. There are many factors 
to consider when caring for these research animals, including 
the animal’s environment, access to food and water, facilita-
tion of normal biological processes, environmental enrichment, 
social housing, and appropriate veterinary care and monitoring 
(Wallace and Sikoski, 2007). More specifically, thermal sup-
port, caging and soft bedding, food and water on the floor of 
the cage, bladder expression, and physical therapy or massage 
may need to be provided. Davis has described the refinement 
of a mouse model of experimental autoimmune encephalomy-
elitis in which they were able to develop improved methods 
for assessment and intervention with supportive care measures 
(Davis, 1999/2000).

Santos-Benito and colleagues have provided an overview 
of the proper handling and care of paraplegic adult laboratory 
animals (rats and monkeys) for long periods (up to one year) 
(Santos-Benito et al., 2006). They assert that “the use of hu-
man treatments in paraplegic animals provides a more realistic 
model for a later transfer to the clinical arena”. They recom-
mend the use of antibiotic and analgesic drugs just before and 
immediately after surgery. In rats, they prefer to perform all in-
tramuscular injections in the forepaw as paraplegic animals tend 
to have muscle atrophy in the hind limbs. They provide fluids 
to prevent hypovolemia and thermal support to prevent hypo-
thermia during surgery. Immediately after surgery, the bladder 
is expressed manually.

The substrate in the cages should be soft, smooth, and absorb-
ent to minimize pressure ulcers. After surgery, food is provided 
ad libitum until body weight is stabilized, when the quantity of 

food is adjusted individually to maintain a desired body weight. 
This is important to be able to compare the motor improvement 
achieved by different rats. Rats are given a daily health exam, 
and the bladder is expressed up to four times daily until au-
tomatic voidance is reestablished (3-4 weeks). Water intake is 
controlled to limit the amount of urine in the bladder, and the 
rats are deprived of water during the night to avoid over-disten-
tion of the bladder. Rats are provided with abdominal massage 
to restore normal intestinal transit. Rats are also provided with 
physiotherapy and rehabilitation by passive movement of all 
joints and massage of all muscles below the lesion and they are 
allowed to freely move in an open field.

The most critical period is immediately after the spinal cord 
lesion and also during the first 3 months post-injury. The most 
common complications include loss of weight from dehydration 
treated with subcutaneous fluids or lack of appetite treated with 
a nutritional supplement; constipation treated with increased 
abdominal massages and paraffin oil laxative; urinary tract in-
fections treated with antibiotics; hematuria treated with gentle 
bladder management, antibiotics, and bladder lavage; pressure 
ulcers treated with massages, cleaning, ointments, and antibiot-
ics; dysesthesias treated as for ulcers and bandaging; and vagi-
nal infections treated with vaginal suppositories.

These supportive care measures have allowed these research-
ers to maintain rats with complete spinal cord injury for long 
periods of time. The medical treatments they employed were 
adapted from those used in paraplegic people and provide a 
more realistic animal model to evaluate therapies for spinal cord 
injury.

5  Conclusion

In summary, it is important to consider supportive care meas-
ures as a significant refinement in any animal model in which 
physiological disturbances occur as a result of the disease proc-
ess. Restoration and maintenance of normal physiological func-
tion is imperative to fully understand the effectiveness of more 
specific therapies in disease models. Enhanced development 
and implementation of clinical care for research animals will 
not only improve the health and welfare of those animals but is 
also likely to improve the scientific results from animal disease 
models.

Challenge those who say that supportive care is not warranted 
or possible with the fact that supportive care is routinely pro-
vided to patients in clinical settings. Perhaps we need a change 
in mind set to one in which our research animals are not consid-
ered our research subjects but our research patients.
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1  Introduction

In silico approaches in toxicology attempt to predict harm-
ful effects of compounds from their chemical structure. these 
approaches include the use of (quantitative) structure-activity 
relationships ((Q)SARs), category formation and read-across 
(van leeuwen et al., 2009). Since the seminal publication of 
Könemann (1981) the possibility to use in silico methods for 
the prediction of environmental effects has been realised and 
widely applied and the importance of a mechanistic understand-
ing in developing and applying (Q)SARs has been appreciated 
(Bradbury et al., 2003; Russom et al., 2003). 

Whilst a number of (formal) definitions of mechanism and 
mode of toxic action exist, there is still confusion within the 
scientific community. For the purposes of this paper, the fol-
lowing general definitions are applied: In terms of the use of 
QSAR for the prediction of acute ecotoxic effects, generally a 
“mechanism of action” has been taken to mean a specific bio-
chemical effect, e.g. non-polar narcosis or polar narcosis. the 
use of the term “mechanism” in this regard can be supported by 

techniques such as binary toxicity studies (Hodges et al., 2006); 
fitting to a known QSAR (Cronin, 2006); and the mechanistic 
knowledge derived from fish acute toxicity syndromes (McKim 
et al., 1987a,b,c). “Mode of action for acute toxicity” is a broad-
er definition across mechanisms, e.g. the narcotic mode of ac-
tion can cross a number of mechanisms (e.g. non-polar; polar; 
ester; amine) where the same physiological effect is seen. the 
distinction between “mode” and “mechanisms” for chronic tox-
icity becomes more blurred. taking reproductive effects such as 
endocrine disruption as an example, it becomes complicated by 
level of exposure, stage of development, etc. It is the author’s 
opinion that whilst definitions and distinctions are helpful, they 
are not crucial; however if this important information is known, 
it can be captured into expert system approaches to assist in the 
making of predictions. 

With regard to utilising mechanism and mode of action in-
formation to predict toxicity, the prediction of ecotoxicity ef-
fects has been better developed for acute rather than chronic 
aquatic toxicity. there are a number of potential reasons for this. 
there are more acute aquatic toxicity data publicly available 
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for modelling than for chronic toxicity. In addition, mechanisms 
of action are better developed (and possibly more obvious) for 
acute effects than the subtleties of chronic effects. the predic-
tion of acute aquatic toxicity was also immensely supported 
by the efforts of the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (US EPA) through the development of the fathead min-
now (Pimephales promelas) acute toxicity database (for a sum-
mary of the database see Russom et al., 1997), basic research on 
mechanisms (Fish Acute Toxicity Syndromes – McKim et al., 
1987a,b,c) and the ECOSAR expert system (available free of 
charge from the US EPA via the web-site www.epa.gov). These 
efforts have been supported by other initiatives, such as the de-
velopment of the tetratox database for Tetrahymena pyriformis 
acute toxicity data, which has extended the QSAR concept and 
knowledge on domains (Schultz, 1997; Seward et al., 2001). 

As new legislation (e.g. REACH) requires new methods to 
use current, and develop novel, toxicity information (Schaafsma 
et al., 2009), the concept of integrated testing strategies (ItS) 
is being developed. these strategies attempt to use existing in-
formation and non-test information either to replace or reduce 
animal testing or to prioritise chemicals for testing. An im-
portant component of an ItS is the use of in silico techniques 
and approaches (Grindon et al., 2008b). the utility of ItS to 
predict environmental effects has been described by Grindon 
et al. (2008a). these applications include the use of mode and 
mechanism of action information to support predictions in the 
following areas:
• Selection of an appropriate (Q)SAR on which to make a pre-

diction. this is particularly powerful when a domain (i.e. the 
types of chemicals to which it can be applied) is well known 
and a robust and well characterised QSAR is available. this 
is the case, for instance, for non-polar narcosis, whereby the 
domain of the mechanism is becoming increasingly well es-
tablished and simple (hydrophobicity dependent) QSARs are 
available. 

• Placing a compound into an appropriate category (or group-
ing). this technique may allow for the related better predic-
tion of chronic effects, i.e. non-acute toxicity a particular 
fragment of a molecule such as an acid group associated with 
compounds demonstrating impaired reproductive capability 
or teratogenicity.

• Development of strategies and (non-animal) testing to deal 
with current toxicological problems. Mechanistic knowledge 
will allow for the selection of compounds to test on the ba-
sis of the appreciation of how structure will affect activity. A 
good example is of the development of an expert system for 
the prediction of oestrogenic activity (Aladjov et al., 2009).

In addition, an understanding of modes and mechanisms of ac-
tion will allow for “intelligent” testing strategies. this implies 
that the testing of chemicals can be performed in a rational and 
logical manner to maximise the information from testing on a 
mechanistic basis. It should be noted that there is a clear distinc-
tion between intelligent and integrated testing strategies. Intel-
ligent testing strategies can be applied to optimise the utilisation 
of testing resources to gain further knowledge on chemicals. 

this is achieved by testing chemicals within, and to describe, 
a mechanistic domain with the minimum of assays. It is very 
amenable to in vitro tests. Integrated testing strategies are the 
collation of evidence for a single chemical to enable a decision 
to be made with regard to its toxicity, such that classification 
and labelling or other regulatory decisions can be made. 

the aim of this paper, therefore, was to consider the ability of 
current QSARs to predict mechanisms and modes of action and 
utilise the information to estimate levels of toxicity for animals 
of relevance in environmental science, particularly within an 
ItS framework. In addition, consideration was given as to what 
is required to ensure close interaction between experimental bi-
ologists and modellers.

2  Uses of information from modes and 
mechanisms of toxic action to predict acute 
ecotoxicity 

Within an integrated testing strategy for acute fish toxicity as-
sessment, one of the key processes of the in silico evaluation is 
to attempt to filter a compound mechanistically, i.e. to identify 
the mechanistic domain in which it is placed. If a compound can 
be placed into an appropriate QSAR based on a mechanism of 
action, then greater confidence can be assigned to the predic-
tion. there are a number of methods to assign a mechanism of 
action (in terms of acute ecotoxicity) to a compound, which are 
outlined below. 

A number of “rules” based on structural chemistry have been 
developed, the most famous and widely applied of these is the 
Verhaar classification scheme (Verhaar et al., 1992). This pro-
vides a scheme for placing a compound into one of four Classes 
(from non-polar narcotic to specifically acting) or not being able 
to make a decision (the so-called Class 5). The Verhaar classifi-
cation scheme has been coded into a number of pieces of soft-
ware e.g. Toxtree (Pavan and Worth, 2008) and the OECD (Q)
SAR Application Toolbox (downloadable from the OECD web-
site, www.oecd.org), thus is freely available. Whilst the Verhaar 
scheme provides a framework for assigning a compound to an 
appropriate mechanism of action, it is limited in terms of current 
knowledge and some attempts have been made to update it (cf. 
enoch et al., 2008). 

In addition, a number of other approaches to assigning a 
mechanism exist. these include the Russom rules (Russom et 
al., 1997) and the OASIS mechanistic filter (see the informa-
tion contained within Dimitrov et al., 2003a, 2003b, 2004). 
The latter of these is also available in the OECD (Q)SAR 
Application toolbox. thus, a number of freely available ap-
proaches exist for assigning a chemical to a mechanism of 
action, with the express purpose of assigning it to an appro-
priate QSAR. the application of these approaches, in terms 
of their potential use in an integrated testing strategy, is de-
scribed below.

the formation of chemical categories is seen as a method of 
facilitating the chemical risk assessment process (van leeu-
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wen et al., 2009). this can be performed in terms of acute 
aquatic toxicity by grouping chemicals together on the basis of 
analogues and/or the same structural feature. this may provide 
evidence if one is able to accept that compounds demonstrat-
ing structural similarity are likely to have the same mechanism 
of action. Such grouping approaches may not be able to direct 
the user to a particular QSAR, but will assist in the develop-
ment of local models and/or read-across. The OECD (Q)SAR 
Application toolbox facilitates this and also contains many 
acute aquatic toxicity data. 

Other attempts have been made to predict mode or mecha-
nism of action from a chemical structure, mainly using con-
ventional QSAR descriptors and approaches such as discrimi-
nant analysis (for examples of these approaches see the papers 
of Aptula et al., 2002; Nendza and Muller 2001, 2007; Nendza 
and Wenzel, 2006; Spycher et al., 2004). Unfortunately several 
of these approaches have been based on a dataset of phenolic 
compounds, and extrapolations made and claimed outside of 
the domain of the data matrix. However, they may supply sup-
porting information to complement the use of schemes based 
on structural features. 

Other methods of assigning a chemical to, or (more likely) 
excluding it from, a mechanism of action are the use of cut-offs 
from physico-chemical properties. For instance, the solubility 
of a compound will determine whether it will be toxic in an 
acute assay (highly hydrophobic compounds may not be toxic 
at saturation); volatile compounds may be lost from static test 
systems, etc. Another issue is that for short term aquatic tox-
icity assays, hydrophobic compounds may not reach equilib-
rium rapidly enough for a non-narcotic effect to be observed. 
thus, at high log P, the toxicity of all compounds may be well 
modelled by a QSAR for the non-polar narcosis mechanism 
of action – for instance the toxicity of all compounds with a 
log P value greater than of 3.5 model as non-polar narcotics 
to Tetrahymena pyriformis (Schultz, 1997). thus, in terms of 
predicting acute toxicity, such compounds can be considered 
to be non-polar narcotics, whilst in reality they may have the 
potential for another toxic mechanism of action. 

3  Uses of information from modes and 
mechanisms of toxic action to predict chronic 
ecotoxicity 

the use of modes and mechanisms of action is much less de-
veloped for chronic than for acute ecotoxicity. Many chronic 
toxic effects have relatively little supporting information relat-
ing to mechanisms of action and how chemical structure can 
be used to develop mechanistically based categories. A number 
of applications of mechanistic knowledge can, however, be 
made. For instance, it is known that for narcotic chemicals 
acute to chronic ratios may be more predictable and accurate 
(Ahlers et al., 2006). In addition, low to high dose and inter-
species predictions may be more accurate for narcotic chemi-
cals. thus, if it can be decided, either through the means listed 

above or by other means, whether a compound is acting by a 
narcotic mechanism or not, this would be of potentially great 
advantage. 

A clear exception to the assumption that there is limited mech-
anistic information for chronic toxicity is for endocrine disrup-
tion, where there is much high quality research on which to base 
mechanistic hypotheses. Much of the information on the action 
molecules on the receptors of the endocrine systems (e.g. oes-
trogen, androgen, thyroid, etc.) has been derived originally from 
pharmaceutical studies. In terms of identifying a compound able 
to act by a non-lethal mechanism of action, many studies will 
be based around the ability of a compound to bind to a receptor, 
and if it is able to bind, then the relative binding affinity may 
provide some estimation of potency. excellent illustrations for 
this are provided for the oestrogen receptor (eR), including the 
use of a four-tier system to identify potential binders to the eR 
(Shi et al., 2001). 

An interesting example of how mechanisms might be ap-
plied for chronic effects is in the area of pharmaceuticals. the 
consequence of low level exposure of environmental species to 
pharmaceuticals is of concern (Madden et al., 2009). Few data 
exist for the chronic effects of pharmaceuticals in the environ-
ment. less is known about whether it may be possible to in-
troduce knowledge of mammalian mechanisms of action (phar-
macological and toxicological) into the assessment of chronic 
effects in the environment. this is an intriguing area for further 
research, particularly in the broader context of whether mam-
malian mechanisms may be transferable (and how to achieve 
this) to environmental species. 

4  Supplementing integrated testing strategies with 
input from experimental biology

there are a number of areas where biology can assist in the use 
of mechanism and mode of action information for predicting 
ecotoxiological effects through the use of ItS. the key purpose 
of these efforts is to increase confidence in the ability to pre-
dict whether a compound belongs to a particular mechanism or 
mode of action. 

In particular, basic knowledge is required on modes and 
mechanisms of action for both acute and chronic effects. In 
terms of assigning a compound to a QSAR for an acute effect, it 
must be remembered that the majority of our knowledge comes 
from a very small number of chemicals – this information has 
been extrapolated very widely. For instance, in terms of in vivo 
knowledge, the gold standard includes the Fish Acute Toxic-
ity Syndromes developed in the 1980s for only a small number 
of compounds (McKim et al., 1987a). From this, mechanisms 
were assigned to all chemicals in the fathead minnow database 
(over 600) and even further beyond. Mechanistic assumptions 
can be supplemented by binary toxicity testing to identify com-
pounds with additive effects – the assumption being that addi-
tive toxicity will occur only for compounds acting by the same 
mechanism (Hodges et al., 2006).
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the need here is not to perform further in vivo testing but 
to use (existing) test results and information better, e.g. to de-
termine symptoms associated with mechanisms. this may even 
provide an opportunity to optimise in vivo testing by identifying 
key parameters in the test regime associated with the early and 
better identification of effects. There is also a real need to derive 
strategies from in vitro and -omics assays to support mechanis-
tic interpretation. this may be as simple as using cytotoxicity 
data to confirm whether a compound is a narcotic or not (i.e. 
whether it conforms to the so-called baseline effect (Cronin, 
2006; Maeder et al., 2004)). Alternatively it may be the appli-
cation of receptor based assays for specific endpoints relating 
to acute or chronic toxicity or the development of fingerprints 
from -omics relating to particular modes of action. 

Another area where experimental biology can assist in devel-
oping useful information is with regard to metabolism. Metabo-
lism is obviously an important process in toxicology, both for 
activation and deactivation. Current in silico methods can iden-
tify potential metabolites but are by no means comprehensive or 
able to predict accurately the amount or stability of a metabo-
lite. Biological experiments (in vivo and in vitro) could assist 
in identifying compounds susceptible to significant metabolism 
and whether toxicologically important metabolites are formed. 

In addition to information from biological tests, potentially 
useful information may be obtained from non-biological tests. 
For instance, the so-called in chemico tests (Gerberick et al., 
2008) identify reactive compounds (i.e. those capable of form-
ing a covalent bond with a biological pseudo-macromolecule). 
Compounds exhibiting such reactivity may be associated with a 
number of acute and chronic toxicities and could, for instance, 
be excluded from narcotic mechanisms. the tests that can be 
considered include those for electrophilic and nucleophilic reac-
tivity, redox potential and formation of free radicals. Such non-
biological test information may be invaluable for identifying 
specific reactivity or mechanisms not associated with receptor 
binding. 

the concept, therefore, is that a battery of tests can be devel-
oped to assist in the identification of a number of modes and 
mechanisms of action. this type of strategy has been considered 
previously (Nendza et al., 1995; Wenzel et al., 1997) and can be 
put together at low cost. the battery approach would provide 
useful information to assist in the definition of mechanistic do-
mains, i.e. development of in silico knowledge. 

5  In silico predictions in ITS for acute aquatic 
toxicity – utilising mechanistic information 

the key to using mechanism and mode of action information is 
to form consensus from whatever information may be available. 
For instance, a possible strategy may be to first consider the 
evidence of whether a compound is narcotic or non-narcotic. 
Whilst on first sight this may appear to be trivial and of little 
utility, it is actually a powerful piece of information. Should a 

compound be determined as being narcotic, then it can be as-
signed to a particular mechanism of action and a QSAR and/or 
inter-species extrapolation can be utilised to make a prediction 
with high confidence (Dimitrov et al., 2000, 2003b). Should a 
compound be non-narcotic, it will both indicate that predictions 
from QSARs will have less confidence associated with them and 
that further information may be required to make a decision, e.g. 
non-chemical test or receptor binding information. 

the decision of whether a compound is narcotic or not can be 
derived from a number of information sources. these include 
the structural fragment-based approaches described above (Ver-
haar, Russom, OASIS) and implemented in freely available 
software. In addition, the formation of categories of chemicals 
will allow for read-across of mechanisms of action. this can 
be supplemented by in vitro information, e.g. whether the com-
pound has toxicity above baseline narcosis. If toxicity is seen 
above a baseline, then it is indicative of a mechanism of action 
other than narcosis (Maeder et al., 2004). If cytotoxicity is con-
sistent with baseline, then the compound may be either a true 
narcotic, or the cytotoxicity is not consistent with a mechanism 
in the higher species. In this case further evidence would be 
helpful either from in silico investigation or non-biological test 
information (allowing for inter-species effects if extrapolated to 
fish (Dimitrov et al., 2000)). If it is determined that a compound 
is non-narcotic, then QSAR predictions are generally made with 
lower confidence. Again, this may require further evidence to 
improve the accuracy of the assessment of toxicity. 

the success of using of an ItS to predict acute aquatic toxic-
ity will depend on a number factors including:
• Assigning a compound to a mode and/or mechanism of action 

with confidence.
• the availability of tools and procedures to assign a compound 

to a particular mode and/or mechanism of action.
• the linking of QSARs to a mode and/or mechanism of ac-

tion.
• the ability to correlate lower or in vitro toxicity values to 

higher species.
• A regulatory framework whereby the assumptions and predic-

tions of an ItS are acceptable; this should be supported by 
clear guidance and case studies.

6  Conclusions

Information on mechanisms and modes of toxicity can play 
an important role in increasing the confidence placed in the in 
silico predictions of acute and chronic ecotoxicity. there are a 
number of methods to assign a compound to a mechanism of ac-
tion, either through the use of structural rules or category forma-
tion. this type of information can be supplemented through the 
use of results from in vitro tests and existing in vivo data. the 
information derived for mode and mechanism of action plays an 
important role in assisting in the derivation of integrated testing 
strategies for the effects of chemicals. 
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1  Introduction

Animals considered to be sentient have the ability to experi-
ence positive and negative affective states or feelings (Duncan, 
2006). these feelings arise via the operation of sensory mecha-
nisms that scan the internal functional state of the animal and 
its external environment. Internally-focused sensory activity 
contributes to the brain processing that gives rise to a number 
of experiences including thirst, hunger, breathlessness, pain, 
nausea, sickness and malaise, and informs the brain when the 
conditions underlying those feelings are absent; at the same 
time, externally stimulated neural inputs contribute to affective 
experiences mediated by the sensory modalities of sight, hear-
ing, smell, taste, touch, thermal comfort and others (Dawkins, 
2006; Kirkwood, 2006; Mellor et al., 2009a). Although it is 
philosophically and scientifically problematic to demonstrate 
unequivocally that higher-order non-human animals do in fact 
experience such feelings (Dawkins, 2006; Duncan, 2006), for 
most practical purposes we interact with them as if they do 
(Dawkins, 2006; Mellor et al., 2009a). Moreover, a presumption 

of the existence of sentience among higher-order animals gener-
ates strong motivation to treat them humanely. this is especially 
so now that the welfare status of animals is widely understood to 
reflect the integrated balance between all sensory inputs to the 
animal’s brain that are cognitively processed and emotionally 
experienced as feelings (Mellor et al., 2009a).

Sentience, therefore, requires the presence of a nervous 
system that is functionally sophisticated enough to enable the 
animal to cognitively and emotionally experience its status (its 
welfare) as good, neutral or bad. this capacity is cautiously at-
tributed to most vertebrates and some invertebrates (Kirkwood 
and Hubrecht, 2001; Duncan, 2006; Kirkwood, 2006), but per-
haps especially to mammals and birds. Allied to sentience, of 
course, is the requirement that the nervous system be in a state 
of consciousness, because unconscious animals cannot experi-
ence anything (Baars, 2001; Mellor and Diesch, 2006; Bover-
oux et al., 2008). 

In addition to this linkage between the phylogenetic status 
vis-à-vis brain sophistication of a species and its capacity for 
sentience and consciousness, it is evident that within those spe-
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cies that exhibit these attributes as adults, the first appearance 
of the capacity for sentience and consciousness also depends 
on the pattern of neurological development during the early 
stages of each animal’s life cycle (Mellor and Diesch, 2006, 
2007). the developmental stages when young of different spe-
cies first exhibit this capacity are therefore of interest, espe-
cially when considering safeguards to be applied during their 
use in scientific and other procedures that would have negative 
welfare impacts were they conscious adults. Resolution of this 
question bears directly on when and how necessary, or safe, 
it is to employ refinement strategies such as the use of anaes-
thetics or analgesics in developing fetal, newborn and young 
mammals. We have drawn attention to these issues elsewhere 
(Diesch et al., 2008, 2009; Mellor et al., 2008). It also bears 
on the legal definition of an animal framed in animal welfare 
terms, as discussed elsewhere in these proceedings (Mellor et 
al., 2010).

the present paper updates understanding of the science un-
derlying the conclusion that consciousness, and therefore the 
capacity to experience noxious sensations, does not appear until 
after birth in any mammal examined to date, and that the timing 
of the onset of consciousness after birth depends on the degree 
of neurological maturity of the newborn in each species (Mellor 
et al., 2009b). For the sake of brevity, review articles that fully 
reference the relevant scientific literature have been used here 
together with pertinent additional publications.

2  The developmental pattern of brain electrical 
activity is similar across species

Brain electrical activity, as reflected in the electroencephalogram 
(eeG), shows distinct patterns during waking consciousness and 
during the unconsciousness of sleep, general anaesthesia, coma 
and epileptic “states of absence” (Baars, 2001; Bovereau et al., 
2008). On this basis the first appearance of spontaneous EEG 
activity and the different eeG patterns observed subsequently 
have been used cautiously to infer when the brain exhibits states 
of unconsciousness and when consciousness may first appear 
during neurological development (Mellor and Gregory, 2003; 
lee et al., 2005; Mellor et al., 2005, 2009b).

the development of eeG activity appears to follow a similar 
pattern in all mammalian young examined to date (ellingson 
and Rose, 1970; Walker and Berger, 1978; Snead and Stephens, 
1983; Mellor et al., 2005; Brusseau and Mashour, 2007). For de-
scriptive convenience this pattern can be divided into six stages 
categorised as follows: 
Stage 1: the eeG is absent, isoelectric or “silent”;
Stage 2:  a predominance of electrical “silence” is punctuated by 

very short epochs of low voltage eeG activity;
Stage 3:  prolonged periods of electrical “silence” are punctu-

ated by epochs of more sustained low voltage eeG 
activity that progressively increase in duration;

Stage 4:  continuous “mixed” eeG activity containing elements 
of both rapid-eye-movement (ReM) and non-ReM 
sleep-like patterns is present;

Stage 5:  continuous eeG activity is differentiated into distinct 
ReM and non-ReM patterns with regular cycling be-
tween the two states;

Stage 6:  sleep-wake cycles, where the eeG and behaviour in-
dicate that periods of sleep alternate with periods of 
conscious wakefulness, are present.

Progression through these stages is presumed to reflect increas-
ing degrees of functional and structural maturation of the brain 
(Mellor et al., 2005; Brusseau and Mashour, 2007; Diesch et al., 
2009) and is paralleled by increasingly precise control and coor-
dination of movements of the trunk, head, limbs and other body 
parts (Bolles and Woods, 1964; tyndale-Biscoe and Janssens, 
1988; Mellor and Gregory, 2003). Nevertheless, the character-
istics of the eeG suggest that the brain remains in unconscious 
states throughout stages 1 to 5. Moreover, there is a temporal 
association between differentiation of ReM-non-ReM eeG 
patterns at stage 5 and the establishment of neural connec-
tions between the cerebral cortex and underlying brain struc-
tures including the thalamus (ellingson and Rose, 1970; lee 
et al., 2005; Mellor et al., 2005; Brusseau and Mashour, 2007). 
In light of the important functional roles attributed to cortico-
thalamic connections in physiologically, pharmacologically and 
pathologically induced transitions between consciousness and 
different states of unconsciousness (evans, 2003; Bovereau et 
al., 2008) and evidence for the absence of consciousness in pre-
maturely born infants before the establishment of these neural 
connections (lee et al., 2005; Mellor et al., 2005), their appear-
ance during brain development is considered to be a prerequi-
site for the capacity of young animals to exhibit consciousness 
(Mellor et al., 2009b). According to this reasoning, therefore, 
unconscious states would persist until the end of the period of 
differentiated ReM-non-ReM patterns at stage 5.

3  Neurological maturity of young at birth varies 
widely between species

Although the general pattern of neurological development, 
judged in these terms, appears to be common to many mam-
mals, the stage when birth occurs during this developmental 
path depends on the species and obviously determines the neu-
rological maturity of the young at that time (ellingson and Rose, 
1970; tyndale-Biscoe and Janssens, 1988; Mellor et al., 2005; 
Mellor and Diesch, 2006). this may be illustrated by comparing 
mammalian young that are neurologically exceptionally imma-
ture, moderately immature or mature at birth.

3.1  Neurologically exceptionally immature young
Newborn marsupial joeys fall into this category and, as indi-
cated below, would have electrically “silent” eeGs (stage 1). 
On this basis, joeys would have no capacity to consciously 
experience any sensations before, during and for some period 
after birth.

the tammar wallaby joey (Macropus eugenii), which is 
born after a 28-day pregnancy, has a cerebral cortex that con-
sists of only two layers of cells and resembles that of a 40-
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day human or 26-day sheep embryo (Reynolds et al., 1985). 
After entering the pouch the individual joey remains continu-
ously attached to a teat for about 100 days, and intermittently 
thereafter, leaving the pouch permanently after approximately 
250 days (tyndale-Biscoe and Janssens, 1988). the eeG of 
anaesthetised joeys remains isoelectric (stage 1) until about 
120 days, after which it develops progressively (through stag-
es 2 and 3) to become continuous by 150-160 days (stage 4) 
(Diesch et al., 2008, 2010). Anaesthesia precludes observation 
of differentiated ReM-non-ReM eeG patterns (stage 5) and 
also sleep-wake eeG cycles (stage 6). However, opening of 
the external ear canals at 125-130 days and eye-opening at 
about 140 days (Hill et al., 1998), and the presence of behav-
ioural signs such as the joey standing unaided by about 160 
days, beginning to look out of the pouch at about 180 days and 
first exiting the pouch at about 190 days (Tyndale-Biscoe and 
Janssens, 1988), together suggest that the capacity for con-
scious perception of auditory, visual, tactile, proprioceptive 
and other sensations would appear in tammar joeys at around 
160-180 days. Finally, eeG responses of anaesthetised joeys 
to noxious stimulation (toe clamping) are consistent with this 
suggestion, as there was no response at 94-127 days, a mini-
mal response at 142-181 days and a marked response at 187-
261 days (Diesch et al., 2010).

Virginia opossum joeys (Didelphis virginiana), born after a 
13-day pregnancy, enter the pouch where up to 13 of them at-
tach to teats (McManus, 1974). they remain attached to a teat 
continuously for 55-65 days, then intermittently until 70-90 
days, after which they leave the pouch and ride on the mother’s 
back until weaned at 100-110 days (McManus, 1974; Krause 
and Saunders, 1994; Darlington et al., 1999). the eeG of non-
anaesthetised opossum joeys remains mostly electrically “si-
lent” (stage 1) before about 60 days, after which continuous low 
voltage activity begins to appear (progressing from stage 2 to 
4), with early signs of non-ReM activity evident by about 65 
days and ReM-non-ReM differentiation (stage 5) by about 75 
days (Walker and Berger, 1978). the behaviour of joeys sug-
gests that sleep-wake eeG cycles (stage 6) would appear soon 
after this. Overall, these behavioural and eeG observations to-
gether suggest that opossum joeys would have a well developed 
capacity for conscious perception around 70-90 days after birth, 
presumably with the earliest evidence of consciousness occur-
ring before this.

It follows that the earliest postnatal appearance of sentience 
and consciousness, estimated by reference to eeG patterns, 
behaviour and/or responses to noxious stimulation, is likely at 
about 4-5 months in tammar wallaby joeys and about 2 months 
in Virginia opossum joeys. 

3.2  Neurologically moderately immature young
Newborn rat and mouse pups, rabbit kits, kittens and puppies 
fall into this category. Immediately after birth they exhibit iso-
electric, intermittent or continuous but undifferentiated eeGs 
(stages 1-4), and thereafter it takes several days for ReM-non-
ReM differentiation (stage 5) to occur and sleep-wake cycles 
(stage 6) to become established (ellingson and Rose, 1970; 

Jouvet-Monier et al., 1970; Snead and Stephens, 1983; Daszuta 
and Gambarelli, 1985).

In rat pups, for instance, eeG stages 2-4 are evident at 5-7 
days after birth, the transitions to stage 5, and then to stage 6, 
begin around 10-12 days and are complete by about 18 days, 
and adult eeG patterns appear around 18-20 days after birth 
(Diesch et al., 2009). Pup behaviour develops over the same 
period (Bolles and Woods, 1964). Pups aged 5-7 days huddle 
with littermates, suck from their mother, crawl, stretch, yawn 
and show rudimentary grooming. At 9-10 days, walking, cage 
exploration and orientation away from the mother and nest ap-
pear, and by days 12-13 these activities become more vigorous 
or prolonged. Increased attention to objects follows eye open-
ing at about 14 days, with the first obvious awareness of the 
investigator occurring at about 19 days. At 17-20 days, pups are 
often physically active with fighting between littermates com-
mon. Finally, when pups are weaned at 21 days by removal of 
the mother their physical activity decreases for about one day. 
these observations together suggest that conscious perception 
by rat pups is not likely before about 10-12 days of age. eeG 
responses of anaesthetised pups to noxious stimulation (tail 
clamping) are consistent with this suggestion, as there was no 
response at 5-7 days, a marginal response at 12-14 days and a 
marked response at 21-22 days (Diesch et al., 2009).

If it is conservatively assumed that conscious perception 
cannot occur any earlier than the postnatal age when stage 5 
ReM-non-ReM differentiation first appears, bearing in mind 
that stage 5 eeGs indicate physiological states of unconscious-
ness (Baars, 2001; Bovereau et al., 2008), then the published 
evidence suggests that conscious experience of sensory inputs 
is likely to occur postnatally only after about 4 days in rabbit 
kits, 7 days in kittens, 10-12 days in rat and mouse pups, and, 
perhaps depending on the breed, 4-14 days in puppies (elling-
son and Rose, 1970; Jouvet-Monier et al., 1970; Snead and 
Stephens, 1983; Daszuta and Gambarelli, 1985).

3.3  Neurologically mature young
Newborn calves, fawns, kids, lambs, foals, piglets and guinea-
pig pups, and indeed human infants, are included in this cat-
egory on the basis of neuroanatomical, neurophysiological 
and behavioural evidence (ellingson and Rose, 1970; Jouvet-
Monier et al., 1970; Mellor and Gregory, 2003; Mellor and 
Stafford, 2004; lee et al., 2005; Mellor et al., 2005; Mellor 
and Diesch, 2006; Brusseau and Mashour, 2007). they pass 
through the first five EEG stages before birth, reaching stage 5 
(ReM-non-ReM pattern differentiation) about 75-80% of the 
way through pregnancy at around the time the critical cortico-
thalamic connections are established. As noted above, human 
infants born prematurely after about 30 weeks of the 40-week 
pregnancy exhibit increasing behavioural and eeG evidence 
of conscious perception (lee et al., 2005), yet in fetal lambs 
before or during labour, whether premature or not, there are no 
signs of stage 6 sleep-wake eeG cycles (Rigatto et al., 1986; 
Mellor et al., 2005; Mellor and Diesch, 2006). Moreover, nox-
ious stimuli that arouse sleeping newborns to conscious wake-
fulness are not similarly effective in fetuses during stage 4 or 5 
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sleep-like states of unconsciousness (Mellor et al., 2005). evi-
dently, therefore, neurologically mature fetuses develop the ca-
pacity for sentience and consciousness during late pregnancy, 
but remain in unconscious states throughout. this is attributed 
to a unique set of neuroinhibitory factors, with demonstrated 
effects on the fetal eeG, that function in utero to maintain fe-
tal unconsciousness (Mellor et al., 2005; Mellor and Diesch, 
2006, 2007). these neuroinhibitors, whose actions have been 
described in detail elsewhere (Mellor et al., 2005), include ad-
enosine (a potent promoter of sleep and/or unconsciousness), 
allopregnanolone and pregnanolone (neuroactive steroids with 
well-established anaesthetic, sedative/hypnotic and analgesic 
effects, synthesised by the fetal brain), prostaglandin D2 (a po-
tent sleep-inducing agent synthesised by the fetal brain) and a 
placental peptide neuroinhibitor, as well as warmth, cushioned 
tactile stimulation and buoyancy. 

Maintaining the fetus in unconscious states may help to 
ensure an adequate supply of oxygen to its brain. the fetus 
has no control over the restricted supply of oxygen it receives 
across the placenta (Mellor and Diesch, 2007), yet its brain 
in particular is vulnerable to oxygen shortages (Hunter et 
al., 2003a). limiting its cerebral oxygen consumption would 
therefore be beneficial. In adult humans, high cerebral oxygen 
consumption during consciousness is reduced during sleep, 
being about 40% and 10% lower during non-ReM and ReM 
sleep, respectively (Bovereaux et al., 2008). It follows that the 
observed presence of sleep-like states in the fetus (Mellor et 
al., 2005) may reduce its brain requirements for oxygen. there 
is evidence from fetal sheep to support this: the mean cerebral 
oxygen consumption is about 80% lower in immature than in 
mature fetuses (Gleason et al., 1989), and in mature fetuses the 
mean value is about 40% lower than in the newborn and about 
25% lower than in the adult (Rosenberg et al., 1982); also, the 
mean consumption is about 17% lower during non-ReM than 
ReM sleep-like states in mature fetuses (Richardson et al., 
1985). Furthermore, oxygen-sparing changes occur in the fetus 
in apparent preparation for labour, during which oxygen sup-
ply may become compromised by uterine contractions. these 
changes include an increasing incidence of the non-ReM eeG 
state and fetal motor systems becoming largely quiescent (see 
Mellor and Diesch, 2006). Finally, there is an emergency re-
sponse mechanism. It ensures that complete occlusion of the 
umbilical cord during individual labour contractions would 
lead to an isoelectric eeG within 60-90 seconds (Mallard et 
al., 1992; Bennet et al., 1999; Hunter et al., 2003b) and to an 
associated reduction in cerebrocortical oxygen consumption 
by at least 95% (Hunter et al., 2003a). Although both the eeG 
and cerebral oxygen consumption would usually return to nor-
mal once the contraction-induced cord occlusion has passed, 
protracted marked oxygen shortages lead to brain damage 
(Hunter et al., 2003b). 

It appears, therefore, that although neurologically mature 
young develop the capacity for sentience before birth, they re-
main unconscious while in utero, and consciousness first appears 
only after birth. this occurs through an immediate or progres-
sive postnatal withdrawal of the in utero neuroinhibitors noted 

above, combined with a progressive onset or marked surge in 
stimulation from a set of potent neuroactivators that includes 
17β-oestradiol, noradrenaline, cold exposure, contact with hard 
surfaces, and auditory, visual and other sensory inputs. Detailed 
descriptions of the proposed mechanisms have been provided 
elsewhere (Mellor and Gregory, 2003; Mellor and Diesch, 2006; 
Mellor et al., 2009b). Critical to the appearance of conscious-
ness after birth, however, is the rapid and successful onset of 
breathing. this oxygenates brain tissue to well above the high-
est levels ever achieved before birth, and this, in its turn, is con-
sidered to remove an overriding adenosine-induced inhibition 
of cerebrocortical activity, thereby “permitting” the neuroacti-
vators to act. the result, as assessed behaviourally, is the onset 
of consciousness over minutes or hours (Mellor and Stafford, 
2004; Mellor et al., 2009b). 

Interestingly, during the first few days after birth, a persistent, 
but reduced and decreasing brain synthesis of the previously 
mentioned “fetal” neuroactive steroids having anaesthetic, sed-
ative/hypnotic and analgesic actions (Mellor and Diesch, 2006; 
t. J. Diesch, D. J. Mellor, C. B. Johnson and D. W. Walker, un-
published observations) may reduce the newborn’s experience 
of pain due to compression-induced or other birth injuries. Any 
such analgesic effects are likely to be highest immediately after 
birth and then wane as the circulating concentrations of these 
steroids decrease. Consistent with this are lower eeG responses 
to noxious stimulation (castration) in anaesthetised lambs dur-
ing the first 1-3 days after birth compared to those of older lambs 
(Johnson et al., 2009).

4  Concluding remarks

the observations made above are fresh insights derived from 
recent integrative syntheses of well-demonstrated, yet not well-
known, findings in the scientific literature. Although the litera-
ture provides a compelling case for persistent unconsciousness 
before birth, even in neurologically mature fetuses, this propo-
sition is contrary to views held by some biomedical scientists 
working in the field of fetal pain management (e.g. Anand, 2006, 
2007) and contradicts the speculation that brain stem processes 
are capable of supporting some forms of consciousness (Merker, 
2007). Accordingly, a major purpose of presenting this alterna-
tive view, together with a summary of the supporting scientific 
evidence, is to stimulate others to challenge them experimen-
tally. If the present conclusions survive such challenges, they 
may be adopted more widely. Regardless of the outcome, the 
evidence presented already exists in the scientific literature and 
needs to be assimilated into our understanding of developmen-
tal processes in mammalian young before and after birth.
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1  Introduction

through recent initiatives of organisations such as the World 
Organisation for Animal Health (OIe) and the Food and Ag-
ricultural Organisation of the United Nations (FAO), animal 
welfare is being recognised by governments as a global issue 
(OIe, 2005; FAO, 2009). Although these initiatives have been 
directed towards farm animal welfare (Fraser, 2008), they have 
wider implications to animal welfare issues in other spheres of 
activity. Importantly, in their statement of general animal wel-
fare principles, the OIe highlights the importance of the princi-
ples of Replacement, Reduction and Refinement in promoting 
the welfare of animals used in science. Of note, the FAO has 
adopted the definition used by the OIE for “animal welfare”, 
emphasising that this relates to the state of the animal and evi-
dence as to how it is coping with the conditions in which it lives; 
an evidence-based approach where animal welfare science is in-
tegral to achieving outcomes. 

In recent years we have seen increasing globalisation of many 
activities including the ways we undertake scientific research 
that has resulted in a significant shift in the scope and kind of 
international activities around the business of science. Whereas 

for many years it has been the practice to disseminate research 
findings through international publications and presentations 
to scientific societies, today we are seeing the globalisation of 
all aspects of research activities with the development of mul-
tinational research programs often promoted through inter-gov-
ernment agreements. Such developments provide opportunities 
previously unimagined but do present a number of logistic chal-
lenges, not the least when those research activities involve the 
use of animals.

The use of animals for scientific purposes, be that research, 
teaching or product testing, is one of the few areas where the 
conduct of and decisions about scientific activities are regulat-
ed. there is a long history of public controversy about such use 
of animals, albeit with differing levels and kinds of concerns in 
various countries. Governments have responded to these issues 
in a range of ways, so that today many countries have legislation 
that regulates such use of animals. Although there are common 
elements, we see different legislative approaches reflecting his-
torical experiences, social needs and cultural and political influ-
ences. Consequently, these legislative differences can present 
barriers to achieving multi-national research programmes; vary-
ing requirements for the governance of such research activities 
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and differences in accepted standards of practice, including 
housing and care of animals, being issues frequently cited. 

Government regulation also impacts on the use of animals 
in science particularly through the requirements to use animals 
in regulatory testing for the safety and efficacy of human and 
veterinary therapeutic goods and devices, for identifying risks 
and setting standards for the use of chemicals and hazardous 
substances and for assessing the impact of human activity on 
the environment. In these circumstances, from the perspective 
of animal welfare, there have been criticisms of unnecessary 
use of animals, especially in relation to duplication of tests and 
a failure to adopt alternative non-animal methods. Government 
regulations prescribe the kind of testing required often with dif-
ferent testing protocols for the same product in different coun-
tries. this, together with non-acceptance by governments of 
testing in another jurisdiction, has been seen as a major impedi-
ment to achieving animal welfare goals in this area. As will be 
discussed below, seeking a harmonised, international approach 
to the use of animals in these circumstances has been the focus 
of significant efforts by both government and non-government 
agencies in the past 10-15 years. Much has been achieved but 
more needs to be done. 

Whilst the globalisation of science and the barriers presented 
by differing government regulations have been recent drivers to 
initiatives to harmonise approaches around the use of animals 
for scientific purposes, prior to this, animal welfare concerns 
have driven a number of activities directed towards interna-
tional harmonisation of policies and guidelines concerning de-
cisions as to if and how animals are used in these circumstances. 
the Principles of the 3Rs – Replacement, Reduction and Re-
finement – have been the cornerstone for these developments; 
undoubtedly, despite differences in government policies, the 
universal acceptance of these Principles, has been integral to 
the outcomes achieved and will continue to be so for the success 
of future endeavours. 

this paper will describe recent initiatives to foster a harmo-
nised, international approach to promoting the welfare of ani-
mals used for scientific purposes, including regulatory testing, 
and in discussing the challenges to the effective implementation 
of these initiatives, argue for the critical role of animal welfare 
science in achieving the goals sought. 

2  International initiatives

At an international level, efforts to promote the welfare of ani-
mals used in science have sought to bring about a harmonisa-
tion of approaches in different countries through the identifica-
tion of and agreement upon common principles. In this way, 
international agreements have been achieved in relation to the 
general principles governing the use of animals in science as 
well as to approaches to particular methods, including those 
used in regulatory testing, so as to reduce or minimise the im-
pact on animal welfare. In this regard, the achievements of the 
Council for International Organisations of Medical Sciences 
(CIOMS), the International Council for laboratory Animal Sci-
ence (IClAS) and the Organisation for economic Cooperation 

and Development (OeCD) and the agreement for International 
Cooperation on Alternative test Methods (ICAtM) are high-
lighted. However, it also should be noted that national policies 
and guidelines, such as those published by the National Insti-
tutes of Health (NIH), the Institute for laboratory Animal Re-
search (IlAR), the Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC), 
the Joint Working Party on Refinement (BVA/FRAME/RSPCA/
UFAW) and Australia’s National Health and Medical Research 
Council (NHMRC), have influence beyond national borders and 
have contributed to and facilitated the development and imple-
mentation of a harmonised, international approach. 

2.1  Council for International Organisations of 
Medical Sciences (CIOMS)
the CIOMS is an international, non-government organisation 
representing the biomedical research community that for many 
years has fostered consideration of the ethical issues involved 
in these research activities; many of its publications and poli-
cies concern ethical issues associated with the use of human 
subjects. 

In 1985, following extensive consultation over a two-year 
period involving both international and interdisciplinary rep-
resentatives, the CIOMS published the International Guiding 
Principles for Biomedical Research Involving Animals (CIOMS, 
1985). this document was developed to provide a conceptual 
and ethical framework that could be used irrespective of the 
regulatory systems in place in various countries or the policies 
of different scientific societies. Whilst strongly emphasising the 
importance of the use of animals for biomedical research and 
regulatory testing, these Principles argued that scientists should 
be ever mindful of their moral obligations towards the use of ani-
mals, should, as far as possible, prevent pain and discomfort and 
be ever alert to the possibility of achieving their scientific goals 
without using animals. In addition to a set of Basic Principles, 
special requirements for the acquisition, transport, housing, hus-
bandry and monitoring of animals are noted. Although not stated 
explicitly, these principles reflect the stated goals of the 3Rs.

The international impact of this document has been significant. 
It was endorsed by the WHO Advisory Committee on Medical 
Research and has underpinned government policy in many coun-
tries, for example, the US Government Principles for the Utiliza-
tion and Care of Vertebrate Animals Used in Testing, Research 
and training, are closely aligned with the CIOMS document.

In 2008, it was agreed to revise this document. this revi-
sion is now under way under the joint auspices of CIOMS and 
IClAS. 

2.2  International Council for Laboratory Animal 
Science (ICLAS)
IClAS is the one umbrella, international organisation with a 
primary focus on the use of animals in science; its aims include 
the promotion of collaboration and dissemination of informa-
tion in laboratory animal science and the humane use of animals 
based on ethical principles and promotion of the 3Rs. Since its 
foundation, IClAS has sponsored programs that promote the 
quality of scientific outcomes through the definition and moni-
toring of the genetic status and health quality of laboratory ani-
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mals and the education and training of animal care personnel 
and scientists. 

In 2004, ICLAS organised its first meeting on the Harmoni-
zation of Guidelines on the Use of Animals in Science. Recog-
nising the need for various countries to maintain their existing 
mechanisms for the oversight of animal research, but cognisant 
of the globalisation of research activities, the goal for IClAS 
has been to develop guidance documents that reflected a har-
monised approach to animal care and use. IClAS has stated 
unequivocally that it does not intend such documents to be used 
as to standards. 

IClAS has sustained this initiative through its Working Group 
on Harmonisation, which to date has prepared four international 
guidelines with a fifth in preparation; all are based on a set of 
agreed general principles drawn from existing documents. In so 
doing key documents are cited and recognised as international 
references. For example, the first two documents set out princi-
ples for the establishment of humane endpoints and for animal 
euthanasia. the former cites key references as documents pro-
duced by the OeCD and the CCAC, the latter draws on guide-
lines that have been published by the American Veterinary Med-
ical Association and by the european Commission (Demers et 
al., 2006). Documents detailing international harmonisation of 
guidelines on animal user training programmes and the review 
of research protocols have been approved by ICLAS; the fifth 
guideline will address issues related to the production and use 
of genetically modified animals. 

through this programme IClAS has demonstrated the po-
tential opportunities for and benefits from a harmonised ap-
proach to promoting animal welfare, and collaborations with 
international organisations such as CIOMS and OIe will enable 
IClAS to promote the implementation of these guidelines to a 
wider audience. 

2.3  Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD)
the OeCD has been proactive in the international harmoni-
sation of guidelines relating to the testing of chemicals. the 
Council’s decision in 1981 concerning the mutual acceptance of 
data when those data were generated in accordance with OeCD 
test Guidelines and the Principles of Good laboratory Practice 
(GlP) was seen as a way to reduce the numbers of animals used 
in chemical testing and clearly has had significant long-term im-
plications for animal welfare in other areas of regulatory testing. 
At that time, this decision referred to activities in member coun-
tries only but, since 1997, non-member countries have been able 
to participate in this programme (Koëter, 2003). 

the OeCD has pursued a policy to implement the 3R princi-
ples wherever possible and to that end has revised test Guide-
lines where possible, removing the requirement for tests with 
a high impact on animal welfare or introducing amendments 
to reduce that impact. As of May 2009 the OeCD had 24 test 
Guidelines in preparation or under revisions with relevance to 
the goals of the 3Rs. 

Two Guidance Documents with significant implications for 
animal welfare are on the Recognition, Assessment and Use of 
Clinical Signs as Humane Endpoints for Experimental Animals 

Used in Safety Evaluation (OECD, 2000) and the Validation and 
International Acceptance of New and Updated test Methods for 
Hazard Assessment (OeCD, 2005). As mentioned above, the 
guideline on humane endpoints has general application to the 
use of animals in research. It was developed to provide a practi-
cal guide to applying the 3Rs with an emphasis on Refinement 
and highlights the importance of planning a study to identify 
the earliest possible endpoints, the use of pilot studies, ways to 
recognise and assess pain, distress and suffering and provides 
practical guidance to making an informed decision to humanely 
kill animals.

the Guidance Document on the international acceptance of 
validated new methods has application to the general area of 
toxicity testing. two other organisations that are working to-
wards harmonising international validation of toxicity test 
methods and associated criteria for regulatory acceptance of 
these methods, namely the European Centre for the Validation 
of Alternative Methods (ECVAM) and the Interagency Coordi-
nating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods (IC-
CVAM) were involved in the development of the OECD docu-
ment; each agency has adopted similar validation criteria. 

2.4  International Cooperation on Alternative Test 
Methods (ICATM)
International cooperation in the application of the 3Rs to regula-
tory toxicity testing has been at the forefront of developments 
to harmonise guidelines that promote the welfare of animals 
used for scientific purposes. Agencies such as ICCVAM and 
ECVAM have provided a focus for such research activities and 
have been strong advocates for the development and validation 
of alternatives, particularly in relation to toxicity testing. With 
responsibility for evaluating the validation status of new and 
alternative test methods and coordinating these activities over 
fifteen (15) Federal agencies, ICCVAM plays a critical role in 
the US. Similarly, ECVAM plays a pivotal role in the European 
Commission. Both organisations hold within their charter to fa-
cilitate international harmonisation of toxicology test protocols 
that promote the 3Rs. 

In April 2009, ICCVAM, ECVAM, the Japanese Centre for 
the Validation of Alternative Methods (JaCVAM) and Health 
Canada, entered into an agreement establishing the Interna-
tional Cooperation on Alternative test Methods (ICAtM). this 
agreement establishes an international framework for enhanced 
cooperation and coordination in validation studies and peer re-
view. In so doing, the goal is to provide a strong, transparent, 
scientific basis for recommendations to harmonise test protocols 
to ensure wider acceptance of alternative methods and strategies 
that promote the 3Rs. 

3  Achieving the 3Rs

It is irrefutable that the principles of the 3Rs have been the 
guiding force in these developments, not only providing goals 
against which progress in promoting animal welfare outcomes 
can be measured but also as a unifying platform that facilitates 
the identification of common aspirations. However, it is salutary 
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to realise that these principles were put forward many years be-
fore Russell and Burch published The Principles of Humane Ex-
perimental Technique (1959). For example, in 1847, the physi-
ologist Marshall Hall argued that animals should not be used in 
an experiment unless there was a good scientific reason to do 
so, that such experiments should not be repeated needlessly and 
animals should experience the least possible infliction of suffer-
ing. What distinguishes Russell and Burch is that they advanced 
the scientific rationale for implementing these principles, argu-
ing the inextricable link between animal welfare and scientific 
outcomes. 

the impact of these international initiatives in promoting the 
welfare of animals used in science will be evident in the extent to 
which the goals of Replacement, Reduction and Refinement are 
achieved throughout the world. However, international guide-
lines will be based on agreed principles, and it will be the scien-
tific underpinning of the implementation of those principles that 
will enable or limit potential outcomes. this is evident in the 
success that has been achieved in the Replacement of animals 
in toxicity testing and the harmonisation of toxicity testing pro-
tocols with the concomitant effect of a Reduction in the number 
of animals used. the constraints to the implementation of such 
guidelines where scientific evidence is limited are noted by De-
mers and colleagues (2006) in their discussion of the implemen-
tation of the IClAS document on International Harmonization 
of Guidelines on Euthanasia. Although the general principles 
for euthanasia could be drawn from the cited key references, in 
those documents there are differences in the assessment of and 
recommendations for the use of various techniques, indicating 
areas where further research is needed. 

The Principle of Refinement has broad implications to achiev-
ing the goals of any international guideline concerning the use 
of animals for scientific purposes; strategies to recognise and 
alleviate pain and distress being a primary focus. Russell and 
Burch identified our lack of understanding of the mechanisms 
of pain and distress as presenting a major barrier to the develop-
ment and implementation of strategies to achieve the goal of 
Refinement. Since that time, there have been significant advanc-
es in our understanding of the physiological and behavioural 
basis for these phenomena in animals as well as the develop-
ment of strategies to recognise and manage these experiences 
in the most common laboratory species. However, as argued 
in two recent major reviews conducted by IlAR (National Re-
search Council, 2008 and 2009), there are significant gaps in 
our knowledge that limit our ability to effectively manage these 
experiences in animals. Both reviews identify the 3Rs as setting 
the benchmark against which strategies to recognise and allevi-
ate pain and distress must be judged but also identify the risk of 
uncontrolled pain or distress confounding the interpretation of 
research data. 

Despite the availability and knowledge of the efficacy of an-
algesics for use in laboratory species, including rodents, sur-
veys of the use of such agents after surgical procedures suggests 
a relatively low level of use (Richardson and Flecknell, 2005; 
Stokes et al., 2009). Further, in these studies, both the use of an-
algesics and of anaesthetics with the potential to effect post-op-
erative analgesia were included, and evidence of effective pain 

management such as monitoring outcomes were not considered. 
Of note, using the same survey method, this research group re-
ported a higher use of analgesics in other laboratory species such 
as rabbits, pigs, sheep, dogs and non-human primates. Based on 
a roundtable discussion at the 2003 National AAlAS Meeting, 
Karas (2006) identified a number of barriers to the assessment 
and treatment of pain in laboratory animals, including a lack of 
knowledge of effective techniques to assess, monitor and treat 
pain, the lack of information published on effective techniques, 
limited scientific evidence to support published methods and 
concerns about the risk of drugs confounding research results.

Both the ILAR Report on the Recognition and Alleviation of 
Distress (National Research Council, 2008) and Karas (2006) 
identified the need for research into the impact of an animal’s 
living conditions, not only as a potential cause of distress but 
also causing unexpected variability in physiological and behav-
ioural responses and so affecting the reliability of research data. 
In November 2003, IlAR hosted an international workshop to 
discuss the development of evidence-based guidelines for labo-
ratory animal care (National Research Council, 2004). Recog-
nising the need to critically review and apply the available sci-
entific evidence, the workshop participants identified a number 
of significant knowledge gaps in relation to species-specific 
data. Similarly, a lack of evidence supporting the current use of 
various enrichment strategies for laboratory species was identi-
fied in a report by a FELASA Working Group (FELASA, 2006). 
Such data would not only inform animal care practices but, as 
has been highlighted in recent reports of phenotypic variability 
in genetically modified mouse lines, an understanding of the 
complexity and subtlety of gene-environment interactions has 
implications for the transferability of data from animal models.

Clearly, the availability of scientific evidence to support the 
development and application of strategies to identify and man-
age pain or distress is essential to achieve the goals of Refine-
ment and the lack of such data may limit the impact of initia-
tives to develop a harmonisation of animal welfare guidelines. 
However, as has been outlined above, research addressing these 
questions has implications for both animal welfare and scien-
tific outcomes. 

4  Animal Welfare Science

Russell and Burch argued that what they described as “the psy-
chosomatics of experimental animals” was the most important 
single factor influencing the achievement of the humane experi-
mental techniques. today, the study and interpretation of data in 
relation to the experience of emotional states in animals and their 
cognitive abilities are controversial. However, such evidence is 
central to the concept of animal welfare and fundamental to the 
discipline of animal welfare science (Dawkins, 2006). evidence 
of an animal’s emotional state, both negative and positive, is 
integral to our interpretation of how it feels in a given circum-
stance. that such experiences are subjective and not available to 
critical analysis, led the authors on the IlAR reports on distress 
and pain, to discount evaluation of the emotional component 
of these experiences. However, an alternative view is that such 
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experiences can be measured, albeit with acknowledgement that 
this is an emerging and challenging area of science (Dawkins, 
2006; Boissy et al., 2007; Mendl et al., 2009). 

Whether in developing more sophisticated and reliable ways 
to diagnose pain and distress or in assessing an animal’s re-
sponses to its environmental conditions, the development and 
validation of methods that will enable our understanding of the 
experiences of animals in the research setting has implications 
to achieving the goals of Refinement. This is an area where the 
application of the knowledge and methods from animal welfare 
science will not only advance animal welfare but also scientific 
outcomes. 
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1  Introduction

A need for better training in the design of experiments and the 
strategy for experimental programmes became apparent from 
discussion at a number of meetings (see Howard et al., 2009). In 
response, the FRAMe Reduction Steering Committee (FRSC) 
has been running training courses on this topic for postgradu-
ates. In looking for material to bring together the various aspects 
of planning and carrying through an experimental programme, 
the Committee found the available flowcharts insufficient and 
has developed its own (Gaines Das et al., 2009). this covers not 
just the planning and design of individual experiments but also 
the strategy for the whole programme. the strategy is important, 
as experiments using laboratory animals do not normally oc-
cur as isolated ‘one-off’ studies and there is often considerable 
scope for decreasing overall severity and reducing the number 
of animals used by careful planning and design in the context of 
the complete programme. Gaines Das et al. (2009) concentrated 
on planning to reduce overall numbers: this communication il-
lustrates how this approach could be used to reduce the severity 
of an experimental programme.

Fifty years ago Russell and Burch (1959) recognised that “One 
general way in which great reduction may occur is by the right 
choice of strategies in the planning and performance of whole 
lines of research.” they also recognised the ethical imperative 
to “reduce to an absolute minimum the amount of distress im-
posed”. Reduction in animal usage reduces overall suffering by 
exposing fewer animals to adverse effects, but good programme 
planning can also minimise overall severity. Unfortunately, ex-
perimental design texts usually provide no guidance on how to 
design an individual experiment to minimise severity and are 
silent on how to organise a sequence of experiments. ethical 
evaluation processes that judge only protocols may well miss 

possibilities for minimising overall severity through a suitable 
strategy for the whole programme. It is also a topic missing in 
FelASA’s suggested syllabus for the training of researchers 
(see FelASA 1995). the UK has had an advantage in develop-
ing ideas in this area, as researchers have been obliged since 
1987 to apply for projects covering an experimental programme 
of up to five years and a key section of the project licence ap-
plication form has been the plan of work (see http://science-
andresearch.homeoffice.gov.uk/animal-research/publications-
and-reference/publications/licences/project-licences/ for the 
latest example of this on the application form and notes with the 
form on planning and refinement). Many of the ideas developed 
over 50 years within the UK animal science community and 
by the UK Animals Scientific Procedures Inspectorate and its 
predecessor can be found in the fact sheet prepared by Morton 
(1998) and how they are encouraged in practice can be seen in 
the first report of the Animals Scientific Procedures Inspectorate 
(Home Office, 2004). Strategy for reduction is covered to some 
extent in Festing et al. (1998), the value of carefully-specified 
objectives in Fry (2004) and a step-wise approach to refining an 
experimental programme in Fry and Morton (2000).

In europe the replacement of Directive 86/609, with its in-
troduction of “projects”, could place more emphasis on ethical 
evaluation of the overall severity of the programme. In the pro-
posal put to the European Parliament in November 2008 Article 
37 requires the assessment of whether “the project is designed 
so as to enable procedures to be carried out in the most humane 
... manner.” this could translate into closer scrutiny of the com-
bined severity of a series of individual experiments. there is 
also an emphasis on retrospective review – another feature in 
the FRSC flowchart. Generally, wider appreciation that good 
planning avoids wasteful use of animals and can reduce the ex-
tent of animal suffering caused by an experimental programme 
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Summary
Experiments using laboratory animals do not normally occur as isolated ‘one-off’ studies and there is often 
considerable scope for reducing overall severity and the number of animals used by careful planning of the 
complete programme. The paper illustrates this with examples and provides a commentary on the flowchart 
for planning a research programme developed by the FRAME Reduction Steering Committee. The flowchart 
reminds researchers that programme planning needs well-specified objectives and research into different 
ways of achieving them, and into the severity of the methods involved. The least severe sequence can then 
be chosen and the series planned to identify unexpected adverse effects and good endpoints early on, so 
later experiments can minimise severity. Starting with low-severity work can avoid unnecessary higher-se-
verity studies and individual experiments can be designed to minimise numbers and severity. The flowchart 
should help experimenters plan minimal-severity programmes and be useful for ethical evaluation. 
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Fig. 1: FRAME Reduction Steering Committee Strategic Planning Flowchart. Slightly modified and reproduced from Gaines Das 
et al. (2009) with permission from ATLA. 

Initial Strategic Planning
Develop clear objectives, identify hypotheses to be tested and specify target analyses, 

including determination of data sets and information that will be needed.

Background Research
Critically review previous literature to determine if research is novel, review how 

previous similar studies were conducted, find the severity of the procedures, and identify 
all feasible methods of testing the hypotheses in the planned programme. 

For each experiment
Specify experimental objective, hypothesis to be tested. Decide nature of data needed 

and how to maximise signal to noise ratio for each parameter. Review again whether this 
should be a non-animal or animal experiment. Consider whether this is mainly an 

exploratory or hypothesis-testing experiment.  Should a pilot experiment be done? 
(see http://www.nc3rs.org.uk/downloaddoc.asp?id=400)

Experimental Design
Choose an appropriate design e.g. factorial/block/sequential etc. Use 
statistical calculation (e.g. Power Analysis or Resource Equation) to 

determine numbers needed (if not a pilot experiment).

Refining Design/Procedures
Including environmental enrichment, humane 

endpoints, training staff, species/strain/sex choice 
and type of design.

Pilot Experiment

Experiment

Retrospective Review

Next  experiment or
END  OF STUDY 

Meta-Analysis

Objectives met

Objectives not 
fully met

Objectives 
cannot be 

met

Available 
numbers 
too low for 
statistical 
power

Programme Planning
Rank the feasible methods in order of impact on animals, from no animals used to 
animal use with severe suffering.  Plan a sequence of experiments that will give 

satisfactory results with the least animal use and severity.
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is likely to raise ethical awareness of the value of looking be-
yond the individual protocol. The FRSC flowchart, reproduced 
in Figure 1 with an addition on researching the severity of pro-
cedures, is designed as a framework to help both researchers 
and those assessing programmes achieve good scientific outputs 
with minimal animal use and suffering. 

2  Planning a programme for minimal severity

2.1  Initial planning
The first and most important parts of any strategic plan are a) 
setting the aims or general objectives and b) doing the rele-
vant background research pertaining to these objectives. When 
the broad objectives are clearly specified, an appropriate pro-
gramme can be planned within which possibilities for studies 
not involving animals can be identified and individual animal 
experiments can be considered. It is important to distinguish 
between the general aims of the programme and the hypotheses 
the individual experiments would test. Without clarity at both 
of these levels it is difficult to consider all feasible methods of 
testing the hypotheses of interest without using animals, or to 
see non-animal methods that could be developed for the pur-
pose. In the severity context specified objectives are needed 
for setting objective-dependent endpoints for the individual ex-
periments (see below). 

In the initial strategic planning stage, decision points in the 
programme should also be considered. At a decision point the 
progress so far is reviewed and decisions taken on whether 
in the interests of minimal animal use and severity the plans 
should be changed, additional monitoring or revised procedures 
incorporated or the programme abandoned. If the first part of 
the programme involves development of a new animal model, 
for example, it may be necessary to accept that a satisfactory 
model is illusory and save further suffering by taking a different 
approach. 

2.2  Background research
The flowchart suggests that background research should not be 
limited to checking to avoid duplication and seeking one prac-
ticable route to pursuing the aim of the programme, but should 
include 
• identifying the range of possible routes and both their rela-

tive need for use of animals and their relative severities
• obtaining information on the conduct of experiments similar 

to those envisaged and any adverse effects encountered
• gathering information on the likely constraints, such as time 

taken for procedures and availability of people and of animal 
accommodation and 

• researching the techniques and sampling methods proposed, 
the severity and possible adverse effects involved and their 
limitations. 

Articles on specific techniques or procedures may identify ad-
verse effects and there may also be clues in experimental re-
ports. Unexplained differences in group sizes, for example, may 
indicate that some animals unexpectedly died or had to be with-
drawn from a study on humane grounds. 

2.3  Programme planning 
Using the information obtained from experience and back-
ground research, a series of studies likely to use minimal 
numbers and involve least severity can be structured around 
the planned decision points. As pointed out in Gaines Das et 
al. (2009), this programme planning should also consider and 
take into account constraints that may frustrate achieving the 
objectives or involve unnecessary animal use or suffering. 
these include limitations on the resources that can be drawn 
upon, availability of accommodation, restrictions on sample 
collection and handling and how much data can be obtained in 
a given time period. 

For minimising severity, a critical element is planning the se-
quence of experiments so that at an early stage adverse effects, 
and how to avoid or control them, are identified and humane 
endpoints are set and reviewed in practice. Any programme 
is likely to have unpredictable unknowns, such as technical 
difficulties with a published procedure new to the laboratory, 
unanticipated adverse effects of a substance or procedure or 
combination of experimental treatments. An objective of the 
first experiments, or the first experiment in each subordinate 
series, should be to identify such unknowns and suitable hu-
mane endpoints. 

When developing a new animal model the background re-
search should enable the planner to pre-set criteria by which 
the model will be judged as successful, and a decision point 
at which the results with the model are assessed against these 
criteria should be planned into the programme.

3  Examples of planning for minimal severity

In vaccine studies the aim of a programme may be to test 
new vaccines, with different studies on efficacy and safety.  
Animals are likely to be subjected to unnecessary suffering 
if the safety studies, which typically involve giving double 
or more the expected dose of the vaccine, are optimistical-
ly planned to start before the results of efficacy studies are 
known, since a proportion of the vaccine tested will show 
insufficient efficacy. 

A programme may be staged to achieve all the objectives 
that can be met at low severity first, only proceeding to higher 
severity studies when the low severity approach is exhausted. 
the sequence of questions could be - 

Question                           Example of response
What is the overall objective?

What can be done without 
animals?

What can be done under 
terminal anaesthesia?

to determine the effects of 
hypoxia on sympathetic nerve 
activity

No relevant studies – an  
intact vascular nerve network 
is needed

All the studies on the effects 
of hypoxia up to 24 h
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False assumptions are then exposed and basic information ob-
tained without subjecting animals to the more distressing pro-
cedures. In some cases the results from the milder studies may 
well indicate that the more severe ones are not needed.

the development of a mouse model of acute pancreatitis il-
lustrates how planning to minimise severity could operate to 
save much animal suffering. Acute pancreatitis is a very painful 
condition in humans. It carries substantial morbidity and can 
be fatal. It is worse in those who are obese and the reasons for 
this are unknown. Deficiencies in current treatment and man-
agement of patients with pancreatitis, the lack of understanding 
of the mechanism for the higher severity in obesity and the need 
for the interactions of multiple body systems to mimic the con-
dition justify use of animals to study how the condition can be 
ameliorated. the objective of the programme is to investigate 
why acute pancreatitis is worse in obesity by first developing 
an obese animal model, then using pharmacological dissection 
to detect mechanisms and compare these with those found in 
non-obese animals. Background research indicates that intra-
peritoneal injection of a combination of two interleukins should 
induce pancreatitis and that a genetically obese mouse should 
be a good prospective model, but also that acute pancreatitis in 
rodents produces substantial suffering. In acute pancreatitis in 
man, and non-obese rodents, there are early changes in serum 
amylase and other enzymes and marked histological alterations 
to pancreatic cells. Certain serum components are good early 
predictors of the severity of the pancreatitis. Reasonable criteria 
for the obese mouse model could be the demonstration of com-
parable serum and histological changes. 

the programme sequence could be a pilot experiment with a 
dose and combination of the agents expected to produce pancre-
atitis, with serial blood sampling and post mortem histology as 
measures, and signs of abdominal pain or a set time after the in-
jection to induce pancreatitis as an endpoint. this should give a 
good indication of whether the model has prospects and whether 
the severity controls and endpoint can be refined. It could be 
followed by a factorial experiment using different interleukin 
doses and combinations to determine the optimal dose combi-
nation for producing raised serum levels and the characteristic 
histological changes. A further experiment could determine the 
time course of the enzyme and other serum changes more pre-
cisely, and then one with the animals killed at set time points to 

follow the histo-pathological changes in the pancreas. Finally, 
it might be necessary to allow progression to full blown acute 
pancreatitis in a few animals to confirm that the demonstrated 
signs are genuinely those of early development of the condition. 
this would establish the model and the pharmacological stud-
ies could then use the optimal induction and sampling arrange-
ments determined from these experiments. the pharmacologi-
cal experiments could routinely end at the time when definitive 
early changes were reliably detectable, sparing animals the fur-
ther suffering of a progression to later stages of the disease. 

the approach taken by Sennello et al. (2008) to developing 
an obese mouse model of acute pancreatitis seems to have been 
very different. The first experiment reported in the paper is a 
survival study, with the number of mice that died after the in-
terleukin injection as the key parameter. When all mice in the 
obese group of 10 mice died but none in the non-obese group, 
and this was confirmed in a repeat experiment, the dose was 
increased for groups of 10 of the latter until 30% died. A fur-
ther experiment confirmed that multiple organ failure occurred. 
Subsequent experiments then followed the time course of the 
serum changes and the pancreatic histology. Clear changes were 
detectable two to six hours after injection, whereas mice took 
24-48 hours to die. This sequence is quite different in severity 
from that outlined above. 

4  Achieving minimal severity at  
the experiment level

The lower half of the flowchart mainly concerns the individual 
experiments. The flowchart assumes researchers will be familiar 
with the important points on refining experimental procedures 
and designing experiments for efficient use of animals well cov-
ered elsewhere (For the former see the UK National Centre for 
the 3Rs Information Portal at http://www.nc3rs.org.uk/landing.
asp?id=38, Morton 1998, or the section on Avoiding or Mini-
mizing Distress in Laboratory Animal Use in the report of the 
US National Academy of Sciences 2008, and for the latter see 
Festing et al., 2002). there are some additional considerations 
for designing for minimal severity, however. 

4.1  Setting clear objective(s) for each experiment 
As pointed out elsewhere (Gaines Das et al., 2009; Fry, 2004), 
this is important for formulating a design that uses the right 
number of animals. In the context of refinement it is crucial 
to setting objective-related endpoints, i.e. the points when in-
dividual experiments have met the objective or clearly cannot 
achieve it. Continuing beyond this endpoint involves risk of 
animal suffering or distress, for which there is no justification 
(see Fry, 1998). 

4.2  Pilot experiments or dose-setting procedures 
The flowchart highlights the value of incorporating pilot experi-
ments at suitable points in the programme and provides the link 
to a National Centre for the 3Rs online document on the sub-
ject. these preliminary experiments are likely to be worthwhile 
use of animals to establish proof-of-concept or to provide use-

Question 
What can be done with only 
mild severity?

What can only be done at 
more than mild severity? 

Example of response
Studies on the effects of 
prolonged mild hypoxia 
in which the experiments 
involve >24 h exposure, then 
terminal anaesthesia

Investigation of effects of 
prolonged, more severe 
hypoxia

Confirmation studies with 
implanted electrodes in 
conscious animals
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ful information on technical problems, the time course of an 
experimental outcome, or how much resource is needed for a 
full-size experiment. In regulatory toxicology studies and some 
pharmaceutical work the dose-setting procedure is essentially a 
type of pilot study.

Research pilots and dose-setting runs should also be planned 
to provide information to help minimise severity. this means 
having observation schedules that will detect adverse effects 
and indicate their severity and duration, so that in the definitive 
studies suitable monitoring arrangements can be made, opportu-
nities for refinements considered and incorporated, and severity-
related humane endpoints identified. Noting the time course of 
the experimental effect can help with setting objective-related 
humane endpoints.

4.3  Designs to minimise severity 
Factorial designs
These are recommended for their efficient use of animals (Shaw 
et al 2002), but can also be used to minimise severity by point-
ing to optimal conditions for a series of studies where the con-
ditions carry significant severity. For example, a group needs 
to set up an hypoxia model to study alterations in sympathetic 
nerve activity produced by exposure to low oxygen tensions. A 
mouse strain is known to show the effect but is sensitive to low 
oxygen tensions and can go into respiratory distress. Good data 
on the minimal extent and duration of hypoxia are not avail-
able. A factorial design for the exploratory experiment, in which 
several levels of oxygen deprivation and different durations are 
used in various combinations in the same experiment, will be 
the most efficient way of seeing the minimal level and duration 
of hypoxia needed to produce an effect large enough to study. 
this combination can then be used for performing the subse-
quent series of experiments with minimal adverse effects from 
the hypoxia.

 
Sequential designs
Sequential experimental designs, which allow the cumulative 
analysis of data, are efficient in that the study only continues 
until the objective is reached. Compared to other designs, 
where estimates of the number of animals needed have to be 
made in advance and risk either overestimating or using too 
few (and thus wasting them), severity is reduced as only the 
number of animals actually needed experience distress. De-
finitive experiments of this nature (e.g. Waterton et al., 2000) 
need careful planning and analysis as assumptions have to be 
made about the comparability of the conditions for successive 
groups of animals and the risk of time bias. the help of a stat-
istician is highly advisable. 

However, a modified sequential design, the “up and down” 
approach, is one of the standard methods for determining acute 
oral toxicity in regulatory studies (Bruce 1985; Rispin et al. 
2002), and a similar approach (but without lethality or predicted 
lethality as the endpoint) could be considered when planning 
research studies for which it is suitable. For example, a dose 
of compound expected to show some effect if the compound is 
efficacious is given to two animals and they are observed for a 
set period. (Using a pair of animals gives some control for vari-

ability, but if the likely effect is severe, as in acute oral toxicity 
tests, then only one animal at a time should be used). If no or 
little effect is seen, the dose is increased for the next pair and so 
on until a useful efficacy of the substance can be determined or 
a cut-off point at which it can be deemed ineffective is reached. 
If the first pair shows higher effects than needed, the dose for the 
second pair is decreased. this continues until a minimal useful 
effect level is found. Using such an approach for research work 
where a substance of unknown effect is being given, or an agent 
is being tried on a new genetically modified mouse line, should 
help minimise severity by minimising the numbers exposed to 
adverse effects of unknown or unpredictable severity. 

Use of unequal group sizes
Where the experimental procedure involves considerable sever-
ity, distributing the animals into a large control group and small 
experimental group or groups can provide as powerful a design 
as one using equal group sizes, with only a modest increase in 
total number required (Ruxton, 1998). Again severity is reduced 
because many fewer animals are exposed to the suffering of the 
experimental procedure. Planning for this means the extra ani-
mals required are ordered in time, the arrangement of any ex-
tra cages for the large control group is properly set out and the 
analysis and interpretation of the results are considered. 

5  Conclusion

Good overall planning allows early identification of factors 
that may affect severity, such as unanticipated adverse effects 
and, where possible, stages the experiments in a programme to 
achieve objectives at the lowest level of severity before pro-
ceeding to higher severity. Careful consideration of the steps 
and experiments needed to meet well-specified objectives and 
adjusting the sequence of experiments to involve minimal sever-
ity is necessary to “reduce to an absolute minimum the amount 
of distress imposed ...” (Russell and Burch, 1959). the FRAMe 
flowchart brings together the ideas on planning for reduction 
and refinement into a single sheet and includes points not made 
in previous overviews. It should help experimenters plan pro-
grammes of minimal severity and may also be a useful checklist 
for those doing ethical evaluation. 
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1  Innate immune and stress responses to 
pathogens

the immune system is constantly challenged by infections with 
pathogenic bacteria, viruses, fungi or protozoa. The first line of 
defence against these threats is the innate immune system and 
innate stress responses such as oxidative stress. The main benefit 
of these responses is their rapid kinetics and their efficient induc-
tion of an inflammatory response, which results in the activation 
of tissue cells and in the recruitment of effector cells of innate 
immunity, such as neutrophils, mast cells or NK cells. there is a 
broad understanding of the mechanism by which pathogens in-
duce these responses, which are a prerequisite for the activation 
of the adaptive immune system (Medzhitov, 2007). the t and B 
cells of the adaptive immune response are activated only within 
days of an infection. t cell priming occurs when dendritic cells 
are activated in the inflammatory milieu of the infected periph-
eral tissue and migrate to the draining lymph nodes, where they 
present antigens derived from pathogens in the form of pep-
tides on MHC molecules to naïve T cells. The antigen-specific T 
cells, once activated, start to expand by proliferation and differ-

entiate to potent effector and memory t cells that have received 
the information about the site of the infection by the dendritic 
cells and enter the blood circulation. We and others have previ-
ously shown that dendritic cells immigrating from the periph-
eral tissues induce a specific combination of homing receptors, 
i.e. adhesion molecules and chemokine receptors, which allow 
the circulating effector and memory t cells to enter the infected 
tissue due to the homing signals, chemokines and adhesion mol-
ecules, e.g. on endothelial cells of the blood vessels, that are 
produced during the inflammatory response (Dudda and Mar-
tin, 2004; Mora and von Andrian, 2006). Pathogens harbour so-
called pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) that are 
recognised by pattern recognition receptors (PRR) of the innate 
immune system (Kawai and Akira, 2007). these PAMPs are of-
ten molecular patterns such as lipopolysaccharide (lPS) from 
the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria or nucleic acids such as 
viral double-stranded RNA (dsRNA). the PRR that recognise 
these PAMPs, also called danger signals, belong to the toll-like 
receptor (tlR) family, which comprises about 13 members 
with different PAMP specificities. TLR are expressed on tissue 
cells, innate and adaptive immune cells, and they are localised 
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Summary
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in the plasma membrane or in the endosomal membrane in the 
case of the nucleic acid-recognising tlR3, 7, 8 and 9. As an 
example for PAMPs, lPS activates tlR4, viral dsRNA tlR3. 
The consequence of TLR triggering is the activation of NF-κB 
signalling, MAP kinase signalling, and the production of type I 
interferons (IFNs). Eventually, cytokines, chemokines and an-
timicrobial peptides are produced which orchestrate the innate 
inflammatory response. 

Another family of PRR are the NOD-like receptors (NLR). 
they are also expressed in a variety of cell types and have dif-
ferent functions (Martinon et al., 2009). Interestingly, they seem 
to have a much broader specificity for activating ligands. Thus, 
it is not yet clear how they are activated. One member of this 
family is NLRP3, which is a component of the inflammasome. 
this cytosolic protein complex consisting of NlRP3, the adap-
tor protein ASC and pro-caspase-1 activates the caspase, which 
then processes the pro-forms of IL-1β and IL-18, which are pro-
duced in response to tlR triggering and play an important role 
in the inflammatory response. 

In addition to tlR and NlR triggering, pathogens can acti-
vate the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), e.g. in 
response to phagocytosis of the pathogen. ROS are now recog-
nised as not purely toxic molecules but as signalling molecules, 
which can directly or indirectly regulate transcription factor 
activities and produce oxidised lipids as important signalling 
molecules (lambeth, 2004). 

tlR, NlR and oxidative stress pathways as well as the anti-
oxidant phase 2 response mediated by the cytosolic sensor 
molecule Keap-1 and the transcription factor Nrf2 (Dinkova-
Kostova et al., 2005) interact with each other by intensive cross-
talk. the resulting innate and adaptive immune response can 
then protect against infection or, in the case of a dysregulated 
response, cause immunopathology.

2  Innate immune and stress responses to contact 
allergens

low molecular weight chemicals, like electrophilic organic 
compounds and metal ions, can cause allergic contact derma-
titis (ACD), a T cell mediated inflammatory skin disease (Mar-
tin, 2004). Similar mechanisms are found for drugs that induce 
t cell-mediated drug hypersensitivity. It is up to now unclear 
how these chemicals activate the innate immune system in or-
der to produce a pathogenic t cell response in the skin. It has 
been shown that t cells recognise contact allergens as classical 
haptens, either covalently bound to peptides presented on MHC 
molecules of antigen presenting cells or complexed to peptide 
and/or MHC and t cell receptor in the case of metal ions. As 
mentioned above the innate immune response is crucial for the 
activation of naïve t cells. Recent research in the mouse model 
of ACD, the contact hypersensitivity (CHS) model, has provided 
evidence that contact allergens may trigger tlR, NlR and in-
duce oxidative stress and anti-oxidant responses as seen in re-
sponse to infection (Freudenberg et al., 2009). Looking at this 
striking analogy, the fascinating question to be answered in the 

future is how protein reactivity as a hallmark of contact allergens 
is translated into the activation of signalling pathways. So far on-
ly hypotheses can be put forward to explain the potential mecha-
nisms (Martin et al., 2006; Freudenberg et al., 2009). Contact 
allergens may modify proteins in such a way that they change 
their function, or they may induce danger signals that can serve 
as triggers for tlR and NlR. It is known that contact allergens 
can induce ROS production, but how they do that is unclear. As 
mentioned above, ROS engage in important signalling processes 
that may be relevant in ACD. We hypothesise that contact aller-
gen modification of proteins can be perceived in some cases, like 
conventional post-translational modifications such as phospho-
rylation or glycosylation. this could directly induce signalling 
function in innate immune receptors. Alternatively, as recently 
shown by us (Martin et al., 2008), contact allergens may induce 
the breakdown of extracellular matrix (eCM) components such 
as hyaluronic acid. Such HA fragments are known to trigger 
tlR2 and tlR4, which we have shown to be important in the 
CHS model. Mice lacking both of these receptors are resistant to 
CHS induction. In summary, contact allergens may themselves 
serve as danger signals or induce the production of such endog-
enous danger signals, e.g. by causing damage to the eCM or 
to cells, which may explain the tlR4 dependent role of heat 
shock proteins such as HSP27 and HSP70 in CHS (Yusuf et al., 
2009). In analogy to PAMPs such endogenous danger signals are 
called damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) (Seong 
and Matzinger, 2004). Future research involving proteomics and 
chemical biology should identify hapten modified proteins and 
identify modifications that alter protein function, localisation, 
interaction with other proteins or proper folding.

An interesting development is the demonstration that cysteine 
reactive contact allergens bind covalently to Keap-1 and trig-
ger the antioxidant response via Nrf2 mediated induction of en-
zymes that replenish the cellular antioxidant pool, such as cata-
lase, heme oxygenase, and NADPH quinone oxidoreductase 
and glutathione reductase (Ade et al. 2009; Natsch and emter, 
2008). This identifies Keap-1 as a very important functional tar-
get for contact allergens.

3  Implications for therapeutic approaches in 
allergic contact dermatitis and replacement  
of animal testing for contact allergen identification 
and risk assessment

the realisation that contact allergens, as non-infectious and non-
replicative agents, activate either directly or indirectly the same 
innate immune and stress pathways as infectious agents has a 
number of important implications. Polymorphisms in innate im-
mune receptors are often associated with autoimmune or allergic 
diseases. thus, it is possible that tlR or NlR polymorphisms 
are important predisposition factors in ACD. The fact that the 
same pathways can be triggered by infectious agents and contact 
allergens opens the possibility that infection may contribute to 
ACD as a trigger factor. In our study we were able to render CHS 
resistant mice susceptible to CHS by triggering their endogenous 
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danger signal incompetent DC via TLR9, thus mimicking an in-
fection. The detailed knowledge of the inflammatory pathways 
involved in ACD allows us to target these pathways, e.g. by in-
terference with tlR, NlR and ROS signalling. 

The identification of the mechanisms underlying the activa-
tion of innate immune, stress and antioxidant responses will 
result in new biomarkers that can be used for the development 
of in vitro assays for contact allergen identification and risk 
assessment. A great example is the Keap-1/Nrf2 system that 
seems suited to differentiate between contact allergens and ir-
ritants but is limited to cysteine reactive compounds. lysine re-
active compounds must be identified by other methods. These 
and other studies allow an optimistic outlook. It seems possible 
to recapitulate some of the very complex in vivo mechanisms 
that are happening in the skin and secondary lymph nodes in 
ACD using in vitro systems. therefore, it should be possible by 
intensive research to develop a series of suitable assays cover-
ing different mechanistic steps of ACD that in their sum will 
allow the identification of contact allergens as well as potency 
assessment (Jowsey et al., 2006) and, most importantly, allow 
to reduce and eventually replace animal testing without com-
promising product and consumer safety (Basketter, 2008; dos 
Santos et al., 2009).
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1  Introduction

the human nervous system is one of the most complex organ 
systems in terms of both structure and function. It contains bil-
lions of neurons, each forming thousands of synapses leading to 
a very large number of connections. It also contains perhaps ten-
times more glial cells (astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, microglia) 
than neurons, which play important roles in the overall develop-
ment and functioning of the nervous system (Barres, 2008). 

Neurotoxicity can be defined as any adverse effect on the 
chemistry, structure, or function of the nervous system, during 
development or at maturity, induced by chemical or physical 
influences (Costa, 1998). This definition of neurotoxicity indi-
cates a potential difference between the developing and the ma-
ture nervous system, to underscore the fact that developmental 
neurotoxicity is an important aspect of neurotoxicology. Most 
known human neurotoxicants are indeed developmental neu-
rotoxicants (Grandjean and landrigan, 2006). In most, but not 
all cases, the developing nervous system is more sensitive to 

adverse effects than the adult nervous system, as indicated, for 
example, by the most deleterious effects of ethanol, methylm-
ercury, or lead when exposure occurs in utero or during child-
hood. Furthermore, the blood-brain-barrier (BBB), which pro-
tects the mature nervous system from the entry of a number of 
substances, appears to be poorly developed at birth and during 
the first few years of life. 

the nervous system undergoes gradual development that con-
tinues well after birth in both animals and humans. While on one 
hand, the developing nervous system may more readily adapt to, 
or compensate for, functional losses as a result of a toxic insult, 
on the other hand, damage to the nervous system during key pe-
riods of brain development may result in long-term, irreversible 
damage (Costa, 1998). Evidence that developmental exposure 
to chemicals and drugs may alter behavioral functions in young 
animals began to emerge in the early 1970s. The field of devel-
opmental neurotoxicology thus evolved from the disciplines of 
neurotoxicology, developmental toxicology, and experimental 
psychology. In response to this issue, developmental neurotox-
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icity testing guidelines were developed both in the USA and 
in europe. exposure of rodents to the test chemicals is from 
gestational day 6 to postnatal day 10 or 21 to the mother, thus 
ensuring exposure in utero and through maternal milk. tests in-
volve measurements of developmental landmarks and reflexes, 
motor activity, auditory startle test, learning and memory tests, 
and neuropathology.

In the past several years, the need to develop acceptable al-
ternatives to conventional animal testing has been increasingly 
recognized by toxicologists. the concerns include the need to 
address problems related to the escalating costs and time re-
quired for toxicity assessments, the increasing number of chem-
icals being developed and commercialized, the need to respond 
to recent legislations (e.g. REACH (Registration Evaluation 
and Authorization of Chemicals) and the Cosmetics Directive 
(76/768/EEC) in the EU), and efforts aimed at reducing the 
number of animals used for toxicity testing (Costa, 1998; Bal-
Price et al., 2008). Hence, efforts have been directed toward the 
development of alternative models, utilizing either mammalian 
cells in vitro or non mammalian model systems, which could 
serve as tools for neurotoxicity and developmental neurotoxic-
ity testing. 

In vitro testing procedures utilizing mammalian cells have 
two main purposes: a) investigate mode and/or mechanism 
of action of chemicals, particularly related to early, upstream 
events in the neurotoxic process; and b) screening of chemicals 
of unknown toxicity to flag compounds for further in vitro and 
in vivo studies. Several issues need to be considered when ex-
ploring potential in vitro models for neurotoxicity and devel-
opmental neurotoxicity. First, the nervous system comprises 
several types of cells (neurons, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, 
Schwann cells, microglia and neural stem (progenitor) cells) 
(Costa et al., 2009). There are also different models that can be 
used; in increasing level of complexity they are immortalized 
cell lines, primary cells, cells in co-culture, aggregating cell 
cultures, and brain slices. each model has its own advantages 
and disadvantages. For example, cell lines provide a defined 
and homogenous population of cells (usually clonal) derived 
from tumors or using oncogene-containing retroviruses, are 
easy to grow, divide rapidly, are available from various animal 
species including humans, and can be induced to differentiate. 
On the other hand, transformed cell lines may not exhibit the 
same phenotype of primary cells or may represent a specific 
cell sub-population. there is also increased genetic instability 
with increased number of passages; neurites may not repre-
sent true axons or dendrites, and, most importantly, cell-cell 
interactions are missing. More complex systems, such as ag-
gregating brain cell cultures, have the advantage of providing 
a three-dimensional cell system containing all cell types and 
allowing cell-cell interactions, they also allow testing of mul-
tiple end-points in different cell types, including, for example, 
inflammatory responses. However, such cultures are difficult 
to prepare and maintain, there is a notable degree of variabil-
ity between aggregates, and the anatomical organization of the 
tissue is missing (Costa et al., 2009). A compromise between 
in vitro systems utilizing only one specific cell type and more 
complex systems is represented by co-cultures of cells, most 

often neurons and glial cells though other co-cultures, includ-
ing endothelial cells, for example, also are possible. Such 
co-culturing systems allow the study of cell-cell interactions, 
which are key to the development and functioning of the nerv-
ous system and which can be targeted by developmental neu-
rotoxicants.

2  Roles of astrocytes 

the name “glia” originates from Greek for glue. We now 
know, however, that glia do not just hold together neurons; 
instead, they play active and essential roles in brain develop-
ment and function (He and Sun, 2007; Barres, 2008; Allen and 
Barres, 2009; Pfrieger, 2009). Astrocytes, the most abundant 
glial cells, have irregular star-shaped cell bodies and broad 
end-feet processes. they interact extensively with neurons, 
providing them with important structural and metabolic sup-
port (He and Sun, 2007). Astrocytes are broadly divided into 
two groups, protoplasmic astrocytes, found in the grey mat-
ter, and fibrous astrocytes in the white matter. The former are 
intimately associated with neuronal cell bodies and synapses, 
whereas the latter are associated with neuronal axons. there 
are also differences among astrocytes in a single grey matter 
region, but a complete understanding of the functional differ-
ences between the various types of astrocytes remains elusive 
(Allen and Barres, 2009). 

One well known function of astrocytes is to help form, with 
endothelial cells, the blood-brain-barrier that prevents toxic 
substances in blood from entering the brain. A second impor-
tant function of astrocytes is that of controlling the levels of 
certain neurotransmitters. For example, astrocytes facilitate 
rapid removal of synaptic glutamate following its release 
from the pre-synaptic terminal, thus preventing glutamate-
mediated excitotoxicity, which can induce neuronal damage 
and death (He and Sun, 2007). Astrocytes also play a most 
relevant function in maintaining homeostasis of the extra-
cellular environment for the proper functioning of neurons; 
during depolarization neurons release potassium ions into the 
intercellular space, and this excess potassium is taken up by 
astrocytes.

In addition to ion channels and transporters, astrocytes ex-
press receptors for neurotransmitters, neuromodulators, hor-
mones, growth factors and cytokines, and they synthesize and 
secrete a number of growth and trophic factors, cytokines, and 
components of the extracellular matrix. there are a number 
of active exchanges between astrocytes and neurons that are 
essential to neuronal function. For example, glucose uptake 
from the circulation occurs mostly through GlUt1 transport-
ers present in astrocytes, which also contain high amounts of 
glycogen. lactate derived from astrocytic glucose or glyco-
gen is transferred to neurons and used by these cells as source 
of energy. A fraction of the glutamate taken up by astrocytes 
is converted to glutamine by glutamine synthetase, which is 
abundant in astrocytes and absent in neurons. Glutamine is 
then released by astrocytes and taken up by neurons, where it 
is converted to glutamate by mitochondrial glutaminase.
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the extensive cross-talk between astrocytes and neurons 
also involves the secretion by astrocytes of important factors 
that promote neuronal neuritogenesis and synaptogenesis. Im-
portant factors for the latter are astrocyte-derived cholesterol 
and thrombospondins (Pfrieger, 2009). Communications are 
bi-directional, in that astrocytes can receive signals from neu-
rons through, for example, neurotransmitters. It should be also 
mentioned that astrocytes communicate with each other through 
waves of calcium ions, propagating information over large dis-
tances (Allen and Barres, 2009).

Because of the multiple and varied roles of astrocytes in 
neuronal development and function, impairment of astrocytic 
function is often associated with neurotoxicity, and these cells 
are increasingly recognized as important targets for neurotoxic 
chemicals (Aschner and Costa, 2004). In the remainder of this 
article, examples of astrocyte-neuron interaction leading to 
modulation of neuronal functioning will be discussed. Specifi-
cally, it will be indicated how astrocytes can protect neurons 
from damage caused by oxidative stress and how astrocytes 
contribute to neuritogenesis. the latter examples also provide 
evidence on how certain chemicals, by targeting astrocytes, 
can disrupt astrocyte-neuron communication, leading to neu-
rotoxicity.

3  Astrocytes protect neurons against 
neurotoxicant-induced oxidative stress

Oxidative stress refers to the cytotoxic consequences of reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS), which are generated as by-products 
of normal and aberrant metabolic processes that use molecular 
oxygen. The tripeptide GSH (-glutamyl-cysteinylglycine) 
is one of the most abundant cellular thiols. GSH is a major 
player in cellular defense against ROS, because it nonenzy-
matically scavenges both singlet oxygen and hydroxyl radi-
cals and is used by glutathione peroxidases and glutathione 
transferases to limit the levels of certain reactive aldehydes 
and peroxides within the cell. When ROS production exceeds 
the antioxidant defense capacity of the cell, oxidative stress 
ensues, leading to damage of DNA, proteins, and membrane 
lipids. In the brain, GSH is found at higher levels in astrocytes 
than in neurons (Rice and Russo-Menna, 1998), and astrocytes 
protect neurons against oxidative stress by providing GSH. 
Cystine is taken up by astrocytes and converted to cysteine, 
which serves for the synthesis of GSH; GSH is then released 
from astrocytes and metabolized by γ-glutamyl transpeptidase 
(GGt) to cysteinylglycine, from which cysteine is released 
by an endopeptidase located on the neuronal membrane sur-
face. Cysteine is then taken up by neurons through the EAAC1 
transporter (Aoyama et al., 2006) and utilized for GSH synthe-
sis. Astrocytes have also been shown to induce transcriptional 
up-regulation of neuronal GSH through the release of still uni-
dentified factors (Iwata-Ichikawa et al., 1999). Furthermore, 
GGT has also been shown to transfer the γ-glutamyl moiety of 
GSH to extracellular cystine to form γ-glutamylcystine, which 
can be taken up into cells, reduced to γ-glutamylcysteine, and 
used by GSH synthethase to synthesize GSH, thus bypassing 

glutamate-cysteine ligase (GCL; Anderson and Meister, 1983; 
Chinta et al., 2006), the first and rate-limiting enzyme in the 
synthesis of GSH (Dringen, 2000). 

An example of how astrocytes can protect neurons from neu-
rotoxicant-induced, oxidative stress-mediated neurotoxicity is 
provided by a recent study with the polybrominated diphenyl 
ether (PBDE) flame retardant mixture DE-71 (Giordano et al., 
2009). PBDEs have become ubiquitous environmental contami-
nants, and human body burden is particularly high in infants and 
children because of exposure though breast milk and house dust 
(Costa and Giordano, 2007). Evidence from animal studies sug-
gests that PBDes are developmental neurotoxicants, as motor 
and cognitive dysfunctions have been found following pre-and/
or post-natal exposures (Costa and Giordano, 2007). Though the 
exact mechanisms of PBDe developmental neurotoxicity are 
still elusive, De-71 has been shown to cause oxidative stress 
and apoptotic cell death in mouse neurons, and these effects are 
modulated by intracellular GSH levels (Giordano et al., 2008). 
De-71 caused apoptotic cell death of mouse cerebellar granule 
neurons (CGNs) with an IC50 of 7.2 µM. When CGNs were 
co-cultured with cerebellar astrocytes, the toxicity of De-71 
was decreased by fivefold, resulting in an IC50 of 38.7 µM. In 
contrast, cerebellar astrocytes from Gclm (-/-) mice, which lack 
the modifier subunit of GCL and have much lower GSH levels 
(4.3 vs 19.3 nmol/mg of protein in the wild-type), were much 
less effective at protecting CGNs toward DE-71 neurotoxicity; 
indeed, the IC50 of De-71 increased by less than twofold, to 
13.8 µM (Giordano et al., 2009). As indicated above, a mecha-
nism by which astrocytes may protect neurons is by increas-
ing their GSH content. Indeed, wild-type astrocytes, incubated 
with CGNs, increased the GSH content of neurons from 11.7 to 
18.6 nmol/mg of protein. In contrast, Gclm (-/-) astrocytes were 
much less effective in this regard and could only increase neu-
ronal GSH to 14.6 nmol/mg of protein. If GSH levels in CGNs 
were increased directly, by means of GSH ethyl ester (2.5 mM 
for 30 min), in the absence of astrocytes, there was a similar 
protection against DE-71 toxicity (Giordano et al., 2009).

this example indicates how astrocytes can provide a most 
relevant protection to neurons against compounds that induce 
oxidative stress-mediated neurotoxicity, by supplying GSH.

4  Astrocytes promote neuronal differentiation

Neurite outgrowth is a fundamental event in brain development 
as well as in the regeneration of damaged nervous tissue, and 
it is accomplished by signals from the extracellular space, such 
as extracellular matrix proteins, cell adhesion molecules, and 
soluble factors that can promote or inhibit the growth of the 
neurite (Kiryushko et al., 2004). Neuron-glia interactions play 
a key role in neurite outgrowth. Astroglial cells express and 
release molecules such as laminin-1, fibronectin, N-cadherin, 
and neural cell adhesion molecule (Price and Hynes, 1985; 
Liesi et al., 1986; Neugebauer et al., 1988), which can promote 
neurite outgrowth during development and during regeneration 
after a lesion (tom et al., 2004). they also can release neurite-
inhibiting factors, such as the chondroitin sulfate proteogly-
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cans neurocan and brevican (Yamada et al., 1997; Asher et al., 
2000). Such inhibitory proteoglycan released by glial cells dur-
ing development contribute to the establishment of the correct 
architecture by preventing neurite growth in every direction 
(Snow et al., 1990) and, after brain lesion, contribute to the 
nonpermissive environment preventing regeneration of axons 
(Asher et al., 2000). 

By targeting astrocytes, endogenous substances can foster 
astrocyte-neuron communications. For example, thyroid hor-
mone (t3) has been shown to stimulate the release of epider-
mal growth factor from astrocytes, leading to neuritogenesis of 
cerebellar neurons (Martinez and Gomes, 2002), and vasoac-
tive intestinal polypeptide stimulates the release by astrocytes 
of activity-dependent neurotrophic factor, promoting morpho-
logical and functional differentiation of hippocampal neurons 
(Blondel et al., 2000). 

Astrocytes express on their cell surface several receptors for 
neurotransmitters, including acetylcholine muscarinic recep-
tors (Guizzetti et al., 1996). As such receptors activate a robust 
signaling involving the generation of lipid messengers and the 
activation of kinases and transcription factors, it was recently 
hypothesized that activation of muscarinic receptors in astro-
cytes may induce changes in the astrocyte extracellular envi-
ronment leading to neuronal differentiation (Guizzetti et al., 
2008). When cortical (or hippocampal) astrocytes were treated 
with the cholinergic agonist carbachol for 24 h, followed by 
wash-out, and were then co-cultured with hippocampal neu-
rons, neuronal differentiation was stimulated. Specifically, 
carbachol-treated astrocytes induced a 2-3-fold increase in the 
length of the longest neurite (the axon, as determined by tau-1 
staining), and a 2-fold increase in the length of minor neurites. 
Such effect was due to activation of M3 muscarinic receptors 
on astrocytes. 

A separate study had characterized the astrocyte secretoma 
by shotgun proteomics (Moore et al., 2009). A total of 302 pro-
teins secreted by astrocytes were identified; of these, 133 were 
recognized as proteins with extracellular localization, and they 
were further characterized. Of interest to the present discus-
sion is that proteins involved in neuronal differentiation were 
included in this list; these include, for example, fibronectin, 
thrombospondin-1, PAI-1 (plasminogen activator inhibitor-1), 
and Plau (plasminogen activator urokinase). Cholinergic stimu-
lation of astrocytes modulated the release of a number of pro-
teins, as indicated by semi-quantitative proteomics analysis and 
by Western blot. In particular, a 24 h stimulation of astrocytes 
with carbachol increased the expression of fibronectin and of 
laminin-1 (Guizzetti et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2009). This was 
verified by confocal miscroscopy, by analysis of fibronectin and 
laminin-1 protein by Western blot in the astrocyte lysate and in 
the medium, and by measurements of their mRNAs by Taq-PCR 
(Guizzetti et al., 2008). Carbachol also increased the levels of 
PAI-1, which inhibits laminin-1 and fibronectin degradation and 
can therefore contribute to increasing their extracellular levels 
in addition to exerting a neuritogenic effect on its own. 

Altogether, these results indicate that activation of muscarinic 
M3 receptors on astrocytes promotes the release of neuritogenic 
factors that cause differentiation of hippocampal neurons. Fi-

bronectin appears to play a primary role in this process. Indeed, 
fibronectin function-inhibiting antibodies completely prevented 
the neuritogenic effect of carbachol-treated astrocytes.

Given the described action of astrocyte muscarinic receptors 
in promoting neuritogenesis and the known ability of ethanol 
to inhibit muscarinic receptor signal transduction (Costa and 
Guizzetti, 1999), it was then hypothesized that, by targeting 
astrocytes, ethanol may “indirectly” affect neuronal differen-
tiation. ethanol is a known developmental neurotoxicant, and 
in utero exposure results in a number of CNS abnormalities, 
which are the hallmark of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Results of 
these experiments indeed indicate that when astrocytes were 
incubated with carbachol for 24 h in the presence of low al-
cohol concentrations (25-100 mM), followed by washout, the 
neuritogenic effect of astrocytes was significantly reduced in a 
concentration-dependent manner (Guizzetti et al., 2010). For 
example, 50 mM ethanol decreased average axon length from 
157.2 µm to 65.5 µm, average neurite length from 41.3 to 26.3 
µm, and number of neurites/cell fom 8.0 to 4.2 (Guizzetti et al., 
unpublished). this can be ascribed, at least in part, to a reduced 
expression and release of fibronectin by astrocytes exposed to 
carbachol in the presence of ethanol. Further experiments have 
also shown that a probable target for ethanol action appears to 
be phospholipase D. ethanol is known to inhibit phospholipase 
D in astrocytes by substituting for water in a transphosphati-
dylation reaction (Guizzetti et al., 2004). 1-Butanol, an inhibitor 
of phospholipase D, had effects similar to ethanol with regard 
to astrocyte-mediated neurite outgrowth and fibronectin expres-
sion, while tert-butanol, which does not inhibit phospholipase 
D, was devoid of effects, providing further evidence of phos-
pholipase D as a likely target for ethanol’s action (Guizzetti et 
al., unpublished). 

Another example of the relevance of astrocyte-neuron inter-
actions in modulating neurotoxicity and developmental neuro-
toxicity can be found in recent studies on manganese (Giordano 
et al., 2009). Manganese (Mn) is a neurotoxic metals, and has 
been shown to contribute to neurological and behavioral abnor-
malities in children as well (levy and Nassetta, 2003; erikson et 
al., 2007). Mn easily enters the brain and, at the cellular level, it 
accumulates in astrocytes, which have high capacity transport-
ers for this metal (Ashner et al., 1999). Concentrations of Mn in 
astrocytes can be 50-60-fold higher than in neurons (Ashner et 
al., 1999), and brain concentrations of Mn of 200-300 µM have 
been reported (erikson et al., 2004). By targeting astrocytes, Mn 
may indirectly affect neuronal differentiation.

the experiments involving carbachol and ethanol described 
above were carried out with 24 h incubations of astrocytes (pre-
viously treated with carbachol/ethanol or untreated) with hip-
pocampal neurons. By prolonging the time of co-culture with 
neurons (to 48 or 72 h), untreated astrocytes can promote the 
differentiation of hippocampal neurons which elongate axon 
and neurites. When astrocytes are incubated with Mn (50-500 
µM), followed by wash-out, before astrocyte and neurons are 
co-cultured, the ability of astrocytes to promote neurite out-
growth is significantly reduced. For example, at 200 µM, a 
concentration that is not cytotoxic in astrocytes, axon length is 
91 um vs 155 µm in control (Giordano et al., 2009). Given the 
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previous finding of a primary role of fibronectin in modulating 
astrocytes’ neuritogenic effect, the effect of Mn on fibronectin 
was then investigated. Mn was found to decrease the expres-
sion of fibronectin protein and mRNA in a concentration-de-
pendent fashion.

Mn is known to cause oxidative stress in astrocytes (erik-
son et al., 2004; Milatovic et al., 2007; Giordano et al., 2009), 
and this action may contribute to its inhibition of fibronectin 
expression and hence, of the neuritogenic action of astrocytes. 
This hypothesis was confirmed by a series of findings. First, two 
antioxidants (melatonin and N-t-butyl alpha-phenylnitrone) an-
tagonized the effect of Mn on neuritogenesis and on fibronectin 
expression. Second, increasing astrocytic glutathione levels by 
using glutathione ethyl ester, similarly antagonized the effects 
of Mn. third, depletion of astrocytic glutathione with buthio-
nine sulfoximine potentiated the effect of Mn. Fourth, two 
other compounds known to cause oxidative stress (H2O2 and  
2,3-dimethoxy-1,4-naphtoquinone), when incubated with as-
trocytes at sub-cytotoxic concentrations, decreased fibronectin 
expression and inhibited the ability of astrocytes to promote 
neuronal differentiation (Giordano et al., 2009). 

These findings indicate that Mn interferes with an important 
aspect of glial-neuronal interactions, i.e. the ability of astrocytes 
to promote neuritogenesis in hippocampal neurons. The final 
toxic effect of Mn on neurons, was thus “indirect” and mediated 
by astrocytes. Indeed, direct exposure of neurons to Mn did not 
alter the length of the axon and of neurites, causing only a slight 
increase at high concentrations. 

5  Conclusions

Cell-cell interactions play a fundamental role in brain develop-
ment and functioning. In particular, astrocytes influence the de-
velopment, functioning, and well-being of neurons. the exam-
ples discussed in this paper indicate that astrocytes can protect 
neurons against neurotoxicant-induced oxidative stress and that 
they can foster neuronal differentiation. By targeting astrocytes, 
and thus disrupting astrocyte-neuron interactions, neurotoxi-
cants can adversely affect neuronal development and function. 
In vitro co-culturing systems such as those described provide 
useful tools to investigate the nature of such interactions and the 
underlying mechanisms.
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1  Introduction

Toxicology today faces challenges that are both difficult and ex-
citing. It is estimated that around 74,000 chemicals in the USA 
(Schmidt, 2009) and 30,000 chemicals in europe (Pedersen et 
al., 2003)are in use without adequate toxicological informa-
tion. Since the task of testing them systematically with classical 
animal assays seems to exceed the present capabilities, there 
is a strong societal pressure to investigate and identify suitable 
alternative testing methods. As an example, the new european 
legislation on chemicals, ReACH, explicitly mentions the pos-
sibility of using both experimental (in vitro) and non testing 
(structure-activity relationships, read-across, categories) alter-
native methods (Worth et al., 2007).

With the aims of shortening times of toxicity testing, pro-
tecting animal health and welfare and saving money, research 

on the “Three Rs” (replacement, reduction and refinement of 
animal testing) has been going on for years (eFSA, 2009). 
Recently, new impetus to this research has been given by the 
ambitious tox21, or toxcast project (Dix et al., 2007; Schmidt, 
2009). this derives from an agreement between a number of 
US agencies: environmental Protection Agency (ePA), Na-
tional toxicology Program (NtP) and National Chemical 
Genomics Center (NCGC)  (Schmidt, 2009). the paradigm 
adopted by toxcast is a pathway-based screening, and is radi-
cally different from traditional animal testing. Pathway-based 
screening consists in the analysis of perturbations provoked by 
chemicals to biochemical and biological pathways supposed to 
be critical to toxicity. Such perturbations are studied in isolated 
systems in vitro (both cell-free and cell-based) with the use of 
modern high-throughput screening (HtS) omics techniques. 
the strategy of toxcast is to validate HtS assays by compar-

In Vitro / In Vivo Relationship in the Light of Toxcast Phase 1 
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Summary
With the aims of shortening times of toxicity testing, protecting animal health and welfare and saving mon-
ey, research on the “Three Rs” (replacement, reduction and refinement of animal testing) has been going on 
for years. Recently, new impetus has been given by the ToxCast project. ToxCast adopts a pathway-based 
screening, consisting in the analysis of perturbations provoked by chemicals to biochemical and biological 
pathways supposed to be critical to toxicity. Such perturbations are studied in isolated systems in vitro 
(both cell-free and cell-based) with the use of modern high-throughput screening (HTS) omics techniques.
We analysed the results of ToxCast Phase 1, mainly with the perspective of replacing in vivo assays with 
in vitro ones. It appears that the correlation in vitro / in vivo is extremely low, or absent, depending on the 
in vivo toxicity endpoint considered. This evidence is in agreement with findings from other fields, ranging 
from research on drug design with intensive use of omics technologies to more traditional research on alter-
native tests for regulatory purposes: isolated systems in vitro - when perturbed by chemicals - respond in a 
way that is radically different from how they respond when they are integrated into whole organisms.
From a practical point view this means that we are still quite far from being able to replace the classical 
animal toxicity assays with stand-alone in vitro alternatives (first of the “Three Rs”), whereas progress 
seems closer in terms of the other Rs (reduction, refinement).
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ing their results with animal toxicity measures, and eventually 
with human adverse effects, on selected panels of chemicals. 

Recently, a first round of Toxcast (Phase 1) was concluded. 
More than 500 different HtS assays (both cell-free and cell-
based) have been applied to 320 compounds (309 unique 
chemicals), mostly agrochemicals, for which animal toxicity 
data already existed (rodent carcinogenicity, developmental and 
multigeneration toxicity). the data have been made publicly 
available for analysis: a number of studies were presented and 
discussed at a toxcast Data Analysis Summit (http://www.epa.
gov/NCCt/toxcast/summit.html).

We have exploited the availability of data to investigate the 
contribution of the toxcast Phase 1 HtS measures to the most 
pressing issue among the three Rs, i.e. replacement of animal 
testing.

2  Data and Methods

A detailed description of the toxCast program and of the tox-
Cast Data Analysis Summit is on: http://www.epa.gov/ncct/tox-
cast/summit.html

the data analysed in this paper were downloaded through the 
toxCast environmental Science Connector and were contained 
in the package: ToxCast_20090406.zip. Briefly, the data refer to 
320 compounds (309 unique chemicals), mostly agrochemicals. 
each chemical has the following toxicological data:
a) 76 in vivo bioassays (target organs (chronic toxicity), repro-

ductive, developmental, carcinogenicity);
b) 524 in vitro assays (9 in vitro assay providers for a total of 

285 cell-based and 239 cell-free toxicity measures).
the names of the chemicals and assays can be found on the 
toxCast website.

For the present large scale analysis, activity (positive / nega-
tive) data were used. the data were analysed with the SAS/

Cluster 1: Cell growth, cell adhesion 
and shape, etc. (immune-related)

BSK_SAg_IL8  0.5161
BSK_SAg_Eselectin  0.5262
BSK_hDFCGF_Proliferation  0.5396
CLM_CellLoss_72  0.5478
BSK_SAg_Proliferation  0.6876

Cluster 2: Signalling (cell cycle,  
apoptosis…)

NVS_ENZ_hMAPK3  0.8023
NVS_ENZ_hPKBa  0.8023
NVS_ENZ_hPKBb  0.8023
NVS_ENZ_hSRC  0.8023
NVS_ENZ_hSRC_Activator  0.8023
NVS_ENZ_hAurA  0.8115
NVS_ENZ_hMAPKAPK5  0.8115
NVS_ENZ_hPTP1b  0.8115
NVS_ENZ_hCK1D  0.8463
NVS_ENZ_hMet  0.8463
NVS_ENZ_hMsk1  0.8463
NVS_ENZ_hSGK1  0.8463
NVS_ENZ_hPTPSHP1  0.862

Cluster 3: Nervous system factors

NVS_GPCR_hDRD2s  0.5433
NVS_GPCR_hAdrRa2C  0.5499
NVS_GPCR_hM1  0.5538
NVS_GPCR_hM5  0.5572
NVS_GPCR_bNPYNon_Selective  0.6587
NVS_GPCR_hAdrRb1  0.6662
NVS_GPCR_hDRD4_4  0.7027

Cluster 4: Metabolic factors

NVS_ADME_rCYP3A1  0.5095
NVS_ADME_hCYP2B6  0.5526
NVS_ADME_hCYP2C9  0.559
NVS_ADME_rCYP2C11  0.5825
NVS_ADME_rCYP2B1  0.5826
NVS_ADME_hCYP2C18  0.5904

Cluster 5: Cell growth, inflammation

CLM_p53Act_1  0.5162
BSK_3C_SRB  0.5189
CLM_OxidativeStress_1  0.524
BSK_hDFCGF_SRB  0.5432
BSK_SAg_SRB  0.5878
BSK_LPS_SRB  0.6085
BSK_4H_SRB  0.6515

Cluster 6: Transcription factors, gene 
activation

ATG_EGR_CIS  0.5132
ATG_Oct_MLP_CIS  0.515
ATG_HIF1a_CIS  0.5229
ATG_VDRE_CIS  0.5249
ATG_BRE_CIS  0.5583
ATG_PBREM_CIS  0.5679
ATG_MRE_CIS  0.6021

Table 1
The table reports the most representative assays for each of the 6 clusters of in vitro assays. The clusters are identified by applying 
k-means cluster analysis to the profiles of responses of the 524 in vitro ToxCast assays to the 309 chemicals. The assays shown are 
those most representative, i.e. most correlated with own cluster (see own-cluster correlation in last column). Each assay is identified by 
the code given in the Toxcast Phase 1 exercise, as reported on the official website (http://www.epa.gov/ncct/toxcast/summit.html) The 
names of the clusters have been attributed by us by inspection of the composition of each cluster: this has been possible because the 
most representative assays in each cluster appear to share a similar biological significance. The reader can easily check this by referring 
to the description of the individual assays on the ToxCast website.
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StAt statistical software (http://www.sas.com/technologies/
analytics/statistics/stat/index.html ). 

3  Results

the availability of large numbers of in vitro (n=524) and in vivo 
(n=76) measures permits the exploration of an extremely vast 
range of in vitro / in vivo comparisons. However, this can easily 
give rise to the observation of correlations purely due to chance. 
As a matter of fact, the analysis of the distribution of correla-
tions has shown that the fraction of in vitro / in vivo pairs with 
statistically significant positive agreement is identical to the sig-
nificant fraction expected by chance (Rathman & Yang, 2009).

thus, averting chance correlations is a crucial pre-requisite. 
As a consequence, the first step of our analysis was aimed at 
“cleaning” the toxcast in vitro data. the 524 in vitro measures 
were subjected to k-means cluster analysis, which pointed to an 
optimal partition into 6 clusters. the total variance obtained was 
0.25, thus indicating the presence of a large proportion of uncor-
related (singular) results. The 6 clusters partition was confirmed 
by principal component analysis (results not shown). table 1 
reports representative assays in each cluster. the inspection of 
the composition of the various clusters indicates that the assays 
that characterise each cluster have a similar mechanistic mean-
ing. Thus it is possible to recognise the biological significance 
of the clusters and give them a name (see table 1). 

In vitro assays as predictors of rodent carcinogenicity
As next step, the correlation between in vitro assays and rodent 
carcinogenicity was assessed. Five central (i.e. mostly corre-
lated with own cluster) in vitro assays from each cluster were 
subjected to discriminant analysis. the operation was repeated 
separately with each cluster. table 2a shows that the maximum 
correlation was 0.04 (squared canonical correlation, correspond-
ing to the proportion of variance explained). 

 the combination of all 30 representative assays from the 6 
clusters improved the squared canonical correlation, but only up 
to 0.04 – 0.09 (table 2b).

Overall, the toxcast in vitro assays are very poor predictors of 
rodent carcinogenicity for the 309 toxcast Phase 1 chemicals.

Other in vitro / in vivo correlations
the availability of a rich data set in toxcast provides the op-
portunity to explore the in vitro / in vivo relationship based on 
other in vivo toxicity endpoints besides rodent carcinogenicity. 
We considered Rat Cholinesterase Inhibition and Mouse Liver 
Necrosis endpoints, since the preliminary analysis of in vitro 
results pointed to the existence of clusters of in vitro assays ide-
ally directly related – in mechanistic terms - to the above in vivo 
endpoints. 

Rat Cholinesterase Inhibition was modelled with assays in 
the “Nervous system factors” cluster, and Mouse Liver Necrosis 
was modelled with assays in the “Signalling (cell cycle, apop-
tosis…)” cluster. 

Application of discriminant analysis showed that in neither 
case a correlation between in vitro and in vivo measures (even 
though mechanistically related) was apparent (analytical results 
not shown).

In vivo versus in vivo
Since the toxcast chemicals are characterised also in terms of 
developmental and multigeneration toxicity measures, it was 

Table 2a
Five most representative in vitro assays in each cluster were 
used to model carcinogenicity in mouse and rat, respectively. The 
operation was performed separately for each cluster by applying 
linear discriminant analysis. The fitting of each model is measured 
by squared canonical correlation (SQCC).
Table 2b
All representative in vitro assays (five from each cluster, 30 total) 
were subjected to linear discriminant analysis to model mouse and 
rat carcinogenicity. The resultant SQCC is given. 

Tab. 2a: Correlation of clusters of in vitro assays with  
rodent carcinogenicity 

Assays                 Squared Canonical Correlation (SQCC)
  Mouse  Rat
Cluster 1  0.02  0.03
Cluster 2  -  -
Cluster 3  -  -
Cluster 4  0.04  0.01
Cluster 5  0.01   -
Cluster 6  -  0.03

Tab. 2 b: Global correlation of in vitro assays with  
rodent carcinogenicity

Assays                  SQCC  
 Mouse  Rat
30 representatives  0.04  0.09

Table 3
In vivo toxicity measures were used to model mouse 
carcinogenicity by linear discriminant analysis. The toxicity 
measures refer to developmental (DEV) and multigeneration 
(MGR) toxicity, measured in rat and rabbit. The table reports  
the variables accepted into the model with cumulative SQCC. The 
codes of the various toxicity measures – though mostly  
self-explanatory – are given on the ToxCast website. 

Tab. 3: Correlation of in vivo toxicity measures with mouse 
carcinogenicity

Variables entered into the model SQCC (cumulative)
DEV_Rat_Urogenital_Ureteric  0.06
DEV_Rat_Skeletal_Appendicular  0.12
DEV_Rat_PregnancyRelated_Maternal  0.13
MGR_Rat_Ovary  0.15
MGR_Rat_Uterus  0.17
DEV_Rabbit_Cardiovascular_MajorV  0.18
DEV_Rabbit_Urogenital_Renal  0.20
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possible to study the degree of correlation between rodent car-
cinogenicity and these other in vivo toxicity data. this was per-
formed by applying discriminant analysis. 

table 3 shows that the combination of a number of in vivo 
toxicity assays correlate with Mouse Carcinogenicity, with an 
overall squared canonical correlation of 0.20. Similarly, a com-
bination of in vivo toxicity measures correlates with Rat Car-
cinogenicity, with an overall squared canonical correlation of 
0.17 (table 4).

It should be emphasised that: a) these in vivo / in vivo correla-
tions are more than double in magnitude compared to in vitro / 
in vivo correlations (table 2); b) no obvious mechanistic link 
between carcinogenicity endpoint and the toxicity measures in 
tables 3 and 4 can be hypothesised.

4  Discussion

the analysis of toxcast Phase 1 data provided clear-cut indica-
tions regarding the relationship between in vitro assays and in 
vivo toxicological endpoints: the correlation is extremely weak 
(Mouse or Rat Carcinogenicity), or completely absent (Rat 
Cholinesterase Inhibition and Mouse Liver Necrosis). this evi-
dence is even more striking in light of the assumed mechanistic 
links between the above in vitro and in vivo endpoints. On the 
contrary, a fair proportion of the rodent carcinogenicity effects 
(around 20%) can be modelled by combinations of other in vivo 
toxicity effects (tables 3 and 4), for which no obvious mecha-
nistic link with carcinogenicity can be hypothesised. An imme-
diate explanation is that the pharmacokinetic properties that are 
typical for the whole animal and influence the various toxicity 

endpoints are the same. In this sense, the 20% figure can be 
considered a rough estimate of the contribution of adsorption, 
distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADMe) effects to the 
final carcinogenicity phenotype.

However interesting, the toxcast Phase 1 results are only one 
isolated observation, so it is crucial to put them into a wider per-
spective and check if they are supported - or contradicted - by 
other evidence.

A field where there has been an intensive use of genomics 
and proteomics technologies in recent years is that of drug de-
sign. Wide panels of HtS tools are used to identify promising 
compounds to be studied to a deeper extent in further steps of 
drug development, as well as to predict undesirable toxic effects 
early in the process. 

It appears that in recent years the number of new drugs en-
tering the US market has declined sharply, while spending by 
the pharmaceutical industry on research and development has 
steadily increased (Young, 2009). The two single most impor-
tant reasons for attrition in clinical development are: a) lack of 
efficacy and b) clinical safety or toxicology, which each account 
for 30% of failures (Hopkins, 2008). Failures have been largely 
ascribed to the lack of correlation between effects observed in 
isolated receptors in vitro and those observed in whole animals 
and in humans (for insightful discussions see (Hopkins, 2008) 
and (MacDonald & Robertson, 2009)). 

Further evidence on the in vitro / in vivo relationship comes 
from a recent position paper written by a committee of experts 
under the aegis of the european Food Safety Agency (eFSA) 
(eFSA, 2009). the paper provides a very detailed review of 
state-of-the-art approaches incorporating replacement, reduc-
tion and refinement of animal testing and examines the whole 

Table 4
In vivo toxicity measures were used to model rat carcinogenicity 
by linear discriminant analysis. The toxicity measures refer 
to developmental (DEV) and multigeneration (MGR) toxicity, 
measured in rat and rabbit. The table reports the variables 
accepted into the model, with cumulative SQCC. The codes of the 
various toxicity measures – though mostly self-explanatory - are 
given on the ToxCast website. 

Tab. 4: Correlation of in vivo toxicity measures with  
rat carcinogenicity

Variables entered into the model  SQCC (cumulative)
DEV_Rabbit_Orofacial_JawHyoid  0.05 
DEV_Rat_General_GeneralFetalPath  0.07 
MGR_Rat_Mating  0.09 
MGR_Rat_GestationalInterval  0.11 
MGR_Rat_Spleen  0.13 
DEV_Rabbit_Skeletal_Appendicular  0.14 
DEV_Rat_Urogenital_Genital  0.15 
MGR_Rat_Kidney  0.17 

Table 5
The table is an elaboration of the main results of an EFSA report 
on the state-of-the-art of replacing, reducing and refining animal 
toxicity assays. It appears that only skin irritation and corrosion 
have valid replacement by in vitro assays. In addition, in vitro 
assays contribute to reduce animal testing for four toxicity 
endpoints. No replacement or reduction is possible today for the 
other toxicity endpoints. 

Tab. 5: Replacement and reduction of in vivo toxicological 
assays by in vitro assays: state-of-the-art

In vivo toxicity
• Toxicokinetic 
• Acute toxicity Reduction
• Skin irritation and corrosion Replacement
• Skin sensitisation 
• Eye irritation Reduction 
• Acute systemic and local toxicity 
• Genotoxicity Reduction 
• Carcinogenicity Reduction
• Repeated dose toxicity 
• Reproduction 
• Developmental toxicity 
• Ecotoxicity
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range of toxicological endpoints, from toxicokinetic studies to 
genotoxicity, reproduction and developmental toxicity. table 5 
shows a summary of the conclusions, indicating which types of 
animal toxicity assays can be either replaced or substantially 
reduced with validated in vitro approaches. 

the eFSA survey concludes that only skin irritation and 
corrosion testing in animals can confidently be replaced by in 
vitro alternatives. Skin irritation can be replaced by an in vitro 
method using human skin models. the information on skin cor-
rosion can be obtained by a number of in vitro tests relying on 
measurement of for example transcutaneous electrical resist-
ance and/or pH, interaction with a bio-membrane or a human 
skin model. It should be emphasised that both are local effects 
with no systemic response involved. On the contrary, skin sen-
sitization testing, where a systemic response is elicited, cannot 
be replaced or reduced by in vitro assays. 

For a number of other endpoints (acute toxicity, eye irrita-
tion, genotoxicity, carcinogenicity), in vitro assays can help to 
direct the animal testing, thus contributing to diminishing the 
number of animals used and the animals’ suffering. On the other 
hand, the development of alternative methods has shown to be 
more difficult for a range of other toxicological endpoints, such 
as toxicokinetics, skin sensitization, acute systemic and local 
toxicity, repeated dose toxicity, reproduction and developmen-
tal toxicity studies. the same applies for ecotoxicity endpoints, 
such as acute and chronic toxicity in fish and birds, and biocon-
centration in fish (EFSA, 2009).

All the above evidence, ranging from research on drug design 
with intensive use of omics technologies to more traditional re-
search on alternative tests for regulatory purposes, converge with 
the evidence provided by the toxcast data: isolated systems in 
vitro - when perturbed by chemicals - respond in a way radically 
different from how they respond when they are integrated into 
whole organisms. the patterns of interactions among the differ-
ent systems and organs in the whole organism appear to be the 
major determinants of the response of the organisms, including 
toxicity, and – obviously - these networks cannot be reflected 
by studies relying on in vitro, isolated systems and pathways 
(Hopkins, 2008). It can be hypothesised that the in vitro / in vivo 
gap is substantial and that it will not be possible to get past such 
a conundrum with simplified approaches (e.g. expanding the 
number of HtS assays used) without major paradigm changes. 

From a practical point of view this means that we are still 
quite far from being able to replace the classical animal toxicity 
assays with stand-alone in vitro alternatives (first of the “Three 
Rs”), whereas progress seems possible in terms of the other Rs 
(reduction, refinement). 

Regarding toxcast in particular, a very promising avenue is 
provided by the fact that the chemicals are characterised - sys-
tematically for the first time in this type of exercise - by chemical 
structure indexing and chemical descriptors. thus, for example, 
if groups of chemicals with similar patterns of HtS responses 
are highlighted, it is possible to investigate to what extent the 
patterns are typical of well defined chemical classes or - on the 
contrary - encompass wider chemical groupings. Putting to-
gether (correlating) the three edges of toxcast information (in 
vivo toxicity, in vitro HtS patterns, chemical structure) for the 

identified local classes may provide the ground to establish pre-
dictive models based on the integration of in vitro and structure-
activity relationship approaches (Dix et al., 2007).

These models – obviously valid only within well defined 
groups of chemicals - will contribute to the reduction of animal 
testing. the diversity of chemicals in toxcast (present and fu-
ture) and the richness of in vitro and in vivo endpoint data are 
promising enough to warrant interesting findings.

However, a number of warnings are necessary. As already 
emphasised, a first warning is that large numbers of measures 
easily lend themselves to the generation of patterns and correla-
tions owing to mere chance (Rathman & Yang, 2009) (Topliss 
& Edwards, 1979). In this context it is crucial that e.g. HTS pat-
terns found for a sample of chemicals are carefully scrutinised 
and validated for their toxicological relevance. this will require 
a comparison with both human (if existing) and animal data. 
The identification of HTS patterns per se without a toxicological 
counterpart is not particularly informative. 

the need for a careful scrutiny of the biological relevance of 
HtS patterns, and in general of patterns of perturbations iden-
tified in vitro, is emphasised by experiences already made in 
other scientific fields. 

 One field is that of pharmaceutical industry, where the sys-
tematic use of HtS can already be considered “old”, and enough 
experience has accumulated. As eloquently expressed by (Mac-
Donald & Robertson, 2009): “…What we have experienced is 
that the use of in vitro / molecular approaches can be very pow-
erful in understanding the mode of action of a pharmaceutical 
chemical once the actual tissue response in vivo is known … 
(whereas) using the same data prospectively however is much 
more difficult”. 

Another lesson to be learned comes from the field of mu-
tagenicity Short-term tests (Stt) for the screening of carci-
nogenicity. Following the seminal research by the Millers on 
electrophilic carcinogens (as such, or after metabolic transfor-
mation) (Miller & Miller, 1981), Bruce Ames engineered a se-
ries of strains of Salmonella typhimurium that mutated in re-
sponse to the classes of carcinogens identified by the Millers. It 
appeared (and it is still valid evidence) that chemicals positive 
in the Ames test have a high probability of being (genotoxic) 
carcinogens (Maron & Ames, 1983) (Zeiger, 1987). Since the 
Ames test detects only gene mutations (base substitutions and 
deletions/additions), scientists hypothesised that other genetic 
events could be at the basis of chemical carcinogenicity, i.e. 
structural chromosome aberrations (breaks and rearrangements) 
and numerical chromosome aberrations (loss or gain of chro-
mosomes, defined as aneuploidy). Thus, in order to increase the 
probability of detecting chemical carcinogens, additional in vit-
ro Stts were generated, incorporating also a wider range of cell 
types (with particular emphasis on cultured mammalian cells). 

this idea has been substantially accepted also in regulatory 
settings: normally three (or in some cases two) in vitro tests 
are required by regulatory authorities, namely a test for induc-
tion of gene mutations in bacteria, a test for induction of gene 
mutations in mammalian cells and a test for induction of chro-
mosomal aberrations in mammalian cells. A corollary is that 
positive genotoxicity in vitro should be confirmed, in a second 
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phase, in an in vivo genotoxicity assay in order to avoid false 
positive results (see the technical Guidance Documents of the 
european Chemicals Agency (eChA): http://guidance.echa. 
europa.eu/docs/guidance_document/information_require-
ments_r7a_en.pdf?vers=20_08_08).

thus, the screening for carcinogens by mutagenicity Stts 
implements a paradigm similar to that of toxcast: perturbations 
of hypothesised toxicity pathways are detected by a panel of in 
vitro tests. However, whereas the mechanistic relation between 
the Ames test and the carcinogenicity bioassay is supported also 
by statistics to a remarkable extent, such a statistically signifi-
cant relationship between the rodent bioassay results and the 
“additional” genotoxicity assays is not apparent. For example, 
an NtP exercise with 114 chemicals demonstrated that only the 
Ames test had a strong statistically significant association with 
the rodent bioassay. Chromosomal aberrations in CHO cells had 
a weaker correlation (not complementary to Salmonella in a bat-
tery approach), whereas mutation in mouse lymphoma cells and 
sister chromatid exchanges in CHO cells had no correlation at 
all (Tennant et al., 1987; Zeiger et al., 1990). Whereas the Ames 
test has a strong positive predictivity for the rodent bioassay 
(chemicals positive in Salmonella have a high probability of 
also being carcinogenic), the three other in vitro genotoxicity 
assays responded positively to a large number of chemicals that 
are non-carcinogenic. Other analyses, on these and other data, 
have led to similar conclusions (Benigni & Giuliani, 1994; Be-
nigni et al., 1995). 

this discrepancy between the hypothesised relationship of the 
additional genotoxicity tests with the carcinogenicity endpoint, 
and their actual response to carcinogens and non-carcinogens is 
still to be solved and creates problems in the interpretation of 
contradictory genotoxicity results (elespuru et al., 2009; Kirk-
land et al., 2005). 

to avoid such problems in future toxicology it will be im-
portant to reflect on this and other lessons and to validate rigor-
ously the in vitro assays against animal and human toxicological 
data. 
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Progress in life science domains

1  Identification of contact allergens using  
in vitro assays

Consumer products contain many chemicals that can induce 
contact dermatitis or respiratory allergies. In order to ensure 
product safety several methods are used that should allow iden-
tifying the skin and respiratory sensitizing potential of chemi-
cals and proteins used for a consumer product or encountered 
in the work place. So far animals have been used for such tests. 
the local lymph node assay (llNA) in mice for example has 

been established as the gold standard for contact allergen identi-
fication (Basketter, 2008). Due to EU legislation and worldwide 
efforts to reduce animal use for such tests and for ethical reasons 
it is necessary to develop suitable in vitro alternatives to reduce 
and eventually replace animal testing (dos Santos et al., 2009). 
the strategies that are pursued worldwide aim at the reliable in 
vitro recapitulation of crucial steps in the sensitization to contact 
and respiratory allergens (and drugs) in easy-to-perform, high 
throughput assays. Moreover, one of the most important fea-
tures of these allergens is their ability to induce a t cell response 

T Cell Priming and Amplification:  
Exploiting Key Events in Contact Sensitization 
Stefan F. Martin1, Andrea Cavani2, Enrico Maggi3, Hermann-Josef Thierse4, Anne Richter5  
and Federica Sallusto6
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Summary
More than 4,000 chemicals are known to cause allergic contact dermatitis, a T cell mediated inflammatory 
skin disease. One of the hallmarks of chemical contact allergens is their reactivity with proteins. This reac-
tivity causes the activation of skin inflammation that is essential for the disease to occur and a prerequisite 
for the activation and recruitment to the skin of chemical reactive T cells. Further, the protein reactivity 
results in the generation of antigenic determinants for recognition by these T cells. This immunogenicity of 
contact allergens can be exploited for the development of T cell based assays. Within the EU funded project 
Sens-it-iv we are developing an in vitro T cell priming assay as well as a T cell amplification assay. In the 
in vitro T cell priming assay naïve human T cells are activated with myeloid dendritic cells either directly 
modified with putative contact allergens or fed with contact allergen modified human serum albumin. Con-
tact allergens can be identified by their ability to induce specific T cell proliferation or cytokine production. 
In the T cell amplification assay, rare allergen-specific precursor T cells are expanded by polyclonal stimu-
lation in replicate cultures. T cell lines can be developed whereby each naïve T cell is expanded several 
hundred-fold into clonally activated T cell blasts. The second step of antigen-specific stimulation allows the 
identification of cultures containing specific T cells as well as the isolation of antigen-specific T cell clones. 
This assay has been used to measure frequency and assess avidity of naïve T cells specific for different types 
of antigens including protein allergens (e.g. Der p I from house dust mite) and is now being tested with 
chemical-modified self-proteins.
These assays may be a valuable tool to avoid some of the shortcomings of the innate immune cell-based as-
says and could be useful as a second or third line test for substances that cannot be safely classified.

Keywords: alternative methods, contact sensitizer, respiratory sensitizer, allergen, T cell, dendritic cell
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following successful sensitization (Martin, 2004). therefore, it 
is also useful to establish t cell based in vitro assays that allow 
a conclusion on whether a successful sensitization is likely to 
result in a productive allergic response.

Sensitization to contact and respiratory allergens involves the 
activation of tissue and innate immune cells and the triggering 
of innate immune and stress responses (Edele et al., 2007; Freu-
denberg et al., 2009; Marin 2010). This leads to an inflammatory 
response in the affected tissue, the skin or the lung, and activates 
dendritic cells to migrate into the draining lymph nodes, present 
the allergen to naïve t cells and activate them. the activated 
effector and memory T cells then find their way into the tis-
sue and cause the typical symptoms of the allergic response to 
skin and respiratory sensitizers, such as allergic contact derma-
titis (ACD) and chemical-induced allergic respiratory disease 
(CARD) as well as asthmatic responses to protein allergens. In 
vitro assays that cover sensitization aim at using single cell sys-
tems such as keratinocytes or dendritic cells, ideally cell lines. 
typical readout parameters in such assays are the induction of 
surface markers or of cytokine and chemokine production of the 
cells in response to the test compounds.

2  T cell-based assays for the identification of 
chemical- and protein-allergens

As mentioned above one of the crucial steps in the allergic re-
sponse to contact and protein allergens is the induction of a t 
cell response. the development of in vitro assays based on the 
T cell response has been difficult due to the necessity to use pri-
mary cells from the peripheral blood of donors and autologous 
antigen presenting cells (APC). Moreover, sufficient knowledge 
about the chemistry of the test compound is crucial with regards 
to choosing a suitable inert solvent and the right conditions that 
allow the chemical to bind to proteins or peptides in order to 
produce MHC-presented T cell epitopes. In the case of protein 
allergens this is not necessary, since suitable APC will most 
likely take up and process the protein.

Within and outside of the EU project Sens-it-iv (www.sens-
it-iv.eu), such efforts are made. An improvement in the methods 
to purify t cells and APC and to generate dendritic cells in vitro 
and progress in understanding the immunology of these aller-
gic responses, especially the important role of regulatory t cells 
(Cavani, 2008), has led to refined T cell assay protocols. 

2.1  The in vitro T cell priming assay 
In our Sens-it-iv consortium we use the in vitro T cell priming 
assay for chemicals. In this assay purified naïve T cells depleted 
of putative CD25+ Treg cells are stimulated with autologous 
CD14+ monocyte-derived DC for a period of 7-10 days. The 
test chemicals are either added directly or the DC are pretreated 
with the chemical and then washed to remove unbound mate-
rial that may become toxic eventually. Alternatively, proteins 
such as human serum albumin (HSA) are modified with the test 
chemical and added to the assay (Dietz, L. et al., 2010; Martin, 
S. F. et al., 2010). The readout is done by measuring chemi-
cal-specific proliferation and by detection of cytokine produc-

tion, mostly IFN-γ by ELISA, detection of secreted cytokines 
immobilised by antibody capture on the producing cell or by 
intracellular cytokine staining for flow cytometry following 
restimulation. the current status of this assay demonstrates a 
reliable detection of strong contact allergens such as 2,4-dinitro-
chlorobenzene (DNCB) and some other, weaker allergens such 
as eugenol, cinnamic aldehyde but also beta-lactams. Problems 
encountered are donor to donor variability and sometimes a 
negative result upon repeated testing of the same donor. Moreo-
ver, for some chemicals it is unclear whether they can react with 
proteins or cells under the assay conditions. In order to reduce 
these problems one always has to test more than one donor in 
order to exclude individual differences in t cell reactivity or t 
cell receptor repertoires. Also, the quality of the APC has to be 
assured by suitable methods (cell viability, phenotypic quality 
control by flow cytometry of surface markers).

the t cell priming assay thus seems to work especially for 
strong contact allergens. Given its limitations, e.g. the need for 
primary cells and more than one donor, it may not be suitable 
as a first line, high throughput assay. However if we can use 
test compounds for which we can control their protein reactiv-
ity, e.g. by a mass spectrometry based assay using coupling to 
model peptides and detection of the resulting mass shift (Dietz, 
L. et al., 2010; Martin, S. F. et al., 2010), this assay may be very 
useful as a second line assay to identify strong contact allergens 
and to sort out doubtful candidates that give no clear score in a 
panel of single cell based assays.

2.2  The T cell library assay
A novel method, the T cell library assay was designed to detect 
very rare antigen-specific naïve T cells from the blood (Geiger 
et al., 2009). In a first step “T cell amplification” of very rare 
antigen-specific T cells is achieved by polyclonal stimulation of 
small numbers of naïve t cells in replicate cultures leading to 
the development of a “library” of T cell lines. This allows ex-
pansion of each naïve t cell several hundred-fold into clonal t 
cell blasts. The second step comprises antigen-specific stimula-
tion for the identification of cultures containing specific T cells. 
This enables us to isolate antigen-specific T cell clones. The ad-
vantages of this method are the increased number of responding 
effector t cells as well as their lower activation threshold in 
the second step. the assay seems especially suited to measure 
t cell responses to protein allergens. It can be used to measure 
frequencies and assess avidities of naïve T cells specific for dif-
ferent types of protein antigens including protein allergens (e.g. 
Der p I from house dust mite) and it is now being tested with 
chemical-modified self-proteins.

3  Conclusion 

the rationale for t cell based assays, despite their somewhat 
complicated nature when compared with single cell assays 
that detect aspects of the sensitization process, is the crucial 
importance of the t cell response in the allergic response to 
contact and respiratory allergens. As one step within a test 
panel lined up in a tiered strategy that scores the results of 
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each assay to give a final score based on all steps (Jowsey 
et al., 2006), t cell based assays may be very useful. the 
technical problems will most likely be overcome by incor-
porating knowledge of the chemistry and the immunology of 
the allergens.
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Introduction
Research animals still serve as a model for man in biomedical 
research. there is a strong drive to limit animal experimenta-
tion for ethical, scientific, practical and economic reasons. In 
vitro models are widely developed and used to (partly) replace 
animal studies. Most in vitro models are based on single cell 
type 2D cultures, which lack the 3D structures of tissues under 
investigation and the interactions of the different cell types nor-
mally present in vivo. tissue engineering promises to overcome 
some of these limitations. 

tissue engineering is an emerging multidisciplinary technique 
that involves the use of living, preferably human, cells to create 
tissues and organs de novo, either for therapeutic or diagnos-
tic applications. tissue engineering research includes different 
areas of application: biomaterials (e.g. scaffold), biomolecules 
(e.g. bone morphogenic proteins), engineering design aspects 
(e.g. 3D structure) and biomechanical aspects (e.g. safety and 
efficacy of engineered tissues).

3D culture systems, moving from “flat biology” of cell mon-
olayers to a more realistic culture environment that maintains 
some aspects of the original tissue/organ characteristics and bet-
ter preserves the differentiated cells’ phenotype, offer new op-
portunities for biomedical studies, becoming a bridge between 
in vitro and in vivo models. 

3D reconstructed human skin equivalent (HSe) can be used 
for drug testing and for fundamental research purposes to better 
understand skin disease development in order to find appropriate 
therapies. Full thickness skin equivalents are therefore attractive 
for the study of cell-cell, cell-matrix and dermal-epidermal in-
teractions and to mimic diseased skin disorders in vitro in order 
to test therapeutics. Studies with HSes can therefore contribute 
to our knowledge of basic biochemical mechanisms underlying 
irritant reactions and can be used to understand the structural fea-
tures of molecules that may be responsible for eliciting an irritant 
reaction. Reconstructed epidermal models used for screening of 

potential skin irritants have recently been accepted by the euro-
pean Union (eU) as alternative methods (ePISKIN™, Skinethic 
Rte, epiDerm™), while three-dimensional reconstructed tissue 
models of human cornea (epiOcular™, Skinethic) are regarded 
with great interest for the study of eye irritation.

Stem cell research is a promising approach for tissue therapy 
of neurodegenerative diseases, brain injury and cardiovascular 
disorders. Adult stem and progenitor cells, such as hNt neurons 
(derived from an embryonal human teratocarcinoma cell line), 
bone marrow and human umbilical cord blood (hUCB) derived 
cells are alternative cell sources compared to embryonic stem 
cells, the use of which is restricted in certain countries for ethi-
cal reasons. hUCB cells represent a non-controversial source 
of stem and progenitor cells appearing to have a multipotent 
capacity to differentiate into endothelial cells, neurons, glia 
and other cell types. they are easily obtained, provide repair 
through trophic and immunological mechanisms as shown in in 
vitro and in vivo studies and are associated with a low incidence 
of graft-versus-host (GVHD) diseases. 

the development, use and opportunities of tissue engineering 
in different areas of application were discussed during a satel-
lite symposium at the 7th World Congress on Alternatives and 
Animal Use in the life Sciences organised under the auspices of 
CelltOx and eStIV on August 30, 2009 in Rome, Italy. the 
subsequent papers by A. e. Ghalbzouri, P. R. Sandberg and G. 
Mazzoleni follow this introduction.
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1  Introduction and questions

Human skin equivalents
Since culture of human epidermal keratinocytes on feeder lay-
ers was developed, research to produce human skin equivalents 
(HSes) has been motivated by the challenge of treating large 
burns and chronic wounds and by european regulations which 
both require proof of the innocuousness and the effectiveness 
of cosmetic products, and which forbid animal testing (Rhein-
wald and Green, 1975). engineered skin that is constructed 
from living human skin cells in vitro has become an increas-
ingly functional alternative to animal experimentation. Since 
the start of its development in the early 1980’s, applications of 
HSEs have expanded throughout the fields of safety testing, tis-
sue engineering and basic research, thereby greatly adding to 
the reduction and replacement of animal use in research (Ponec 
et al., 1988). As HSes are based on human components, they 
represent a unique tool specific for humans, in contrast to ani-
mal models whose extrapolation to human situations in terms of 
functional biology may be highly questioned. epidermal HSes 
consist of a fully functional and differentiated epidermis with 
basal, spinous, granular and cornified layers of keratinocytes 
(Bell et al., 1981; el Ghalbzouri et al., 2002; Parenteau et al., 
1991; Ponec et al., 1997; Prunieras et al., 1983). these models 
first greatly increased insight into normal human skin biology 
by allowing functional cell-cell interaction studies. Currently, 
epidermal HSes are commercially available and successfully 
applied in and validated for irritation and corrosion testing, 
thereby replacing the use of animals for these purposes. the 
irritant potential can be evaluated using various endpoints, in-
cluding the induction of tissue damage, the release of the pro-

inflammatory mediator interleukin-1α and changes in protein 
and mRNA expression profiles (Boxman et al., 2002). Studies 
with epidermal HSes therefore contribute to our knowledge on 
the basic biochemical mechanisms underlying irritant reactions 
and can be used to understand the structural features of mol-
ecules potentially responsible for eliciting irritant reactions. the 
most recent challenges lie in the application of epidermal HSes 
in food, chemical, cosmetic and pharmaceutical industries and 
in validation of skin sensitisation in vitro. In addition, epider-
mal HSes are successfully applied in skin grafting and basic 
research on human skin wounding and scar formation (el Ghal-
bzouri et al., 2004). 

Full thickness HSes, containing both a reconstructed human 
fibroblast-populated dermis and an epidermal layer, allow for 
numerous applications requiring fully functional dermal-epider-
mal and cell-matrix interactions. the presence of dermal human 
fibroblasts in full thickness HSEs facilitates the formation of the 
basement membrane, which is required for the maintenance of 
skin integrity (el Ghalbzouri et al., 2002; Grassel et al., 1999). 
Although the use of full thickness HSes in validated safety test-
ing is still limited due to their highly complex structure, these 
models offer immense possibilities in the fields of tissue engi-
neering and basic research. In particular, full-thickness HSes 
form a functional tool for studying complex skin abnormalities 
involving the interaction between dermis and epidermis.

 
In vitro diseased skin models
tissue engineering concerns both the generation of healthy 
tissues and diseased tissues in order to better understand vari-
ous pathological conditions. the establishment of human cell-
based in vitro engineered disease model systems could repre-

In Vitro Disease Models: Human Skin Equivalents  
for Research Purposes 
Abdoelwaheb El Ghalbzouri and Suzan Commandeur
Department of Dermatology, leiden University Medical Center, the Netherlands

Summary
Reconstructed human skin equivalents (HSEs) are representative models of human skin and widely used 
for safety testing, tissue engineering, clinical applications and research purposes. Since in vitro skin 
models recapitulate most of the in vivo characteristics of human skin, they contribute to the replacement 
of animal experimentation. Epidermal HSEs are mostly used to predict the safety of ingredients used in 
various industries, while full thickness HSEs are more often applied for research and tissue engineering 
purposes. A highly active research area is emerging from the combination of tissue engineering principles 
and knowledge from developmental biology to establish complex three-dimensional in vitro disease model 
systems representing various skin diseases, including recessive epidermolysis bullosa simplex and cutane-
ous squamous cell carcinoma. These diseased skin models help us to gain more insight into the mechanisms 
of various pathological conditions and to screen for novel therapeutics. 
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sent a paradigm shift from inadequate conventional monolayer 
cell cultures, or moderately successful animal models, towards 
more physiologically tissue-relevant, patient-specific ap-
proaches. this concept of in vitro diseased skin models is illus-
trated by the models for recessive epidermolysis bullosa sim-
plex (ReBS) and cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) 
that were developed in our laboratory. ReBS is characterised 
by severe intra-epidermal blister formation, resulting from fra-
gility of the basal keratinocytes that lack keratin tonofilaments 
due to a homozygotic null mutation in the keratin 14 gene 
(Bonifas et al., 1991; Chan et al., 1994). In vivo eBS models, 
including murine and canine models, are limited and do not 
represent the human microenvironment (Arin and Roop, 2001; 
Palazzi et al., 2000). earlier in vitro studies have indicated an 
essential role for fibroblasts in the REBS phenotype (Ehrlich 
et al., 1983; Oakley and Priestley, 1985). However, the limited 
availability of human ReBS skin samples hampered further in 
vitro research on dermal-epidermal interactions in ReBS. to 
overcome this, an explant approach was used in which ReBS 
skin biopsies were placed on a dermal equivalent in which 
REBS-associated fibroblasts were seeded (El Ghalbzouri et 
al., 2003). A similar approach was used to construct an in vitro 
model for human SCC, which is a malignant tumour of epi-
dermal keratinocytes characterised by invasive growth into the 

dermis. After basal cell carcinoma, SCC is the most common 
malignancy in white populations with epidemic incidence rates 
(de Vries et al., 2005; Staples et al., 2006). traditional in vivo 
SCC models rely on the use of chemical, genetic or mechanical 
induction or propagation of carcinogenesis in mice (Atillasoy 
et al., 1997; Brown and Balmain, 1995). Current in vitro ap-
proaches are limited to the use of cell lines, which often lack a 
true representation of primary skin cancer (Popp et al., 2000; 
Proby et al., 2000). the development of a representative in 
vitro skin carcinoma model based on primary SCC biopsies 
allows for a better understanding of fundamental carcinogen-
esis mechanisms and may serve as a validated pre-screening 
platform for candidate drugs, thereby eradicating the need for 
animals for these purposes.

2  Materials and methods

Human material
Healthy human skin samples originated from mamma reduc-
tion surplus skin, which was obtained with informed consent 
of the donors according to the Dutch law on medical treatment 
agreement. Primary affected and apparently healthy skin biop-
sies from several ReBS (Fig. 1A) and immunocompromised 

Fig. 1: In vitro disease models represent their primary counterparts. 
A skin biopsy of recessive epidermolysis bullosa simplex (REBS, A) was placed on a dermal equivalent (B), ultimately leading to an  
in vitro REBS model with extensive vacuolisation, thereby representing a characteristic REBS morphology (C). In analogy, a skin biopsy of 
cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (SCC, D) was placed on a dermal equivalent (E), ultimately leading to an invasive in vitro SCC model 
reflecting characteristics of its primary counterpart (F).
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SCC patients (Fig. 1D) were freshly collected with written in-
formed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki after 
approval of the medical ethical committee of our institution. 
Of these biopsies, one part was processed for diagnosis while 
the remainder was used for explant culture.

Culture of diseased in vitro human skin explant models
Both the ReBS and SCC models are based on a standardised ex-
plant method described earlier (Boxman et al., 2000). In short, 
dermal equivalents were generated by seeding either healthy or 
disease-associated fibroblasts in a surplus rat-tail derived colla-
gen suspension. After submerged incubation for either one day 
or one week, fresh biopsies of ReBS or SCC were placed onto 
the fibroblast-seeded dermal collagen matrices. The diseased ex-
plants were then cultured serum-free and air-exposed for three 
to four weeks, allowing affected keratinocytes to expand over 
the associated dermal equivalents. Culture medium was used as 
described earlier and refreshed twice a week (el Ghalbzouri et 
al., 2003; Commandeur et al., 2009).

Histology and immunohistochemistry
Upon fixation, diseased explant models were subject to his-
tological and immunohistochemical analyses. For histology,  
5 µm paraffin sections were stained with haematoxylin and 
eosin (He). Immunohistochemical analyses were performed on 
either 5 µm paraffin- or cryosections. Antibodies used are listed 
in literature and included markers specific for keratinocyte ac-
tivation, proliferation, differentiation and basement membrane 
composition (Commandeur et al., 2009; el Ghalbzouri et al., 
2003). All sections were counterstained with haematoxylin.

3  Results

In vitro human recessive epidermolysis bullosa simplex model
After four weeks of culture, in vitro human ReBS models were 
terminated (Fig. 1B). Histological analysis of the in vitro hu-
man ReBS model revealed a fully differentiated epidermis with 
extensive basal cell vacuolisation (Fig. 1C). In addition, K14 
ablation could also be reproduced in human ReBS cultures es-
tablished with ReBS biopsies (el Ghalbzouri et al., 2003).

In vitro human cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma model
After three weeks of culture, in vitro human SCC models were 
terminated (Fig. 1e). Histological analysis of the in vitro hu-
man SCC model showed lateral expansion of the biopsy-as-
sociated keratinocytes over the dermal equivalent (Fig. 1F). 
In addition, invasion of a subpopulation of expanded kerati-
nocytes was observed (Fig. 1F). In contrast to healthy human 
keratinocytes in human skin models, these keratinocytes were 
able to form invasive nests in the dermal equivalent, both in 
the direct vicinity of and more distant from the original car-
cinoma biopsy. Furthermore, immunohistochemical analyses 
revealed persistence of putative SCC-specific markers K4 and 
K13 in addition to increased epidermal activation, disturbed 
differentiation and an overall normal basement membrane 
(Commandeur et al., 2009).

4  Discussion

Full thickness HSes are a functional tool for studying com-
plex skin abnormalities. their functional dermal-epider-
mal interactions reflecting normal skin homeostasis can be 
modulated towards diseased dermal-epidermal interactions 
and even tumour-stroma interactions. Using primary hu-
man biopsies of either ReBS or SCC, we were able to cre-
ate three-dimensional in vitro diseased skin models harbour-
ing both disease-specific keratinocytes and fibroblasts in a 
well-controlled microenvironment. Both models are highly 
representative for the complex skin diseases they originate 
from. the possibility to generate HSes with skin biopsies of 
patients suffering from complex genetic disorders and cancer 
offers an attractive approach for in vitro studies focusing on 
the mechanisms of various pathological conditions. However, 
despite major resemblance of both healthy and diseased in 
vitro human skin models to their in vivo counterparts, these 
models still have limitations, warranting further development 
of three-dimensional in vitro culturing. Given the essential in-
teraction of keratinocytes and fibroblasts in the epidermal and 
dermal compartments, respectively, modulation of the dermal 
microenvironment often results in functional improvements. 
For example, in vitro healthy human skin models used to be 
restrained by limited culture durations of approximately eight 
weeks. Recent developments led to the replacement of rat tail-
derived collagen matrix with human fibroblast-derived dermal 
matrix, resulting in skin models fully composed of human ma-
terial that can be successfully cultured for up to 20 weeks (el 
Ghalbzouri et al., 2008). As the ReBS model still lacks exten-
sive cornification, which is another feature associated with the 
ReBS phenotype, it may be further improved by optimising 
the culture duration and mechanical shear forces. Further-
more, as the in vitro SCC model initially presented with lim-
ited invasion, replacement of healthy human fibroblasts with 
carcinoma-associated fibroblasts in the dermal compartment 
of these models is highly likely to improve their resemblance 
to native SCCs on the virtue of invasion. 

In conclusion, both epidermal and full thickness HSes serve 
a great purpose in validated safety testing, tissue engineering 
and basic research. In particular, full thickness HSes harbouring 
fully functional dermal-epidermal interactions can be applied to 
replace diseased animal models used for studying pathogenesis 
and for screening of therapeutics for a wide variety of skin dis-
eases including basal cell carcinoma, atopic dermatitis, psoria-
sis and fibrotic disorders.
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During the last two decades, the development and implemen-
tation of reliable in vitro methods as alternatives to traditional 
animal-based studies increasingly became a priority in basic 
research and in the more complex fields of safety and risk as-
sessment (lilienblum et al., 2008). this is clearly demonstrat-
ed, for example, by the declared policy of the european Union 
(e.g. Directive 86/609/eeC on the protection of experimental 
animals; 7th Amending Directive 2003/15/eC to Council Direc-
tive 76/768/eeC on Cosmetics; ReACH Regulation on Chemi-
cals and their safe use - eC 1907/2006, and Council Regulation 
n.440/2008 on dangerous substances). the eU also devoted sig-
nificant economic efforts in order to support research projects 
on the 3Rs principle of Russell and Burch (Russell and Burch, 
1959) within specific RTD Framework Programmes (i.e. FP6 
and FP7, respectively), whose encouraging results have been 
recently summarised (EC Project Report, 2009). Similarly, this 
objective has been partaken by the U.S. [see, for example, the 
report issued by the U.S. National Research Council in 2007 
(NRC, 2007), the Multi-Agency Strategic Plan for Federal Gov-
ernment investments in tissue science and engineering of 2007 
(MATES IWG, 2007), and, lastly, the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency Plan for Evaluating the Toxicity of Chemicals of 
2009 (U.S. EPA, 2009)]. And also other industrialised regions 
have embraced the 3Rs principle, such as Japan and Canada that, 
together with eU and US representatives, recently signed an in-
ternational agreement for advancing alternatives to animal test-
ing (ICAtM, 2009). Apart from obvious ethical and economic 
considerations, animal models are progressively showing their 
limitations in mirroring human pathophysiology and responses 
to exogenous factors, which raise also questions about their rel-
evance and reliability for human-specific safety and risk assess-
ment procedures (Cohen, 2004; Bremer et al., 2007). 

Due to the impressive scientific and technological progress 
of these last ten years, in vitro cell- and tissue-based methods 
can now provide substitutes for some traditional in vivo animal-
based studies. to be reliable and physiologically relevant, ex-
perimental in vitro models should correctly reproduce the phe-
notype and function of the specific target system (Bhadriraju and 
Chen, 2002). Over two decades of research have demonstrated 
that, with respect to traditional two-dimensional (2D) cell cul-
ture systems (that still represent the most popular models for in 
vitro studies) three-dimensional (3D) models have the poten-
tial to improve the physiological relevance of cell-based assays 
and to advance the quantitative modelling of biological systems 
from cells to living organisms (Pampaloni et al., 2007). In vivo, 
cells develop and grow within complex and dynamic tissue-
specific 3D micro-environments that, beside dimensionality and 
temporally-regulated physical and biochemical properties, also 
comprise multiple cell populations that, reciprocally, influence 
each other and their surroundings, thus leading to unique cell 
behaviour and responses. Based on these considerations, the 
importance of the specific 3D micro-environment in designing 
physiologically relevant in vitro models of living tissues has led 
to the development of progressively more complex and differ-
entiated 3D systems that, due to the rapid advances in culturing 
techniques emerging from the multidisciplinary field of tissue 
engineering, have considerably increased in number during the 
last decade (see Mazzoleni et al., 2009 and references therein). 
For High-Throughput (HT) assays development, for example, 
new emerging technologies (e.g. improved micro- and nano-fab-
rication techniques, micro-fluidics and micro-electronics) cou-
pled with systems biology and innovative analytical techniques, 
generated highly sophisticated platforms and integrated systems 
of tissue analogues (“cells- and tissue-on-a-chip” approaches) 
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Summary
The acceptance of the new paradigm of three-dimensional (3D) cell culture will enhance in the next years 
the possibility to develop reliable and physiologically relevant in vitro alternatives to the use of in vivo 
animal-based models. The recent progress in tissue engineering approaches and the rapid advances in 
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(el-Ali et al., 2006; Khademhosseini et al., 2006; Meyvants-
son and Beebe, 2008). even if promising, these micro-culture 
methods should be further improved and may, at the moment, 
be useful only for a limited number of short-term experimental 
applications.

Since it is well known that the metabolic requirements of 3D 
cell constructs are substantially higher than those of flat, 2D 
cell monolayers grown in static environments in liquid media, 
specific devices, known as dynamic bioreactors, were primarily 
developed to modulate mass transfer. this is a crucial element 
for guaranteeing long-term gas and nutrient supply and waste 
elimination, which are essential factors for maintaining cell vi-
ability within large 3D cell or tissue masses. Differences be-
tween tissues also require specific culture characteristics to be 
taken into account. A specific bioreactor configuration (design 
and operational conditions) should then be based on the precise 
evaluation of all these parameters (Martin and Vermette, 2005). 
Maintaining tissue explants or producing complex mammalian 
3D tissue analogues in vitro thus requires appropriate bioreactors 
that simulate tissue-specific physiological micro-environments. 
Taking advantage of the new technologies and of computational 
fluid dynamics, a wide array of dynamic bioreactors has been 
devised (for detailed reviews see Martin and Vermette, 2005; 
Meuwly et al., 2007; Catapano and Gerlach, 2007); however, 
none of these devices (from the simplest stirred- or suspension-
culture systems, to the more complex membrane-based reactors, 
or to their most sophisticated versions, that include load- and 
perfusion-controlled systems) is, at present, able to provide op-
timal conditions for the long-term culture of large tissue-like 

masses. the current generation of bioreactors was developed 
for yielding large masses of cells or cell products for industrial 
or clinical applications, and not for supporting the survival or 
the self-assembly of multiple cell types into complex 3D struc-
tures (Hutmacher and Singh, 2008). even if hydrodynamic forc-
es effectively increase mass transfer, in dynamic bioreactors for 
3D culturing this effect should be achieved by considering (and 
balancing) the detrimental effect of turbulence and shear stress 
on cell survival and function. low-shear environment and opti-
mal mass transfer have been attained only with the introduction 
of the Rotary Cell Culture System (RCCStM, Synthecon, Inc.) 
bioreactors. Fruit of N.A.S.A.’s Johnson Space Center techno-
logical research, and successfully used in ground- as well as in 
space-based studies on a wide variety of cell types and tissues 
(a vast literature is available at http://www.synthecon.com), 
RCCStM bioreactors present several advantages with respect to 
other available 3D culture systems. Horizontally rotating, trans-
parent clinostats, RCCStM devices efficiently create a unique, 
highly controlled micro environment that, by reproducing some 
aspects of microgravity (simulated microgravity) (Klaus, 2001; 
Ayyaswamy and Mukundakrishnan, 2007), guarantee the most 
favourable conditions for cell and tissue culturing (Schwarz et 
al., 1992), and provide potentially powerful tools to reproduce 
specific 3D tissue morphogenesis (Mazzoleni et al., 2009). 
Complex tissue-like 3D constructs, different cell types from 
various origins and various intact tissue explants have been 
demonstrated, also by our group, to be kept efficiently in culture 
by these bioreactors, even for long periods of time (Unsworth 
and Lelkes, 1998; Hammond and Hammond, 2001; Vunjak-���������	������������	���	�� ����������	���������	
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Novakovic et al., 2002; Nickerson et al., 2007; Cosmi et al., 
2009; Steimberg et al., 2009). table 1 illustrates the principal 
characteristics of the most commonly used static and dynamic 
3D culture systems.

In summary, providing the best life-like conditions for re-
producing in vitro physiologically relevant tissue substitutes, 
3D culture methods based on the use of RCCStM micrograv-
ity technology may represent a realistic alternative to animal-
based model systems. Moreover, the possibility to use either 
normal or pathological cells or tissues of human origin, even 
obtained from poorly invasive surgical techniques (e.g. needle 
biopsies), the rapid development and optimisation of specific 
culture protocols and new analysis methods (with their subse-
quent standardisation and validation), will also offer to these 
models concrete prospects of filling the gap between animal- 
and human-based studies, opening also new opportunities for 
their application in basic research, pharmaco-toxicology and 
clinical fields.
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the discovery of stem cells, including cells of both embryonic 
and adult origins, has brought the field of cell-based therapies 
into the forefront of promising treatments for intractable disor-
ders such as ischemic diseases, including stroke and myocar-
dial infarction (Park et al., 2009). Nonetheless, clinical use of 
certain adult stem cells, including neural stem cells (NSCs), or 
embryonic and fetal originated cells, is still hindered by safety 
and efficacy problems as well as bioethical and technical is-
sues (Sathananthan and trounson, 2005). By contrast, human 
umbilical cord blood (hUCB), which offers several advantages 
(tab. 1), has already been applied clinically to repopulate bone 
marrow (BM) and blood cell lineages in various pediatric he-
matological malignant and nonmalignant diseases (Sirchia and 
Rebulla, 1999). 

hUCB is a reservoir of hematopoietic, endothelial cell, mes-
enchymal, and multi/pluripotent stem cells (Kim et al., 2004; 
Berger et al., 2006). In particular, hUCB-derived hematopoietic 
stem cells have a number of the most primitive cells and are 
enough to reconstitute blood lineages of a recipient, even from 
a single donor (Broxmeyer et al., 1992; Nayar et al., 2002). 
Interestingly, two different subpopulations in mononuclear 
fractions of hUCB have been identified, adherent and floating 
(Chen et al., 2005). While a considerable number of stem cell 
antigens are expressed on cells in the floating population, the 
adherent cell population mainly includes lymphocytes express-
ing hematopoietic antigens. the relative immunological imma-
turity of hUCB is also noteworthy. hUCB has a high ratio of 
immature T-cells but low levels of mature memory (Harris et 
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Summary
Over the past several years, scientists have demonstrated the therapeutic potential of stem cells derived 
from human umbilical cord blood (hUCB) using in vitro and in vivo models for stroke and other ischemic 
diseases. They have revealed hUCB cells’ pluripotency to differentiate into all cell types, including neural 
lineage, as well as the cells’ ability to provide a number of neurotrophic and angiogenetic factors and to 
modulate inflammatory reaction. Unique immune naïveté of hUCB cells also makes them more flexible 
to allogeneic transplantation compared to other stem cell candidates. These multipotential abilities of 
hUCB stem cells, which were demonstrated by the in vivo studies, could be almost predicted by the findings 
observed in the in vitro models. Therefore, numerous in vitro modeling studies will be necessary to answer 
undetermined properties and to demonstrate the therapeutic effectiveness of hUCB cells. 
 
Keywords: human umbilical cord blood cells, stroke, transplantation, in vitro models 

Tab. 1: Advantages of umbilical cord blood stem cells compared to adult origin for cell based therapies

• Immature immunoregulatory and pro-inflammatory function

• Possible anti-inflammatory effect

• Multiple secretory functions including factors

• Low incidence of GvHD and infection transmission

• Relatively easy procurement and storage

• Immediate feasibility

• No burden to donors
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al., 1992; D’Arena et al., 1998) and cytotoxic (D’Arena et al., 
1998) T-cells. Lymphocytes in hUCB express pro-inflamma-
tory cytokines and their receptors to a lesser degree than those 
in adult blood cells (Gluckman and Rocha, 2005), whereas 
they produce more interleukin (IL)-10, an anti-inflammatory 
cytokine, than those in adult blood cells (Rainsford and Reen, 
2002; Gluckman and Rocha, 2005). this immaturity of immu-
nological properties leads to a low incidence of graft versus 
host disease and viral transmission. Also, such unique cellu-
lar composition allows for relatively flexible donor-recipient 
matching conditions, potentially decreasing the length of time 
required to identify and procure the needed cells for transplan-
tation (Newcomb et al., 2007). 

Several in vitro and in vivo investigations have revealed that 
hUCB cells can transdifferentiate to express various neural 
markers for early neural precursors (musashi-1, nestin, TuJ1), 
mature neurons (NeuN, MAP-2), and astrocytes (glial fibril-
lary acidic protein), as well as oligodendrocytes (galactosyl-
ceramide) when grown in specific conditioned media contain-
ing the neuromorphogens, retinoic acid or nerve growth factor 
(Sanchez-Ramos et al., 2001; Bicknese et al., 2002; Buzanska 
et al., 2002). Recently, NSCs were derived from hUCB cells and 
differentiated toward mature neurons in three-dimensional en-
vironments (Jurga et al., 2009). Moreover, cultured hUCB cells 
in non-inducing standard growth media also showed expres-
sion of neural antigens (Garbuzova-Davis et al., 2003). Chen 
et al. (Chen et al., 2001) demonstrated the role of intravenous 
administration of mononuclear hUCB cells in a middle cerebral 
artery occlusion (MCAO) induced stroke rat model. Implanted 
hUCB cells significantly improved neurological functions and 
were found mainly in the ischemic boundary zone. Some graft-
ed cells were immunoreactive for the endothelial cell marker 
as well as for neural markers, including glial fibrillary acidic 
protein, MAP-2, and NeuN. The findings of this in vivo study 
were similar to the results of in vitro studies, thus supporting the 
claim that in vivo investigations may be predicted by in vitro 
experiments. 

Various parameters of hUCB cell transplantation for stroke 
have been studied by our groups. First, we demonstrated that 
intravenous injection of mononuclear hUCB cells was more ef-
fective than direct striatal implantation in producing long-term 
functional benefits to the stroke animal (Willing et al., 2003). 
Next, we established that there is a dose effect of mononuclear 
hUCB cells on the behavioral recovery and infarct volume in 
MCAO rats (Vendrame et al., 2004). With respect to the thera-
peutic window of cell transplantation for stroke, augmented 
migration in mononuclear hUCB cells towards the hippocam-
pal and striatal extracts harvested at 24-72 hours after stroke 
has been demonstrated (Newman et al., 2005). On the basis of 
this in vitro investigation, it was predicted that, although the 
current therapeutic window for the treatment of stroke victims 
using tissue plasminogen activator is three hours, the therapeu-
tic window may be extended to 24-72 hours after a stroke event 
by using mononuclear hUCB cell therapy. In a subsequent in 
vivo study, when hUCB cells were systemically administered at 
times ranging from three hours to 30 days post MCAO, treat-

ment at 48 hours showed maximal improvements (Newcomb et 
al., 2006), thus supporting the in vitro prediction. 

Furthermore, there has been increasing evidence of the multi-
faceted, bystander effects of hUCB on the injured brain, includ-
ing neurotrophic, angiogenic, and anti-inflammatory actions in 
the MCAO stroke models. The hUCB treatment decreases mi-
croglia/macrophages and the pro-inflammatory cytokines such 
as tumor necrosis factor-α and IL-1β in the brain after stroke 
(Vendrame et al., 2005). Additionally, transplantation of hUCB 
cells induces vascular growth factors and, in turn, neovascu-
larization, leading to functional improvement in the animal 
ischemic disease model (taguchi et al., 2004; Das et al., 2009; 
Yerebakan et al., 2009). these effects likely result from secre-
tion of trophic and other factors from the hUCB cells (Borlon-
gan et al., 2004). taken together, the preponderance of evidence 
suggests that hUCB cells will be a good first candidate for 
cell-based therapies, providing multiple therapeutic effects in 
a single transfusion that no other pharmacological agent could 
mimic, assuming that the present issues, such as safety concerns 
associated with using hUCB for non-hematopoietic disorders 
(Alvarez-Mercado et al., 2009), hUCB expansion capabilities 
(Koestenbauer et al., 2009) after conventional storage tech-
niques (lu et al., 2008), and limited graft survival (Vendrame 
et al., 2004) can be adequately addressed in the near future. Nu-
merous in vitro modeling studies will be necessary to answer 
many of these questions and to demonstrate the therapeutic ef-
fectiveness of hUCB. 
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